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Abstract of Thesis
This thesis offers an alternative answer to a purported enigma, the meaning of
in Philippians 2:6. Solutions which are based on the supposed synonymity
of that word with  (such as those of Lightfoot 1868 and Hoover 1971) fail to
account for two facts: the first, that phrases containing (the example from
Plutarch, in a discussion of the correct nature of friendship between men and youths,
regarding the sexual mores of Cretan men notwithstanding) are concerned with
activities or statements worthy of approval; the second, that any translation of
 in Philippians 2:6 must allow for a similar, or at least compatible,
translation of the word in all its other occurrences in the Greek of the koiné.
The translations of  proposed in this thesis to account for these two
facts do not require reference to or , or to the concepts, either of res
rapienda or of res rapta, much commented on in the literature of its subject.
Paul’s use in Philippians 2:6 of has a meaning which is akin to that
which it has for Plutarch and Vettius Valens (authors of the first and second century
CE). The meaning proposed in this thesis also allows for its gradual (and recorded)
development over time that permitted Oecumenius towards the end of the first
millennium to find in Philippians 2:6b an  resulting from changes in the
meaning of  of which he was apparently not aware. Oecumenius’s definition
of Paul’s as,allowed him (and the Latin churches before
him) to take the final words of Philippians 2:6, in a sense which in
my view Paul never intended and is impossible in its context. To translate as
‘equal to God’ is contrary to the phrase’s history, which goes back in Greek literature to
the Homeric epics, the staple text of classical and post-classical schoolrooms. In the
translation of quotations from secular and ecclesiastical authors of the third to fifth
centuries CE, the use of  and Philippians 2:6b as a whole in the senses which
are offered by this thesis appears not to cause any insurmountable difficulties, but
rather improvements, in our understanding of them.
By making Rome the place of Paul’s writing of the captivity epistles (Philippians
and Philemon), this thesis also proposes a vision of the church particularly applicable to
Philippi as a Roman colony in which Latin was the language of official business and
which had a strong relationship with diuus Iulius and diuus Augustus as its founders. It
also suggests a purpose for the angel’s prophecy in Acts 27:24, to the fulfilment of
which that text makes no reference, and which there is good reason to believe was not
achieved through his appeal to the Emperor (Acts 25:11-12). Paul’s imprisonment, in
the praetorium in Rome, this thesis suggests lrads to a confrontation with Nero and the
fulfilment of the prophecy, a fulfilment which would have been known to Luke’s
contemporaries. The Epistle to the Philippians is the one in which Paul feels sure
enough to reveal more of himself than in any other of his writings, and so offers an
occasion to place him in the Roman world in a way that suggests that in its Latin half
the apostle feels more isolated and more alone than he ever was in the East. Even
though this thesis does not explore Paul’s inner world, it sets out to place him in the
Roman Empire of the first century of our era in a fashion that agrees with both the NT
and the church’s memory, and with our knowledge of that empire.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
1.1

By Way Of A Beginning
This thesis has had a long period of gestation. It was conceived late in the last century

as a result of the reading of what has been described as a ‘groundbreaking exploration of the
literary background’ of the Greek term, , which had ‘finally provided
the basis for a clear understanding of the linguistic background of the term in its literary and
social context’.1 Later, Dennis (Denny) Burk was to speak of Hoover’s work as a watershed. 2
What I had read and what was being lauded was Hoover 1971, an article, which ‘it is fair to say
… represents majority opinion in the scholarly community’.3 Hoover believed what he had
written provided a philological solution to the enigma of the meaning of the noun 
as used by Paul in Philippians 2:6. The groundbreaking explorer, however, had failed to notice
that all the uses of the word by the authors which he had quoted could have the favourable (or
at least the not unfavourable) sense which was lacking in every use of the noun  of
which he had concluded that  was a synonym. There was, however, one apparent
exception: Plutarch’s use of the word  in one of his ‘Moral Essays’ seemed to give to
that word a meaning in Cretan usage of ‘the abduction by men of youths for sexual purposes’,4
a practice which for the author was unacceptable and should be shunned. So my search for a
meaning for  was not initiated in the New Testament, but in the pages of Plutarch,
Paul’s somewhat younger and longer-lived contemporary. The Epistle to the Philippians is
one among the apostle’s epistles which are almost universally accepted as part of the corpus of
his authentic writings, but its standing among exegetes and theologians is not as one in the
first rank. Paul’s Philippian converts do not give him cause for alarm, as, for example, do
those of Corinth or Galatia. Only some difficulty between two women in the church gives rise
to calls for mediation and reconciliation, which come towards the end of the epistle and after a

1

Hellerman 2005:135.

2

Burk 2004:2545.

3

Hellerman 2005:136.

4

Plutarch Moralia 12A. Plutarch’s words (together with his other use of , in the form
) are translated in Chapter 7 below.

1

reminder to the church as a whole of its duty of imitating those who imitated Paul in his own imitation
of his Lord.5
The Epistle to the Philippians is one of Paul’s last. It was written from prison, with death as the
most likely way out from it, for all the letter’s promises of a return to Philippi and his beloved
Philippians. His call to the Philippians to imitate those who live according to the example kaqw;~
e[cete tuvpon hJma`~6 seems to me a suggestion that he knows he may never see the Philippians
again, and an attempt to prepare the church for that eventuality. We should, I believe, regard the
words as Paul’s last message to those he looks on as the authentic Philippians, and to all who believe
that ‘Jesus Christ is Lord.’ It is a summons both to unity in the Church and to the spread of the
Gospel among their non-believing neighbours.

Philippians should not be celebrated merely for

containing an enigma (which, in my opinion, turns out to be not one at all) that draws our attention
away from its real message. The emphasis on , on Philippians 2:6, and as a result on
Philippians 2:5-11, has been necessary. The lesser attention given to the other 97 verses of the epistle
blinds us to the importance of the whole and its unifying theme of the nature of the life of the church.

1.2

The Title Of This Work
The title of this thesis has been inspired by a phrase from the Philosphical

Investigations of Ludwig Wittgenstein (1879-1951), a work of which the first part is both a
rejection of the views enshrined in his Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus (1921) and the result
of his later thought. Part I of the Philosophical Investigations is divided into 693 short
numbered sections of varying length, of which number 373 is: ‘Welche Art von Gegenstand
etwas ist, sagt die Grammatik’,7 to which he then adds in parenthesis, as if a passing thought
had struck him, the words ‘Theologie als Grammatik’. It is the English translation of this
phrase, therefore, which by a transposition of the nouns, has provided the title of my work.8
Paul provides the theology; by looking at what Paul has written, I am seeking to find out what
the grammar is (lexicography is a part of grammar), and only then looking at our
understanding of the theology. Wittgenstein seems to have been struck with the thought that
5

Cf. Philippians 3:17. The trouble between Syntyche and Euodia is animadverted to in
Philippians 4:2-4, together with a call to Paul’s  to intervene in their dispute.

‘Brothers andsisters, join in imitating me, and observe those who live
according to the example you have in us.’

6

Philippians 3:17. ‘...according to the example you have in us...’

7

Wittgenstein 2002:99e. ‘Grammar tells us what kind of object anything is.’

8

Wittgenstein 2002:99e.

2

theology itself functions like grammar in formulating the laws which make discussion of the
nature of any object possible. Grammar makes theology possible, but does not theology itself
make grammar possible?
My purpose is, therefore, to look at Philippians 2:6 and with it, Philippians 2:7a, which
really belongs together with Philippians 2:6b as the two parts of a whole: ‘not the one…but
the other’:9

  :

two

complementary clauses expressing a contrast. The pair form a grammatical and syntactical
whole and Philippians 2:6-7a, as an extended single verse, demonstrates how well it fits not
only into Philippians 2:5-11, or even Philippians 2:1-18, but into the whole Epistle to the
Philippians, as a well-oiled key goes into the lock for which it has been made, and opens
what appears as a complete and unitary whole.
Fergus Kerr has this comment to make on Philosophical Investigations 371:
To ask what ideas, mental pictures and so on are, is to invite the thought that it should be
possible to locate them, by introspection or description. ‘We are up against one of the great
sources of philosophical bewilderment: a substantive makes us look for a thing that
corresponds to it.’10 The recommendation that we should consider how words for the inner life
are used in conversation if we want to understand what they mean provokes the protest that we
are being asked to talk ‘only’ of words, whereas we want to "get, by some supposedly more
direct non-linguistic way, straight to the thing itself. The paradigm of meaning as designating
material, or quasi-material objects, once again holds its sway.11

What I hope to succeed in doing by this work is not, in Fergus Kerr’s words, ‘to get, by
some supposedly more direct non-linguistic way, straight to the thing itself’, since the thing
itself, or rather the Person himself, our Lord Jesus Christ, is already present before us in the
words of Philippians 2:6-7a.
1.3

Paul’s Final Message To His Converts
Paul felt no need to explain in depth the meaning of what he (or possibly, in the case of

Philippians 2:5-11, someone else) wrote, or what was his understanding of his mission. After
9

Lightfoot 1888:134.

10

Wittgenstein 1933-1934:1.

11

Kerr 1986:145-146.

3

all, that had been the subject of the assemblies of Paul’s Philippian community: ‘talk and
argument, disturbing questions about belief and behaviour (two matters of little concern to
religion in antiquity), conscious changes to accepted ways, and the expectation of a more
drastic transformation soon to come’, words written by Edwin Judge now more than a quarter
of a century ago.12 Paul’s theological position (his initial frame of reference, so to speak)
was, I believe, that of a devoutly observant, zealous, and well-educated Jew who eagerly
awaited the coming of the Messiah. At the moment when Saul had been about to fall upon
those he had come to persecute, who were also Jews, but not as he was, he had been made to
recognise that the Messiah had indeed come, but in such a surprising and unexpected way
that many of his own people had not been aware of his presence, and had turned against
him.13 Jesus of Nazareth had come as one , but now he had returned as the
one , as , just for his persecutor.14 In a blinding flash, Saul’s whole
world had been turned upside down, and he had accepted Jesus the Messiah as his Lord.
Almost immediately, according to Acts,15 Saul had begun to proclaim Jesus, to the Jews first,
and only afterwards to the Gentiles, as the one who had been crucified and yet lived, and
would live and reign forever as Lord of the Universe. The message had been addressed to all
who had heard it. All who accepted Baptism and unreservedly and eternally acknowledged
his Lordship could share in the Lord’s privileges, which would also be theirs in a world
transformed.
Paul’s Clear Words and Our Puzzlement

1.4

When Paul included in his letter to the authentic Philippians, his converts dwelling and
acting

in

a

world

transformed,

the

relative

clause


…

he could not have known what a field of speculation he was sowing for

12

Judge 2008:160. The essay originally appeared as ‘Cultural conformity and Innovation in Paul:
some clues from contemporary documents.’ TynBul 35 (1984) 3-24.

13

Acts 9:1-9. Cf. also Philippians 3:6. …, ‘as to zeal, a
persecutor of the church.’

14

Philippians 2:7. ‘in the form of a slave’ and 2:11 ‘Lord’.

15

Acts 9:20.

16

Philippians 2:6-7a. ‘Who, being in the form of God, thought it not robbery to be equal with
God: but made himself of no reputation …’ (KJV); ‘who though he was in the form of God,
did not regard equality with God as something to be exploited, but emptied himself…’ (NRSV).

4

subsequent generations of exegetes, commentators, and theologians, particularly if they were
not speakers of the Greek of his age. They all were attempting to fit Christ into their
grammars, grammars of the same sort used to speak of Constantine, Henry II, Iván Gróznyĭ,
Louis XIV, and even the inhuman tyrants of the last century, as sovereign Lords, but not of a
poor Palestinian peasant who came to a bad end. Of course, Paul must have chosen his words
with care.17 We can be sure that he fully expected the Philippians to understand what he had
in mind, a matter with which no commentator on the verse would seem to be in disagreement.
He was not introducing any new topic into the teaching he had given them in person. In his
letter he is not controverting with anyone who had brought to Philippi a doctrine which was
not Paul’s. Paul was facing death, for all his encouraging words of coming soon to visit those
whom he was addressing. He was a man trying to ensure that his favourite church would
survive their shock and grief at his loss, and endure in the necessity of facing the future on
their own. Nevertheless, subsequent generations of scholars—both ancient and modern—
have for all their learning found themselves unduly puzzled by what was plain even to the
unlettered to whom Paul addressed his epistle. The apostle who at Philippi is described by
Luke as having converted his gaoler and the gaoler’s household and baptised them all in a
few tumultuous hours between midnight and dawn18 will hardly have followed later a
catechetical method different from that which he used earlier in the place of his earlier
imprisonment, and which he was subsequently to use (and be criticised for) at Corinth:
.19
Paul’s words to the Corinthians confirm me in my view that his preaching at Philippi
would have been no different there.

In Corinth he had made 

.20 What Paul was founding was a new society,
attractive especially to slaves and the poor freeborn, mainly labourers and artisans, which
could in the first instance disguise itself, at least for a while, under the appearance of a

17

Although most contemporary biblical scholars seem to believe that Philippians 2:5-11 was not
composed by Paul, I shall for the sake of brevity make no further acknowledgement of this
belief but shall treat the words as his own.

18

Acts 16:25-33.

19

1 Corinthians 2:1. ‘…not in lofty words or wisdom…’

20

1 Corinthians 2:4, ‘My speech and my proclamation were not with plausible words of
wisdom…’

5

voluntary society, a collegium tenuiorum.21 Such associations were frequently proscribed by
the authorities, frequently half-heartedly suppressed, and just as often reconstituted, with or
without official approval.
There seem to have been some at least in the church of Corinth (to turn for the moment
to another of Paul’s foundations) who thought of themselves as sophisticated, a pretension
that is nowhere recorded of the Philippians. In the preceding paragraph I quoted from 1
Corinthians 2:1.

Paul continues to describe the nature of his proclamation:

,22 to spread the good news of Jesus, a
Messiah executed, put to death by crucifixion, but living yet. 23 He would no doubt with all
the more reason have followed the same course at Philippi. It must be admitted, nevertheless,
that, despite his best intentions, what the Apostle Paul thought was plain and simple may
have appeared to his churches as straightforward only at first, but on further hearing or
reading found to possess depths which even after almost two thousand years have not been
fully plumbed. Part of the difficulty lies in the apostle’s frustrating—at least for us—practice
of only sketching out in his letters what he had already taught in full and in person to the
various churches which he had founded.24 Philipppi, for example, is the only church which is
addressed as polivteuma.25 It is also the only church whose members he spoke to and of in
the body of his epistle, not by the Greek name given to the inhabitants of the town, not as

21

‘an association of persons of slender means’. These will be discussed more fully in Chapter 8.

22

1 Corinthians 2:4. ‘…but with a demonstration of the Spirit and power.’

23

1 Corinthians 2:2.

24

The Epistle to the Romans is the only one of the seven (Romans, 1 and 2 Corinthians,
Galatians, 1 Thessalonians, Philippians, Philemon) almost universally accepted as Paul’s own
composition, but—excluding Philemon—which is not addressed to a church or to the churches
of a region which is or are his own foundation. The letter to the capital city of the Empire is
addressed, instead, , among
whom he had, if we take chapter 16 of the same epistle either as an integral part of or as a
covering letter to it, a wide acquaintance. The Epistles to Romans and to the Galatians are also
the only ones which are addressed from Paul alone, and the Epistles to the Romans (1:7—as an
inclusio) and to the Philippians (1:1) are the only ones which are addressed
, rather than to a church, although in the latter case he speaks of the totality
of the Philippian believers, not as an  but as and so including
himself as one of its members.

25

Philippians 3:20.
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Filippei`~, but by a name derived from the Latin Philippenses, Filipphvsioi,26 here given to
the citizens of the polivteuma established by the Apostle. There thus becomes apparent what
I shall argue is Paul’s real understanding of his Philippian community: the colonia Augusta
Iulia Philippensis has been disestablished, and its inhabitants are being offered membership
in a new foundation with the poor and the slaves who are in and of Christ.27
1.5

Some Assumptions
Paul at the time of writing both the letters to the Philippians and to Philemon, was in

custody in the praetorium in a city which long tradition has maintained was Rome, but
which, it has been suggested in more recent times, may have been Caesarea in Palestine, or
Ephesus, or even Corinth. We do not know how long he had been awaiting trial, or even if he
had already been tried or condemned. His words in Philippians 1:21-26 would seem to
suggest that he was still awaiting his day in court on a charge of maiestas either before Nero
(if the words of Acts 27:24 are based on fact, as I believe they are) 28 or the emperor’s
praetorian prefect.29 In this work I accept the tradition, which, after all goes back to the end
of the century after Paul, and, therefore, was held by persons whose parents or grandparents
were living at the time of Paul’s death, that the Apostle was imprisoned, tried, and executed
in Rome. Even though a tradition does not have scriptural warrant, it does not need to be
unhistorical. The letter to the Philippians (and to Philemon from the same place) can most
26

Philippians 4:15.

27

Paul addresses by name the Corinthians (2 Corinthians 6:11) and Galatians (Galatians 3:1) and
the Thessalonians:  (1 Thessalonians 1:1—‘to the church
of the Thessalonians’). If Paul had wished to differentiate the believers from the Roman
citizens in charge of Philippi he could have used the Greek word ; that he did not
suggests to me that the believers had in Paul’s mind replaced the town’s honestiores through
the power and authority of its true Lord, Jesus Christ.

28

Acts 27:24. ’ Do not be afraid, Paul; you
must stand before the emperor…’ In my view, Luke, in writing of the first beginnings of the
Church and its swift spread from Palestine to the centre of the Empire, would not have invented
events in his narrative of which the occurrence or otherwise would have been comparatively
easy to verify, e.g., that Paul was tried by the Emperor himself on a charge of maiestas. (Such
a procedure would have been the normal practice). Luke may, in order to emphasise that God
was assisting the apostolic work, and that Paul himself was confident that he would have an
opportunity of proclaiming Christ to the highest levels of the Roman government, worked these
details into his narrative in the form of an angelic message, the manner of fulfilment of which
the Church, at the time when the Acts of the Apostles was beginning to circulate, was fully
aware.

29

maiestas ‘high treason’.
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aptly be regarded as letters of farewell from Paul to his dearest friends—
…

,30

affecting words from one who could very well have already been executed on a charge of
high treason before those to whom the letters were addressed had received them. That the
Epistles to the Philippians and to Philemon were entrusted to Paul’s servants Epaphroditus
and Onesimus suggests to me that Paul, after the example of his Lord at his arrest, 31 was
setting out of harm’s way those who had been the faithful attendants of his imprisonment.
It is assumed in this work, therefore, that Rome is where Paul was when he wrote the
Epistle to the Philippians. It also accepts that the Epistle is not a composite, compiled by a
later editor from parts of two or three letters which Paul dictated at different times to the
church at Philippi, and that the breaks in its topics which have been detected arise from the
difficult conditions under which it was composed. Basing my conjecture upon the work of
Richard Cassidy, I am of the view that Paul was imprisoned in Nero’s residence in Rome (but
not in the Domus Aurea, which was not begun until after the Great Fire in 64) in the early
60’s, and that he was awaiting trial among others in the same or similar circumstances. In the
intervals between his interrogations by the Praetorian Prefect, which may have involved
torture, though for Paul as a Roman citizen (a status guaranteed not only by Luke but by
Paul’s awaiting in prison his appearance in court) it should not have, Paul evangelised his
fellow prisoners, whom he describes ironically as oiJ ejk Kaivsaro~ oijkiva~,32 and converted
some. Epaphroditus, ,33 who had been very ill and had almost
died, was now recovered, well enough to share Paul’s prison as his servant and amanuensis
and be the eventual bearer of the letter to the Philippians to its intended audience. 34 It was a
letter composed in fits and starts over a period of some days or weeks in a hostile
environment and difficult circumstances beset by frequent interruptions. The hostility of that
environment

may

be

guessed

at

from

Philippians

30

Philippians 4:1. ‘Therefore, my brothers and sisters, whom I love and long for, my joy and
crown, stand firm in the Lord in this way, my beloved.’

31
32

John 18:8.

33

Cf. Philippians 2:25. ‘…the servant of my need…’.

34

Philippians 2:25-30.

Philippians 4:22. ‘…those in Caesar’s household…’.
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1:21:

,35 if it should be a guarded reference to the
extra-legal methods being inflicted on a Roman citizen accused of maiestas.

Paul’s prospects at the time he wrote this captivity epistle were in human terms
undoubtedly bleak. He could not but proclaim that it was Jesus and none other who was the
Lord and the only true Son of God, if not in the exact terms of Philippians 2:6-11, at least in
words which would leave his judge in no doubt that the one who in Rome was normally
addressed as ‘Domine’ was in fact the usurper of another’s realm, whose kingdom was not
confined to the orbis terrarum, but extended to the farthest borders of a finite but
nevertheless boundless universe, to the heavens above the emperor’s sway and to earths and
lands which knew him not. Paul might be recommending proclamation of the Gospel ejn
pavsh/ parrhsiva/36 to the Church at Philippi as the best policy when called upon to confess
that Jesus Christ is Lord. He was also aware that, in a trial in an imperial court on a charge
of maiestas, to make such a bold assertion would be to ensure that his defence would not be
acceptable before the highest levels of the imperial government. Any subsequent statement
that Paul meant the Roman emperor no harm but only his ultimate good, would surely be
disregarded and not save him from conviction and death.
But at the heart of the Epistle to the Philippians is 2:6-11 are words which represent, in
the view of the author of this thesis, Paul’s statement of his own faith, and at the centre of his
apologia before the imperial tribunal. That Paul’s place of imprisonment was Rome would
have been something known to those who were in touch with, or at most, one or two removes
from, those to whom the events and circumstances of the last years of Nero would have been
personal knowledge, persons known to others besides Marcion and, possibly, Gaius. Paul
could not but make before him who was worshipped by his subjects as the lord of the world,
and who had been adopted into a family whose ancestors had been deified by the Senate, a
declaration that implied that his claim to his title was spurious, that another was the true Lord
not only of the orbis terrarum, but also of the entire universe, a ruler whose reign could never
end. The  that the Roman state offered to the filius Diui Claudii belonged not
to him but to another.37 Paul would therefore be before the emperor what Luke records him
35

Philippians 1:21. ‘For to me, living is Christ and dying is gain.’

36

Philippians 1:20. ‘…in all boldness…’.

37

Cf. Price 1984:516.
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as being before Agrippa, one praying to God, that not only the king but all who were listening
to him on that day in Caesarea might become as he was.38
The purpose of the thesis seeks to arrive at a translation of  which reflects its
original, Pauline, sense and allows a more satisfactory rendering of Philippians 2:6-7a within
a context in which Paul and his life were in the hands of one who by his office and behaviour
was in constant opposition to the Lord whose imperium his predecessors had usurped for
themselves. But before I can arrive at Chapter 8, on the translation of Philippians 2:6, there is
much preliminary work to be done.
After this introductory first chapter, I shall proceed to my task through a chapter which
surveys the work of three twentieth century writers on the translation of Philippians 2:6 and
of aJrpagmov~, namely, Heinrich Schumacher, Werner Jaeger, and Werner Foerster, together
with four others (Friedrich Loofs, Louis Bouyer, Frederick Vokes, and Roy Hoover), who in
one way or another acknowledge their debt to the first three in their own consideration of
aspects of the meaning of the same noun. Chapter 3 describes exegesis of Philippians 2:6 in
a representative number of commentaries of the same epistle published in during the last
century and a half. Chapters 4 and 5 are, respectively, a discussion of Greek words which
end in the syllable –mov~, and an investigation into how Paul himself used nouns ending in
the same syllable. Chapter 6 looks at pairs of nouns (excluding a{rpagma and aJrpagmov~),
each formed from the same verb stem, one ending in –ma and the other ending in –mov~.
which have been supposed by some earlier commentators to be synonyms, and to which
a[rpagma and aJrpagmov~ have been compared as possessing the same quality. Chapter 7
treats of the translation of aJrpagmov~, on the basis of the use of the word by various authors,
both secular and ecclesiastical, none of whom is quoting Philippians 2:6. Finally, in Chapter
8, I offer my translation of Philippians 2:6-7a in the setting of the ‘Christ-hymn, of the epistle
as a whole, and both of the Roman colony in which those to whom it was addressed lived and
of the relationship between it and Rome forged by Paul as the author of the epistle to the
Philippians. This will also require me to speak of Paul as a prisoner and why my choice is
given to Rome as the place of his incarceration, trial, and execution. Then follows Chapter 9,
which summarises my arguments and briefly sets out my conclusions concerning the nature
of the Philippian church and the epistle which Paul wrote to it.
38

Cf. Acts 26:28.
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Finally there are a

bibliography of works used in the preparation of the thesis, and a number of Appendices.
1.6

Conclusion
One must ask what are the implications contained in acceptance of my translation of a

single word set in a single verse and the first three words of the following verse. In my
opinion that translation gives a better sense to Philippians 2:6 and to the whole Epistle to the
Philippians. It also tends to make more plausible the assumptions which have already been
set out on pages 8-10 above as to the place of Paul’s imprisonment and the person of his
judge, and of the illegitimacy of his imperial claims. These assumptions have not been made
to support the correctness of my translation, but because I believe that the church which is in
Rome has retained from early years to this day sober traditions concerning the apostle to the
Gentiles who spent some years among them. Paul gives away very little about himself and
his circumstances in the 104 verses of the epistle. We know that he is in prison,39 and from
knowledge of the Roman system of criminal justice we also know that, when he first arrived
in Rome as the result of his prouocatio40, his detention is not a punishment. He was under
guard in his own rented accommodation to make sure that he would be available for
questioning and to appear before the appropriate tribunal when the emperor or his
representative was ready to hear both Paul’s accusers from Jerusalem and Paul himself.41 On
the occasion of the writing of the Epistles to the Philippians we know his prison was a
praetorium,42 which, on my assumption, were the barracks of the imperial bodyguard
attached to Caesar’s residence. There Paul continued to carry on his mission of proclaiming
the gospel of Jesus.43

Subsequently this work will briefly test my assumption against the

understanding of the Epistle to the Philippians and its purpose allowed by the translation of
Philippians 2:6-7a in the manner proposed by this thesis and, as I hope, thus lend further
reinforcement to it. This does not require any circularity of argument. My assumptions arise
from a belief in the durability of sober tradition, and that later accretions would have revealed
themselves by their fanciful nature. My translation comes from the texts collected, tested
39

Philippians 1:7.

40

Acts 25:11-12.

41

Acts 28:16, 30. It will be argued in Chapter 8 that Paul was released after the , ‘period
of two years’, as a result of the non-arrival of Paul’s accusers from Palestine.

42

Philippians 1:13.

43

Philippians 1:13 and 4:22; also Acts 27:24.
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against both the uniformity of the meaning of  found by comparison with uses of
the same word by contemporary or near contemporary authors, and also by examination of
the gradual and uniform development of the word’s meaning over the best part of a
millennium.
Finally, there will be contained in this thesis much which must be seen as speculative
and in fact is so. Since I am approaching the Epistle to the Philippians from a direction
which has not been previously explored, I am suggesting that previously proposed solutions
to the  problem are only partially correct. The plausibility of my own offering
will, I hope, be judged to be supported by the evidence I offer, and to be properly based on
what I believe is a correct perception both of the history of the Roman empire and, as well of
the Greek language in the first century of the Common Era, the age in which and to which
Christ’s proclamation of his Kingdom was first preached by Paul, the Apostle to the Gentiles.
If my thesis gains general acceptance, no doubt commentaries which notice it will test what I
am putting forward. But until then my proposal must remain just that—a proposal, though
based on the researches of others into the historical circumstances of the Roman Empire and
the  of the first century CE.

It is as such, therefore, that it is offered.
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Chapter 2

The Twentieth Century and the Meaning of 

2.1

Introduction
Jaeger, Schumacher, Foerster, Hoover, and others went looking for their understanding

of Philippians 2:6 among the writings of those whose language was either the Greek of Paul’s
day, the , or its early mediaeval successor, Byzantine Greek. In terms of Christ’s
Church and of history, Paul wrote at the end of the early period in which the Church was
coming into existence, and as the Roman Empire was coming to realise that this so-called
Jewish sect was anything but that, and was engaged in the worship of one, rejected by the
leaders of Judaism, who had proclaimed himself before the imperial procurator as King of the
Jews, and been executed for his delusion. The believers of Paul’s day—equally deluded and
equally dangerous to the good order of the state—were living at a time when the Church’s
existence was still precarious and at the beginning of sporadic attempts to exterminate it.
Paul was also writing at a time when his letters were still largely letters to individual
churches, addressing their local problems, and when the NT was only beginning to be
formed. The apostles, and those about them, or the successors of both, were in the first stages
of developing a body of writings which were by the third century still not universally agreed
upon as scripture; even today individual churches still differ in detail as to the texts which
make up God’s revealed word. But by 200 CE there was wide enough agreement to allow
texts to be discussed, exegeted, and compared with others which were part of what had
already come to be known as the NT.1 This was undertaken not only with the aid of other
texts of the NT, but also through comparison with texts contained in the the OT, either
through the Greek of the LXX, or in other translations of what had originally been written in
Hebrew or Aramaic. By the fourth century, however, the Church’s situation had changed
markedly from that of the years of its Founder and of the Apostles. The dispersed and
intermittently persecuted churches of the first three centuries had coalesced and were much
more aware of their unity. Furthermore, their members were no longer a despised minority
but had become an arm of government, with the Emperor in Constantinople viewing himself
1

du Toit 1993:103b. ‘It is clear, however, that [by 190 CE] the idea of the canon has materialized;
its broad base is fixed, but uncertainty still exists over the books on its periphery.’
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as the Church’s supreme governor. Rulers seek uniformity, not only in the exercise by their
officers and servants of the powers vested in them, but also out of a desire for ease and
regularity of administration and equality of treatment, as well as for the avoidance of unrest
among their subjects. So in the fourth and fifth (and subsequent) centuries the search for
Christian orthodoxy was pursued for reasons which were not always theological but were
political; the unity of the empire was to be reflected in the unity of the church and its
doctrines.
In their definition of doctrine the Church Fathers turned necessarily to the Scriptures,
since it was on the basis of them that both errors were exposed and the dogmas of the Church
formulated and defended. Dogmatic statements are based on scriptural texts read, not in
isolation, but against the background of other scriptural texts and doctrinal decisions based
upon them. Of course, appeal to scriptural texts means that there will be a necessity to step
outside scriptures in order to determine their meaning. In relation to the fourth-century
search for the doctrine of God Hanson defines the problem caused both by presuppositions
about the Bible and the reverence for it brought by the disputants to the controversy:
But it is not the errors arising out of mistranslation [of the original Hebrew
and Aramaic] that impeded a full understanding of the Bible by the
theologians of the fourth century. It was much more the presuppositions
with which they approached the Biblical text that clouded their perceptions,
the tendency to treat the Bible in an ‘atomic’ way as if each verse or set of
verses was capable of giving direct information about Christian doctrine
apart from its context, the ‘oracular’ concept of the nature of the Bible, the
incapacity, with a few exceptions, to take serious account of the background
and circumstances and period of the writers.2

Hanson also acknowledges that ‘the pro-Nicenes before the appearance of the
Cappadocian theologians, at least in the West, could not exclude something of the notion that
incarnation implies inferiority’ of the Son to the Father.3 This, of course, was the teaching of
the Arians, which orthodoxy was attempting to refute, while often seeking, through various
mediating, semi-Arian, positions, not to abandon the implication of inferiority.
Paul in the Epistle to the Philippians is dealing with what I might describe as matters of
practical theology on the basis of his teaching expounded in 1 Corinthians 12:14-31 on the
2

Hanson 1988:848-849.

3

Hanson 1988:847.
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Church as the Body of Christ.

In Corinth the unity of the Church and of that Body was

threatened by several matters, which might be summarised as a tendency to form parties
around persons who differed in their understanding of what faith in Christ meant in their
relations with those within and outside their church. In Philippi, it author’s concern lay
within a church which, sooner rather than later, was to be bereft of its own apostle before the
return of the Lord, yet would have to exist and proclaim that Lord within a society which
served and prayed for another lord as the source of its unity, and of its peace and security.
Furthermore, that society believed that it had the power to coerce all its members, and
especially those who had withdrawn from giving that lord their full allegiance. The words
which comprised Philippians 2:6-7a might in circumstances of doctrinal peace gone have
largely unregarded in their original meaning three or four centuries later. Then Paul’s views
on the relationship between Church and Empire might have been seen as having little
relevance to the contemporary situation. This should not appear to be too far-fetched a
thought. It will be demonstrated that Origen, for example, in the first half of the third century
understood without difficulty the meaning Paul attached to  in the
reshaping of Philippians 2:6 to his own legitimate purposes in Book 6 of his Commentary on
John.4

Eusebius of Caesarea, born shortly after the former’s death in 254, quotes in the

Ecclesiastical History a letter to the churches of Asia and Phrygia from those of Vienne and
Lyons during the persecution of 177 which cites Philippians 2:6. He does so with an
awareness that the letter writer’s understanding of Paul’s words is not at variance with the
apostle’s.5

Unfortunately, in the fourth century, the participants in the theological

controversies over the nature of the doctrine of God tended not to be especially interested in
the meanings attached to particular texts by their authors, but only those which in their
controversies could be supported by words or phrases divorced from their original contexts.
The words were being used theologically, not linguistically, as useful weapons in their
polemics. Eusebius himself was quite willing to use Philippians 2:5-7 to defend the divinity
of Christ in a way quite at variance with the meaning of Philippians 2:6 which he had

4

Origen Commentary on St John 6 (MPG 14.300B). Translations of texts from the Chrurch
Fathers are those of the authors who commented upon them and who are discussed in this
chapter. My own translations of these texts are provided in Chapter 7 ‘The Meaning of
’, and Chapter 8 on ‘From Philippi to Rome and the Translation of Philippians 2:6’.

5

Eusebius Ecclesiastical History 5.2.2-3 (MPG 20.453AB).
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accepted in the context of the letter referred to above.6 In such a situation Schumacher and
Foerster were unlikely to obtain the correct, or even a uniform, interpretation of the meaning
of any scriptural verse in its orginal context from an examination of how Church Fathers had
used it. Discussions in the fourth century were not only about fashioning correct doctrines,
but also about finding the correct words to express their meaning, a task that required time
and effort, and a realisation of its necessity. The inauguration in the nations of the universal
eschatological reign of the Messiah was something that had begun to be proclaimed only in
Paul’s lifetime and largely through his agency. It required the best efforts of believers of the
apostolic and subsequent ages for this doctrine, determined and revealed by past events, to be
taught .7 By the fourth century the Church’s advance was no longer the
subject of controversy, but it had developed characteristics that Paul would, I believe, have
disowned. A Father of the Church who after the Edict of Milan insisted on explaining how
Paul’s vision of a Church should be applied unmodified in the changed relationships between
it and Empire in the world of the fourth century, might have found himself, as I shall shortly
suggest, quickly hushed into silence.
There is, therefore, a long history attached to the exegesis of Philippians 2:6, and most
of it has been brought about, not by any lack of the use of aJrpagmov~ in its contemporary
sense during the second two-thirds of the first millennium of our era (from about c. 3301000), but by then giving to that noun in its accusative case and to the phrases that follows,
connotations
they did not possess in the apostolic and subapostolic age.

which

As we shall see, John of

Climacus, who died in 679 CE, could only use the word  in such a way that
required identifying whether he was using it in a bad or good sense, whereas Paul in the first
century and Origen in the third could use the word only in a good sense.
My argument will be that although some small part of the christological debates of the
following centuries, and particularly the fourth and fifth, seems to have revolved around this
particular verse of the NT, the words , had in Paul’s mind and in the minds
of his Philippians no reference to the identity in nature of the Son with his Father, but to an
issue associated particularly with Philippi’s status as a Roman colony with a ruling class
6
7

Eusebius of Caesarea Works IV: Dogmatics (MPG 24.834).
Philippians 1:20. ‘…with all boldness…’
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eager to demonstrate that its place in a sea of Greeks had done nothing to dilute its
Romanitas.

The colony’s form of government was modelled on the Rome of the late

Republican period.

From participation in that government the colony’s freeborn non-

citizens, and, naturally, its slaves were excluded. The descendants of the veterans of the
battle fought outside the walls of Philippi in 42 BCE or of the sea-battle off Actium (that
is, off the western coast of Greece, close to the entrance to the Ambracian gulf) in 31
BCE who formed the citizen body of Philippi would have had great reverence for the
emperor, and the care with which they would have celebrated the days of each
emperor’s accession to imperial power and his birthday. This reverence would, I
believe, have informed the meaning attached to the four words of Philippi’s official
name, Colonia Augusta Iulia Philippensis; it was a ciuitas and not a povli~, founded by
Caesar Augustus (if one overlooks that post-31 BCE unperson, Mark Antony and his
Colonia Victrix Philippensis); conceived by Julius Caesar (or so his successor alleged);
and inhabited by the descendants of the original Roman colonists as its citizens. The
native Macedonian and Thracian Philippians, descendants of those who had been the
passive subjects of all these decisions, were now last and least among the free persons of
Philippi.
One thing must be made abundantly clear, though, in regards to this thesis. The
issue which was to divide believers and non-believers in the Roman Empire as a whole.
And in Philippi particularly, was not, in my view, who was —the views of
believers were irreconcilable with any pagan understanding of the term, which for the
non-believers did not require internal assent, but only outward conformity and
participation in public worship. Those, on the other hand, who worshipped the crucified
and risen Jesus of Nazareth as the only one to whom the words  could
rightly be attributed had thereby withdrawn from any participation in those
ceremonies.8 Believers and unbelievers were divided by the question as to who should
be addressed as Lord—Christ or the Emperor. Those who chose Christ as their Lord
not only gave their allegiance to one not sanctioned by the gods, but also challenged the
right of the emperor to rule and the basis of the empire itself.

8

1 Corinthians 2:2. Although it was the Corinthians among whom Paul decided to know nothing
but  ‘Jesus Christ and him crucified’, this
surely would have been his normal understanding and preaching.
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2.2

Some twentieth-century commentators on 
Both Heinrich Schumacher and Werner Foerster attempted to interrogate the Greek

Fathers on their use of the noun . The efforts of these two scholars overlap those of
two others, Werner Wilhelm Jaeger, a classicist rather than a biblical scholar or theologian,
and Roy W Hoover, the only one of the four who has survived into the twenty-first century.
Jaeger and Hoover will be discussed together because Hoover’s 1971 article took as its
starting point the former’s 1915 article.

9

Three other authors are briefly mentioned:

Friedrich Loofs, Louis Bouyer, and Frederick Vokes. These seven authors wrote specifically
on alone, not as commentators on the Epistle to the Philipppians as a whole. The
work of Hoover, particularly, is reflected in modern commentaries, although there are a
number published since 1971 which, as we shall see in the next chapter, prefer to go their
own way. But none of their authors made that choice in ignorance of Hoover’s work.
Schumacher and Foerster were agreed at least on one thing: »[Die] griechischen Väter
[waren] noch mit größerem Verständnis eigenen Sprache, ihrer Eigentümlichkeiten,
Schicksale und der
ausgerüstet…«10

bei

ihrer Ausbreitung

im

Orient angenommenen Nuancen

Foerster put the same thought more concisely:

»Die griechischen

Kirchenväter hatten das gesicherte Sprachverständnis.«11 The two scholars, therefore,
believed that Greek speakers would allow them and us to arrive at a correct translation of the
noun . Schumacher makes this statement, »Die Gläubigen zu Philippi mußten doch
Paulus verstehen und aus seinem Gedankenkreis heraus seine Worte würdigen können.«12
Unfortunately, Greeks who came after Paul may have known what his words in Philippians
2:6 meant (and there is evidence to show that some at least in the fourth century did know
that), but this does not mean that they did not subordinate its meaning in its Pauline context to

9

Hoover 1971. ‘The Harpagmos Enigma: A Philological Solution’ HTR 64 (1971) 95-119;
Jaeger 1915. »Eine Stilgeschichtliche Studie zur Philipperbrief.« Hermes 50 (1915) 537-553.

10

Schumacher 1914:10. ‘…the Greek Fathers ... were, in particular, the possessors of a fuller
comprehension of their own language, its characteristics and fortunes, and were equipped with
a feeling for the special shadings which it had assumed as a result of its expansion into the
lands of the East…’

11

Foerster 1930:116. ‘The Greek Fathers of the Church had the surer understanding of their
language.’

12

Schumacher 1914: 5. ‘The believers of Philippi must then have understood Paul and been able
to evaluate his words in accordance with his way of thinking.’

18

what they wanted it to mean in theirs. Hanson writes of the ‘impression made on a student of
the period that the expounders of the text of the Bible [of the fourth century] are incompetent
and ill-prepared to expound it.’13 The words Hanson uses as examples of patristic use of
biblical words,  and , are more central to the Church Fathers’ arguments
than  or  ever were. Hanson was in error in saying that 
does not appear in either LXX or NT (‘The Greek speakers cannot pretend that ousia appears
in either Septuagint or New Testament’14); there are two instances of its use in the LXX, and
two in consecutive verses in the NT,15 ‘but they racked the Bible to find examples of
.16 There are in fact twenty-seven and when they found one ‘they [did] their best
to make the context appear relevant.’17 He points out ‘one doubtful exception, Heb[rews]
13

Hanson 1988:848. On the following page (Hanson 1988:849) he concludes his section on ‘The
Influence of Scripture’ with the words: ‘If the long and involved dispute resulted in leading
figures like Athanasius to some extent standing back from the Bible and asking what was its
intention, its drift (or skopos), instead of plunging into a discussion of its details based on an
imperfect knowledge of them, this was a gain and not an unworthy attempt to evade the strict
meaning of Scripture.’

14

Hanson 1988:846.

15

LXX: Tobias 14:13. 
‘…and he inherited their property and that of his father Tobit.’ 3 Maccabees 3:28.

 ‘And those who are willing to give information will receive the property of those who
incur the punishment …’; NT: Luke 15:12.
 ‘Father, give me the share of the property
that will belong to me.’ Luke 15:13.
. ‘…and there he squandered his
property in riotous living.’
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occurs in the LXX 22 times (Deuteronomy 1:12. 11:6; Judges 6:4; Ruth 1:12;
1 Kingdoms (1 Samuel) 13:21, 23, 14:4; Psalms 38 (39):6, 8, 68 (69):3, 88 (89):48,
138 ( 139):15; Job 22:20; Wisdom 16:31; Psalms of Solomon 15:5, 17:24; Nahum 2:8;
Jeremias 10:17, 23:22; Ezechiel 19:5, 26:11, 43:11; and in the NT five times: 2 Corinthians
9:4. ‘… we should
be humiliated—to say nothing of you—in this undertaking.’ 2 Corinthians 11:17.
 
‘What I am saying in regard to this boastful confidence, I am saying not with the Lord’s
authority, but as a fool.’ Hebrews 1:3.
‘He is the
reflection of God’s glory and the exact imprint of God’s very being…’ Hebrews 3:14.

. ‘For we have become partners of Christ, if only we hold our first
confidence faithful to the end.’ Hebrews 11:1.
 ‘Now
faith is the assurance of things hoped for, the conviction of things not seen.’

17

Hanson 1988:846.

19

11:1, where [] means “substance” whereas they want to make it mean “person”,
this is an impossible task; but the impossibility does not deter them.’18
In relation to  it is unlikely that the Church of Paul’s day was unaware of his
meaning of the word, since there is evidence of its being used in the apostle’s sense by at
least one other contemporary writer, Plutarch, and it was used with a similar meaning in the
following century by a writer on astrology, Vettius Valens.19 In the fourth century, like
 and ,  and Philippians 2:6 were being used as weapons of
theological war, but, if we take the small number of references to it in the index to Hanson
1988 as any indication, it was not as a major piece of artillery. One cannot be certain why,
since no contemporary seems to offer any comment on why it is not often brought to bear on
the enemy. Possibly it is because it seems to be a quotation which could be used with equal
effect by all sides in the controversy. A fourth century Paul would have been, it appears to
me, an embarrassment to the Church, not only because of his views on the current ruler of the
Empire, and his successors, but also because of his views on the Church, since it was now so
large and so imperial, and because it would have misunderstood the apostle’s views on
catholicity. The Apostle of the Gentiles for the fourth and subsequent centuries was, instead,
Eusebius of Caesarea, who did not, as Paul (and Karl Marx) did, look forward to any
withering away of the state, but who
outlined a political theology to which appeal was later made, again
and again, especially at Byzantium, when people sought to justify the
uniqueness of the emperor’s position in the Church. [According to
Eusebius] the earthly Imperium is a reflection () of the heavenly
kingdom, and as the latter had only one Lord, the Father, so also the
reflection has only one Emperor, who received his sovereign power
and his virtues as ruler from the Father through the Logos Christ. His
task as ruler is to deliver mankind from the power of the demons,
from idolatry, from polytheism and to lead it to recognition of the true
God. Hence the emperor is called to promote the realization of God’s
plan of salvation with human beings; and so he becomes God’s vicar
 on earth.20
18

Hanson 1988:846.

19

Plutarch’s use of both  (Moralia 12A) and  (Moralia 644A) will be
discussed in Chapter 7, together with the use of by Vettius Valens.

20

Baus 1980:80.

20

Eusebius, as one who had lived and suffered during the persecution of Diocletian, as
had many, if not all, of his fellow bishops, was addressing Constantine with a grateful heart.
Constantine may not have claimed for himself all that was offered in the political theology of
Eusebius ‘but it supplied many a building stone for the Byzantine State-Church system.’
Even under Constantine
all ecclesiastical factions … sought to gain the favour of the ruler of the
moment. They turned spontaneously to the State for aid in order to impose
their view, even in theological questions. In accord with the character of the
Emperor who was addressed, this could at any time expand into something
with no limits, depending on his awareness of his special position and his
rights relative to the Church.21

In the situation in the east of the Empire in the fourth century in which, as the reign of
Julian the Apostate (360-363) demonstrated, an honoured place for the Church in a Christian
Empire was not yet assured, a course of lectures on ‘Paul’s Political Theology’ might not have been
welcomed. Nor might it have received a better reception in the next, the fifth, century when with the
collapse of the civil power in Western Europe, it fell to the Church of Rome and the Bishops in other
places to assume its responsibilities, and, having assumed them, subsequently find them so difficult to
let go.

2.2.1

Heinrich Schumacher (1914, 1921)

Schumacher chose his sources among early authors with some care, selecting only
those of guaranteed orthodoxy to prove his argument, and when he referred to or quoted those
whose orthodoxy was suspect, such as Origen or Theodore of Mopsuestia, it was only to
condemn. This is made evident by Schumacher’s comments on a passage from John’s
Cospel:

,22 from Origens’s Commentary on St John 6:




21

Baus 1980:8. The emphasis is Baus’s.

22

John 6:37. ‘Everything that the Father gives will come to me, and everyone who comes to me I
will never drive way.’

21


.

Origen

composed

what

is

in

fact

a

simple

sentence

of

which

is the principal clause to which are attached four
infinitive

phrases:

(1)



(2)

(3)

and (4). To the last two
of these are joined two genitive absolutes composed in large part, both phrases and genitives
absolute, fromwords derived from the words of Philippians 2:6b, 7, and 8b.
Schumacher comments:
Trotz der scheinbaren Klarheit kann hier nichts Sicheres für die Bedeutung
des festgestellt werden. Die Stelle kann ebensogut den Sinn
haben: diese Erniedrigungen nahm Christus auf sich, er, der es (oder:
obwohl er es) nicht für einen Raub Unrecht) hielt, Gott gleich zu sein, wie
den andern: diese Erniedrigungen nahm er auf sich, indem er es nicht für
einen Raub (fest zu haltendes Gut) betractete u.s.w.
Wegen der
emphatischen Betonung des , das den Höhepunkt der Periode bildet,
und dem deshalb als Gegensatz die hohe Würde des Herrn natürlichen
gegenübersteht, könnte wohl die erste Auffassung den vorzuverdienen,
sodaß soviel wie »Unrecht« bedeutete. Aber mit absoluter
Sicherheit kann sie nicht als Gedanke des Origenes aufgestellt werden.24

Schumacher dismisses the clarity of Origen’s expression with his ‘seeming’ and
chooses for the sense of  a translation which does not convey the meaning of
Origen’s sentence as a whole, which speaks of the lifelong behaviour of one who has taken
23

Origen Commentary on John 6, MPG 14.300B. My translations of this passage and others from
Origen in Chapter 7 will seek to demonstrate that, in my view, he had an excellent
understanding of what Paul meant by , and that he used the word in the same way as
the apostle did.

24

Schumacher 1914:19-20. ‘Despite the apparent clarity of the passage there is no certainty for
the determination of the meaning of . the passage may equally well be interpreted
as: “Christ accepted these acts of humiliation, i.e., he who (or ‘although he was the one who’)
did not consider it a robbery (or ‘a criminal act’) to be God’s equal, as it would be for others”,
or even “Christ accepted these acts of abasement, because he did not consider equality as if it
were the proceeds of a robbery, a privilege to be held tightly”, etc. Despite the emphasis on
, which forms the high point of the sentence and stands most naturally in contrast with
the exalted nature of the Lord, the first interpretation should be preferred, since it would allow
the noun to have the meaning of “crime”. However, there can be no determining of
Origen’s thought with absolute certainty.’ The italics in the German text, not reproduced in my
translation, are Schumacher’s.

22

on the form of a slave. In particular to translate the genitive absolute affixed to the phrase
‘to go down as far as death for the sake of the guilty’ as ‘he who (or, although he was the one
who) did not consider it a robbery (or a criminal act) to be God’s equal, as it would be for
others,’ or even ‘Christ accepted these acts of abasement, because he did not consider that
equality as if it were the proceeds of a robbery, a privilege to be held tightly’ shows up a
carelessness with the niceties of Greek grammar, and a translation which exposes the
unsuitability of »Unrecht« or »Anmaßung« as Schumacher’s preferred translation of Origen’s
(and Paul’s) .
Hanson was earlier quoted as writing of the ‘impression made on a student of the period
[i.e., the fourth century CE] that the expounders of the text of the Bible are incompetent and
ill-prepared to expound it’. His words would seem to refer also to other centuries and other
texts.25 Whether Origen was orthodox in his belief or not has nothing to do with his ability
to read and write Greek. What he has written cannot be dismissed with the sentence ‘Aber
mit absoluter Sicherheit kann sie nicht als Gedanke des Origenes aufgestellt werden.’ In a
series of phrases which emphasise Christ’s self-abnegation, there is one which certainly
cannot be translated as ‘thinking it, i.e., his absolute right to be God’s equal, not injustice.’
(which is what Schumacher makes of  by his translating of the second word of
the phrase as he does), in a sentence which speaks of Christ’s humility.26 In Philippians 2:9
 suggests that for Paul Christ’s superexaltation awaited
on the Father’s decision; it was not for the Son to anticipate it through his seizure for himself
of what had yet to be bestowed upon him.We have already quoted Schumacher and Foerster
on why they turned to the Greek Fathers to find the correct meaning of : »Die
griechischen Kirchenväter hatten das gesicherte Sprachverständnis.«27 Origen spoke much
the same language as the Greek Fathers. An orthodox believer may have concerns about
some of his theology, but that does not entitle that person to question Origen’s linguistic
skills. His language would be almost identical with the Greek in which the controversy about
the doctrine of God which was being conducted a century later.

25

See page 1713 above.

26

The italics are mine.

27

Foerster 1930:116. ‘The Greek Fathers of the Church had the surer understanding of their
language.’ See also page 16 above.
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It would not seem to be unjust to Schumacher to say that he came to his thesis with the
idea that  meant »Unrecht«, ‘wrong’, ‘injustice’ or »Anmaßung« ‘arrogance’,
‘presumption’, ‘impudence’:

»...=rapina im Sinne von Unrecht oder

Anmaßung...«.28 He agreed with Foerster that the Greeks had the best understanding of their
language, but he continued to the end of his long exegetical and doctrinal work without
allowing the Greek Fathers to alter in any way the views he brought to it on the meaning of
 His critique of others whose orthodoxy is in his view suspect is not greatly
different from that which he makes of Origen. »Soviel Vertrauen seinem kritischen Geiste in
Textfragen zu schenken ist, so viel oder noch mehr Skepsis ist am Platze gegenüber seinen
exegetischen, zumal exegetisch-dogmatischen Ansichten, weil er in den wichtigsten,
besonders in seiner Christologie, im Gegensatz zur traditionellen kirchlichen Lehre stand.«29
Schumacher set out the result of his historical research among the Greek Fathers in the
following way, which is here summarised by me in English:
 Wherever the root verb  appears in the very earliest literature of the early church it
always bears the connotation of something unjust and improper.
 In the writing of Phileas of Thmuis, Methodius, and Anastasius, authors who in his view do not
stand in high repute, 30 no clear decision is possible on the meaning they attach to
:
 For the meaning of , to interpret it as he did not consider that he might
cling [to it] as a spoil, as to a stolen benefit we have Origen; to interpret it as he did not deem
[it as] anything of great import we have Theodore of Mopsuestia.
 For the interpretation of  as he did not believe that he should consider [it]
as something he should usurp the sole witness is Pseudo-Athanasius.
  is an expression which gives strong emphasis to the lawfulness and
naturalness of Jesus’s equality with God and means he considered that his equality with God
was not something unlawful, no act of arrogance. Such was the understanding of Eusebius,
Athanasius, Cyril of Jerusalem, Apollinaris, Basil, Gregory of Nyssa, Didymus, Epiphanius,
John Chrysostom, Isidore of Pelusium, Cyril of Alexandria, Theodoret, and John of Damascus.
28

rapina in the sense of wrong, injustice or arrogance, presumption, impudence is unknown to
L&S, which defines the noun as I.1. robbery, plundering, pillage, rapine;, 2. prey, plunder,
booty; and II. a collecting together.

29

Schumacher 1914:21. ‘In textual questions just as little confidence should be placed in
[Origen’s] critical faculty as the amount of credence we give to his exegetical or exegeticaldogmatic views—or even less, since on important matters, particularly in his Christology, he is
in opposition to the traditional teaching of the [Roman Catholic] Church.’

30

Schumacher 1914:49. »…deren Namen keine große Bedeutung haben«. Because of the length
of the German text in which Schumacher sets out his conclusions, I have, contrary to my
normal practice, summarised them in English instead of quoting Schumacher’s own words.
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 John Chrysostom. Isidore of Pelusium, and Theodoret also held a second, subsidiary view,
found also in the writings of Origen and Theodore of Mopsuestia: he did not believe that he
should consider [it] as something to be clung to as if it were an ill-gotten gain, or as if it were
something of great importance.31

That Schumacher is able to treat of the Fathers of the Church as expressing in their
writings differing viewpoints, or even the same Father as expressing different views in
different works is in my view a function of his attempt to apply the meaning of ‘injustice’ to
every instance of their use of This suggeststo methat the two universes of
discourse of  and »Unrecht«, ‘injustice’, neither coincide, whether wholly or in
part. It may be possible to translate each by the same word or by words of similar meaning,
but that word is not ‘injustice’, and attempts by Schumacher to maintain this position lead in
my view to his misunderstanding and mistranslation of many if not all of the Greek texts
which contain the word .
Friedrich Loofs criticised Schumacher with these remarks:
Nach [Tholuck] hat Schumacher, dessen Buch im evangelischen
Deutschland infolge des Krieges bisher geringe Beachtung gefunden hat, in
eingehender Weise die altkirchliche Exegese berücksichtigt. Aber er
behandelt sie, abgesehen von zerstreuten Bermerkungen im zweiten Bande,
nur im Zusammenhange seiner Nachweisungen über das altkirchliche
Verständnis des und derdeutetmancheÄußerungen der
Griechen falsch, nähert die Lateiner ihnen viel zu sehr und läßt vieles
Wichtige unbeachtet.32

Neither Origen nor Theodore of Mopsuestia was a participant in the fourth century
debates which led to the Church’s definitions of the doctrine of God, and the formulation of
the Creed of Constantinople in 381. Both suffered until recently under the sort of accusations
of heresy which are found among Schumacher’s remarks on them, but which would not find
support among scholars today. ‘In the course of the disputes on Origenism his teaching has

31

Schumacher 1914: 49-50.

32

Loofs 1927:9. ‘In the manner of Tholuck, Schumacher, whose work has since the late war [of
1914-1918] received very little attention among the Protestant churches of Germany, has
undertaken a thoroughgoing review of the exegesis of the early Church. Schumacher, however,
apart from scattered references in his second volume, has made use of them only in connection
with his demonstrations of the early Church’s understanding of the words  and
; he is in error in many of his translations of Greek expressions, approximates the Latin
expressions much too closely to the Greek, and leaves unnoticed much that is important.’
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often been misrepresented, and owing to the loss of the originals of most of his works, a
satisfactory reconciliation of his authentic thought is not always possible.’33
Schumacher next turns his attention, first to the Fathers of the Latin Church, and then to
those of the Syriac Church. In regard to the Latin Church he contends that almost all
representatives of the Latin patristic authors from the second to the fifth centuries are at one,
with differences only in detail, in their view that non rapinam arbitratus est esse se aequalem
Deo (words which, without reference to their contrasting clause, sed semetipsum exinauit, at
the beginning of the following verse, mean literally: ‘He considered as no robbery that he was
equal to God’) speaks of a privilege as already possessed by Christ by nature, and not simply
as one to be striven for.
Schumacher’s conclusions in regard to the Latin Fathers were:
 Bei Cyprian und Paulinus von Nola ist es unmöglich eine Entscheidung über ihre Auffassung
des non rapinam etc. zu treffen, da ihre Darstelluing zu allgemein ist.
 Alle übrigen Vertreter der lateinschen Patristik stehen fast geschlossen für die Ansicht daß non
rapinam etc. nur eine betonende Umschreibung des Gedankens der naturgemäßen
Gottgleichheit Jesu ist.
 Demgemäß ist esse aequalis deo, nicht mehr von ihm zu erstrebendes Gut, ein Gut das er von
Natur aus besitzt. So Tertullian, Hilarius, Lucifer von Calar[is], Ambrosius, Ambrosiaster.
Victorin[us], Hieronymus, Augustinus, Leo der Gr[oß], Gregor der Gr[oß].
 Der Ambrosiaster ist der Einzige der non rapinam etc. auf den historischen Christus bezieht.34
33

Origen in ODCC 1194a. Of Theodore of Mopsuestia the same work says: ‘His account of the
Fall of man includes positions superficially like those of Pelagianism. His doctrine concerning
the Incarnation was condemned by the Councils of Ephesus (431) and Constantinople (553).
But the recovery in modern times of certain of his works, which have been preserved in Syriac,
has shown that he has sometimes been judged unjustly. His terminology, as is only to be
expected in one who wrote before the Council of Chalcedon, is not always precise on questions
of Christology. His psychological analysis of human personality, influenced by a hostile
reaction against Apollinarianism, seems to have dictated certain Nestorian formulae; however,
he tried sincerely to explain them in a Catholic sense.’ (ODCC 1598b-1599a.).

34

Schumacher 1914:66-67. ‘In regards to Cyprian and Paulinus of Nola it is not possible to define
their interpretation of non rapinam etc., since their presentation is so general in nature.
The remaining Latin Fathers are closely tied to the view that non rapinam etc. is merely an
emphatic expression of the view that Christ’s divinity is his by nature.
Accordingly the phrase ‘being equal to God’ is a prize already possessed by Christ, and no
longer one to be striven after, something that is always his by nature. This is the view of
Tertullian, Hilary, Lucifer of Cagliari, Ambrose, Ambrosiaster, Victorinus, Jerome, Augustine,
Leo the Great, and Gregory the Great.
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Schumacher, therefore, finds support for the Greek position in the Latin authors, while
avoiding comment on the fact that esse se aequalem Deo is not an exact translation of
 (althoughboth are noun phrases, the Latin esse se aequalem Deo is an
accusative and infinitive construction and the direct object of the verb arbitratus est ‘he
considered’, the Greek  is distinguished by its article as the direct object of
, of which  is the accusative complement).35

To make a definitive

statement: rapina might be an injustice, but it does not mean »Unrecht«, ‘injustice’.
Schumacher’s translation of Philippians 2:6 as: »Er brauchte es nicht für ein Unrecht
zu halten, gottgleiches Sein zu haben«, might be represented in English as: ‘He had no need
to consider it as an injustice to be in possession of a nature like God’s.’ It would appear,
then, that, as has already been noted,36 for Schumacher the noun had the meaning
»Unrecht«, ‘something criminal’, ‘something unjust.’ My German-English dictionary gives
s.v. Unrecht, ‘wrong’, ‘ínjustice’, and elucidates its meaning with the following examples:
»jemandem Unrecht tun«, ‘do a person injustice’, ‘wrong a person’; »im Unrecht sein«,
»Unrecht haben«, ‘be in the wrong’, ‘be mistaken’; »er hat nicht so ganz Unrecht«, ‘there is
something in what he says’, ‘he is not so far out’; »jemandem Unrecht geben«, ‘decide
against a person’, ‘disagree with a person’; »es ist ihm Unrecht geschehen«, ‘he has been
wronged’; »mit Unrecht«, »zu Unrecht«, ‘wrongly’, ‘wrongfully’, ‘unjustly’; »jemanden ins
Unrecht setzen«, ‘put a person in the wrong’.37 It would appear that »Unrecht« has a much
wider range of meanings than Schumacher allows it to possess, not just ‘moral wrong’, or
‘criminal wrong’, but also ‘incorrectness’.

Despite Schumacher’s reading, the word

 is not a synonym for the Latin rapina, ‘robbery’, which is a particular wrongful
act or ‘act of injustice’, and so an activity. By contrast, by Schumacher’s defining of
 here as »Unrecht«, it has become a word which expresses an abstract concept, not
necessarily criminal. This, however, contradicts his earlier statement, made at the beginning
of his discussion of the writings of the Latin Fathers of the Church: »non rapinam etc. will
Ambriosiaster is the only representative of the view that non rapinam is a reference to the
historical Christ.’ (The italics are Schumacher’s, except to identify the Latin phrases, where
they are mine.)
35

Burk 2006:137-138.

36

See also pages-21-22 above concerning Schumacher’s translation of .

37

Messinger 1973:557a.
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einen Ausdruck für die Naturgemäßheit der dem Herrn

eignenden Gottheit.«38
While the Latin Fathers of the Church gave reassurance to Schumacher that the
conclusions which he had drawn from his investigations into the writings of the Greek
Fathers on Philippians 2:6 were correct, he was disappointed with what he had gleaned from
his investigations into the writings of the Syriac Fathers, Ephrem, Aphraates, and Philoxenus
of Mabbug. He summarised the results as follows:
Für die genaue Bedeutung des ist nichts mit Sicherheit zu
ermitteln. Vermutungen sind im selben Masse begründet, wie bei
Aphraates. Doch wär es auch denkbar, daß die Syrer nicht wußten, was mit
anzufangen sei, und sich deshalb damit begnügten, in dem
ganzen Satzgefüge die Gottheit Christi ausgesprochen zu finden.39

Schumacher, also, as part of his project of defining , in the second volume of
his work, discusses pairs of words, both formed from the same verbal stem, one ending in –
 and the other ending in –

He attempted to demonstrate that they were

synonymous.40 These pairs along with those gleaned from other authors which are also said
to demonstrate the same quality of synonymity, will be the subject of Chapter 6, together
with translations of sentences containing , which occurs seventeen times in the
LXX, but never in the NT, and is more common than  in secular literature.
2.2.2

Friedrich Loofs (1927)

Loofs 1927 critique of Schumacher’s work was, in fact, contained in a long essay, the
last work of importance of its author, who died in 1928. The purpose of the essay was
expressed by its title: »Das altkirchliche Zeugnis gegen die herrschende Auffassung der

38

Schumacher 1914: 53. ‘As well, non rapinam etc means exactly, neither more nor less, what the Greeks
found in , an expression of the appropriateness of the divinity inherent in the Lord.’
(The italics are Schumacher’s).

39

Schumacher 1914:70. ‘Nothing can be determined with any certainty concerning the exact
meaning of . Assumptions are based on the same foundations as those laid by
Aphraates. It is possible then that the Syrians had no idea how to begin to deal with
, and on that account contented themselves with finding, in the clause as a whole, an
expression of the divinity of Christ.’

40

Schumacher 1921:272-341.
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Kenosisstelle (Phil[ipper] 2, 5-11)«.41 In my view, he was disappointed in Schumacher’s
work, where he had expected to find a better defence of strict orthodoxy. Loofs’ critique of
Schumacher’s translation of  and of his work as a whole would not have pleased
the latter.
Eine hauptbeweise Stelle für die, wie er meint, mit wenigen Ausnahmen bei
den griechischen Vätern herrschende Anschauung … ist für Schumacher
Euseb de ecclesiastica theologia 1, 20. Aber diese Stelle hat er
mißverstanden. Euseb sagt hier nicht als seine eigene Meinung, Christus
habe das nichtfürhalten können, weil er selbst
Gott war (); das vielmehr sagt er, bei Marcells Anschauung
habe Phil. 2, 6 keinen Sinn, weil für ihn der Logos  sei,
 .42

Loofs was not so much concerned with offering a new translation of Philippians 2:6
which might, once and for all, bring an end to the discussion of what Paul had meant. As
befits the church historian that he had been for almost forty years, he looked to the past, to the
exegetes of earlier centuries, to discover what what they might have to say about currents
trends in Germany in the exegesis of the ‘Christ Hymn’. His main purpose was an overview
of the whole of Philippians 2:5-11. His translation of 2:6-7a, however, can hardly have been
described as definitive, since it offers 23, i.e, eight, alternatives: »der in der Ebenbildlichkeit
Gottes existierend (oder: ob er gleich das Ebenbild Gottes war), die günstige Gelegenheit,

41

‘The Testimony of the Early Church against the Accepted Interpretation of the Kenosis Passage
(Philippians 2:5-11)’ .

42

Loofs 1927:20. ‘A principal proof text for what he means by the prevailing opinion (with few
exceptions) among the Greek Fathers … is Eusebius’s Ecclesiastical Theology 1.20. His
understanding of this passage is, however, incorrect. Eusebius expresses here no more than his
own opinion that the expression  cannot belong to Christ as , because
he was himself God, (.). He has a great deal more to say concerning
Marcellus’s view, which deprives Philippians 2:6 of sense. For Marcellus the Logos was
nonexistent, having no substance apart from God, but only within him.’ Schumacher
(Schumacher 1914:24) quotes from Eusebius’s work only the following passage:

, which he translates: »Er existierte und existierte vorher und hatte
uranfängliches Sein in der Gestalt Gottes.« ‘[You must understand, that before having emptied
himself and taken on the form of a slave], he existed, and pre-existed, and possessed his
unbegotten being in the form of God.’ It will be noted, however, that, besides leaving the first
part of Eusebius’s sentence untranslated, Schumacher has no warrant from him for »hatte
uranfängliches Sein« ‘possessed his unbegotten being’.
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wie Gott zu sein (d.h. Herrschaft herzuüben) nicht ergriff, sondern sich entleert (tatsächlich =
,,sich selbst verleugnete“)«.43
After requesting that the deficiencies of the translating should not be made the measure
of the worth of his exegesis of the apostle’s words, Loofs comments on the accepted exegesis
of the late 1920’s (his first sentence refers to his own translation of Philippians 2:6, above):
Die steht auf festerem Grunde. Sie ist eine widerspruchsvolle und mit
angreifbaren Begriffen arbeitende Abwandlung der Tradition, die zuerst in
gnostischen Kreisen für uns nachweisbar ist und in mythischen EpiphanieVorstellungen wurzelt.44

But Loofs’ researches, admirable and searching though they are, do not go back to the
composer of the Epistle to the Philippians and to Paul’s own theology. Nor do they focus on
Paul’s biography, or as much of it as can be gleaned from his letters and, with caution, from
the Acts of the Apostles. The idea that Paul and his congregation on the one hand, and the
Greek and Latin Fathers of the Church one, two, or three centuries or more after his death
might on the other hand have differing purposes for the same words, the apostle to encourage
his little , the Fathers as weapons in their desperate theological war, seems to have
escaped them all, Schumacher, Loofs and, as we shall see, Foerster.
We have already noted that Schumacher defined  as meaning »Unrecht«,
‘wrong’, ‘injustice’ or »Anmaßung«, ‘arrogance’, ‘presumption’, ‘impudence’.’45 Loofs
defined  in Philippians 2:6 as meaning »günstige Gelegenheit«, 46 reasoning from
his exploration of the earliest traditions of exegesis, and comparing contemporary trends,
usually unfavourably, with them.

Although Loofs does not explain what drew him to

Schumacher, may I suggest that he, a Lutheran, sought in the younger man support from a
Roman Catholic academic in his own increasing isolation as a scholar of an earlier generation

43

Loofs 1927:101. ‘who existing in the likeness of God (or: who was equal to God), did not seize
the advantageous opportunity to be like God (i.e., to exercise Lordship), but emptied himself
(more correctly=denied himself).’

44

Loofs 1927:101. ‘This stands on a more secure foundation and, in my opinion, one better than
the prevailing exegesis. This prevailing exegesis is a contradictory distortion of Tradition
operating with contestable concepts, to be detected first, it seems to me, in Gnostic circles, and
rooted in semblances of mythical epiphanies.’

45

See pages 21 and 25 above.

46

Loofs 1927:101. ‘…advantageous opportunity…’
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and out of touch with trends in contemporary German liberal Protestantism, trends he had
criticised with words which I have quoted from his treatise on page 28 above. His critique of
Schumacher reflects his disppointment.
2.2.3

Werner Foerster (1930)

Foerster 1930 makes no comments on Schumacher’s methods, and only one on Loofs,
in which he noted that the latter had also named Eusebius of Caesarea, Cyril of Alexandria,
and, as well, Isidore of Pelusium among those who had taken  to to
be the equivalent of . (For these Fathers Schumacher had allowed
his interpretation, in Loofs’ words, »sich in Unrecht setzen«):47

»…aber diese beiden

[Eusebius and Cyril] müssen ausscheiden, da sie nur in ganz anderem Zusammenhang
Kenntnis der geläufigen Wendung  verraten, die Phil[ipper]-Stelle
aber nicht danach verstehen.«48
Werner Foerster’s 1930 article endeavoured to achieve much the same result by the
same methods as Heinrich Schumacher. In the same year, 1930, the first volume of the
TWNT was published. In it there appeared over Foerster’s name and under the heading
‘’ discussions of the two Greek words, first,  and then,
secondly,  In this article, Foerster set out three possible meanings for :
 die Tätigkeit des ;
 die Ergriffene, besonders auch das Geraubte, das Beute;
 sich so etwas stellen, wie ,,jedermann“ sich zu etwas stellt, das sich ihm zu

ergreifende Beute, Glücksfund oder Geschenk des Zufalls darbietet, dh, da
jedermann sich so etwas zu eigen macht und ausnutzt, etwas für ein gefundenes
Fressen halten, etwas für ein Gewinn halten. 49

47

Loofs 1927:21. ‘…to find its place among error.’

48

Foerster 1930:1191. ‘These two are, however, to be excluded, since they betray knowledge of
the vernacular expression in quite anotherset of circumstances which
does not include Philippians 2:6.’

49

Foerster in TWNT 1.472-473. ‘a. The activity of . b. What is seized [, in particular,
the proceeds of a robbery, plunder]. c. To take up a discovery or a gift of fate, i.e.
appropriating and using it, treating it as something desired and won.’ (TDNT 1.473).
Foerster’s own words under c. can be translated as; ‘To take one’s stand, just as anyone would
in relation to a particular matter which presents itself to one as a desirable piece of plunder,
lucky find, or gift of chance; i.e., something that one makes one’s own and uses, something that
is just what one wanted, something held as an advantage.’ (The italics are Foerster’s.)
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In regard to Philippians 2:6 Foerster rejected the first meaning, the activity denoted by the verb
, and the second, the results of the activity of seizing, grasping, or gripping’. Only the third
interpretation remains to translate Paul’s use of the noun .
Sprachlich ist die Übersetzung: »Er sah die Gottgleichheit für einen
Gewinn an (nämlich, den man sich nicht entgehen läßt)« gleich gut möglich,
wie die andere: »Er sah die Gottgleichheit nicht für einen Gewinn an
(nämlich, den man nicht unbenutzt läßt).«50
But, finally, Foerster confessed that nowhere was he able to find a single quotation of
Philippians 2:6 in which  was being treated by its interpreter as equivalent to :
»in der Phil[ipper]-Stelle wird nirgends aufgefaßt als , was doch seine
nächste Bedeutung ist.’51 He was, however, able to form groupings of Fathers who gave
approximately similar interpretations to Philippians 2:6, but found none common to all; Christ’s
‘advantage’ was either what he already possessed, or what had become available to him. The first
group comprises Oecumenius and John Chrysostom, who treat  as  and
 respectively, that is, as if it were the equivalent to ‘the proceeds of a robbery’, »das
Geraubte«.52 In a second group, in which are included not only the Arians, but also once again
Oecumenius and John Chrysostom, there are to be found as well the two Cyrils, of Alexandria and
Jerusalem, Isidore of Pelusium, and Pseudo-Athanasius, the author of The Sower; these interpret
()  as , presumably, in Foerster’s view, to be translated as either ‘he did not
hold on tightly to an advantage he already had’, or ‘he did not take hold of an advantage he did not
already possess.’ A third group, comprising once again, Isidore of Pelusium, as well as Theodore of
Mopsuestia, Theodoret, Origen, and John of Damascus, treats  as the equivalent of
, ‘what is seized, especially plunder or booty.’53 Next, there are a large number of authors
who do not provide an interpretation of , but are more concerned with Philippians 2:6 as a
proof-text, either of Christ’s divinity (Eusebius, Athanasius, Apollinarius of Laodicea, Basil the Great,
Gregory of Nyssa, Didymus, and, once again, John Chrysostom) or of his abasement (Origen,
Methodius, Cyril of Alexandria, Athanasius of Antioch, Eusebius of Caesarea). Finally, there are a
50

Foerster in TWNT 1.473. ‘In accordance with the rules of linguistic usage the translation: “He
viewed equality with God as an advantage (that is, something which no-one lets slip from his
grasp)” is equally possible as the other: “He did not view equality with God as an advantage
(that is, something which one does not leave unutilised).” (In translating in
Foerster’s quotations I shall use the phrase ‘an advantage’.)

51

Foerster 1930:116. ‘ in the Philippians passage is nowhere interpreted as being
equivalent to , its closest equivalent.’

52

Foerster 1930:116-118.

53

TDNT 1.473.
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number of authors, Clement of Alexandria, Philo of Thmuis, and Epiphanius, together with Eusebius
and Origen, whose use of Philippians 2:6 Foerster describes as »[d]ie Stellen, aus denen noch nicht
einmal ein Fingerzeig für die Auffassung nach der einen oder anderen Richtung gewonnen worden
kann.«54
Foerster made 51 references to various Church Fathers containing the noun , of
which he placed 33, one fewer than two-thirds of the total, in the category of passages incapable of
interpretation. The quotation from Oecumenius is that in which Philippians 2:6 is described as an
, since he believes that Paul is using  in the sense of ‘that which is gained through
an unlawful advantage’, which, as shall be suggested at a later stage in this work, was not Paul’s
meaning, but that which the noun had in Oecumenius’s own day, over nine hundred years later than
the Apostle’s. Coupled with it is a quotation from John Chrysostom: :
 
56Foerster
disagreed with Schumacher’s translation of  in this context as »Unrecht«, that is,
‘injustice’; he believes that the word here is the equivalent of , understood as ‘an article of
plunder’. While I do not believe that Foerster should always have been in agreement with
Schumacher in his interpretations of the understanding of Philippians 2:6 by the Greek Fathers of the
Church, their differences in their own translations of patristic texts, and, in particular, of this one from
Chrysostom are symptomatic of the different viewpoints of the two scholars. Schumacher sought to
maintain the traditional Roman Catholic interpretation, based on his belief in the correctness of the
Vulgate’s translation on Paul’s as rapinam, Foerster to maintain what would be described
by Schumacher’s Church as influenced by modernist liberal Protestantism. Foerster provides no
examples of the Latin, or Syriac Fathers to support his views on the Greek patristic understanding of
the meaning of  Schumacher, on the other hand, looks into the works of both Latin and
Syriac patristic authors, as has already been noted. 57
2.2.4

Schumacher and Foerster compared

It is difficult to make a comparison between Schumacher and Foerster’s attempts to use the
writings of the Greek Fathers to discover the correct meaning of  or, at least, what the noun
54

Foerster 1930.126. ‘[p]assages, from which not even an indication of one tendency or another
can be drawn’.

55

Oecumenius Commentary on Philippians 81 (MPG 118.1121).

56

John Chrysostom Seventh Homily on the Epistle to the Philippians (MPG 62.229). My own
translation of these words is to be found in Chapter 7.

57

See page 25 above.
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had meant to Paul. Foerster in 1930 contested Schumacher’s findings in his article, to which I have
found no evidence that any reply was made, possibly because after 1931 Schumacher was no longer in
his position at the Catholic University of America.
It is, of course only to be expected, that the two authors would differ in their translations, since
they were at variance in their basic interpretations, given their different credal and academic
backgrounds. As we have seen, Schumacher provided a translation of as »Unrecht«,
‘injustice’ or »Anmaßung«, ‘arrogance’, a view which he did not come to modify during the seven
years between the publication of the two volumes of his work. Foerster, according to his article in the
TWNT, translated  as »das Geraubte«, ‘article of plunder’, which in Foerster 1930 he
modified to »der Gewinn« ‘an advantage’, since he believed this was how the Greek Fathers had
interpreted the noun, either in the sense of ‘something one does not let slip from one’s grasp’, or
‘something one does not leave unutilised’. Despite this, of the 51 passages from the Church Fathers
to which Foerster made reference, he found almost 33 incapable of interpretation, as I have already
noted.
Wohl aber zeigen die Auslegungen der Kirchenväter, daß man sich hüten
muß, [] [] für eine Wendung zu halten, die sich von
dem zugrunde liegenden Bild schon getrennt hätte. Die Wendung heißt
weder einfach etwas ausnutzen noch eine Gelegenheit benutzen. Beides
kann richtig und auch falsch sein. Zur Entscheidung der Phil[ipper]Wendung können hier nicht mehr die Kirchenväter führen, sondern es ist der
profane Gebrauch der Wendung zu beachten und die Phil[ipper]-Stelle
selbst. Aber das führt über den Rahmen dieses Aufsatzes hinaus.58

But, nevertheless, Foerster had provided in his article in TWNT three translations of
Philippians 2:6b.59

Schumacher, as we have already seen, translated  as

»Unrecht«, ‘injustice’, or »Anmaßung« ‘arrogance’. Foerster’s translation is followed by the

58

Foerster 1930:128. ‘The expositions of the Fathers of the Church clearly demonstrate that one
must take care to maintain an interpretation which will keep  independent
of its underlying figure of speech. The sense is neither ‘to make use of something’ nor ‘to seize
an opportunity’. Either sense may be correct or incorrect. The Fathers of the Church are
unable to bring us nearer to a verdict on Philippians 2:6; that must be achieved through
observing the use of the expression in secular authors, as well as Philippians 2:5-11. But that
would take us beyond the limits of this exercise.’

59

See page 28.
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remark: ‘Die Auslegungen der Kirchenväter sind mit verschwindenden Ausnahmen alle von
dem unter c. genannten Verständnis zu begreifen.«60
Schumacher and Foerster were hoping to arrive at a better understanding of Paul’s
supposedly

enigmatic

statement,

.

Schumacher

sought to do this by attempting to demonstrate that the Vetus Itala’s translation, later adopted
by the Vulgate, of Paul’s  as rapinam was in essence correct, and supported by the
two

principal

interpretations

of

the

Greek

Fathers

of

the

words

 : either as ‘he considered that his equality with
God was not something unlawful, no act of arrogance’(the interpretationmaintained in his
view by the majority of the more important of the Greek Fathers), or a subsidiary opinion
held by John Chrysostom. Isidore of Pelusium, and Theodoret, as well as, in his view, by
Origen and Theodore of Mopsuestia: ‘he did not believe that he should consider [it] as
something to be clung to as if it were an ill-gotten gain, or as if it were something of great
importance’. (As I noted on the previous page Foerster had believed that the Greek Fathers
had interpreted the noun, either in the sense of ‘something one does not let slip from one’s
grasp’, or ‘something one does not leave unutilised’. So possibly there was to some extent a
coming together of two minds at this point, although in the end they went on to take up two
very different stances, Schumacher’s, that Roman Catholic tradition supported the correct
meaning of Paul’s ; Foerster’s, that there was not sufficient evidence provided by
the Fathers to define the word’s meaning.)
Schumacher quotes from the Shepherd of Hermas as evidence of the criminality
always associated the verb from the stem of which  is derived, and which he
presumed

was

passed

on

to

its

derivatives.61




62

and said of these words: »findet sich das Wortfür

60

Foerster in TWNT 1.474. sv . ‘With few exceptions the interpretations ot
the Fathers of the Church are in general drawn from meanings listed under c.’, [i.e., as ‘a piece
of plunder’, a term interpreted by the Greek Fathers as ‘an advantage’].

61

See the first of the summarised conclusions on page 24 above.

62

Vision 2.1.4. ‘Therefore, when I had completed the text of the pamphlet, it was quickly
snatched out of my hands, and I saw my little book no more.’
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wiederum eines Unrechts in sich

schließenden Gedanken:

,,einem andern etwas

wegnehmen, was ihm gehört.‘‘«63 But Hermas was writing according to instruction, and the
little book, though its taking was sudden, belonged to another. Foerster, on the other hand,
did not emphasise any notion of criminality associated with , nor did he find any
evidence of it in patristic writings.
Schumacher concludes his lines on the intrinsic criminality and injustice of
and its derivative nouns by a reference to two of the earliest Church Fathers,
Irenäus und Hippolyt suchen wohl den Gedanken der Erniedrigung Christi verschiedentlich
wiederzugeben … aber findet keine Erwähnung, geschweige Erläuterung.64
Irenaeus and Hippolytus, as the result of searches conducted by them, found nothing in
 to express the idea of Christ’s abasement. Schumacher, therefore, saw himself
justified in remaining within a long ecclesiastical tradition handed down from a time when
the Western Church knew no Greek and had come to regard the text of the Vulgate as
definitive. He reasoned that the Vulgate text had become fixed at a time when those who
spoke and wrote Latin had Greek available to them and, therefore, original text and
translation must agree in meaning. So, in the end, Schumacher came to state that he had
achieved his result, which was that, if one ignored the interpretations of Origen and Theodore
of Mopsuestia, Paul’s meaning of the noun  had been well understood and agreed
on by both the Greek and Latin Fathers. Foerster, on the other hand, thought he had failed to
achieve his purpose, as he himself acknowledges in the last lines of his article. Schumacher’s
self-congratulation is expressed both through his own comments and his total agreement with
the view expressed by the nineteenth-century German Roman Catholic theologian, Matthias
Joseph Scheeben (1835-1898), whom he quotes. Scheeben paraphrased and expanded Paul’s
 as ‘existimabat se aequalitatem gloriae et
honoris dei et libertatem a seruitute dei, quam angeli et homines praeuaricatores per
superbiam sibi uindicauerant, sine iniuria ac proinde optimo iure uindicare ac retinere
posse.65 Schumacher’s own words on the topic were:

63

Schumacher 1914:17. ‘The verb once againstands for something criminal—to take
away something that belongs to another.’

64

Schumacher 1914:18. ‘Irenaeus and Hippolytus make earnest search repeatedly to render the
idea of Christ’s abasement, but no mention, much less explanation is given for .’

65

M. J. Scheeben, Handbuch der katholischen Dogmatik (Freiburg im Breisgau, 1878), 2.742.
‘He considered that he could without doing wrong, and, moreover, with full right, assert and
retain his state of equality to God in honour and glory, and God’s freedom from subjection,
which in their pride the reprobate angels and human creatures had claimed as a prerogative
which was due to themselves.’ In the aftermath of the condemnation by the Roman Catholic
Church of Modernism, and the subsequent imposition of the Oath against Modernism upon all
candidates for the clerical state and professors in Roman Catholic universities, as well as the
establishment of committees of vigilance, which were often used by simplistic conservative
groups to justify sweeping condemnations (Pope John-Paul I as a student fell under suspicion of
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Wenn man nicht zwei Häretikern der alten Kirchengeschichte und der
pseudo-athanasianischen Stelle De sem[ente] 9 eine ungerechtfertigte
Bedeutung beimessen will, so muß man in Namen der historischen Wahrheit
dem Ergebnis beipflichten: Die ganze griechische Patristik bekennt sich so
gut wie einmütig zu der Auslegung, daß nur
ein Ausdruck zur emphatischen Betonung der Jesu von Natur und Rechts
wegen gebührenden Gottheit und Gottgleichheit ist.66

Schumacher’s conclusion is founded on an argumentum ad theologum.

What

 means in Philippians 2:6 is, of course, the concern of semantics, not theology.
But, if I do not agree with your theology, however, therefore I must reject your semantics
also. There were, however, also others who at the time regarded Origen and Theodore of
Mopsuestia in the same light as Schumacher did.
A condensed version of Schumacher’s own conclusions on interpretations of
by the Fathers of the Church has already been provided.67 It will be noted that of
the Church Fathers Chrysostom, Isidore, and Theodoret appear in more than one category,
because quotations drawn from them allow Schumacher to find there differing theological
purposes

and,

as

a

result,

require

him

Chrysostom

to

provide

different

translations

of

writes:

 .
68

Schumacher’s comment (in reference to Paul’s  is: »Der Beweis dafür
deviations from orthodoxy from one such committee), Schumacher had every reason to be
cautious, and may have written a better book had he not been under the necessity to be so, and
to seek the support of patristic authors who would be later memorialised in the pages of the
Catholic Encyclopedia. R P. Martin acknowledges his indebtedness to him, and accepts his
evidence (with Henry 1957:24 and against Hooke 1961:258) that in the NT nouns ending in
 are generally interchangeable with nouns of the same form ending in —artin
1997:137). Hoover 1971 does not acknowledge any indebtedness to Schumacher, though the
younger man’s article demonstrates some striking parallels to the older man’s work.

66

Schumacher 1914:50-51. ‘If one does not wish to attribute an unjustifiable significance to two
ancient heretics [Origen and Theodore of Mopsuestia] and a passage in Pseudo-Athanasius, The
Sower 9, then one must in the name of historical truth accept the conclusion that the whole
body of the Greek Fathers was as good as unanimous in their interpretation that
  is an expression of the strong emphasis on the divinity and
identity with God which by nature and by right is due to Jesus.’ (The italics in the German text
are Schumacher’s.)

67

See page 24 above.

68

Schumacher 1914:40. ‘[Paul] gives witness to equality, just as John does, and that he is not less
than the Father.’ The quotation is from John Chrysostom’s Sixth Homily on the Epistle to the
Philippians (MPG 62.220).
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liege in den Worten, .

Wir erkennen

sofort diese Fassung als Erbgut der Tradition.«69 What Schumacher calls Chrysostom’s
secondary interpretation of Philippians 2:6 he finds in his Seventh Homily on the Epistle to
the Philippians:
Dann fährt er allerdings, seinen Grundgedanken als die
Fundamentalbedeutung festhaltend, in erweiternder Exegese sich an seinen
einstigen Studienfreund Theodor von Mops[uestia], anlehnend, fort:
Christus habe es nicht gemacht wie ein Räuber, der an seinem Raube
festhalt:





Schumacher’s purpose was to demonstrate the orthodoxy of the Fathers of the Church
in referring to Philippians 2:6 in general and  in particular through showing that
the context could be translated in such a way as not to conflict with his own understanding of
the meaning of the noun.71 This led Schumacher, hobbled as he was by his definition of
 as »Unrecht« ‘something unjust’, ‘something criminal’, or »Anmassumg«
‘arrogance’, to permit the authors of individual works to interpret  in various ways
that did not conflict with Schumacher’s own meaning of the noun as ‘injustice’, and to hew to
Philippians 2:6b as a proof-text for belief in the divinity and two natures of Christ which
befitted a professor of New Testament in a Catholic University. Schumacher also apparently
held the view that in their citations of Philippians 2:6-7a or different parts of that text
containing , the Greek Fathers were dealing with a noun which possessed in its
linguistic environment the greatest liberty in usage without any distinguishing signals by
which to identify its particular meaning embedded in its context. He also overlooked the
69

‘Proof of that would lie in the clause [as translated by Schumacher]: “He does not think it an
injustice,” he says, “to be equal to God.” We straightaway recognise this expression as
something handed down by Tradition.’

70

Schumacher 1914:42. ‘He then continues in adherence to his basic line of opinion concerning the
fundamental meaning of the clause in an extended exegesis which owes much to his friend of student
days, Theodore of Mopsuestia: Christ has not acted in the manner of a robber who holds tightly to the
proceeds of his crime: “Whoever should steal something, and hold on to it beyond reason, does not dare
put it down; he is afraid that it should be lost, that it should slip away, but he holds it to himself. The
one, who however naturally possesses some honour, has no fear of coming down from it, since he knows
that he will have to undergo nothing of that sort.”’ (Chrysostom, Seventh Homily on the Epistle to the
Philippians (MPG 62.228). (It will be noted that there is no direct quotation of, or even allusion to
Philippians 2:6, but that particular theme is developed further in the homily.)

71

On Origen and Theodore see again page 23 and in particular 2333.
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tendency among fourth-century readers of the scriptural texts, noted by Hanson and already
referred to earlier, ‘to treat the Bible in an “atomic” way, as if each verse or set of verses was
capable of giving direct information about Christian doctrine apart from its context, the
“oracular” concept of the nature of the Bible.’ There was also the Fathers’ ‘incapacity with a
few exceptions to take serious account of the background and circumstances and period of the
writers’.72
Foerster’s critique of two translations of quotations by Schumacher from Chrysostom’s
Seventh Homily on the Epistle to the Philippians73 demonstrates the differing viewpoints of
the two scholars. Foerster writes:
So ist das zu verstehen, was Schumacher für seine Auffassung zitiert:


. Nachdem er dann noch einmal auf das Bild von König
und Tyrannen gekommen ist, fährt er im Anschluß daran fort:
;
Hier paßt Schumachers Bedeutung
»Unrecht« nicht, sondern »das Geraubte«. Der Abschnitt schließt dann:


Wenn auch in Anschluß an den
Paulustext, so verwendet doch hier Chrys[ostomus] das Wort in
freierer Weise im Sinne von »das Geraubte«. Das bedeutet, daß fur
Chrys[ostomus]  auch =  sein konnte.75

Schumacher had commented in this way:
72

Hanson 1988:848-849, already quoted on page 13 above.

73

Chrysostom Seventh Homily on the Epistle to the Philippians (MPG 62.227-236).

74

All the Greek quotations in this paragraph are from Chrysostom’s Seventh Homily on
Philippians (MPG 62.229).

75

Foerster 1930:117. ‘What is to be understood is what Schumacher quotes in his interpretation:
“That was the reason he did not say, ‘He did not seize’, but ‘He did not consider it an injustice.’
Because without seizing it, he possessed sovereign power, but as part of his nature, not granted
to him, but in perpetuity and assuredly.” Chrysostom can then return once more to his metaphor
of king and tyrant, and continues in connection with it: “The sovereign acts with a great deal of
assurance. Why? Becauses he does not possess his sovereign power as an injustice.”
Schumacher’s translation of “injustice” is inappropriate here; it can only be “a piece of
plunder”. The passage then concludes: “Not as one who had not usurped it did he lay it aside,
but as one who possessed it as something which was part of his nature he could not abandon it,
and so concealed it. This equality with God was not his as the proceeds of a robbery, but as
part of his being.” In making use of the term  in connection with the Paul’s text,
Chrysostom uses it in looser fashion in the sense of “a prize”. That means that for Chrysostom
 can also have the meaning of .’ (My own version of the passage from
Chrysostom will be found in Chapter 7.)
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Ebenso halt er sich Hom[ilia] 7.1 (MPG 62.229) zunächst auf der Linie der
uns bekannten traditionellen Auffassung:
. als
Ausdruck der Selbstverständlichkeit und Natürlichkeit der Jesu gebührenden
göttlichen
Würde
betrachtend:


Und
wiederum:
.

Foerster’s made one other comment on the necessity of Chrysostom’s constructing of
his homily in the way that he did:
Chrys[ostomus] faßt dabei die Wendung auf als »sich so zur Gottgleichheit
stellen, wie einer sich zu etwas Geraubtem stellt; »er will es nicht
aufgeben.«
Darum
ist
ihm
auch
die
Umschreibung
[o]wichtig, weil er nur daran diese seine
Paraphrase anschließen kann.77

Foerster, although he does not provide a translation of these two quotations from
Chrysostom, believes that Schumacher is forced into his interpretation of the two passages
because of his understanding of 

as »Unrecht«, ‘injustice’, »Anmaßung«,

‘arrogance’, whereas the only possible translation is Foerster’s own, i.e., »das Geraubte«,
‘piece of plunder’, ‘an irresistible prize’, interpreted as »der Gewinn«, ‘advantage’. There is,
however, a similarity to be noted in the two authors’ definitions: Schumacher believes his
 should be translated ‘robbery’ as an activity, whereas he is, I believe, closer to
using it in Foerster’s sense of ‘a piece of plunder’ viewed as ‘an advantage gained by seizing
it.’

Such

a

meaning

could

be

fitted

into

words:
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Schumacher 1914:41. ‘In the same way Chrysostom viewing “…he considered as no injustice,
etc.” in the first instance, along the lines of the traditional and well-known interpretation, as an
expression of the self-understanding and naturalness of Jesus’s fitting divine dignity, wrote, not
“He seized” but “He did not consider it an injustice”, because without seizing it, Christ held
supreme power, as something belonging to his nature, not as something bestowed upon him,
but something enduring and assured. And once more: “This equality with God he did not
possess as an injustice, but as part of his nature.”’ (The quotations from John Chrysostom are
from his Seventh Homily on the Epistle to the Philippians , (MPG 62.229).)

77

Foerster 1930:117. ‘Chrysostom interprets the passage in this way: “so to place himself in
regard to divinity, as one places oneself in conection to plunder: he will not surrender it.” He
utilises the quotation from Philippians 2:6 “…he did not consider as plunder.” It is necesssary,
because it is the only way that he can make the connection with his own paraphrase.’ (The
quotations from John Chrysostom are from his Seventh Homily on the Epistle to the Philippians
(MPG 62.229).
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78 These words
Chrysostom expressed in fuller form a few lines further down the same column:
;






Chrysostom has no intention of stating that Christ viewed his divine nature as an
advantage that no-one could either prevent him from seizing, or, possessing it, lay it aside.
To translate  as ‘advantage’, as Foerster wishes to do, defeats his purpose, a point
which I believe Schumacher also realised, and was saved from that difficulty only by the
early Latin translator whose version of Philippians 2:6 used rapinam for .
In the face of those who in later centuries denied the divinity of Christ, or maintained
that it was in Christ a dignity less than that of the Father and a reward for his humility and
obedience to God, there must have been a strong tendency in the Church, its leaders, and the
faithful to think of Paul as affirming in Philippians 2:6 their own beliefs by his words
But, however, it was not until the fourth century and after a very long
tussle among competing schools of thought, that it came to be fully realised that he who had
come among us as Messiah and Redeemer, and was and is the risen Lord, could not be
merely man or a divinity less than his Father, and, therefore, the worship given to him as Son
of God and the one  was to the very God, the Second Person of the Blessed
Trinity. Nevertheless, people did not before the fourth century remain uninterested in the two
natures of Christ, and their search for proof texts would have soon drawn their attention to the
last four words of Philippians 2:6.

But  could not have before it a word

precededby a negative which threw doubt on the validity of that phrase as the
78

Foerster 1930:117. Chrysostom Seventh Homily on the Epistle to the Philippians (MPG
62:229). ‘For that reason he did not say: “He did not seize”, but “He did not even consider
seizing it”, since, his sovereign authority was, without his usurping it, his by nature and,
without being bestowed on him, his for ever and with full assurance.’

79

John Chrysostom Seventh Homily on the Epistle to the Philippians (MPG 62:229). ‘What are
we to say then? That the Son of God was not afraid to descend from his place of honour. He
did not view his divinity as an injustice; he had no fear that anyone might take away his nature
or his throne. That was the reason he stepped down from his throne, being confident that he
would resume it again, and concealed his dignity, thinking that nothing of it would be
lessened.’
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desired proof text. In the West the translator of Philippians 2:6 with the Greek manuscript
before him chose to read  as , which means, among other things,
‘robbery’, for which the Latin word is rapina.

Philippians 2:6 non rapinam arbitratus est

esse se aequalem deo provided the negative + criminal act to form the litotes which gave a
strong affirmative to the justice of Christ’s possession of the divine nature and turned the
following phrase into a proof text. Mistranslation, of course, was not available to the Greeks
in the fourth century, and although there were skirmishes over Philippians 2:6 during the
search for the doctrine of God, they were not a major part of the polemic. Schumacher and
Foerster were not as far apart as my comparison of the two men’s writings might suggest.
Schumacher believed that, as a Roman Catholic, he must not only be guided by the Latin
Church’s tradition, but deviate from it not at all. Since from the Vulgate it appeared that
Christ considered that his equality with the Father was no robbery, the Latin Church assumed
from those words, that Christ possessed it with ‘total justice’ and as an undisplayed
possession, with ‘a total lack of arrogance’. (All this is true, but it was not Paul’s intention to
say so just at this point.) Hence for Schumacher  was »Unrecht«, »Anmaßung«.
Luther’s »Raub«, became for Foerster »das Geraubte«, which he further modified into ‘a
piece of plunder’; ‘an irresistible prize’, and ‘an advantage’ which he then attempts to fit into
his liberal Protestant theology.
Loofs recognised Schumacher had ‘undertaken a thoroughgoing review of the exegesis
of the early Church.’80 The deficiencies that Loofs found in Schumacher’s work were also to
be found elsewhere. Although Foerster has in his article 51 references to the writings of the
Fathers, there are, despite the fulness of Schumacher’s review, few quotations which admit a
comparison of Foerster’s exegesis with his. One is on Origen’s Commentary on Matthew
15.7 (MPG 13:1273).

Origen is commenting on Herod’s instructions to the Magi:


.81
Schumacher’s remark on the comment is: »Es kann ebensogut zur Hervorhebung der Größe
der Erniedrigungen der ihr vorausgehende hohe Würde betont sein, als der Gedanke: er
wollte nicht an seiner gleichen Existenzweise mit Gott wie einen kostbaren Gute festhalten.
80
81

Loofs 1927:9. ‘…in eingehender Weise die altkirchliche Exegese berücksichtigt.’
Matthew 2:8. ‘Go and search diligently for the child; and when you have found him, bring me
word so that I also may go and pay him homage.’
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Ebenso wenig nützen uns zur Eruierung der Anschauung des Origenes über  die
Texte C[ontra] Cels[um] 4,18; 6,15; In Matth[aeum] 15,7; In Ioan[nem] 32,24-25.«82
Origen’s

commentary

on

Matthew

2:8

then

continues:

‘
 ’.
Schumacher does not include this phrase in his exegesis, although Foerster does in his
quotation from the same passage of Origen, without, however, providing any comment.84
To conclude this subsection of the chapter, I should like to bring forward another
passage which is noticed by both Schumacher and Foerster. It is from Methodius Sermon on
Martyrs

(MPG

13.345)



85



Schumacher expresses his views on the passage in this way. »Wer mag, besonders da
der Einschub, auf die Absicht des Autors hinweist, die hohe Würde Jesu zu
betonen, mit Sicherheit entscheiden, daß der Ausdruck  nicht diese
Absicht verfolgt und deshalb nicht «obwohl er das  nicht für ein Unrecht hielt»

82

Schumacher 1914:20. ‘It can just as well be giving prominence to the depth of the humiliation
emphasised by the preceding exaltation, as to the idea that he would not cling to a similar mode of
existence as God’s as a priceless privilege. No more useful to us in the elucidation of Origen’s views
concerning are Contra Celsum 4.18 [a section which ends with the quotation without
exegesis of Philippians 2:5-9] and 6.15 [a section which quotes, again without exegesis, Philippians 2:58] and his Exposition of Matthew 15.7 [on Matthew 2:8] and his Commentary on John 32.24-25s.’ The
quotations from the Exposition of Matthew and the Commentary on John will be found with translations
in Chapter 7.

83

Origen Commentary on Matthew 15.7 (MPG 13.1273). ‘For being in the form of God, he,
considering his equality with God to be no injustice, became a child, that speech might be made
by Herod to the Magi about him.’ (This is how I believe Schumacher’s translation, had he
provided one, would have run.)

84

Foerster 1930:124.

85

Methodius Sermon on Martyrs (MPG 13.345). ‘For so wonderful and so much sought after is
martyrdom, that the Lord, the Son of God, bore witness to it in its honour. He who did not
consider it an injustice to be equal to God, might crown this divine favour for which he had
come to earth.’ (My own translation of this passage will be found in Chapter 7 below.
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wiederzugeben ist, sondern einen Hinweis auf den freiwilligen Verzicht Jesu bedeutet?
Beides wäre möglich!«86
Foerster comments:
Schumacher läßt auch die Frage offen, der Einschub von weise
auf die Absicht der Verfassers hin, die hohe Würde Jesu zu betonen, da
kommt [] [] … diesselbe Absicht verfolgen. Wenn
aber diese Worte in Schumachers Sinne zu fassen waren als: obgleich er es
nicht für ein Unrecht hielt, so stünde dieser Satz merkwürdig verschränkt,
man würde ihn entweder hinter [] erwarten oder ganz am
Schluß, so aber würde er nur die Gedankenfolge von  zum
-Satz hin unterbrechen. Das ist aber nicht der Fall, wenn das
[] [] ein in der Linie desliegender
Gedanke ist, mit andern Worten, wenn es ein Teil seiner »Erniedrigung«
ist.’87

Schumacher was at a disadvantage since Foerster could comment on the former’s work
since he was the later writer. But there would be no meeting of minds. Schumacher left his
professorship in 1931, although he lived on until 1949, whereas Foerster was at the beginning
of an academic career which ended only with his death in 1975. Nor, in my view, was any
reconciliation of views possible, since, like the Fathers of the Church in which both searched
for the meaning of whatever meaning they gave the word had to support the
theological position that, for whatever reason, they had come to. Schumacher’s adherence to
his Roman Catholic traditions, as we have seen,88 led him to define  as »Unrecht«,
‘injustice’, because he found himself unwilling to stray further from the rapina, ‘robbery’ of
the Vulgate than the Latin Fathers allowed.

86

87

88

Schumacher 1914:23. ‘Who could decide, especially when the introduction of ‘the Son of God’ gives an
indication of the author’s intention to place emphasis on the exalted dignity of Jesus, that the phrase “did
not consider it an injustice” simply does not have this purpose, and so is not the equivalent of “although
he did not consider to be equal to God a crime”, but only indicates an act of renunciation made by Jesus
of his own free will? Either sense would be possible!’ The italics are Schumacher’s.
Foerster 1930:124-125. ‘Schumacher as well leaves undecided the question whether the insertion of the
phrase  indicates the interpreter’s intention to emphasise the exalted dignity of Jesus,
since  could indicate the same intention. But if this passage is to be
interpreted in Schumacher’s sense as “although he did not consider it an injustice”, this would make the
sentence remarkably contorted, since one would expect  after
 or at the very end, because this would not interrupt the flow of thought from
 to the -clause. This is, however, not the case, if  is taken with
, if it is a part of Christ’s abasement.’

See page 23 above.
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Foerster had given three possible definitions in his article on the noun,
 and the verb, , from which it is derived. For his 1930 article he chose the
third with its double interpretation.89
Schumacher, on the other hand, came to his task of interpretation of Philippians 2:6 as a
preliminary to a dissertation on »Christus in seiner Präexistenz und Kenose nach Phil[pper]
2:5-8«.90 He believed that this required him to maintain the correctness of the Latin of the
Vulgate translation of this particular verse, and so spent much time and effort on what can be
characterised as an attempt to show that the primary Pauline text was qui cum in forma Dei
esset non rapinam arbitratus est esse se aequalem Deo, and that the Greek must be made to
fit. Foerster was honest enough to admit that at the end of his article the Greek Fathers still
had not taught him what Paul’s  meant:

»Zur Entscheidung der Phil[ipper]-

Wendung können hier nicht mehr die Kirchenväter führen«.91

In such a situation a

comparison of the few texts which the two authors translated is not likely, as a result of their
different backgrounds, to demonstrate any resolution of the dissimilarity between them.
Their similarity resides in each working in accordance with a set of parameters, in one case
imposed by authorities fearful that any new advance would move them away from past
orthodoxy, and in the other by his teachers chafing at the restrictions imposed by a different
past orthodoxy on the freedom of the Gospel and honest enquiry.
Schumacher and Foerster came to the study of Philippians 2:6 with the same purpose,
allegedly to discover what the Greek Fathers meant by the word . Each came with
his own particular brand of theology and, in Schumacher’s case, an understanding of
 which went back, not to the original Greek but to its translation in the Vetus Itala
of the Latin Church.

Foerster went away with his understanding of the meaning of

 destroyed and his theology intact; Schumacher
theology both intact.

with his understanding and

Their difficulties for both were, therefore, both linguistic and

theological, but primarily linguistic, which made it impossible for each to find any consistent
meaning for  in the writings of those whom they hoped would provide it for them.
89

See pages 28-29 above.

90

‘Christ in His Pre-Existence and Kenosis according to Philippians 2:5-8’.

91

Foerster 1930:128. ‘The Fathers of the Church are unable ot bring us any nearer to the
resolution of the Philippians problem.’
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2.2.5

Louis Bouyer (ca. 1952)

Louis Bouyer’s article, simply entitled ‘aJrpagmov~’, begins with an acknowledgement that its
writing was encouraged by the appearance in 1950 of Henry’s Kénose in the Supplément au
Dictionnaire de la Bible.
Le moment nous semble donc venu de proposer une hypothèse, dont nous
sommes nullement l’inventeur, mais dont il ne nous semble pas qu’elle ait
jamais été exposée en tenant compte de l’ensemble des éléments que le P.
Henry a su réunir et éclairer les uns par les autres, et en considérant avec
toute l’attention requise les lumières qu’elle peut apporter, non point
seulement à l’exégèse de ce seul texte, mais bien à l’interprétation de toute
la pensée paulinienne.92

Bouyer did not believe that he was able to carry out such a large project in a mere seven
pages of text. They are merely an outline of a project by which he is proposing to develop an
understanding of Paul’s Christology.93 He had made use of what he obviously believed were
the most important works of the first half of the twentieth century on Philippians 2:6, Jaeger
1915 (which will be discussed later in this chapter in connection with Roy W Hoover)94 and
Foerster 1930, and, of course and principally, Henry 1950, to which he makes generally
favourable allusions in the course of his paper. Of Jaeger he says: ‘Ce travail, en effet,
étudiant tous les emplois profanes d’expressions apparentées, montre bien que l’idée
d’injustice n’est pas nécessairement incluse dans le mot ’.95Of earlier authorities,
going back even to the patristic period, he is dismissive: ‘Les gens qui semblent soutenir la
92

Bouyer ca. 1952:281. ‘The time, therefore, seems to have come to put forward an hypothesis,
which is by no means ours, but which seems never before to have been brought out into the
open. It would have regard to the sum of the parts which Henry has gathered together and
which illuminate one other, and would consider with all necessary attention the light which
they shed, not only on the exegesis of this one text, but on the very interpretation of the whole
of Paul’s thought.’

93

Bouyer ca. 1952:287-288.

94

See pages 46-48 below.

95

Bouyer ca. 1952:283. ‘This work, with its examination of all the uses in secular literature of
related expressions, demonstrates clearly that the concept of injustice is not necessarily
included in the word ’ This is not, I believe, exactly Jaeger’s view. Jaeger (Jaeger
1915:546.) pointed out that ‘the ancient world of the unregenerate had no use for lost and found
offices (»Das Fundbureau kannte das sündhafte Altertum noch nicht.«) It was up to the
individual to protect his or her own property, but that did not mean that those who stole, or kept
what was unprotected or had been lost, were not unjust. A little further on from the words here
quoted, Jaeger writes that the snatching up of a purse or an object of value which one had come
upon in itself did not bring disrepute (»…das Aufraffen eines gefundenen Portemonnaies oder
Wertgegenstandes nicht an sich war.«)
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même interprétation, si l’on y regarde d’un peu plus près, ... en réalité ne peuvent absolument
pas être accumulés comme autant d’autorités allant dans la même sens.’96 Their conclusions
do not tell us about the theological position from which these authorities have begun their
exegetical journey, but rather those which they would have been unlikely to make their
starting points. He is equally dismissive of res rapienda solutions. ‘Ceux qui admettent res
rapienda supposent tous, ou à peu près, que le Christ n’était pas Dieu au début.’97
Bouyer comes close to arguing that  has a basic meaning which is not
dissimilar to the one which I shall propose for it. He also finds implicit in Philippians 2:6 the
notion of a contrast, and finds only two who might be contrasted with Christ: Satan and
Adam. He rejects any contrast here with the first, but accepts one between Christ and Adam,
and points to the formal comparisons between the two in Romans 5:12-17 and 1 Corinthians
15:20-49. ‘Il serait donc assez naturel que dans Philippiens II, où intervient
également (v.7), saint Paul songe encore à ce paraléllisme.’98 But, of course, for Paul in
prison and writing to the church which was in Philippi, a colony Roman through and through,
there was another who was a natural parallel to Christ, the Emperor, before whom Paul might
stand on trial for his life, and before whom or his praetorian prefect he might be required to
make the choice which a number of believers after him would have to make, Christ or Caesar.
Possibly, sixty years ago, the thoughts of exegetes did not turn to the historical or
geographical backgrounds of the scriptures, and so the ruler of whom Paul was a subject
appeared by name in their works no more often than his name appears in the books of the
Bible, which is not at all.
A look through Bouyer’s bibliography suggests that the proposal contained in his
article never came to fruition.
2.2.6

Frederick Vokes (1964)

96

Bouyer ca. 1952:282. ‘Those who appear to support a similar interpretation, if one looks a little
more closely, ... can, when one gets down to it, by no means be placed together like so many
authorities moving in the same direction.’

97

Bouyer ca. 1952:283. ‘All, or nearly all, those who adopt a position of res rapienda assume that
Christ was not God at the outset.’

98

Bouyer ca. 1952:285. ‘It would therefore be natural enough that in Philippians 2, where
alsooccurs (verse 7), St Paul’s thought should turn again to this parallelism.’
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Whether Vokes is correct in his description of the ‘two classes of nouns, the one ending
in –μα and the other ending in –ς, the former designating on the one hand an action or
process, and the latter on the other the result of this process (though both take on a concrete
sense)’,99 can in the last analysis be decided only by inspecting each member of each class
and determining its usage in Greek literature. Vokes suggests that there is a tendency for
words derived from the same verbal stem to become synonymous and adds: ‘If there is an
approach in meaning between the two forms, it is an approach of that in  to that in ,
and not vice versa.’100 Vokes is here only enunciating what appears to be a common view
among Biblical scholars and calls attention to this remark of Kühner: »Subst[antive] auf
G[enitiv]  … welche eine Handlung bezeichnen, oft aber auch konkreten Sinnes
sind, auf  G[enitiv] , welche meistens der Ergebnis der Handlung bedeuten, auf 
() ähnlich in der Bedeutung denen auf μς.«101 Vokes finds further support for this
statement in the words of Schwyzer: » ist zunächst als Suffixe für Nomina Actionis,
besonders in Ionischen, Attischen, der Koine neben
geworden«;102 of

– (bzw. –) sehr gebräuchlich

auf –, meist nomina actionis, zum Teil

Mayser: »Substantiva

Bezeichnung eines Zustandes, Ortes, seltener von konkreten Gegenständen«;103 and of
Chantraine:

‘Le suffixe – à date historique est essentiellement un suffixe de noms

d’action’, and, later: ‘Les dérivés en – avaient pour function essentielle d’exprimer un état
ou le résultat d’une action.’104

99

Vokes 1964:672.

100

Vokes 1964:673.

101

Raphael Kühner, Ausführliche Grammatik der Griechischen Sprache in Neuer Bearbeitung
Besorgt von Friedrich Blaß (Hannover, Hahnsche Buchhandlung, 1892) 2.272. ‘Nouns which
end in –, with a genitive in –, … which designate an activity, often, however, have as
well a concrete sense; those in –, with a genitive in –, for the most part indicate the
result of an activity; those which end in – (–have a similar meaning to those ending in
–’ (I have been unable to verify this reference).

102

Schwyzer 1939:491. ‘First of all, - became a suffix which, along with those ending is –
(as well as –, indicated nouns denoting an activity, particularly in the Ionic, Attic, and
Koiné dialects.

103

Mayser 1936: 1.3.61. ‘Nouns which end in –, mostly nouns denoting an activity, in part
indicate a circumstance, a place; less frequently, concrete objects.’

104

Chantraine 1933:135. ‘The suffix – in historical times is essentially a suffix of nouns
denoting an activity’; Chantraine 1933:144. ‘Nouns ending in – [when there is a “parallel”
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All this is simply clearing the ground for a concerted attack on But in
Vokes’ work the attack never occurs. If there is to be any on this kind of noun, it must be
with the particular features of each member of its class, not generalities that we must deal.
That requires as many examples of the use of this word as possible apart from quotations of
or allusions to Philippians 2:6. The questions that, in my view, need to be asked are: ‘Would
the translations for Paul’s sentence that we offer really and neatly fit nto the context of the
other independent examples of its use?’ and, ‘If the two words, and,
are synonyms, why did Paul, if he was steeped in the language of the LXX, not use
, which occurs seventeen times in it, but here prefer , which the LXX
knows not at all?’ Finally: ‘Why did Isidore of Pelusium in commenting on Philippians 2:6
use  instead of the word which we all know that verse contains?’ (Of course, if it is
determined that  is not a synonym of , answers to the last two questions
are no longer required.) Neither Paul nor Isidore were limited in their Greek; they were
native speakers of the language in which their works are written, and would have been well
aware of any distinctions, no matter how subtle, in their meanings which required the use of
 and not  by the one and of  and not  by the other.
This suggests that each knew what he was doing, and doing it for a purpose which the word
not used would not achieve. It is my view such a difference existed—each word had in
Paul’s and Isidore’s days a sense which is attached to it alone and was lacking in the other.
We have already noted on page 46 above that Vokes considered that the meanings of
nouns ending in – tended to be absorbed by those ending in –.

Later, however, he

writes: ‘There is insufficient evidence that verbal nouns in  were used in the sense of
those in  and none whatsoever of the use of  in this sense.’105 (But in the case
of  this certainly occurred over the first millennium, as Oecumenius has
demonstrated and we have already noted.)106 For Vokes  in Philippians 2:6 must
be translated as ‘an opportunity for plundering’ and claims that ‘this translation is the only
one

which

can

claim

a

good

New

Testament

parallel

[1

Timothy

6:5

noun ending in the syllable –] have as their essential purpose the expression of a state or the
result of an activity’. See also Vokes 1964:671-672.
105

Vokes 1964:674-675. ‘This sense’ is that of .’

106

See page 32 above.
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]107 to the use of a verbal noun in  in the
proper sense of a process or action.’108
Vokes claims for this proposal the support of F C Burkitt in an unpublished paper, and
John Ross, who, apparently as far as C F D Moule could ascertain, did not write anything
other than this one brief note published in the Expository Times in 1909. (Possibly he was
one of the many men and women of promise who lost their lives in the Great War of 19141918.) For Ross  meant ‘the action of plundering’ and  ‘plunder, booty’.
‘The probability is therefore that St Paul, who knew his Greek Bible well, would have used
 if he had not mentioned the action of plundering.’109 For Ross the objections to
taking  as equal to  seemed to be insuperable. ‘The latter does not mean
a thing to be grasped in future, but which has been grasped and carried off already.’110
Vokes’s discussion of ‘a sense of [Philippians 2:7] which does not do violence to the aorist
participles there or the meaning of ’111 is, however, of great importance. Vokes would
bring out the force of the tense of each of the three participles in the verse in relation to the
main verb. This principle is in accordance with Moule’s statement that he finds in the New
Testament ‘no exceptions to the rule that an aorist participle denotes an action prior to that of
the main verb, with the possible exceptions of two passages in Acts.’112 So Philippians 2:7
would in a ‘schoolboy’ translation read: ‘...but poured himself out, having [previously] taken
the form of a slave, having [previously] been made in the likeness of men, and having
[previously] been found as a man in appearance’.113 The verb will mean the active
pouring out in a positive sense of his own life, [or in the sense, suggested by the ‘made
himself of no reputation’ of the KJV, ‘made himself of no repute’], rather than a negative

107

1 Timothy 6:5. ‘…imagining that godliness is a means of gain.’

108

Vokes 1964:674. But not all verbal nouns in – have Vokes’s ‘proper sense of a process or
action’.

109

Ross 1909:573.

110

Ross 1909:574.

111

Vokes 1964:675.

112

Moule 1959:100. The two possible (the emphasis is mine) exceptions are Acts 16:6 and Acts
25:13.

113

The [previously]’s are my insertions.
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divesting himself of his divine prerogatives.’114 It is a sentiment with which I concur, though
I do not believe either Ross 1909 or Vokes 1964 gives us the correct understanding of how to
achieve an appropriate translation of 
2.2.7

Werner Jaeger (1915) and Roy Hoover (1971)

I take these two writers together since I believe that in many respects the latter writer resumes
where the former comes to an end, and leads Jaeger’s work in a more philological direction. Their
particular placement together in this chapter, after Foerster, Bouyer, and Vokes, may be out of
chronological order in respect of Jaeger, but he seems to have had little influence on the three, but
much on Hoover, who gives the first three pages in his article in HTR over to an analysis of Jaeger
1915.115
Werner Wilhelm Jaeger (1888-1961) would have regarded himself as a classical rather than a
biblical scholar or a theologian, although he was the general editor of the works of Gregory of Nyssa,
and the editor of that Cappadocian’s three books against Eunomius. Jaeger’s article tells us that his
work is not one of biblical criticism or theology; he to a great extent accepts the meaning of
, ‘an act of robbery’. »Ich weiß, daß einzelne Philologen den Sinn der vielverhandelten
Worte ... ganz oder teilweise genau gedeutet haben.«116 But he considered it was not at all
superfluous to take issue once again with  and its meanings: »…da man auf Grund der rein
sprachlichen Interpretation völlig ins reine kommen kann.«117 Partly this is because, as he says,
 has been commentated upon in his own country as if it were rapiendum non
putavit.118 »Und daran zweifelt man meist nicht, daß es die widerrechtliche, gewaltsame Aneignung,
die Usurpation, bedeutet.«119
Such an interpretation was, therefore, very troubling to Jaeger:

114

Vokes 1964:675. The words within the square brackets are mine.

115

Hoover 1971:95-98. He also acknowledges an influence by Jaeger on Foerster, limited to his
attempt ‘to unravel the  riddle by discerning the philological riddle attributed to
phrase by the Greek Church Fathers.’ (Hoover 1971:99).

116

Jaeger 1915:537. ‘I am aware that there are philologists who have given, in whole or in part, an
exact interpretation of the much discussed words.’
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Jaeger 1915:538. ‘…because on the basis of a purely linguistic inrterpretation a full
understanding can be discerned.’
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Jaeger 1915:539. ‘He did not think of it as something which ought to be seized’

119

Jaeger 1915:539. ‘One is left in no doubt that the illegal, violent misappropriation signifies
usurpation.’
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Im Zusammenhang damit steht die dringende Frage der meisten Exegeten:
wie kommt Paulus dazu, auch nur von fern an die Möglichkeit zu denken,
Christus habe die »Gottgleichheit« durch einen Akt der Rebellion, der
Räuberei an sich reißen wollen oder können? Das  dieser
Vorstellung kann nicht stark genug empfunden werden.120

For Jaeger the negation explicit in (not an act of robbery)is not a
polemic, but, through the contrast introduced by the  forms with what follows a
traditional figure of speech of clearly determined meaning. He is severe on the work of the
commentators both of the Enlightenment—»Das meiste von der des Interpreten
der Aufklärungszeit kann man getrost als Wust bezeichnen, an welchem das gesunde Urteil
erstickt ist.«121 and on the history-of-religions school, and in particular the then youthful
Martin Dibelius (1883-1947):
Aber auch Dibelius hat in seinem religionsgeschichtlichen Buch »Die
Geisterwelt im Glauben des Paulus« den bösen Geistern des Firmaments
zuviel Ehre gegeben und in die Stelle einem Vergleich Christi mit diesen
Geistern hineingedeutet, den man nicht darin finden kann.122

Jaeger prefers the work of Johann Jakob Wettstein (1693-1754).123 This included a
commentary, consisting principally of illustrations drawn from classical and rabbinical
literature, which has formed a storehouse for all later commentators. One of them was Jaeger
himself, and more than half a century later, Hoover; the attention of both of whom was
directed by Wettstein to Heliodorus and the pages of his Aethiopica.

Jaeger describes

Wettstein’s commentary, and praises his work as one which »eine Fundgrube reichen
Materials existirte, aus dem für unsere Stelle Wesentliches zu holen war ...«124

120

Jaeger 1915:539. ‘In this connection the most pressing question for most exegetes is how does Paul
arrive at such a position, not far from the possibility of thinking that Christ possesses his divinity through
an act of rebellion, of misappropriation, to seize for himself what he would or could. The 
[theological incongruity] of such a proposition cannot be felt strongly enough.’

121

Jaeger 1915:542. ‘The majority of the polymathia of the era of the Enlightenment can
confidently be treated as rubbish, in which sound judgement has been snuffed out.’

122

Jaeger 1915:540-541. ‘But Dibelius has given too much credit to the evil spirits of the upper
air and has researched Christ’s accommodation with these spirits for which no evidence can be
discovered.’

123

Johann Jakob Wettstein, 1751-1752. : Novum Testamentum graecum
editionis receptae cum lectionibus variantibus codicum [manuscriptorum] (two volumes).
Amsterdam: Dommer.

124

Jaeger 1915:552. ‘...existed as a treasure trove of rich materials from which what was essential
for our pupose could be extracted ...’
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Jaeger believed that the meaning of had already been determined, and
translated the words of Philippians 2:5-7 as:
Jeder sei gesinnet wie Jesus Christus auch war, welcher, obwohl er in
göttlicher Wesengestalt war, es dennoch nicht für sein gutes Vorrecht hielt,
daß er wie Gott war, sondern sich entäußerte (der göttlichen Gestalt) und
Knechtgestalt annahm. Christus wollte sein Sein-wie-Gott, das er durch
seine Sohnschaft besaß, nicht genießend ausnützen, sondern er entäußerte
sich desselben um seine  zu beweisen.125

For Jaeger what has been described as a christological-dogmatic passage becomes one
that is clearly ethical and paraenetic. What the apostle is communicating concerning the preexistent Son of God, he of course presents to all the members of his congregation as their
acquisition of the grace, which they view as ,126 in the first instance through their
works of concord and fraternal charity. For Paul  refers to no celestial
spiritual drama but to the necessary tertium comparationis127 between Christ, who considers
his genuine sonship as no privilege, and the Philippians, who view themselves as privileged,
although their childlike state is only a gift.128 Gregory of Nyssa quotes his brother, Basil of
Caesarea,

as

writing:




Hoover 1971 begins with a discussion of Jaeger 1915, and continues with examining
much the same material as his predecessor had quarried from Wettstein’s commentary. He
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Jaeger 1915:552. ‘Let everyone be of the same mind as was in Christ Jesus, who although he
was in the form of God, yet considered it as no prerogative, that he was like God, but divested
himself (of his divine form), and took upon himself the form of a servant. Christ had no wish
to enjoy the advantages of his ‘being-as-God’ which he possessed by reason of his Sonship,
but divested himself of them in order to demonstrate his ’
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In the sense of ‘a privilege’.

127

The third [part] of the comparison—the quality that two things which are being compared have
in common.’

128

Jaeger 1915:552. For Jaeger, then,  stands for privilege, and , its
abandonment. We are far from Hoover’s understanding of the former noun as a synonym for
‘abduction’ as it appears in Plutarch’s Moralia 12A (Hoover 1971:113)
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Jaeger 1915:5521. ‘Furthermore it is something well-known to everyone who has even the least
understanding of the purpose of the Apostle’s words, that he is not transmitting to us an item of
theology, but introducing rules of household management.’
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eventually came to the conclusion that a synonymity existed between and
. He set out his conclusions as follows:130
 When  occurs as a predicate accusative with such verbs as , , and
, it has a meaning distinguishable from, rather than synonymous with, such terms as
 and  (as Jaeger had proposed).
In these expressions  conveys a
metaphorical and idiomatic sense similar to that of the verb in the expression
;131 but it connotes no notion of fortunate fortuity, nor is it used in this
idiomatic phrase only in reference to situations which come about by luck.
 The fact that the fundamental linguistic datum in Philippians 2:6 is the expression
 and not the term  considered by itself
has been underscored by the observation that when  and  occur as
predicative accusatives they carry senses different from those conveyed when they are
otherwise employed.
 Evidence that  is used in both active and passive senses, together with Eusebius’ use
of the terms, makes it virtually certain that  and  were used synonymously
in the Hellenistic period, and that the uses of  in double accusative constructions,
therefore can be a basis for determining the meaning of the  remark in Phil[ippians]
2:6.132

Hoover 1971 translates   as ‘he did not
regard being equal with God as something to take advantage of’, or, more idiomatically, ‘as
something to use for his own advantage’.133 We seem not to have advanced far from the
earliest translation into a West European language: the Vetus Latina’s non rapinam putavit
se pariari deo,134 which already in the second century is, in my view, moving the Pauline
statement of faith from being an exhortation to the  of Philippi to imitate the
humility of the Lord of Lords.
Chalcedonian than Pauline.

It is becoming a theological statement which is more

This work will offer a translation of Paul’s words which I

propose better reveals the Apostle’s meaning, but which is nevertheless in agreement with
Hoover 1971 in that when  (if not ) occurs as a predicative accusative,
i.e., as a complement of a verb meaning ‘consider’, it carries a sense different from that
conveyed when it is otherwise employed. It will, of course, be necessary to provide the
130

The bulleting is mine.

131

Hoover does not give any reference for this phrase, which does not appear to be idiomatic;
surely Hoover’s intended meaning requires an inceptive aorist infinitive, ,
which LSJ (s.v. III.) quotes from Plutarch.

132

Hoover 1971:117-118.

133

Hoover 1971:118.

134

‘He did not consider being equal to God as plunder.’
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evidence which I believe supports that translation.

But that is the task of a subsequent

chapter.
Hoover’s conclusions are the result of what Hellerman described as his
‘groundbreaking exploration of of the linguistic background of the term [] which
‘has finally provided the basis for a clear understanding of the term in its literary and social
context.’135

Wright had earlier spoken of Hoover’s work as ‘often cited, has not so often

been understood or taken seriously’,136 but he also maintained ‘though [Hoover’s]
conclusions have often been misunderstood, he has not been conclusively challenged on
philological grounds.’137
There have, however, been two objections on other grounds. O’Neill 1989, the first
objector, suggested that the text of Philippians 2:6 is corrupt. What he called his ‘modest
proposal’

was

that

‘The

original

“who

ran:
being

inthe form of God thought it not robbery not to be equal to God.”’ For O’Neill there were
pious scribes ‘who could not bear to see words on the page that to the literal minded might
suggest that Christ was not equal with God.’138

Since there is no evidence either for

O’Neill’s pious scribes engaged in copying the Epistle to the Philippians, or for ’s
presence at any time in any manuscript containing the text of Philippians 2:6, his proposal
can hardly be called modest. It seems not to have had wide acceptance. It is further
weakened by his removal of the article , which, as Burk 2006 has demonstrated, is required
by the grammar of the sentence: ‘in this text, the article is a grammatical necessity in
order for the double accusative function to make sense’.139
The objections contained in Vollenweider 1999 are weightier. He takes as his starting
point that in regard to Philippians 2:6b there are two serious problems, which he summarised
in his paper with these words:
135

Hellerman 2005:133.

136

Wright 1991:63.
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Wright 1993:76.
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O’Neill 1988:455, quoting N T Wright ‘ and the Meaning of Philippians 2:5-11. JTS
RS 37 (1986) 321-352, especially 339.

139

Burk 2006:138.
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Ich fasse zusammen der sich selbst erniedrigende Christus wie in Phil[ipper]
2.6-11 als Gegenbild zum Typ des sich selbst erhöhenden Herrschers
dargestellt. Christi Weltherrschaft beruft nicht auf Usurpation und
Selbsterhöhung, sondern auf Entäußerung und Dahingabe für Andere.
Seinem radikalen Statuswechsel (V. 6-8) entspricht seine , die ihm
von Gott geschenkt wird (V. 9-11). Was in V. 6b als Usurpation der
Gottgleichheit negiert wird, erscheint in V. 9-11 positiv als Herrschaft des
Kyrios Jesus.140

Vollenweider began his article with two introductory remarks:
Erstens ist das spezifisch mit Phil[ipper] 2:6b vergleichbare Idiom
(+Verb+doppelter Akkusativ) außerhalb der christlichen Literatur
allein bei Heliodor von Emesa bezeugt, der wahrscheinlich erst in das späte
vierte Jahrhundert n. Chr. gehört ... Zweitens setzt der raffinierte Erzähler
des Liebesromans das Idiom gezielt ein, nämlich, durchwegs bei günstigen,
zu ergreifenden Gelegenheiten für sex and crime.141

He therefore rejected any possibility that Paul (or one of his contemporaries), to pen a
‘composition in praise of Christ’, would have used a colloquial expression with the particular
associations to which Heliodorus connected it.

He does not ascribe this suggestion as

originating from Hoover 1971, although one of the Hoover’s conclusions differed only in that
 was not synonymous with similar expressions which had such terms as
 or  (but not ) as its complement. In coming to such a conclusion
Vollenweider, unlike Werner Jaeger, found a similarity between 
and

a

fragment

of

Lysias,

 and one of the Mimes
of Herodas, The Private Conversation:

140

Vollenweider 1999:431. ‘To summarise, the Christ who humbles himself as in Philippians 2:611 is presented in contrast to the type of the sovereign who exalts himself. Christ’s cosmic
sovereignty proclaims not usurpation and self-exaltation, but self-abandonment and self-giving
for others. To his radical change of status (Philippians 2:6-8) there corresponds his universal
and God-given (Philippians 2:9-11). What in Philippians 2:6b was negated, is
affirmed in Philippians 2:9-11 as the sovereignty of the Lord Jesus.’
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Vollenweider 1998:416. ‘First, evidence for the idiom which can be compared specifically
with Philippians 2:6 (+verb+paired accusatives) is provided outside of Christian
literature only by Heliodorus of Emesa, who at the earliest belongs to the late fourth century of
our era. … Secondly, the worldly-wise narrator of the romantic novel makes use of the idiom
for a particular purpose, that is, to introduce at appropriate moments titillating passages.’ (The
italics and the English phrase in the original are Vollenweider’s.)
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Jaeger 1915:544. (Lysias Fragment xix. ‘I therefore think that you do not view my youthfulness
as something of an advantage.’)
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  143 

Vollenweider, therefore, finds Hoover’s translation of  as a synonym of
, both with the meaning ‘something to use for his own advantage’ when used as an
idiomatic phrase, was inappropriate in a composition in praise of Christ. Nevertheless, he
accepts the synonymity of the two nouns, but cautions:

‘Zwar verraten auch einige

griechische Kirchenväter des 4. und 5. Jahrhunderts Bekanntschaft mit dem besagtem
Idiom.144 Philippians 2:6-11 in the first and second centuries of our era would therefore have
used the words of the second half of verse 6 without the sexual and criminal connotations
which and in Vollenweider’s view,later acquired. It would seem that
Vollenweider’s viewpoint was not dissimilar to that of both Moule and Hoover, who
‘recognized that the “grasping” or “advantage-taking”’ did not haveas its
goal; rather, it begins from it.’145 Christ the man, raised to the level of the Father, is on this
reading thought to desire not only equality but also divinity. Hellerman here raises another
point:
Understanding the various expressions of Philippians 2:6 as outlined above
elucidates other debated issues. The relationship between  and
, for example, has been an ongoing source of contention.
An older interpretation of  (“a thing to be grasped,” RSV)
encouraged some interpreters to see a significant distinction between
 and   earlier in the verse.146

Hellerman here seems to be suggesting that there is no significant distinction between
the two phrases.

It is part of my thesis that such a significant distinction exists, and,

moreover, allows thereby the other debated issues to be elucidated.
2.3

Conclusion
In this chapter we have looked at the efforts of seven scholars who have attempted to

find a solution the ‘riddle’ presented by Philippians 2:6, and in particular, to find a meaning
for the noun which is part of it. These scholars looked back to the past. Heinrich

143

Herodas Mimes 6.30.-31. ‘She having got hold of something as a lucky find, passes it on, even
to those she oughtn’t.’

144

Vollenweider 1999:417. ‘In reality there were few if any Fathers of the Greek Church of the
fourth and fifth centuries of our era who displayed any knowledge of the purported idiom.’

145

O’Brien 1991:216.

146

Hellerman 2005:134. R. P. Martin’s interpretation (1997 [1967]:143-153) has been challenged
on these very grounds. See Wright 1991:65-69, 70-72.
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Schumacher found a division into two classes of teachings among the Church Fathers, but
settled for a basic similarity between the churches of the East and those of the West, and gave
his approval to the orthodoxy of both the Greek and Latin Fathers. Werner Jaeger came to
Philippians 2:6 to oppose not only the luminaries of the German Enlightenment but also
Martin Dibelius’s history-of-religions approach to Philippians 2:6, and to reaffirm the
traditional translation, and, in effect, the traditional understanding of the verse. Werner
Foerster came, under the influence of the other Werner with a somewhat different purpose,
and acknowledged his failure, due to an inability to turn the Greek Fathers away from their
preoccupation with the desperate task of formulating a correct doctrine of God. F E Vokes
was another who did not provide a solution to what has come mistakenly to be called a riddle.
Finally, Roy Hoover offered a philological solution to the -problem, and a
translation of Philippians 2:6 which does not so much require agreement with other instances
of the use of the noun  (but not all that were available to him) in the literature of
the first centuries of the Common Era, as that they could, he believed, be made to agree with
his own translation of Philippians 2:6.147 His innovations were, first, to compare Paul’s usage
with those of Plutarch and Vettius Valens, who had the good grace to be cither a
contemporary of Paul or to live in the century following his, and, secondly, to keep firmly in
mind that the problem he was attempting to solve was not primarily theological but linguistic.
Objections to Hoover’s solution have been few in number—two to be exact, and acceptance
of his proposal has been general. ‘It has been held that R W Hoover’s article on 
in Phil[ippians 2:6 has “undercut at a stroke” all contrary views, and “that no-one has
ventured to challenge him on philological grounds.”’148
In view of the above discussion, however, which sees both  and
 as already in Christ’s possession, it may be preferable to understand the two
phrases as having some connection. But this should not have to mean that, in Hawthorne’s
words: ‘“the being equal with God” is precisely another way of saying “in the form of

147

See also Hellerman’s comment on the previous page.
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O’Neill 1989:445, quoting N T Wright ‘ and the Meaning of Philippians 2:5-11. JTS
NS 37 (1986) 321-352, especially 339.
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God.”’149 As we shall see later, the grammar of Philippians 2:6 does not allow the  of
 to express any anaphoric relationship with .
Vollenweider was of the opinion, as has already been noted150 that »[z]war verraten
auch sich einige griechische Kirchenväter des 4. und 5. Jahrhunderts Bekanntschaft mit dem
besagten Idiom.«151 He goes on to express his alarm that , translated into so many
European languages as ‘robbery’, »ein Eigenleben gewonnen hat.«152 Likewise, he fears that
the influence of the circumstances of Heliodorus’s use of the idiomatic expression
(+verb+paired accusatives),153 together with his belief that Hoover had correctly
identified the synonymity of  with , and hadcorrectly modified Jaeger’s
»Jeder sei gesinnet wie Jesus Christus auch war, welcher, obwohl er in göttlichen
Wesengestalt war, es dennoch nicht für sein gutes Vorrecht hielt, daß er wie Gott war,
sondern sich entäußerte (der göttlichen Gestalt) und Knechtgestalt annahm.«154 Hoover’s
modification (‘“he did not regard being equal with God as something to take advantage of”
or, more idiomatically, as “something to use for his own advantage.”’)155 has subsequently
influenced such translations of Philippians 2:5-7a as that of NRSV’s ‘5Let the same mind be
in you that was in Christ Jesus, 6who, though he was in the form of God did not regard
149

Hawthorne 1998:104.

150

See the previous page.
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Vollenweider 1999:417. ‘In reality there were few Fathers of the Greek Church of the fourth
and fifth centuries of our era who displayed any knowledge of the purported idiom.’ One who
did was Eusebius of Caesarea (263-339), who use of the idiom with  twice was noted
by Hoover 1971:108 (Ecclesistical History 8.12.2) and Hoover 1971:110 (Life of Constantine
31.2). Neither use has any titillating purpose, but they do refer to activities which should be
deprecated (avoidance by believers of their duty to witness to Christ as their Lord, and an
unsanctioned return from exile) absent in all examples of use of the idiom with .
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Vollenweider 1999:417. ‘…has developed an independent existence.’
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Vollenweider 1999:416. Vollenweider misstates the form of the idiom since  itself is
one of the accusatives. It is the sexual or criminal connotations of each of the four quotations
from Heliodorus, and others’ uses of the idiom +noun in the accusative+verb and the
lack of them in the similar idiom with  (including its use in Plutarch’s Moralia 12A)
which led me to the opinion that the two phrases were not synonymous, and to the path which
brought me to this thesis.
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Jaeger 1915:552. ‘Let everyone be of a mind such as that which was of Jesus Christ, who,
although he was in the form of one divine, nevertheless did not consider it a rightful prerogative
that he was as God, but divested himself (of the form of God) and assumed the form of a slave.’
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Hoover 1971:115.
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equality with God as something to be exploited, 7but emptied himself, taking the form of a
slave…’. As will be seen from the survey contained in the following chapter, Hoover has
influenced also the translations of Philippians 2:6 attempted by some (but not all) of
commentators on the Epistle to the Philippians whose works in English were published after
1971. But that a first century author was subject to the same influences as a fourth century
author of romances, Vollenweider was less sure.
Vollenweider is important in my view not because of his ‘history of religions’ approach
to the problem of Philippians 2:6, but because he rejected ‘any possibility that Paul (or one of
his contemporaries) would have used a colloquial expression with the particular associations
created by Heliodorus to pen a ‘composition in praise of Christ’.156 But even more important
among Vollenweider’s words quoted on page 54 are those which refer to Christ’s Lordship
and his manner of exercising it in comparison with others who are designated as Lords. But I
wish to reserve any discussion of this matter to Chapter 8 on the translation of Philippians
2:6. It may be that such an idiomatic expression was not current in Paul’s day, but the word
itself had even then the malicious connotations which we associate with the verb
 and many, but not all, of its derivatives.
Heinrich Schumacherwho, in the first of his conclusions, as summarised by me on
page 24 above, states: ‘Wherever the root verb  appears in the very earliest
literature of the early church it always bears the connotation of something unjust and
improper.’157 This may be true, but it does not apply in all cases to the verb Jesus
in Matthew 11:12 is written of as speaking of the violent snatching the Kingdom of Heaven
156

See again Vollenweider’s comments noted earlier in this chapter.
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H&R (checked against Rahlfs) and the NT produced five words derived from :
(LXX–Leviticus 5:21; Judith 2:11; Tobias 3:4; 1 Machabees 13:34; 4
Machabees 4:10; Ecclesiastes 5:7; Nahum 2:13; Isaias 3:14, 10:2; NT–Matthew 23:25; Luke
11:39; Hebrews 10:34),(LXX) 17, (Pseudepigapha) 1–These are quoted in full on
page 151 below, together with quotations, on pages 152 and 153, of the same word found in
Hoover 1971; (1) (NT–Philippians 2:6)(LXX–Genesis 37:37;
Leviticus 5:23, 19:13’ Deuteronomy 28:31; Judges 21:21; 2 Kingdoms 23:11; 1 Esdras 4:24;
Judith 16:19; Job 20:19, 24:2, 24:9. 24:19; Psalms 7:3, 9:30, 21:14, 49:22, 68:5, 103:21;
Wisdom 4:11; Osee 6:1; Amos 1:11, 3:4; Michaeas 3:2, 5:7; Nahum 2:13; Isaias 10:2:
Baruch 4:26; Ezechiel 18;7, 18;12, 18;16, 18;18. 19;3, 19.6, 22:25, 22;27. NT–Matthew
11:12, 12:29, 13:19; John 6:15, 10:12, 10:28, 10:29; Acts 23:10; 2 Corinthians 12:2; 1
Thessalonians 4:7, Jude 23; (6) (LXX–Genesis 49:27: NT–Matthew 7:15; Luke 18:11;
1 Corinthians 5:10, 5:11, 8:10). There are also, according to Gramcord, 35 examples of uses of
the.intensive forms of the verb, and the noun, in the LXX, but only two
in the NT (Matthew 12:29 and Mark 3:27).
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away: ; Paul in 2 Corinthians 12:2 was happy to use to ofhis
experience of being ‘caught up to the third heaven’,158 and two verses later to use the same
verb to speak of his being caught up into Paradise.159 Jude as well urges us to ‘save others by
snatching them out of the fire’.160 None of these uses of this verb is unjust or improper; the
injustice or impropriety is in the mind of the actor, not in the action.
Together with the classicist Werner Wilhelm Jaeger and Roy W Hoover, Schumacher
and Foerster have been in my view among the most influential among the Guild of NT
scholars in determining what has come to be the present consensus regarding the meaning of
the noun  in its only appearance in the pages of the entire Greek Bible, both LXX
and NT. They were important because by enquiring of the Church Fathers of the fourth and
fifth century, they demonstrated that there had been very little interest in those days in a word
which has caused us in the modern age so much concern. The word appeared in their
writings because they were quoting Paul, and although their use of it was quite often not
unlike Paul’s, as we shall endeavour eventually to demonstrate, their difficulty lay with their
giving a literal interpretation to the following phrase , an interpretation
which was not the apostle’s. It was Oecumenius, of the tenth and eleventh centuries, who
first thought the word  presented an , but the meaning he gave to it was
not Paul’s. We can be sure also that Paul’s meaning for wasthat of his own first
century CE contemporaries. Oecumenius’s meaning of the same word would likewise have
been like that of his own contemporaries. That he should translate (or at least paraphrase)
 as , giving the noun a meaning of ‘robbery’, is more than
suggestive that such a meaning was not intended by Paul.
The Fathers of the Church were living in a different world from Paul, a world several
hundred years older than his. The centre of gravity of the Roman Empire had shifted east,
and no longer was to be found on the banks of the Tiber but on the shores of the Hellespont.
The Empire had made its peace with the Church, which believed it had co-opted the Empire
into its service, though the opposite may have been the truer position. The Fathers of the
Church could now apply themselves to formalising the Church’s doctrinal positions, not least
158

2 Corinthians 12:2. … …
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2 Corinthians 12:4. ‘…’
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Jude 23. ‘ …’
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of which were its christology, and the condemnation of the errors of heretics. Times were
grave, and its problems urgent; the Fathers were willing to use every weapon at hand,
including biblical texts, so long as the meanings attached to them could be reshaped to meet
the needs of a contemporary systematic theology for a new situation and its tasks and
problems. They may therefore have lost sight of the original meaning of certain texts, and
been deceived by substitute meanings applied to them in attempts in the fourth century to
hammer out a satisfactory doctrine of God and what the words ‘Son of God’ really meant.
Paul’s concerns for faith were for its establishment; those of the believers of the fourth
and fifth centuries were for formulating its doctrines and establishing a common technical
language for defining and proclaiming them. Paul’s concerns were, therefore, different from
those of the believers of three or more centuries later. Paul would not, I believe, have thought
of Constantinople as the New Jerusalem, but have been sure that the Emperor’s new
foundation was very much Old Rome merely re-established on a new site.
In the Byzantine world of Athanasius, the Cappadocians, John Chrysostom, and others,
the Empire had come to be seen as God’s instrument for spreading the faith and suppressing
its enemies. For Paul, three or four hundred years before, it had been simply irrelevant.
Pauline theology, rightly understood, concerns the subversive power of
divine grace which creates and empowers new communities of social and
political significance. These communities (churches) ‘represent the advance
of the gospel on a conflicted world stage, where the main players are what
Paul calls ‘powers’ ( and ) ... Paul’s most subversive act,
vis-à-vis the Roman empire, was not to oppose it, but to relegate it to the
ranks of a dependent and derivative entity, denied both a name and a
significant rôle in the story of the world.161

What  means has been the subject of endless speculation in the modern
world. Morna D Hooker in a work first published thirty-five years ago notes that one of her
favourite quotations was a comment made in 1876 on Philippians 2:6-11: ‘The diversity of
opinion prevailing among interpreters in regard to the meaning ... is enough to fill the student
with despair and to afflict him with intellectual paralysis.’ She continued: ‘Nearly 100 years
later, the cause of the despair has increased out of all proportion—but the paralysis has
apparently still not overtaken us.’162 If the level of despair is not to be raised further, our only
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Barclay 2007:8-9. .
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Hooker 1975:151.
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recourse is to interrogate the authors writing in Greek who used , whether in
connection with or independently of Philippians 2:6, or in allusions to it. There are 27
quotations from sixteen authors (excluding Paul, whose use of  in Philippians 2:6
will be examined separately) which will be examined in Chapter 7. The word  does
not seem to have been unusual or unfamiliar, being neither explained (except by Oecumenius,
but not as having a Pauline sense), nor apologised for whenever it is used. There were of
course works by etymologists and lexicographers from the beginning of the Common Era to
the fall of Byzantium in 1453. They, however, yield a very small harvest for the student
seeking to increase his knowledge of  and its family of derivatives, and in effect
nothing about . The only reference to in any of the editions of the
lexicons that have survived may in fact date back only to the nineteenth century, to an
emendation made to correct the pattern, if not improve the sense, of a sentence. The reason
for this absence of the word may of course be that the word  is apparently nonclassical, since its first literary use is in the Epistle to the Philippians in the middle of the first
century CE. The lack of any definition of  in any of the surviving lexicons has
allowed the successors of the Fathers of the Church and their opponents to use Philippians
2:6 to give full play to their speculations without, in my view, enabling them to bring forward
any final decision about what Paul meant by his use of the word . But, on the
other hand, the misunderstanding, whether intentional or not, of the meaning of
which I allege are capable of being found in the works of the fourth and fifth
centuries, may be only a reflection of misconceptions that are ours. In Chapter 7 on the
meaning of , the definition which I propose there, applied to quotations taken, in
particular, from Chrysostom, produces translations of patristic writings that are neither
strange nor obscure, but I believe eminently Pauline. The meaning of was not the
problem of those engaged in the christological controversies of the fourth and fifth centuries.
But it did cause a difficulty to those who wished to use as a neat and, more
importantly, biblical affirmation of Christ’s divinity.

Chrysostom’s words about his

opponents: ,163neither raise nor
answer queries about , but they demand an answer about the meaning of
, which in some part was what the theological controversies of the fourth
and fifth centuries were about. The meaning of  was not a theological question but
163

John Chrysostom Seventh Homily on the Epistle to the Philippians (MPG 62:229).
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a linguistic question, as Oecumenius ten or more centuries before Hoover, and Hoover
himself were wise enough to see.
Side by side with academic publications which sought to provide the definitive
translation of Paul’s , the issue of commentaries on Philippians to suit every
theological taste has gone on apace. In the next chapter we shall look at the work of nine
commentators on Philippians 2:6 from Ellicott in 1857 to Hansen in 2009. We shall examine
the way that they have themselves translated Philippians 2:6 in general and in
particular.
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Chapter 3

Some Modern Attempts to Solve the  Problem

3.1

Introduction
In this chapter we turn to the work of some exegetes and commentators of the period

from 1850 on and their interpretations of Philippians 2:6, looking at their translations and
seeking to determine who influenced them and what they wrote, and whether any consensus
has been developing as to Paul’s meaning. We shall take them in the chronological order of
the first publications of their works, since the writers of later commentaries will of course
refer to earlier ones, both in order to critique them and allow their predecessors to critique
their own work. To the making of biblical commentaries there appears to be no end, so a
selection had to be made from those which are easily available to me, and my own comments
must necessarily be brief if this chapter is not to become too long, too repetitive, and too
wearisome.
3.2

The exegetes
3.2.1

C J Ellicott (1857)

In 1857 C J Ellicott (1819-1905)1, a longer-lived contemporary of the now far better
remembered J B Lightfoot (1828-1889), and like him a bishop of the Church of England,
produced in 1857 his Critical and Grammatical Commentary on St Paul’s Epistles to the
Philippians Colossians and to Philemon with a Revised Translation.

In his commentary

Ellicott translated Philippians 2:6 as: ‘He did not deem being on an equality with God a thing

1

The ODNB in its notice of Ellicott states: ‘He distinguished himself both at the Union and on
the river [Cam—he was a graduate and later a fellow of St John’s College, Cambridge], which
may account for his graduating second in the second class of the classical tripos.’ In Ellicott’s
day those destined for the Church at both Oxford and Cambridge studied classics and only a
little theology, which may also account for his choice of supporting examples in his
commentary. Thomas Gaisford, Regius Professor of Greek (1811-1855) and Dean of Christ
Church (1835-1855) at Oxford is recorded in the ODQ as having said in a Christmas Day
sermon to town and gown: ‘Nor can I do better in conclusion, than impress on you the study of
Greek literature, which not only elevates above the vulgar herd, but leads not infrequently to
positions of considerable emolument.’ Bishop Ellicott, though a Cambridge man, can be said to
have taken the Oxford man’s recommendation to heart.
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to be seized on, a state to be exclusively (so to speak) clutched at, and retained as a prize.’2
Ellicott rejected any translation along the lines of ‘He thought the being equal to God no act
of robbery’ (words not far from the ‘Who … thought it not robbery to be equal with God’ of
the KJV); ‘that is, no usurpation of any dignity which was not His own by right of rapture,’ a
translation which he compared with Tertullian’s non rapinam3 existimavit pariari4 Deo.5
Tertullian’s use of rapina to translate  Ellicott not only found in other early
Fathers of the Latin Church but also in Jerome’s Vulgate (and, it might be added, would have
found it retained in its most recent revision, Pope Paul VI’s Nova Vulgata of 1979): non
rapinam arbitratus est esse se aequalem Deo.6 Similar to the Latin use of rapinam to
translate  was the Syriac use of ħātaph (direptio, ‘pillaging’), the Gothic use of
vulva, and perhaps Coptic use of hölem, both the latter having, according to Ellicott, a
meaning not unlike those used to translate in the Latin and Syriac versions.
(Byzantine and Modern Greek metaphrases of the NT which are enumerated in the
bibliography fall into two classes: those published before 1855 which in Philippians 2:6
retain sic) and those published after that date, which replace it with ).7
2

Ellicott 1857:56.

3

‘robbery’, ‘plundering’, ‘pillage’, ‘rapine’; ‘prey’, ‘plunder’, ‘booty’. (L&S).

4

‘to be equal’ present infinitive passive (with a middle sense) of pario ‘to make equal’ (L&S,
quoting Tertullians’s words). The OLD does not notice this use of pario, for which it gives
only ‘square accounts’, ‘settle a debt’, settle up’.

5

‘He did not consider being equal to God as plunder.’

6

Philippians 2:6. ‘…did not consider it robbery that he was equal to God.’

7

Philippians 2:6. (a)

 (1703).
b)
(18
63). Sophocles 1900 covering the period from 146 BCE to 1100 CE defines  only as
, confirming Oecumenius (c. 1100). All Sophocles’ examples (including Philippians
2:6) are already known to and have been or will be quoted by me. For Modern Greek (MGr)
Pring 1965 predates the confirmation in 1975 of  as the official orthography (in the
spelling of MGr words I shall adhere to its conventions, even in quotations from works
published earlier than that year); besides  () it gives , , ,
, ; these words have in general their classical meanings, but  also
means ‘rape’and ‘scuffle’,  is used of catching fire, and a cold,  means
‘come to blows’; a non-classical MGr adverb is , ‘in haste’. Nowhere, not even in
Sophocles 1900 did I find , i.e., . In the 1855 revision of the MGr NT,
 replaces , which suggests that although Vokes’s approach in meaning of the
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Nevertheless, Ellicott’s rejection of the translation of  as ‘robbery’ was also
accompanied

by

a

glance

in

the

direction

of

Leviticus

5:23

of

LXX:

‘

’8
Ellicott gave two reasons for rejecting any meaning for Paul’s   which
might be translated as ‘no act of robbery’: it ‘affords no exemplification of the
of Philippians 2:4 but really implies the very reverse’ and ‘that
the antithesis — is thus wholly destroyed’.10 For these reasons
Ellicott considered that he was justified in assigning ‘to the rare word a meaning
approaching

that

of

the

verbal

in

–

[],11 or the substantives in –He
also suggested that we should consider [‘law’], , [‘oracle’] and
permutations of – and –, such as  [‘pursuit’, ‘chase’, ‘that which is chased],
 [‘the chase’, ‘pursuit’, ‘persecution’, ‘harassing’] in coming to a decision on the
meaning of ,12 and that also we should compare Paul’s usage with Pindar 8.65
[

]13
The meaning then would then be: ‘He did not deem the being on an equality with God
a thing to be seized on’; the expression  being perhaps studiedly

word  to that of  did occur, the latter had dropped out of MGr, since
 and  each still retained much of their classical meanings.

9

Leviticus 5:23 (=NRSV 6:4). ‘When you gave sinned and realise your guilt, and would restore
what you took by robbery or by fraud or the deposit that was committed to you, or the lost thing
that you found ...’.
Philippians 2:4a. ‘Let each of you look not to your own interests…’.

10

Ellicott 1998:55.

11

Hesiod, Works and Days 320. ‘Possessions, not obtained by pillage, but god-given, are better
by far.’

12

All these words will be discussed in Chapter 7 below.

13

Pindar, Pythian Odes 8.64-66. ‘There didst thou bestow the greatest of delights, but earlier at
home at the time of thy (sic) festivals thou didst institute the gift to be so earnestly desired from
the fivefold contest.’

8
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used rather than Heliodorus’s  in

Aethiopica 7.20, ‘ut sententiam etiam

grauiorem redderet, et Christum de illo ne cogitasse quidem significaret.’14
Vincent describes Ellicott 1857 as possessing ‘[r]ipe exegetical judgment; careful
discrimination of grammatical niceties; remarkable power of stating fine distinctions and
shades of meaning; great accuracy.’15 (Ellicott is noteworthy, together with Lightfoot, from
my point of view in that they both realised that the  of Philippians 2:6c is not an adjective
but an adverb; both carefully observed that grammatical nicety in their commentaries, if not
their translations of Philippians 2:6c).
3.2.2

J B Lightfoot (1868)

There can be few commentators who can hope that their work will continue to be
quoted more than 120 years after their deaths, even by German authorities. No doubt Joseph
Barber Lightfoot would be surprised to know that later commentators still feel obliged, if
they disagree with him, to give a clear explanation for their decision and solid proof in its
support. In his justly celebrated commentary, first published in 1868, Lightfoot translated
 as ‘yet did not regard it as a prize, a treasure to be clutched and
retained at all hazards.’ He continues: ‘The more usual form of the word is , which
properly signifies ‘simply “a piece of plunder”, but especially with such verbs as ,
, , etc., is employed like , , to denote “a highly prized
possession, an unexpected gain”.’ 16
In

support

of

his

translation,

Lightfoot

cites

Plutarch

Moralia

330D


;17

Heliodorus 7.20  ;18

14

Ellicott 1857:56. ‘... to deliver also a more weighty thought, and give as his opinion that Christ
did not even think of it [i.e., “being on an equality with God as a thing to be seized on”]’.

15

Vincent 1897:xli.

16

Lightfoot 1888:111a.

17

Plutarch Moralia 330D. ‘…as if it had been his purpose to despoil and ravage [Asia] with rape
and pillage exceeding all expectation.’

18

Heliodorus Aethiopica 7.20. ‘…does not [a young man] consider the opportunity as something
to be seized and as something sent by the gods?’ (The opportunity is an affair with an attractive
married woman).
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Heliodorus 8.7 ;19 Titus of Bostra (a fourthcentury

bishop

of

orthodox

faith)

Against

the

Manichaeans

1.2

20 Eusebius, Ecclesiastical History
and

8.12

Life

of

Constantine

2.31

. Lightfoot, however, appears not to notice that
Plutarch’s has much the same meaning as the English ‘rape and
pillage’; nor that the person Titus of Bostra has in mind is a Manichaean and that Lightfoot’s
translation

is

not

supported

by

the

wider

context

of

the

original

words:



.23 The Manichee looks on
men and women as imprisoned by their materiality and the necessity of supplying its desires;
another meaning for  is ‘prison’, which is hardly to be thought of as a ‘prize’.
One disputed translation does not destroy an exegete’s reputation, and Lightfoot is a
justly honoured nineteenth-century scholar. Like Ellicott, he felt the incongruity of the
traditional translation of Philippians 2:6 and was attempting to find a better. His solution
was, however, dissimilar to Ellicott’s—to considerPaul’sto have another, and
more usualform, in , as we have already noted.24
Lightfoot continued by commenting that ‘...frequently signifies
nothing more than “to clutch greedily,” “prize highly,” “to set store by,” the idea of plunder

19

Heliodorus Aethiopica 8.7. ‘Arsace seizes on the remark as her opportunity [for mischief].’

20

Titus of Bostra 8. 2 (MPG 18.1072). ‘He erroneously views the demands of human nature as
something to be met.’

21

Eusebius Ecclesiastical History 8.12. ‘…considering [such a] death as a prize to be seized’ [in
comparison to the depraved behaviour of those at whose hands they would suffer martyrdom.]
Eusebius by his  shows his disapproval of their suicides.

22

Eusebius Life of Constantine 31.2. ‘ …considering their returns a criminal act…’. Eusebius is
quoting from a decree of Constantine permitting exiles to return home.

23

Titus of Bostra Against the Manichaeans 1.2 (MPG 18.1072). ‘One, who leaving behind him a
reputation for striving by might and main for virtue (if indeed it was God that he was paying honour to),
erroneously viewed the demands of human nature as something to be met, considering the necessity of
earnest endeavour only as a sacrilege against God.’

24

See comments throughout pages 58-60 above.
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or robbery having passed out of sight.’ In a subsequent essay appended to his commentary
on

Philippians

1:27-3:1

and

entitled

‘Different

Interpretations

of

’26Lightfoot discussed the two possible interpretations of the
clause, which his understanding of the two meanings allowed. The word  would,
in Lightfoot’s view, then mean either ‘plundering’ as ‘robbery’, ‘usurpation’, or ‘plundering’
as ‘a prize,’ ‘treasure’, that is, in my view, either ‘as plundering’ or ‘as a prize won’, and by
reason of the litotes formed by the prefixed negative, ‘as no plundering’, or ‘as no prize, i.e.,
as ‘a rightful acquisition’ as an activity, or ‘as a rightful possession’ as a result. Lightfoot
rejected the former interpretation as unsuitable to the context in which it was set, and
accepted the latter because:
the logical connexion with the context before and after is strictly preserved.
The former laid stress on the majesty of Christ, the latter on his
condescension, a quality and a virtue which was appropriate in the context
of Paul’s call to the Philippians to imitation of ‘our great Example’.27

Lightfoot paraphrased Philippians 2:6 in the following manner: ‘Be humble as Christ
was humble: He, though existing before the worlds in the form of God, did not treat his
equality with God as a prize, a treasure to be greedily clutched and ostentatiously displayed:
on the contrary he resigned the glories of heaven.’ Such a paraphrase also, as he pointed out
a few lines earlier, did not require an unnatural reading of the second of the two
corresponding particles,  and , ‘not the one but the other’ as if the second was
, ‘but nevertheless’.28

In the context of Philippians 2:5-11, however, it may not

have seemed sufficient to Paul to place Jesus before the Philippians as, in Lightfoot’s words,
‘our great Example’, since, at a later point in his letter to the Philippians, Paul mediates that
exemplar

through

himself

and

those

who

are

his

imitators:

‘
.’29 Philippians 2:5-11 is about Christ the Lord, and how to human eyes

25

Lightfoot 1888:111a.

26

Lightfoot 1888:133-137.

27

Lightfoot 1888:134. The emphases are Lightfoot’s.

28

Lightfoot 1888:134.

29

Philippians 3:17. ‘Brothers and sisters, join in imitating me, and observe those who live
according to the example you have in us.’
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he came to that Lordship. Verse 6 cannot be simply an encouragement to imitate Christ,
which in the matter of Christ’s perpetual Lordship the Philippians cannot be called on to do:
they, both and  are, not  or .
And between these two explanations—the one which interprets 
by , and the other which interprets it by —our choice must
be made. A middle interpretation however was maintained by St
Chrysostom. ... It agrees very nearly with the first in the sense assigned to
, and yet approaches the second in the general drift of the clause.
‘Being in the form of God, He did not consider that He was plundering,
when He claimed equality with God. He did not look upon His divine
prerogatives as a booty of which He feared to be deprived and which
therefore it was necessary to guard jealously. He reigned not as a tyrant but
as a lawful sovereign. He could therefore divest himself of the outward
splendours of His rank without fear.30

What Lightfoot overlooked, as did apparently all exegetes which followed him, is that
while  may be used of something of which the author may use as of right,
 never is. To bring this point home, the structure of Philippians 2:6bc-2:7a requires
a translation which, as Lightfoot himself saw, preserves the contrast of Philippians: ‘not this
… but that’. The author of the ‘Christ Hymn’ gives us plainly enough what Christ did do,
with its allusion to Isaiah 53:12; the wording of Philippians 2:1-4, which brought to Paul’s
mind Philippians 2:5-11, together with the words at the head of the following verse should
have allowed exegetes and commentators long ago to reach an interpretation of 
which, in my view, would have been not unlike that which this work will later offer.
In my introduction to this thesis I discussed what I believed was the  for
Oecumenius of Philippians 2:6. It was not Paul’s use of and the meaning he gave
to it, which, as I shall eventually attempt to demonstrate, was not the ‘misappropriation’,
,which nine hundred years later it would mean to Oecumenius. For the
apostle Paul, also,  did not mean ‘being equal to God’ or ‘being the Son of
God’. Ellicott, more than a century and a half ago, recognised the Homeric provenance of the
phrase, which subsequent commentators have overlooked, and which would have assisted
them, in my view, in arriving at a correct understanding for , the
unexpressed third person singular subject, and the negative, complement, and verb of the
relative clause of which it forms a part. How could being equal to God the Father be
30

Lightfoot 1888:136. The words attributed to John Chrysostom are a paraphrase of part of his
Seventh Homily on the Epistle to the Philippians (MPG 62,229) and will be discussed in
Chapter 7 on the translation of .
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considered ‘no (mis)appropriation’, ‘no robbery’, or ‘no prize’? The negative ran contrary to
Paul’s intention, to express in the following verse what one fully and eternally divine, he in
the form of God, did do throughout

his human life and death.

That negative was

Oecumenius’s riddle, born of a change of meaning that  had had by his day.
Philippians 2:5-11 is a rebuke to all those who made gods of themselves; Adam and Eve, and
all their children, if you will, wanting to be as gods, but in this instance, the Roman emperor
of his day above all, as Adam’s successor and exemplar, who had pre-empted the title of
, which the Father was to bestow on his Son. No commentator on Philippians 2:6 is
ever entirely incorrect, not even those who used the verse as a proof text to deny Christ his
divinity as being something he had no right to, those of whom Chrysostom said:
.31
Chrysostom’s reproof arose from thehis opponents treating  as a
literal statement rather than words which make a bardic exaggeration, which they are.32
Oecumenius’s difficulty arose from his inability not to apply to Paul’s  the
Byzantine significance it did not have in the . This leads, then, to their comparison
between the true sovereign and the usurper, who for Chrysostom is Absalom. David’s son,
having seized supreme power and invested himself with the symbols of an office to which he
has no right, dares not let them go. David is still the true sovereign even if he lays those same
symbols aside and comes without them among his people:



33

It was the Arianswho had chosen Philippians 2:6 as one of their arguments for their
case, and their opponents who had felt it necessary to accept their challenge. Both sides had
attempted to call on Paul and Philippians 2:6 for support in the controversies, but in that verse
31

John Chrysostom Seventh Homily on Philippians 2 (MPG 62.227). A translation of these
words will be given in Chapter 7 below.

32

And because it was a bardic exaggeration it could not bear the theological weight that the
Fathers and their opponents thought it should.

33

John Chrysostom Seventh Homily on Philippians 2 (MPG 62.228). ‘Whoever has taken
anything and contrary to what is right has kept it does not dare set it down. He is afraid of
losing it, of it falling from his grasp, and keeps it ever with him. Whoever, however, possesses
an honour which is truly his own does not fear to step down from that honour; he knows that
nothing of this kind will ever befall him.’
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he

spoke

nothing

of



or

,

nothing

of

or

but only of the one truly throughwhom and in whom all
may be made[] and of whose kingdom the
usurper sits upon a throne in Rome.
Schumacher may have been correct in his statement: »Es war ein Irrtum, wenn
Lightfoot hier ,,a prize, a treasure, to be greedily clutched and ostentatiously displayed“
herausgelesen hat«,35 but he errs in omitting to quote Lightfoot’s words which follow: ‘on
the contrary, He resigned the glories of Heaven’.36

Schumacher as a result obscures

Lightfoot’s purpose, which was to explain that whatever Paul was saying by including the
word  in his sentence, he was urging on his congregation the imitation of the
humility of Christ. That, nevertheless, was only a small part of Paul’s purpose in including
the ‘Christ-hymn’ in his letter, which was about how to live as citizens of Christ’s
 under their true sovereign Lord.
3.2.3

Karl Barth (1928)

Barth translated Philippians 2:6 as »Der Christus, welcher, da er in Gottesgestalt war,
das Gottgleichsein nicht als Beute ansah.«37 One might call Barth’s treatment of the verse
conventional, and a quick journey along a well-worn path. That would have been very
unusual for Barth. He makes one very important point.
Dieses Gottgleichsein Christi ist sozusagen der unbewegliche letzte
Hintergrund, von dem sein Weg verkommt, zu dem er wieder hinführt.
Paulus hat die Linien, die hier auszuziehen wären, um das Nebeneinander
von Gott Vater und Christus verständlich zu machen, nicht ausgezogen.38

According to Barth, Paul’s failure to trace the ancestral lines does not spring from any
perceived danger to belief in one God among those who had once worshipped many.
34

cf. Genesis 1:26 ‘according to the image and likeness [of God].’

35

Schumacher 1914:25.

36

Lightfoot 1888:134.

37

Barth 1928:55. ‘Christ, who, since he was in the form of God, viewed his equality with God
not as loot.’

38

Barth 1928:55. ‘This equality of Christ with God is as it were the impenetrable final territory
from which his path descends and to which he returns. Paul is in possession of the ancestral
chart which might here be sketched out to make clear the co-existence of Father and Son, but he
has chosen not to do so.’
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»Darüber, ob dieses Nebeneinander keine Bedrohung des Monotheismus bedeuten möchte,
brauchen wir uns jedenfalls nicht zu sorgen.«39 Paul is opposed to any thought that Christ
makes of his equality with God any reason to say a ‘Noli me tangere’ of this sort,40 that
Christ considers his privilege to be any reason to avoid becoming soiled by any contact with
ordinary sinful men and women. (In any case, Christ in his earthly life had no thought of any
such

privilege.)

Barth,

therefore,

comes

to

the

conclusion

that

in

the

 of Philippians 2:6, the Apostle says of Christ: »So gibt der Sohn
Gottes sein Gleichsein mit dem Vater nicht preis, nicht auf, wohl aber frei.«41 We are thus
almost back with John Chrysostom.42 Barth concludes his commentary on the verse with:
Christus, Gott gleich seiend, braucht sich darin nicht zu behaupten, daran
nicht zu klammern, kann auf diesem Sein entsprechende Erscheinen und
Gelten auch verzichten, ohne dieses Sein preiszugeben, ja um es gerade so
zur Geltung zu bringen.43
Barth accepted the translation of Philippians 2:6 as he found it and based his exegesis on the work of
other translators. The Word of God would, one might expect, be open to a grammatical analysis, but
he gives it none, satisfied, no doubt, that to do so would be simply to repeat the work of others. Even
though Christ on earth might be unaware of his divine nature, it was still there and in the humility of
his life reveals it to, and bestows its benefits, on us.

3.2.4

R P Martin (1967)

One who turns to Ralph P Martin’s ‘Exegetical Study of the Hymn [of Christ] in
Philippians II. 6-11 in the Light of Recent Interpretation’44 finds that the work defies
39

Barth 1928:55. ‘We need not be apprehensive whether on that account this coexistence might
not represent any threat to monotheism.’

40

Barth 1928:56. ‘Do not touch me.’ But these are, in the Vulgate, the words he utters to Mary
Magdalene in the garden in which there was the tomb in which he had been laid (John 19:41,
20:13).

41

Barth 1928:56. ‘The Son of God, accordingly, neither renounces nor surrenders his equality
with God, but is, instead, generous with it.’

42

John Chrysostom, Seventh Homily on the Epistle to the Philippians (MPG 62.228). Cf. also
page 6933 above. But it was not sovereignty itself that for John Chrysostom was laid aside, but
its regalia.

43

Barth 1928:56. ‘Christ, as God’s equal, has no need to assert his dignity, nor to hold fast to it,
but is able instead to renounce the pomp and dignity corresponding to it, and, without
abandoning it, bring about a true appreciation of its value.’

44

Martin 1967:99-283. The pagination and text of the first edition, Carmen Christi, are retained
in the second (1997).
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summarising because of the breadth of his reading, the closeness of his argument, and the
number of authors whom he cites. A survey of his arguments would therefore be difficult,
but those arguments are readily available and therefore need not detain us. Martin sets out
his translation of Philippians 2:6 in tabulated form45 to display the parallelism between the
life of Christ and that of Adam (‘the linguistic agreements between the LXX and the Greek
text of Philippians ii are impressive; and the conception of our Lord as the last Adam is
attested Pauline teaching in Romans v. 12-17 and I Corinthians xv. 20-49)—“[who] being in
the image of God / thought it not to be a prize to be grasped at to be as God.”’)46
ADAM

CHRIST

Made in the divine image thought it a prize to Being in the image of God thought it not a
be grasped at to be as God;
prize to be grasped at to be as God;
And aspired to a reputation and spurned being And made himself of no reputation and took
God’s servant seeking to be in the likeness of upon him the form of a servant and was made
God;
in the likeness of men;
And being found in fashion as a man (of dust, And being found in fashion as a man
now doomed), he exalted himself, and became (Rom[ans] viii.3), He humbled Himself, and
disobedient unto death.
became obedient unto death.
He was condemned and disgraced.

God exalted Him and gave Him the name and
rank of Lord.

In the days before Hoover 1971, therefore, Martin renders Philippians 2:6 in the words
which are quoted immediately above his table. Martin is the editor of the revised 47 edition
of Hawthorne 1983, published in 2004. Although ‘A Hymn of Christ’, issued in 1997,
contains the same text as ‘Carmen Christi’, issued thirty years before, Hawthorne-Martin of
2004 may reveal some development in Martin’s views on Philippians 2:6.
3.2.5

G F Hawthorne (1983)

45

Martin 1967:163-164.

46

Martin 1997:163. The [who] is my insertion.

47

See pages 71-73 below.
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‘Philippians bears all the characteristics of a very personal letter, where the reasons for
writing are various and numerous.’48
bibliography for Philippians 2:6.49

Hoover 1971 is included among Hawthorne’s

Hoover’s own translation of Philippians 2:6b reads:

‘...“he did not regard being equal with God as something to take advantage of,” or more
idiomatically, “as something to use for his own advantage”’,50 but Hawthorne himself
translates the same half verse and its preceding words as: ‘Precisely because he was in the
form of God he did not consider being equal with God grounds for grasping.’ Hawthorne has
not exchanged the object of  for the complement nor left what is being grasped left
unsaid, but has fallen into an error, to be discussed in Chapter 8. Nevertheless, he has
retained the contrast with Philippians 2:7: ‘On the contrary, he rather poured himself out by
taking the form of a slave, by being born in the likeness of human beings, and by being
recognised a man.’51 This translation of the latter verse plays fast and loose with participles
which require careful handling,52 so that what Paul wrote of as preceding the self-emptying
has now become the self-emptying. For Hawthorne, Hoover’s translation, and those of
several others ‘suggest that Christ held a position, that of being equal with God, which
opened up the possibility of future advantage for himself, of exploiting his status for selfish

48

Hawthorne 1983:xlvii-xlviii. Hawthorne gives as the reasons: he wanted to write to the
Philippians; to give them news of himself; to inform them of the seductive but erroneous
tenets of Judaism; to encourage the Philippians to stand firm (but not a tractate on martyrdom
written by one martyr to a community of martyrs—a thesis not to be maintained without
straining the text); to tell the Philippians about Epaphroditus (fully recovered and standing
before them); to correct divisions within their ranks (could not Syntyche and Euodia have been
the the leaders of Philippians 1:1?); to rejoice irrespective of circumstances; to
express his thanks for the gift of money. That no overriding purpose exists among the eight
reasons offered by Hawthorne may, however, suggest one; a letter of farewell from one about
to give witness to Christ as Lord to a church about to be bereft of its apostle.

49

Hawthorne 1983:84. Commenting on Hoover’s thesis Hawthorne says: ‘… Christ was already
equal with God and […] he possessed the right to hold tightly to this equality, and to use it for
his own advantage.’

50

Hoover 1971:118. ‘But the One who is equal with God the Father is eternally, and therefore,
immutably and perfectly God, who does not use his divinity for his own advantage (which he
cannot need because he is God)’.

51

See again Lightfoot’s comments on page 62 above.

52

See ‘Moule’s rule’ on pages 37-38 above.
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ends, were he to make such a choice.’53 In my view, this statement is linguistically confused
and confusing, and lends no sense to his own translation of Philippians 2:6.
3.2.6

P T O’Brien (1991)

In the index to Peter O’Brien’s commentary on the Epistle to the Philippians
Macedonia, Philippi, and Rome all occur, but the pages to which they refer consider only
Macedonians and Philippians, but no dwellers in Rome; the pages indicated by ‘Rome’ are
concerned only with such matters as the place from which the epistle was written, alternatives
to Rome as the place of imprisonment, together with arguments for and against each, all of
which are rejected. Pilhofer 1995 and 2000 had not yet appeared, but Collart 1937 has only
one entry in the index, indicating its presence in a bibliography, but no quotation from its
pages. Such a dissociation of the apostle from time and place suggests to me a spiritual
reading of the Epistle to the Philippians. Yet Paul was a practical man; although his thoughts
were continually on the God of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, and God’s Son and his, Paul’s,
Lord, the crucified and risen Christ, yet they necessarily turned to less godly matters, such as
the distance to the next town, whether his sandal would last out until he reached there, and
would his scanty purse stretch to both dinner and a bed. In prison among prisoners, his life
dependent on the whim of a self-indulgent and (with good reason) increasingly paranoid
emperor, who had long before thrown off all moral restraint, Paul was surely human enough
to experience fear of what lay in the future, and longing for the company of his converts, and,
in particular, the Philippians. He had many years before taken Christ as his Lord. We need
not take Acts 27:24 as necessarily true in fact, but we do not need to deny its substantial
veracity about what subsequently occurred: that Paul appeared in Rome before the emperor
on a charge of maiestas.54 He had thus come up against another who demanded that Paul
acknowledge him as Lord, an acknowledgement which the Apostle could not give. Nero
thought of himself as filius diui Claudii; despite his adoptive father’s physical defects, did he
also think of himself as one truly , in a body truly fit for the son of a god?55
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Hawthorne 1983:84.

54

Tajra 1994:1-21.

55

Nero was also in direct line of descent from the deified Augustus (he was his great-greatgrandson).
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But did not Paul think of another, the Son of God, as the one in a body, scourged, crucified,
but now risen, fit for the true Lord?
O’Brien translates Philippians 2:6 as: ‘Precisely because he was in the form of God he
did not consider this divine equality as something to be used for his own advantage.’ There
is, therefore, clear evidence of Hoover’s influence in the translation of :
‘something to use for his own advantage’ (Hoover), ‘something to be used for his own
advantage’ (O’Brien); Hoover’s ‘fine statement is theologically correct and the overall sense
achieved by both scholars is much the same.’56 Although in my view Hoover’s philological
solution contains serious flaws, O’Brien is indeed making an important point.

A

‘theologically correct’ statement which depends solely upon a biblical proof text cannot
determine its grammatical correctness. Grammar, context (and the circumstances of its
composition), must come first, as well as consistent use of the words which make up the
sentence.
3.2.7

N T Wright (1991)

‘We may begin with Hoover’s strongest point. The idiom here used clearly assumes
that the object in question—in this case equality with God—is already possessed.’57 Wright
is commenting on Hoover 1971 in words that have a theological basis, but he is linguistically
confused in his pursuit of his agenda of demonstrating that Jesus as Lord is the new Adam,
come to do what the first Adam could not do. Although the chapter of Wright 1991 in which
the quotation appears is entitled ‘Jesus Christ is Lord: Philippians 2:5-11’, its author says:
‘The features I propose to look at are the occurrence of “Adam-christology” in the passage,
and its implications, and the meaning of the troublesome word  in v.6.’58 Wright
is making his own Hoover’s translation of , which in my view is deficient, and
since he considers the definite article  in Philippians 2:6 as epexegetic, which in Burk’s
view is simply wrong, he may not be able to achieve his goal.59 This does not of course mean
that Wright’s Adam-christology or Paul’s Adam-christology flies out the window, but that at

56

O’Brien 1991:214. The other scholar referred to is the late C F D Moule.

57

Wright 1991:82.

58

Wright 1991:56-57.

59

Burk 2006:141.
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that particular point in the composition of his letter to the Philippians the apostle had other
matters on his mind. These matters had to do with the church which was in a colony and a
city which was Roman through and through, and an emperor before whom Paul would stand
and be judged. These are matters which have a great deal to do with Adam-christology, but
at that particular moment, I suggest, Nero-christology (a sub-set of Adam-christology) was
uppermost in the Apostle’s mind.
Wright’s interest for me lies in his almost total acceptance of Hoover’s thesis
concerning the meaning of , and his attempt to set his understanding of Philippians
2:6 on that foundation. Had Wright provided, instead of ‘On Not Taking Advantage’,
another phrase as the title of the third section of his long essay on the meaning of 
in Philippians 2:5-1160 he might have been dissuaded from attempting to apply Hoover’s
findings to Philippians 2:5-11, and would, I believe, have made it a much better and less
misleading piece of work.
Wright’s misleading is derived from BDF which is the source of his statement that the
article in is epexegetic, ‘referring to something previously mentioned or
otherwise well known.’61 Denny Burk, with the assistance of Gramcord, has shown that
Paul’s authentic epistles contain 32 articular infinitives preceded by  (nominative, 17;
accusative, 15) not governed by a preposition, and that none is epexegetic. ‘When the article
appears in conjunction with the infinitive, it expresses a grammatical/structural relation that
may not otherwise be apparent. The article bears a great structural meaning, but little, if any,
lexical meaning.’ Burk, in fact, discusses Wright’s words, including those quoted at the
beginning of this paragraph, and continues: ‘A host of other commentators have picked up
this interpretation and have incorporated it into their own analysis of this passage.’62 In
Philippians 2:6 ‘the article is a grammatical necessity in order for the double accusative
60

Wright 1991:82-90.

61

BDF 205. ‘In general the anaphoric significance of the article, i.e. its reference to something
previously mentioned or otherwise well known, is more or less evident.’ But it is not evident in
Philippians 2:6.
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Burk 2006:138. Burk’s examples include O’Brien 1991:216, and Hawthorne 1983:84, as well
as Gordon D. Fee, Paul’s Letter to the Philippians (NICNT: Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans,
1995), page 207, and Kenneth Grayston, the Letters of Paul to the Philippians and the
Thessalonians (Cambridge Bible Commentary; Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
1967), page. 27.
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construction to make sense; ... the only way we can distinguish the accusative object from the
accusative complement is by the definite article before the object.’ He adds: ‘The exegetical
result is that it is grammatically possible to regard “form of God” and “equality with God”
not as synonymous phrases, but as phrases with distinct meanings.’63 Because there is
nothing to indicate that  is being used epexegetically, referring back to , it
is not being so used. Language is not a matter of surmise. Greek syntax requires the
presence of  before the noun phrase  to show the case of the infinitive, and
the function of the phrase, as the direct object and not the complement of  It is the
phrase  which is the latter.

If Paul had intended to treat as

explanatory of , he would have had to reshape his sentence. Wright, as Burk
is at pains to point out, has been misled by BDF into thinking that the  has an anaphoric or
epexegetical purpose. ‘Daniel Wallace has set forth a set of rules that help to distinguish the
accusative object from the accusative complement. The object will either be a pronoun or a
proper name, or it will have the definite article.’64 ‘Wright has adopted the view contained in
BDF, and his christological conclusions are based in part on an anaphoric reading of the
articular infinitive.’65
Wright has not been misled only by Hoover 1971 and BDF. Joseph Rickaby, in
applying in 1905 the term ‘enigma’ to  through a misunderstanding of
Oecumenius and ignorance of the Byzantine Greek meaning of the noun, in which there was
a bad sense, lacking in Paul’s usage, attached that bad sense even more firmly to
in Philippians 2:6,

Rickaby’senigmahas therefore lengthened the time that it

may have taken to come to a better understanding of ‘the Christ hymn’. So much time has
been spent on  that what follows, which requires even more care in its
interpretation, is taken as self-evident.

‘Over against the standard picture of the oriental

despots, who understood their position to be used for their own advantage...’ are Wright’s
words,66 used to differentiate Christ from them. But Wright forgets Paul, and where he is,
and the thoroughly Romanised colony which is where the church to which he is writing is
63

Burk 2006:139.
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Burk 2006:139.
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Burk 2006:137-138.
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Wright 1991:83.
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situated. Wright has no need to call upon oriental despots when Paul had an occidental one to
contend with, in whose city and in the barracks of whose praetorian cohort guarding that
despot’s person and palace hard by, he lies in chains. The angel’s message was that he must
stand

before

the

emperor,67

and

so

he

shall,


 .68 The message of Christ to Paul, his Apostle, and God’s
message to him through his angel, have come together as one, and Paul could see his fearful
duty clear, cost him his life though it might.
3.2 8. G F Hawthorne and R P Martin (2004)
In Hawthorne 1983 the translation of Philippians 2:6 reads: ‘Precisely because he was
in the form of God he did not consider being equal to God as grounds for grasping.’69 In the
revised edition of 2004, amendments have been offered to these words: ‘Precisely because
[or, although] he was in the form of God, he did not consider being equal with God grounds
for grasping [or, he did not regard it as a prize to be seized to be equal with God].’70 The
second edition retains Hawthorne’s 1983 translation (with only the omission of ‘as’ before
‘grasping’), but the bracketed alternatives, which are Martin’s, differ from Martin 1967:
‘Being in the image of God thought it not a prize to be grasped at to be as God.’ 71 We may
call both editors, nevertheless, pre-Hooverian in their translations. This is exemplified by a
comparison of the comment of Hawthorne 1983 with the enlarged comment of Hawthorne
and Martin 2004.72 The basic framework of the enlarged comment is the same. There is
some ‘tension’,73 however, between the final paragraph of comments in each edition, which
67

Acts 27:24.
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Acts 9:15. ‘...for he is an instrument whom I have chosen to bring my name before Gentiles and
kings and before the people of Israel.’

69

Hawthorne 1983:99.
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Hawthorne and Martin 2004:98. In a footnote to the translations setting out the proposed (and
universally rejected (since there is no textual evidence for it) amendment ‘a
sinecure’or ‘free from business, not troublesome’), there is added: ‘The word [],
however difficult, must be wrestled with.’ (The bracketed alternatives in the text are those of
the editors.)
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Martin 1967:163.
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Hawthorne 1983:81-85; Hawthorne and Martin 2004 :109-116..
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Martin 1997:xlv; Hawthorne and Martin 2004 :116.
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may be traced back to Martin 1967. After stating, in Martin 1997 that ‘[t]he relation of the
cosmic Christ, both in his pre-temporal existence ... and in his post-enthronement status, to
the one God of Judaism and Hebraic Christianity, thus becomes a burning issue’, and setting
out how some have settled the issue, the author continues:
One bid to ease the tension and so avoid the charge of binitarianism (or
better di-theism) as that problem raised its head in subsequent centuries is to
see Philippians 2:6-11 as strictly theological rather than christological. It
then takes on its distinctive character as a story about God (albeit revealed
in Christ) ... that traces the road travelled from the state of being in the form
of God ... to an even higher plane (elevation to assume the title Lord and the
allegiance of the cosmic powers), with the decisive choice to be implied in
verse 6 (‘although he was ... yet he did not exploit this advantage but chose
to attain equality with God by obedience’.)74

Hoover 1971 offers ‘a translation of the  line in Phil[ippians] 2:6 which is
both appropriate to the Philippians context and confirmed by comparable usage in other
literature: “he did not regard being equal with God as something to take advantage of,” or,
more idiomatically, “as something to use for his own advantage.”’75 Neither of the two
editions of the Word Biblical Commentary, however, show evidence of accepting either
alternative; Hawthorne 1983, nevertheless demonstrates awareness of Hoover 1971, and
comments: ‘Others see it as meaning a thing already possessed and embraced, a thing to be
clutched on to. ... Such a meaning implies that Christ was already equal with God and that he
possessed the right to hold tightly to this equality and to use it to his own advantage.’76
Hawthorne and Martin 2004 repeats this statement, but adds a reference to Martin 1997 as a
further observation: ‘Hoover ... remarks that no text “carries both active and passive senses
at the same time” (page 101), yet later (page 107) he concedes that very point regarding
(used synonymously with ); and his final translation (118) looks as if it
does unite both active and passive meanings.’77 Martin, as Hawthorne’s editor, has turned
away from Hoover, and has merely exegeted Hawthorne’s ‘grounds for grasping’ as ‘as a
prize to be seized’ as well as inserting in brackets two suggested translations of his own.78
74

Martin 1997:xlv-xlvi. The italics are his.
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Hoover 1971:118.
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Hawthorne 1983: 84.
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Hawthorne 2004:115
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Hawthorne and Martin 2004:98
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3.2.9

S E Fowl (2005)

Fowl’s commentary on Philippians 2:6 is concerned only with  and
, and of the latter wordsaysonly: ‘Although this term has generated a long
scholarly debate, there is a consensus emerging, which is that in contexts such as this one we
should understand the word [as] indicating something that is used for one’s own advantage.’79
On the words ‘in the form of God’ he makes a great deal of use of Bockmuehl 1987, but his
translation of Philippians 2:6 demonstrates reliance on Hoover: ‘who, being in the form of
God, did not consider equality with God as something to be used for his own advantage.80
On  Bockmuehl proposed the argument that the word
‘here may not function as a technical term or abstraction substituting for
something else, such as “image”, “nature”, or “essential characteristics”.
Instead we shall pursue the possibility that Paul means after all to denote
quite straightforwardly the visible identifying features of a person or
object.’81

Fowl is in agreement:

‘In its most conventional sense, the Greek term refers to

something visible or perceptible about an object; thus, the “form” of an object says something
about an object’s appearance. It notes an object’s perceptibility and visibility.’82
Bockmuehl attempts to find a solution to the problem poised by in the
pages of Jewish mysticism. Fowl finds his arguments ‘not ... conclusive’. Just previously,
however, he has written:

‘Bockmuehl’s interpretation is capable of reading “form”

consistently in vv. 6 and 7. ... The contrast between the verses is achieved by the contrast
between the appearance of God and the appearance of the slave.’83 This is of course true, but
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Fowl 2005:94
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Fowl 2005:88.
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Bockmuehl 1997:11. The emphasis is original. Bockmuehl says also at 718: ‘Note, however.
that Tatian can turn around and say that Christians preach God as having appeared
 (Oratio ad Graecos 21:1).’
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Fowl 2005:91. In an appended footnote Fowl adds: ‘Moreover, when one looks at the phrase
 in such texts as the Corpus Hermeticum or the Sibylline Oracles it becomes clear
that God’s  is taken to refer to something visible about God. Or better, God’s visible
appearance ... This is also the case in pagan literature when the  of Gods are spoken of.’
See also the citations of Steenburg 1988 concerning the asynonymity of  and  in
Chapter 8 below.
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Fowl 2005:93.
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as an argument it is, however, weakened by the fact that it is not which
isbeing

compared

with

which

is

being

but
contrasted

that
by

; it is not a prepositional phrase () which is being
compared with a participial phrase at some distance (), but this clause
(Philippians 2:6b) with that clause (Philippians 2:7a).
Fowl begins his commentary on Philippians 2:6 with the words: ‘As we move to
examine the story of Christ related in vv. 6-11 it becomes clear that v. 6 is crucial for the way
one reads the entire passage.’ That is not a matter with which anyone can disagree and is
exemplified by the number of differing interpretations of Philippians 2:6 which have been
examined in this chapter. Wright is absolutely correct here:
The real humiliation of the incarnation and the cross is that one who was
himself God, and who never during the whole process stopped being God,
could embrace such a vocation. The real theological emphasis of the hymn,
therefore, is not simply a new view of Jesus. It is a new understanding of
God. ... [I]ncarnation and even crucifixion are to be seen as appropriate
vehicles for the dynamic self-revelation of God.84

Christ never stopped being God. But he has never stopped being Man either. So he
was also the dynamic vehicle of the self-revelation of Man. Wright was in error, however, in
believing that in this case he with whom Paul was contrasting Christ was Adam; it was
instead one who was living at the very time that Paul was writing his letter, one who believed
himself of such great importance to Paul, the Philippians, and all his contemporaries that he
should receive the worship of all.
3.2.10

John H P Reumann (2008)

Reumann’s Philippians was planned on a grand scale, and was begun 35 years before
its publication in 2008, the year of its author’s death. It has, besides front matter, 805 pages
of text, bibliographies, and indexes.

The section on Philippians 2:5-11, entitled ‘The

Philippians’ Enconium, applied by Paul to Christian Life in Philippi, 2:5-11’, alone has 45
pages of text, followed by a bibliography of 130 items.85 Reumann translates Philippians 2:6
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Wright 1991:84. (The emphasis is Wright’s.)

85

Reumann 2008:333-383.

84

as ‘Who, while living in the sphere of God, did not consider to be like God something of
which to take advantage.’
Only Reumann among a selection of recent commentariespublished during the last
thirty years translates  other than as meaning ‘in the form of God’—his note
is ‘Kuschel, Käsemann, and [Reumann’s own translation] opt for sphere (realm, place, and
relationships).86 The translation of  by ‘sphere’ exemplifies Reumann’s approach,
which tends to be inclusive: read everything and either find (or, as in this case, select from
among the authors read) the term which excludes none or the fewest of the conflicting views,
so the very general ‘sphere’ is used to translate in Philippians 2:6 the word .
Philippians 2:6b Reumann translates as ‘did
not consider to be like God something of
which to take advantage.’ He is aware of
Carmignac 1972: ‘Neg[ative]  before
, not before the v[er]b (the usual
location); few tr[anslation]s bring this out
(KJV does, “not robbery”). A “but” cl[ause]
follows, [...] an emphatic negation, followed
by a strong “but”, ’.87
Reumann adds: ‘Carmignac makes this the starting point for defending the traditional
view’, found in the ‘Greek fathers and the Vulgate’ which requires the negative to precede
the noun.

Nevertheless, Reumann places the negative before the verb (because of his

devotion to inclusiveness?). If Paul placed the negative before the noun, and was followed in
this by the Greek fathers, »die noch mit größerem Verständnis ihrer eigenen Sprache
[waren],«88 we might be failing in understanding the apostle’s own intentions, or a constraint
occasioned by Paul’s use of someone else’s work.
3.2.11

G W Hansen (2009)

Hansen 2009 translates Philippians 2:6 in the following manner:
The one existing in the form of God
did not consider it an advantage to exploit
to be equal to God,89
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Reumann 2008:344.
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Reumann 2008:394.
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Schumacher 1914:11. ‘…those with the best understanding of their own language.’
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Hansen 2009:134.
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I find it difficult to take seriously one who speaks of the ‘standard Greek lexicon’ and
discover that he is referring to BDAG and not Lampe or LSJ (which together define words
occurring in LXX, NT, and the Fathers, as well as the classical vocabulary).90 But, even
putting that prejudice aside, Hansen’s treatment of Philippians 2:6 does recall to me
Vincent’s assessment of Eadie 1884: ‘A full and useful commentary; too much of the
homiletic element.’91 I was also surprised that, although his treatment of  owes
much to Hoover 1971, he makes only one reference to the article: ‘in every instance which I
have examined this idiomatic expression refers to something already present and at one’s
disposal. The question ... is not whether one possesses something, but whether or not one
chooses to exploit something.’92
As certain other commentators do, Hansen finds  to be the equivalent of


and

refers

to

Romans

1:23

in

support

of

his

assertion:

‘
’93 He also quotes from the OT a number of
verses which speak of the glory of God and its revelation to the people of Israel, 94 and
concludes:
By saying that Christ was in the form of God before being made in human
likeness, the hymn places Christ’s preincarnate existence in the glory of
God. And by doing so, the hymn asserts the intimate union of Christ with
the being of God. While the hymn does not present an Aristotelian
metaphysical description, it does proclaim the existence of Christ in
essential equality with God.95

In my view Hansen’s treatment of Philippians 2:6 is incoherent, a quality which is not
unique to him alone among commentators on the so-called ‘Christ Hymn’. This incoherence
is not to do with belief, but with language, and an unwillingness to face the reality of terms
90

Hansen 2009:135.
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Vincent 1897: xliii.
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Hoover 1971:118.
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Hansen 2009:137 ‘and they exchanged the glory of the immortal God for images resembling a
mortal human being or birds or four-footed animals or reptiles.’
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Exodus 16:10; 24:16; 33:18; 40:34; Leviticus 9:6, 23 (LXX 24); 1 Kings (LXX 3
Kingdoms) 8:11; Isaiah 6:3; 60:1, 2; Ezekiel 1:28; 43:2; 44:4. In Psalm 24 (LXX 23):1
neither dwObKÉ in nor in LXX is present.
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Hansen 2009:138.
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such as ‘time’, ‘eternity’, ‘God, and ‘Man’, and to accept that one who uses a particular term
in one situation may not, without a great deal of caution and without providing a solid reason
for doing so, use it in a different way in another. This goes to the heart of why I find that
none of the modern commentators with whom I have made contact in the writing of this
chapter is offering a satisfactory solution to the problem caused by Paul’s use of the noun
 and, consequently, a satisfactory translation of Philippians 2:6. I should like,
therefore, to reserve a very brief comparison of their translations to the final lines of this
chapter, and draw together my conclusion from them.
3.3

Conclusion
Philippians 2:6 is a difficult verse of the NT, not so much because of what Paul

intended it to mean, but because of the way in which subsequent generations of exegetes and
theologians have used it. Paul nowhere in his authentic epistles speaks of Jesus Christ as
God,

not

even,

in

my

view,

in

Romans

9:5


This can be used as a proof text for Christ’s divinity only by
doing injustice to the structure of the verse and by selective punctuation, since punctuation is
the one thing that Paul’s amanuensis did not supply. This, of course, does not prevent Paul of
speaking of Christ as the one , God’s visible presence in His creation, and so
a worthy participant in the worship offered to the Father. Paul surely was not speaking about
the human and divine natures of Christ in Philippians 2:6 in any Chalcedonian manner,
through which orthodox believers of the present day hold as an article of their faith that Jesus
is both God and Man. Paul’s God-given faith could not be expressed in the same way
because he and his fellow believers did not have the NT. He and they did not possess the
conceptual framework within which to draw together the various statements contained in the
not yet existing NT to require belief in Christ’s full humanity and divinity in the way now set
out in the creeds, while avoiding any hint of bitheism. Fowl’s comment on this matter comes
not in relation to verse 6 but verse 7 of Philippians 2, but, nevertheless, is apposite to both
verses and reveals also that to speak of Christ in the form of God is to speak of Christ as God,
because Christ on the Cross is how God really is.
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Romans 9:5. My preferred translation is the alternative supplied by NRSV ‘…to whom belong
the patriarchs, and from him according to the flesh comes the Messiah. May he who is God
over all be blessed forever, Amen.’

87

Later creeds and confessions are best understood as scripturally disciplined
ways of coherently ordering claims, inferences, and implications of
scriptural language about God, and God’s purposes for the world. Scripture
by its very diversity demands such ordering. The question is not whether
Paul thought this way himself. Rather the question is whether one uses
historical-critical, sociological, philosophical, or Christian theological
categories for ordering that diversity.97

It is here that Fowl adds in a footnote the quotation from Wright 1991:84 which appears
on page 80 above. Scripture through Paul and all the writers of the NT are giving us a new
way of understanding God, who’s self-emptying in Christ, which was inaugurated in our
temporal frame of reference at Nazareth by his conception and came to its consummation
when on the Cross he bowed his head and died. But in the atemporal frame of reference of
eternity, the one Triune God, Father, Son, and Holy Spirit, reigns, omnipotent, omniscient,
immutable, without past or future, and within an perpetual all at once present, in which the
Son is eternally God and eternally human, not because that is a doctrine of the Church, but
because of the theological necessity arising from our saying ‘Jesus Christ is Lord’. That selfemptying we see in God made Man is not, therefore, merely temporal, but eternal. Wright’s
words are worth repetition. ‘Against the age-old attempt of human beings to make God in
their own (arrogant, self-glorifying) image, Calvary reveals the truth about what it meant to
be God. … [I]ncarnation and even crucifixion are to be seen as appropriate vehicles for the
dynamic self-revelation of God.’98 To say, then, that Paul never speaks of Jesus Christ as
God, is not to say that he denies the Son’s divinity, but to say that at every moment the Son is
so closely identified with his Father that to speak of the One is to speak of the Other. Therein
lies the fierceness of Paul’s monotheism.
To end this chapter, I should like to draw together the translations of Paul’s
 from

some

of

those commentaries which have been published since Hoover 1971 (‘[H]e did not regard
being equal with God as something to take advantage of ‘or more idiomatically ‘as something
to use for his own advantage’):99
 Hawthorne 1983: ‘Precisely because he was in the form of God he did not consider being equal
with God grounds for grasping.’s
97

Fowl 2005:96.
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Wright 1991:84. The italics are his.
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Hoover 1971:118.
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 O’Brien 1991: ‘Precisely because he was in the form of God he did not consider this divine
equality to be used for his own advantage.’
 Wright 1991 does not provide a translation but says of Hoover 1971: ‘If Hoover is right (and
though his conclusions have often been misunderstood, he has not been conclusively
challenged on philological grounds), a native speaker of Hellenistic Greek, faced with that
English sentence [‘He did not regard his equality with God as something to be used for his own
advantage], would very likely, and quite correctly, render it into idiomatic Greek in the very
words of Philippians 2:6.’100
 Hawthorne and Martin 2004, Fowl 2005: ‘... who, being in the form of God, did not consider
equality with God something to be used for his own advantage.’ This, however, is not a
translation, but a series of eight conjectures created by Martin, and a strong suggestion that the
explanation why we are finding it so difficult to understand Paul’s statement is because we are
continuing to look in the wrong place and to do theology and not grammar in our exegesis.
They give truth to a statement made nearly half a century ago: ‘[T]he doctrinal preoccupations
of commentators are only too clear in their treatment of this passage’.101
 Reumann 2008: ‘ ... who, while living in the sphere of God, did not consider to be like God,
something of which to take advantage,’
 Hansen 2009: ‘Who, being in very nature God, did not regard equality with God something to
be used to his own advantage.’

In the following chapters I intend to move away from the NT and the Epistle to the
Philippians into the wider sphere of the Greek language to examine its words with the ending
–. I also intend to demonstrate that the pairs of nouns, one ending in – and one
ending in – particularly those which were provided by Schumacher 1921, as well as those
provided by other authors, to show that they are never used as synonyms by those authors in
whose works they appear, and to discuss other matters connected with their use in Greek.
Then I shall present my examination of Hoover’s philological solution for determining the
meaning of , explaining why I find it wanting and that it is based on a hermeneutic
which would have been totally alien to Paul. Next I intend to provide my own translations of
sentences which contain  before offering my own version of Philippians 2:6 and
making a case for its plausibility in the circumstances in which Paul in Rome and the church
in Philippi found themselves at the time. Only then shall I be able to bring my thesis to its
close.

100

Wright 1991:78 (for the words of the parenthesis which are also to be found before ‘If Hoover
is right’) and 1991:79 for the sentence.

101

Vokes 1964:670.
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Chapter 4

Nouns Ending in -, -, -, and –

4.1

Introduction
The authorities who have been consulted for this thesis and whose interest in the Greek

language is more for its linguistic than for its literary features have in my experience not
clearly defined what they are talking about when they discuss Greek nouns which end in –
It eventually becomes clear from delving into words of this sort that there are a number
which are of no concern to them or to me. Sentences such as ‘Nouns in Greek which end in –
 name an activity, those ending in – its result’1 occur so frequently and without
corroboration that it was necessary at the very beginning of this thesis to undertake the task of
going through the pages of LSJ (which covers the period of both the LXX and the NT), PGL,
and B&P to see whether such statements are correct.2 These endeavours revealed that there
were 1429 nouns in the three works which ended in – and 619 in which the ending –
 was not preceded by a ––, a total of 2048 nouns in all. All these nouns were tabulated
with their definitions; the verbs from the stems of which the nouns were derived with their
definitions (or if there were several definitions, as many as could be contained in the layout
of the table); the century and the author in which the first occurrence of each particular noun
was noted by LSJ or PGL; and words and definitions of nouns which ended in – or –
derived from the same verb stem as the corresponding noun in –or –. These are
recorded in Appendices 1 (for nouns ending in –) and 2 (for nouns ending in –).3
Before entering upon a study of these nouns it was necessary however to remove a
number which, although they had the appropriate endings did not belong among them for my
purposes. Chief among them are a considerable number which I have designated as pseudo nouns, and which will be discussed at a later stage in this chapter. There are also a
number of nouns in which the verbal stem itself from which the noun is derived ends in ––,

1
2
3

Several examples will appear in the pages of this chapter.
BDAG was also consulted, but it furnished no nouns which had not been found in the pages of
the other authorities.
An electronic edition of LSJ which combines its supplements and non-ecclesiastical words
from PGL with the main text is to be commended for its legibility and its use of the aids to
researchers provided by computers.
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and in two cases ––, and the ending of the noun formed from each of these verbal stems is
therefore –. Nouns for which no record of a verbal stem has come down to us have also
been excluded, as well as a number of nouns, mostly recorded only in B&P (which is in the
business only of noting the existence of Greek nouns and adjectives, but not of defining
them) and not noticed by either LSJ or PGL. These nouns, together with a number of other
nouns which I designate pseudo- nouns, and pseudo- nouns, and which I list in
subsections 4.3.1 and 4.3.2 respectively of this chapter are excluded from the 1201 nouns of
Appendix 1A (84.04% of the original 1429) ending in –and 222 nouns Appendix 2A
–a total of 1423 nouns.

(35.86% of the original 619) which end in

This smaller

number of 1423, (69.48% of the original 2048) is the number of Greek nouns like 
or from which scholars studying Philippians 2:6 should draw their examples of
comparable nouns. A number of the nouns which are found in Appendices 1 and 2 but not in
Appendices 1A and 2A, it will be noted, were barytone, i.e., they did not have an accent on
the final syllable. Having an acute accent on the final syllable is a necessity for inclusion in
our lists of nouns ending in – and –, but not a sufficient one. The noun ,
‘drought’, ‘unkempt state’, ‘thirst’ is, for example, therefore excluded because its ––
belongs to the verb-stem –, ‘be squalid, unwashed, parched’, to which is added the
ending –to form the noun, which is, therefore, not a genuine – noun.
There are also a number of nouns, genuine – nouns such as  or
, which have a second form which does not have a –– but another consonant
preceding – , in most cases either –– or ––: . These forms are
listed with other nouns ending in – or – in Appendices 1 and 1A and Appendices 2
and 2A respectively. There is generally no difference in meaning between the two forms of
the nouns, but , ‘grasping’ (from , lay hold of) and , ‘running
away’, ‘flight’ (from , run away), are in this respect exceptional, but not unique;
there are also several other such pairs.

One of these other pairs is , ‘pity’,

‘compassion’, and, , ‘lamentation’. The former noun is derived from ,
‘pity; ‘bewail’, ‘lament; its apparent pair, ,is derived from not used in
the present tense active), which also means ‘pity’ in the other active tenses; it is the middle
voice which has the meaning ‘lament’. Its stem, -, with the modification of its final
letter to ‘’ and the addition of –forms , of which the meaning is
‘lamentation’. Each of the members of these pairs is found separately in Appendix 1 or
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Appendix 2 according to its ending, whether – or –. That the meaning of each of
these pairs is the same or different is of no particular concern to my thesis and receives no
further attention.
The linguistic innocent remains unaware of such differences, and others as well, which
scholars learned in the intricacies of Greek word formation take for granted. This chapter is
intended to do two things: first, as we have already pointed out, to make clear what should be
intended when, in discussing  one speaks of words which end in – they do
not, for example, speak of those which end in –, which are described as barytone, or even
of a few which do end in –, in which the –– is part of the verbal stem and not of the
ending. Words which are our concern, must be oxytone, that is, the ending of the nominative
singular must be –, accented on the final syllable. Secondly, having found them, one
must examine their meanings. Do all nouns ending in – or – define the activity of
its related verb or its performance? There are writers who omit the word ‘generally’, or,
possibly, ‘frequently’, which should precede the verb of the previous sentence. Appendices
1B and 2B list the nouns according to seven categories based on the definition of each word
in LSJ, or PGL: ‘State or Condition; Performance; Activity; Object; Person; Other; and
Undefined.4 The category ‘Undefined’ contains all those nouns for which my authorities
provide me with no definition, and so could not be called on to take any further part in this
thesis.

The larger numbers and percentages under the headings ‘Performance’

and

‘Activity’ do acknowledge that in general nouns which end in the syllables - or –
denote those two categories, but there are more than a few which do not. Matters of this
sort need to be recognised if we are to make defensible statements about the meaning of
, especially when the challenge here being offered opposes that generally accepted
by contemporary biblical scholars.

They have an interest in that word not generally

possessed by their classical brethren, who meet the noun  or only three
times, once in each form in Plutarch, and once as in Vettius Valens.
Thirdly, the argument for the current generally accepted meaning of  is
based on its synonymity with , derived from the same verb stem, and of which the
meaning ‘booty’, ‘plunder’, or ‘prey’ is well-understood.
4

There are other pairs which

Most of the undefined were recorded in B&P only, which was also consulted, and are
Byzantine or Ecclesiastical Greek nouns. A table of the numbers and percentages of nouns,
excluding those not defined will be found on page 89 below.
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Schumacher collected from other commentators on the Epistle to the Philippians, particularly
Eadie 1884. These pairs of nouns are also derived from the same verbal stem, one of which
ended in –, and the other in –Schumacher, who believed that his predecessors had
proved the synonymity of each pair, also provided a pair of his own:

 and

.5 Other authors have accepted Schumacher’s opinion, but it should, however,
be tested again in the circumstances of this thesis.6
This brief outline of the purpose of this chapter sets out its form, and the reason for
turning away from the sheltered waters of biblical scholarship into the wider sea of Greek
linguistics.
4.2

The Greek noun suffix –
«Le suffixe – à date historique est essentiellement un suffixe de noms d’action. Il a

fourni par exemple un grand nombre de dérivés de verbes en gutturales». 7 Classical scholars
should not be quite so decided. That the ending – should mark in Greek, either in the
abstract or the concrete, nouns which denote the activity denoted by the verb stem to which
they are added, was not a task which the language had inherited from its pre-Greek ancestors.
The meaning of nouns ending in it, even when the verbal stem can be easily discerned, cannot
be safely determined from its form. Kühner writes: »Subst[antive] auf –G[enitiv] –
… welche eine Handlung bezeichnen, oft aber konkreten Sinnes sind, auf – G[enitiv]
ματος, welche meistens der Ergebnis der Handlung bedeuten, auf – () ähnlich in der
Bedeutung denen auf –.«8 He would have found further support for this statement in the

5

Schumacher 1921:278-279.

6

There are other such pairs of nouns culled from LSJ and PGL which from their definitions
would appear to be synonyms. Appendix 1C sets out 1302 nouns ending in –or –,
not only those which are the only noun derived from their verb stems, but also those which
have nouns of related meaning but ending in – or –, also derived from the same verb
stems. In 84 cases other than those collected by Schumacher the lexicons give the same
definition for pairs of nouns derived from the same verb stem, one ending in –, the other
ending in –Constraints of time and space prevented a closer examination of these pairs,
which are listed on page 11828.

7

Chantraine 1933:135. ‘In historical times the suffix –is in essence a suffix of nouns
denoting activity. For example it provides a large number of derivatives of verbs whose stems
end in gutturals.’

8

Kühner 1892:1.292. ‘Nouns ending –with genitives in –which denote an activity,
frequently have a concrete sense; those ending in –, with genitives in –, for the most
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words of Schwyzer9, Mayser10, and those of Chantraine which are quoted above (though he
might have deprecated the latter’s lack of qualification of them). Kühner includes caveats in
its comments: »welche eine Handlung bezeichen«. and »oft«, but such words are frequently
overlooked by other authors. One who took notice of the caveat was F E Vokes. After
quoting what the four authorities had to say on nouns in Greek ending in – and those
ending in – he continues: ‘The basic difference between the two forms [– and –]
is that nouns in – describe an action or process, those in - the result of this process,
though both take on a concrete sense.’11 He then goes on to quote Chantraine twice more,
without, however, noticing that that distinguished French scholar appears to be contradicting
himself in the space of two pages. «Le suffixe animé – se distinguait du suffixe inanimé –
 et les doublets ne pouvaient s’employer l’un pour l’autre»12, and «La concurrence du
suffixe  et du suffixe  s’est poursuivie durant toute l’histoire grecque classique. Il est
souvent possible de définer la nuance qui sépare le dérivé en – du dérivé en –, là où
ils coexistent. Parfois ils semblent à peu près interchangeables.»13 On such nouns in –
B&P is more cautious: ‘The suffix in –mo– in so far as this was not original –mno–, seems to
have arisen by patterning words of various types after others with radical , and therefore has
had a large variety of uses and meanings from the beginning.’14

part denote the result of the activity; those which end in –(-have a meaning which is
related to those in –.’
9

Schwyzer 1939:491.

10

Mayser 1936:61.

11

Vokes 1964:672.

12

Chantraine 1933:144-145. ‘The animate suffix – is to be distinguished from the inanimate
suffix –and doublets cannot be used interchangeably.’ Chantraine continues with examples:
, ‘act of grasping’, , ‘that which is grasped’; , ‘spasm’, ‘seizure’,
, ‘a tearing of a muscle’; , ‘expedient’, ‘machination’,
, ‘arrangements’, ‘fittings’; and others.

13

Chantraine 1933:146. ‘The agreement in meaning of [words with] the suffix – and [those
with] the suffix – continues unabated during classical Greek history. It is often possible to
distinguish the shade of meaning which separates the noun in – from its doublet in –. At
times, however, they appear almost interchangeable.’ But Chantraine gives no examples of this
phenomenon.

14

B&P:186
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An examination of the nouns ending in – which have been collected from B&P,
LSJ, and PGL suggests that B&P’s cautionary words were timely, and an attempt will be
made to heed them. In this chapter the nouns ending in – which are the result of this
examination will be discussed under various headings. One point may be made immediately.
Most nouns which end in – (the accent is immaterial at this juncture) have a –– which
precedes the ending, but this –– is a modification of the verb stem and is not taken into
account when discussing words ending in –.
4.3

Two classes of nouns in – and the nouns to be excluded from them
B&P, supplemented by LSJ and PGL, provided 2048 Greek nouns of the second

declension which end in –. (Excluded, therefore, is -, wooded pasture, glade,
a noun of the third declension, which is to be compared to the Latin third-decension noun
nemus, ‘grove’, and according to Chantraine, «n’a rien à faire avec le verbe ,15 pasture,
graze. (Our concern is, once again, only with nouns of the second declension.) As has been
noted, these are listed in two appendices: Appendix 1 (containing 1429 nouns which end in –
 or - and comprising 69.78% of the total 2048 and Appendix 2 (containing 619
nouns ending in – or – and comprising the remaining 30.22%). Those nouns which
B&P annotates as Byzantine (i.e, their first occurrence occurs in the period after
Constantine’s removal of his capital to Byzantium and his foundation there of Noua Roma in
330 CE) were not, as I have already said, included in either list of nouns; the only exceptions
being when at least one of the other authorities cites at least one example of its use from an
earlier period.

Included are words which end in – which LSJ designates as adjectives,

but are included as nouns in B&P. Those nouns which clearly belong to the late Hellenistic
or Byzantine periods but which B&P marked as Eccl[esiastical] or ascribed to a particular
author were also included among the 2048 nouns.16

This preliminary selection was then

15

Chantraine 1933:417

16

Whether the accent on a noun ending in oxytone or barytone is not of concern at this stage of
the investigation, so nouns described in these statistical paragraphs as ending in – or –
may or may not have the accent on the last syllable. Professors Buck and Petersen began their
work on A Reverse Index of Greek Nouns and Adjectives (which was under my hand throughout
much of the preparation of this chapter) with the assistance of a grant from an American
foundation, which allowed for the recruitment of Walter Petersen from a Bethany College
(there are several) in which he was Professor of Classics. From indications in the preface to the
work it appears that Professor Petersen performed most of the drudgery associated with the
compilation of the index, and it was largely completed at the time of his death in October 1939,
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reduced, by the exclusion of nouns for which no corresponding verb with the same (or a
similar) stem could be found; nouns to which a prefix (usually a preposition) was attached
(unless a verb formed on the same stem and with the same prefix could be found); and by the
exclusion of any noun for which neither LSJ nor PGL gave either a definition or its
corresponding verb. No conjectural nouns or verbs were admitted to supply the deficiencies
of etymological history, that is, no noun or verb was admitted which was not attested by at
least one of my three authorities (B&P, PGL, and LSJ). As well, any noun which was not
oxytone in accent, even if it had not failed to meet all the previous criteria was also removed.
This last action removed all but a few of those nouns which I have described as pseudo-
nouns, the existence of which was not commented upon by any of the authorities which I
consulted. Pseudo- and pseudo- nouns, like other nouns which have endings in –
 or –, are derived from verb stems, but these stems themselves end in –– or ––,
to which, in order to form the nominative singular of the nouns, –is added.
4.3.1

Pseudo- nouns

Of the 145 pseudo- nouns, which end in – or – not preceded by the
letter––:
 31 are each the solecognate of the verb with the same stem. One more verb,  has two
cognate nouns differentiated only by accent, , fear, terror and , personification
of Terror.17 This set of nouns, therefore comprises 33 members.

but the events of the following six years delayed its publication until 1946. Little further work
appears to have been done on the book during that period, which might have allowed it to be an
even better work than it is by being aligned more closely with the distinction between nouns
and adjectives observed by LSJ. The grant to which I have made reference and which allowed
the employment of Professor Petersen ceased several years before his death, but the University
of Chicago continued to employ him at a rate which even in the 1930’s cannot have been
considered more than that due to an unskilled worker. Professor Buck has a biography in
Wikipedia, but an attempt to obtain biographical information about Professor Petersen elicited
only silence from the Bethany College at which he had been professor, and, from the University
of Chicago, the information that he had been born in Schleswig-Holstein in 1873, had
emigrated to the United States, and details of his annual salary until his death during his
employment there.
17

The 32 verbs (and their 33 cognate nouns) are ,
, , , ,
, , , ,
, , , ,
, , ,
, , ,
,, ,,
,,
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 A further 86 pseudo- nouns are derived from six verbs: (6 derivative nouns)18,
(2 derivative nouns)19, (10 derivative nouns)20,  (the second aorist of
, run) (11 derivative nouns)21, (deal out, dispense; pasture, graze, tend) (35
derivative nouns)22,  (cut) (22 derivative nouns);23 the seventh,  (take care of,
tend) with 26 derivative pseudo- nouns will be dealt with separately. These six sets of
nouns (excluding, therefore, those formed on  have one of the derivative nouns formed
either on the verb stem itself (<), or its o-grade (<,
<, (law), and, with change of accent,  (place of pasturage)<,
deal out, dispense; pasture, graze, <from -, the stem of the second aorist of
, ,with rounding of its vowel, and <, with suppression of the
infixed.
 The seventh verb (, take care of, tend) (26 derivative pseudo-)24 nouns has no
pseudo- noun formed on its bare stem (i.e., without a prefixed noun or preposition, and with
only the addition of –, as do the other six,25 but in compensation has another derivative
noun, , care, adornment, which is in fact a true – noun, formed from the verb stem
- and ending in –.26 The remaining nouns are all formed with a prefix, the stem of the
verb, (--), and its ending -.
,
, , , 
18

, , , , ,  (6)

19

,  (2)

20

, , , , , , ,
,  (10)

21

, , , , , , ,
, ,  (11)

22

, , , , , ,
, , , , , ,
, , , , , ,
, , , , , , , ,
, , , , , ,
, ,  (35)

23

, , , , ) ,
, . , , , , ,
, , , , , ,
,,  (22)

24

, , , , , ,
, , , , , , ,
, , , , ,
(), , , , ,
, ,  (26)

25

>, >, >, >, >>,
>.

26

There is also another , derived from , ‘smite’,’ strike’; and according to
Hesychius, a third, which in the plural has the meaning of i, ‘molar teeth’ (‘gnashers’?).
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 Typically, the pseudo- nouns formed from the bare stem of the other six verbs are
paroxytone or proparoxytone in their accent; , place of pasturage; herbage, pasture;
habitation is the sole exception. The noun trembling, quaking, quivering, which is
formed on the o-grade of the stem of , tremble, is also paroxytone. All but nine other of
the pseudo- noun formed on the stem of each of the 30 other verbs which provide but a
single exemplar of them (and , the special case, with two nouns differentiated only by
accent—see page 9417) are also paroxytone or proparoxytone.27


While most of the pseudo-
nouns are paroxytone, the following are recessive: , , ;
. .  (‘chariot road’, ‘race course’), . Ten of the
33 nouns listed at page 9417 are oxytone: , , , , ,
, , , and , as is one noun () listed at page 9425. Names of
persons, trades, and professions are of common gender.

4.3.2

Pseudo- nouns

There are another 38 nouns in which the – is preceded by a ––, all formed on two
verb stems:  (fetter’, ‘put in chains’; ‘tie together’; ‘bind fast to’; ‘bind’, ‘tie’,
‘equip’, etc.) and the compound verbs formed from it.28 Although , (‘order, ‘form’,
‘honour, ‘adornment’) is being treated as a pseudo- noun formed on the verb stem
-, (‘fetter’, ‘chain’, ‘bond’) is not, because of its oxytone accent. It is being
considered as a normal –noun, formed by the addition of the ending to the stem of
,’bind’, ‘tie’, ‘fetter’, and not that of .
4.4

– and – nouns
Of the 619 nouns which end in – or – not preceded by sigma (taking

Hesychius’s , mode of kissing, as distinct from , hinge and, likewise,
, splinter, quibble from  or , with the same

27

See page 9417 above for the 31 verbs and , which provides  as well as
(thus 33 nouns in total). The nine oxytone nouns besides  are, therefore,
<, <, <, <,
<, <, <, <<.

28

From  or its compounds: , , , ,
, , , , , ,
, , , , , ,
, , , , , ,
, , , , 
,  (29 nouns); from : , ,
, , , , ; from :
; from , (9 nouns).
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meaning),29 only a little more than seven out of every twenty, listed in Appendix 2A, that is
222 (35.86% of the 619), are of the type formed from a (known) verbal stem to which –
has been added, and which are relevant to this thesis. There are even more, 252 (40.71%
of 619), in Appendix 2, for which no record in the lexicons of a verb from which the noun
was derived could be found. These 252 nouns are either variants of other nouns, ending in –
, like , a variant of , derived from ‘feel pain, irritation’; or
nouns like  for which, as for its synonym, , ‘copse’, ‘thicket’ no verbal stem is
recorded; or foreign words, like , defined by LSJ as ‘the Thracian word for a skin’.
Any of these words may be oxytone, and so possess a necessary but not a sufficient condition
for each to be in the same group as the one with which we are concerned,

There are also

thirty nouns (4.85% of 619) for which PGL provided no definitions, though they were
gathered mostly from patristic authors, whose vocabulary the lexicon took as its province, as
well as words from later authors: Theodorus Studista, who belongs to the eighth and ninth
centuries of the first millennium CE, and Constantius Massus, Eustathius, Michael Psellus,
and Nicholas Chonista, of the first three centuries of the second millennium of our era and the
last two or three of the Eastern Roman Empire.
The second class of nouns, in which a –- precedes the – is far larger in number,
(1429 nouns as against 619) but nevertheless possesses only twelve verbs in which the stem
ends in –-,  and the eight verbs formed from it by means of prefixes, and
,and, from which 38 pseudo- nouns (2.66% of
1429) were formed.30 None of these nouns are oxytone. There are also proportionately fewer
nouns (91 out of 1429—6.37%) for which no verbal stem could be found.31

29

This has been done on the authority of LSJ, but Latte 1953:376 places  
under the rest of Hesychius’s definition of .

30

See page 9529 above.

31

, , , , , ,
, , , , , ,
, , , , , , ,
, , , , ,
, , , , , ,
, , , , , ,
, , , , , ,
, , , , , ,
, , , , , , ,
, , , , ,,
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There are, therefore, 1423 nouns which remain (69.48% of the original 2048), (1201
ending in – (84.04% of the original 1429) and 222 nouns ending in – (36.86% of the
original 619) nouns. These words, those relevant to this thesis, are to be found in Appendices
1A and 2A
4.5

Subclasses of nouns ending in – and those ending in –
As already stated the statement is often made that nouns ending in – or –

denote the activity of the corresponding verb. An examination which involved the matching
of each noun (both true – or – and pseudo- or pseudo- nouns) with the first
definition given to it in LSJ or PGL (or occasionally several single word definitions where
they occur in the same sources), demonstrated that this was correct with qualifications.
Seven categories were established, including one of nouns which appeared in B&P and
elsewhere but which were defined neither by it nor by either LSJ or PGL, and which is,
therefore, omitted from the accompanying table. The table therefore contains the following
categories: state or condition; performance, activity, object, person, other. No scientific
basis is claimed for the survey, which is meant only to be indicative. The distinction between
performance and activity was based on whether the definition given by the lexicons is a
participle or a participial phrase (performance) or a noun or a noun phrase (activity), though it
may be doubted whether the nineteenth- or early-twentieth-century compilers deliberately
made such a distinction.
– Nouns

– Nouns

Number

Percentage

Number

Percentage

State or Condition

3

0.52

37

2.76

Performance

106

18.43

572

42.72

Activity

67

11.65

394

29.42

Object

208

36.17

117

8.74

Categories

, , , , , , ,
, ,, , , ,
, , , , , ,
, , , , ,
, , , , , .

100

Person

117

20.35

8

0.60

Other

74

12.87

211

15.76

575

100.00

1339

Totals
100.00

(Subject to rounding errors)

While the table of all nouns which end in – before the removal of items which are
irrelevant to our thesis show just over eight out of every ten items are concerned with
performance or activity, only just over three out of every ten items are in the same category
among nouns that end in –. This states quite strongly that, among the nouns with which
we are concerned, the majority have the ending –, and that the minority of nouns among
them which have the ending – (including ) are themselves situated among a
larger number ending in – or – which do not have similar functions as those nouns
which end in –.
4.6

Conclusion
We have reached a point where we have, so to speak, cleared the undergrowth, and are

now able to proceed towards our goal, a meaning (or a range of meanings) for the word
which can be applied consistently to all the citations, mainly from the Greek
Fathers of the Church, which I have either found for myself, or which other authors have
indicated to me. I was able to collect some 28 instances of  and one of ,
its variant spelling, which are not merely quotations in whole or in part of Philippians 2:6
(which is also included).32 My own translations will be able to be compared with those of
other authors who in modern times have written on the meaning of  enabling
judgement to be made upon the correctness and consistency of my efforts.

32

See Chapters 7 and 8 below.
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Chapter 5

Paul’s Use of Nouns Ending in –and –

5.1

Introduction
Listing of words and even statistical tables have a place in this work since

investigations of the problem of have too often been undertaken on the basis of
an unexamined series of assumptions. These influence results in ways not particularly
helpful for arriving at a satisfactory meaning of this word. One such assumption is that in
their selection of Greek words ending in – and –μς Paul and the other New Testament
writers freely availed themselves of the whole vocabulary of the language in which they
wrote. This does seem to be so, particularly in the case of Paul, possibly because, as a fluent,
possibly even a native, speaker of Greek, he was able to manipulate its considerable resources
in ways not possible to those other NT writers for whom Greek was a learned rather than a
native language. For instance, my work on the Epistle to the Philippians suggests to me (it
can be no more than that) that Paul preferred not to use words which ended in –, a small
element supporting the argument of those who believe that Paul is not the author of
Philippians 2:5-11.
The present brief chapter will provide a general overview of Paul’s use of words with
the endings – or –. It will both identify those used by the other writers of the NT and
those used by Paul in his authentic epistles. This investigation is based on a listing of the
words with the endings – and – contained within the pages of Newman 1993 and
M&G, and joined to a comparison with instances of their occurrence in the LXX as recorded
in the pages of H&R.

This search and subsequent comparison appear to demonstrate that, in

particular, Paul adhered very closely to the vocabulary of the Septuagint in his writings. I also
looked into the pages of Denis 1987, but came to the conclusion that this work on the
vocabulary of the Pseudepigrapha was of no great interest in determining that of Paul’s. The
apostle’s correspondences with the vocabulary of the Pseudepigrapha are the result only of
his and its authors’ sharing of a common language. The Pseudepigraphic texts are neither all
pre-Pauline, nor all contemporary with Paul’s epistles, since his lifetime covered only the
middle years of period of their composition. The Apocalypse of Sedrach, for example,
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provides Denis 1987 with two citations of from the Pseudepigrapha,but the work
itself is described as belongingto a period after Paul’s death. The Apocalypse of Sedrach
provides evidence, therefore, of  being used in the churches in the time of the
composer of the work in a sense not unlike that of its use in the twenty-first century CE. That
Paul was alive in the middle of the Pseudepigraphic era gives us evidence that his vocabulary
was not greatly shaped by the authors of those writings. In any case, his world view was
utterly different from theirs, totally altered as it was by his meeting with the Lord on the road
to Damascus.
5.2

Nouns in the NT ending in – and –
With the aid of Newman 1993 and M&G 142 nouns which end in – were found in

the NT, and are listed in Appendix 3. These nouns occur in total 1652 times. With the aid of
the same authorities fifty nouns which end in –(excluding pseudo- nouns as defined
in the previous chapter) were found in the same work with 252 occurrences. Of the 192
nouns ending in either –or – the former category represents 73.96% and the latter
represents 26.04% of the total. In regard to the total number of occurrences of the two
categories in the pages of the NT, the 1652 occurrences of nouns which end in – represent
86.76% of the total, and the 252 occurrences of nouns ending in – represent 13.24%. A
few nouns ending in –,  (99 occurrences),  (50),  (230), , (382),
 (53)  (44), (78), and  (142) make up 1078 (65.25%) of the 1652
occurrences of such nouns, so each of the remaining 134 nouns are used on average only 4.28
times in all the NT.
Of these nouns which end in – 30 were not recorded by H&R, which means that they
were not found by the work’s authors in the pages of the Sixtine edition of the LXX. Of
these nouns there are in the NT recorded 22 which are used only once, (, ,
, a, , , , , ,
, , , , , , , ,
, , , and ), two (, ) used twice, two
(and  used three times, one () used five times, two
(and ) used eight times each, and one (), which is used twenty
times in the NT as a whole. These 30 nouns are therefore used 73 times in the pages of the
NT as a whole, an average 2.43 occurrences for each. Eight of the fifty nouns (16.00%)
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which end in –that were used intheNT were also not found in H&R. Six of the eight
nouns

(,,,

)

were

used

once

each,

,
was

,
used

four

and
times,

andthree times, an average of 1.62 times. These averages suggest that, at least
in regard to these two classes of nouns the writers of the NT were neither wholly governed in
their usage by their predecessors, nor extravagant in their innovations. The writers were
motivated neither by any pretensions to fine writing nor by any other purpose other than by
the need to put down in terms which would express clearly and in accordance with the
understanding of their respective audiences what they wished to say to them.
5.2.1 Paul’s nouns ending in –
In regard to the nouns which end in –,1 Paul’s vocabulary remains, like that of other
authors of the NT, close to that of the LXX. In Paul’s seven authentic Epistles to his
churches, to the Romans, and to Philemon, there are 53 nouns ending in –used 440 times,
an average of 8.30 times each. Of these 53 nouns, 46 are found in the LXX. The seven not
found in the LXX are , (both used once each and only by Paul in 2
Corinthians 1:9, and Romans 15:10 respectively),and (used once by Paul in
Romans 6:4),  (used twice by Paul in 1 Corinthians 12:8 and 10), , (used
three times by Paul: 1 Corinthians 1:10 and 11, and 12:25),  used five times and
only by Paul (Romans 9:21 and 11:16, 1 Corinthians 5:6 and 7, and Galatians 5:9), and
(used once and only by Paul in Romans 3:7). These sevennouns are therefore used
on average 5.43 times each. The 46 nouns ending in – which are also found in the LXX
are used 424 times, an average for all the nouns of 9.22 times. Paul is therefore more sparing
in his use of nouns which end in – and which are not found in the LXX, in comparison
with those which are found there. Although two nouns,  (120 examples) and 
(72 examples), make up more than 46.64% of all the use of such nouns from Paul’s epistles,
and quite a number of the remaining nouns can be cited only once or twice, there are still
several nouns, which appear up to ten times each, and one which appears eleven times.
Among these are  (seven times),  (six times),  (five times), 
(nine times), and  (eleven times). Although we are here dealing only with words
which end in –, numbers relating to them are strongly suggestive of Paul’s reliance on the
1

Nouns ending in – or – which are fund in Paul’s authentic writings and their frequency
of use are to be found in Appendix 3, columns J,K, and L.
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LXX, the Greek Bible, for his theological and christological vocabulary.
5.2.2 Paul’s nouns ending in –
The thirteen nouns ending in – in the Pauline letters generally accepted as authentic
are used 29 times, an average per noun of 2.23 times. Only two are not found in the LXX,
((used once and only by Paul in the NT), and  (used three times by
Paul and again only by him in the NT), which represent 7.25% of the 29 occurrences. 2

Each

of these two nouns is therefore used by Paul on average 2.00 times. The 25 instances of the
use of the other eleven nouns ending in –which are also found in the LXX, each on
average 2.27 times, just under one-seventh times more frequently than the two nouns not
from the same source, represent 83.33% of the total usage of nouns with that ending in Paul’s
epistles. Paul, therefore, uses nouns ending in – not found in the LXX somewhat less
sparingly than he uses nouns with the same ending found there (2.00 as against 2.27 times).
The 361 times he uses the 53 nouns ending in –, means that each of those nouns is used on
average 6.81 times, compared with 2.23 times for each of the thirteen nouns ending in –.
If Paul, on the prevailing current view, did not compose Philippians 2:5-11, he did
nevertheless, choose to retain , because he understood its meaning, and, more
importantly, the Philippians could reasonably be expected to do so also in its context, and
because the word was the best, or even the only one, which would answer Paul’s (and the
Christ-hymn’s author’s) needs. One may well ask why, if Paul used words endings in – in
preference to those ending in –he did not make the alteration to the word with his
preferred final syllable of – He had the authority of the LXX for  which he did
not possess for  Those who believe, like Hoover, that the two nouns were
synonyms, may be able to suggest a variety of reasons. Others whose believe that the two
words are not synonyms do not have to supply any other reason other than the correctness of
Paul’s and their own understanding of Greek.
5.3

Paul’s vocabulary in his Epistles
This brief chapter has been placed in its present position to make evident that the

Epistle to the Philippians, a short letter of, on my count, about 1700 words, covering only
eight pages, a mere 1.80% of the 680 pages of Nestle-Aland27, has within its eight pages only
2

Other nouns ending in – used only by Paul are  (used twice) and 
(used once).
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two nouns ending in –: at Philippians 1:19 and  at Philippians 2:8, and
three ending in – ( at Philippians 2:1,  at Philippians 2:6, and
 at Philippians 2:14). Paul, therefore shows in Philippians no proclivity to use
words with such endings, nor, on the other hand, any reluctance to use them. He uses the
vocabulary of his language to say what he wants to say, without showing any particular
stylistic tendency in his use of it. Of course, that words which end in the nominative singular
in either – or – are largely (but not entirely) concerned with activities or their results
means that their distribution throughout the NT will be not unconnected with the subject
matter of each of its books. But it is also an indication of the practicality of Paul’s dealing
with his friends, his brothers and sisters, in Philippi, at a point in their church’s short history
when they are likely to be going to have to prove themselves able to proclaim the Kingdom
on their own in an environment which is hostile to its King. The power of his words is
enhanced by the total absence of any artistic touches in their use. They are at hand to do his
will, and not to enhance his reputation. It is Christ always, and Paul only rarely, who appears
in every page he composes.

It should be no surprise that the Apostle to the Gentiles, a

Greek-speaking Jew, and a Pharisee learned in the law and the writings, in proclaiming
Christ’s coming to the nations and the establishment of his universal and eternal kingdom,
should preach his message in the words, phrases, sentences, and even longer sections of the
texts which he had long studied and memorised. It is no surprise, either, that since he was
working in the pagan, Greek-speaking world, he and his converts should come across
concepts and ways of thinking unknown to the conceptual world of Israel unrestored, and, as
well, to that of Christ’s restored Israel. These required new ways of responding based on
koiné Greek. So Paul did not see himself as entirely limited to the Greek of the translations
of the books of the OT. He also used the words of the people who were the objects of his
mission and gradually incorporated those words into his teachings.
In composing his epistles Paul, as a native Greek speaker, had available to him the
whole vocabulary of the Greek language of his age and was not, therefore, constrained by any
need to limit himself to the vocabulary of the LXX.

Yet his study, reading, and

memorisation of large proportions of the Greek version of the Hebrew scriptures, his
retention and adaptation of them to the new situation brought about by the incarnation,
preaching, passion, death, and resurrection of Christ, which was the Father’s intervention
through his Son in history, and the establishment of a new creation which turned the tense of
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divine discourse from future to present perfect, would have shaped all Paul’s speech. The
noun  does not occur in the LXX, but the noun  does, seventeen times.3
The question, therefore, already asked in this chapter has to be made once again: if 
and  are synonymous, as Lightfoot, Schumacher, Martin, Hoover, and others have
either stated or accepted as demonstrated, which of the two words would Paul have been
more likely to choose? The first, , which was available in the LXX, or the apparent
neologism, ? Stated in these terms, no-one can give a definitive answer, but the
suggestion they make is strong.

Hoover has written that ‘ít [is] virtually certain

thatand were used synonymously in the Hellenistic period’4. If this
was so, it is not unlikely that in Philippians 2:6 Paul would not have allowed  to
stand, since there was a good noun with the authority of the LXX to replace the neologism.
That the  remained may be in deference to another author’s words, but when did
Paul ever defer to another? The word’s continuing presence is plausibly due to its necessity
for the meaning of the verse, and it allowed him to say to the Philippians of the first century
of our era what it was he wanted them to hear and what he had taught them to understand.
He was addressing the Philippians, the citizens, the authentic , of the little
which he had established, and of which the continued existence after his death
was in human terms tenuous.

That fact seems never to have crossed the minds of the

Church Fathers of the fourth and fifth centuries. Their problems were serious, but they were
not Paul’s. Of course, the words of the Bible would help the Fathers to arrive at a solution
and correct belief, but not by finding in the pages of the NT an oracle which would solve all
their problems. That would come about by hard thinking and the continued guidance of the
Holy Spirit. For Paul, Christ was not some dead person or a theological construct, but a
living Lord whose kingdom he was attempting to extend. He had no time for word games,
especially in the predicament in which he was at the time he was dictating his words to
Epaphroditus.

3

 is found in Leviticus 5:23 (å 6:4); Josue (å Joshua) 20:17; Psalm 61:11 (å 62:10);
Wisdom of Sirach 16:13; Psalms of Solomon 2:24 Malachias (å Malachi) 1:13: Isaias (å
Isaiah) 42:22, 61:8; Ezechiel (å Ezekiel) 18:7,12, 16, 18; 19:3, 6; 22:25, 27, 29; 33:1. Their
texts will be found in Chapter 7 below.

4

Hoover 1971:117.
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One element of the exegesis of three nineteenth-century authors of English-language
commentaries, Ellicott, Eadie, and Lightfoot, is their lack of reference to the LXX. This may,
of course, be due to their own authorities, and to their training in the Classics, which may
well have developed in them a prejudice against the Greek of the authors of what was to
become the Bible of the first Christians and a strong influence on the language of the authors
of the NT. Nevertheless, there was at least one of their contemporaries who was aware of the
influence of the LXX on the NT. Jobes and Silva quote a mid-nineteenth century scholar,
Turpie,5 who
made an extensive study of 275 NT passages and concluded that the NT, the
LXX, and the Hebrew text all agree in only about 20% of the quotations. Of
the 80% where some disagreement occurs, less than 5% agree with the
Hebrew against the LXX, while about a third of the quotations agree with
the LXX against the Hebrew.6

Silva also lists 107 examples, of which he considers ten are debatable,7 of OT citations
in Paul. If we exclude the six citations from Ephesians and 1 and 2 Timothy, that leaves 101,
59 from Romans, eighteen from 1 Corinthians, thirteen from 2 Corinthians, and eleven from
Galatians. There are no citations from each of 1 Thessalonians, Philemon, and, above all,
from Philippians. But that is not to say that the LXX has no influence on the text of any of
these letters. ‘Although the dependence of the NT writers on the LXX is most obvious in
their OT quotations and in their use of theological terns, one could argue that the deepest and
most pervasive impact of the LXX is to be found elsewhere.’8 Jobes and Silva then refer to
two

allusions,

one

to

Exodus:



5

D M Turpie, The Old Testament in the New (London: Williams & Norgate, 1868), pages 267269.

6

Jobes and Silva 2005:189.

7

Silva 1993:631. (Romans 3:20/Psalm 142 (143):2; Romans 9:20/Isaias (Isaiah) 29:16
(45:9); Romans 11:1-2/Psalm 93 (94):14; Romans 12:16-17/Proverbs 3:7; 1 Corinthians
2:9/Isaias 64:4(3?)+65:16; 1 Corinthians 15:25/Psalm 109(110):1-2; 2 Corinthians
8:21/Proverbs 3:4; 2 Corinthians 9:10/Isaias 55:10+Osee (Hosea) 10:12; Galatians
1:2/Psalm 142 (143):2; also 2 Timothy 2:19b/ Isaias 26:13 (+Sirach 35:3?). All but the
citations for 1 Corinthians 2:9, Galatians 1:2, and 2 Timothy 2:19b are noted in the margins of
Nestle-Aland 27.

8

Jobes and Silva 2005:201.
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,9and

one

to



Ezechiel:

10

which

are

contained in ‘the Epistle to the Philippians and which concern the monetary offering made by
the church through Epaphroditus: .11
They then turn to Philippians 2:9-11 and the allusion contained in it to Isaias


,12 where
after God has repeatedly affirmed his oneness and uniqueness, he adds: ‘By
myself I have sworn … Before me every knee will bow, by me every tongue
will swear. … Although not an explicit or precise quotation, this use of
Isaiah is especially significant because of its profound implications for
Paul’s conception of Jesus (this is true whether the so-called Christ hymn
was originally composed by Paul or someone else).13

Nestle-Aland27 also notes against  (Philippians 2:7b) two other
allusions

to

Isaias:



and

]

[...


,15 where the
9

Exodus 29:18. ‘You will bring a ram to the altar as a holocaust to the LORD for its sweet
savour; it is a sacrifice to the LORD.’

10

Ezechiel (Ezekiel) 20:41. ‘As a pleasing odour I shall accept you when I bring you out from
the nations.’

11

Philippians 4:18. ‘...a fragrant offering, a sacrifice acceptable and pleasing to the Lord.’

12

Isaias ( Isaiah) 45:23. ‘By myself I swear: justice shall come out of my mouth, my words
shall not be frustrated; every knee shall bow before me and every tongue shall give grateful
praise to God.’ The final clause of this verse is also quoted along with Isaias 49:18 in Romans
14:11.

13

Jobes and Silva 2005:202.

14

Isaias ( Isaiah) 53:3.‘They turned away from his visage as without honour among everyone,
one afflicted and bearing the image of weakness, he was without honour, and esteemed as
naught.’

15

Isaias ( Isaiah) 53:11. ‘ [ ... and the Lord will take him away] from the anguish of his soul,
show a light to him, and form his understanding, justify the Just One who serves well many,
and he himself will take away their sin.’
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allusion is fainter, but the prophet’s words act as a commentary on the apostle’s text, even if,
once again,

Paul is making another’s composition his own.

(Philippians 2:8b

may also be a subtler allusion to Isaias 53:12
.)16

‘It may well be that the Suffering

Servant has played a role in the formulation of the Christ hymn. … [H]owever, the allusion is
rather subtle, and therefore one would want to be cautious about reading too much into the
meaning of the phrase.’17
Another allusion which is easy to miss unless one refers specifically to the
LXX text is at Philippians 1:19. ‘what has happened to me will turn out for
my
deliverance.’
The
Greek
here
is
.[…] a verbatim quotation from Job
13:26 LXX. Most commentators, even if they notice the striking verbal
correspondence, appear to see little significance in it. And to be sure it is
possible that Paul has simply—and perhaps even unconsciously—borrowed
the language of Job, to express quite a different idea, his hoped for
deliverance from prison (the connection would have been aided by the
parallel between Job’s accusers and the individuals Paul mentions in
Philippians 2:17). … Since the context of Job 13:13-18 deals precisely with
matters of eternal import, Paul’s use of that passage may be more than a
casual allusion.18

Although, as we have already noted,  occurs seventeen times in the LXX, it
does not occur in the NT, and so is not recorded in Newman 1993. Of the 142 nouns ending
in – which occur in the NT with 1652 occurrences, 59 are used by Paul, with 440
occurrences. Of the latter 59, 19 are used by Paul alone (*, *,,
*, , , , , , , , ,
, , , , , —the asterisks after
three of the nouns indicates that they are not found in the LXX). This suggests that Paul’s
vocabulary was possibly wider and richer than that of the other NT writers, but also that he in
general found the word that he wanted in a particular context from the store established by his
deep reading and understanding, and stocked by his copious memorising of the texts of the
Septuagint. But that Paul was not unwilling to go beyond the boundaries of the Scriptures in
his writing is demonstrated by the fact almost one-sixth (three out of 19) of the nouns ending

16

Philippians 2:8b. ‘…he became obedient to the point of death’ and Isaias ( Isaiah) 53:12.
‘…for whose sake he was handed over to death…’

17

Silva 1993:635.

18

Silva 1993:634-635.
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in – which are found in the NT only in Paul’s epistles are not themselves found in the
LXX.
Calculations of a similar sort made with Greek nouns ending in –excluding, for
reasons given in the previous chapter and are complicated to some
extent by the fact that in a number of cases /, , , ,
, , to limit ourselves to words found only in Paul’s writings)19 the –– is neither
part of the suffix, but of the stem, nor can the five asterisked nouns be identified as derived
from any verb stem. If we exclude these nouns, Paul uses  (five times and in the
NT used only by Paul),  (used only by Paul and only once in the NT),
 (used by Paul on one out of ten occurrences in the NT),  (used by
Paul on one out of five occurrences in the NT),  (used by Paul on seven out of
eighteen occurrences in the NT),  (used twice and only by Paul in the NT),
 (used only by Paul on its three occurrences in the NT),  (used by
Paul on one out of two occurrences in the NT),  (used by Paul on three out of five
occurrences in the NT),  (used by Paul on one out of five occurrences in the NT),
 (used by Paul on two out of nineteen occurrences in the NT),  (used
twice and only by Paul in the NT), and  (used by Paul on one out of seven
occurrences in the NT). Paul is less venturesome with nouns in – than he is with nouns in
–: there are in his corpus only three nouns ending in – which are not found in the
LXX (those marked by an asterisk in the previous sentence). As well, there are only three
nouns with the same ending which the later writers, i.e., all NT writers, apart from Paul, did
not find a use for, although they used in their works many nouns ending with – which
Paul did not.20
In closing their discussion of the place of the LXX in the study of the NT, Jobes and
Silva quote Young and Ford, who state that Paul shows
that he has ‘lived in the Bible’ to the point where the Bible has formed his
own outlook on how the world is and what his place in it might be. Those
who idly suppose that Scripture is important only when Paul uses it in

19

Pseudo- and pseudo-nouns are discussed on pages 86-87 above.

20

Details of Paul’s use of words ending in – and – are found in Appendix 3, columns J, K, and L.
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argument in Galatians and Romans have a superficial view of the
situation.21

Although Ford and Young have in mind a Pauline church which is not that of Philippi,
and problems which he was not required to face there, there can be no doubt that Paul in his
composition of his Epistle to the Philippians largely chose his words to them from the source
of all his other letters. It is not a new discovery of Biblical scholarship that the evangelists
and the other writers of the texts which make up the NT quoted from the LXX and made
frequent allusions to it. Those commentators and exegetes who have come to believe that
there is between and  no difference in meaning, that is, that the two
words are synonyms; who have known that the former word occurs seventeen times in the
LXX, and the latter never; these same commentators have never, as far as can be ascertained,
asked themselves why Paul (if the words of Philippians 2:6-11 are his composition), or why
he would give the words a second glance (if they were not) should use the latter in preference
to the former. That Philippians 2:6-11 was the work of another might be one answer (but
Paul seems not to have avoided nouns ending in – which do not already occur in the
LXX, and no copyright law prevented him from amending  to —if the
two words really are synonymous, any more than it prevented Paul apparently from adding
 to Philippians 2:8); That there is in fact a difference in meaning
between the two nouns might, however, be an even better reason for Paul’s use of 
in Philippians 2:6 than any that might be otherwise put forward.
The list of OT citations in Paul provided by the authors of the Dictionary of Paul and
His Letters show most from the Pentateuch, the Psalms and the Prophets, which suggests that
these are the parts of the Jewish and Greek Scriptures which he had spent most time with.
Paul’s quotations from the historical and wisdom books are fewer. There is a quotation from
2 Samuel 7:14 at 2 Corinthians 6:18; and two of 1 Kings 19:10 at Romans 11:3, and Romans
11:4 respectively, and Job 13:26 is quoted verbatim at Philippians 1:13 (see page 106 above).
Job 5:13 and Job 41:11 are cited at 1 Corinthians 3:19 and Romans 11:35 respectively. From
the Writings there are only two citations: Proverbs 3:4 at 2 Corinthians 8:2, and at 2
Corinthians 9:7 Proverbs 22:8 in the LXX.
Paul, in his use of nouns which end both in – and in – appears in my opinion to
21

Jobes and Silva 2005:20446, quoting Frances Young and David F Ford, Meaning and Truth in 2
Corinthians (Grand Rapids, MI, Eerdmans, 1988), page 63.
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use them because he needs them, and cannot find a word of equivalent meaning. Only
 and  are nouns ending in – which Paul uses which
are not found in the LXX, the first is used by him only once, but each of the two latter is used
twice and three times respectively. As we have already noted on page 101, that there are five
nouns which end in – which do not occur in the LXX does not deter Paul from using them,
one of them , five times. In preparing this chapter I looked at the nouns which end in
– and –and foundin the Pseudepigrapha.

I came to the conclusion that Paul’s

language appears to be shaped by the LXX through his deep knowledge of it, and by the
Pseudepigrapha to no greater extent than that the earlier or contemporary authors of works
included in it shared with the apostle the same vocabulary. Although I have not tested the
occurrence of each of the nouns with these endings –and–in Paul against their
occurrences in the NT as a whole, his use of them appears to be wider than that of other NT
writers, to the extent that in cases which I have already noted in this chapter Paul supplies all
the examples of a particular noun ending in – or  found in the NT. Paul’s usage is
based on the LXX, but he is not afraid to go outside it to find the particular word he wants in
the situation he is addressing.
5.4

Conclusion
In the next chapter we shall examine the pairs of nouns, one ending in – and the

other ending in – for which synonymity has been claimed in an attempt to infer the same
characteristic in  and .22 In the following chapter, we shall turn to
examine how  is used by Greek writers to discover whether a consistent set of
meanings can be determined across the range of the examples of its use which they provide.

22

In this chapter no consideration has been given, and no conclusions can be drawn in regard to
, , , , , , , , , , ,
, , , and , all of which were used by Paul, but, for reasons
already sufficiently well canvassed, lie outside the purview of this thesis. They are presented
here simply for completeness’ sake.
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Chapter 6

Pairs of Nouns Used to Support the Synonymity of  and


6.1

Introduction
That languages have synonyms (and antonyms) cannot be denied, and in this respect

Greek and Latin are no exceptions. But whether synonyms can be used interchangeably is
not a question that can be answered by merely pointing out to their synonymity and saying:
‘Well, they are synonyms, aren’t they.’ Most persons would say, no doubt that the English
verbs ‘shut’ and ‘close’ are synonyms and often used indifferently, but this does not mean
that they could have been interchanged in a notice which I have seen on a locked door to
electrical equipment: ‘Keep this door closed shut tight.’ Although a door which has been
shut is closed, in the mind of the author of this notice not every door which is closed is shut:
the shut door requires a greater effort to open it again.

The person who set  in

Philippians 2:6 did so, not because he or she, as the composer of the verse, at the beginning
of each word paused and mentally ran through a dictionary compiled during his or her life
and stored in the brain, found a range of synonyms that might be used, and chose one for
reasons that had nothing at all to do with its range of meanings, but were indifferent to them.
Paul, or the composer of the Christ-hymn, and the rest of the human race as well, in speaking
or writing a language used from childhood—and the evidence of the previous chapter tells us
that that language was for the composer of the hymn the Greek of the first century of our
era—simply do not use words in this way. We speak naturally without thinking; it is only
after speaking that we wish we had said it better, l’esprit de l’escalier, as the French call it; it
is only after we have left the room and are going downstairs that the telling remark comes to
mind. The composer of Philippians 2:6 may well have paused in the middle of his or her
composing, nevertheless, and selected  as the best word from a range of possible
alternatives that are more or less equivalent in meaning. Even if and 
are synonymous (which I do not believe to be the case), the author of the ‘Christ-hymn’
would have been making a selection based on the subtle differences in the meaning of the two
words which would allow the use of one and not the other in order to place them in the
context of the sentence and give that near hexameter that is Philippians 2:6b (and not the
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,single word)1 the meaning which it was meant to convey. It is, of course, my view that the
two nouns, although derived from the same verbal stem, have meanings which are not at all
synonymous, and that it was alone but not , that appeared to its author
to be the best choice for Philippians 2:6. In the same way, several centuries later, Isidore of
Pelusium in commenting on the same passage in Paul’s epistle, chose  and not
in his simile of the slave adopted as a son. Isidore also recognised clearly the
distinction between the two words, and because he recognised (as assuredly certain exegetes
do not) that there is a difference between a sonship which was Christ’s by right, and the
adoption granted to a former slave which could well have aroused spite and jealousy in his
former fellows, and suggestions of unworthy means of acquiring his prize, he made the
cho8ice he did. For Isidore, and for Paul, it would appear that  and  had
different meanings. If there was any misunderstanding on Isidore’s part it may have been of
Paul’s .

It is our subsequent continued misunderstanding of

both and the following phrase, then, that in my view continues to beset all our
attempts to make sense not only of Philippians 2:6, but also of the verse as a whole.
6.2
Pairs of nouns, one ending in – and the other in –, supposed to be
synonymous. and their uses; and single nouns ending in –, supposed to have also the
meanings of nouns ending in –
Vokes sets out the basic difference between the two endings (–– and – in a way
which has already been quoted in a previous chapter: in many cases nouns ending in –
‘describe an action or process, those in – the result of this process, though both take on a
concrete sense.’2

In this section we wish to examine a number of pairs of nouns, both

derived from the same verb stem, one ending in – and the other ending in – which
over the past century and a half, have been used as a starting point for demonstrations that
 and may be another such pair. This chapter, therefore, will examine
examples of each member of the pairs which are alleged to demonstrate this synonymity in
1

Because that half verse is almost a hexameter, and because of the assonance, if not the complete
metrical similarity, of and , its author, in my view, had Homer in
mind as he composed Philippians 2:6b, and, in particular, Odyssey 15.519-520
/
‘Eurymachos, warlike Polybius’s splendid son, / The
men of Ithaca now look upon as one divine.’ This topic will be discussed more fully in Chapter
7.

2

Vokes 1964:672.
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order to reconsider it, and to examine whether the meanings and usage of each member of
each pair are sufficiently dissimilar to prevent us suggesting that they can be used
interchangeably. ‘One often finds in articles and commentaries a list of nouns with a –
suffixs which are used in both senses to document the claim that  should be
regarded as an equivalent of ’3

For example , , ,

and  have been cited as examples of such nouns, but not by Hoover, who offers
none. He continues by noting the wide recognition in recent interpretation that the
characteristic distinction in classical Greek between nouns which terminate in –and
those which terminate in –α is not observed in the usage of many such nouns in the
Hellenistic period, but again gives no examples.
Buck and Peterson are authors who make no comparison between nouns in – and
those in -, but say instead:
From the obvious relation with the verbs that was observed in some of the
words just mentioned [which designate conscious things, such as ,
‘name’, , ‘sign’, , ‘eye’, <, , ‘mouth’, ,
‘body’, , ‘blood’, , ‘skin, and even words like , ‘fear’,
<, , ‘suffering’, , ‘joy’ which are mostly used objectively,
sources of fear, suffering, and joy] and many others, like , ‘theft’:
<; , ‘fruit of the womb’, <; there grew up a more
conscious feeling … that – properly designated the result of the action
as opposed to – denoting the action itself.4

The authors are here contrasting nouns ending in – and nouns ending in – but
they were also aware of the similarity between the latter class of nouns and those with the
suffix –, and would also have agreed that there existed an opposition between them and
those ending in –.
Seventy years after their predecessors, those who compiled BDF continue in the
tradition of Kühner-Blass.5 ‘Nouns expressing action are formed with –; new formations
are drawn largely from verbs in – and –. Derivatives in –, exceeding popular
in Koine as in Ionic and arising from all sorts of verbs, specify the result of the action for the
most part.’6

The views of Chantraine, who did not belong to the guild of New Testament

3

Hoover 1971:10717.

4

B&P:221.

5

Kühner 1892: I.2.292.

6

BDF: 58-59.
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scholars, are in fact not so decided as the quotations from his La Formation des Noms en
Grec Ancien might suggest.7 Although he would agree that the affix ––, is found also in
many other Indo-European languages as well as Greek, in which language it formed action
nouns derived from verbs, the origin of many Greek words which end in – is obscure.
Chantraine believed that we are unable to distinguish clearly between those derived from
Indo-European antecedents of Greek and those which are borrowings from the [non-IndoEuropean] languages of the pre-Greek inhabitants of the Hellenic lands. Leonard Palmer has
this to say in support of Chantraine’s observation8 concerning the obscurity of the source of
the suffix in Classical and Hellenistic Greek; he goes so far as to say that – was not a
suffix that the Greeks brought with them, but took over from the peoples whom they
supplanted:
–was an inherited suffix which has remained extremely productive
down to the present day, especially in the form –: 
[‘cleansing’, ‘purification’],  [‘fracture of a bone’, ‘broken cliff’,
‘crag’],  [‘the chase’],  [‘strainer’, ‘colander’];
[‘outrage’, ‘punishment’], [‘reconsideration’,
‘reckoning’],

[‘greeting’,
‘embrace’],

[‘purchasing’, ‘purchase’], etc. The suffix is also used to form nouns
denoting the result or object of the action. An ancient example is the word
 (< *da(i)- ‘distribute’, ‘share’); this was originally a landtenure term which was also applied to the people occupying such land.
Other ancient words with this more concrete meaning are 9 [‘soul’,
‘spirit’], [‘heap’], [‘raised platform’, ‘altar’], 
[‘furrow’, ‘swathe’], etc.10

Concerning words which end in –Palmer says that they
commonly express the result of an action. The suffix was greatly productive
in the language of tragedy and Ionic prose and it remained prolific in the
post-classical period. Less frequently such formations are action nouns11
7

See Chapter 4, pages 83-84 above.

8

Chantraine 1933:132.

9

Rightly derived, according to LSJ, by Plato from θύω, ‘rage’, ‘seethe’: Cratylus 419e

    ‘Nor is
the derivation of yearning () hard to see. Evidently its name was given from the
power that it exerts upon the passions (). And that name would doubtless have been
given to that vital principle from its raging () and liveliness.’ ().

10

Palmer 1980:252.
The phrases in square brackets in this and the following quotation are
my additions or substitutions for abbreviations.

11

The italics are Palmer’s.
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and so come into competition with – and particularly with –σις; e.g.
/, /, both ‘injunction’, ‘order’,
‘command’ / /12. In [Modern Greek] the suffix
has become synonymous with – and only a few words have the original
‘result’ significance.13

Vokes’s remark on this subject is briefer, and more obscure: ‘If there is an approach in
meaning between the two forms, it is an approach of that in – to that in –, and not vice
versa.’14 (It is unclear to me whether Vokes means that nouns ending in – take on the
meaning of those ending in – or vice versa.)
Before addressing Hoover’s observations it would be well to comment on the words
which Martin supplies in support of his contention that those are in error who object to the
equivalence of  and and those other pairs of nouns provided by
Schumacher and others. Hebegins with the observation ‘It is sometimes objected that this
equivalence of  and  cannot be shown.’15 He continues by offering a
criticism of Hooke’s view that
Paul … is setting before the Philippians the Son’s perfect moral likeness to
God; hence the word  which properly means an action,
‘grasping’, should not be translated as if it were , which means the
object grasped at. Some commentators have contended that in this case
 is used as equivalent to , and all the versions that I
have examined render the word thus, but the lexical evidence supports the
view put forward here, that in New Testament usage the forms ending in
 and  are not generally interchangeable, and to treat them here as
interchangeable obscures the point that Paul is concerned to make.16

12

 (not) is recorded in LSJ only for Plato Laws 815e
‘that which concerns the
preservation and increase of ancient good’, and not at all in PGL. Neither LSJ nor PGL records
, but only , with citings from Plato (Laws 957d
‘providing
preservation and increase of justice for the upright’), the Tebtunis Papyri, Plutarch, Polybius,
and John of Damascene.

13

Palmer 1980:252.

14

Vokes 1964:671.

15

Martin 1997:137.

16

Hooke 1961:258.
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Martin believes that there is evidence for interchangeability of  and
 ‘is forthcoming, as Schumacher and Henry17 have amply demonstrated by
comparing the usage of such words as /; /;
/.’18

It is instructive, therefore, to look back to these authors to

discover that they themselves made use of a small number of examples, and that the origin of
this exercise is (as far as I have been able to discover) Eadie [1884] 1859:
The meaning of this clause [Philippians 2:6bc] has excited no little inquiry,
and principally with regard to . The term is of rare occurrence,
and therefore its meaning cannot be determined beyond dispute. To theorize
upon its formation does not fully satisfy; for the meanings, abstract and
concrete, respectively attached to nouns ending in  and , pass into one
another—the first … embodying the intransitive notion of the verb—the act
of seizure; and the second expressing the result of the transitive notion—the
thing seized. Such variations are seen in , ; ,
; , ; , ; ,
, while , , , and other terms, have the
meaning of a word ending in . So that from the mere form of the
uncommon substantive little definite can be gleaned.19

Schumacher 1921 provides several other examples to add to Eadie’s list, derived from
other commentators, and adds the following comments:
Ich stimme dieser Darlegung, abgesehen von der speziellen Darstellung der
konkreten Auslegung der Griechen, in allen Punkten bei: Nach der
Auffassung derer, die besser wie irgendjemand zu beurteilen
imstande waren, bedeutet es keine Handlung, sondern etwas Konkretes,
obwohl dieses gewöhnlich durch ein Substantiv auf bezeichnet wird.
Und das entspricht ganz dem permanenten griechischen Sprachgeist, der die
Substantive auf und in zahllosen Fällen als Synonyma behandelt.
Eine kurze Umschau bestätigt die Tatsache, daßdie Bedeutung der Wörter
auf ound ineinanderübergeht. Haupt hat schon darauf hingewiesen,
daß nicht nur den Akt des Versuchens, sondern auch die
versuchliche Lage bezeichnet, ebenso wie  das «Mittel zum
Erwerb» und «das Gewerbe»,  die Kette bedeutet. «Die transitive
Bedeutung braucht weder die einzige gewesen zu sein, noch ist sie es
faktisch gewesen». Jos. Müller verweist noch auf , das «Steuer»
und auch «Verteilung» heißen kann. Kennedy auf mit der
wörtlichen Bedeutung «the laying down» und der gewöhnlichen «the thing
laid down»; auf , wörtlich «a propitiating», gewöhnlich «the
propitiatory offering».
17

Henry 1957:57-161 in fact provides, as far as I can see, no examples of the synonymity of any
pair of nouns derived from the same verb, one ending in – and the other in –.

18

Martin 1997:137.

19

Eadie 1884:101-102.
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… Ebenso sind  und  in ihrer Bedeutung vollständig
gleich und unterschiedslos verwendet.20

Henry makes a somewhat briefer comment on the same topic:
Il est constant d’ailleurs que le substantive en – signifie aussi bien que
celui en –, le résultat de l’action, et que bien des doublets en – et –
sont employés dans le même sens, passif et concret.21

He arrives at this conclusion not by demonstrating from examples that it is possible that
words in – have meanings equivalent to words from the same stem but ending in –; he
brings to the argument two observations only; the first, that such nouns, which end in –
have a passive and concrete sense. Even more importantly, his second observation, which
makes reference to  and Paul’s use of it alone is, in his own words:
En effet le contexte parénétique, exhortation à l’humilité, et l’opposition de
 et , plus sensible en grec qu’en latin, impliquent que
 est le contraire de , et suggèrent
que ceci signifie: «ne s’est pas cramponné à ses prérogatives» …’22

An examination of all the nouns which end in – or –and in –found in
LSJ, and PGL and relevant to this thesis, and after the omission of those for which no verbal
20

Schumacher 1921:278-279. ‘This is my own definition, distinct in all respects from any
reproduction of the Greeks’ own non-abstract expression: according to the interpretation of
those who were in a better position than anyone else to pronounce upon it,  does not
signify an activity, but something concrete, even though this is usually expressed by means of a
noun ending in –.’
This indeed is in full agreement with the enduring nature of the Greek language, which treats as
synonyms nouns ending in – and those ending in –. A brief survey will demonstrate the
fact that nouns in – and those in – share meanings. Haupt has already pointed out that
 means not only the act of temptation but also its occasion,  not only the
means of trade but also what is traded;  means “fetters”. The transitive meaning need
not be the only meaning, nor is it in fact so. Johannes Müller refers to  as both the
name of a rate on a community and of its assessment, Kennedy to  with its literal
meaning of “the laying down” and its normal meaning of “the thing laid down”; ,
literally “a propitiating”, but usually “the propitiatory offering”. … Likewise,  and
 are fully alike in their meanings and used without distinction (cf. Sophocles
Antigone 1239, Aeschylus Eumenides 246, and Euripides Ion 351)’. (The italics are
Schumacher’s.)

21

Henry 1957:24. ‘It is well established that nouns in –,equallyas frequently as those in –
 have the meaning of the result of an activity, and that many doublets in – and – are
used in the same passive and concrete sense.’

22

Henry 1957:24. ‘Effectively, in a context of encouragement, of exhortation to humility, and the
contrast between  and , which is more obvious in Greek than in Latin, there is implied
that  is in contrast to  and is suggestive of the sense
of the latter as “did not cling to his prerogatives”’. (See also page 171118 below.)
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stem could be supplied resulted in Appendix 1C. Only 84 nouns ending in – with a
corresponding noun ending in – (21.00% out of a total of 400 such pairs) were defined
synonymously.
;

Strangely enough only four of the eleven pairs of nouns (,

, ;

, ;

, )

promoted by Schumacher and his predecessors were included in the lists derived from PGL
and LSJ.23

23

The synonynmous pairs are: , ‘purification’, ‘expiation’;
, ‘wail’, ‘wailing’; , ‘riddle’, ‘dark saying’, ‘taunt’;
, ‘skirmishing’; , ‘shouting’, ‘loud
voice’; , ‘abortion’, ‘miscarriage’; , ‘scratching’,
‘itching’; , ‘garment’;
, ‘rebaptism’;  ‘compulsion’;
, , ‘gargling’; , ‘preservation’;
, ‘completion’, ‘rounding off’;
, ‘booty’, ‘prey’, ‘windfall’; ‘
 
‘song’; , ‘abomination’; , ‘forehead’;
, ‘taste’, ‘smack of food’; , ‘sweetness’, ‘sweet wine’;
, ‘supplication’//,
‘bite’, ‘sting’; , ‘look’, ‘glance’, ‘thing seen’; ,
‘splendour’ ‘bursting, forth’; , ‘doubt’,
‘uncertainty’; , ‘provocation’; ,
‘encouragement’;  ‘reflection’;
, ‘thing cast up’, ‘excretion’; ,
‘a kind of dance’; , , ‘metal beaten out’; , ‘offering for
the dead’; , ‘shooting’ (of a shooting star);
, ‘efflorescence’; , ‘second course’,
‘dessert’;  ‘exhortation’; ,
‘weakening’; , ‘prop’, ‘stay’, ‘support’; ,
‘balance’; , ‘form’, ‘appearance’, ‘hallucination’, ‘mental image’;
, ‘plaster’, ‘poultice’; ,
‘submersion under the sea’; , ‘hiding place’, ‘hole’; ‘vault of Tartarus’;
, ‘weeping’, ‘wailing’; , ‘clyster’;
, ‘lightening’, ‘alleviation’; , ‘evacuation’;
, ‘smile’, ‘smiling’; ,
‘change of form’;  ‘stain’, ‘defilement’, ‘that which defiles’, ‘pollution’;
, ‘mixture’, ‘compound’; , ‘turning up the nose’,
‘sneering’; , ‘admonition’, ‘warning’; ,
‘strangeness’’, ‘novelty’; , ‘sword dance’; lore’;
, ‘braying of ass’, ‘lowing of ox’; , ‘particular
way of playing the flute’; ‘, ‘lamentation’; ,
‘omen from the flight or cry of birds’; , ‘braying’, ‘lowing’;
, ‘loud cry, mostly of joy’; , ‘reproach’’;
, ‘excavation’, ‘mine’; , ‘increase,’ ‘advantage’;

 , ‘play’, ‘sport’, ‘child’s play’;  . ‘vigil’;
, ‘provocation’; , ‘thickening’;
, ‘draught’; , ‘dirt’, ‘filth’, ‘pollution’;
, ‘trumpet call’; , ‘shaking’; ,
‘shining’; , ‘covering’’; , ‘acquired skill’ or
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The demands of time have not allowed an examination of each of the 400 pairs of
nouns. But the fact that 79.00% of the –/– pairs are agreed not to be synonyms,
together with the fact that LSJ does not find certain pairs of nouns to possess the synonymity
which Schumacher and others assert is present (which the examination conducted later in this
chapter of all those pairs also finds lacking in the others), makes it likely that it would be
lacking among many, if not all of the 84 pairs which LSJ and PGL find to be synonymous,
and which may in most cases deal with activities which are their own results.
The listing of pairs of words, one of which ends in – and the other in – and in
which both are said to have the same meaning overlooks two points, that not all words which
end in – has a doublet ending in –, and that in the majority of cases, where such pairs
exist, the members of each pair have different, and, sometimes, quite different meanings. In
any case, the the existence of  and  as such a pair does not allow us to
determine whether they are to be placed in the category of two words with the same meaning
or, what on the basis of probability is more likely, the category of two words with different
meanings; that can be done only by a examination of each member of each pair in the
contexts of its use by native speakers of Greek, without any presuppositions as to the
meaning that the person performing the examination would prefer any particular text to have.
To put not too fine a point on it, if that text is Philippians 2:6 and the undefined word in it is
, no solution to the enigma which it is for us (even if not in the same way that is
was for Oecumenius) cannot be dismissed because it seems to weaken one’s theological
position.
Appendix 1C, entitled ‘Singletons, Doublets, and Triplets sets out 1302 sets of nouns
which end in –, –, and (for the sake of completeness ) – which are derived from the
same verbal stem. These nouns are the result of my investigations into LSJ and PGL, given
on the following and subsequent pages. A perusal of the definitions of these words will
‘method’, ‘clever trick’; , ‘convulsion’, ‘spasm’;
, ‘finishing’, ‘end’; ‘conclusion of syllogism’, ‘proposition’;
, ‘sexual intercourse’; , ‘affliction’ ,
‘ruin’; (), , (), ‘sound of the pipe’, ‘whistling’,
‘hissing’; , ‘playing at ball’; , ‘humming’,
‘twanging’, ‘twittering’; , ‘course’, ‘running’;
. ‘disparagement’, ‘contempt’; neighing’,
‘wanton behaviour,’ ‘insolence’; , ‘neighing’, ‘whinnying’.
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demonstrate that a number of the pairs or triplets among them are said to have the same
meaning. But the broad nature of the meanings given there, derived from LSJ and PGL,
support Hooke’s view that ‘the forms ending in – and – are not generally
interchangeable’. In the NT, for instance, there is one example each of  and
,24 which fulfil perfectly the idea of activity and result supposed to be associated
with their endings: immoral behaviour resulting in defilement of the person; and, as well,
nineteen examples of  and four of , which, as we shall see shortly, also
fulfil that idea.25 But that is all, unless one takes into account two different words for eye,
 and , the former used on two occasions when Jesus actually touches the
blind man’s eyes, although Mark also uses  in close association, and in dealing
with the same event; in both cases it would appear that  is differentiated from
 by its specific reference to the eyeball.26 One might also add, on behalf of , in lieu
of the  not found in the NT, its supposed synonym , which is found three
times, translated in the NRSV never as ‘something to be exploited’, as it translates
, but twice as ‘greed’ and once as ‘plundering’.27
The meaning of each of the pairs of words which have been offered as support for the
possibility of the synonymity of  and , will now be examined, with some
others, in turn on the basis of definitions and citations found in LSJ and PGL.’
6.2.1and 

24

2 Peter 2:10.  ‘But
chiefly them that walk after the flesh in the lust of uncleanness’ (KJV); 2 Peter 2:20
 ... ‘For if after they have escaped the
pollutions of the world ... ‘ (KJV). The KJV has been preferred to the NRSV here because it
catches rather better than its revision the idea of activity involved in the behaviour of the
‘presumptuous’ and ‘self-willed’. See also pages 120-121.

25

See page 110 to page 112 below.

26

Matthew 28:34. . ‘Moved with
compassion, Jesus touched their eyes’; Mark 8: 23. ‘ ...
; Mark 8:25.

  ... ‘and when he had put
saliva on his eyes and laid his hands on him ... Then Jesus laid his hands on his eyes again ...’.

27

Supposed by inference in Hoover 1971:113; having proved to his satisfaction that 
=, he then applies that equivalence to , which therefore =.
Matthew 23:25 ‘greed’, Luke 11:39 ‘greed’, and Hebrews 10:34 ‘plundering’.
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occurs 19 timesin the NT28 always in the sense either of John’s or the
Church’s

baptism.

It

occurs

only

once

in

Paul’s

29

authentic

letters,

In LSJ there are no

references to any other uses of the word, which suggests that it is a Christian neologism.
(Their understanding of the nature of the sacrament may have led the first Greek believers to
speak of it as the result of , ‘dipping’, ‘immersion’ and therefore as a
word happily without associations with daily life or pagan religious ceremonies.)
The words are one of Eadie’s and Schumacher’s five pairs which demonstrate that ‘the
meanings, abstract and concrete, respectively attached to nouns ending in – and –, pass
into one another’.30 LSJ defines  simply as ‘baptism’; PGL allows ‘dipping’ but
all its half-dozen examples are subsumed under the heading ‘of Jewish baptism, which
Christ’s advent rendered valueless.’ In effect, for PGL there are Christian and Jewish
, but all other forms of dipping or or immersion are The nouns
and  cannot be said to have the same meaning; by the former the first
believers differentiated the sacrament of initiation into their new life from all other forms of
dipping or immersion.
occurs four times in the NT, clearly with no reference to baptism, except
in Colossians 2:12, , but surely not to the sacrament as
a whole but to the act of immersion itself: ‘having been buried with him at the time of your
immersion’31: as Romans 6:4 teaches us baptism, , raises us to a new life in
28

(References to John’s Baptism are marked with an asterisk). Matthew 3:7* and 21:25*; Mark
1:4*, 10:38 and 39, and 11:30*; Luke 3:3*, 7:29*; 12:50 and 20:4*; Acts 1:22*, 10:37*,
13:24*, 18:25*, and 19:3* and 4*; Romans 6:4; Ephesians 4:5 and 1 Peter 3:21.

29

Romans 6:4b.

30

Eadie 1884:101-102.

31

NA27 shows that the textual support of , a ‘washing,’ ‘dipping’, 46, B, D*, F, G,
075, 0278. 6. 365. 1739. 1881. and a few Latin manuscripts, is as strong as that for
(a* A C D2 33 , as well as Tertullian), the Christian term meaning
‘baptism.’ ‘The former word is less common and therefore less likely to have been changed by
copyists to the latter’. But the copyists changed it to the latter because the word was not that
usually used for baptism; they had missed the subtlety of the usage of the author of the Epistle
to the Colossians and between his comparison of the grave with the baptismal pool. Paul in
Romans 6:4 also used  in speaking of baptism but  because his point and
his imagery were different:
 ‘Therefore we were (not
the NRSV’s “have been”) buried with him by baptism’ (but Christ was, and we are now, raised
to a new life).’
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Christ;

;32

Mark

;33

7:4
Hebrews

6:2

— is never used in the plural in
the NT, and there is no clear necessity for  here to be translated as a synonym of
.

In

Hebrews

9:10

,35 the reference is to
Jewish and not to Christian rites.

The two words  and  are not

synonymous in the NT; the first refers to the sacrament of initiation into the church, the
second does not.
6.2.2

 and 

 is an uncommon word omitted from PGL, although there are two citations
in LSJ, both from the LXX. It does not appear at all in the NT and in the LXX only in 1
Kingdoms

(=å

1

Samuel)

25:30


, where Hebrew has hq:WP qualm,37 and in Nahum 3:6

,38 where Hebrew has µyxiQuvi, things detested, filth. The use of the word, which LEH

32

Romans 6:4b ‘…just as Christ was raised from the dead through the glory of the Father, so also
we shall walk in newness of life.’

33

Mark 7:4. ‘…the washing of cups, pots, and bronze kettles.’

34

Hebrews 6:2. ‘…of cleansings, instruction, laying on of hands’. The NRSV translates the first
two Greek words as ‘instructions about baptisms’. But  is never used in the plural
elsewhere in the NT and was (and is) never administered more than once; it would appear
preferable to translate  absolutely here.

35

Hebrews 9:10. ‘…only with food and drink and various kinds of baptisms.’ ‘Rites of cleansing’
would have been a better translation of  for the reason given in the previous note.

36

1 Kingdoms 25:31. ‘And this will not be for you a thing detestable for you and an offence for
my Lord to shed the blood of the guiltless as his gift and to spare my Lord’s hand from
[striking] him.’

37

Or possibly mistranslates, reading hq:WP qualm as if it were lWGPi foul thing, refuse.

38

Nahum 3:6. ‘And I shall cast filth over you to the measure of your iniquity and make of you an
example’
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describes as a neologism, in these two cases seems to have been done in an effort to avoid the
use of in circumstances where no reference is being made to offences or objects
which directly oppose God; it is an innovation which did not endure.
itself occurs 121 times in the LXX39 and six times in the NT: Matthew
24:15
and
Mark 13:14, both an
exact

quotation

of

the

phrase

from

Daniel

12:11;

,
…

,

Luke

Revelation

16:15
17:

4
17:5

… and 21:27
… ).40

Both  and  had much the same

meaning, with possibly a lesser degree of abhorrence attached to the former, but the
distinction was lost on the generality of those who used the word and the neologism never
grew old.
6.2.3

 and 

The noun  means, according to Hesychius , , which latter word
LSJ translates as ‘share’, ‘portion’. LSJ’s own translation of  is ‘that which is brought
by way of payment’, ‘tribute’, and, generally, ‘any payment’,  it translates as
‘dividing’, ‘division’, ‘apportionment’, ‘allocation of funds’, ‘distribution of money’.

39

Genesis 43:32, 46:34; Exodus 8:22 (x2); Leviticus 5:2; 7:21; 11:10, 11, 12, 13, 20, 23, 41, 42;
18:22, 26, 27, 29; 20:13; Deuteronomy 7:25, 26 (x2); 12:31; 13:15; 14:3; 17:1, 4; 18:9, 12
(x2; 20:18; 22:5; 23:19; 24:4; 25:16; , 27:15; 29:16; 32:16; 3 Kingdoms 11:6, 33; 14:24;
20:26; 4 Kingdoms 16:3; 17:32; 21:2, 11; 23:13; 2 Paralipomenon 15:8; 28:3; 33:2; 34:33;
36:14; 1 Esdras 7:13; Psalm 87:9; Odes. 2:16, 12:10; Proverbs 11:1, 20, 12:22, 15:8, 9, 26,
16:12, 20:23, 21:27, 27:20a, 29:27 (x2); Wisdom 12:23, 14:11; Sirach 1:25; 10:13; 13:20 (x2);
15:13; 17:26; 19:23; 27:30; 49:2; Zacharias 9:7; Malachias 2:11; Isaias 1:13; 2:8, 20; 17:8;
41:24; 44:19; 66:3, 17; Jeremias 2:7; 4:1; 7:10, 30; 11:15; 13:27; 16:18; 39:35; 51:22;
Ezechiel 5:9, 11; 6:9, 11; 7:5, 6, 7, 8, 20; 8:10, 11:18, 21; 16:22, 20:7, 8, 30; 33:29; 36:31;
Daniel 9:27; 11:31; 12:11; 1 Machabees 1:54; 6:7.

40

Matthew 24:15. ‘So when you see the desolating sacrilege [...] as was spoken of by the prophet
Daniel’; Mark 13:14. ‘But when you see the desolating sacrilege set up where it ought not to
be’; Luke 16:15. ‘...for what is prized by human beings is an abomination in the sight of God’;
Revelation 17:4. ‘ ...a golden cup … full of abominations’; Revelation 17:5. ‘Babylon the
great, mother of whores and of earth’s abominations’; and Revelation 21:27. ‘...who practices
abomination or falsehood.’.
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 means, according to the same source, both ‘division of spoils’ and ‘tribute’.
Although Schumacher informs us that one of his sources, Jos. Müller (not otherwise
identified), refers to  as capable of meaning both ‘a local rate’ and ‘its assessment’,41
the examples of its use which I have examined read thus:







… ;42
/;43
 ;44
45


.47
 ;
   …49

Schumacher would appear to be correct in his assertion that  is giving its name
to the result of an activity, rather than the activity itself, but provides no evidence of what
word would be used for the periodical assembly of money, goods, and livestock for the
tribute. This would, however, seem to be an activity which is its own result, like, to give one
example among a larger number, , ‘collection’, derived from , ‘gather’,
‘collect’. There is apparently no , ‘that which is collected’ (that meaning is, with a

41

Schumacher 1921:278-279. »Jos. Müller verweist noch auf das ,,Steuer‘‘ und auch
,,Verteilung‘‘ heißen kann.« ‘Müller as well refers to the fact that can mean both
“local rate” and “assessment.”

42

Iliad 1.116. ‘...but, if ever an apportionment should come... ’

43

Sophocles Oedipus the King 36. ‘...who indeed, being come, released the town of Cadmus
from the wicked singer’s tribute which we were paying...’

44

Sophocles Oedipus at Colonus 635. ‘For this country and for me it pays no small ransom.’

45

Xenophon Anabasis 1.1.8. ‘And as well Cyrus continued to send to the King of Persia offerings
of tribute.’

46

Xenophon Anabasis 5.5.10. ‘For that reason these people bring us tribute.’

47

Xenophon Education of Cyrus 2.14.4. ‘It is my intention, with the assistance of the gods, both
to send to him the army, and remit to you the tribute.’

48

Xenophon Education of Cyrus 4.6.9. ‘This country’s tribute, which I used to remit to him, I
shall bring to you.’

49

Isocrates 10.27. ‘...the city, by reason of the seer’s word, sending out as ransom to him seven
pairs of children...’
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somewhat different connotation, however, supplied by is derived from).50
Hesychius’s own gloss of , which LSJ simply quotes from the lexicographer without
providing any examples of its use, which suggests that none now exist, and, therefore, that no
comparison of the meaning of the two words can now be made
6.2.4

 and 

LSJ defines  as ‘pursuit’, ‘chase’, as well as ‘that which is chased’; it also quotes
Hesychius’s definition of  as ‘a secret rite in the Thesmophoria from which men were
driven

away’.

It

also

also

defines



as

‘chase’,

citing

Xenophon:


.51

But

Xenophon

is

describing how an Assyrian raiding party, protected by a troop of cavalry and infantry, had
crossed the border into Median territory and was engaged in plunder, until Cyrus led a small
force to drive them off. It would seem that ‘pursuit’ rather than ‘chase’ is the appropriate
translation of  in the circumstances.

LSJ actually gives ‘pursuit’ as a further

translation of , citing Diodorus Siculus, the Tactics of Aelianus, and the Life of
Pythagoras by Iamblicus; and as a third translation, ‘persecution’, ‘harassing’, citing the
dramatists Aeschylus and Euripides, the New Testament, and Plutarch. It would appear,
therefore, that  is applied to the pursuit or persecution of human beings,  to
game;  is then to be translated as ‘hunt’ or ‘chase’, but  not, and Eadie’s and
Schumacher’s contention that the two words are synonymous therefore fails for want of
evidence.
6.2.5 
‘that which is laid down’, ‘law’, ‘ordinance, both human and divine’ does not
appear to have a corresponding form in –; of the two correlates of  ,  is
recorded in LSJ only as a Sophoclean nonce word meaning ‘tomb’. (There is also an entry in
50

Hesychius, however, records , for which he gives the meaning, translated by LSJ as
share, portion. Hesychius also defines as , ‘tribute’, ‘payment’, and ,
‘dividing’, ‘division’, ‘share of taxation’, ‘role in a religious ceremony’, etc. (Latte 1953:406).
Hesychius seems to share the opinion stated in the main body of the text that  denoted
both the activity and its result.

51

Xenophon Education of Cyrus 1.4.21. ‘The enemy, on seeing that their own men were in
difficulties, advanced in close array, with the purpose of bringing [Cyrus’s] pursuit to an end
when he saw them press forward.’
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the Glossary which makes it the equivalent of the Latin prooemium, ‘preface’.) The second
correlate, , has a broad range of meanings under three main headings: ‘that which is
placed or laid down’; ‘something proposed as a prize’; and ‘case proposed for discussion’,
‘theme of an argument’. PGL has, as well, citations of the use by the Church Fathers of
, which is not found in the NT, for a ‘legion’ and for ‘a military district’. The noun
 shares with  the feature of a neuter plural: , as well as the
normal , . For Eadie  is an example of a word which, along with
 and , has the meaning of words ending in –: ‘that which has been laid
down’; ‘law’, ‘statute’; ‘that which has been allotted’: ‘fate’, ‘destiny’; ‘that which has been
uttered’, ‘oracle’.52 I should prefer to see in the ending of  some of the reverence the
Greeks felt for these concepts and further examples of the cachet that words ending in –
seem to have over those ending in –in those situations in which the former do not
encroach on the linguistic territory of the latter. Certainly, this seems to have been the way in
which Ellicott saw Paul’s use (or retention) of  in Philippians 2:6 in a remark
which I have previously quoted: ‘…to deliver also a more weighty thought, and to give as his
opinion that Christ did not even think of it [i.e., ‘being on an equality with God as a thing to
be seized on]’.53 However, words in Greek, as in any other language, have their own
meanings, and a speaker or writer is neither praised nor condemned for not preferring alewords to beer-words; his or her praise is not for the genteelness of the word’s connotations
but for the nicety of its meaning. In particular, Paul also is against me; as we have seen in
the previous chapter (set out also in Appendix 3) that there are in Paul’s writings more than
eleven times the number of occurrences of words ending in –, compared with those ending
in –. Whether a noun might either end in – or in – is the result of its long history,
just the fact of its second plural form being  (as well as the fact that it shares a similar
pair of plurals with ,  and .
In seeking to determine that  expresses both an activity and its result, Eadie is
also seeking support that  does the same.

, however differs from

 in that its cogeners  and  have different functions to , of
which the functions are in his view identical with that of . Whether it is being

52

Eadie 1884:102.

53

See page 6014 above.
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formed in the assembly or being practiced in the courts law it is still law, and the Athenians
were fully aware that the same word, covered both.

6.2.6  and 
 appears to mean ‘propitiating’ but is actually used as ‘the propitiatory
offering’ in the sense both of the rite and what is offered.54 This is entirely natural, since the
offering of a victim to God or to the gods, would seem to be necessary part of the act. The
word , propitiation, is noted in LSJ, but as occurring only once in the writings of
Trallianus, a Greek writer on natural history of the second century of our era:







; 55
:56
;57
;58
;59 ;60
.61

The word also occurs only twice in the NT, in the First Epistle of John:


and

,62 with reference to
54

Cf. Schumacher 1921: 279.

55

Leviticus 25:9. ‘...on the day of atonement you shall have the trumpet sounded ...’

56

Numbers 5:8. ‘...in addition to the ram of atonement...’

57

Psalm 129 (=å 130):4. ‘But there is forgiveness with you.’ (is used here to translate
Hebrew hj;yliv], pardon, forgiveness

58

Amos 8:14. is a mistranslation of hm;yvaÕ, deity of Hamath as if it was hm;v]a¾,
guilt, consequence of guilt, acceptance of guilt: ‘...those who swear upon appeasement of
Samaria...’ for ‘...those who swear upon Samarias’s Hamath...’

59

Ezechiel 44:27. ‘...they shall offer his sin offering...’

60

Daniel 9:9 (Theodotion). ‘To the Lord, our God, repentant tears and acts of atonement, for we
have been rebellious.’

61

2 Maccabees 3:33. ‘While the High Priest made an atonement...’

62

1 John 2:2. ‘…and he is the atoning sacrifice for our sins…’ and 4:4 ‘…and sent his son to be
the atoning sacrifice of our sins.’
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Jesus Christ: Philo is another author who never uses , but he uses  on several
occasions:
 ;63
 
;
 .65
 ;66
—’.67

The word does not occur in Josephus, but Plutarch is said by Wyttenbach to have used
 on five occasions, although one of his references did not lead to an example of the
word:
 …68
 
…69
 …70
 

Despite Phlegon Trallianus, there appears to be no need for a word , since
, at least in Biblical and Philonic usage, covers all that which is concerned with
atonement for sin: he who died on the cross for our sins, the animals sacrificed, and the Day
of Atonement itself.  has no result other than the restoration by means of a gift of
the good relations with God (or the gods) whose favour is important to us. Although it is
63

Philo Allegorical Interpretations 3.174. ‘Misfortune is atonement…’

64

Philo On the Posterity and Exile of Cain 48 ‘...the other is formed by great resolution, from
which atonement follows, in accordance with ten, the perfect number.’

65

Philo On Noah’s Work as a Planter 61. ‘...that which is done year by year on what is called the
Day of Atonement ...’

66

Philo Who is the Heir 179. ‘…the mode of making a choice for the sacrifice of atonement
between the two goats selected also I find striking ...’

67

Philo On the Preliminary Studies 107. ‘This is the Day of Atonement—and this day indeed is
fixed to occur on the tenth of the month...’

68

Plutarch Parallel Lives 84E. ‘Performing the mysteries with propitiatory sacrifices, and
purifications, and founding of temples, and sanctifying the city...’

69

Plutarch Parallel Lives 184E. ‘Whatever course of action, however, the seers advocated to
propitiate the gods or to avert the evil omens he had performed...’

70

Plutarch Moralia 555C. ‘By various acts of expiation and libations…’

71

Plutarch Moralia 972C. ‘…and he performed many acts of propitiation…’
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thought of often in terms of our relationship with God, it is also a very human activity, as
Plutarch understood.
6.2.7 
This is a difficult word to comment on, since LSJ gives it as a variant form for both
 , ‘wool’, and , ‘kicking’, as well as , ‘allotted portion’, ‘lot’. If we
put to one side , the ideas of , and  are brought together; it is a poetic
word used also by Xenophon and found in dialects, according to LSJ, which does not define
what is the standard meaning of . The connection between wool and fate makes one
think of the three fates, the , who determined each person’s lot in life, , the
Dispenser, , the Spinner, and

. The inflexible one, who cannot be turned

away from cutting the thread of life.

It may be speculated that the conjunction of

and, ‘lot’ and ‘woollen’ thread’ may have aided the development of the word
‘fate’ and the myth of the Three Fates. The activity of the Fates determines the
result of each one’s life, but is not that result itself.

6.2.8  and 
In the NT there is one example each of  and ,72 which fulfil perfectly
the idea of activity and result supposed to be associated with their endings: polluting acts
() which result in defilement  of the person. LSJ distinguishes clearly
between the two words, defining them differently, and making  the equivalent of
. They are, therefore, not synonyms, and the distinction between them is clearly
defined by LSJ’s definition of  as ‘stain’, ‘defilement’, ‘taint of guilt’ ‘that which
defiles’, ‘pollution’, and  as ‘pollution’, ‘scandal’, ‘crime’, though ‘pollutant’ would
have been preferable to the former’s ‘pollution’. The examples make this clear:










72

See page 11024 above.

73

Aeschylus Eumenides 169-170. ‘Seer though he is, unhastened, unbidden, hs stained his
shrine with pollution at its hearth.
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……76

The of each of the first two examplesis the result of an act: the pollution that
has fallenon the land through Orestes’ murder of Clytemnaestra, his mother; she had
previously murderd Agamemnon, her husband and Orestes’ father. That of the third is
evidenced by the plague that has occurred in the land of Thebes as a result of Oedipus’s own
unwitting incestuous act. Even though they are both activities, the acts are not in themselves
pollutions, but their cause because of their circumstances; they are pollutants, , but
as a consequence, pollution,  has fallen on Mycenae and Thebes
The LXX uses six times:
  

 ……
 
 

 ….’81
 
74

Aeschylus Eumenides 280-281. ‘For sleeps now and wastes away the blood on my hand, and
matricidal pollution is washed away.’

75

Sophocles Oedipus the King 96-98. ‘Phoebus, our lord, has evidently bidden us drive out from
our country that polluting thing which has been harboured on our soil.’

76

Plato Laws 871B. ‘ ..shall first receive upon his person pollution and the god’s hatred...’

77

Leviticus 7:18. ‘If in eating he should eat from the meats on the third day, to the one who offers
the meat it will not be beneficial, nor will it be accounted to his credit; it is a polluting thing.’

78

Judith 9:2. ‘…who had torn off a virgin’s clothing to defile her, and exposed her thighs to put
her to shame…’

79

Judith 13:16. ‘...and that he committed no sin with me to defile and shame me.’

80

Jeremias 39(= Jeremiah 32):34. ‘And they set up their abominations in the house, where my
name was invoked, in their uncleannesses...’

81

Ezechiel 33:31. ‘...for there is a lie in their mouths, and their hearts yearn for the things of
pollution’

82

1 Maccabees 13:50. ‘But he expelled them from there and cleansed the citadel from its
pollutions.’
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It uses twice:
 … 
 

Although Plutarch uses once in a morally neutral sense not noted by LSJ:

this does not diminish the
distinction made on the previous page between  as the result of an act hateful to the
gods, which brings  upon the land in which it was committed.
6.2.9  and 
These two words are slightly less weak foundation stones on which to base the work
which Eadie and Schumacher wished to put them to. From the number of citations in LSJ, it
would appear that the usual word for ‘reproach’, ‘rebuke’, ‘censure’, or ‘blame’ was ,
which has 58 citations in H&R, with their equivalents in the Masoretic text translated
variously by NRSV. The noun  also occur four times in the NT,86 and is cited 83
times in H&R (and so more frequently there than ). It is most frequently used for the
Hebrew hP;rÒj,, ‘reproach’, which is translated variously in the NRSV with the terms (or
extensions of them) under which the references of their occurrence in the LXX are grouped in
this footnote. It also translates µypWDGÒ, ‘reviling’87 once in Isaias, and twice in Jeremias,
following

a

different

tradition

than

the

Masoretic,

hwhiA¹aÇ

÷/rjÕm

as

83

Wisdom of Solomon 14:26. ‘...defiling of souls, sexual perversion...’

84

1 Maccabees 4:43. ‘And they cleansed the sanctuary and removed the defiled stones to an
unclean place.’

85

Plutarch Moralia 393C. ‘It is by mixing one thing with an another that a staining is done; as
Homer says somewhere, a piece of ivory made red with paint incurs a stain.’ The allusion is to
Iliad 4.141 ‘as when a woman stains with
crimson, a piece of ivory...’

86

Romans 15:3 quoting Psalm 68(=69):10 (plural: insults), 1 Timothy 3:7 (disgrace),
Hebrews 10:33 (abuse), 11:26 (abuse), 13:13 (abuse)

87

Isaias (Isaiah) 43:28 ‘I delivered Jacob to utter destruction and Israel to reviling.’
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e and t/brÒj;l]W as if it were tPrÒj,liW.88 Finally, in 2
Esdras is used once to translate hZ:B,, ‘spoil’, ‘booty’.89
The only occurrence of  in either the LXX or the NT occurs in Ezechiel,
where

it

translates

hB;Di,

‘object

of

gossip

....90

and

slander’:

It is cited by LSJ only

from

Herodotus:


...

91

It would appear, therefore, to be a comparatively rarely used word, so much so, that
 may be said to express both the activity of reproach and the reproach itself, if,
indeed, there can exist any distinction between them.
6.2.10 
This noun does not generally mean ‘something tempting’ in the modern sense of
‘something desirable but not the better choice’, ‘a temptation’ in other words, or its occasion.
Only Luke uses the word  in his narrative of the ‘Temptation of Christ’, where it
could mean ‘testing’ rather than ‘tempting’ in the context in which it occurs, immediately
after

a

quotation

from

Deuteronomy

6:16,

…lthough Matthew uses  of Satan,
and Mark  of what was happening to Christ,93 LSJ defines the word as trial,
but not as one in

a court of law,

citing Harpocration (first century CE:

88

Jeremias ( Jeremiah)12:13. LXX ‘from disgrace in the presence of the Lord’;  ‘from the
heat of the Lord’s anger’; 25:9. LXX ‘to eternal disgrace’,  ‘to everlasting desolations’.

89

2 Esdras 13:36 (= Nehemiah NRSV 4:4).

90

Ezechiel ( Ezekiel)36:3. ‘...and you became a byword and as an object of slander for the
gentiles.’

91

Herodotus Histories 2.133. ‘...he received the message with much sorrow, and sent in response
to the oracle a reproach to its god that his father and uncle, who had closed the temples and had
been unmindful of the gods...’

92

Luke 4:12 .‘Do not put the Lord your God to the test.’

93

Matthew 4:1-11. , ‘...the one who puts to the test...’ (verse 3); Mark 1:12-13,
... being put to the test by Satan..’. (verse 13); Luke 4:1-13.
...’ ‘When [the devil] had finished every test...’ (verse 13).
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, and Dioscorides .
It occurs in the LXX fifteen times. On seven occasions it translates the Hebrew h;S’m¾,
‘test’, ‘trial’, ‘proving’,96 once the Hebrew ÷y:nÒ[i, ‘task’, ‘occupation’,97 six times in
Sirach,98 and once in 1 Maccabees.99 In the NT  occurs on 21 occasions.100 While
the association of  with , ‘snare’, ‘trap’ in 1 Timothy 6:9 might
demonstrate that its author was using the former word in the sense of ‘temptation’ as we
commonly use it, the use of that word by the NRSV’s translators of James 1:12 appears to be
mere reverence for the KJV, where it also occurs, and where it would be, despite the
aforementioned association, in my view better rendered as ‘time of trial’. Neither LSJ, nor
PGL has an entry for . Eadie and Schumacher might well argue that this was
because the meaning of  subtends that of , but this does not appear to
be so; in James 1:12a successful result is measured and expressed by 1:12b:
a



b



.101  is an activity, but its result is always something else, a form of
either success or failure of the person undergoing the trial to which he or she is being
subjected.
6.2.11 and 

94

Harpocration Cyranides 40. ‘...testing times by land and sea...’

95

Dioscorides, 1. Preface 5. ‘…the trials which occur .durinf the events of one’s life.’

96

Exodus 17:7. ‘test’, Deuteronomy 4:34. ‘trials’, 6:16 ‘Massah’, 7:19 ‘trials’, 9:22 ‘trials’, 29:2
(=NRSV 29:3). ‘trials’; Psalm 94 (= 95):8. Massah; Massah is a reference to Exodus 17:7.

97

Ecclesiates (Qoheleth) 3:10. ‘business’.

98

Sirach 2:1. ‘testing’, 6:7 ‘testing’, 27:5 ‘test’, 27:7 ‘test’, 33:1 ‘trials’, 44:20 ‘test’.

99

1 Maccabees 25:2. ‘test’.

100

Matthew 6:13.. ‘time of trial’, 26:41. ‘time of trial’, Mark 14:38. ‘time of trial’, Luke 4:13.
‘test’, 8:13 ‘testing’, 11:4. ‘time of trial’, 22:28. ‘trial’, 22:40. ‘time of trial’, 22:46. ‘time of
trial’, Acts 20:19. ‘trial’, 1 Corinthians 10:13. ‘testing’ (x2), Galatians 4:14. ‘test’, 1 Timothy
6:9. ‘testing’, Hebrews 3:8. ‘testing’, James 1:2. ‘trial’, James 1:12. ‘temptation’, 1 Peter 1:6.
‘trial’, 1 Peter 4:12., ‘test’, 2 Peter 2:9. ‘trial’, Revelation 3:10. ‘trial’.

101

James 1:12. ‘Blessed is anyone who endures temptation. Such a one has stood the test and will
receive the crown of life that the Lord has promised to those who love him.’
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The latter word has several meanings according to LSJ: ‘providing’, ‘procuring’;
‘money-getting’; ‘means of gain’; and ‘the means of earning a living’, but also ‘earning a
living’ itself.
It occurs twice in the Wisdom of Solomon in the LXX, speaking of the gentile praying
to the wooden image which he has fashioned: 
 

 .103 
It also occurs twice also in the NT, in succeeding verses:
 …


Plutarch has several examples of the use of  in his Parallel Lives: 
 ……105
 ……106
 ……107 and others.

Further examples are to be found in his Moralia, of which three are:
 ...…108
 ……109
 ……110

Philo is another near contemporary of Paul’s in whose works the word is
found, twelve times in fact. Some examples are:
102

Wisdom 13:19. ‘...for money-making and work and successs with his hands he asks strength of
a thing whose hands have no strength.’

103

Wisdom 14:2. ‘For it was desire for gain that planned that vessel, and wisdom was the artisan
that built it.’

104

1 Timothy 6:5b-6. ‘...imagining that godliness is a means of gain. Of course, there is great gain
in godliness combined with contentment.’

105

Plutarch Parallel Lives 61E. ‘...making no plans at all for a lfe of ease and money-making
schemes...’

106

Plutarch Parallel Lives 349B. ‘...fastening himself all the more keenly to the acquisition of
wealth...’

107

Plutarch Parallel Lives 708A. ‘...for raising the ransom...’

108

Plutarch Moralia 92B. ‘...over glory, power, or lawful enterprises...’

109

Plutarch Moralia 136C. ‘…then after his pleasures burying himself once again in schemes and
various profitable enterprises.’

110

Plutarch Moralia 349B. ‘...engaging himself all the more earnestly in business...’
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……111
…112
…113
…
114
 …
115

 


Josephus has a single example of the use of the same word:
 ……

The examples, however, show that  has a wider range than mere moneygrubbing, though self-advantage, whether in a good or a bad sense, seems always to be at its
base.
 is not recorded by PGL, but in LSJ it is defined as a technical expression from
geometry, either a ‘deduction from a previous demonstration’, ‘corollary, ‘as if it were a
windfall or bonus’ or ‘a kind of proposition intermediate between a theorem and a problem’.
It has a specialised meaning which has nothing to do with those of . Although LSJ
includes in its definition a reference to a ‘windfall’ or ‘bonus’ it does not cite any examples
of its use in either of these meanings.
6.2.12

and

111

Philo On the Creation 128. ‘...for the sake of seeking livelihood and fortune ...’

112

Philo On the Creation 167. ‘...unremitting toil for the acquisition of the necessities of life.’

113

Philo On Abraham 91. ‘…of others dispersing into other localities in search of food and the
obtaining of necessities…’

114

Philo Life of Moses 211. ‘...abstaining from their daily tasks and trades in which they engaged
for obtaining money, and from the occupations they pursued for their livelihoods...’

115

Philo On Rewards and Punishments 11. ‘...by reason of hope the venture capitalist arms himself
with ideas of various kinds for the making of money...’

116

Philo On Flight and Rewards 33 ‘They abandon the professions which they practised and the
salaries they gained in the heart of their communities’ very lifestyles, and tell us that they have
grown to despise acclaim and pleasure.’

117

Josephus The Jewish War 2.603. ‘…to have practised all these stratagems for gaining their
sympathy with a view to obtaining their pardon…’
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is, according to LSJ, ‘that which drops’, ‘a drop’, for which it quotes
Aeschylus:

;118

Sophocles:

;119 and

Philostratus:

120 For the verb, (, for which
both  and  are the cognate nouns, the same authority gives as its
primary meanings: ‘let drop’, ‘let fall’, and defines the verb in both its forms as ‘drop’, drip’,
each with one citation, from Euripides:



and Aratus:




It will be noted that none of the citations may be translated as a ‘drop’ or
‘drops’ and it must be doubted whether the word may ever be used in that sense. It is obvious
that Philostratus means by his  more than a drop—the cup is large enough to
satisfy a thirsty man and it is filled to the brim.
The noun means, as the former noun does not, a ‘drop’, from the mouths
and bodies of men, horses and hunted animals, and not what will fill a generous drinking cup.
LSJ

cites,

among

other

authorities,

Aeschylus:

;123

and

118

Aeschylus Eumenides 802. ‘A stream of blood-red dropping down…’

119

Sophocles Antigone 1239. ‘That which drops down blood-red…’, i.e. blood.

120

Philostratus Life of Apollonius 3.25. ‘And he held out before him a cup of a size sufficient to
slake the thirst of just one thirsty man, in which there bubbled an infusion of unmixed drink that
did not overflow the brim.’

121

Euripides Phoenissae 1387-1388. ‘Greater perspiration from fear for their friends ran down in
streams from those that looked on than from those that strove.’

122

Aratus Phenomena 969-972. ‘Farmyard hens, daughters and wives of their Chaunticleer,/preen
and cluck loudly in voices /that fill the air like the splashing of water upon water.’

123

Aeschylus Eumenides 247. ‘As dog does fawn, we track them down through blood and its
drops.’

139

;124
Eueipides

;125

as

well

as

from
Hippocrates:

;126 Aristotle …;


and

.127;

Sophocles:

/ ;128
and



Aristophanes:

129 The words  and  are
not a pair of words in which the former denotes the result of an action of which the name is
the latter, but both denote poured or falling liquid,  denotes a stream, 
a drop.
Neither  nor  is cited by PGL.

The only use of

cited by LSJ belongingat least approximately to the NT period, apart from a
first century CE papyrus reading of uncertain meaning, is the quotation from Philostratus
which has been already cited at the top of the previous page. In the NT neither 
nor



is

to

be

found,

and

the

latter

only

once

in

the

LXX:

…….130

The

‘great drops of blood falling down on the ground’ in Luke 22:44 are 
6.2.13 and
 is defined by LSJ as ‘fence’, ‘breastwork’ or ‘screen’; ‘protection’ as its
primary meanings. The examples, however which it gives in support of them suggest that the
word’s primary meanings are indeed more akin to those which it supplies as its secondary,
124

Aeschylus Seven against Thebes 61. ‘The brilliant white slavering from the lungs of horses
stains the plains…’

125

Euripides Hecuba 241. ‘Splashes of slaughter runs down your cheek…’

126

Hippocrates Aphorisms 7.85. ‘ ...as drops and streams [of profuse perspiration]… ’

127

Aristotle Physics 253b15. ‘…about dripping wearing away [stone]…’; Marvels 834b32.
‘Columns were established there by means of drops of water [of stalactites].’

128

Sophocles fr. 370. ‘The sacred altar gleams putting forth in steam from the fire drops of myrrh,
exotic odours…’

129

Aristophanes Acharnians 1003. ‘But surely you could put just one drop of peace into this tiny
reed here.’

130

4 Maccabees 9:20. ‘…and the heap of coals was being quenched by the drippings of gore…’

140

that of ‘defence’, ‘means of defence’. These primary means of defence are such things as
Aristotle’s stag’s horns, described as ,131 the human eyelids, described
as ,132 and the ink of the cuttlefish,

described as

. Plato’s  and  occur in quite a long
passage in which one word ending in the syllable – occurs after another. One of the
participants in the dialogue, Xenos (that is, the Stranger) is speaking:











Plato’s words would seem to refer only in general to offensive and defensive methods
of protection of the state, made on behalf of a statesman in a section where he is being
compared to a householder and ordinary citizen. No doubt the citizens of a Greek 
slept more easily behind stout walls and towers manned by a sharp-eyed watchmen, but this
is not what the Stranger is speaking about; it is the natural as well as the prepared defences of
the city that he has in mind, and so he uses  and not  in speaking of them,
 having in this case primacy of choice, aided by the presence of the eight other words
ending in – in the passage. Each of the forms of protection for the house and its
household are named in descending order in pairs—in an unimproved, that is, unworked form
first, except in the last instance.

131

Quoted by LSJ from the Palatine Anthology 6.110. ‘…the forehead’s means of defence…’

132

Aristotle On the Soul 421b29. ‘…a protection and as it were a covering… ’

133

Aristotle Parts of Animals 679a6. ‘…a kind of protection for its body… ’

134

Plato Statesman 279D. ‘Of matters that require attention there are the materials of war and
those that provide protection. And among those that provide protection there are fabrics, which
provide protection from the cold of winters and from the burning heat. And among things
which provide protection from the heat there would be both awnings and hangings. And among
the hangings there would be others, some fabrics for laying on the floor and the rest for articles
of clothing. And for the articles of clothing there would be those made of a single piece of
fabric and the rest made of several pieces. And of those articles made of several pieces, there
would be some with eyelets, and those without eyelets, held together by bands.’

141

Strabo’s description of the Egyptians’ method of catching fish in the Nile:


is,

because of his use of  … , suggestive of a throw-net and a fishing
boat rather than, for example, some fixed weir across the river. The fishermen’s nets are their
 because for Strabo they are not permanent structures like a weir, which might be
termed a .
 occurs in neither the LXX nor the NT, and it is not found in Plutarch, Philo, or
Josephus.136
, on the other hand is rather concerned in its literal sense with protection or
defence by means of a regular barrier, as in the parable of the landowner who planted a
vineyard and put a protective fence around it: ; but it
can also be used metaphorically, as by the author of the Epistle to the Ephesians,
;138

by Aristotle of the body’s diaphragm:


, and by Sophocles’






 
...140

Herodotus also uses of the solid fence on either side of the bridge of boats
which

Xerxes

constructed

over

the

Hellespont:

135

Strabo Geography 17.2.5. ‘Their method of catching fish is accomplished by their taking of
shoals of them in their nets as they come across them.’

136

Possibly by the first century of our era the standards of the ancients had been abandoned, and
any kind of defensive barrier, no matter how feeble and carelessly constructed was honoured
with the name of , further confirming Roman soldiers, who on the march, nightly at
their stopping places, constructed their camps, laid out according to plan and surrounded by a
rectangular ditch and rampart, the latter surmounted by a palisade, in their estimation of the low
standards of their Greek opponents.

137

Matthew 21:33 ‘...put a [wall] around it... ’; NRSV has ‘fence’.

138

Ephesians 2:14 ‘...and demolishing the party-wall of the fortification’[which separated Jew and
Gentile].

139

Aristotle Parts of Animals 672b20 ‘...as a kind of partition and wall separating the more
honourable from the less honourable organs...’

140

Sophocles Oedipus the King 1387. ‘Not at all. But if there had been a sure means of defence
against the reports that have passed through our ears, we should not have...’

142



Here the defence is against
no external enemy but the animals’ terror at the sight of the waters of the strait, and the
translation of ‘railing’ which LSJ gives for Herodotus’s use of in this context is
surely incorrect.

When, later in the same work, Herodotus writes of the discussion among

the Athenians of the meaning of the Delphic oracle that a wooden wall would defend their
city

from

the

Persians

he

uses

:

142
Although  is being used in the first instance literally and in the second
metaphorically, in both theline of defence is one that has been regularly constructed.
Conversely, when he speaks of the doors and logs behind which the defenders of the
Acropolis, from their misunderstanding of the same oracle, resisted the invaders he uses
; the barricade was real, and effective,143 but it was a makeshift substitute for a
professionally designed and constructed defensive wall which would have merited the name
of .144
The word is not used by Josephus, not even in his Jewish War, although it appears
seven times in Philo, with uses both literal and metaphorical. He uses it literally in his Life of
Moses:


141

Herodotus 7.36. ‘When they had done this they put down brushwood, laying the material down
in orderly fashion. They also piled upon it earth, and after beating it down, they raised also on
either side a closed fence to prevent the pack animals and the horses taking fear from catching
sight of the sea below.’

142

Herodotus Histories 7:142. ‘In times past the Athenian acropolis had been fenced with a thorn
hedge; there were some, therefore, interpreted this to be the construction which was named as
the wooden wall. But others said that it was the ships which the god had meant...’

143

The Persians eventually took the Acropolis by climbing up a cleft in the precipitous sides of the
hill on which it is constructed, where the defenders of the Acropolis had thought there was no
need of a guard (Herodotus Histories 8.53).

144

Herodotus Histories 8.52.

143

and

again

in

 …146

Compare also from On Agriculture

…
 In On Agriculture 19
Philo introduces a similar trope, and in On Agriculture 14, where a philosophical discussion
is compared to a field of which the surrounding wall ( ) is 
as the first component; the second, its trees and plants, is , and the third, its fruits
and crops,. In On the Confusion of Tongues Philo writes of the lips as a fortress
wall:

and

similarly

inOn

Dreams:


—
—
148
PGL cites from MPG six examples of the use of :

from Origen:

;149fr
145

Philo Life of Moses 1.271. ‘The walls and fences of the two estates were very close together.
Whenever then something being carried was caught between them the bearer lost skin from his
knees, calves, and feet as he pressed and squeezed his way through.’

146

Philo That the Worse is the Enemy of the Better 105. ‘The diligent and worthy husbandman cuts
off the from the wild growth harmful shoots which have developed either crookedly or worse,
but such as are incapable of bearing fruit he allows them to remain, so as to be, in place of a
defensive wall, the most secure stronghold for the living growth.’

147

Phil On Agriculture 11. ‘… he will manage them [i.e.,trees incapable of bearing fruit, whether
wholesome or harmful] for some useful purpose or as balks or stakes set in a circle around an
encampment or as defence works for a city instead of a stone wall.’

148

Philo Confusion of Tongues 33. ‘The lips set a limit to the mouth, a protecting wall, as it were,
to the tongue, over which the flow of speech is borne whenever it begins its outward flow’ and
On Dreams 2.262. ‘Nature appears, therefore, to have equipped living creatures and human
beings, particularly, with lips for two most necessary matters: the first being silence, a
safeguard and protective wall for speech; the second being interpretation, for it is between them
that the flow of speech is carried.’

149

Origen Supplement to Exegetical Works 24 (MPG 17.232B). ‘Peace of soul arising from the
practice of virtues is one’s defensive wall.’

144

om

Eusebius:



;

from

Nilus

of

Ancyra:


;

and

from

John

of

Damascus:


;152
There are two further examples in PGL of the use of , one from Origen’s
Commentary of Ephesians and one from John Chrysostom’s homily on the same epistle, both
of which quote and exegete Ephesians 2:14, a verse which contains one of four occurrences
of  in the NT.
The other occurrences are Matthew 21:33153 and Mark 12:1, in which the references are
to the wall which the landlord had built around his vineyard in each evangelist’s version of
the parable of the wicked tenants, and Luke 14:23, where it refers to what the NRSV
translates as ‘lanes’, but in older versions, including the KJV, were ‘hedges’, anywhere the
loungers who are to be compelled to come into the Lord’s dinner are to be found. In
Matthew and Mark the word has its literal meaning of a structure intended to defend a field,
an orchard, or a town; in the Epistle to the Ephesians it is used metaphorically of the Torah
and all the other well built barriers which keep pious Jews and Gentiles of any sort apart.
The noun  occurs twenty times in the LXX, always with the literal or figurative
sense of a prepared mean of protection—‘hedge’ or ‘wall’.154

150

Eusebius Ecclesiastical History 1.78-79 (MPG 20.128C). ‘ …and the manner in which he
humbled himself and underwent death, and made his divine nature of little account; how great
his sufferings were at the hands of the Jews and the manner of his crucifixion and his descent
into the underworld and how he made a breach in the wall unbroken from all eternity.’

151

Nilus of Ancyra Peristeria 12.9 (MPG 79.961C). ‘Virtue itself is like a defensive wall, a means
of defence for the other virtues, guarding the impregnable treasury of the soul.’

152

John of Damascus Homily on the Transfiguration of the Lord (MPG 96.584B). ‘You, however,
demolished its wall, which is the aid it received from the Law, and so, evil spirits patrolling the
road of life gather the harvest now deprived of its protection.’

153

See page 134137 above.

154

Genesis 38:29 (the womb as a means of defence for the unborn); Numbers 22:24 (twice); 3
Kingdoms (1 Kings) 10:22a, 11:27; 2 Esdras (Ezra) 9:9; Psalms 61:4, 79:3, 88:41,

145

Plutarch uses  twice in his Parallel Lives in reference to the same incident in
the life of Cimon, who pulled down the walls surrounding his farm to allow whoever was of a
mind to do so to take his fruit and crops:  and
.155
According to the grammarians, lexicographers, and commentators whose views have
been recorded in the earlier chapters of this thesis, the activity denoted by , would
be expected to result in a fence . Our examples show that the distinction is instead
between a well-built, tradesmanlike construction, and a temporary one, one however that is
not necessarily unsuitable for its purpose;

the barricade on the Acropolis kept out the

Persian besiegers successfully; it was its lack at a particular point that led to the hill’s
eventual capture and the slaughter of its defenders.
The distribution of citations of  in LSJ—five belonging to the fifth to third
centuries BCE, one to the first century of the two eras (Strabo), and one more to the second
century CE (Galen) suggests that was becoming unused and its meanings however
transferred to φραγμός . LSJ gives fourteen citations of the use of this word from the fifth
century BCE to the fifth century CE,156 the last being one from Caelius Aurelianus, a medical
writer in the fifth century, after a hiatus of more than 200 years. That the word continued to
be used is proved by its appearance in the pages of MPG; it appears also to have extended its
meaning in Hellenistic and Byzantine Greek to absorb that of (as I suggested
above)as at an earlier date  succumbed to .158
6.2.14 and 

143:14; Odes 10:2, 5: Proverbs 24:31; Ecclesiastes (Qohelet) 10:8; Job 38:31;
Ecclesiasticus (Sirach) 36:25 Micheas ( Micah) 4:14; Nahum 3:17; Isaias
(Isaiah5:2,5, 58:12.
155

Plutarch Pericles 156F. ‘...and taking way the walls from around his estate...’ and Cimon 484C
‘...and he took away the walls around his lands...’

156

On the other hand, one of LSJ’s citations is from Aesop, who is supposed to have been a slave
of Samos who lived in the sixth century BCE. The first collection of his fables was not
published until the second century CE by Babrius, and the citation has been dated from then.

157

See page 134136 above.

158

See pages 120-121 above.

146

LSJ cites only one example of , translating it as ‘phase of the moon’, from
Eustratius, a writer of the eleventh or twelfth century of our era, while  is cited
from

Hellenistic

authors;

from

the

LXX

in

which

it

is

found

in

Job:

159a
nd five times in the Psalms,160 where it is used to translate the Hebrew r/a, ‘light’ or r/am;,
‘luminary’. It is also found twice in the NT, in the Second Epistle to the Corinthians, where
the NRSV translates it as ‘light’161 and twice in Plutarch’s dialogue Concerning the Face on
the

Moon:




and


.162 Other authors cited by LSJ are Sextus Empiricus (second or third century CE) and
Damascius (fifth century CE).
The noun  is by no means as uncommon as its single late citation in LSJ
suggests.

PGL, besides a phrase from an Easter Homily of John Chrysostom:

cites the noun several times in relation to
Christian baptism and its effects (once, again from John Chrysostom);

as a synonym for

 itself (twelve times); for the nature and effects of the sacrament (five times); for
its necessity for salvation (twice); for the Epiphany as a feast of lights, commemorative of a
time of the solemn administration of baptism; and for the baptismal font itself (twice). In
none of PGL’s citations does the illumination appear to be anything but metaphorical, a sense
no doubt assisted by assonance of the  and . Among the patristic authors,
159

Job 3:9. ‘May the stars of that night be darkened, so to remain, and not return into their
lighting.’

160

Psalms 26 (27):1; 43 (44):4; 77 (78):14; 89 (90):8; 138 (139):11.

161

2 Corinthians 4:4. ‘the light of the
gospel of the glory of Christ’; 4:6.  ‘to the
light of the knowledge of the glory of God.’

162

Plutarch Moralia 929E.‘That leaves only the suggestion put forward by Empedocles that it is
by a certain reflection of the sun towards the moon that there is light emanating from it’ and
Moralia 931B. ‘…it is not by their mixing together but their combination, and not by the
concentration of light within her but radiance from outside that there is illumination.’

163

John Chrysostom, Sixth Paschal Homily, 5. ‘Easter is the illumination of the new torchbearing.’ (No work was found, under this title at least, in MPG).

147

, then might be said to have little difference in meaning from , but the
frequent association of the former word with  strongly suggests that the two have
such widely different domains as to demonstrate the failure of Eadie’s and Schumacher’s
efforts to see them as identical in meaning. Nevertheless, in PGL’s almost column-length
article on , there are some associations with baptism; a citation from Gregory of
Nazianzus

which

also

contains

:

[i.e

baptism]

...

Although PGL makes the
statement that  is often synonymous with baptism the citations in support of it,
from Athanasius: , and
from

the

Apostolic

Constitutions:


166do not convince.
Of the five pairs provided by Eadie, and transmitted by Schumacher  and
 is by far the weakest.

As has been noted in the previous paragraph,

has a less specific and much broader frame of reference than ; it can be
used both of literal illumination and of metaphorical illumination, namely, illumination of
mind and of soul; PGL also has three citations where the word has the meaning of ‘phase of
the

moon’:

,167

o[sc.

Anaxagoras] ,168 and …
.169 The last meaning is the
only definition of given by LSJ; PGL’s own, and far more numerous citations of
164

Gregory Nazianzus Oration 30.3 (MPG 36.361C). ‘The light which is baptism ... being more
holy than any other of the lights we possess…’

165

Athanasius of Alexandria Exposition of Psalm 41(42.)7 (MPG 27.201C). ‘…light of holy
baptism opening a way for them…’

166

Apostolic Constitutions 2.32.3 (MPG 1.680B). ‘The Lord, in spreading over you his light, and
bearing testimony to it by the laying on or the hands of the bishop, called each of you to him by
his holy voice.’

167

Clement of Alexandria/ Miscellanies 6.4 (MPG 9.253B). ‘Concering the conjunctions and
phases of the sun and the moon…’

168

Hippolytus of Rome Refutation of All Heresies 1.8 (MPG 16.3033C). ‘This person,
Anaxagoras, was the first to determine eclipses and phases.’

169

Eusebius of Caesarea Preparation for the Gospel 10.14 (MPG 21.837D). ‘Thales ... discoursed
on solstices, eclipses, and phases of the moon.’

148

the word, come from the writings of the Greek Fathers who associate it, with one exception,
with baptism itself, even as a synonym for the sacrament. The various associations of
 with baptism do not go beyond the metaphorical enlightening of Gregory of
Nazianzus’s .170 To treat the two words as synonyms
requires a stronger linkage than that provided by two subsidiary meanings, of which one
example is separated by possibly five centuries or more from the other.
6.2.15 
 does not have a corresponding form in –. The word is not found in the
LXX or the NT; the verb , ‘to utter oracles’ is found only once in Jeremias
.171It is translated by LSJ
as oracular response, oracle. Its citations are drawn both from poets, such as Pindar’s












…

,172



as well as from the tragedians Aeschylus:

,173

and Euripides:







174
,175

and
,176

170

Gregory of Nazianzus, Oration 40.6 (MPG30.365B). ‘The illumination of baptism…’

171

Jeremias 45:4 (= Jeremiah 38:4). ‘this fellow is not foretelling peace to the people here but
misfortune.’

176

Pindar Pythian Odes 4.59-61. ‘Thee by this phrase the prophetic utterance in the ungoverned clear voice
of the sweet Delphic priestess directed aright.’

173

Aeschylus Prometheus 661-662. ‘There they were, bringing back their shifty oracles,
unintelligible and darkly said.’

174

Euripides Ion 423-424, ‘Oracles that from Apollo’s fane bring me promise of fair children
prayed for.’

175

Euripides Phoenissae 409-411. ‘For Adrastus I proclaimed an oracle of ambiguous Apollo.’

149

the last two and the next each with a disparaging references to Apollo, the god worshipped at
Delphi.

The

three

prose

examples,

from

Thucydides:

;
Plato: ;178 and Isocrates 4.171 bear out
LSJ’s

definition,

especially

the

last:



6.3

Conclusion
It may of course be objected that what is needed is not notice of the use of 

and , and of and  and other pairs by classical authors but their
use in Hellenistic texts. Since ,  and  belong entirely to the
LXX and to the NT and the Fathers, they necessarily already represent Hellenistic usage.
Words heard on the streets and in the markets of the Athens of the days of Pericles or
Socrates might have changed in pronunciation in the almost five hundred years that separate
them from Paul, but their meanings remained the same. Moreover, those who, in the modern
era have promoted their arguments for the synonymity did so not with the use of quotations
only from the writings of those who lived in the first century of our era; the 25 words which
in the past few pages have been examined were without exception supplied by them, and
none was discarded on the grounds that they were well known to and well used by classical
authors, who had shaped their meaning for later generations. In a number of cases those who
in modern times and in pursuit of maintaining the synonymity of  and 
supplied the words gave us nothing on their own authority, but on the warranties of others;
they stated that their predecessors had demonstrated that the synonymity existed, but they did
not tell us on what grounds. The result of re-examining the use of the words and providing
examples of that use in this chapter has resulted in at least plausible arguments that the
genuineness of the supposed synonymities is suspect; there are differences in usage which
176

Euripides Phoenissae 1703. ‘Now, my lad, comes to fulfilment the ambiguous one’s oracle.’

177

Thucydides History 2.21.3. ‘Peddlers of oracles were declaiming wares of every sort, as every
man was of a mind to hear them,’

178

Plato Republic 415C. ‘…that there is an oracle that the city shall come to utter destruction.’

179

Isocrates Panegyric 4.171. ‘Even if they had given up before achieving their purpose, they
would all the same have left behind their sayings as oracles for future ages.’

150

amount to differences in meaning. These differences may be subtle, but the choice between
words of similar sound and meaning made by native speakers of a language rest on subtleties
and what best fits into the context. If  and  in the first century of our era
were synonyms, Paul would probably not have chosen , because his speech had
been formed on the study and memorisation of such large portions of the Jewish scriptures
that their words became his own.  and not  was one of those words.
That he dictated (or quoted)  was because it fitted into the world that had changed
utterly when, close to Damascus those several decades before, he came to a belief more
certain than any knowledge that Jesus is the Christ and Lord in an utterly new way.
The objection that fifth century BCE word usage does not allow us to determine how
we are to understand how Greeks used the same word in the first century CE has merit. I
have already pointed out that the words were chosen by others and not by me, to support
arguments which were theirs and which I do not accept.

I have endeavoured to use

quotations from authors such as Josephus, Philo, and Plutarch, as well as others who belong
to the apostolic and sub-apostolic period, who were near contemporaries or actual
contemporaries of Paul. In any case, authors of the classical period continued to be studied
and imitated during the first centuries of our era. While Paul was not a conscious Atticist,
this does not mean that the authors of the fifth and fourth centuries BCE had no influence on
his speech and writing.
The examination of the words which have traditionally used to suggest the possibility
of  and  being synonyms, and which has been the purpose of this
chapter, has, in my view, demonstrated quite another conclusion.  and 
have been shown to be clearly not synonyms;180  and , it has been
suggested, although differentiated in the LXX, have become so synonymous that the former
absorbed the latter, a process assisted by the its ending –, which gavethe word a mark of
respect that to its users (or avoiders) it did not deserve.181

The nouns

 and have

the appearance of synonymity, but the former refers to the hunting of game, the latter to the
persecution of human beings, and so the appearance is deceptive.182  refers to Christ,
180

See pages 110-112 above.

181

See page 112-113 above.

182

See page 114 above.

151

who died for our sins, to the sacrificial animal of the Yom Kippur, and to the animals of the
propitiatory sacrifices, to the victims;  to the rites of atonement, propitiation, or
appeasement.183  and  are not defined synonymously in LSJ (if one takes
the ‘pollution’ which it attaches to  to mean ‘pollutant’ as it should be), but are not
synonyms in their only appearances in the NT, and the evidence of LXX and the other
authors which are cited show that the authority of the Greek Bible is here to be preferred to
that of the Lexicon;  is the stain which brings .184
The words that have been examined, either in pairs, such as  and , or
singly, such as , demonstrate also that they have nothing to offer as to how we
should translate . The smallness of the number of nouns on which a search for the
meaning of  has during almost the last century and a half been concentrated, the
sameness of the few pairs that have been handed down from commentator to commentator
since Liughtfoot’s day, and even before, together with the larger number of pairs of nouns
which end in – and –that has been discovered by a careful search of the pages of LSJ
and PGL andwhich share the same or almost the same definition: all these have been
unable to answer the question of the meaning of in Philippians 2:6, and the even
larger question of the true meaning of Philippians 2:6 itself. Can all – nouns really be
lined up under a sign that reads ‘activity’? Can all – nouns really be lined up under a sign
that reads ‘result’? What is the situation of the majority of – nouns that have no twin?
Or the rather smaller number of – nouns in the same predicament? The rather larger
number of pairs in which it can be established that each member has its own well-defined
meaning, which is clearly different from that of its twin, makes it not improbable and
statistically more likely that and  are of their number. Were ‘activity’
and ‘result’ the only categories into which these classes of nouns could be divided? Working
with these nouns, I have been led to wonder whether or not the higher value attached to the
concept behind the noun has allowed it to have a – ending. The noun  is a case
in point; is its ending the more highly valued – because it is a message from a god,
while  is after all just a message proclaimed by a herald. 185 Should gods’ utterances
183

See pages 116-117 above.

184

See pages 118-119 above.

185

 did exist, but seems not to have been a common word. It is defined by LSJ as
‘=, ‘proclaiming, as a subject of competition.’
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be mere ? On the other hand, the name of the sacrament is  and not
not because it is theresult of immersion or dipping, or of an early theological
debate as to whether baptism is conferred ex opere operantis or ex opere operato, but simply
because the meaning of  was already fixed, and it was not ‘baptism’. James Barr
writes, quoting a person he identifies only as Oepke, who I presume, is the Evangelical
theologian, Albrecht Oepke (1881-1955): ‘The NT, by forming or reserving for Christian
baptism (including its forerunner) an expression not elsewhere used and not loaded in any
way with previous cultic associations, and by using it always in the singular, never in the
plural, and by never substituting for it the word otherwise in use, indicates that it feels the
Christian action to be something new and unique in spite of all relative analogies.’ 186 Barr,
although critical of other parts of the larger extract from Oepke from which he is quoting, has
nothing to say against these few lines from it.
According to Eadie:
[t]o theorize upon [the formation of ] does not fully satisfy; for
the meanings, abstract and concrete, respectively attached to nouns ending
in  and , pass into one another—the first ... embodying the
intransitive notions of the verb—the act of seizure; and the second
expressing the result of its transitive notion—the thing seized.

He then gives five of the pairs of nouns which we have quoted from Schumacher, and
concludes: ‘, , , and other terms, have the meaning of a word
ending in –.’187 First of all, the absence of the other of the pair of words of which these
three nouns are the first member does not allow us to say that it has the meaning of the
second member and not the first, or the meaning of both members. The three words name the
utterances of the people in assembly, the fates, and a god respectively. They are utterances
which cannot be gainsaid, but endure into the future. There is no need for any ,
, ; there are no passive results of actions; the decree, the fate, the oracle—each
is in theory everlasting, and the Greeks understood this perfectly and wove this fabric into the
understanding of their language. This of course is not how philologists and teachers of
linguistics teach; words have meanings, and the words which denote those meanings are
formed according to definite rules to express those meanings. But if words had no meanings

186

Barr 1961:141.

187

Eadie 1884:102.
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but only contexts, could not the form of the word have been acquired to express its fitness for
being included in the context of a valued concept?
Nouns in – are said to have the names of activities and nouns in – those of the
results of activities.
inseparable?

Are there situations in which activity and result are more or less

Is , ‘offering to the dead’, the ceremony or the offerings? Is

, ‘earthquake’, for which no corresponding  is recorded, both the
activity of Poseidon and his handiwork (as distinct from , ‘shaking’, ‘shake’,
‘agitation’, ‘commotion’, for which there is a corresponding , which means both
‘shaking’ and ‘extortion’–‘shaking up’ and ‘shaking down’, so to speak) ?  means
‘the breaking up of fallow land’, but there is no record of . Was  used to
name both the activity and the result, as we speak of ‘fencing’ both as an activity and a result
(as in ‘I’m busy with fencing (activity) this week,’ and ‘That’s a fine piece of fencing (result)
you’ve got there’). Both  and  (two words not to be found in either the
LXX or the NT) mean ‘lamentation’; what then is the difference? Is the former the result and
the latter the activity? Is more poignant that , which is a mere display
of crocodile tears? In Philippians 2:1 Paul speaks of . In what way is  to
be distinguished from  or ?188 To take another example, there is no
corresponding to , which LSJ defines simply as ‘enriching’; would
not ‘enrichment’, which is both activity and result, be a better definition and validate the
Greeks’ lack of feeling any need for two words?
None of this, of course, provides a meaning for . It may be a synonym for
, as is for . It may have both active and passive senses,
‘grasping’ and ‘being grasped, as  may have. Oecumenius may have thought
that Paul’s  was an enigma, but that is not what he wrote tells us.

The two

definition of  contained in LSJ depend for the first on misunderstandings of what
Plutarch’s  and Vettius Valens’s  really
mean;  in neither phrase means either the ‘robbery’ or ‘rape’189 offered. The
second definition, the concrete meaning, ‘a prize to be grasped’, depends on Lightfoot’s a

188

See pages 81-82 above.

189

Plutarch Moralia 11E-12A; Vettius Valens, Anthologies 2.38.81. See also the following
chapter for a fuller discussion of the words of these two authors.
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‘prize, a treasure to be clutched and retained at all hazards’,190 about which he himself
expresses some misgivings, resolving them by theological considerations concerning Christ’s
divinity.191
The work of earlier scholars has cleared much ground; they have long engaged in the
task of , and none can doubt their energy and persistence. Their number has,
however, meant that they have tended to trample over the work of others, and it is my task in
the next chapter to fork over the land they have cleared and plant in it seeds that I hope will
produce an even richer crop, a better understanding of the Paul who was so fond of his
Philippian converts, of his teaching, and for us a better harvest of ideas which will be of
assistance in bringing about a better understanding of what Paul wished to say to us.
What began with Schumacher and those he drew on for evidence for the confusion of
meaning between particular pairs of nouns formed on the same verbal stem, one ending in –
, the other ending in –, eventually becomes an exercise in nouns ending in – with
meanings considered to cover the range also of words ending in –. As was demonstrated
with , the difference between an activity and its result which the two endings are
alleged to show is not as clearcut as some grammarians and biblical commentators would
have us believe.

190

Lightfoot 1881:111.

191

Lightfoot 1881:133-137.
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Chapter 7

The Meaning of 
7.1

Introduction
‘If  “plundering” is taken to mean “robbery,” “usurpation,” then the

expression asserts that the equality with God was the natural possession, the inherent right of
our Lord. This interpretation suits the words themselves well enough, when isolated from
their context, and so far is free from objection.’1 With these words Lightfoot,2 almost a
century

and

a

half

ago,

began

his

essay

‘Different

interpretations

of

’. He commenced by examining the context in which the words
were situated, those before them, ‘enforcing the duty of humility’, and those after it ‘a
reference, not to the right which he claimed, but to the dignity which he renounced. The
dislocation of thought caused by this interpretation is apparent’. Lightfoot continues by
pointing

out

that

in

‘the

‘[],

expression
the

particles

and obviouslycorrespond,not the one, but the other’.3
The continued neglect of the rhetoric of Philippians 2:6-7, of the context in which it is
placed, which consists not only Philippians 2:5-11, but also Philippians 1:27 to 2:15, and
even the epistle as a whole, the current preference for the philological solution ‘something to
take advantage of’ , ‘something to use for his own advantage’, which cannot be said to be a
translation of Paul’s , since theyarephrases which seize the phrase by the wrong
end, as if it was comparable to ‘seize an opportunity’, ‘’ They lay their
author, R W Hoover,4 open to Barr’s comment: ‘The neglect of the semantics of actual usage,

1

Lightfoot 1888:133-134. The first edition of his commentary appeared in 1868.

2

See also pages 60-65 above.

3

Lightfoot 1888:134. The italics in this paragraph are Lightfoot’s.

4

Hoover 1971:118. Hoover’s next paragraph reads: ‘One of the gains for the study of NT which this
translation contributes is that it makes apparent that Ro[mans] 15:3 is a parallel to Philippians 2:6,7) (in
addition
to
the
widely
cited
remark
in
2
Cor[inthians]
8:9).
The
[
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and its replacement by theoretical argument, by logistic grammar, or by etymologizing, is a
sure sign of linguistic irresponsibility in this type of discussion.’5 It has been the purpose of
this thesis to avoid, until a suitable moment, discussion of translations in favour of what the
author of the Epistle to the Philippians actually meant, and did say, when he dictated to his
amanuensis the words to be transmitted to the church. Paul was writing both theologically
and christologically, but he was not engaged in providing a solution which would be required
for a problem which had not yet arisen. That problem and its solution still lay far in the
future, at a time when Paul had been dead for almost 300 years. Hanson, in his history of the
rise and solution of that problem, describes the views of Arius, who died in 336, as being
such as would ‘in a peculiar manner bring into unavoidable prominence a doctrinal crisis
which had gradually been gathering, without giving one school of thought among those
existing at that time complete satisfaction.’ He ‘was the spark that started the explosion, but
in himself he was of no great significance.’6
In other words, Paul’s Jewish monotheism, which allowed worship of Christ the Lord
as the Father’s manifestation of Himself to his Creation, had been developed theologically
over the succeeding centuries following the Apostolic Age into various schools of thought
without the churches (or the Church as a whole) having selected from among them the
doctrinal position which in its view best represented the teaching of the Old and New
Testaments concerning God as both One and Three, and condemned as in error those who
continued to maintain other positions.
The neglect by subsequent exegetes and commentators of the necessary rhetorical
contrast which Lightfoot emphasised has hindered the search for a proper inderstanding of
. Ithas, therefore, also unnecessarily impeded
the search for a translation of Philippians 2:6 and in it in particular. The work of
scholars like Schumacher, Foerster, and of many others to whom this thesis has had neither
the time nor the space to give more than cursory attention, and of some of the more notable
among the exegetes of the previous century and a half, demonstrates that no agreement has
]of the Romans textis strikingly similar to the …, of the Philippians
passage—in its meaning, it may be said, as well as in its antithetical form.’Nevertheless, Hoover’s
acknowledgement of the parallels cannot be used to justify his translation of Philippians 2:6b.
5

Barr 1961:100. See also pages 46-52 above, especially from page 48.

6

Hanson 1988:xvii.
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been reached among them, except to ignore Lightfoot’s call. A modern scholar, around
whose translation of  as ‘something to take advantage of’’, or ‘something to use
for his own advantage’, a consensus has been forming during the last forty years since its first
publication in 1971, and who has had N T Wright among his more enthusiastic supporters,
has been Roy W Hoover, as has already been noted. His ‘philological solution’ was, in my
view, seriously flawed by his failure to notice that, in all the examples of the use of
by Greek authors which he provides in support of its synonymity with
,there are connotations of criminal, immoral, or other kinds of unacceptable
behaviour which can be shown to be lacking in the use by Plutarch, Paul’s younger
contemporary, of both in Moralia 12A andin Moralia 644A. Part of
the inability to find a correct translation for  has been, therefore, caused by persons
attempting solve what is at base a Plutarchian linguistic problem, caused

by

misunderstanding of the author’s use of  in Moralia 12A, and making it into into a
Pauline christological problem. Exegetes and commentators have been attempting to do
theology with Philippians 2:6 and seeking to find in the words following it a proof text for the
divinity of Christ which to my mind the author of the ‘Christ Hymn’ does not there provide.
Such a proof text can in any case only be discovered through ignoring the original context of
and the literary associations of the phrase, to which I have already made a
guarded reference.7 As Hanson has pointed out, only in the fourth century CE were ‘[t]he
theologians of the Christian Church … slowly driven to a realization that the deepest
questions which face Christianity cannot be answered in purely biblical language, because the
questions are about the meaning of biblical language itself.’8

I am suggesting that the

Homeric use of  does not allow the Biblical text to touch on the divine nature of
Christ, but upon how that divine nature, with which Christ’s intimate association raised no
controversy among the first believers, brought him to act among as a man among mankind.
7.2

The meanings of 
The noun , which occurs 17 times in the LXX and once in the Psalms of

Solomon of the Pseudepigrapha, does not occur at all in the NT. Its meanings are not in
doubt, and their citations are included in this work only for reference.  translates
7

See page 951.

8

Hanson 1988:xxi.
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Hebrew nouns of the Masoretic text () which are formed on the roots lzg, ‘tear’, ‘tear off’,
‘take away by force’; ¹rf, ‘tear in pieces’, and hs•, ‘plunder’.
7.2.1

In the Septuagint

 Leviticus
5:23
(6:4).
…
‘And whenever one falls into error and offends, and makes restitution for the booty which he
seized…’
 Job 29:17.  ‘From between their
teeth I snatched their prey.’
 Psalm 61 ( 62):11.  /… ‘Do
not hope for what is unjust, / and do not long for booty…’
 Sirach 16:13. … ‘The sinner will not escape with
plunder…’
 Psalms of Solomon 2:24. …‘ …to pour
out their wrath upon us by their plundering.’
 Malachias
(
Malachi)
1:13.
… ‘For you carry in what has
been gained by plunder, what is defective, and what brings trouble upon you…’
 Isaias (Isaiah) 42:22. ……
‘They became a prize of war, and there was none to take back their plundering…’
 Isaias
61:8.
‘For I am a
Lord who loves justice and hates the criminal gains of wrongdoing.’
 Ezechiel
(zekiel)
18:7.
…
… ‘…and not carry off his possessions, give his bread to the one who is hungry, and clothe the
naked one...’
 Ezechiel 18:12. …
‘And he oppressed the poor and the needy, and robbed others of their property…’
 Ezechiel
18:16.

… ‘His neighbour he did not oppress, exacted no pledge from him, nor did he rob
him of his property …’
 Ezechiel 18:18. … ‘If his father
should practise extortion, and rob men of their property…’
 Ezechiel
19:3.

… She raised up one of her cubs; he became a lion and learnt to catch his prey.’
 Ezechiel
19:6.
‘…he
lion and learnt to catch his prey, and ate human beings.’
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became

…
a

 Ezechiel 22:25. …… ‘…like roaring lions
catching their prey…’
 Ezechiel
(zekiel)
……
wolves catching their prey to shed blood…’

‘…like

22:27.
howling

 Ezechiel
22:29.
……
‘...oppressing the people of the earth and seizing plunder …’
 Ezechiel 33:15 ……
restore the pledge and return what has been stolen…’

7.2.2

‘…and should he

The authors quoted by Hoover 1971 as sourcesof

Hoover took none of his examples of the use and meaning of  from the LXX.
Four of his examples come from the Aethiopica of Heliodorus, one from Josephus, and one
from Plutarch; four come from Church Fathers, two from Eusebius and one each from Isidore
of Pelusium and Gregory of Nazianzus.
 

—Gregory of Nazianzus, Oration 4 (MPG 35.569C)
‘… not the booty of fortune, but the reward of virtue …’ (Hoover 1971:97)
 


…

—Isidore of Pelusium Letters 4.22 (MPG 78.1072)
‘If he considered being equal a windfall, [Christ] would not humbled
himself, lest by doing the work of a servant he made an inference about his
status. … for once a servant has been set free and honored with sonship, he
would not consent to menial work since he regards his status as booty or a
windfall [and therefore has something which he could lose; but he who is a
son by birth has no such fears, as Isidore goes on to say].’ (Hoover
1971:103)
 
…

 

—Plutarch, Moralia, 330D
‘For he did not overrun Asia like a robber nor did he have it in mind to tear
and ravage it as if it were the booty and spoil of unexpected good luck [as
Hannibal and other conquerors had done], … but since he wished to make
everything on earth obedient to one reason and one government, and all men
one people, he conformed himself accordingly.’ (Hoover 1971:96)
 ……
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—Josephus, Antiquities of the Jews, 11.5.6
‘… the booty and spoil of the nations …’ (Hoover 1971: 111)
 



—Heliodorus, 4,6.6
‘The matter is not harpagma nor a bargain to anyone who wants it, but
requires much counsel in order to be effected properly and much preparation
in order to be accomplished safely.’ (Hoover 1971:112)
 
‘Cybele regarded the chance meeting as harpagma and as the beginning of a way of
pursuing them. ‘ (Hoover 1971:104)


…
—Heliodorus, 7.20.2
‘A young man so handsome and in his prime thrusts away a young woman
of similar qualities who yearns for him, and does regard the matter as
harpagma nor even as a piece of good luck…’ (Hoover 1971:105)
  


—Heliodorus, 8.7.1
‘Arsace regarded what [Cybele] had said as harpagma and her longstanding jealousy was heightened by anger because of what she said
[concerning Theagenes’ intransigence]. ‘You have spoken well,’ she said,
‘I shall take care to command that the offending female be done away with.’
(Hoover 1971:103-104)
 



—Eusebius of Caesarea, Life of Constantine, 31.2
‘Those who have lived destitute lives for a long time attended by sordidness
which no one should have to endure, if they consider such a return
harpagma and if from now on they lay aside their anxieties, may live
among us without fear.’ (Hoover 1971:110)
  . . . 

—Eusebius of Caesarea, Church History, 8,12.2
‘Since some regarded death as harpagma in comparison with the depravity
of ungodly men.’ (Hoover 1971:108)
(All the translations are Hoover’s.)
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7.3

The noun  in the  and in Byzantine Greek
There are gathered here some 28 examples (marked with bullets and including

Philippians 2:6, one use of , the variant spelling of , and as well, a
variant reading from Pausanias containing  which has not been preferred by editors
to ), together with three other quotations: one from Isidore of Pelusium which is
cited from the letter (4.22) which comments on Philippians 2:6 and, despite that, contains
 only through quoting that verse, as well as the sentence containing
quoted on page 144; and one from VettiusValens containing the noun,
in which Hoover found a similarity to another quotation from the same author, which did
contain . Only two of these quotations contain the text of Philippians 2:6, although
many of the other 26 contains allusions to it. The quotations date from the first to the
eleventh centuries of our era, from Paul the Apostle in the first, through to John Climacus
who died in 679 and on to Oecumenius, whose life spanned both the tenth and the eleventh
centuries. Later in the chapter all these quotations (except that of Philippians 2:6, reserved
until the next chapter) will be translated into English, using what I believe to be correct
translations of . None of the authorities on  which I have consulted in
relation to this work has, individually or collectively, assembled, as many quotations, and by
a more diligent search I may have found others.9 The final quotation is from Oecumenius, in
which he confesses the interpretation of  was for him a riddle, and
then proceeded to demonstrate why it was so, by giving an unPauline definition of the
meaning of the noun in Philippians 2:6. Placed in chronological order they read
(without the translations which I shall subsequently defend)10 as follows:
 Paul
the
Apostle
(first
century):
.11 Compare with:
9

The Thesaurus Linguae Graecae based at the University of California Irvine was used at the
beginning of preparations for this thesis, but, while it provided some examples which are found
here, did not provide all of them. In any case, most of its examples were direct word for word
quotations of Philippians 2:6. One which is not such a quotation, but is a paraphrase of
Philippians 2:6 is not included here; it occurs in Origen’s Commentary of St John. It has been
omitted because its context showed that it did nothing to elucidate further the meaning of
, and because my source did not give a reference for it and my own search through
the Commentary in MPG did not find it.

10

See pages 162-182 below for translations of the 28 citations containing  which are
listed here.

11

Paul, Epistle to the Philippians, 2:6-7a.
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Isidore
of
Pelusium
(died
c.
450):


 Plutarch
(c.46-c.130):


 Plutarch:


 Phrynichus the Sophist (second century CE): <>,

 Vettius Valens (second century CE):

.16 Compare with: 
Vettius
Valens:
17
 Clement of Alexandria (c. 150- c. 215):



 Pausanias
(late
second
century
CE):
…

 
This text has  as a variant, since it may be that for the editors it is ,
‘abduction’ that is in Dionysius’s mind. Dionysius, although a human, is later raised to the gods; he
found Ariadne asleep on Naxos, where Theseus had left her, and married her.  would have
been the more difficult reading, but if it had for Pausanias a meaning of ‘appropriation’in a good

12

Isidore of Pelusium Letters 4.22 (MPG 78.1072).

13

Plutarch, Moralia 12A, On the Education of Boys.

14

Plutarch Moralia 644A, Table Talk.

15

Phrynichus the Sophist Praeparatio Sophistica 65. According to Borries 1911 the word
<> was inserted in the text by Bekker 1814 without providing any reason for his
emendation.

16

Vettius Valens Anthologiae, 2.38.87. The reference differs from that given by Hoover because
this quotation and the following are from the 1986 Teubner edition (edited by David Pingree);
Hoover’s quotations were from Teubner’s 1908 edition (edited by Wilhelm Kroll).

17

Vettius Valens Anthologiae, 2.38.81.

18 .

Clement of Alexandria. Exhortation to the Nations 1 (MPG 8.64CD).

19

Pausanias A Description of Greece 1.20.3.
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sense, and in the context of ‘made Ariadne his own’ through marriage, and not through seduction, it
would, nevertheless, have a better claim to being the original reading than .
 Origen
(c.
185-254):



 Origen:
… 
…21
 Origen:
…



 Origen:
…




 
 Origen:
…


…
 An Unknown Commentator of Toulouse, Commentary on the Gospel of St Mark 10:41-45.






Methodius
Olympius
(died
c.
311):

[…]

[…]

[…]
 
.26 

20

Origen Commentary on St Matthew 15 (MPG 13.1273).

21

Origen Commentary on St John 1 (MPG 14.85C).

22

Origen Commentary on St John 6 (MPG 14.300BC).

23

Origen Commentary on St John 13 (MPG 14.485CD).

24

Origen Commentary on Joun 32 (MPG 14.813A).

25

Poussines 1679:232-233.

26

Methodius Olympius Fragment of a Sermon on the Martyrs 1 (MPG 18.345C).
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 Epiphanius
(c.315-403):
Paul) 

(sc.

 Eusebius
of
Caesarea
(c.260-c.340):

Compare with:
Eusebius
of
Caesarea:
…
…’29

[…]

 John
Chrysostom

 John
Chrysostom:




(347-407):
;

 John
Chrysostom:
.

32
 John
Chrysostom:

.33 
 John Chrysostom:
;

 John
Chrysostom:


 John Chrysostom:
(two readings)36

’

 Cyril
of
Alexandria
(died
444):


27

Epiphanius Against the Heresies 2.2.45 (MPG 43.97).

28

Eusebius Commentary on Luke 6. (Downloaded from www.documentacatholicaomnia.eu/
Eusebius_Caesariensis_Fragmenta_in_Lucam,_MGR.pdf).

29

Henten and Avemarie 2002.88.

30

John Chrysostom Seventh Homily on the Epistle to the Philippians (MPG 62.227).

31

John Chrysostom Seventh Homily on the Epistle to the Philippians (MPG 62.229).

32

John Chrysostom Seventh Homily on the Epistle to the Philippians (MPG 62.229).

33

John Chrysostom Seventh Homily on the Epistle to the Philippians (MPG 62:229).

34

John Chrysostom Seventh Homily on the Epistle to the Philippians (MPG 62:229).

35

John Chrysostom Seventh Homily on the Epistle to the Philippians (MPG 62.229).

36

John Chrysostom Seventh Homily on the Epistle to the Philippians (MPG 62.229).
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 PGL quotes Ambrosiaster, that is pseudo-Ambrose, from the actiones of the Lateran Council of
649:

...
 John
Climacus
(c.
570-649)


 Maximus
Confessor
(died
679)

 Oecumenius
(tenth/eleventh
centuries):

.’41

7.4

‘Appropriation’
When I began several years ago to seek a suitable translation for , I first

made ‘something characteristic’ my choice, but later abandoned it. This phrase demonstrated
no connection with , ‘seize’, ‘grasp’, ‘appropriate’, and was unable to solve for me
the problem caused by Plutarch’s use of  in Moralia 12A On the
Education

of

Children.

It

was

not

until

it

came

to

me

that

Plutarch’s

was not his stating the name given by Cretan men to their practice
of kidnapping youths for sexual purposes, but spoke of ‘the appropriate term’ applied to it,
i.e., , ‘abduction’, that I came to believe that I had found a solution to the 
problem.
Prickett writes, ‘As the OED reminds us, in pre-Reformation ecclesiastical law
[appropriation] was the legal word used to describe the transfer of tithes or endowed
benefices from a parish to a monastic house.’42 With these words Stephen Prickett begins a
discussion of a suggestion, which he rejects, that historical appropriation lay at the stem of
Christian mythology. For Prickett, ‘[t]he taking over of someone else’s property, however it
may be justified legally, has never been seen as a morally glamorous activity’, and ‘any
37

Cyril of Alexandria Of Adoration in Spirit in Truth 1.25 (MPG 68.172).

38

PGL, s.v. , 228b.

39

John Climacus The Ladder of Perfection, Step 10 (MPG 88.848D).

40

Maximus the Confessor Scholia 57D (Sophocles 1900:251a).

41

Oecumenius Commentary on the Epistle to the Philippians (MPG 118.1281B).

42

Prickett 1996:26-27.
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suggestion that the word might carry some quasi-legal force merely served to reinforce its
already faintly disreputable aura.’43 It has, therefore, at least a little of the aura associated
with the word ‘robbery’, the equivalent of the noun ‘appropriation’ and used to translate the
 of Philippians 2:6 in various western European languages, (not excluding modern
Greek). This aura is of course removed in Philippians 2:6 by the prefixing of a negative to the
noun, bathing the phrase in total repute and appropriateness, but at the same time creating
difficulties both of rhetoric and exegesis, which, as we have already noted, were recognised
by Lightfoot.’44 Prickett was attempting to dispel ‘the faintly disreputable aura’ from the
associations which law and history have attached to the word and which we have suggested
might be a useful generalised definition of  and a starting point for interpreting
Philippians 2:6.
The English noun ‘appropriation’, nevertheless, continues to have more than Prickett’s
‘faintly disreputable aura’, which remains undispelled by the introduction of
‘misappropriation’. This word’s first use is recorded by the OED as having occurred in
1794 in a speech of Edmund Burke at the trial of Warren Hastings.45 Prickett is correct to
make the point that use of the word ‘appropriation’ to refer to the taking of what is another’s
delivers no moral judgement on the act. ‘Robbery’ is ‘appropriation’, but that word does not
pass any judgement on it; ‘misappropriation’ used of the same act does have that judgement
passed upon it, and deems it immoral and unlawful. In the context of Philippians 2:6, had
the translators of the Early Modern English period been able to use ‘misappropriation’ for
Paul’s (instead of ‘robbery’), it could have been interpreted (by English divines
of an Arian tendency) as allowing, even requiring, Christ to take ‘the equality with God the
Father’ he did not possess, and as interpreting Philippians 2:9-11 as the Father’s acquiesence
in that taking. But the objections put forward by Lightfoot would still remain, as well as the
more serious one put by the defenders of orthodoxy in the christological controversies of the
43

Prickett 1996:27.

44

See pages 58 and 130 above.

45

OED 9.846c sv. ‘misappropriation’: ‘another class of women [i.e., the wife and the mother of
Chait Singh], who suffered by the violent misappropriation of the revenues of the Nabob [i.e,
by Warren Hastings] ’. Prickett appears, however, to be in error in ascribing to the biographical
notice on Warren Hastings in the DNB the ‘deadpan account’ which ‘records among the many
events of his Indian rule, that in 1781 he had “deposed Chait Singh and appropriatedd his
treasure.”’ (Prickett 1996:27). The words do not occur in the notice of Hasting’s life found
either in the DNB or in its successor, the ODNB.
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fourth and fifth centuries, that Jesus had no reason to take up a divine nature which was
always his and had never been relinquished, even for the period of his earthly existence
between conception and death.
Prickett goes on to give two examples of ‘appropriation’ which attract no moral
obloquy: from Walter Benjamin: ‘the sensual appreciation of architecture as a form of
“appropriation” with the suggestion that it not merely contributes to individual growth, but
that this process, taken collectively, creates a cultural tradition and thus becomes a source of
canonical values’, and from Robert Weimann: ‘the socializing of the individual and the
personalizing of the social [both involve]

the process of Aneignung, the imaginative

appropriation of the world and the nature of one’s own existence in it.’46
The German verb ‘aneignen’ (and its noun ‘Aneignung’) may (as my German-English
dictionary attests)47 or may not (as Prickett believes) contain pejorative undertones, but they
are not absent from the Greek verb , and many of its derivatives, as a glance at LSJ
would allow.48 An even closer examination suggests, however, that the pejorative overtones
are not always present, even though, even though citations of the verb are in many cases
taken from descriptions of war and violence.
LSJ’s citations associated with  and my own translations of them in footnotes
are:
snatch away, carry off
…49
… … 
51 
…52

46

Prickett 1996:28-29. Prickett gives no references for his two quotations

47

Messinger 1973:41. aneignen …unlawfully: usurp, […] convert to one’s own use,
appropriation; [Aneign]ung f appropriation, acquisition; adoption; conversion,
misappropriation; annexation.

48
49
50

See LSJ 245b and 246ab for definitions of , , ,  and other words.
Iliad 3.443-444. ‘When having first seized you from lovely Sparta they sailed away…’

51

Odyssey 5.415-416. ‘Lest perchance some great wave take and dash me upon a rocky crag as I depart.’

Iliad 17.62-63. ‘As when some lion should seize an ox from the herd …
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…53
…54
[]…55
…56
…57
…58 
seize hastily, snatch up
… ‘a stone’ (Iliad 12.445.); … ‘a spear’ (Aeschylus Seven against Thebes 259);
… ‘the weapons.’ (Xenophon Anabasis 6.1.8).
… …59
……60 
……61
……62
……63
to be a robber
……64
…65
52
53

Odyssey 10.48. ‘But a squall on a sudden seized them and bore them out to sea.’

54
55
56
57

Herodotus Histories 1.2. ‘To seize the King’s daughter, Europa …’
Herodotus Histories 3.116. ‘It is said to snatch gold from the nests of vultures …’
Lysias 20.17. ‘Even as he seized and carried off Arimaspi, men who possessed but one eye...’

58

Inscription: ‘The Underworld’s Lord, harsh and implacable, and bearer of pestilence, has
seized …’

59

Herodotus Histories 9.107. ‘… seizes [him] about the waist, lifts him up, and dashes him to the
ground.’

60
61
62
63

Hippocrates On Barrenness 243. ‘… a stone which attracts iron.’
Euripides Cyclops 400. ‘seizing [him] by the outstretched foot …’
Timocles 16.7. ‘… taking some of these for their dessert they ate them.’

64

Aristophanes Knights 428. ‘For having stolen, you swear falsely …’

Sophocles Philoctetes 644. ‘Whenever he is present to steal and seize by force.’

Euripides Andromache 661. ‘Old man, with intent to kill her, I tore her from [her mother’s]
arms.’

Plato Republic 354B. ‘…they take a taste in their greed.’
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seize, overpower, master
66



67
…
68


69
snap up








seize, adopt a legend


…70

…[]
… …71
grasp with the senses
…72

65

Menander The Arbitration 181. ‘He looks thievish.’

66

Aeschylus Seven Against Thebes 259. ‘For, faint hearts, it is fear that bridles the tongue.’

67

XenophonAnabasis 6.4.11.‘That part of the mountain which we can see stretches more than sixty
stadia, but the men that are supposed to be on guard against us are nowhere in evidence other than along
the road itself. It seems a far better course, therefore, both to attempt to take possession of some part at
least of the mountain while it is still undefended and that without attracting notice, and, if it is possible
for us to do so, to be beforehand in our securing of it, rather than have facing us a stronghold and troops
ready to do battle.’
Sophocles, Ajax, 1-2. ‘Ceaselessly indeed, Laertes' child, my eye catches you, hunted one, grasping at a
contest against your enemies …’

68
69

Plutarch Parallel Lives 364E (Philopœmen 15.4). ‘Since Sparta was in disarray, Philopœmen,
seizing the opportunity, attacked it with his forces and, partly by constraint of the unwilling and
partly by persuasion of the remainder, brought them over to his way of thinking and enrolled
the city among the Achaeans.’

70

Herodas Mimes 6.30; ‘She, seizing upon it as a windfall, makes a present of it (and may it not be a lack to
them).’
Herodotus 1.156. ‘It was from this tale, and no other, that Aeschylus, son of Euphorion, took the legend
… [and] … made Artemis the daughter of Demeter.’
Plutarch Moralia 647E (Table Talk 3.1). ‘…scents … captured by the sense of smell…’

71
72
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captivate, ravish
…73
plunder

74
…

.75
draw up
…76
The meanings of these verbs are each much more specific in their range and, as the
definitions of LSJ make plain, are often associated with violence and other forms of wrongdoing. Like verbs denoting ‘grasp’ or ‘seize’ in other languages (Latin rapio, for instance)
 itself has frequent, but not necessary, connotations of criminality.


Paul’s
and


 are certainly demonstrations that  does not always have such a connotation.
So while  may have connotations of violence and crime, we have been given
examples which show that this is not always so. We may then well expect that nouns and
other parts of speech formed from the verbal stem -, of which  (as well as
its variant form ) is one, may at some times display the same connotations. LSJ
has quite a number of terms which are formed on -, and the ancient lexicographers
have several others not noticed by the lexicon. As well, the fragment from the comic poet,
73

LXX (Judith 16:9)‘Her [dainty] sandal ravished his eyes…’

74

Thucydides Peloponnesian War 1.5.1. ‘And descending upon unwalled settlements and those made up of
scattered villages they plundered them, doing away with most of their means of livelihood.’
Xenophon Education of Cyrus 7.2.5. ‘For Cyrus was aware that the Chaldaeans were without weapons
(they had been plundered and what weapons had been left in their dwellings had been seized)…’
Simplicius Commentaries on the Physics of Aristotle 647.28. ‘It (the air) having been exhausted, they
quickly draw up the liquid.’

75
76
77

2 Corinthians 12:2. ‘[having been] caught up into the third heaven…’

78

2 Corinthians 12:4. ‘…that he was caught up into Paradise and heard things that are not to be
told; that no mortal is permitted to repeat.’  is used fourteen times in the NT (Matthew
11:12, 12:29, and 13:19; John 6:15, 10:12, 10;28 and 10:29; Acts 8:39 and 23:10; 2
Corinthians 12:2 and 12:4; 1 Thessalonians 4:7; Jude 23; and Revelation 12:5.
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Timocles, the citation from the Ajax of Sophocles, the two citations from Plutarch, and the
single ones from the writer of mimes, Herondas, and from the LXX (Judith 16:9) do not
connote violence. The quotation from Simplicius describes the power of the vacuum and that
from Anabasis 4.6.11 describes how the seizure of the mountain is to be effected in such a
way that as to avoid the necessity of violence (at least until the Greeks are in a better position
to resist it).
It is possible, as well, to demonstrate that the pejorative overtones are totally absent
from the noun , for at least most of first five or six hundred years or so of our era.
that the word has the meaning neither of ‘robbery’, ‘plunder’, ‘booty’, ‘abduction’ nor
‘usurpation’. As well, there is not, as Hoover suggests, in ‘ … an
idiomatic phrase of the same order as those which have , , or  as
the complement of a verb meaning “consider” such as , , or .’79
A shadow of doubt is therefore being cast over Hoover’s acceptance of the synonymity
of  with  or  by a re-examination of what he calls the ‘striking
evidence […] furnished by Eusebius of Caesarea’.80 This he found through a comparison of
that author’s Commentary on Luke 6 with his Ecclesiastical History 8.12.2. In the former
Eusebius

uses



and

in

the

latter

:


and

in

the

latter.

‘……
Hoover remarks: ‘Not only are  and  used synonymously in these
two statements, but they are used synonymously by the same author in reference to the same
object—death—and in expressions whose form precisely parallels the  remark of
Phil[ippians] 2:6.’83
79

, gift of Hermes, i.e, unexpected piece of luck, godsend, windfall, treasure-trove;
, piece of good luck, windfall; , piece of good luck, windfall (LSJ).

80

Hoover 1971:117.

81

Eusebius, Commentary on Luke 6. ‘and Peter considered death by means of the cross
harpagmon on account of [his] hope of salvation.’ (Hoover 1971:108).

82

Eusebius, The Ecclesiastical History 8.12.2. ‘Since some regarded death as harpagma in
comparison with the depravity of ungodly men.’ (Hoover 1971:108).

83

Hoover 1971:108.
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Such a statement requires us to believe that Eusebius, who had survived persecution
under Diocletian, gave equal value to the deaths of the suicides of Antioch and the
martyrdom by crucifixion of the Apostle Peter. The ancient concepts of martyrdom and
noble death are ignored in Hoover’s remark. The celebration by believers of the deaths of the
martyrs was matched by the awe of unbelievers at them, and the respect accorded by both
believers and unbelievers to those who, like Socrates, had died nobly in the face of injustice
and the more conservative outlook of his fellow-citizens after the defeat of Athens in the
Peloponnesian War, and the dismemberment of its Empire. The disapproval of Eusebius at
the attempts of the Antiochenes to escape their persecutors which led to their deaths, and his
approval of the willingness of the Apostle Peter to imitate his Lord in his death, may then
correctly be marked by the use of in connection with the former event and the use
of  in relation to the latter.
So there is a strong possibility, to say the least that for Eusebius  and
 were not synonyms, but, on the contrary, convey a sense of the unequal value of
the two events with which they are associated. Eusebius’s use of in the
Commentary on Luke, therefore may provide a meaning necessary for a proper understanding
of what Eusebius has to say of the letter concerning their martyrs from the churches of Lyon
and Vienne to their brothers and sisters in Asia and Phrygia.




 








84

Eusebius Ecclesiastical History 5.2.5. ‘Such things happened to the churches of Christ under the emperor
mentioned, and from them it is possible to form a reasonable conclusion as to what was done in the other
provinces. It is worth while to add other statements from the same document, in which the gentleness
and the kindness of the martyrs already mentioned have been set down in these very words. “and they
carried so far their zeal and imitation of Christ, ‘who, being in truth in the form of God, did not consider
it as something appropriate to be as one divine’, that for all their glory, and though they had testified not
once or twice but many times, and had been retrieved from the beasts and were covered with burns and
scars and wounds, they neither proclaimed themselves as martyrs, nor allowed us to address them as
such. But if ever any one of us addressed them as martyrs either in letter or in speech, they rebuked that
person sharply. For they gladly conceded the honour of martyrdom to Christ, the faithful and true
martyr, first-born from the dead, and source of eternal life.”’
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Foerster says of this extract: ‘Für Euseb und die anderen sind sie  und
unterlassen es nur aus Demut, ihren Anspruch geltend zu machen, wie Christus es nicht
ausnützte Gott gleich zu sein—im anderen Falle wäre keine besondere Demut in ihrem
Verhalten zu erblicken.85, Lightfoot considered Eusebius’s use of Philippians 2:6 in this
context as ‘gratuitous’,86 but this dismissive remark arises out of his translation of Philippians
2:6 ‘[Who being] in the form of God, did not regard it as a prize to be on an equality with
God’.87

But even Lightfoot himself acknowledged the unsatisfactory nature of any

translation which equated , of which for him the basic meaning was ‘plundering’,
as well as ‘robbery’ or ‘usurpation’, with ‘prize’; what is a criminal act of taking, cannot be
made appropriate through renaming it as something which is justly given for merit, ‘a prize’.
At the beginning of this chapter I referred once again to Lightfoot’s words concerning
the obvious correspondence between the particles  and  in Philippians 2:6.88 I now
wish to propose a translation for the word , which can be tested not only against its
occurrence in Philippians 2:6, but also in its subsequent use.

The meaning given to

 over the best part of a thousand years is not static, and the change over time in the
word’s meaning provides not only a satisfactory source of Oecumenius’s , but, also
its cause. In all the other occurrences of  in the accusative singular from later
Greek and early Byzantine literature which have been collected together earlier in this
chapter, Paul’s usage continues to suffice.89 The translations I provide for , in my
view, result in satisfactory versions of all the quotations containing the noun in the
nominative, accusative, and, in one case, the genitive singular, before the days of John
Climacus. The noun is formed from the stem of the verb , ‘grasp’, ‘seize’, ‘take hold
of’, or, in one word, ‘appropriate’, and so has the normal basic meaning of ‘act of
appropriation’, in accordance with the general (but not universal) tendency of nouns with the
85

Foerster 1930:125. ‘ For Eusebius and the rest they are martyrs, who refuse to lay claim to that
address only out of humility, just as Christ refused to take advantage of his likeness to God.
Otherwise, there would be no particular humility to be seen in their behaviour.’ But we shall
see Foerster’s translation of , though it may be
adequate in this situation does not fit other uses of the noun 

86

Taylor 1892:4.

87

Lightfoot 1888:110-111.

88

See page 138 above.

89

See pages 144-146 above.
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ending – to be used in contexts which require the naming of the activity associated with
the verb from which it is derived. All the examples found in the first to fifth centuries of the
common era demonstrate a connotation of appropriateness, and never of what is inappropriate
Over the centuries, however, the noun acquired as well the sense of ‘misappropriation’
which, on the testimony of Oecumenius of Tricca, had by the tenth century became its only
meaning.

When, however,  is used with a direct object and as the complement of

a verb meaning ‘consider’ such as , , or , it means ‘something
appropriate’, the last word in the sense of ‘fitting’, or ‘suitable’.

That a Greek verb may

mean ‘appropriate’ and a noun derived from it can be used in contexts with the meaning of
‘appropriation’ is of course not unusual; but that the noun in certain circumstances can be
translated into English as ‘something appropriate’ need not be thought of as merely
something fortuitious, but only that in both languages the same underlying idea concept is at
work which allows in Latin approprio to mean ‘to make one’s own, appropriatio, ‘making
one’s own’, and proprius, not only ‘what is one’s own, but also ‘what is particular’, ‘what is
special’, and hence ‘what is appropriate, suitable, or fitting’. So in translating  as
the complement of a verb such as  or  to mean ‘something appropriate’ in
the context of Philippians 2:6, we are not saying that Christ did not, in appearing among men
, conceal his divinity, but that he revealed it, as every moment of his life on
earth shows. The verb  means to take, either fairly or unfairly, what one does not
already possess, ‘to appropriate’, or ‘to misappropriate’ and I have translated  by
‘appropriation’ or ‘something appropriate’ (but never ‘misappropriation’ or ‘something
inappropriate’) to maintain the connection between the verb and its derived noun.
Although the earliest example of this use of is provided by Paul, this does
not require that a translation of his words should be the first examined, and those of other
authors only subsequently or not at all. It is the purpose of this work to discover the uses of
 in the various contexts which not only Paul but also other authors provide for that
word, and only then to choose from among them one that best suits Philippians 2:6 and
demonstrates that it does not stand alone and at variance with the rest of the word’s
subsequent history. This does not, of course, mean that, given a range of possible meanings
for , one may make an arbitrary choice among them, according to one’s own
biblical or theological presuppositions.

Where a word exhibits several meanings, the

particular meaning in each context is determined by the nature of that context, and the
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linguistic structures in which the word is found on a particular occasion. LSJ presents the
contemporary reader with the following definitions for : 1. robbery, rape, with
references to Plutarch’s Moralia 12A and to Vettius Valens [2.38.37]; 2. concrete, prize to
be grasped, with a reference to Philippians 2:6, and a note to compare this definition with the
second definition, windfall of the previous headword in the dictionary, , which has
references to Plutarch‘s Moralia 330D and Heliodorus Aethiopica 7.20. LSJ does not explain
how one is to choose between the two definitions, which, are, in my view, both incorrect.
The compilers and editors of LSJ were thus misled by the readers who supplied examples of
the use of the words of the language of which the lexicon was being prepared into acceptance
of contradictory definitions for .
It will also be the contention of this thesis that the meaning which it proposes makes
full sense of what Paul is saying. That meaning does not necessarily agree with every other
occurrence of , but, particularly in the case of later ones the differences in meaning
between early and later occurrences can be explained by its gradual change over the
centuries.

In every one of other quotations in which  is used as a complement,

except in the special case of Oecumenius, who, fortunately, provides his own (and I believe
unPauline) definition of , it can be translated in a fashion similar to that in which
it is used in Philippians 2:6. Paul’s usage of  also unlocks an interpretation for the
whole of the verse, not one entirely novel, but in total agreement with his belief, practice, and
proclamation, particularly as they were made evident to the church which he had founded in
Philippi.
This thesis, therefore, is primarily about the meaning and use of words in their context,
exemplified through the meaning and use of one word, . The best part of fifteen
hundred years may have been spent in people, misled by the Fathers of the Church, in the
latters’ defence of Philippians 2:6 against the interpretations applied to it by their opponents,
who themselves were applying a wrong meaning to the second half of the verse. The
polemicists of the fourth century had no need to contend over the individual words of the
verse, being wholly at home in the language, Greek, in which their arguments were being
conducted.

Chrysostom was of the view that for the heretics to maintain that

 was , a ‘belated and
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totally absurd’ interpretation of Paul’s words in defence of their arguments.90 But even this
remark loses its point if John Chrysostom and his opponents had not been agreed on the
meaning of a word which gives us so much trouble. The Greeks’ arguments were about the
sentence as a whole. Those who in the first six centuries of our era who were native speakers
of Greek used  in preference to any other word of similar meaning in the contexts
of their discourse because there it seemed the best possible word. For a careful user of the
Greek language, either believer, like Eusebius of Caesarea or Cyril of Alexandria, or nonbeliever, like Plutarch or Vettius Valens, the use of  was made in each particular
sentence for this reason and for this reason only.
Two words which do not feature largely in this thesis are and , in
contrast, say, to Hoover 1971. The meanings of these words are quite well understood, and in
my view, have nothing to do with  at least until the seventh century CE, other
than being derivatives of the same Greek verb. This thesis, therefore, is about Paul’s and
Paul’s successors’ use of the word inthe first millennium CE. The subsequent
history of its use into the middle of the last millennium, by which time it seems to have
become a linguistic relic found only in the Epistle to the Philippians, would have been a
fascinating study, but would have taken my thesis well beyond the limits prescribed for it.
The nouns and , deprived of their breathings but not their accents, survive
in Greek dictionaries of the twenty-first century, but  has not stayed that course.
It seems, however, to have met the fate described by Vokes in 1964, gradually to absorb the
meaning of , to exist alongside it only in Philippians 2:6 and to have been replaced
by  in Modern Greek metaphrases of the NT.
Hoover 1971 suports the view that , , and  have at least a
degree of synonymity. Hellerman writes:
Hoover insists on taking  as an idiom and concludes,
‘in every instance which I have examined, this idiomatic expression refers to
something already present and at one’s disposal. The question … is not
whether one possesses something, but whether or not one chooses to exploit
something.’ The results of all this for the meaning of the expression can be
seen in the translation of the RSV and the NRSV, respectively. The more
recent translation reflects the influence of Hoover’s analysis:

90

John Chrysostom, Seventh Homily on Philippians 2 (MPG 62.227). It is not simply 
that siginifies ‘seizing’ but the whole of his opponents’ phrase.
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did not count equality with God a thing to be grasped. (RSV)
did not regard equality with God
(NRSV)

as something to be exploited.

Hellerman concludes with the following words: ‘Hoover’s interpretation has not gone
unchallenged, but it is fair to say that it represents the majority opinion in the scholarly
community.’91
Hoover, as has been said, regards as an idiomatic phrase. ‘In
these expressions …  and carry [metaphorical and idiomatic] senses
different from those conveyed when they are otherwise employed.’92 Hoover translated
Paul’s  as ‘“something to take advantage of” or more idiomatically “something to
use for his own for his own advantage”’ and Philippians 2:6b as “he did not regard being
equal with God as something to use for his own advantage.”’93

Having regard to the

morphology of the author of this thesis prefers to begin from a translation of the
word as ‘appropriation’, a neutral term which avoids any necessary connotation of violence
or criminality,
Lightfoot accepted that the literal meaning of is ‘plundering’;94 it would
seem to follow, therefore, that the KJV’s ‘thought it not robbery to be equal to God’ was an
almost literal translation of Paul’s . Lightfoot’s
exegeting of  as ‘yet did not regard it as a prize, a treasure to be
clutched and retained at all hazards’,95 was, therefore, an attempt to escape from the
literalness

of

the

KJV

to

Paul’s

intention,

which

might

be

expressed

as

91

Hellerman 2005:133-134. Hellerman’s footnote at this point reads: ‘O’Neill has challenged
the view, as has Vollenweider. Supporting Hoover’s general thesis are O’Brien (1991, 215-16),
Hawthorne (1998, 102-102), Wright (1986 = 1991: 62-90), and somewhat more tentatively, Fee
(1995, 207). Fowl calls Hoover’s interpretation, as defended by Wright, ‘the definitive word on
the clause.’ (1998:142). (For comments on the views expressed in O’Neill 1988 and
Vollenweider 1999 see pages 53-55).

92

Hoover 1971:117.

93

Hoover 1971:118.

94

Lightfoot 1888:133.

95

Lightfoot 1888:111
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; cf. .96
The difficulty with Paul’s negative  which Lightfoot noted in the KJV’s words:
‘thought it not robbery to be equal with God: but made himself of no reputation’; and which
he sought to remove by translating the Greek as ‘did not regard it as a prize to be on an
equality with God, but emptied himself’, is not eased by Hoover’s ‘he did not regard equality
with God as something to take advantage of, but emptied himself’; and NRSV’s ‘did not
regard equality with God as something to be exploited, but emptied himself.’ Paul, or his
amanuensis, is implicitly being accused by his translators of carelessness in using 
where he should have written . Surely it is the translators who should have been
sent back to their Greek primers. As was noted in Chapter 2, above, their translations all
require ‘an unnatural reading of the second of the two corresponding particles,  and
“not the one but the other” as if the second was , “but nevertheless”’.97
The total unexpectedness of the coming of the one looked for from all ages which Paul
recognised, has, on my reading, been missed by his translators through the centuries, as well
as those who looked for a proof text for Christ’s divinity which it was not the Apostle’s
purpose in the context of his letter to supply, as will be suggested in the following chapter,.
Christ was that Lord who did not act according to humanity’s expectations, ‘but, having taken
upon himself the form of one who served, and having become like one among men, made
himself of no repute.’ The KJV having translated the  of Philippians 2:7 as
‘…made himself of no reputation…’, or, in current English ‘…of no repute…’, we should
then, according to Lightfoot, look for a meaning of the second part of the previous verse, that
is Philippians 2:6b, as some way of saying ‘did not make himself as one of high repute’or
‘did not think of himself as one of high repute’ (and set about disabusing anyone who might
think that such was the case).98 Paul’s  must not be thought as ‘inappropriate
behaviour’, engendered in the western Church through its Latin translation of rapinam,
‘robbery’, the result of either the translator’s faulty Greek text, or a scribe’s deliberate
96

‘He was not puffed up but made himself of no repute’; cf. 1 Corinthians 8:1 ‘Knowledge puffs
up, but love builds up.’

97

Lightfoot 1881:134.

98

This of course is exactly what those who had given witness at Lyon and had survived had been
doing (see page 152-153 above). So the quotation in the letter to the churches of Asia and
Phrygia was not, as Lightfoot thought, ‘gratuitous’.
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emendation in search of  as a proof-text.

We must, as Prickett did

incorrectly with the German Aneignung, treat Paul’s  as a word with no pejorative
overtones.
If we translate Philippians 2:6 literally, then as ‘Who being in the form of God thought
it no appropriation to be “like a god” or “as one divine”’, the use of ‘appropriation’ instead
of the traditional ‘robbery’ does not carry us far forward, even if we have given our word no
pejorative overtones. We in fact are no further ahead. If the Senate in Rome made Claudius a
god for reasons of expediency, Julius Caesar and Augustus were made so because they had
brought peace, or at least a cessation of war, to the whole Empire. No Senate would have
ever given the same honour to a Galilean peasant who had been crucified. This surely is
Paul’s whole point. He was a more subtle thinker than many have given him credit for. His
whole preaching was based on the premise that Jesus was the Messiah, and the one to whom
his followers offered divine worship because he was the ‘in the form of God’, and, being so,
he had appeared among men as he really was, which appeared to them to be ‘in the form of a
slave’. He was not a god, as some of the rulers of the Roman Empire had been made, but
God, for whom the trappings of power were unnecessary, and who came among men not to
rule but in love.
After all, it is ‘non-appropriation’ , which is being spoken about, as
Carmignac

emphasises,99

and

‘non-appropriation’

might

well

be

understood

as

‘misappropriation,’ or even ‘doing nothing at all’. Instead of taking us out of the morass, we
have been carried further into it.

F E Vokes summarises as follows Lightfoot’s difficulty

with the translation: ‘[T]he word [] presents great difficulties. If we translate it
by ‘robbery’ with the Authorised Version we produce a sense contrary to that demanded by
99

Carmignac 1972:141. ‘…si S. Paul avait mis la négation devant le verbe, elle aurait pu porter
sur le complément, mais en la mettant devant le complément il interdisait presque absolument
de la faire porter sur le verbe.’ (‘…if Paul had placed the negation before the verb, its effect
could have extended to the complement, but in placing it before the complement it is almost
certain that he prevented its effect extending to the verb.’) On the previous page Carmignac
had indicated that there were only four examples of  separated from the verb it negates: 2
Corinthians 2:11 and 5:12, and Romans 7:15 and 19. He continues: ‘En chaque fois, on le
constate avec étonnement, il s’agit de passages où S. Paul est en cause personnellement (ces
quatre verbes sont à la première personne) et où il veut protester contre un mal dont on l’accuse
(2 Corinthiens) ou dont il s’accuse) (Romains)’ (‘On each occasion, one is surprised to note,
these are verses in which he has a personal interest—the four verbs are all in the first person. In
2 Corinthians he is protesting against wrongdoing of which he is accused, in Romans he is
accusing himself.’ (Carmignac 1972:140)
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the context.

We require a reference not to the assertion of the privileges but to their

surrender, not to majesty but to humility.  is a very rare word, which means
“robbery”, we must translate it by “prize”, as though it were .’100
But, on the other hand, it may be not so. If our ‘appropriation’ has no pejorative
overtones, surely it is no great semantic distance by way of ‘appropriateness’ to come to
denote ‘an appropriate act(ivity)’, given that the Greek word has the ending –, which
makes the act ‘something appropriate.’ That a word begins by denoting one thing and ends
up by denoting another should come as no surprise to English speakers, which has examples
of proper names becoming attached to objects or even activities with which they are
associated:

a macadamised road, contains a reference to John Loudon McAdam, the

advocate of that method of roadbuilding; we may wear a mackintosh or a burberry without a
thought of the association of James McIntosh or Burberrys Ltd with the material of which
they are made; we speak of boycotts without giving without a thought of the unfortunate
absentee landlord’s agent who gave his surname to that form of political activity. Having
given a person’s name to one of his products, we then apply it to similar products
manufactured by others or even turn the name into a verb; we need think only of ‘hoover’,
both as a name for a vacuum cleaner and as a verb meaning ‘to use a vacuum cleaner.’ If we
should set our connotation in place of what we denote, put ‘something appropriate’ instead of
‘an appropriation’ our translation might then read: ‘Who being in the form of God did not
think it something appropriate to be as one divine, but made himself of no repute, having
taken the form of a slave, become in the likeness of human beings.’ 101 (This, of course, gives
the lie to the serpent’s temptation of Eve in Genesis 3:4; the man or woman who wishes to be
like God does not disobey him, but makes him or herself as one truly human.) It would not
appear too presumptuous to replace ‘robbery’ in the tradidtional translation of Philippians
2:6b, or Hoover’s ‘something to take advantage of’ by ‘something appropriate’ if we wish to
replace the Greek noun by a noun phrase in English, or simply ‘appropriate’.

It softens

Paul’s litotes,102 but it meets Lightfoot’s objection, removes any need for taking  to be
100

Vokes 1964:670.

101

Moule 1959:99. ‘Consequently, the “schoolboy translation” of an aorist participle by having
done so-and-so, though entirely false to the essential meaning of an aorist as such, turns out to
be a fair approximation to the sense in its context more often than it deserves to.’

102

OED 8.1038a ‘A figure of speech in which an affirmative is expressed by a negative of the
contrary; an example of this.’
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the equivalent of   and brings the particles  and  into contrast. As well, the
surprise of the Greeks at any appropriation being ‘an appropriate act’, may have allowed the
word to acquire its meaning of ‘something appropriate’ in the first place.103
Thus, there is being proposed in this thesis a meaning for as first,
‘appropriation’, and then, when the complement of a verb which means ‘consider’, such as
, , or  as ‘something appropriate’, which of course must be
tested against not only its occurrence in Philippians 2:6 but also its other occurrences in
Hellenistic and early Byzantine Greek literature, as well as evidence for a gradual change of
meaning in the word to arrive at Oecumenius’s enigmatic ‘misappropriation’ ‘robbery’.
Although the first example of the use of is provided by Paul, this does not require
that our suggested translation should be only tried out there, and accepted because it seemed
to meet all of Lightfoot’s objections, or at least some part of them. The question needs to be
asked whether translating  as ‘appropriation’ or similar, or ‘something appropriate’
provide a satisfactory solution in all the other examples which have been collected?
It was in, fact, the original purpose of this work to discover the meaning which other
authors gave to , and only then apply it to Philippians 2:6. In the event, the need
to meet Lightfoot’s objection, and the feeling that his own translation of Philippians 2:6 had
about it something of a counsel of despair, led to the suggested translation which now
requires to be tested against a greater number of other examples than Lightfoot throught
actually existed of the use of , and one of, with the same meaning
asOne of the examples of  presented in the opening pages of this
chapter in fact occurs twice on the same page of Chrysostom’s homilies in MPG, three
(provided by Pausanias, Phrynichus, and Oecumenius) are possible non-starters, and there
are two quotations containing , (one from Isidore of Pelusium Letters 4.22, the
other from Eusebius Ecclesiastical History 8.12.2, which have been compared with
Philippians 2:6 and Eusebius Commentary on Luke 6 respectively, which both draw
 into attempts at demonstrating the synonymity or otherwise of the two Greek
103

It will be noted in the translations of  which are offered on pages 178-189 the word
is translated as ‘appropriate’ or ‘something appropriate’ only when it forms the complement of
, ‘call’ or a verb such as , , and , all of which mean
‘consider’. In other cases the noun has the meaning of ‘appropriation’ or a word of similar
meaning, such as ‘choosing’,
‘selection’, ‘acquisition’.
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words. I do not claim that the list of examples is exhaustive, only that it is sufficient to
demonstrate that the meaning proposed for /is not unique to
Philippians 2:6, and that the same or a similar translation of the word found elsewhere does
not reveal a bad sense.
It is also my contention that only the meaning ‘something appropriate’ which is being
proposed for  as an accusative complement makes sense of what Paul is saying.
That meaning is found, not in all its occurrences—of which 28 have been found,104 but in
every one of the nine, other than Philippians 2:6, in which  is being used as a
complement, and as a result my be applied in Philippians 2:6. The meaning of the word will
then in those instances provide a key to Paul’s own meaning for the whole of the verse; one
that is in accord with his belief that Christ has risen from the dead, that the new, the last, age
has dawned, and that the purpose of the church in every place and at every time is the
proclamation of the Gospel that is the saving Word of God himself.
7.5

The translation of 
We are now in the situation where the 28 examples of the use of require

translation. Philippians 2:6, though the first chronologically, is, however, being reserved
until last and a chapter of its own. This has the effect of placing first the two quotations from
Paul’s younger contemporary, Plutarch, the former of which enables us to find a path which
leads to a what is in my view at least a plausible method of translating Philippians 2:6-7a, and
which does not give a meaning of ‘an inappropriate activity’ which is not possessed by the
other examples of the use of this noun which are cited in Hoover 1971.105
 Plutarch
(c.46-c.130):
…


‘[L]ove affairs between men and youths] of the sort practised in Thebes and
in Elis are to be shunned, as well as that Cretan practice to which is given
the name appropriate to it [i.e., , ‘abduction’]. On the other hand
the practices of Athens and Sparta are to be emulated.’

104

See pages 152-155 above; the translations of the texts cited there begin below, and continue
with commentary to page 191.

105

Plutarch, Moralia 12A; Eusebius of Caesarea, Commentary on Luke 6; Cyril of Alexandria, The
Adoration and Worship of God in Spirit and Truth 1.25, Vettius Valens, Anthologies 2.38.37

106

Plutarch, Moralia 12A On the Education of Boys.
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Four hundred years before Plutarch, Xenophon had written on the same subject in his
Spartan Constitution 2:12-14.

He too, had commended Sparta because there the ideal

relationship between the adult male lover and his beloved youth was educational and not
physical. Xenophon also condemned the physical relationships of Elis and Boeotia (Thebes
was the latter region’s principal city), but Lipka in his commentary writes: X[enophon]
manifestly avoids addressing his home city, Athens, directly, most likely to avoid hostility by
his fellow citizens.’107 The Spartan Constitution was written in the period following the
defeat of Athens by Sparta in the Peloponnesian War. Further trouble was impending.
‘[T]he Spartan Constitution was a self-justification by its author, a declaration of why
Xenophon would side with Sparta in the impending frictions. But, apparently, Xenophon was
taken by surprise. Before he was able to revise his work, he was banished from Athens,
presumably for his support of Sparta at the battle of Koroneia [Coronea, 394 BCE]. The
Spartan Constitution thus lost both its purpose and its audience. It remained a draft.’108
‘Finally, Xenophon omits at least one other major state besides Athens where pederasty was
prominent and proverbial: Crete. This ties in with the fact that Xenophon generally avoids
drawing parallels between Crete and Sparta, and, most notably, that he does not mention the
supposed Cretan authorship of the Spartan laws.’109
We know from Strabo that Cretan paederasts abducted their victims, and that their
practice

was

spoken

of

as

:


 At my first reading of Hoover 1971 I noted that he was
treating  as if it was a word which the Cretans used for ‘abduction’ in the manner
alluded to by Plutarch, of which the latter clearly disapproved. Hoover was using this
example in support of his thesis that  was the equivalent of , and therefore
of .111 This allowed him to fail to draw attention to connotations of good outcomes
in the first and second centuries CE, and at later dates, connected with the use of :
107

Lipka 2002:70.

108

Lipka 2002:32.

109

Lipka 2002:132.

110

Strabo The Geography 10.4.21’. In affairs of the heart they have a practice which is peculiar to
them, for they win the ones they desire not by gaining their trust but by kidnapping.’

111

Cf. Hoover.1971:117 I have excluded Hoover’s references to .
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the martyrdom of the apostle Peter, as opposed to the evasion by certain Antiochenes of their
duty as believers of giving witness to their true Lord;112 the astrological outcomes described
by Vettius Valens, (but here Hoover had also been misled by his text).113 In the case of the
quotation from Cyril of Alexandria, Lot’s urging the angels to accept his invitation has only a
good purpose.114

Hoover, however, found here a synonymity between  and

 basing his conclusions upon what appears to me to be his mistranslation of the
Cyril’s words.115 Even in the quotation from Moralia 12A, there is a good purpose, where
the is part of its author’s approval of a correct use of the word , to denote
the Cretans’ behaviour of which Plutarch disapproves. Moreover, though the love affairs are
being spoken of as in the plural,  in the singular116 cannot refer to them,
but necessarily only to the Cretan practice;  has been written, not to
give the name of the practice, but to tell us that it is in Crete called by its proper name,
, ‘abduction’.

The problem of  is, as I have already observed, is a

Plutarchian problem which opens the way to a different translation of Paul’s words in
Philippians 2:6 and 2:7a, which circumvents the difficulty noted by Lightfoot 117 in the
nineteenth century and even more forcefully by Henry in the twentieth.
En effet, le contexte parénétique, exhortation à l’humilité, et l’opposition
radicale de et , plus sensible en grec qu’en latin, impliquent que
est le contraire de , et suggèrent
que ceci signifie: «ne s’est pas cramponné à ses prérogatives», ce qui s’accorde
parfaitement avec le sens adversatif et concessif du participe et se
trouve corroboré par le parallèle de II Cor., VIII, 9:
, où est le contraire de,
de même qu’ici  de .118

112

See pages 183-185 below.

113

See pages 175-177 below.

114

This remark by Cyril of Alexandria and his comment on Lot’s good purpose is discussed on
pages 188-189 below.

115

Hoover 1971:110.

116

There appears to be no example of the use of  in the dual or plural numbers.

117

See page 67 above.

118

Henry 1957:24. ‘Effectively, in a context of encouragement, of exhortation to humility, and the
contrast between  and , which is more obvious in Greek than in Latin, there is implied
that  is in contrast to  and is suggestive of the sense
of the latter as “did not cling to his prerogatives”. This sense is in total agreement with the
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 Plutarch:


For the prelude to a banquet has in my view nothing either friendly or
convivial about it: the looking over and making a selection [from the
common serving dish] accompanied by pulling, tugging, and jostling [with
his fellow-diners on the triclinium].

The speaker, Lamprias, is condemning the practice of serving at a banquet a meal from
a common dish instead on individual plates: To serve the banquet from a common dish
would lessen the host’s control of the distribution of the food. The guests at a Roman
banquet were carefully graded by the host according to their rank in society, which
determined the place at table and what was to be set before them. Any sort of a buffet meal
would have been a recipe for disaster from that point of view, and an opportunity for the most
thrusting, but not necessarily the most worthy, to achieve the best meal.

The word

 does not appear anywhere else in Greek literature, but in the context of its sole
appearance can only be translated, neither as ‘something appropriate’, nor as ‘something
inappropriate’ but by the word’s basic meaning, ‘appropriation’, and without any moral
overtones.

In this respect, Jesus in Luke 14:7-11 on choosing one’s places at a meal to

which one had been invited, and in the following verses, 12-14, on his countercultural
method of issuing invitations to a dinner to those who could not repay their host; and, as
well, Paul in 1 Corinthians 11:17-21 on the inequality of the food and drink set before those
at the believers’ love-feasts, and Lamprias show a similar awareness of current conventions
of Mediterraean hospitality.
 Phrynichus the Atticist (second century):


<> 

Just as the act of binding together’ and ‘the means of binding together’ [are
derived from the one verb ]so [from one verb, , their source]
‘the act of grasping with the mind’ and ‘the act of calculating’ is derived
‘calculation’.

This phrase as it stands seems not to have any meaning other than ‘ means ‘the
act of binding together’, ,‘the act of seizing’, and  ‘the act of

adversative and concessive nature of the participle , and one corroborated by the
parallel of 2 Corinthians 8:9, where  is contrasted with
, as here  is with .’ (The first sentence of this paragraph is
also quoted at page11624 above.)
119

Plutarch, Moralia 644A, Table Talk
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calculating’. This is the only appearance of  which I could find in the works of the
ancient lexicographers that have been consulted for this thesis. It may, however, not be what
Phrynichus wrote. The authority for the insertion of  in the sentence, as Borries
points out, is Bekker 1814; it would seem to have been inserted only to complete a pattern
for the sentence.120 The sentence is made more cryptic by the knowledge that  does
not mean the ‘act of binding together’ but the ‘means of binding together: ‘band’, ‘bond’,
‘anything for tying together’. Phrynichus’s works, however, were directed at authors of the
later second century CE, who aspired to write in the style of the the best period. ‘Unlike
many Atticists of his period, [Phrynichus] sought examples from tragedy and Old Comedy,
and he was prepared to censure even words appearing in standard Attic prose if they did not
belong to fifth century usage.’121 But without (which is not recorded at all in
extant Attic literature and should have been of no interest, therefore, to Phrynichus)he would
appear to be making somewhat better sense: ‘Just as “the act of binding together” and “the
means of binding together” [are derived from the one verb ]so [from one verb,
, their source] “the act of grasping with the mind” and “the act of calculating” is
derived “calculation”’. Phrynichus’s verbless sentence cannot be a caution against using any
of the three words if one wishes to write in the manner of the classical writers. Paul’s use of
is the first recorded no examples of  in the sense of  have come
down to us, but  has a respectable pedigree, being used, according to LSJ, by both
Thucydides and Plato as well as other authors. Much writing of the classical age is lost to us,
but this does not permit us to invent genealogies for words for whose existence we have no
proof before the first century CE, just to create attractive

(but meaningless) sentence

patterns.
 Vettius Valens (second century):

.122

and

120

Borries 1911:65. ‘deest , suppl[euit] Bekk[er].’ ‘The word  is wanting,
Bekker [1814] supplied it.’

121

Dickey 2007:96-97.

122

Vettius Valens Anthologiae 2.38.87. The references differ from that given by Hoover because
they come from the 1986 Teubner edition edited by David Pingree, whereas Hoover had
perforce to use the 1908 edition from the same publisher edited by Wilhelm Kroll.
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.123

Hoover discusses these two quotations from Vettius Valens as important to his proof of
the synonymity of  and  (though not and whichhe
infers from what he believes is the synonymity of  and . ‘[T]hat Moon and
Mars are paired in this passage only in these two sentences’124 may be a correct observation
on Hoover’s part, but he ignores their exchange of functions. That exchange of itself would
seem to suggest that the results of the different positioning of Mars and the Moon in respect
of each other would lead to two very different results, and an undesirable one where Mars
was dominant, since in astrology the planets were thought to replicate the characteristics of
their attendant divinities.125
Hoover’s translations of the two sentences are:
 
,
Should Mars be appointed the destiny-determining power and the Moon the
marriage arranger, the wedding will be an abduction;

and for
 e
,
And if the Moon is in the position of dominance over destiny, Mars is in
charge of the omens for the marriage, and if they confirm each other, it is
certain that the marriage will be accomplished either by means of an
abduction or through war and captivity.126

These two translations may be compared to my own:
If it is Mars that is the one who appoints destinies, and the Moon she who
joins together, the marriage will be an appropriation, i.e., a lawful union.
But if it is the Moon which is the dominant, and Mars the matchmaker, and
they are in aspect with each other, that marriage will not endure, either by
reason of abduction, or of war and captivity.

123

Vettius Valens Anthologiae 2.38.81. Pingree has  for Hoover’s (and, I presume
Kroll’s) . Hoover translated  in this quotation as ‘an abduction’; it could be
equally well ‘a union appropriate to its name’ as a description of .

124

Hoover 1971:114.
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See Barton 2003:96-97 quoted on the next pages.

126

Hoover 1971:137.
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Part of the difference between Hoover’s and my translation of the second sentence lies
in the different texts we are using. Hoover’s earlier text contains the word ,
‘unreliable’, ‘unstable’, while my more modern text, not available to Hoover in 1971, has
,‘firm’, ‘steady’, ‘constant’, ‘steadfast’This leads, in contemporary eyes, to
Hoover’s mistranslation of the last part of the sentence as ‘that marriage will be inconstant,
whether by reason of abduction, or of war and captivity’, as if Vettius Valens’s words were
‘ ...’ He comments: ‘That here refers to abduction (and
not, strictly speaking, to rape) is suggested by ;and
thatandare used as synonyms in these statements is indicated by the
fact that the Moon and Mars are paired in this passage only in these two sentences.’ 127 In
fact, the association of and  in the two sentences points, in my view, to
a favourable outcome of the first union and a meaning for  neither of ‘something
appropriate’, which in all instances where it has that meaning it is the accusative complement
of a verb which means ‘consider’, nor ‘the appropriate term’ which is found in Plutarch’s
,128 again as an accusative complement, this time of the verb .
In all other instances, including this one, it means ‘an appropriation’, just and rightful, and so,
in connection with marriage, ‘a lawful union’.
Thus, Hoover dismisses the force of the differing roles of both the Moon and Mars in
the two passages in which they are paired.

He, in fact, pays scant attention at all to the

different outcomes that astrologers expected to occur as a result of the different relationships
between heavenly bodies and the consequent strength of their particular influence upon the
earth and its inhabitants. If there was no interest in the position of the planets in the zodiac
and their relationships, there would have been no astrology and no attempts to predict human
destiny. Tamsyn Barton writes:
The planets, a term which includes the Sun and the Moon, are thought of as
having influences according to their characteristics. Jupiter, the Moon, and
Venus are thought of as basically positive in their influence, and are called
benefics, while Saturn and Mars are basically negative, or malefics. The
Sun and Mercury were mixed. Furthermore, particular associations, based
on the mythological attributes of the gods after whom they are named, are
obvious in interpretations of their effects. ... The planets’ influence is altered
127

Hoover 1971:113-114.

128

See page 171 above.
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by a number of factors. One is the nature of the zodiac signs in which they
are found. Firstly, each planet rules two signs, or in the case of the
luminaries, one sign, which are known as their houses to the ancients, and in
these signs their influence was increased and generally made more positive.
Secondly, each planet was thought to be in its exaltation (thus particularly
beneficent) in one sign, or in particular degrees of the zodiac and in its
depression (thus particularly maleficent) in another (diametrically opposite)
sign. The characteristics of different signs combine with the characteristics
of different planets to produce more specific effects.129

To suggest that two planets in totally opposed conjunctions would have quite the same
influence on marriages on Earth would seem not to be accord with the views expressed in
Barton 2003, and, in particular, Vettius Valens, whose ‘work was copied more often than
almost any other ancient astrological work, and there were many emendations and
additions.’130 Hoover simply ignores this and uses the extracts from Vettius Valens in
support of a questionable translation of the second. This translation is then quoted as
confirmation that ‘ here refers to some form of abduction.’131 The translation of
 offered in this work for Vettius Valens 2.38.87 allows for a completely opposite
result from each of two different relationships between Mars and the Moon which involve
their exchanging both positions in the heavens and the relative strength of their influences, a
result which is in accord with the remarks quoted above from Barton.
In discussing the use of  and  by Vettius Valens in the second
century CE, Hoover drew attention both to the fact that ‘the Moon and Mars are paired in this
passage only in these two sentences,’ and infers from this that the two words are used
synonymously.132 Because  or  and  have been found in close
proximity in Hellenistic writings, he has, unwisely in my view. considered that the the first or
the second of the three Greek nouns can simply be taken as a less elegant variation of the
third.
 Clement of Alexandria Exhortation to the Nations 1 (MPG 8.64 CD):


129

Barton 2003:96-97.

130

Barton 2003:59.

131

Hoover 1971:113.

132

Hoover 1971:114.
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To you the Lord himself will speak, he who, being in truth in the image of
God, considered it as something not appropriate to be as one divine, but, as
a compassionate God, made himself of no repute in his longing for the
salvation of humanity.

Schumacher used this citation from one of the earliest of the Church Fathers, but left it
untranslated. My translation of Clement’s words based on Schumacher’s understanding of
 reads as follows: ‘The Lord himself will speak to you. He, being in the form of
God considered it no act of injustice (or arrogance) to be equal to God, but, as the
compassionate God, emptied himself in his striving to save Man.’134 Schumacher then
commented further in words which I translated as: ‘I find, however, no possibility of
providing in the generality of these circumstances anything more fitting for determining a
more precise meaning for At the same time there is to be found in Clement’s
writings the concept of  clearly linked with the word .’135 It may be
asked if  is to be translated as ‘injustice’ or ‘robbery’, is not the presence of
Philippians 2:6 among Clement’s words simply gratuitous?
 Pausanias
Description
of
Greece
1.20.3
(late
second
century):
…

 
… Ariadne asleep, Theseus setting sail, and Dionysus coming to carry off
Ariadne.

Some manuscripts had for, which would have given more than a
semblance of respectability to Dionysus’ actions; he was coming to take Ariadne as his
bride, taking her as one whom Theseus had abandoned. That the consensus of copyists and
editors has been through the centuries to prefer  to would also strongly
suggest that for them the two words were not in fact synonyms at the time of Pausanias’s
writing. The variant  suggests that Dionysus was not abducting Ariadne after she
had been abandoned on Naxos by Theseus; would have meant that he had robbed
Theseus of his beloved. But if Ariadne was a sensible girl, and practical with it, she may

133

Clement of Alexandria. Exhortation to the Nations 1 (MPG 8:64CD).
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See page 3563 above.

135

Schumacher 1914:18.

136

Pausanias, Description of Greece 1.20.3.
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have quickly come to realise that she had seen the last of Theseus and that a hero on Naxos
(particularly one who after his death would be enrolled among the divine inhabitants of
Olympus), was a better bet than a hero on the wine dark Aegean—especially since the clew
(in its original spelling and sense—‘a ball of thread or yarn’) with which she had provided
him had enabled Theseus to escape from the palace of Minos (and his indebtedness to her).
Possibly the reason for the differing readings,  or , goes back to
scribal differences concerning Dionysus’s intentions towards Ariadne. Did he come to Naxos
to abduct Ariadne in the absence of her lover, Perseus ()? Or did he come to rescue
and wed in lawful union the abandoned guide of the killer of her father, the Minotaur
()? Such an interpretation raises questions not too unlike the second of Hoover’s
and my translations from Vettius Valens and their textual variant, and ,
which distinguishes the source of each. 137
 Origen
(c.
185-254):



… and indeed that very person, who is in very truth in the form of God,
considering it as something not appropriate that he should be as one divine,
became a child that he might be spoken of as one to the Magi by Herod.
 Origen
… 
…139
… or had he viewed it as something appropriate to be as one divine, and had
therefore been unwilling to become a slave for the sake of the world’s
salvation...

My attention was drawn to the second quotation by a footnote in Foerster’s article in
the TWNT, translated in the TDNT as ‘Christ showed his kindness more divinely when He
humbled Himself [then follows the Greek text] than if he had thought it ‘better to be equal
with God and not of his own free will to become a servant.’140 If the TDNT translator had
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See page 177 above.
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Origen Commentary on St Matthew 15 (MPG 13:1273).

139

Origen Commentary on St John 1 (MPG 14.85C).

140

Foerster in TWNT 1.4736. .‘ Die gleiche komparative Bedeutung muß auch in Orig. in Joh.
I.231 angenommen werden: Christus zeigte seine Güte göttlicher, als er sich erniedrigte,

,als wenn er es für vorzuziehen hätte, Gott gleich zu sein und nicht
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not inserted into the translation of the text the italicised words, which are Foerster’s, ‘als
wenn er sich erniedrigte’, not Origen’s, and for which the Greek provides no support, it is just
possible that Origen’s intended meaning might have shown through more clearly and Paul’s
made plain, and the problem possibly solved as a triumph for German philosophy
and theology.

Origen’s words also give more support to my own translation of

 as ‘to be as one divine’, in which  is given the meaning which the
phrase has in Homer, and which will be discussed later in this chapter.
 Origen
(c.185-254):
…


141
Of Jesus alone was love of humanity of such a sort that he ate and drank
with sinners and tax gatherers and allowed his feet to be bathed with the
tears of a sinful woman, now a penitent, and that he entered into a struggle
to death for those who were of no worth, considering being as one divine as
something not appropriate, divesting himself of everything, and taking upon
himself the guise of a slave.

The text comes from the Origen’s Commentary on John referring to John 12:3

 Jesus’ humility
is emphasised, as well as the nature of his emptying of himself by Origen’s choosing  in
preference to the  of Philippians 2:7a, in his citing it and the preceding verse of the same
Epistle. Thus Paul’s phrase is exegeted as a declaration of the way in which the world’s true
ruler comported himself in the struggle against the powers to secure his kingdom from the
grasp of those who had usurped it. Jesus Christ opposes them by being their opposite, and by
considering what they consider appropriate to their rank to be the exact opposite, not
something appropriate. Christ rejects in his work of redemption any thought that it was
appropriate that he should be looked upon as one divine; and, having taken upon himself the
mit freien Willen Knecht zu werden’: ‘A similar comparable meaning must also be found in
Origen’s Commentary on John 1.231: “God demonstrated his benevolence in a more godlike
fashion when he humbled himself’ [then follows the Greek text, and followed Foerster’s
translation of it]–“as if he had thought it preferable to be looked upon as one divine and had not
of his own free will become one who serves.”’
141

Origen Commentary on St John 6.57 (MPG 14.300B). See also pages 21-22 above.
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John 12:3. ‘Mary took a pound of costly perfume made of pure nard, anointed Jesus feet, and
wiped them with her hair.’
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appearance of a slave, made himself of no repute. A further quotation from Book 32 of the
same commentary emphasises the contrast between Christ’s divine exaltation and his human
nonentity by introducing into the text the verb , ‘exalt exceedingly’ of Philippians
2:9:





An earlier example is
found in Book 13 of the same work: 
 




The prophets of ancient times and even Moses were not, as it were, the more
downcast for not seeing all which the apostles saw. The apostles were
present at the fulness of time when Jesus came, but Moses and the prophets
were looking forward to the fulness of time. In this age even greater things
were to be revealed of the surpassing excellence of Jesus Christ. These
things were even more marvellous that any which had been before uttered or
put down in writing in the world. That would be done by him who had not
considered as something appropriate being as one divine, but instead, had
divested himself of everything that was his, having taken on the guise of a
slave.

Origen is also represented under this heading in the Latin version of a lost Greek
original, and so cannot be authoritative. In it Philippians 2:6 is not translated but replaced by
his translator with the corresponding verse of a Latin version close to the Vulgate: non
rapinam ducit esse se aequalem Deo, which obscures the argument and betrays Origen’s
explanation. On the meaning of  I seek the support of Ellicott. ‘ is
used adverbially , æqualiter deo esse, and that no stress can be laid on such a
use (spectari tamquam deum [‘to be looked upon as one divine’]), as the whole force of the
assertion of equality lies in the use of the verb[al] subst[antive], …’ is what he
wrote over a century and a half ago.145 (I have amended his text by the removal of capital
letters from the forms of  and deus which appear in it, as well as his references to
authorities.) That the author of Philippians 2:6 had Homer in mind I have already suggested.
In the Homeric phrases  and  the adverb  always the meaning of ‘like’
143

Origen Commentary on John 32 (MPG 14.813A). A translation of this quotation, in a
somewhat fuller form, will be found at page 182149 below.
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Origen Commentary on John 13 (MPG 14.485CD),
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Ellicott 1857:55. The translation of spectari tamquam deum is mine.
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or ‘as’.146 So, with Ellicott’s support I feel even more justified in altering his spectari
tamquam Deum ‘to be regarded as one divine’ from his commentary to esse tamquam deum,
‘to be as one divine’ and translating in this manner. [Christus], inquam,
ad hoc opus non conditionis necessitate, sed sola miseratione permotus accessit. In forma,
enim, Dei erat, et videns unius hominis delicto mortem regnare per populos, [nec proprium
ducit esse se tamquam deum]147, hoc est, non sibi magni aliquid deputat quod ipse quidem
aequalis Deo et unum cum Patre est, opus vero suum depascitur mors unius hominis ingressa
delicto.148
[Christ], I say, came to this task not out of any need that it should be done,
but as one moved by compassion alone. For he was in the form of God,
seeing that death reigned throughout the nations by the sin of a single
human person, and considering it as something not appropriate that he
should be as one divine, that is, as far as concerns himself, he accounts it not
of something of great moment that he is God’s equal and one with the
Father, but that the death which has come in through the sin of a single
human person is laying waste his handiwork.

If we translate the Latin version literally it is difficult to account for the words in italics
as anything else than a copying of an Old Latin version of Philippians 2:6b to provide what is
in fact an incorrect translation of the Greek text. This is so even if we were to soften the
meaning given rapinam to something less than ‘robbery’, which  cannot mean
here, and almost certainly would not, in my view, have meant in the first century CE. What
is necessary is the removal of any sense of unethical behaviour. The original sense of the
passage as a whole needs, I submit, words such as ‘did not consider as something appropriate
being on terms of equality with God’ (if the words are being understood literally) or ‘did not
consider as something appropriate being as one divine’ (if they are being understood
idiomatically—which is my preference—and in accordance with their Homeric origins, as I
will discuss later). Once again, Origen is telling us that Christ preferred the divine task
among the lowly to the adoration which he might rightly have commanded from those among
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See the fuller discussion at pages 256-260 below.
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In the orginal the text reads ‘nec rapinam ducit esse se aequalem Deo’.

148

Origen On the Epistle to the Romans 5.2. (MPG 14.1022C).
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whom he had come: the Son of God disclosed a goodness more divine and more truly in
keeping with his being in the image of the Father, since ‘he humbled himself, becoming
obedient as far as death, even death on the cross’.
 Origen
…;


…149
How might we not speak better of what is human in Jesus after he has been
made one with the Word? That, being raised above all, he considered as not
something appropriate that he, while being in his human state should be as
one divine, remaining in his exalted status. Or, that he should, having been
restored to the Word’s own place, when he is once more at God’s side, be
God, both Word and man?

It seems to me to be quite be quite plausible by now to state that any translation of
 in Philippians 2:6 along the lines of ‘something to take advantage of’ or, more
idiomatically ‘something to use for his own advantage’,150 however well it may appear to
work in that verse, suffers from the lack of one important quality: portability. Origen is not
simply quoting Paul’s words; he is making them his own and working them into sentences of
his own composition which have no use for phrases like ‘not something to use for his own
advantage’. Christ came not for any advantage of his own, nor even for no advantage of his
own, but for our advantage. In a way, to say ‘Christ considered it to be be something not
appropriate to be as one divine’ is a very imperfect way of trying to state what Christ did,
since he had no thoughts of himself, but only of those whom he came to save from their sins.
 An Unknown Commentator of Toulouse: Commentary on the Gospel of St Mark 10:41-45.




Instead, their Saviour corrects them. They are to condsuct themselves
towards their neighbour as persons of humble mind, demonstrating as well
that a place of honour is not something for the getting. That is the way of
the gentiles; to whom their rulers behave like tyrants and overlords. Let the
one who wishes to be the first of all among you be the least of all.
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Origen Commentary on the Gospel of St John 32 (MPG 14.813A).
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Hoover 1971:118.

151

An Unknown Commentator of Toulouse Commentary on the Gospel of St Mark 10:41-45,
quoted in Poussines 1679:232-233.
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Here, is not the complement of a verb meaning ‘consider’ and so should not
mean ‘something appropriate’, but must have a meaning nearer to its basic sense of
‘appropriation’, for which I have used ‘something for the getting’, in reference to Jesus’s
words

.152 Mark 10:35-40 recounts the story of James and John asking for seats at the
right and left hand of Jesus; verses 40-45 tells of Jesus restoring unity among the disciples by
his counsel to them all.
 Methodius
Olympius
(died
c.
311):

[…]

[…]

[…]

.153
For this reason is his testimony so remarkable. While considering as not
something appropriate that he should be as one divine, he himself had given
witness to this favour, giving honour by setting a crown upon the head of
this human person into whom he had descended.

Methodius, who was himself a martyr in the reign of Diocletian here expresses
rhetorically, if not in quite strict orthodox theological terms (since it suggests that Christ’s
body was not an integral part of his person), the honour bestowed upon the human race as a
whole by his becoming a man, while concealing his divinity, because its display would have
been inappropriate to his task.
 Eusebius
of
Caesarea
(c.260-c.340)
Commentary
on
Luke
6:



Peter considered his death by the cross as something appropriate because of
his hopes for salvation.

This fragment from a lost commentary has been compared with a phrase from the same
author’s Ecclesiastical History:
  … ,155

152

Mark 10:40. ‘…but to sit at my right hand or at my left is not mine to give, but it is for those for
whom it has been prepared.’

153

Methodius Olympius Fragment of a Sermon on the Martyrs (MPG 18.345).

154

Eusebius, Commentary on Luke 6.

155155 Eusebius, The Ecclesiastival History 8.12.2
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… certain persons, [in their attempts to avoid martyrdom] viewing their
deaths as robbery of the store of wickedness of godless men...

Wright, however, will have nothing of talk of martyrs’ deaths. ‘The martyrs knew that
they were going to die anyway. But, instead of regarding that death as something to be
feared or shunned, they regarded it as something to be taken advantage of, to the extent that
they were prepared to anticipate their execution by committing suicide’.156 This may be a
modern view, but it was not that of the suicides’ contemporaries. The martyrs were martyrs
not because they died, but because in their dying they by word or deed gave witness that
Jesus Christ is Lord, the very thing that the Antiochene suicides were attempting to avoid.
The inhabitants of the ancient Mediterranean world, pagan, Jewish, and Christian, admired
those who knew how to die, no matter what sufferings they had to endure. ‘From before the
end of the first century to the end of the third century there were a number of Christian
literary works, not at first called Martyrdoms, Acts, or Passions, but which dealt with the
subject of Christian martyrdom, not as something shameful, and to be avoided at all costs, but
to be faced up to fearlessly, should one be required to. To evade a martyr’s death by denying
Christ and offering worship to the pagan gods, or to the divine emperors, or by surrendering
the Holy Scriptures, [or, as in this case, by suicide,] was regarded as shameful.’ 157 Believers
and unbelievers alike both admired Socrates for his noble death and his refusal to avoid the
sentence of the court by escaping from Athens. Such admiration is evident, for example in
Plato’s account of his trial, from which this extract is taken, and of his death.






…158
156

Wright 1991:85.

157

Henten and Avemarie 2002:88. The words in the square brackets are mine.

158

Plato Socrates in his Defence 28D-29A. ‘I should, therefore, be acting in strange fashion, men
of Athens, if, when the generals whom you had appointed as my commanders had stationed me,
first at Potidea, then at Amphipolis, and on Delos, I stayed at my post in those positions where
they had placed me, just like any other man, and ran the risk of dying, but now, when it is my
belief and conception that God has appointed me to live as a philosopher, examining my own
conscience and those of other men, I should desert my post from fear, either of death or any
other thing. That would indeed be strange…’
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Plato ends his Phaedo, a dialogue which narrates the last day of Socrates with the
following words, which have since generally been accepted as a statement of the character of
Socrates:




Socrates’decision to prefer his duty to his vocation is in some respects that of Paul, who
in the Epistle to the Philippians says of himself and of what will become of him in Nero’s
prison:


 Socrates realises that the war between his city and Sparta in which it has involved
itself will inevitably lead it to the disaster which occurred at Aegispotamoi in 403 BCE with
the defeat of the Athenian fleet, and may bring about his inability to answer the call of God.
His nobility is shown in his refusal, not only to disobey the decisions of those that rule in the
Athenian democracy, and so place himself in danger, but also in facing bravely the
consequences of accepting without compromise the dictates of his conscience. Believers had
no need to imitate Socrates, admirable exemplar of courage and witness to truth though he is,
when they had their Lord to imitate in their resistance to those who refused to hear their
proclamation of his Kingdom, and there are well-attested accounts of their willingness to do
so.
 Epiphanius

(c.315-403):
)

(sc.

For [Paul] did not say: ‘Christ] did not wish to become as one equal to God
by some act of appropriation.’

This is the only recorded use of  in any case but the nominative or accusative
singular. It is also the earliest occasion where  may in theory be translated by
either ‘appropriation’ (as something inappropriate) or (in another context) ‘some
inappropriate act’, but not here, since for Epiphanius, fiercely but at times unwisely orthodox,
159

Plato Phaedo 118. ‘Echecrates, this was the end of our friend, a man, who, we should say, was
of all those of our generation whom we have known was the best, and the wisest, and the most
just.’ Ever since this has been the almost universal estimation of Socrates.
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Philippians 1:23-24. ‘I am hard pressed between the two: my desire is to depart and be with
Christ, but that is far better; but to remain in the flesh is more necessary for you.’
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Epiphanius Afainst the Heresise 2.2.45 (MPG 43.97)
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nothing Christ did would ever be inappropriate. A semantic shift is nevertheless underway,
of which we do not have evidence for its completion until later in the first millennium. It is
also instructive to note that Epiphanius did not use to express ‘to be(come)
equal to God’.
John Chrysostom (347-407) in his Seventh Homily on the Epistle to the Philippians
uses the verb several times, and the noun  twice, the latter in the sense of
‘usurpation’ or ‘unlawful seizure’162. Chrysostom also uses  six times, three times
in sentences which contain the clause ‘he did not consider as
something

appropriate’,

and

twice

in

sentences

which

contain

the

clause

, ‘he did not possess it as an appropriation, an acquisition’ and once in a
sentence with the clause , with the same meaning as the previous
twofold example.

We are concerned only with his uses of , and since they are

cited from the same source, they are dealt with together. The first of the following citations
gives John Chrysostom’s interpretation of his opponents’ exegesis of Philippians 2:6b; the
others express how he as an orthodox believer in the divinity of Christ understands Paul’s
intention in including the clause  in his Epistle.
The key to Chrysostoms’s understanding of Philippians 2:6b lies in words which he
includes in the same seventh homily on the Epistle to the Philippians. Chrysostom’s first
response,

which

sets

out

his

understanding

of

the

heretics

view

is



 John
Chrysostom


(c.347-407)

162

John Chrysostom Seventh Homily on the Epistle to the Philippians (MPG 62.229).

… ‘Those in every
case who possesss their office through usurpation have a fear of laying it aside or concealing it,
and of not always acting the role which they are now playing. On the other hand, those who
have not gained their office through usurpation…’

163

John Chrysostom Seventh Homily on the Epistle to the Philippians (MPG 62.227-228). ‘We
have demonstrated how belated and totally absurd is this statement, because one is not brought
to humility in this manner, and it gives praise neither to God, nor to humanity.’ See also page
165 above.

164

John Chrysostom Seventh Homily on the Epistle to the Philippians (MPG 62.227).
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Those fellows say that [Paul’s] words “he considered as not something
appropriate” have the implication of ‘misappropriating’.
 John
Chrysostom:




;

What then are we to say? Why, that the Son of God did not fear to step
down from his exalted place? For he considered the trappings of his divinity
not as something appropriate [for his mission]; he had no fear that anyone
would usurp either his nature or his exalted status.

I have already noted166 that in the translation of the latter quotation from John
Chrysostom Foerster disagreed with Schumacher’s translation of  as ‘Unrecht’,
that is, ‘injustice’; Foerster believes that the word here is the equivalent of  as ‘an
article of plunder’. Even if we were to revert to Migne’s punctuation, neither Schumacher’s
‘because he considered as no “injustice”…’ nor Foerster’s ‘because he considered as no
“piece of plunder”…’ would in my opinion be any better translation of Chrysostom’s words.
I have translated  as ‘trappings of divinity’ rather than simply ‘divinity’ since it is
the external manifestations of Christ’s divine nature that are under question.


John Chrysostom: .

167
…because he does hold sovereign power but not as an acquisition. Since he
had not appropriated it, he was therefore never without it. He possessed it
as his by nature, and being never being able to set it aside, he concealed it.

 John
Chrysostom:

168 
It is for that reason that [Paul] did not say, ‘he did not appropriate it’, but ‘he
considered as something not appropriate’, because he possessed sovereignty
not as an appropriation, but as part of his nature; not as a gift, but as
something lasting and secure.

 John Chrysostom:
;


165

John Chrysostom Seventh Homily on the Epistle to the Philippians (MPG 62.229).
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See page 33 above.
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John Chrysostom Seventh Homily on the Epistle to the Philippians (MPG 62.229).
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John Chrysostom Seventh Homily on the Epistle to the Philippians (MPG 62:229).
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John Chrysostom Seventh Homily on the Epistle to the Philippians (MPG 62:229).
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A king does that very deed [taking off in war the royal purple] in great
assuredness. Why? Because he possesses his sovereignty not as an
acquisition.
 John Chrysostom: ’ (two
readings)170
This being as one divine”he held not as an acquisition but as part of his
nature…

It is only as the complement of a verb of consideration that the complement 
bears the meaning ‘something appropriate’. Elsewhere it has the meaning of ‘something
appropriated’ or ‘an appropriation’ or ‘an acquisition. Whether the word could by the fifth
century be used in a bad sense as well, as ‘misappropriation’, for example, we do not have
examples to tell us; ‘appropriation’, and ‘acquisition’ however, have both suitably neutral
senses to cover both connotations of what is lawful and what is criminal. So there is at least
the possibility of its use in a bad sense in the fifth and succeeding centuries. By the seventh
we have at least one example of it being used by John Climacus171 in such a way as to avoid
any connotation of wrongdoing, which suggests that such a precaution was by then necessary.
By the end of the millennium ‘wrongdoing’ in the sense which we give to  is
apparently the only connotation of , and the source of Oecumenius’s puzzlement.
We are beginning, therefore, as the fifth century commences, to see a semantic shift in
the meaning of the word ;  in Paul’s day did not have any suggestion of
that shift, which was not noted until discussing Epiphanius’s use of the noun,172 and which by
thenwould have been possible in another contextThe contexts in which  is being
used by Chrysostom make it certain that the semantic shift is not obvious within them. We
have already drawn attention to Frederick Vokes’ statement in which he suggests that there
is a tendency for words derived from the same verbal stem to become synonymous and adds:
‘If there is an approach in meaning between the two forms, it is an approach of that in  to
that in , and not vice versa.’173 And in this case, the meaning of  is becoming
transferred to .

170

John Chrysostom Seventh Homily on the Epistle to the Philippians (MPG 62.229).
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See pages 189-190 below.

172

See page 185 above.

173

Vokes 1964:673. See also page 46100 above.
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 Cyril
of
Alexandria
(died
444):


When at last the good man had understood [what the angels were saying] he
strove all the more earnestly to overcome their refusal, which he viewed as
something totally inappropriate, as if his invitation had originated from a
weak and vacillating mind.

The emphatic position of at the head of the phrase justifies, I
believethe adverb‘totally’. (Instead of ‘totally not appropriate’, I have instead ‘totally
inappropriate’ to avoid any awkwardness in my English.
Lightfoot in his commentary on verse 6 describes these words of Cyril of Alexandria
as ‘speaking of Lot’s importunity when the angels declined his offer of hospitality’. 175 My
translation

makes

this

clear.

In

the

essay

on

‘Different

interpretations

of

’ appended to his commentary on Philippians 2 there appears in a
footnote a comment on the same words which Hoover wrongly ascribes to Lightfoot. They in
fact are the translated views of an author whom Lightfoot identifies only as Meyer,
presumably

Heinrich

August

Wilhelm

Meyer

(1800-1873),

the

author

of

a

Kritischexegetischer Kommentar zum Neuem Testament in 16 volumes, published between
1832 and 1859.

It is to Meyer, then, through his English translator, that the ‘words

concerning  : ‘[I]t is difficult that the phrase can mean anything
else but “did not eagerly close with, did not gladly welcome their refusal”’ belong. Similar
words are also used by Hoover in support of his version of Cyril’s words: ‘He did not regard
[their] polite refusal as something to take advantage of [because it would “get him off the
hook”] as if [his invitation had come] from a listless and feeble heart.’176

Such a translation,

of course, does not sit well the next words of the biblical narrative, dam µbArxpyw,177 and
the subsequent events of that night, when the men of the city surrounded Lot’s house.178 They
also require more extensive supplements from Hoover (far more than the single adverb added
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Cyril of Alexandria The Adoration and Worship of God in Spirit and in Truth 1.25 (MPG
68.172).

175

Lightfoot 1888:111.

176

Hoover 1971:111-112.

177

Genesis 19:3 ‘But he urged them strongly’; the LXX has here  ‘but
he continued to entreat them’.

178

Genesis 19:4-11.
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to my own to bring out the Cyril’s more subtle emphasis, achieved by his mastery of a more
flexible word order). That Cyril is not labouring under the difficulty of making Paul’s use of
 fit his own purpose also brings out all the more clearly its meaning of
‘something not appropriate’.
 PLG 228b quotes Ambrosiaster, i.e., pseudo-Ambrose, from the actiones of the Lateran
Council
of
649:

...
That very thing which one does not have, one is eager to get his hands on.
Surely then it was not through any act of appropriation that he acquired the
equality that was naturally his; it was part of his substance.

Although the traditional translation of 

has been ‘robbery’ it is not

necessary here (although possible), since it would have applied to the original Greek text an
(un)ethical dimension about which it is otherwise silent, and cannot be said to imply.
Ambrosiaster, of course, was one who was supplying for Saint Ambrose those works he did
not get time to write during his lifetime. Ambrose would have never ascribed to the Lord
Jesus any inappropriate act. The next quotation, however, demonstrates the greater need for
caution in the use of  which had arrived by the seventh century.
 John
Climacus
(c.
570-649):

179
To pass judgement is the shameless appropriation of what is God’s
prerogative; to condemn the ruin of one’s soul.

Here  is being used in such a way that it might mean either ‘appropriation’
or ‘misappropriation’, and it requires the adjective  to make clear which is meant.
Examples, beginning with that taken from the Ancoratus of Epiphanius suggest that during
the fifth (possibly) and following centuries (certainly) the meaning of  was
experiencing the semantic shift from Paul’s and Plutarch’s use of  as ‘something
appropriate’ when it is being used a complement to a verb meaning ‘consider’, and, in other
contexts ‘appropriation’, but always in a good sense. By the fifth century, ‘appropriation’
seems to be acquiring a bad sense as well as the good, something which is apparent even in
contexts which require the latter. So from the days of John Climacus, in the seventh century
at the latest we may be required to translate  as either ‘something appropriate’ or
‘appropriation’ or ‘something not appropriate’ or ‘misappropriation’ and require assistance
179

John Climacus The Ladder to Paradise: Step 10 (MPG 88.848D).
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from the context to decide which is meant.

Such assistance is provided here, by the

accompanying  ‘shameless’.180
 Maximus
the
Confessor
(died
679)
(Sch
olia 57D).
He did not consider it as appropriate, that is, not a weakness to be a human
person subject to obedience…

The source of this quotation is taken from Sophocles 1900 sv.  citing a
scholion on the writings of Maximus I had hoped to find in MPG, but was unable to do so.
Because the full context of the quotation is unknown, it may be that the scholiast’s words
should not be translated with a Pauline meaning, but with one with a meaning given to
by John Climacus, whose death occurred thirty years before that of Maximus.
This would allow for meanings of either ‘something appropriate’ or ‘something not
appropriate’, or even, possibly, the ‘misappropriation’ of Oecumenius. But that cannot be
certain without access to the context. I do not offer my own translation simply to increase the
plausibility of my case for meaning for  as ‘something appropriate’, but because I
believe that Maximus is referring to Christ, who said of himself: ‘…for I always do what is
pleasing to him.’181
 Oecumenius
(tenth/eleventh
centuries):

.182
Here it is written as if it were a riddle: ‘He considerd it as something not
inappropriate, that is, as the result of a robbery.

The final example is that of Oecumenius, Bishop of Tricca at the beginning of the
eleventh century, He is unique in providing a translation, , of what he means
by , which is, in my view, the opposite of what the word had meant to Paul almost
a nine hundred years or more before.
When one compares Modern Greek translations of the  of the New Testament,
and of Philippians 2:6 in particular, one may well come to believe in the correctness of

180

Vokes’ suggestion, which I referred to on page 188, and originally quoted on page 46 above
again applies here.

181

John 8:29.

182

Oecumenius Commentary on the Epistle to the Philippians (MPG 118.1281B).
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Hoover’s conclusions that  and  were synonyms, that  and
 were more or less synonyms, and that  and  were totally
synonymous. In what Hoover maintained concerning the meaning of , he is fully
supported only by the late writers, John of Climacus and Oecumenius, and by their early
modern Greek successors, who are taking us back to the Latin mistranslation of  as
rapinam, but as the result of a long process, of which we have already noted evidence in our
translations of quotations from even earlier writers than Climacus.

(His contemporary,

Maximus Confessor, however, may be using  in an entirely Pauline
way, which makes my translation of his words doubtful without having more of its context
available to me. The grammar of the writers of the middle and late Byzantine period would
seem to be that of the , but the meanings of their vocabulary were undergoing the
semantic shift that we have noted in , and which effects words in every language.
This shift, of which the occurrence in their own language was denied by the more extreme
supporters of the katharevousa movement in modern Greece, has become evident in regard to
 only through an examination of examples of the use of the word arranged in
chronological order.

7.6

Conclusion
Paul’s letters to his churches, excluding, therefore, both Romans and Philemon, were

not written as treatises on particular doctrinal points or as volumes in a theology for the
whole church but as directives on issues affecting the particular church to which it was
addressed. His letter to the Thessalonians concerns Christ’s return and the fate of those
believers who have already died; his two letters to the church in Corinth have to do with
wisdom and knowledge in a city in which sophists were active and where those who, like
Paul, had little use for the artifices of rhetoric tended not to be listened to; his letter to the
Galatians concerns the activities of the Judaisers in their midst and the folly of listening to
them. What, then, is the purpose of Philippians? That must be found in Paul’s circumstances
and those to whom he writes: we have no reason to disbelieve the apostle when he says that
he is in prison in a praetorium in a location where there are members of the household of
Caesar. If he is in prison he is either awaiting trial, or having been tried and condemned, he
is awaiting execution. In either case he must prepare the Philippian believers for a future in
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which they will be unable to turn to him for advice in situations in which they find
themselves. Paul also, as will be discussed in the following chapter, is in my view fully
conscious of the fact that the Philippian church is confined within a Roman colony,
refounded by Julius Caesar and his adopted heir, Augustus, and possessed a strong
attachment to the founders of the Julio-Claudian dynasty. He must accordingly warn them of
the particular dangers that will face that church.
Tradition dating from the middle of the second century is that Paul’s place of
imprisonment and trial was Rome, and that his death took place there in the last years of
Nero’s reign, following the great fire of 64.183 The distance between Rome and Philippi, and
the number of journeys required to initiate and complete the correspondence, have made
some doubt the likelihood of Rome being Paul’s place of imprisonment and death and
propose other localities for it—either Caesarea, Ephesus, or Corinth. On the other hand, if
Paul were to discuss the relations between Church and State, a letter from the household of
Caesar, ,184 to the church in the emperor’s most thoroughly
Romanised colony would appear to be peculiarly apposite.
Paul’s letter to the church in Philippi was one from a man facing death at the hands of a
autocratic ruler who would not take kindly to the proclamation of another, a Jewish criminal
executed in Palestine, who had returned to life to establish an everlasting kingdom over all
nations, and, in particular, the orbis terrarum, the circuit of Mediterranean lands over which
Nero exercised his imperium. Philippi, durch und durch römisch, in the words of Peter
Pilhofer,185 would have seemed to Paul to be the place within the empire where a church
which he had founded would have been most at risk if the persecution of the churches in
Rome was extended to others in the provinces of the Empire. How was the church in Philippi
to survive, situated as it was in a colony which was most likely to imitate the imperial capital
in its zeal for seeking out and destroying those who refused to accept the imperial mandate?
The Epistle to the Philippians was Paul’s answer.186
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These traditions, and other matters, will be discussed in Chapter 8 below.
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Philippians 4:23
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Pilhofer 1995:92.

186

Again, these matters will be discussed in Chapter 8.
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To allow oneself three different sets of definitions in three different eras for a word in
that letter of disputed meaning:

‘something appropriate’ or ‘appropriate term’—and

probably, ‘appropriation’ in Paul’s day; ‘something appropriate’ and ‘appropriation’, or
‘something inappropriate’ and ‘misappropriation’ in the middle and later years of the first
millennium; and ‘something inappropriate’ or ‘robbery’ at the end of that millennium and in
the next, in order to choose from the first set a particular phrase for the correct translation of
the sentence in which it occurs may appear to facilitate a resolution to the dispute by giving a
variety of meanings to the contested noun to suit one’s thesis. But if  (and only
) is to mean ‘something appropriate’, it can only be as the accusative complement
of a verb meaning ‘consider’, most frequently . In the quotation from Poussines
1679 cannot be‘demonstrating that
a place of honour is not something appropriate’, because there is no verb meaning ‘consider’
and that the complement was not in the accusative case. That translation is therefore
implausible, and should consist of words similar to that which I eventually used:
‘demonstrating as well that a place of honour is not something for the getting.’187 (I have used
‘the getting’ in place of ‘appropriation’ to allow for any sense of criminality which might be
attached to the word, but which may not have been within the commentator’s intention.) In
all other situations and in all grammatical cases of the noun  the noun seems to
mean ‘appropriation’ or ‘something to appropriate’ or the like. Only from the fifth century
on need greater care be taken in translation, because one must be aware of the change in
meaning that the noun is undergoing on the lips and the pens of Greek speakers and writers.
Consistent observance of these rules produced my results from texts quoted in many cases by
authors such as Schumacher, Foerster, and Hoover, and which were translated not to achieve
a particular goal, but to find whether they would bring me to one. In my view they did, and
that goal was the consistent translation of a greater number of controverted texts containing
 in a less convoluted way than other attempts at the same task. I believe, therefore,
that what I offer as translations for have about it a plausibility which I believe is
lacking in others suggested.
That the meaning of the noun changed over time, and that time a millennium, was
demonstrated by placing the examples of its use in chronological order, and noting that the

187

See page 183 above.
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examples that had much the same meaning could be dated to much the same period. If one
attempts to give the definitive meaning to a disputed word, one must look at as many
examples of that same word, , for instance, in as many contexts as possible, That
 changed in meaning over time had not, as far as I am aware, been noted by earlier
authorities, and was an unexpected result of my exercise.

This result may have been

unexpected, but it should not surprise. The suspicion that my translation of the partial
comment from Maximus Confessor may not be correct arises from the fact that it requires a
meaning for the noun that would be acceptable in the days of John Chrysostom,
but not in the days of Maximus’s older contemporary, John Climacus.188
For , then, this task has suggested that there is no one meaning, but, rather,
that there are several meanings, determined both by context and by the time at which the
word was used—‘something appropriate’ and ‘appropriation’ at the beginning of the
Common Era, and at the time of the Christological controversies. In later centuries, however,
 is becoming also the synonym of , or of , before eventually
losing its primary meanings. Were a new example of the use of to be discovered,
or simply noticed, I should hope that the rules by which which I translated the examples of its
use which I collected would provide an acceptable and intelligible version as well.
The number of examples of the use of  that is available to any person
enquiring as to its meaning is considerably more than is generally thought, and the most
important is still yet to come. A century and a half ago Lightfoot could write: ‘And again the
particular word occurs so rarely that usage cannot be considered decisive.’189
This work now provides 28 examples of its usage, including Oecumenius’s quotation of
Paul’s  to which he has appended the note —‘as the
result of violence’, the only attempt by anyone before the fall of Constantinople in 1453 to
provide us with a current definition of the word. And an indication that over the space of a
thousand years it went from a basic meaning of ‘appropriation’ to one of ‘misappropriation’,
from ‘something appropriate’ to ‘something inappropriate’. The second century Roman
188

See pages 189-190 above.
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Lightfoot 1888.11. Besides Philippians 2:6, Lightfoot was aware of Plutarch Moralia 12A (see
pages 171-173 above); the variant reading of Pausanias Description of Greece 1.20.3, whose
authority Lightfoot considered ‘too slight to deserve consideration’ (see pages 178-179);
Eusebius Commentary on Luke 6 and Ecclesiastical History 8.12.2(see pages 183-185); Cyril
of Alexandria Adoration in Spirit and Truth 1.25 (see pages 188-189).
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translator of Philippians 2:6 who took to mean  was not, therefore, on the
long view wrong, only one born before his due time. But he wanted to make a theological
statement about the following words, taking them as if they meant ‘to be equal to God’, when
we have, in my view, a plausible reason that they are to be translated as ‘to be as one divine’.
For Oecumenius  was theequivalent of; setting the uses of the word in
chronological order demonstrates that over the course of a millennium the meaning of the
word changed, so that rapinam, the second century Latin translation of the word in the
context of Philippians 2:6, might be correct were it made in, say, 950 while it was an error
nine hundred years before.

The evidence from Plutarch and from Vettius Valens

demonstrates that to translate as ‘something appropriate’ seems therefore to give a
good sense to the word and a contemporary basis for the same meaning to be applied to
Paul’s use of the same word in Philippians 2:6.
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Chapter 8

From Philippi to Rome and the Translation of Philippians 2:6

8.1

Introduction
This chapter looks at the connection between Philippi and Rome created by Paul and

his epistle to the church in the most Roman of its colonies in the eastern part of the Empire.
Epistles from Apostles contained in the NT are of course within its covers not as items from
an archive visited only by researchers in the guise of exegetes, commentators, and
theologians.

The documents were living texts addressed to contemporary churches

containing instructions for their current members, those who are in Christ. What are they to
draw from the Epistle to the Philippians, addressed to a church of which all the members
appear to some authorities, especially Ascough1, to have been either slaves or poor free
persons, all excluded from the government of their municipality on account of their lowly
status? Paul, a Roman citizen, on the declaration of Luke in Acts, and on the fact of his
imprisonment awaiting trial or the execution of the sentence imposed on him, is equally
deprived of power to determine his future and subject to the will of others.

That at

Philippians 3:20 he speaks of the church which is in Philippi as , which I
prefer to translate according to NRSV’s alternative as ‘our commonwealth’, rather than the
‘our citizenship’ of the main body of its text, and which Paul describes of as
,

the

place

to

which

we,



…

 … .2 But before that
event occurs, the little commonwealth is charged with enrolling all their neighbours among
its members.

A commonwealth so constructed requires a constitution of its own in

contradistinction to that of the corrupt society among which it exists and which seeks to
incorporate it within its own. The solution to that problem provided by the believers of
Philippi is, I suggest, an adaptation of the constitution which governed the Roman colony to
more democratic and more distributive purposes in which the offices were open to all, men
1

See page 181.

2

1 Thessalonians 4:17. ‘[We] who are left…will be caught up in the clouds…to meet the Lord
in the air.’
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and women, rich and poor alike. The constitutions of the collegia and their officials tended to
copy those of the civil societies in which they originated; there is no reason to suggest that
Paul’s would have done otherwise.
No work is written in a vacuum, and the epistle to the Philippians is no exception. We
know that Paul is in prison, that he is uncertain what the outcome of the trial that he is about
to face, but he hopes to avoid conviction and that he will be released, which will enable him
to visit the Philippians, who, like members of other churches in Macedonia, have been
suffering harassment from their neighbours for their beliefs, and in their work of
evangelisation. From the Philippians Paul has received an envoy, one of their number,
Epaphroditus, who has brought him a monetary gift and, after falling seriously ill and
recovering, has remained with Paul and is to be the bearer of the Epistle to the church. The
Epistle, among other matters, thanks them for their gift, and encourages them to continue
their way of life, and the work of the Gospel among unbelievers, no matter what the future
brings for the apostle and for them.

The Epistle to the Philippians is the most

autobiographical of Paul’s Epistles. Information which it gives about Paul’s circumstances
at the time of its writing is found to such an extent in none of his other authentic works.
Our knowledge of the Roman Empire in the middle of the first century CE enables us to
fill out the some of the gaps in Paul’s account of himself. The Acts of the Apostles places
Paul’s arrest by the Romans in Jerusalem in the late fifties, and his detention in Caesarea
Philippi, it informs us, continued into the first years of the next decade. The record in the
form of a prophecy that Paul will stand before the emperor lets us know that after being
released from custodia militaris, he has been rearrested and placed in the custody of the
praetorian prefect. Paul then disappears from the narrative of the NT, but the Church has
retained sober traditions which can be traced back to subapostolic times which speak of his
execution by the Roman authorities during Nero’s last years as emperor, and his interment in
a sarcophagus on the Ostian Way, over which a basilica was eventually built.
That so much information about Paul himself appears in the Epistle to the Philippians,
demands, I believe, that notice should be taken of it. Before approaching my translation of
Philippians 2:6-7a, I should like to turn my attention to the city of the church to which the
Epistle was addressed, the composition of that church, the unique nature of the Roman colony
in which it had been established, and the special relationship between it and the imperial
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dynasty. I should also like to suggest the reason why Nero should concern himself with the
activities of an itinerant Jewish preacher by conducting his trial on a capital charge.
Paul’s Epistle to the Philippians can also be read as his treatise on the political economy
of the kingdom of God, to which he would have given a more earthly character than that
suggested by the quotation from 1 Thessalonians which appears in the opening paragraph of
this chapter. The treatise is occasioned both by his situation at the time of writing it, and by
that of the believers in Philippi, so few among a crowd of persons hostile to them and to their
Lord. It is also addressed, in my view, to the believers of every age, not only those like many
of the modern world, who live in pluralistic societies of several faiths and no faith, but also
those in which belief is widespread and unbelievers few, since implicit in its pages are
warnings about the temptation of power for men and women, even to achieve good purposes.
For me the epistle demands that Paul should be at the centre of the Roman Empire, its
capital. No other city, however important, would so inspire Paul’s meditation on imperial
government; in no other colony than Philippi would those to whom it was addressed receive
the product of that meditation, Paul’s epistle, as so relevant to itself, so proud of its
connections with the imperial dynasty, and of its Romanitas. This chapter will address itself
to the city from which it is my belief, bolstered by a long tradition, that the epistle was
dispatched, and to the colony in which the church to which it is addressed existed. Another
difficulty, which certain authorities have raised in modern times, which needs to be addressed
is that the distance between Rome and Philippi was so great that it prevented within a
reasonable frame of time the communication between Paul and his Philippian converts which
we know must have occurrred. Finally the criminal charge will be discussed which would
have most likely have required Paul to stand before the emperor as Luke records the angel
prophesied in Acts 27:24.
Accordingly, we must step outside the world and text of two books of the New
Testament, Acts and Philippians, and enter a world that does not bear their certainty, but is
only one person’s, my construct. He is seeking to apply to Philippians 2:6 a meaning of
 which appears to have worked well and consistently for the translation of nearly
thirty other sentences containing the same word in both sacred (mostly, it must be admitted,
although not in all cases, inspired by that verse from that epistle) and secular writings of the
Hellenistic and Byzantine periods. This requires for the noun  in the accusative
singular as the complement either a Greek verb meaning ‘consider’, either  or
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chiefly, to have in the first century of our era a meaning of ‘something
appropriate’. a meaning which over the course of almost a thousand years was replaced
through the gradual assimilation of the meaning of  by its opposite, ‘something
inappropriate’. Synonyms of the adjectives ‘appropriate’ and ‘inappropriate’ which might be
used in its stead are of course any of the adjectives ‘suitable’ or ‘fitting’ or even ‘fitted’, and
‘unsuitable’, or ‘unfitting’, or ‘unfitted’this is acknowledged by the OED. The OED also
uses the word ‘appropriate’ in defining both ‘fitting’ as ‘becoming, appropriate, proper,
suitable’, and ‘suitable’: ‘[t]hat is fitted for, adapted or appropriate to a person’s character,
condition, needs, etc’. ‘Something appropriate’ has been used in the translations of the
previous chapter to retain the association with the derivation of  with the verb
defined byLSJ as ‘snatch away, ‘carry off’, ‘seize hastily’, ‘seize hastily’, and other
meanings expressed in general by the verb ‘appropriate’, some times a good sense, as in the
quotation from 1 Thessalonians above,3 but, admittedly, often in a bad sense.
8.2

Philippi
As Ascough says, ‘Failure to take seriously local peculiarities of each of Paul’s

churches, and to read each of his letters in the light of the local social milieu to which each
was addressed will result in a misunderstanding of the particular Christian community’,4 and,
it may be added, bring about a misreading of the letter or letters addressed to it.
Apart from the inability of Paul to gain entrée to the upper levels of Philippian society
because of his poverty and the financial basis of the ordo decurionum, and Paul’s comments
on both the poverty and the generosity of the churches of Macedonia, of which the Philippian
church was one, in 2 Corinthians 8:1-2, there are, as we have already seen, a number of
indications in the text of the Epistle to the Philippians that those to whom it was addressed
were not particularly well-off despite their generous contributions to Paul and to the
collection for Jerusalem. ‘Paul’s assurance that God will supply “all their needs”5 suggests
that they have material needs to begin with. We shall in this chapter discuss Paul’s use of
the marketplace from the point of view not of those who profited from it, but of those who

3

See page 1872.

4

Ascough 2003:111.

5

Philippians 4:19. ‘……’
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acted as the intermediaries between their owners and shopkeepers.’ Ascough continues with
a discussion of  and its use in the marketplace for ‘loss or damage in money or material
goods’, and its similar use in Philippians 3:7 and 3:8, together with the use of its cognate verb
in the latter verse. ‘Contrasted with , loss and lose, suffer loss it is the noun
 and the verb , both in the sense of gain, profit, the former in Philippians
1:21 and 3:7 (in the plural), the latter in Philippians 3:8.’ Ascough could also have drawn
attention to the phrases    in Philippians 4:15 ‘in the matter of
payments and receipts’, the `,6
and to the surely unintended pun in Philippians 2:15 .7
Philippi, the town and region where the church to which Paul addressed his letter was situated, was in his
time a Roman colony, and one of which the foundation was due to Julius Caesar, and to his adopted son,
Augustus. Just to the west of the city in September and October of 42 BCE the legions of the Triumvirs,
charged with bringing peace and the end of a long period of civil wars to the Roman state, had in battle defeated
the legions of Brutus and Cassius, who had sought to restore the failed constitution of the Roman Republic.
Philippi had originally been an , Crenides, a Greek colony, founded in 360 BCE by settlers from
Thasos with an Athenian exile, Callimachus as its , and after 356 BCE incorporated into the dominions
of Philip of Macedon. In 148 BCE the Roman Senate, after the Fourth Macedonian War in which Quintus
Caecilius Metellus had defeated Andriscus, a pretender to the throne of Macedonia, annexed those dominions as
a province,8 apparently without much change to the life and government of Philippi. But after the Battle of
Philippi, one of the victorious triumvirs, Mark Antony, settled on the town, which, as Oakes points out, ‘had
been Brutus and Cassius’s forward base for the battle,’9 and its surrounding countryside discharged legionaries,
not only of the victors, but also those of the defeated Brutus and Cassius. To the enlarged town he gave the
name Colonia Victrix Philippensis.10 The subsequent Battle of Actium in 31 BCE represented the eventual
triumph of Octavian and the defeat of Antony and Cleopatra. In 30 BCE, Octavian, now the sole remaining
triumvir (the third triumvir, Marcus Aemilius Lepidus, without his own legions, had become inconsequential,
and had earlier retired from the scene, mollified with the office of Pontifex Maximus), refounded the colony and
settled on its territory more veterans and civilian settlers.11 After the Roman Senate granted Octavian the
cognomen of Augustus in 27 BCE, the colony became Colonia Iulia Augusta Philippensis.12 How many

6

Philippians 4:17. ‘… but I seek the profit that accumulates to your account.’

7

Philippians 2:15. ‘… ‘holding fast to the word of life’, or ‘… holding fast to the account-book
of life’; Ascough 2003:118-119.

8

Cary 1965:208-209.

9

Oakes 2005:308.

10

Oakes 2001:13.

11

Salmon 1969:163.

12

Oakes 2001:13. See also Pilhofer 1995:47. ‘Absurd ist die Behauptung, Philippi wäre »in
honor of Augustus’ daughter«… genannt’. ‘The assertion that Philippi was named in honour
of Augustus’s daughter is simply absurd.’ Pilhofer is referring to Augustus’s daughter Iulia
(32 BCE-14 CE), the wife of, among others, the Emperor Tiberius, and to the city’s official
name, Colonia Iulia Augusta Philippensis, in which over the course of time the Augusta
gained precedence over the Iulia.
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colonists there were cannot be determined. Bormann gives about a thousand as the lowest possible number—
several hundred settled by Antony in 42 immediately after the defeat of Brutus and Cassius; and after 31 BCE
between three and five hundred praetorians, and a similar number of displaced Italians who had had the
misfortune to back the wrong horse in the struggle for mastery between Octavian and Antony. Bormann adds:
‘Eine Obergrenze ist kaum anzugeben.’13 Hellerman would prefer a higher number and suggests with other
scholars ‘a figure of two to three thousand. The latter figure harmonizes better with earlier tendencies of Caesar
and the Triumvirs to place two or three thousand veterans in each of their colonies.’14

It is unlikely that the victorious triumvirs compensated the owners of the properties
which they expropriated to settle on them the Roman veterans and the displaced Latins for
whom they land.
To strengthen their position, the Triumvirs enriched their supporters, took
vengeance on their enemies, and victimized the innocent. They were
completely ruthless in their methods of procuring the land they needed for
their ventures, callously seizing it wherever it seemed suitable and
sometimes alleging that they were simply carrying out a project of
Caesar’s.15

That eighty years later Philippi was still a Roman colony, governed by a Latin-speaking
elite in the Roman way indicates that the initial foundation was large enough to maintain
itself among a hostile and resentful majority, whose political institutions had been
extinguished and whose ethnicity alone drove them down the social scale.

Whatever the

original number of Italian colonists, therefore, it must have been sufficiently large, as we
have already noted, for them to maintain their position and language, and possession of the
expropriated lands they had been granted.

‘In fact, for Philippi, their selements of

‘Romanness’ that went with it… Since the Romans were probably in a minority even in
Philippi, they had to hold tightly to Rome.’16
A second result of colonisation, however, must also be factored in. Though
a numerical minority, the Romans remained an ideological majority,
particularly where issues of honor, status, and social values were concerned,
since the dispossession of local landlords by Roman veterans ultimately
determined not only the social hierarchy, but also the social values of the
reconstituted settlement. After Actium, only persons who possessed
sufficient landed wealth would qualify to hold office in the newly founded
colony, and these persons were almost exclusively Roman. The result was

13

Bormann 1995:22. ‘It is difficult to provide an upper limit to the number’.

14

Hellerman 2005:69.

15

Salmon 1969:137-138.

16

Oakes 2005:309.
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an influence upon the social orientation of Philippi which was remarkably
disproportionate to the raw percentage of the Roman population.17

Philippi itself in the first century CE was inhabited by persons whose numbers have
been estimated as being between five and ten thousand and defended by walls constructed by
Philip of Macedon. It lay at the foot of and on the slopes of a hill (of which the upper part
formed the town’s acropolis),18 and across the Via Egnatia, which formed its via principalis,
the colony’s high street, and which was, more importantly, the Roman road between
Dyrrachium and Byzantium and the land link to Italy, the provinces of Asia Minor and to the
Levant.
When Paul arrived there from the East he therefore entered a world different from that
which he knew. As Pilhofer writes:
Wer—wie Paulus—aus dem Osten nach Philippi kam, kam in eine andere
Welt. Römischer Kolonien konnte man auch in Kleinasien besuchen, aber
keine war auch nur annähernd so »römische« wie Philippi. Gewiß waren
die Römer zahlenmäßig nicht in der Mehrheit, wie es das römische Gepräge
der Stadt vermuten lassen könnte, aber das Lebensgefühl war durch und
durch römisch.19

Philippi, therefore, differed from the other Roman colonies of the East from which the
apostle had arrived in the thoroughgoing Romanness noted by Pilhofer.

Other colonies of

Rome in the Hellenic world—Corinth is an outstanding example—quickly reverted to their
Greek ways and mode of life, but for the best part of the century which had elapsed since the
victory of Octavian and Antony, and for many years afterward, Philippi was, in a translation
of Pilhofer’s phrase in the quotation above, despite the number of Greek and Thracian
speakers in its streets, ‘Roman through and through’. The colony continued to possess the ius
Italicum which had been brought with them by the Italians displaced from their homeland.20
So Philippi was Italy in Macedonia, or, even more justly, Rome in Macedonia, and remained
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Hellerman 2005:72.

18

Oakes 2001:11.

19

Pilhofer 1995:92. ‘Anyone who, like Paul, arrived at Philippi from the East entered another
world. One could visit Roman colonies in Asia Minor, but none approached the level of
Romanitas to be found at Philippi. From the town’s Roman remains, it is evident that the
Romans were not a majority amongst its inhabitants, but the impression gained from the mode
of life there is that Philippi was Roman through and through.’

20

Oakes 2001:25-26.
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so more than seventy years after Augustus had become princeps: its Latin-speaking upper
class lorded it over a resentful Thracian and Greek majority with long memories, as well as
Italian colonists, both those who had survived and those who had failed in the economically
perilous profession that was ancient Mediterranean commercial agriculture.
In Macedonia colonists were settled in pre-existing cities where Roman
political institutions were imposed. The simultaneous survival of Greek
institutions and the existence therefore of “double communities” has been
challenged on serious grounds, although it cannot be completely ruled out.
Opinio communis now tends to accept that apart from a very few nobles of
the Greek polis that received Roman citizenship and were integrated into the
colony at the time of its foundation, the majority of the population continued
to live deprived of its political rights. A bilingual dedication found at Dium
identifies these people [only] as incolae or i. 21

Philippi had (at least in its final post-first century CE reconstruction) a forum
surrounded by the usual public buildings and temples, and a macellum or provision market
and, it may be presumed for reasons that will shortly become evident, beside statues of the
current emperor and his deified predecessor, a statuary group, apparently now lost, showing
Augustus in military uniform being crowned by his adoptive father, Gaius Julius Caesar, in
civilian dress.22
On the obverse of coins minted in Philippi, semisses of low value, so called because
they were worth half an as, there is depicted the head of the reigning emperor. On their
reverse one would expect to find cultural or religious symbols of importance to the peoples,
Macedonians, Thracians, and Greeks, who had preceded the Romans, but, instead, on
Philippian coins they are almost entirely absent. The only exception in this absence is that
some coins have on their reverse images of Aulonites, the Thracian hero, worshipped also by
the Romans and Italians. All the coins minted in Philippi, therefore, emphasised the fact that
it was Rome which was in control in the region, with images on the reverse such as legionary
standards, two priests with plough and oxen marking out with a furrow the pomerium, the
21

Kremydi-Sicilianou 2004:100. Presumably the Dium referred to is the one in Macedonia, on
the peninsula of Acte in Chalcidice.

22

On a brief visit to Greece in which I spent several days in the coastal city of Kavala (the
Neapolis of Acts 16:11) I visited the Archaeological Museum of Amphipolis, where I had
earlier been informed that the statuary group was preserved,. but was told by the curator that
the statues were not in its keeping. The Archaeological Museum at Philippi was closed for
renovations, and due to be reopened, according to the sign outside, in 2008. (My visit was in
late October 2009).
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limits of Roman Philippi, Aulonites, as the recipient of Roman worship, and the statuary
group I have already mentioned.
An example of a coin minted in Philippi comes from the reign of Claudius (41-54 CE):

Bronze weight 7.81g, maximum diameter 27.6 mm, die axis 180o, Macedonia, Philippi mint, 41-56 CE;
obverse TI CLAVDIVS CAESAR AVG(ustus) P(ontifex) M(aximus) TR(ibunicia) P(otestate) IMP(erator),
bare head left; reverse COL(onia) AVG(usta) IVL(ia) PHILIP(ensis), basis inscribed DIVVS AVG(ustus) in
two lines, on which statues of Augustus to left and Caesar to right, altar on either side of basis.23

Collart’s description of the reverse, which follows, is not today accepted; it is now
generally believed that the obverse is a representation of a statuary group in which Caesar in
civilian dress (and not, as Collart proposed, the Genius of the municipality) is crowning with
a laurel wreath Augustus in military dress. Collart does, however, make clear the use of the
reverse on the coin of Claudius, both during and after his reign.
Après Auguste, plusieurs empereurs ont frappé à Philippes des monnaies
coloniales à leur effigie; on en connaît des exemplaires de Claude, de Néron,
de Vespasien, de Domitian, de Trajan, d’Hadrien, d’Antonin le Pieux, de
Marc-Aurèle, de Commode, de Caracalla, de Gallien. Presque toutes
portent, au revers, la même représentation que les monnaies d’Auguste:
deux personnages debout sur une estrade, qu’on interprète généralement
comme l’empereur couronné par le Génie de la ville, et de chaque côté, un
autel; mais à la place de la légende DIV(o) IVL(io) AVG(usto) DIV(o)
F(ilio), qui l’acompagne sur les monnaies d’Auguste, c’est le nom de la
colonie qui est inscrit sur toutes les autres…24

23

Coin image by courtesy of the British Museum.
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Collart 1937:237-238. ‘After Augustus, several emperors had colonial issues struck at
Philippi which bore their effigies [on the obverse]; examples have been found beraring the
effigies of Claudius [41-54), Nero [54-68], Vespasian [69-79], Domitian [81-96], Trajan [98-
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Not only did the coins of Augustus minted at Philippi bear that same obverse, but we have
evidence that emperors for almost a quarter of a millennium thought it important to emphasise to the
citizens and inhabitants of Philippi that they were each Augustus’s successor and should be treated
with the same respect and celebrated with the same civic and religious honours. The absence from
this list of the names of Tiberius or Caligula, and of some later emperors does not mean that none
were struck to the same pattern during their reigns, but only that archaeology or chance has not turned
up any examples of coins minted during their reigns; as well, the briefness of the reigns of Galba,
Otho, and Vitellius may mean that no coins bearing their likeness were able to be minted at Philippi
during them.
On the coin depicted here, the living emperor, Claudius, is not described or shown as a god, but
his relationship to the dead and deified Gaius Julius Caesar and his successor, the deified Augustus, is
emphasised. That Claudius, though he owed his imperial position to the murderers of his predecessor,
Caligula, and the army’s reverence for his dead brother, Drusus, was thus able to suggest that he stood
in some kind of direct relationship to the divinised Augustus (he was his step-grandson) must have
been seen as promoting the stability and legitimacy of the current régime in Philippi.

Christopher Howgego comments: ‘The imperial/local mode—emperor, wife, or Caesar
on the obverse, local image on the reverse—is the norm. Such iconography served to locate
the community in relation to both Roman power and local tradition and was normal in other
media too.’25 In the case of Roman Philippi, however, in the later years of the last century of
the previous era and the first centuries of this era, these associations seem to have been
always imperial; what is expressed is the almost complete extinction of the local tradition.
‘[I]t is worth noting that apart from the Thracian Hero Aulonites, no other local cult is found
on the issues of Philippi. … Philippi was clearly an exception in Macedonia.’26
Paul’s words,  may have created an association not only with Homer,
as we shall see later in this chapter, but also in less literary and more literal minds with the
117], Hadrian [117-138] Antoninus Pius. [138-161], Marcus Aurelius [161-180], Commodus
[180-192], Caracalla [211-217], Gallienus [253-268] Almost all these issues bear on their
reverse the same scene as is found on the coins of Augustuss: two persons standing on a
single platform, generally interpreted as the emperor being crowned by the Genius of the
municipality, and at each side of the platform an altar. Instead of the legend DIV(o) IVL(io)
AVG(usto) DIV(o) F(ilio), found on the coins issued by Augustus, the name of the colony is to
be found on all the others.’
25

Howgego 2004:15a.
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Kremydi-Sicilianou 2004:100.
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persons and the images of the two emperors on their pedestals which surely had been erected
in Philippi, expressing graphically Roman rule and other nations’ subjection. The official
Philippi of Paul’s day is hardly represented in the present remains, since the city was almost
entirely rebuilt in the second century CE. The guide to Philippi in its plan of the forum
identifies no sites of temples dedicated to divine emperors,27 but funerary inscriptions
identify the last resting places of their flamines. Pilhofer 2000 identifies fourteen memorial
inscriptions of flamines of various emperors, for the most part of Julius Caesar and
Augustus.28
Not only was there a tradition of worship of divine emperors at Philippi, but those
entrusted with that office thought enough of it to have it inscribed over their graves among
their other honours. Those to whom Paul addressed the letter had, before their conversion,
been expected to understand that the worship of diuus Augustus was not merely a devising of
the Roman authorities, but intended by heaven, as was Rome’s unquestionable ascendancy.
To emphasise that constitutional change will occur only at a far off time yet to be determined
by its rulers is, after all, one of the purposes of a coinage issued by any imperial
administration.

Beside its normal functions of being the standard of account, the store of

value, and the medium of exchange, coinage in a largely illiterate society serves the purposes
of political propaganda: it is apparent that the policy of the Roman settlers and the city
government of Philippi was to ensure that local allegiances were obliterated and that the
subject population was to be made aware that their rulers, the Romans, were there both to
stay and to stay Roman.
8.3

The Romans of Philippi
We have already quoted Hellerman on the influence of the Romans on Philippi. He

stated that ‘[t]hough a numerical minority, the Romans remained an ideological majority,
particularly where issues of honor, status, and social values were concerned…’ 29 Some
indication of those among the Roman settler families which held power and influence in the
colony might be found in the number of different male names with the same nomen which
27

Koukoúli-Chrysantháki and Bakirtzís 2009:40-41.
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See page 200 below.
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See page 193 above.
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occur in Index 2. Cives Romani of Pilhofer’s Katalog der Inschriften von Philippi.30 Of the
352 names recorded in Roman letters, Valerius occurs 21 times; Atiarius thirteen times; Iulius
twelve times; Aurelius eleven times; Domitius and Varinius ten times each; Oppius nine
times; Flavius, Publicius, and Velleius eight times each; Licinius and Vibius seven times
each; Caesius and Cassius, six times each; Annius, Antonius, Cornelius, Decimius, Firmius,
and Sallustius, five times each; Herennius, Mucius, Pacius, and Plotius, four times each;
Atilius, Beluedius, Caius, Hostilius, Laelius, Magius, Marronius, Salvius and Sempronius,
three times each;

and Aelius, Alfenus, Burrenus, Catinius, Iunius, Naevius, Nutrius,

Octavius, Postumius, Rutilius, Venetius, Vettius, and Volatius occur twice each. 117 nomina
occur once only. Not too much can be read into these numbers. They, however, suggest that
within the Roman colonisers there were a number of first families which had the wealth
which put them at the top of Philippian society, and kept them there over several generations.
The Greeks, the Thracians, and the majority of the descendants of the original soldier settlers,
98% of the inhabitants, would represent, together with slaves, the rest of the population:
peasant farmers on their own land, or leasing the land they tilled, artisans, small traders, and
labourers, both industrial and agricultural. Among these, even those descended from Roman
colonists, the language would of necessity be mainly Greek or Thracian; Latin, for those who
knew it, would be the language only of the home or for being the governing class (or dealing
with it). It is most unlikely that it was ever the language of the majority of the population.
This model of urban Philippi differs in some respects from that of Oakes 2001, but not
too greatly. Oakes makes the proportion of the Roman élite somewhat larger (up to 5%) and
divides those below them into service groups and the poor,31 whereas in my view all below
the élite would have been poor, some in poverty and some in penury. It is a truism among
those who discuss Roman society that there was no middle class.
…it must be emphasised that the empire had no middle class like that which
constitutes the majority of the population of the United States of America.
With some risk of oversimplification, it is fair to identify the ancient world
as a two-class society in which a small percentage of wealthy elite (2
30

Pilhofer 2000:861-870. The figures are taken only from those names which are recorded in
Latin letters. Nineteen nomina occur in their Greek form, among which there are twelve
examples of (=Aurelius), eight examples of  (=Flauius), and two each of
 (=Vaebius?), and  (=Claudius).
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Oakes 2001:17. ‘Figure 10: The social composition of the town (AD50)’.
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percent would be a generous estimate) controlled both the means of
production—land, in an agrarian economy—and the legal system. The great
majority of the population, in contrast, consisted of humble non-elite free
persons and slaves.32

Paul, though a Roman citizen (as is demonstrated by his being in prison in Rome,
waiting trial before Nero at the time of the writing of the letter to the Philippians, which
substantiates Luke’s assertion of its citizenship, explicit in Acts 16:17, and implicit in Paul’s
appeal to Caesar in Acts 25:11-13), would not have had entrée to the élite of Philippian
society because of his evident lack of wealth and no evidence of an understanding of Latin.
His missionary work among the Philippians would therefore have been among its lower
classes, the humiliores, and, in particular, the slaves. At the very beginning of his letter to the
Philippians he identifies Timothy and himself to them as slaves. He would surely have been
unable to do so had not the majority of those who made up the Philippian church themselves
been slaves, or those who were possibly in an even worse position, free persons who were
competing with slaves for employment to provide for themselves and their families.
8.4

The cult of the emperor in Philippi
The religious life of the colony which Paul entered at the end of his walk of fifteen

kilometres or so from Neapolis provided many religions for its inhabitants, reflecting the
various nationalities which inhabited the city and its surroundings—among whom were
Romans, Italians, Greeks, Thracians, and no doubt, slaves from many parts of the world.
There was, however, no synagogue, as we deduce from Acts 16, since Luke speaks of the
place outside the gate by the river where Paul and his companions went on the Sabbath as a
’.33 But in the religion of the Philippians, as in the whole empire, except Palestine
and among the Jewish Diaspora, was the worship of the divine emperors, and, in Philippi in
particular, the worship of diuus Iulius and diuus Augustus, as the founders of the colony, held
the first place. On purpose, Pilhofer has very little to say in the first volume of his work, 34
about the ruler cult in Philippi, but, of course, includes epigraphical evidence for its
importance in his second volume, the catalogue of inscriptions.35 Pilhofer says of Bormann,
32
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whose work appeared in the same year as his first volume: »Wir haben die Manuskripte
ausgetäuscht, und sind beide die Meinung, daß die Arbeiten sich gut ergänzen. Dies gilt
insbesondere für die Darstellung der (von Bormann so genannten) ,,religionsgeschichtlichen
Perspektives“.

Er betont hier besonders stark den Kaiserkult, der in meiner Arbeit in

folgenden so gut wir keine Rolle spielt.«36 So it is to Lukas Bormann that we must turn for
information on the worship of the emperor in Philippi, the site of Paul’s first church in the
continent of Europe.
Im Gründungsakt der Kolonie wird der historische Aspekt, die
Vergegenwärtigung der Gründung Roms, mit der rituellen Betonung der
agrarischen Grundlage der neue Siedlung verbunden. Die als römische
Kolonie gegründete Stadt ist keine selbständige Polis, sondern eine aus dem
Recht der Stadt Rom erwachsene Tochtergemeinde. Seine Einwohner
bleiben in ihrer politischen und landmannschaftlichen Identität
zurückgebundenen an die Stadt Rom. (Einschreibung in die stadtrömischen
Bürgerabteilungen, die tribus.)37

In the foundation in 30 BCE of the Colonia Iulia Augusta Philippensis by Octavian,
twelve years after Antony’s establishment of Colonia Victrix Philippensis, the victor at
Actium and soon to be Augustus, ‘wurde der religiöse Aspekt der Koloniegründung neu
akzentuieren.’38
Ando writes:
Since the Roman emperor was himself a fixture of the state pantheon and
mediated between the populus Romanus and the divine, he could no more
function without the support of the religious consensus than could the state
when poisoned by the Bacchanalia. In that respect the religious functions of

36

Pilhofer 1995:47. ‘We [Bormann and I] exchanged manuscripts and both agree that the two
works complement each other nicely. This goes especially for the presentation from “the
perspective of the history of religions” (as Bormann calls it). He places a particularly strong
emphasis on the imperial cult, which plays so small a role in this part of my work.’
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Bormann 1995:30. ‘In the rite of foundation of the colony, the historical aspect, the
comparison with the founding of Rome, is made evident in the ritual emphasis on the
agricultural basis of the new settlement. The town founded as a Roman colony is not an
independent polis, but a daughter community called into being by the authority of the city of
Rome. Its inhabitants retain their political and national identity and their ties to the city of
Rome (enrolment in the divisions of the citizens of Rome, the tribes.).’ For Philippi this was
the tribus Volsinia.
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Bormann 1995:32. ‘Stress is once again placed on the religious side of the foundation of a
colony.’
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the imperial office operated in harmony with Republican conceptions of the
state religion and aided in cloaking the office with respectability.39

The refounding of the colony by Augustus, who during his life had had placed in his
hands all power in his empire, created a particular bond between Philippi and its ruler, which
was not broken by his death. This particular bond also extended to his adoptive father, Julius
Caesar, whose policy Augustus, in founding the colony in 30 BCE, maintained he was merely
implementing. Philippi was looked upon in its official ideology as continuing to be under the
special protection of diuus Augustus, and the days in each year on which he was worshipped
seem to have been celebrated with special fervour. The office of flamen Augusti and the
college of the seuiri Augustales must have been particularly important in the Philippian
cursus honorum, since there are six references to flamines diui Augusti in funerary
inscriptions (and four to flamines diui Iuli), but only one each of flamines of other emperors,
flamen diui Claudi, flamen diui Vespasiani, flamen diui Titi, and flamen diui Antonini Pii.
Four priestesses, sacerdotes diuae Augustae, i.e., of Livia, Augustus’s wife, are also
commemorated in inscriptions, one of whom, Cormelia Asprilla. who died at some time in
the first century, was the daughter of Publius Cormelius Asper, who was one of the six
flamines diui Augusti for whom memorial inscriptions have been found.40 There are also
eleven memorial inscriptions in which the man named is described as a sexuir (or seuir)
Augustalis, a member of a college of six men.41 Bormann says of the sexuiri:
Die seuiri Augustales unterschieden sich in mehrerer Hinsicht von den
flamines. Sie setzen sich ganz überwiegend, wenn nicht ausschließlich, aus
Freigelassenen (libertini) zusammen.
Das Amt oder besser die
Ehrebezeichnung wurde wie das des Flamen durch die Versammlung der
Dekurionen vergeben. Es mußte allerdings eine summa honoraria in die
Stadtkasse gezahlt werden. Es handelt sich um ein Ehrenamt, dessen
Erlangung eine der wenigen Möglichkeiten für Freigelassene war,
öffentliche Funktionen war anzuüben.42
39
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Though Bormann speaks of »die Freigelassenen«, his description of the seuiri also
suggests that the decurion class at Philippi in the first century CE was a closed grouping of
citizen descendants of the first families of the colony refounded by Augustus, into whose
ranks were grudgingly admitted free non-Romans, as well as the freedman, provided they had
sufficiently large fortunes.

This did not mean that the freedmen were ever going to be

admitted to any positions of power, but that they and their money would be useful in allowing
the hereditary officials to achieve their ends.
Bormann points out that little is known of the form of the celebrations of festal days in
Philippi.43 He adds: »Besondere Höhepunkte, die die ganze Stadt in ihnen Bann schlugen,
waren Festtage mit Spielen. Während die flamines für die Opferpraxis und die kultischen
Handlungen rund um die Tempel des Kaiserkultes zuständig waren, fiel die Ausrichtung und
vor allem Bezahlung der Spiele zu Ehren des Augustus in die seuiri Augustales.«44 Since
Colonia Augusta Iulia Philippensis was a Roman and Imperial foundation, envisaged by
Caesar and established by his successor, it is likely that the festivals there followed the
Roman model rather than the Greek model of the surrounding cities. One such Roman
colony of which the calendar has survived is Urso.45 In the lex Vrsonensis, the charter of the
Colonia Iulia Genetiua (east of Seville and near modern Osuna in southern Spain),
prominence in religious matters is given to games, the circus, gladiatorial contests, and,
especially, plays, ludi scaenici.

Apart from the generic sacra there are further events

specified, namely, ludi circenses, sacrificia, puluinariaque46 which suggest that ‘[p]ublic
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Bormann 1995:46-47. Among the festivals decided annually by the council of the decurions,
Bormann suggests there might have been celebrated the current emperor’s birthday, the
birthdays of Julius Caesar and Augustus, and the anniversary of the Battle of Philippi.
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religion at Urso is public, visible, and participatory religion’.47 We have no comparable texts
from Roman Philippi, but we can be sure that its public religion was not too different.
Hellerman states: ‘Surviving festal calendars, organized and kept by local decurion
councils, reveal some ten annual ceremonies in honor of Augustus or his followers. Included
were the birthday of Augustus, the birthdays of his sons and of the current reigning emperor,
Augustus’ victory at Actium, the day on which a triumph was held, and the day of the
divinization of the emperor.’48
The church which Paul had established in Philippi, if it was mostly or wholly drawn
from the colony’s slaves, would have, in its allegiance to the Lord Jesus Christ, not so much
withdrawn from the communal activity of Philippian society as have never been participants
in it.

There may have been some among the free who were attracted by Paul’s preaching but

also found the complete break from old associations and activities that would be required for
entry into his (Paul in his Epistle to the Philippians uses the term
twice, but never directly for his little community) too much to contemplate. There
must have been also those within the church who for the first time in their lives experienced
the joy of living in a loving family.
Although there exists no evidence of such withdrawal of believers from participation
in the imperial cults of Philippi and elsewhere, it is, in my opinion, impossible to imagine
Paul could proclaim Christ’s universal rule over creation and yet join in the worship of false
gods and deceased emperors now allegedly divinities. But any withdrawal, if not by slaves
but by free persons may have been the reason for the trouble which came upon the believers
in

Philippi

and

elsewhere

in

Macedonia

and

to

which

Paul

refers:


and

.50Consistentabsenteeism

where it was expected could not be longbe concealed from authorities eager to demonstrate
Philippi’s special relationship with Augustus and to prove to the world their and their town’s
47
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loyalty to Rome and to the Emperor by the annual ceremonies of oaths of loyalty to the
current Emperor on his birthday and the anniversary of his accession, and the celebration of
important days in the lives of deified predecessors. »Diese Feierlichkeiten wurden in der
Regel begleitet durch eine öffentliche Prozession zu dem Ort der Feier. Im Prozessionszug
wurde eine Rangfolge eingehalten, die der Hierarchie der städtischen Ehrenämter und der
geistlichen Ämter entsprach.«51 A festival was a sight for the lower orders, both to impress
them with civic dignity, and to encourage them to acknowledge that not only was this was the
way things were, but also how they ought to be. That free members of a certain group newly
established in Philippi made principled and continued absences from ceremonies in
commemoration of the imperial family in a town that sought to emphasise its special link
with the first emperor would surely have brought down upon them harassment from officials
whose less than total control of that town’s inhabitants was being shown up to all.
Oakes, however, cautions us against thinking that the lower orders in Philippi would
have been required to attend festivals, even festivals associated with the imperial cult:
There is little doubt that people generally will have gladly joined in the
celebration of the festivals, especially where handouts or shows were
available. Moreover, this presumably represented a genuine expression by
the people of their understanding of the significance of the emperor and his
family. However, Fishwick draws attention to the fact that participation in
such cultic activity was not generally obligatory. This is inevitable given
that Greco-Roman cities, like most cities throughout history, were relatively
chaotic places. For example, I cannot imagine that the civic authorities of
Ephesus [or Philippi, for that matter] going round the city’s thousands of
beggars, migrant workers, or other marginal inhabitants, checking that they
had the means and the inclination to participate in the festivities.
Inscriptions detailing ambitious plans by a city to honour the emperors seem
to me to be unlikely to have often translated into activity that was truly
universal, or even nearly so. The aim of the inscriptions was to enhance the
city’s standing and fortunes.52

Nevertheless, we have the evidence of Paul himself that believers in Macedonia did
undergo persecution, whether official, or private, occasioned by their acceptance of the belief
that Jesus is Lord risen from the dead, and that it is to him, and not the emperor, that all must
51
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look for , ‘peace and security’. The men who mattered in such a
society, who supplied its decuriones and its duumuiri,53 may have appeared petty and rather
ridiculous in the eyes of a visiting senator or eques from Rome, but also would have been
self-importantly aware of their position within their own society. This would have been
something of which the believers of Philippi must also have been aware, and that, if they ever
came to official notice, their assemblies would have been seen as those of an unauthorised
collegium tenuiorum among many such in Macedonia.

But, possibly, this collegium went

largely unobserved because its members comprised either in the large part, or entirely, slaves,
as the narrative of Philippians seems to suggest, and because their memberships comprised
entire households.

Acts speaks of the conversion of whole households (Lydia’s 54 and the

gaoler’s55), and this may have been the usual pattern of Paul’s evangelism in Philippi and
elsewhere, though we know from his first letter to the church which was in Corinth that he
had to envisage the possibility of a husband or wife of a believer (and other family members)
not possessing the faith.56 The necessity for unity within the church, and boldness in the
preaching of the Gospel which Paul urges on his congregation in the Epistle to the
Philippians, he must have seen as the only effective means of facing abuse, raillery, assault,
and the possibility, even if only slight, of criminal prosecution, which must always have
faced any society so countercultural as the tiny church of Philippi.
8.5

The church which is in Philippi
In introducing his study of Paul’s Macedonian associations, Richard Ascough notes that

increasing attention is being paid to the social contexts of early Christianity.

But ‘many

biblical scholars continue to appeal to the “Jewish roots” of Christianity in order to insulate
formative Christianity from its so-called “pagan” surroundings.’57 In regard to the Church
which is in Philippi scholars and exegetes, in paying little attention to the social world of the
Europe’s first community of believers, may of course point to the past in their defence; the
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historian of previous centuries of ancient Philippi or exegete of the Epistle to Philippians who
possessed only the Acts of the Apostles, the Epistle to the Philippians and the references to
the town and subsequent Roman colony in Appian, Cassius Dio, and Polybius and other
pagan authors as his or her authority. These sources would have provided little to go on to
reconstruct the nature of the society which inhabited their world. It is only in the last two
hundred years that attention has been paid to the world of the characters named on the pages
of the literary works of Greece and Rome, or the Bible. The deciphering of the ancient
languages of the Middle East, the reading of the texts inscribed on ancient monuments, the
recovery of papyrus documents from the sands of Egypt, and the development of archaeology
from a hunt for treasure to an exact science in which every artefact has it worth and the lives
not only of kings and conquerors but also of the common people are treated as being of equal
value has greatly advanced our knowledge of what the texts both told us, and equally often
vattempted to conceal from us. But that is not the case in the recent past. Although much
about the ancient world remains lost to us, we know much more about it than when the
classical authors and the Bible were the staple of the curriculum of education. The voluntary
associations of the ancient world, for example, are more open to us than they were to our
ancestors. Ascough indentifies Edwin Judge as one of the first scholars in the modern era to
bring the associations back into focus by suggesting in an important article first published in
196058 that, despite the differences, Christian groups would have been indistinguishable
from other types of voluntary associations, both in their own minds and the minds of the
public. In Ascough’s view, however, the most influential study of the last quarter of the
twentieth century was Meeks 1983.
In eleven pages Meeks lays out four possible models for community
formation that have become the reference point in the debate over the
appropriate analogy for understanding early Christian communities: the
household, voluntary associations, synagogues, and philosophical schools.
Meeks himself favours the synagogue model and offers reasons why the
other models are not viable. His persuasiveness is shown in the number of
studies that simply adopt his critique, usually without an examination of any
primary evidence59.
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In discussing how the earliest groups of believers would have appeared to those who
were not of their company, it is important to remember that this is not the way that in
Philippi, at least, they appeared to themselves or to Paul. Paul spoke of the Church at Corinth
as the Body of Christ:  and to the
Galatians of the family of faith: 61, and addressed the
believing groups which he founded as . But, as we have already seen Paul spole
of the Philippian church as a in Philippians 3:20,62 a word which, among other
senses, may denote a group of foreign residents living in their own quarter of a town and and
settling their own affairs—Jews, for instance). Paul, however, is using the word in a way
which

dissociates



ihis

from

the

rest
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Philippi.

(—the position of the  emphasises the
difference between it and the rest of the inhabitants of Philippi, and in particular, the collegia
of
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he

makes
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64 . In fact, the word 
which occurs only here in the NT, may be being used in the way in which it is being used in
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12:7


.65 There it means the whole of the inhabitants of the city, since the
Jewish community of at least two hundred men, women, and children had been taken out to
sea and drowned.66 In 2 Maccabees the noun  is being used for the whole Gentile
population of Joppa, which had assented to the pogrom; Paul is using the word in a manner,
however, which suggests that his converts are the the authentic Philippians, while their
60
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unbelieving fellow-citizens are facing  ‘destruction’. They, the remnant, are to be
the true citizens, the  addressed in Philippians 4:15, guided, protected by the
 and  whom they have instituted and appointed for themselves. The
phrase  of Philippians 1:1 may be a half humorous reference
to the church’s officers but it is not critical, and does not suggest disapproval on the part of
Paul. The Philippians were quitre capable of making their own decisions in the matter of
choosing and appointing their own officers, and of living with their decisions. His only
cautionary

remark

comes

in

Philippians

1:27

;67 the constitution of their
 must not betray Paul’s proclamation to them of a message which is identical with
that of Jesus. That Paul, in what was his final communication to the commonwealth which he
had founded in Philippi, paid so much attention to maintaining its continued existence, more
than adequately demonstrates the communal nature of his churches.
The activities of the general run of collegia were, however, only symptomatic of the
ethos of Philippi as a whole, and Paul, just like the Jews of other cities of Asia Minor of
which he had had experience (not least among which was his own home city of Tarsus),
wished, not to disassociate his small group of believers from the colony and its citizens, but
to protect them from the harmful effects they could bring upon them. They had their homes
and employment among unbelievers and their societies, whether licit or illicit, of which Paul
had no good to say, but which possibly had had some of his converts among the number of
their members.

By using the verb in the clause which describes the new

commonwealth, Paul is also disassociating himself from any who would see simply a
spiritual existence, heaven, as the true homeland of the members of the church, and is
emphasising its here-and-now existence as the authentic Philippi.68
That the Philippian believers had taken on board the idea that they constituted a
separate society within the colonia Philippensis is indicated by his naming of them as a
,69 and their own decision to appoint its officials, , for overseeing it,
67

‘Only legislate for your commonwealth in accordance with Christ’s joyous proclamation.’

68

See next page: ‘He would have had nothing at all to do with Cotter’s or Philo’s Platonic
anthropology which viewed men and women as embodied spirits living lives of exile on earth
…’.

69

Philippians 3:20.
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and , for attending to its material needs.70

Wendy Cotter quotes Philo with

approval and in support of her opinion that Paul thought of his converts’ true home as
heaven, as she does:
But what exactly is the point made with the statement, ‘our  is in
heaven? … Colonists were sent out to settle in and establish a city of their
own
as
Philo
states,


 


.71

Cotter goes on to state that this was certainly true for Philippi which had been settled by
Roman veterans and was proud of the fact that it was governed by the ius Italicum, the
highest privilege obtainable by a provincial municipality72. She acknowledges that the ‘home
city’ model may be in reference to the associations and clubs which flourished all around and
provided so many disparate people with their own special citizenship. She continues:
In either case, Paul’s distinction lays bare the fact that [his] Philippians are
no longer citizens of any earthly city, real or community created. When he
says, ‘our home city is in heaven’, the  broadens out the addressees of
this maxim to include Paul himself and indeed all Christians. All Christians
have become ‘foreigners’ since their true home city is in heaven. In a
similar vein, Philo describes the wise men who realize that they will never
find their citizenship () on earth but only in heaven:


.


70

Philippians 1:1. Cf. also Acts 6:2-6. That Paul refers to the officials of the Philippian church in
the way he does suggests that it was its members who established their offices and duties, and
were the first to do so.. The colony was itself governed by two decuriones, on the model of
the consuls of republican Rome, and the church which was in Philippi may gave had the same
number. Each Roman consul had the power of veto over the other, and conflicts between
them would have brought the government of the republic to a standstill. Had the members of
the Philippian church chosen the government of Philippi as their model and were Euodia and
Syntyche the  in the year of the composition of the Epistle to the Philippians?

71

Philo, The Confuson of Tongues 78. ‘They look on the heavenly region of which they are
citizens as their homeland still, and the region in which they have settled as a foreign land.
Just so, those who have been sent out to a colony regard the land that has received them,
instead of the country of their birth, as now their homeland, but to exiles, the land that has
expelled them remains the country to which they long to return.’

72

Cotter 1993:103-104.
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73

But Paul’s understanding of the church is quite different and allows him to address the
members of his  in Philippians 4:15 as .

Although the believers of

Philippi are no longer in his view its inhabitants, either as free or freedpersons, or as slaves,
or as Greeks, Thracians, Romans, or any other nationality, but only as Christ’s, they are still
Philippians because the locality is named Philippi. Those who have the first places at public
ceremonies, the best seats at the theatre and the amphitheatre, the highest couches and the
best dishes at banquets, would have thought of themselves as the optimates, Philippi’s best
and wealthiest, the  among the , but Paul reassures his converts that
it is they who are the chosen ones.74 He would have had nothing at all to do with Cotter’s or
Philo’s Platonic anthropology which viewed men and women as embodied spirits living lives
of exile on earth, and awaiting their return to a heaven that has never been their homeland.
But

Cotter

is

undoubtedly

correct

in

suggesting

that

Paul’s

 ‘dispels any idea that a midground exists for an
appropriation of popular associations’ practices.’75 The Philippian believers are instead to
imitate Paul’s behaviour and to have regard to those (he may have in mind here Timothy and
Epaphroditus

in

particular)

who

model

.76

their

manner

of

life

on

his:

And after describing his own conversion

and his daily struggle to remain faithful, Paul’s next words are accompanied by an appeal to
tears which asre able to stress the inevitability of the doom awaiting these persons, wilfully

73

Cotter 1993:104 and Philo, The Confusion of Tongues 77-78. .’Their souls are never
colonists.leaving heaven for a new home. Their way is to visit earthly nature as men who
travel abroad to see and learn. So when they have stayed awhile in their bodies, and beheld
through them all that sense and mortality has ot shew, they make their wake back to the place
from which they set out the first’.(LCL) This quotation from Philo immediately precedes that
of the previous footnote.
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Philippians 4:15.

75

Cotter 1993:104.

76

Philippians 3:17. ‘…those who live according to the example you have in us.’
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,77

while

demonstrating

respect

for

the

Philippians’ possible distress about it.78
8.6

To and from Rome
Some commentators believe that the place of Paul’s imprisonment when he was writing

the Epistles to Philemon and to the Philippians was not Rome, because of the long distance,
measured either by the route to be traversed or the time to be taken, in journeying between, in
this case, Philippi and Rome. The Roman Empire, however, could not have extended further
from its political centre than the limits imposed by the necessity of ease of communication
along interior lines. The network of Roman roads provided ease of communication, but not
for those without influence or means. The roads were used in general only by the legions,
officials, the cursus publicus, which carried official mail and despatches between the capital
and the provinces, and members of the upper classes with the ear of the authorities.
Everything and everyone else would by preference have travelled by sea, available during
late spring, summer, and early autumn. Sea travel was cheap, because it provided only
carriage and water; shelter, bedding, and provisions were the responsibility of the traveller.
The ship’s charge for passage was… affordable: a trip from Alexandria to
Athens cost a family only two drachmae. People got what they paid for.
Accommodation was primitive—passengers normally stayed on deck,
sleeping out in the open or under tentlike shelters put up in the evening and
taken down in the morning. They brought their own food, which they could
prepare in the ship’s galley after the crew had eaten; water was provided.79

Those who make the assertion that all the journeys backwards and forward implied by
the Epistle to the Philippians: news of Paul’s imprisonment, a gift from the Philippians to
Paul in prison carried by Epaphroditus, news of the latter’s illness carried back to Philippi,
news of the Philippians’ distress at hearing of that illness carried to Rome, and the return
journey of Epaphroditus to Philippi, seem to presuppose that each of these journeys was
made by the Viae Appia and Egnatia and wholly on foot, except for the passages between
Dyrrachium and Brundisium, and that each therefore could not take less than about two
months in the best of circumstances and health, and possibly much longer. But concerning
77

Philippians 3:18. ‘…the enemies of the cross of Christ’. The first definite article is an
expression of the wilful nature of their refusal to believe.

78

Philippians 3:18-19 and Cotter 1993:96.

79

Thompson 1998:52-53.
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the length of Paul’s imprisonment after Luke’s (which appears more likely to
me),and concerning any interval between the two periods of confinement (which also
appears more likely to me), in both these matters we have only uncertainty. 1 Clement,
however, written to the Corinthians about 95, approximately thirty years after Paul’s death,
states:
…
  


…


These are lines written far less than Sherwin-White’s century ‘after a major event … in
a relatively small or closed community’81 which he requires for myth-making. 1 Clement
more than suggests that there was an interval between Paul’s confinement in rented
accommodation, and his finding himself in the custody of the praetorian prefect. We have no
reason to disbelieve Clement, and no evidence that disagrees with his, but if we accept it, we
must also accept that Paul’s period of custody was not brief, and lasted at least six months.
In regard to sailing speeds, Luke makes the point that the Castor and Pollux sailed the
approximately 180 nautical miles from Rhegium to Puteoli (Reggio di Calabria to Pozzuoli)
in something less than two days, admittedly with a favourable wind.82 There is at least a
strong suggestion in this remark that sea voyages between Neapolis (the port closest to
Philippi) in Macedonia and Rome could have been done in a quarter of the time that it would
have taken Epaphroditus to travel on foot from Rome to Brundisium, and, after a voyage
across the Adriatic across the Balkan Peninsula, from Dyrrachium to Philippi.
80

1 Clement 5: 6-7. ‘…having been made a herald both in the East and the West he received the
true reward of his faith. 7After teaching righteousness to the whole world and journeying to
the farthest lands of the West, he bore witness [to Christ] before the leaders, and in this
manner was set free from the world and taken up into the holy place …’ If the author of the
letter is in agreement with what we are aware of from other sources, does that mean that he is
in error in those matters for which he is the only authority?

81

See page 218 below.

82

Acts 28:13. That is over, say, forty hours, at about a rate of 4.5 knots, which would be
reasonable for a ship carrying, as I assume, some of the previous season’s grain from
Alexandria to Puteoli which it had not been able to convey to its destination because of the
same early winter storm which had wrecked Paul’s vessel. Casson describes one such ship as
being more than 180 feet (about 55 metres) long and more than 45 feet (about 14 metres)
wide, and capable of carrying more than 1,000 tons (1,016 tonnes) of grain. (Casson
1974:159).
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From Rome to Brindisi by the modern autostrada is 629 km. No doubt, given the
directness of Roman roads the distance in ancient times was not too different.

If he could

maintain a steady advance of thirty kilometres a day, a very fit man might take three weeks or
more to walk from Rome to Brundisium (in company of course; one would have needed a
death wish to travel alone by road, even under the pax Romana), more than a day to cross the
Adriatic (by ship), and even longer to walk from Dyrrachium to Philippi—a journey of at
least six or seven weeks, and possibly much longer. If Epaphroditus’ recent illness had made
a sea journey from Ostia to Neapolis the more prudent course, it would not have surprised
him overmuch to have reached his destination in ten days or a fortnight, but the journey also
might, through unfavourable winds or an inability to find a ship going in the right direction,
have taken him twice as long. In any case, any journey from Neapolis in Macedonia to Ostia
would more likely have taken the longer time since it would be against the prevailing
winds.83

A round trip from Ostia to Neapolis by the Straits of Messina and Corinth could

possibly be undertaken in two months (or even much less in very favourable circumstances).
Even if we were to limit Paul’s time in the praetorium to a maximum of two years, the five
journeys between Rome and Philippi could take no more than six months all told, even in the
most frustrating circumstances. Thompson provides us with a diagram of ‘average’ travel
times in days in the Christian world between the years 30 and 70 CE, i.e., the eastern Roman
Empire between Rome and Jerusalem, comprising Italy, the Balkan Peninsula, Asia Minor,
Syria, Palestine, and Egypt. Assuming clear sailing routes and Roman roads, good weather
and a fair wind, minimal stopovers, well-found ships, and land travel by foot at a rate of
[32km] per day, Thompson’s diagram suggests that a sea voyage between Rome and Antioch
in Syria. under the most favourable conditions and with no enforced stopovers, via
Lechaeum, Cenchreae, and Ephesus, should have taken no more than 27 days, and under the
least favourable no more than 40 days. (I have allowed one extra day—which Thompson
does not—for transferring between Lechaeum, Corinth’s northern port (i.e., on the Gulf of
Corinth) and Cenchreae (its southern port (i.e., on the Saronic Gulf, opening on to the Aegean
Sea). Because of the prevailing winds, travel west was much slower than in the other
direction; a voyage between Ostia and Corinth might take between two and three weeks
according to Thompson, but in the other direction up to twice as long. (My own estimate is
83

The Mediteranean lies at the southern edge of the Northern Hemisphere’s zone of westerly
winds (although in the Aegean Basin the Etesian winds blow from a northeasterly or
northwesterly direction during the summer months).
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somewhat quicker—ten to fourteen days in an easterly; twice as long in a westerly direction.
Epaphroditus on his journeys between Philippi and Paul in prison in Rome had alternatives:
one of a long walk, calculated by Thompson at eighteen days in length (although in my view
almost forty kilometres day after day could not be kept up for such a period), down the Italian
peninsula, a sea voyage of possibly two days between Brundisium and Dyrrachium, and
another eighteen days (which again appears to me to be an even more hopeful estimate) on
the road between the latter port and Philippi. He might also sail from Ostia to Lechaeum, a
voyage of seven to fourteen days, according to Thompson, spend a day walking to
Cenchreae, take ship to Ephesus (five to seven days, with a favourable wind), and then from
Ephesus to Troas (seven to ten days, a similar distance to the previous stage but against the
prevailing wind) when, if he was as lucky as Paul, Luke, and Silas, he would be only three
days from Philippi.84 There were, however, no shipping schedules in the ancient world, and
voyaging in the Aegean with its indented coastline and its many islands would have depended
on finding a vessel going in the right direction, but not necessarily all the way to the
traveller’s destination. So travel between two places on or near the shores of the Aegean Sea
by taking a series of short sea passages combined with the use of roads might have produced
shorter travelling times than a journey only by ship.
Unfortunately, those who have calculated travel times in the ancient world have not
shown any uniformity in their estimates; Thompson’s, which I have supplied here, have the
virtue only of being the most recent;

he makes the point, not noted by others, that

Mediterranean travel from east to west was, as we have already noted, generally slower than
travel in the other direction, because of prevailing winds. During the sailing season, the
Etesian winds, from the north-west or the north-east, prevailed in the Aegean; the western
Mediterranen lay in a region of prevailing westerly winds.
Rome had brought lack of war and good roads to the Mediterranean lands, but travel,
by land and by sea was still dangerous, as Paul tells us in 2 Corinthians 11:23-29. Paul seems
to have been particularly unlucky in his choice of ships: he mentions three shipwrecks in 2
Corinthians 11:25, and Luke describes another in Acts 27:14-44.

‘When he travelled of his

own free will, Paul journeyed east by ship (despite his experiences of shipwreck), and west

84

Thompson 1998:61. Acts 16:11-12.
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by land, avoiding the frustration of being delayed by adverse winds. His one sailing west was
as a prisoner.’85
On sea voyages David Williams comments:
As shipping developed during the period of the empire, two or three masts
are sometimes found, with triangular sails above the main yard. Such
sailing vessels apparently made three to four knots in good conditions and
up to six knots in ideal conditions. … But two or three knots was probably
about the average speed of a merchantman. From various literary sources it
has been calculated that voyages from Rome to Carthage averaged four to
six days, to Marseilles one to two days, and to Narbonne three days. From
Ostia or Carthage to Gibraltar the voyage took on average seven days,
Corinth to Puteoli four to five days.86

Thompson gives no time for a voyage from Corinth to Puteoli (modern Pozzuoli, near
Naples, and 240 km south-east of Rome), but gives ten to 25 days as the time for a voyage
from Corinth to Ostia. Luke gives less than two days for a passage from Rhegium on the toe
of Italy to Puteoli with the wind from the South,87 so David Williams’s four or five days from
Corinth to that port sounds like a voyage in a vessel built for speed, a nauis actuaria, were it
to venture out of sight of land, whereas Paul and those about him would have travelled on
merchant vessels.

85

Thompson 1998:63. Paul’s shipwrecks–2 Corinthians 11:25; Paul as a prisoner–Acts 27:144.

86

Williams 1995:203. The times and calculations in the body of the text are those of my
authorities, but should be treated with some caution, as their results do not always seem to
agree with their basic information Times in an westward direction seem to have been
extrapolated from times taken for eastward journeys with a following wind. According to my
rough and ready calculations, a coasting voyage from Ostia to Marseilles is about 400 nautical
miles. To complete such a journey in two days would require the vessel to make an average
sailing speed of more than 8 knots, which is given as the upper limit for a merchant ship. I
suggest a speed of four knots would be a good average speed for a cargo vessel in a following
wind, but only two knots tacking against it. From Ostia to Lechaeum is, again very roughly,
1300 nautical miles. A vessel travelling east with a steady following wind might make 100
nautical miles a day and take a fortnight to sail between the two ports, but twice as long to
travel in the opposite direction. Epaphroditus disembarking at Lechaeum would have had to
pass through Corinth to its other port, Cenchreae, to take a ship to a port on the other side of
the Aegean, to find a vessel travelling to Neapolis, when he would be only a few kilometres
from Philippi, possibly another week’s sailing. He would expect to spend three weeks at least
on a voyage from Ostia to Philippi. A return voyage might take twice as long. Nine weeks or
more on a round trip from Philippi to Rome would, however, be twice as quick as a journey
by foot. Three such round trips, which Paul’s letter implies, would take about six months
altogether, wearying but feasible.

87

Acts 28:13
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Under the Empire shippers were organised into corpora or collegia, and ports
improved.

To sum up, given good conditions, a lack of contrary winds, and a good

connection at Corinth it would seem, therefore, that a voyage from Ostia to Lechaeum on the
Corinthian Gulf, one of the two ports of Corinth, and thence on to Cenchreae, its other port
on the Saronic Gulf, and Neapolis could possibly be done under the Empire in not more than
a fortnight. At Neapolis, modern Kavala, in Macedonia, the travellers would then be no more
than 15 kilometres from Philippi. A return journey might, however, take the best part of a
month, at least.
On the localion of Paul’s place of imprisonment Markus Bockmuehl says:
[T]he traditional view since antiquity has been that Philippians was
composed in Rome. The second-century Marcionite Prologue mentions
Rome as the place of composition, as do the postscripts of a number of MSS
(incl. B1, 075 and the Majority Text). This most easily accounts for the
references to Roman authorities and to a sizeable local Christian
community, well connected with the civil service, which nevertheless had
few direct loyalties to Paul. (Some, less plausibly, appeal to Acts 18.24ff.
and 1 Cor[inthians] 16.9, in asserting a similar situation for Ephesus as well
…). 88

Markus Bockmuehl’s second argument for Rome as the place of Paul’s captivity is his
‘reference to the “family of Caesar” in [Philippians] 4:22’ reads:
It is true that these imperial slaves and freedmen who constituted the clerical
and senior administrative levels of the civil service could be found
throughout the empire, including provincial branch offices such as at
Ephesus…89 The vast majority, however, were in the first century based in
the West: one study suggests that out of 660 individuals identified in
inscriptions as Caesaris, i.e. ‘belonging to Caesar’, about 70 per cent lived
in Rome and 96 per cent were either in Rome, Italy or North Africa.

Bockmuehl then makes a further point in favour of Rome as the place of Paul’s
imprisonment:
A further consideration, as we saw earlier, is that Paul’s silence about the
Collection makes better sense in Rome than in Ephesus. The Roman
scenario of awaiting a capital trial before Caesar may also best explain why
Paul still enjoys certain freedoms to receive friends and advance the gospel,
and yet why precisely on account of the gospel he is facing a situation of
whose outcome he is very uncertain. 90
88

Bockmuehl 1997:30

89

But the civil servants in Ephesus would not have been of the family of Caesar, since Asia (of
which Ephesus was the capital) was a senatorial and not an imperial province.

90

Bockmuehl 1997:30-31.
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Why it appears to me that it is so important that Paul should stand before the emperor in
Rome lies in an understanding of his mission that such a confrontation implies. There come
face to face two men: one who rules over the orbis terrarum, with power of life or death over
every one of its inhabitants, and whose every whim is law, the son of a god who considers
that he is as one divine. Before him stands a Jewish prophet whose message is of a Galilean
peasant whose words were about a universal kingdom of peace, justice, and the cure of ills,
both personal, and economic.

Of this man one of his followers had written

; he had lived out that thought, been put to
death by Rome, and yet was said to be still alive. Paul, that Jewish prophet, in chains and
prison-soiled clothing before Nero, had done more than merely talk about Jesus of Nazareth,
and proclaim his universal lordship. In Philippi, that most Roman of colonies, he had
established, under the very noses of the authorities, a  of slaves and poor artisans
and labourers. He was telling Rome and its emperor that their time was past; in Philippi,
God’s kingdom, the new Israel, had been made manifest.

8.7

Paul in Prison
Although much time and ink has been spent during the past two centuries attempting to

determine where Paul was imprisoned when he wrote his letter to the church which he had
founded at Philippi, whether in Rome, or Caesarea, or Ephesus, or even Corinth, the tradition
of over one and half millennia,91 and the natural meaning of strongly
suggest Rome. Gordon Fee accepts Rome as the place of imprisonment, and makes what
appear to be a very important point.
It is of some interest that this evidence [for Rome’s being the place of Paul’s
imprisonment in the praetorium] is often turned on its head by proponents of
other views … So, e.g., Kümmel (Introduction, 328): ‘Since there are no
91

A tradition expressed by the construction of a fourth century basilica under Constantine and its
consecration in 324 should not be considered worthless on account of the 260 years or so
which separate that year from the events leading to Paul’s death. There are ten generations
between the two events, but even in an age when life expectancy was lower than in our
century, generations overlap, so the story of Paul’s death, and execution would be at only
three or four degrees of separation in 324 from their happening. Moreover, there are even
older traditions which point to Rome as the place of Paul’s imprisonment and trial. See pages
225-228 below.
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ambiguous arguments for the writing of Phil[ippians] in Rome, and some
evidence against it …’ but that should be stated in reverse: ‘While there is
some evidence on favour of a Roman imprisonment, there is no evidence
against it.’’92

Hawthorne, as revised by Martin 2004, ‘ha[s] espoused the proposal of an Ephesian
provenance (which is in keeping with the trends of recent scholarship.)’;93 he also offers an
objection ‘from the assumption, drawn from Phil[ippians] 1:30:



and 4:15-16:



94

(cf. also Philippians 1:26:
 
 ;95

Philippians 2:12:
 


;96

92

Fee 1995:3434.
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Hawthorne and Martin 2004:l. ‘The strongest objection to a Roman origin for Philippians is the
distance between Rome and Philippi.’ Cf. page xliii in the same work.

94

Philippians 1:30. ‘…since you are having the same struggle that you saw I had and now hear
that I still have.’ Philippians 4:15-16.‘You Philippians indeed know that in the early days of
the gospel, when I left Macedonia, no church shared in the matter of giving and receiving,
except you alone. For even when I was in Thessalonica, you sent me help for my needs more
than once.’ Neither of the citations appears to me to contain an implicit denial by Paul that he
had ever been in Philippi after the events narrated in Acts 16:11-40, and that, accordingly, the
visits to Philippi of Acts 20:1-6 had ever occurred. Nor do references to places closer to
Philippi or nearer than Rome necessarily imply that he is not at present in Rome.

95

‘Philippians 1:26. ‘…so that I may share abundantly in your boasting in Christ Jesus when I
come to you again.

96

Philippians 2:12. ‘Therefore, my beloved, just as you have always obeyed me, not only in my
presence, but much more now in my absence, work out your own salvation with fear and
trembling.
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97).98

Commentators often seem to consider that the Acts of the Apostles should not be treated
as an historical document, but to use it historically when it suits their arguments. Walton
refers to Colin Hemer99 who,
in particular shows in place after place that the ‘world’ Luke constructs in Acts fits well with
what we know from ancient sources—not least epigraphy, where Hemer adds substantially to
our sources… He shows that it is possible to reconstruct a Pauline chronology that takes the
data of Acts seriously. He then considers questions of authorship, sources and date, concluding
that the traditional identification of Luke as the travel companion of Paul is the most plausible
solution, and that Luke most probably wrote [the greater part of] his ‘double work’ [i.e., LukeActs] in the early 60s, during the period of Paul’s imprisonment in Caesarea.100

One instance of this selective acceptance of Acts as history is found
in Hawthorne and Martin 2004: ‘Paul, meeting severe opposition in Corinth
and in “mortal danger” received divine encouragement and the promise of
safety through a dream (Acts 18:10). The parallels between this nocturnal
call to courage and that which came to Paul in prison in Jerusalem (Acts
23:8) are so similar that one is permitted to suppose that Paul’s enemies in
Corinth had arrested him, put him in prison, and threatened him with
death.’101 But to permit oneself to suppose this is to ignore Acts 18:12-17
and what happened to the Jews who brought Paul before the proconsul,
Gallio who ‘... ’102 This is, however, to treat both
dreams as unhistorical, since if one is such, so should be the other. It also
throws in doubt the veracity of the whole of the events in Caesarea and the
voyage to Rome, which I do not believe is Hawthorne or Martin’s purpose.
We do not know the exact nature of Paul’s dreams, since he is their only
uncorroborated source, but we can agree that he had a strong conviction that
no-one was going to prevent his proclaiming the Lord Jesus Christ in both
Corinth and Rome, and this conviction was divinely inspired.
97

Philippians 2:22. ‘But Timothy’s worth you know, how like a son with a father he has served
with me in the work of the gospel.

98

Hawthorne and Martin 2004:xlii. Neither of the texts to which we are invited to refer seem to
me to imply that Paul is not writing to the Philippians from Rome.
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C. J. Hemer, The Book of Acts in the Setting of Hellenic History, WUNT 49 (Tübingen: Mohr
Siebeck, 1989).

100

Walton 2004:241-242.

101

Hawthorne and Martin 2004:xlv. The example is quoted from another source.

102

Acts 18:17c. ‘[Gallio] paid no attention to any of these things.’
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The late Adrian Sherwin-White, as a Roman historian, supports me in accepting the
events recorded in Acts as historical:

‘For Acts, the confirmation of historicity is

overwhelming. Yet Acts is, in simple terms and judged externally, no less of a propaganda
narrative than the Gospels, liable to similar distortion. But any attempt to reject its basic
historicity even in matters of detail must now appear absurd.’103

There is, of course, no

statement in Acts that Paul was imprisoned in the barracks of the Praetorian Guard, but my
point in mentioning Sherwin-White’s views on myth-making, making use in support, as I
now do, of the example of the Father of History, Herodotus, whose narrative of the the
quarter-century preceding the Persian Wars (490-480 BCE), and wars themselves was written
in the middle of the fifth century BCE. Sherwin-White is speaking of ‘the presumed tempo
of the development of the didactic myths—if one may use the term to sum up the matter.’104
In his argument he refers, as I do, to Herodotus, who was retelling in the middle of the fifth
century BCE the history of events thirty to seventy years before, after they had been
remodelled by at least one generation of oral transmission.
The parallel with the authors of the Gospels is by no means so far-fetched as
it might seem. Both regard their material with enthusiasm rather than
detached criticism. Both are the first to produce a written narrative of great
events which they regard as a mighty saga, national or ecclesiastical and
esoterical as the case may be. For both their story is the vehicle of a moral
or a religious idea which shapes the narrative. For Herodotus the classical
concept of ‘koros-hubris-até105 is no less basically influential than the
notion of, for example, oblation in the pattern of the Gospels, affecting both
the parts and the whole of the narrative. Yet the material of Herodotus
presents no intractable difficulties to a critical historian. The material has
not been transformed out of all recognition under the influence of moral and
patriotic fervour, in a period of time as long, if not longer, than can be
allowed for the gestation of the form-myths of the synoptic gospels.106

Herodotus, ‘who was naturally disposed in favour of certain political myths, and whose
ethical and literary interests were stronger than his critical faculty’ is shown, for example, by
the work of another writer, ‘the more critical Thucydides’,107 to have given the true version,
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Sherwin-White 1963:189.
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Sherwin-White 1963:189.
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‘insolence’, , ‘overweening pride’, , ‘delusion’.
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Sherwin-White 1963:189-190.
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and not the more popular mythical version of the assassination of the Athenian tyrant
Hipparchus at the hands of Harmodius and Aristogeiton in 514 BCE.
Sherwin’s conclusion is that ‘even after a century after a major event it is possible in a
relatively small or closed community for a determined inquirer to establish a remarkably
detailed account of a major event, by inquiry within the inner circle of the descendants
concerned with the event itself.’108 Luke was a contemporary of Paul and claimed that he
was an eye-witness of the events narrated in the last two chapters of the Acts of the Apostles.
His two-volume account of the foundation of the Kingdom of God and its spread throughout
a large portion of the Roman Empire in so few years is no myth formed a century or more
after the death of the last of those able to refute its author’s claims. Marcion was in a sense
outside the small Roman community of the faith, yet no-one appears to have countered his
claims that the body of the apostle Paul lay buried in Rome, and, even more remarkably, in
the early centuries after his death at least, the fact of that event continued unembroidered by
pious legend. Eusebius’s narrative also appears factual and straightforward.109
Put in the context of Luke’s purpose in writing the Acts of the Apostles, to record in an
ordered manner, events, mainly from ministry of the apostles Peter and Paul, which would
demonstrate God was at work in the spread of the Gospel from the periphery to the very
centre of the Roman Empire, from Jerusalem to Rome, there were occurrences which were
inexplicable to Luke, and which to explain he had perforce to resort to conventional stories of
angelic visitations in dreams. Luke was writing for a first century audience, and his readers,
whether believers or not, would have had no trouble accepting preternatural occurrences in
narratives concerning those who were agents of the divine.

Since he was writing after the

death of Paul, we have no independent evidence of the visions seen by Paul; this, however,
does not lessen their validity as part of the narrative as evidence that Paul did give witness
(, ‘witness’, ‘martyr’) in Rome or that he appeared before a Nero who wanted some
means of seeking general approval of his severity towards Christiani in the aftermath of the
fire by which they were rumoured to have destroyed parts of Rome.
Rome as the place of Paul’s imprisonment, trial, and execution is recognised by a
tradition, followed in this work, which can be traced back to Marcion in the second
108

Sherwin-White 1963:191.
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See page 240 below.
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century,110 and is also contained in the subscriptions of a number of manuscripts of the
Epistle to the Philippians detailed in Nestle-Aland27 in its critical apparatus.111 Gaius, a
presbyter of Rome at the beginning of the second century, as well as other authors, including
Lactantius and Eusebius also made similar statements, and there is a lack of any other
competing traditions from ancient times, Cross and Livingstone say of Gaius that
…he was an orthodox churchman (Under
Zephyrinus (198-217) he held a debate with a Montanist, Proclus. He
accepted the 13 Ep[istles] of St Paul, but rejected the Gospel and
Rev[elation] of St John, holding them to be the work of Cerinthus. [a
gnostic heretic who flourished about 100]. Photius described [Gaius] as
Bishop of the Gentiles’, but this is probably due to confusion with
Hippolytus, with whom… Gaius also had a controversy. [Eusebius’s]
reference to the ‘trophies of the apostles’ () [i.e.,
Peter and Paul] has been one of the key texts in the discoveries about the
excavations under St Peter’s, Rome.112

Eusebius wrote:
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O’Brien 1991:191. ‘“The Philippians are Macedonians. These, having received the word of
truth, remained steadfast in the faith. The apostle commends them, writing to them from prison
in Rome.”. The basis of this tradition cannot be determined with any certainty. Was it, e.g., an
inference drawn from the text of Philippians itself?’
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[][] ‘Philippians was written from Rome.’
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ODCC sv. Gaius, 649a. The third edition of the dictionary appeared in 1997, and so has
nothing to say about the current archaeological investigations taking place under the Basilica of
San Paolo fuori le Mura on the Ostian Way. (ODCC, 1220a. ‘… St Paul’s outside the Walls…
has been held to be the resting place of the remains of St Paul at least from the end of the 2nd
cent[ury], for the presbyter Gaius (c. AD 200) recorded that the tombs () [of St Peter
and Paul’] were located respectively in his day at the Vatican and in the Ostian Way…’)
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Eusebius, Ecclesiastical History 2.25 (MPG 20.208C-209A). ‘The tale has been handed down
that, while the same person [Nero] was emperor, Paul died by the sword in Rome, and Peter
likewise was crucified. Confirmation of that account of their deaths is given by monuments
inscribed with the names of Peter and Paul which may be seen in resting places of the dead in
Rome. Moreover, an illustrious churchman in the days of Zephyrinus the Bishop of Rome
(198-217), Gaius by name, in a book, ‘Against Proclus’, which he composed in opposition to
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The distance between Rome and Philippi has, particularly in the last two centuries, been
proposed as an insuperable obstacle to the possibility that Paul could have been in prison in
Rome at the time of his writing the Epistles to the Philippians and to Philemon. Various
other locations, Corinth, Ephesus, and Caesarea, have been suggested as substitutes, cases in
support of each being based on the wording of the occurrence of various events in particular
Epistles or the Acts of the Apostles. A person, like myself, who tends to the traditional view,
bases his case principally on two factors: the first, that the author of Acts states that in
writing

,114 he is guaranteeing his statement by the assertion of his own
presence with the Apostle, whose company he had shared during the whole of the voyage
from Caesarea.115 Secondly, he is not convinced by claims that the number of journeys
between Rome and Philippi which are implied in the movements of various persons between
the two cities recorded in Philippians, as well as the proposed visit of Timothy to Philippi116
cannot be fitted into a period of two years, the  of Acts 28:30.
Writing, or at least completing, his two-volume work after Paul’s death, Luke included
in his narrative of the voyage from Caesarea to Rome the angel’s prophecy that Paul would
stand before the emperor, which he does not state had been fulfilled as a result of the
Apostle’s appeal from Antonius Festus, the procurator of Judaea, 117 to Caesar, i.e., his
prouocatio. Luke places Paul in Rome with no further reference to his trial in Caesarea, nor
the result of his prouocatio. The opening words of Acts, … might
the opinions of the leader of the Cataphrygian sect, wrote in this manner of the places where the
bodies of these apostles had been laid to rest: ‘I am able to show you the resting place of the
apostles. For if you were to climb the Vatican, or go along the road which leads to Ostia, you
will find the tombs of those who were the founders of this church.’
114

Acts 28:16. ‘When we came into Rome, Paul was allowed to live by himself, with the soldier
who was guarding him.’
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Acts 27:1.  … ‘When it was decided we were to
sail for Italy. . .’ The destination in Italy is not named, but is surely implicit in the fact of
Paul’s prouocatio (Acts 25:11).
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Tajra 1989:112. ‘In the the final analysis, it would seem more correct to term the Governors of
Judaea from the deposition of Archelaus to the reign of Agrippa I (6-41A.D. as prefects and
the governors from the restoration of the Roman province to the Jewish Wars (41-66 A.D.) as
procurators.’
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suggest that Luke was going to write a further book describing events subsequent to Paul’s
arrival in Rome, but we have no other evidence of such a purpose at all, other than that Luke
here called his Gospel his first (), rather than his former () . It would
appear, however, that even after an interval of two years the plaintiffs, representatives of the
Sanhedrin, had still not arrived from Jerusalem, and the case against Paul had not been
proceeded with.118 If there had been no trial, there would have been no possibility of
standing before the emperor, no accusation, no defence, no verdict of guilty, and no execution
of Paul. Summary justice without trial was for peregrini, not citizens (and even if Paul never
claims in his own authentic writings Roman citizenship, the events in which he was
concerned from the riot in the Temple of Jerusalem119 onward until his arrival in Rome claim
it for him). For Paul’s subsequent history, we have to rely on the prophecy of Acts 27:24
(still unfulfilled at the end of Luke’s narrative), on sober tradition, and inferences gathered
from Paul’s two captivity epistles. To me, that the prophecy is made but not fulfilled within
the pages of Acts may be an oversight on the part of Luke when he came to edit the final draft
of his work, but it is more likely that it refers to an event after the end of Paul’s two year
period in custodia militaris described in the last verses of the final chapter. The nature of the
event is unknown to us, but since Paul was in prison it would most probably have been in the
nature of a trial. I am sure that during the trial Paul proclaimed Christ to the emperor, but the
emperor rejected the message, and had Paul executed.
What seems not to be accepted is that there is explicit scriptural support for Rome as
the place of Paul’s imprisonment and trial.

But when the Sanhedrin meeting broke up in

disorder and Paul was carried back to detention in the barracks (),

Then,

in

Acts

27:23-24, as their ship is being driven on to the shore of Malta, Luke makes Paul stand up
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Acts 24:1-9 and 25:7. (the Sanhedrin’s case against Paul); 25:10-13 (Paul’s appeal to the
emperor); 27:24 (the angel’s message); 28:16, 30-31 (Paul’s two years in custodia militaris)
.
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Acts 23:11. ‘That night the Lord stood near him and said, ‘Keep up your courage! For just as
you have testified for me in Jerusalem, so you must bear witness also in Rome.’
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and tell his fellow passengers of the message given him by the angel of the God whom he
worships:

 Tajra describes this verse as ‘inconclusive’ in that it merely
points to ‘a legal procedure at Rome during which Paul made an apologia before the
competent authorities, who are left unnamed.’123 Acts 28:6 and Acts 28:31, suggest that Paul
was in Rome for two years awaiting the arrival of his accusers, and when they had not
appeared, he was released.

The implication of Luke’s account in Acts is that Paul neither

testified in Rome as he did in Jerusalem, nor did he stand before the Emperor or any tribunal
as a result of appealing to Caesar. These two events occurred instead after the end of the
 after Paul’s release from custodia militaris. The view I prefer, based on the account
of Clement of Rome, is that Paul’s case was abandoned by the Roman authorities since it was
among those in which the accusers looked as if they had lost interest. They had got rid of
Paul from Palestine, were satisfied with that result, and had little to fear, being at the farthest
reach of the Empire, from arrest and transfer to Rome to face a charge of destitutio, that is the
crime of not prosecuting to judgement a case they had initiated.
Of imprisonment in the Roman system of criminal justice the OCD says:
Roman criminal law, like that of Athens, did not in general use public
imprisonment of free persons as a form of punishment. … The public
prison (carcer, publica uincula) served normally only for a short
incarceration, whether as a coercive measure by magistrates against
disobedience to their orders … or for convicted criminals awaiting
execution.124

At some date after his arrival in Rome, Paul wrote to Philemon, identifying himself as
 125 and to the Philippians about himself in these words:

.126 Luke, writing at some time up to twenty years after Paul’s death
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Acts 27:24. ‘Paul, you must stand before the emperor; and, indeed, God hs granted safety to all
those who are sailing with you.’
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Tajra 1994:16.
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OCD, sv. Prison1248b
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Philemon 1. ‘… Paul, a prisoner of Christ Jesus …’

126 ` Philippians 1:13. ‘…so that it has become known throughout the whole imperial guard and to

everyone else that my imprisonment is for Christ …’
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speaks of Paul’s taking up rented lodgings when he first came to Rome. Paul, however,
speaks of being in prison (for if Paul’s  of Philemon 10 is a calque of the
Latin in uinculis, that is what the words should mean). That two differentauthors speak of a
period of imprisonment in two different ways may, of course. be explained by the difference
between what had been reported to Luke and what Paul experienced (though the former is
guaranteeing the authenticity of his words by his stating that he was with Paul when the latter
came ito Rome).127 Acts and the Epistle to the Philippians may, therefore, be reporting the
same event, but it is surely more reasonable, because of the wide differences in their
accounts, to think of Luke and Paul speaking of two distinct events, the fact of which each
guarantees by stating his presence.
Paul, the author of the Epistle to the Philippians, therefore, has been imprisoned among
other prisoners awaiting trial in a place of detention in the grounds of Nero’s palace on the
Palatine in Rome, entrusted to his Praetorian Guard. He was attended, according to the
Epistle

to

Philemon,

both

by

Onesimus,




128 and by Epaphras, (who
may

be—but

equally

as

well

may

not—the

Epaphroditus,

, of the Epistle to the Philippians).
just as the Silvanus of 1 Corinthians 1:19 and 1 Thessalonians 1:1 may or may not be the
Silas, mentioned thirteen times in Acts).
This does not necessarily mean that Epaphroditus (to prefer the name in the epistle
which we are principally concerned with) was also awaiting his day in court, but only that he
was sharing Paul’s imprisonment as his attendant, and possibly the latter’s serious illness was
due to his being in a place with other prisoners and their very poor conditions.
Cassidy 2001 is, as the second part of its title indicates, a study of Roman imprisonment
and the letters of St Paul. Like Tajra 1994, Cassidy 2001 does not so much argue as assume
127

Cf. Acts 28:16 on the previous page.
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Philemon 13. ‘… whom I wanted to keep with me, so that he might be of service to me in your
place during my imprisonment for the gospel.’
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Philemon 23. ‘… my fellow prisoner in Christ Jesus…’
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Philippians 2:25. ‘… my brother and co-worker and fellow soldier …’
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from the narrative of Acts that Rome was the place of Paul’s imprisonments, rather than the
other localities which have been suggested in modern times. This of course is also my
assumption. Cassidy is not clear on whether or not he considers the  of Acts
28:30 to be the imprisonment which Paul was enduring when he wrote the Epistles to the
Philippians and Philemon, but Tajra would deny that it was. Commenting on Acts 28:30-31
he says:
It is clear that Luke’s intent was to close his two-volume work ad
Theophilum on a literary and eschatological, rather than a juridical or
historical note. Nonetheless, the fact that Luke had specific apologetic goals
and precise literary aims does not mean that scripture is diminished or
rendered untrustworthy as radical New Testament critics delight in
saying.131

In the case which I have presented for Rome as Paul’s place of imprisonment, I have
attempted to demonstrate that the distance between the capital of the Roman Empire and
Philippi was not such that the half a dozen journeys between the two places could be fitted
into any reasonably allowable time-frame if they were made by sea, even if it could be
proved conclusively that the , a period of two years, was the totality of Paul’s
detention in the capital of the Roman Empire.
From the letters to the Philippians and to Philemon, we know that Paul had others,
either with him, or close at hand, including Timothy and Onesimus, but in the fraught
circumstances of the believers in Rome, quos per flagitia inuisos uolgus Christianos
appellabat132 (if the report of Tacitus is correct), and because of the charge of maiestas which
Paul was facing, he is unlikely to have received many visitors lest they should be accused of
complicity in the apostle’s alleged criminal activities.
Paul, in Philemon,

speaks of himself as …and as

,134 and of the runaway Onesimus, a
slave

now

being

returned

to

Philemon’s

service—

131
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Tacitus Annals 15.44. ‘…to whom the ordinary people gave the name of Christians, hated for
their [alleged] vicious behaviour.’
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Philemon 9. ‘… as an old man, and now also as a prisoner of Christ Jesus.’
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,as
one,136 whom he would have wished to keep by his side
137 Philippians 1:13, as well, lets us know that that he is
no longer in his own rented accommodation but is detained in the Praetorium,

.138
In the praetorian barracks Paul may well have undergone interrogation under the
supervision of the Praetorian Prefect, which may have involved torture. As he was a Roman
citizen, he should have been spared it, but in the circumstances of the accusations against him
he may nevertheless have endured it.

In the intervals between interrogations Paul

evangelised his fellow prisoners (those whom he may be describing ironically as


and

converted

some.

Epaphroditus,

 was now recovered enough to share Paul’s prison as his
servant and amanuensis, and the eventual bearer to its intended audience of a letter to the
Philippians.141 This was composed in fits and starts over a period of some days or weeks in a
hostile environment and difficult circumstances, and beset by frequent interruptions. The
hostility

of

that

environment

may

be

guessed

at

from

Philippians

1:21

142 ifit should be a guarded reference
to the extra-legal methods being inflicted on a Roman citizen in his situation. It is these
interruptions, and not a subsequent editor ,with several letters to the Philippians before him,
which better account, in my view, for the perceived breaks in the epistle to the and the
arrangement of the sections.
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8.8

Crimen maiestatis
We have up to now presumed that the crime against which Paul would have to defend

himself and his preaching of a king who was Christ and not the Emperor, was that of
maiestas. That Paul was preaching a king who was not Caesar, but one far greater than he,
who had by his rising from the dead confirmed his universal and eternal reign, makes that
presumption stronger, and that he was, on Luke’s evidence, awaiting trial in the castra
praetoria in Rome before Nero himself, makes it almost certain. In the days of the republic,
there were two crimes of treason, that of perduellio and a lesser crime of maiestas. Chilton
writes:
But it is clear that for all practical purposes these laws were comprehended
and superseded by the Lex Julia of Augustus. Tacitus always speaks of a
single law, e.g. Ann[ales] I, 72, 3 ‘nam legem maiestatis reduxerat,’143 and
Ann[ales] 2, 50, I ‘adolescebat interea lex maiestatis’144 and the jurists
always refer to a Lex Julia which must have been that passed by Augustus
and not that of Caesar. … It was held by all authorities, both Continental
and English, that the only legal penalty was ‘interdictio aquae et ignis,’145
though with the establishment of the Principate there began a process of
arbitrarily worsening the conditions of exile and even substituting the death
penalty.146
Chilton also provides definitions of maiestas, drawn from ancient authorities.147
References prove that the new idea of Maiestas was wide enough for all
purposes. The Auctor ad Herennium (2, I7) says: ‘Maiestatem is minuit qui
ea tollit ex quibus rebus civitatis amplitudo constat . .. qui amplitudinem
civitatis detrimento afficit’.148 Cicero's definition is similar: ‘Maiestatem
minuere est de dignitate aut amplitudine aut potestate populi aut eorum
quibus populus potestatem dedit aliquid derogare’ (de Inv[entione]. 2,
53).149 Finally, Ulpian in the Digest (48, 4.1.1) says: ‘Maiestatis crimen

143

‘for he had restored the law concerning maiestas’.
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‘increased in the meantime the penalties for maiestas’.
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‘forbidding access to fire and water’, i.e., banishment.
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‘One offends against the state’s sovereign power who detracts from those things which the
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149 ‘ ‘To offend against the state’s sovereign power is to detract in any way from its dignity and

extent, or from either the power of the people or of those to whom the people has given
authority.’
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est quod adversus populum Romanum vel adversus securitatem eius
committitur.’150

Given a dynasty of emperors which had concentrated all power in its own hands and
could countermand any decision of the Roman senate, and that large parts of the empire over
which he ruled comprised the territories of former nations whose subjects were accustomed
to venerating their rulers by the same honours which were given to their gods and goddesses,
it is not surprising that such worship should gradually be given not only to deceased
emperors, but also that living emperors should seek to have themselves regarded as divine as
well. Tajra quotes Nock as writing: ‘Divinity hedged a princeps around but was not inherent
in him, however much it might and did so appear to individual citizens.’151 And we might
wish to insert before the ‘however’ already present in the last quotation, ‘however much an
emperor desired that divine inherence, and’. Nero wished not only to be, like Eurymachus,
 but to be .
A Roman obsessed with the legal basis of the Principate could also justify the need for election
by consensus: how else but unanimously could the populus Romanus transfer all its imperium et
potestas to him and into him? Few men possessed the prestige at the moment when they
ascended the throne to silence a disgruntled but respected minority. On the other hand, the
successful emperor was, by virtue of his success, unique, and he could claim the acclamation of
his subjects by right. So, for example, emperors could rarely afford to indict someone for
attempting to usurp his throne. To do so was tantamount to exposing the arbitrariness of one’s
own power; better to call such men brigands, public enemies, disturbers of the public calm.
Likewise, the failure by members of a suspicious cult to acknowledge and acclaim such a ruler
constituted not only treason but a religious offence as well. 152

So the stage is set for a confrontation between Paul and the one who had as the result of
his mother’s intrigues attained to the totality of power over the empire. We cannot say where
Paul’s preaching of a suspicious religious cult with connections to Judaism but also differing
from it in its acclamation of one who had lived and died as a criminal in Palestine, but who
now lived as the world’s true and eternal ruler, brought him to arrest. He may have been
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‘Treason is any criminal act committed against the Roman people or its safety.’
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Tajra 1994:8.
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arrested again, this time on a charge of maiestas, immediately upon his release from custodia
militaris, He may have been arrested in Spain, for instance, or anywhere else in the Empire,
and sent back to Rome for trial from some distant province, or even sent back to Rome from
before the judgement seat of some governor because he had exercised once again his right of
prouocatio.
The

concluding

sentences

of

Acts

begin

with

the

statement

that

Paul

,153 and the following verse tells us what he
did:

154 The only words contained in Acts 28:31 which
would be objectional to official Roman ears were those of the proper name. No doubt some
of those whom Paul had welcomed into his house went away unconvinced, but his
compelling arguments and his own living belief in his message may have brought many to
conversion, baptism, and entry to the fellowship of believers. In the very heart of Empire,
Luke leaves Paul allowed by the authorities to continue without let or hindrance preaching
what Tacitus was to describe some fifty or sixty years later as an exitiabilis superstitio.155
The next we know of Paul was that he was no longer in his own residence, but
imprisoned in the castra praetoria awaiting trial.

It is Tajra’s view that at the end of the

of Acts 28:30 when his accusers from the Sanhedrin at Jerusalem had failed to arrive
in Rome within the prescribed period in the imperial court the case against him was
dismissed. ‘The most likely conclusion that can be drawn on the basis of the judicial
evidence available in Acts is that Paul was released at the end of the two-year period
consequent to (sic) the Sanhedrin’s failure to continue the proceedings against him within the
prescribed time.’156 Sherwin-White does not agree. The time limits for continuing trials in
Rome, first set by Nero’s predecessor, Claudius, had been formulated as law by the Senatus
Consultum Turpilianum of 61 CE.

This piece of legislation ‘defined the offence of
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Acts 28:30. ‘He lived here two whole years at his own expense…’

154

Acts 28:31. ‘…proclaiming the kingdom of God and teaching about the Lord Jesus Christ,
without boldness and without hindrance.’
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destitutio, as it came to be called, and enacted penalties for defaulting accusers. But the
S[enatus] C[onsultum] did nothing for the accused persons. Its intention was to enforce
prosecution.’157 Sherwin-White suggests that the solution to the problem concerning Paul’s
release lies in the nature of imperium. Not only at the level of the emperor, but also at lower
levels persons possessing imperium could and did empty the cells. Sherwin-White gives the
example of Lucceius Albinus, procurator of Palestine after the death of the Festus of the Acts
of the Apostles, who ‘at the end of his term coolly emptied his prison of untried and
unexecuted prisoners, dismissing them from his jurisdiction.’ Sherwin-White adds: ‘Nothing
prevented the successor of Claudius from taking a similar line if he chose … simply to
shorten the court list by dropping the arrears.’158 That Paul was not simply transferred from
his lodging to the castra praetoria because it had become evident that his accusers would
never appear in Rome would have allowed him to travel to Spain (as Clement of Rome,
writing less than a half-century later, reported)159 and later be returned to Rome, either
voluntarily or involuntarily. No date can be given for the occurrence of the two events
spoken of in the previous paragraph, which I believe occurred before Nero’s political fortunes
had begun to wane. His troubles were then to be compounded by the fire of Rome and, after
the emperor’s provision of relief for the fire’s poorer victims, his insensitivity to the moneyed
classes in expropriating without compensation land cleared by the conflagration in order to
begin the construction of the Domus Aurea as his new home, that is in late 64 or in 65 CE.
8.9

Paul before the emperor
As already mentioned, an important reason, in my view, for accepting that Rome was

the place of Paul’s imprisonment arises from the prophecy recorded by Luke in Acts 27:24
that he must stand before the emperor, and not fulfilled within the pages of that work. Paul
was to be Christ’s herald, announcing to the impostor that he had been overthrown, and that
another had been set by God over the Roman Empire as its ruler and, indeed, over the whole
of the Universe. As the true Son of God, he being in the image of God (i.e., the visible and
human sign of God’s loving concern for the redemption of his creation from sin and death)
had considered it not appropriate to be before his death as one divine, but that nature had now
157
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been made manifest.

Paul would have known that in his appearance before an imperial

tribunal he would have been risking his life, but as Christ’s apostle, entrusted with his
commission

to

become

the

servant

of

the

Church

‘
,160 he had no
other option available to him than .161 In
other words, any apologia of his life and praxis for the previous thirty years made in an
imperial tribunal on trial accused of maiestas could only be self-condemnatory. To refuse to
proclaim Christ because of the danger of doing so would have been unthinkable as it would
have meant failing his commission.. Even Nero should be offered his opportunity of hearing
Christ’s gospel. Again, though they are not Paul’s ipsissima uerba, the sentiments of 2
Timothy

1:11

are

certainly

his:

.162
Another reason that Paul’s place of trial should be in Rome was that no official (other
than the praetorian prefect) was authorised to conduct a trial of a Roman citizen on a charge
which so closely affected the Emperor’s person and dignity, his role as the one who held
together the whole of the Roman Empire, and the novelty together with the boldness of the
accused person’s preaching. That Paul is being detained in the Praetorium suggests strongly
to me that he is in the custody of the praetorian prefect, the leader of the imperial guards.
The first two praetorian prefects were appointed by Augustus in 2 BCE; it was an office
which over time ‘developed … functions which partially removed it from its traditional role
at the side of the emperor.’163 Rufus Bassaeus ‘is described by Philostratus as “the man
entrusted with the sword”, which is sufficient to identify his rank without further question.
For the praetorian prefects, alone of the higher officials at the side of the emperor, were
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Colossians 1:25bc-26a. ‘… according to God’s commission that was given to me for you, to
make the word of God fully known, the mystery that had been hidden throughout the ages and
generations…’ The words may not have been Paul’s, but the sentiments certainly are.
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Philippians 1:14. ‘…dare to speak the word with greater boldness and without fear.’
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2 Timothy 1:11. ‘For this gospel I was appointed a herald and an apostle and a teacher, and for
this reason I suffer as I do.’
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armed, and “the sword” was the essential mark of their office.’164 Millar recalls the famous
remark of Trajan as he hands the sword to Sextus Attius Suburanus on his appointment as
praetorian prefect: ‘Take this sword and use it for me if I rule well, and against me if I rule
badly.’165
Millar states, ‘Legal sources do not reflect the existence of an independent jurisdiction
by the praetorian prefects before the beginning of the third century.’

166

But this does not

mean that Nero, who ‘to some extent, cut down his personal jurisdiction’,167 did not delegate
some or all of his judicial duties to Ofonius Tigellinus, his notorious praetorian prefect,
whom Tacitus describes as: ‘praefecturam uigilum et praetorii et alia praemia uirtutum quia
uelocius erat uitiis adeptus.’168 It is significant that Nero, like his two predecessors, Claudius
and Gaius (that is Caligula), abjured maiestas trials at the start of his reign. ‘Such trials
licensed slander, treachery and malice on the part of their accusers and encouraged feelings
of paranoia on the part of the ruler.’ Griffin also notes that Nero kept his promise for nearly
eight years.169 Nevertheless, there is no evidence that the praetorian prefect would in the first
century have the right to try a citizen promoting the complete overthrow of an empire
established specifically to bring to an end half a century of internecine war.
Gizewski states: ‘In these cases [of maiestas], the proceedings were occasionally taken
over by the emperor … At the investigation, otherwise established trial norms could be
disregarded, such as those which forbade the charging and questioning of witnesses e.g.
slaves or infames, and excluded torture for accused persons of free status.’170 Paul might
have defended himself vigorously against any accusation that he was establishing a new (and
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unauthorised) religion, but could (and would) not deny that he was proclaiming the good
news about the restoration to life of a crucified Palestinian now the true Lord not only of the
orbis terrarum, but also of the whole universe. Paul was also someone in contact with
persons from a territory, adjacent to the source of Rome’s corn supply and growing ever more
restive, or possibly even then in rebellion. At a time of difficulty in the relationships between
Emperor, patricians, and people, Christ’s apostle was manifestly disregarding the established
Roman religious and civic traditions, the mos maiorum,171 and would have been seen by the
Emperor and the Empire at large as fracturing the relationship between their sovereign lord
and his subjects. His words and acts could, therefore, ‘only call for the severest and most
decisive of punishments’172.
Paul, therefore, was under the control of the praetorium prefect in Rome because he was
a Roman citizen on a very serious charge at a time when the emperor was attempting to
deflect suspicion from himself of starting the fire which had caused so much damage in
Rome and so much loss among the wealthy. What we know of the developing Roman
jurisprudence of that time and of Paul’s activities gives support to the surmise that the charge
against him was maiestas. Luke’s narrative at Acts 27:24, written most probably after Paul’s
death, would then contain a uaticinium ex euentu, and would also be that less unlikely to be
factually incorrect.
We cannot determine with any certainty the date of Paul’s trial on charge of maiestas.
If it was such a charge, it must be later than 62, but more than that we cannot say. If Paul’s
conviction took place 62 or 63, or even early in 64, it may have given Nero the reason to
charge the believers, the Christiani, with causing the Great Fire of Rome in July 64. Nero’s
growing unpopularity was becoming evident by the time of that event, and and he would have
wished to quell the spread of rumours as to its cause, said to be agents of the the emperor
himself. ‘sed non ope humana non largitionibus principis aut deum placamentis decedebat
infamia quin incendium crederetur.’ 173 (That the fire occurred in the middle of summer, that
the district was overcrowded, and that fire services and regulations were primitive, all were
171

‘…ancestral custom…’
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Tajra 1994:12.
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Tacitus Annals 15.44.2. ‘Neither by the assistance afforded by men and women, neither by
imperial grants nor offerings made on behalf of the gods were the evil rumours stilled, but
rather belief as to the origin of the fire was strengthened.’
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causes enough to explain such a serious disaster.) The fire destroyed three of the fourteen
regiones of Rome, damaged several others, and allowed an opportunity for the requisition,
without compensation to the owners, of valuable land for the building of the extravagant
Domus Aurea, Nero’s home for the last years of his life. Nero’s growing estrangement from
those circles of Roman society, particularly the Senate and the army, which were the support
of his principate, led to the failed Pisonian conspiracy of 65, whose leaders Nero ordered to
commit suicide.174

Paul, as a prominent member of the new (and illegal) cult, a Roman

citizen, not a slave or peregrinus, and an educated man, may have been the first of the victims
of the Emperor’s proceeding against Christiani, not necessarily for the death and destruction
of homes and other property brought about by the fire, but simply because of their general
unpopularity: ‘haud perinde in crimine incendii quam odio humani generis conuicti sunt.’175
Their condemnation was the precedent for all the subsequent condemnations of believers
simply for being believers, and not on conviction for any criminal act of which they stood
accused. The new cult, though unapproved, might simply have been ignored if it was the
current fashion among the lowest orders, but for it to gain a foothold among the upper classes
there was no saying what it might lead to—‘ergo abolendo rumori Nero subdidit reos et
quaesitissimis poenis adiecit quos per flagitia inuisos uolgus Christianos appellabat.’176
(Laws forbidding the practice of religiones illicitae had their origin in the senatus consultum
de Bacchanalibus of 186 BCE for the suppression of the orgies associated with the worship
of Dionysus; the baseless rumours of incest and infanticide associated with the gatherings of
the Christiani among the Roman chattering classes would been have sufficient pretext for
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The Pisonian Conspiracy began early in 65: ineunt deinde consulatum Silius Nerua et Atticus
Vestinus, coepta simul et aucta coniuratione in quam certatim nomina dederant senators eques
miles, feminae etiam, cum odio Neronis tum fauore in C. Pisonem. (Tacitus, Annals 15.48.1).
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the army, and even women added their names, both out of hatred for Nero and in support of
Gaius [Calpurnius] Piso.’ Philippians 1:20-22 might conceivably be Paul’s meditation on the
deaths of the chief conspirators, and suggest a possible date for the writing of Philippians.
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their condemnation and punishment as well, as for the revulsion against the emperor for the
forms the punishments took.) But as regards Paul this can be no more than conjecture
Part of the difficulty in establishing a chronology for Paul’s last years lies in the lack of
agreement on the terms of office of the two procurators of Palestine under whom Paul was
detained in Caesarea. All we can say is that the eight years of procuratorship of Marcus
Antonius Felix came to an end about 60 and that of Porcius Festus began immediately
afterwards and ended with his death in office. He was followed by Lucceius Albinus, who
was in office for two years before he was appointed governor of Mauretania, where he was in
office until 69, the year of the four emperors.

If Antonius Felix’s term of office ended in

December 60, his successor would have arrived at the latest in the early Spring of 61, by
which time Paul had been in prison for two years.177 This would mean that Paul had arrived
in Jerusalem possibly, since there were Jews from Asia in the city, at the time of the Passover
of 58,178 and was arrested at that time. The accusation made against Paul by the high priest,
Ananias, and his advocate Tertullius, that he was a Jewish agitator and a ringleader of the
Nazarenes:

179

would

then have occurred in the late spring or early summer of 58. ThatPaulwas a Roman citizen
would have made the accusation sound improbable to the officials, but Felix’s long term of
service in a difficult region of the Roman Empire points to a policy of accommodation with
the Jewish authorities. He wished neither to cause dissension with them nor condemn a
fellow Roman, which caused him to bring no verdict against Paul and so leave him in
detention and to his successor;180 Porcius Festus believed that Paul could have been set free
and gained the agreement of the tetrarch, Herod Agrippa II.181 He also may not have wished
to arouse Jewish wrath in a deteriorating political situation. Paul solved Festus’s problem for
him by the exercise his right of prouocatio, his appeal to Caesar. If Porcius Festus took up
177
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Acts 24:5. ‘We have, in fact, found this man a pestilential fellow, an agitator among all the
Jews throughout the world, and a ringleader of the sect of Nazarenes.’
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his office in the late winter or spring of 61, the events leading up to Paul’s departure for
Rome in the custody of ‘a centurion of the Augustan cohort named Julius’182 could well have
been fitted into that year, and Paul would have left Caesarea at the end of the sailing season,
in September 61. He would therefore have arrived in Rome in the spring of the following
year, 62, and his  would have ended possibly in the middle of 64 or even later. It is
not impossible, as well, that Paul’s arrest on a charge of maiestas, is the period 64-65 is
connected with the Pisonian conspiracy of the latter year, as well as the necessity for finding
scapegoats for the cause of the destructive (and, for Nero, profitable) fire of 64.
How long a period there was between 183 and his release,
and Paul’s re-arrest is also unknown to us; the second detention may even have followed
immediately upon the first, although this would contradict the evidence of 1 Clement.184 At
its longest cannot have been more than a couple of years at the most.

So the whole

chronology of Paul’s long journey from his arrest in Jerusalem to his death at the hands of
Romans can only be the subject of conjecture, as must connections between known events of
Paul’s life and those of the later years of Nero’s reign. The connections must exist, but what
they are we seem not to possess sufficient evidence to discern.
Paul, of course, need not have been in Rome to find himself arrested. We have no
knowledge of the events of his proposed Spanish ministry, or even whether it took place, but
that need not mean that it did not occur. Whether it succeeded or failed we do not know,
although the latter would appear to be more likely. Jerome Murphy-O’Connor believes that
this is so:
It was as ignominious a flop as his abortive attempt to convert the
Nabataeans immediately after his conversion. While inspired with great
enthusiasm, both ventures were ill-conceived and ill-prepared. It cannot
have taken Paul more than a summer to admit that, since Greek was hardly
spoken in the Iberian Peninsula, he was not going to get anywhere in the
foreseeable future in Spain.185

Murphy-O’Connor suggests that after his disastrous Spanish experience he went to
Illyria in the second half of 62 CE, but that shortly after he is under arrest in Rome. (In my
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Acts 27:1.
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Acts 28:30. ‘…two whole years at his own expense…’
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view, this would have been too early for Paul to be once again moving about the Roman
Empire, but he could have been again on his mission to the Gentiles in 64 or 65, not
necessarily in Illyria.) Wherever he was, his second would not seem to require Paul to have
been present in Rome. The younger Pliny, for example, while proconsul in Bithynia wrote to
the Emperor Trajan (98-119) concerning a person in his province who had been condemned
to perpetual banishment from it by the proconsul of 98 CE, Julius Bassus, but was still at
large in Bithynia:
est enim adductus ad me in perpetuum relegatus Iulio Basso proconsule.
ego, quia sciebam acta Bassi rescissa datumque a senatu ius omnibus de
quibus aliquid constituisset ex integro agendi dumtaxat per biennium,
interrogaui hunc quem relegauerat an adiisset docuissetque proconsulem
negauit.186

Trajan’s reply was that the person sentenced to perpetual exile: ‘uinculis mitti ad
praefectos praetorii mei debet.

neque enim sufficit, cum poenae suae restitui quam

contumacia elusit.’187 We cannot be sure that such a practice was in force fifty years earlier,
but Luke speaks of  being transferred together from
Caesarea to Rome; it is not necessary or even likely that all should have asserted a right of
prouocatio.188 Wherever Paul was, suspicion by local authorities anywhere in the Roman
Empire concerning Paul’s preaching of another sovereign Lord might have well encouraged
them to send Paul to Rome to allow the highest authorities to settle the matter.
That Paul was in prison is not in doubt, because he had composed the Epistles to
Philemon and to the Philippians from prison. That he had been in prison before, in Philippi,
is recorded in Acts 16:19-40 and seems to be confirmed from 1 Thessalonians 2:2189, and
186

Pliny Letters 10.57. ‘A person has been brought before me who was sentence to perpetual exile
during the proconsulate of C. Julius Bassus. I was aware that all the decisions of Bassus had
been nullified, and the right to an appeal against conviction granted by the Senate in every case
on which Bassus had passed sentence, provided only that the appeal was made within two
years. I enquired, therefore, of the person under sentence of exile whether he had approached
the court and informed the proconsul of his situation. He replied that he had not.’
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Pliny Letters 10.58. ‘…he ought to be sent in chains to my praetorian prefects. It will not
suffice for him to have reapplied the penalty which he escaped by his obstinate refusal to obey
the decisions of the court.’
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The trouble which came to Jason and other believers in Thessalonica and is recorded in Acts
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8:1-6.
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mention of five beatings with lashes by the Jews and three with rods, presumably by civic
authorities, seems to suggest that there were other times when he was at least in detention.
That, however, the place of his imprisonment in this occasion was Rome (or that it was not
Rome) cannot be proved from any of the authentic seven Epistles, not even the two which he
wrote from prison. That I believe it was Rome is supported by Acts and by a very long
tradition in the Christian Church, and because the distance between Philippi and Rome was
not great enough not to allow several visits between the city and the colony over a priod of
not more than six months.
We have made reference in the course of this chapter, to events recorded in the Acts of
the Apostles as having actually occurred.

Although we are rightly cautioned against

accepting every event in the narrative of the Acts of the Apostles as history, this does not,
however, require us to deny historicity to all the individual events recorded in it. That Paul
wrote we accept as a fact
since it is the address of a letter composed by him and written in his style; that the narrative
of his mission work in Philippi and of the voyage from Caesarea are contained in passages of
the Acts of the Apostles that state the participation of their author in those events191 give
verisimilitude to them and are the author’s guarantee of their historicity, that is, that they
actually occurred during the voyage and sojourn in Malta during the autumn, winter and
spring preceding Paul’s arrival in Rome. It might be added that the summary justice meted
out to them by the lictors of the duouiri of Philippi and its sequel, the grovelling apology
which the same officials were required to make to Paul as a Roman citizen192 also gain in
verisimilitude from Paul’s situation at the time of the writing of the Epistle to the Philippians.
‘The Roman citizen was protected from magisterial abuse by the whole body of the Porcian
and Valerian laws promulgated during the Republican régime and by the Lex Iulia de ui
publica of Augustan provenance.’ Tajra goes on to compare the differing positions before
the law of Paul, as a citizen, and Peter, as a peregrinus, that is a non-citizen. The latter would
have ‘lacked the legal protection against magisterial abuse and the right to due process which
Paul enjoyed as rights inherent in his citizenship’ and, if he were in Rome at the time, ‘could
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be executed very summarily (perhaps after torture) during the anti-Christian terror which
occurred in the great fire of 64 A.D.’193
What happened at Philippi is entirely consistent with the events at Jerusalem, Caesarea,
and Rome happening in the way Luke says that they did, even though the former are
separated from the latter by several years. The events at Jerusalem and Caesarea are not
necessarily admitted into the time-line of the Apostle’s life and do not gain their guarantee
only from Luke’s claimed presence at their unfolding, but because they are the logical
precedents of the events narrated in the remainder of the book.
8.10

The translation of Philippians 2:6-7a

Stepping outside the biblical text as has been done in the earlier sections of this chapter
must always be conjectural, since an author does not have its support and is drawing his or
her own conclusions from evidence which might lead to another result in the work of others.
When we turn to the translating of Philippians 2:6-2:7a the text is not at issue, since the work
of scribes and scholars over almost two thousand years have made the words of the original
writer as assured as they can humanly be. What the words mean can however still be
debated, and one proposing a new translation of the original text, when it is introduced into
scholarly conversation, cannot expect it to be received with the same level of agreement
which the proposer is certain is its due. So what follows is offered only as a plausible
solution to the puzzle that the words of Philippians 2:6-2:7a have created, supported by the
knowledge that treating  as the complement of a Greek verb meaning ‘consider’,
or ‘regard’ has given what appears to be a reasonable translation of the texts in which such a
verb and its complement occur.
To begin we must remark that the person whom Philippians 2:6-8 describes as having
been of no repute and who was so obedient to his divine Father that he suffered death as a
criminal at the hands of those to whom he came in love, and who had to wait upon his Father
for vindication and the bestowal of universal Lordship, appeared to us as no great warrior
king with powers greater then any man or spiritual being, who would destroy all God’s and
Israel’s enemies in the cosmic struggle. That this is so we learn not simply from our reading
the ‘Christ-hymn’ embedded in the Epistle to the Philippians, but because the words
summarise what is gleaned from every other page of the NT.
 Paul
the
Apostle
(first
century):
.194
193

Tajra 1994:2.
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Paul, Epistle to the Philippians, 2:6-7a. I have translated Paul’s infinitive , ‘to be’ by the
gerund ‘being’, another verbal noun, which appears to me to render the English more natural
without any change in sense.
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... who, being in truth the one in the image of God, did not consider being as one
divine as something appropriate, but made himself of no repute.

That such a translation differs from those over which so much theologising has been
done over the centuries is obvious, and demands justification, which I hope now to provide.
First of all it supplies the contrast which Lightfoot almost a century and a half ago
perceived as necessary for the rhetoric of the verse and what followed. 195

It also gives a

meaning to  which is in agreement with that of the other examples of that noun’s
use in the accusative singular following a verb meaning ‘consider’ listed in in the previous
chapter. Carmignac has argued forcefully for attaching the negative to , since that
particle immediately precedes the word.196 If we are of a mind to follow his argument (though
by translating  as either ‘not appropriate’ or ‘inappropriate’ and insisting that,
because the negative has no influence on the verb  Carmignac destroys the contrast
between Philippians 2:6b and Philippians 2:7a, and for that reason I do not believe he is
correct) we must, however, note that this does not in my view alter the meaning of the verse
as a whole to any great extent, but, as Lightfoot long ago pointed out, gives to the  a
meaning which it does not possess.197 Humbert however provides a solution to the difficulty
created by Carmignac’s conclusions.198
Paul’s words require at least a brief exegesis, which involves an examination of each
word or each phrase, which I now propose to supply.
: the relative pronoun has as its antecedentDoes thisrefer to the
human Jesus or to the divine Son of God? Paul, however, would have replied that he referred
to the Lord. Schumacher comments on the pronoun with these words: ‘Nicht eine Relation
Christi ist Subjekt, sondern die Person Jesus Christus.’199 I have on many other matters
disagreed with Schumacher, but I believe that in this point he is correct. Wright appears to
support him:
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See Lightfoot’s comments at pages 62-65 above.
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Carmignac 1972:331-366. See also pages 242-245 below.
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Schumacher 1921:103. ‘The matter under consideration is in no way any relationship between
Christ and a state of being, but only the Person of Jesus Christ.’
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…Paul uses  to refer to that man as Jesus, the man from Nazareth,
who died on the cross and rose again as a human being, and through whose
human work, Paul believed, Israel’s God had achieved his long purposes;
and he uses  to refer to that same man, but this time precisely as
Israel’s Messiah in whom the true people of God are summed up and find
their identity.200

‘Paul’s belief in Christ was based on Jewish monotheism in that the Word and Wisdom
of God … do participate in the creative work of God, and so belong intrinsically to God’s
unique identity.’201 It would be agreeable to be able to say that Bauckham is here proposing a
full Trinitarian doctrine, but nowhere do I find that stated in his pages, since he finds Christ’s
divine identity as both the Word and the Wisdom of God. But on the other hand he appears
to reject any form of binitarianism as proposed by L W Hurtado, for example, which despite
his disclaimer tends in my view to become ditheism, as in a sentence such as: ‘In my view it
is still more remarkable that at an … early point in the emergent Christian movement we find
what I have described as a “binitarian pattern” of devotion and worship, in which Christ is
treated as recipient of devotion with God and in ways that can be likened only to the worship
of a deity.’202 Not even his later definition of his ‘binitarianism’ is able to dispel the concern
which I believe should be felt about this tendency.
There are two distinguishable figures. God and Jesus, but in Paul’s letters
there is an evident concern to understand the reverence given to Jesus as an
extension of the worship of God. This concern to define and reverence
Jesus with reference to the one God is what I mean by the term
‘binitarianism’203

Bauckham’s understanding of ‘christological monotheism’ which is his term for what
Hurtado defines as ‘binitarianism’, is much more nuanced.

In his discussion of 1

Corinthians 8:5-6 :
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Wright 1991:46. On previous pages, 44 and 45, he sets out a ‘rough count’ which includes
seventy examples of  and  used in that or reversed order in prepositional
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Bauckham writes: ‘If Paul were understood as adding the one Lord to the one God of
whom the Shema‘ speaks, then from the perspective of Jewish monotheism, he certainly
wiould be producing not christological monotheism, but outright ditheism.’205
It is not Jesus, God in his human nature, or Christ, Man in his divine nature. but simply
the Person, Jesus Christ, that is the antecedent of .
:

‘in the form of God’ or ‘in the form of a god.’

Both are

grammatically possible.206 The meaning of  has been much argued, especially in
relation

to

its

synonymity

with

the



of

Genesis

1:26:
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1 Corinthians 8:5-6. ‘Indeed, even though there may be so-called gods in heaven or on earth—
as in fact there are many gods and many lords—6yet for us there is one God, the Father, from
whom all things are, and for whom all things exist, and ond Lord, Jesus Christ, through whom
are all things and through whom we exist.’
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A noun governed by a preposition is generally (but not always) anarthrous. Two nouns, one in the
genitive case (called the nomen rectum) and governed by the other (called the nomen regens), usually the
former of the pair, which is in any case, are said to be in regimen. By the Canon of Apollonius, when
two nouns are in regimen, if the nomen regens has the article, so will the nomen rectum; but if the
nomen regens does not have the article, neither does the nomen rectum, The phrase
therefore,observesthe Canon of Apollonius. The Canon does not apply to the phrase
but the noun does not have the article because the , strictly an adverb, is acting here more as
a preposition, and in Greek a noun governed by a preposition generally does not take a definite article. In
reading or hearing Philippians 2:6 a believer of the first century, guided by faith and the context of the
words, would read or hear ‘in the form of God’, and give that person, Jesus Christ, worship such as he or
she gives to the Father.. There are 177 verses in the seven ‘authentic’ Pauline epistles, in which is
used either as a nomen rectum or a noun governed by a preposition. In a small number of these verses,
including Philippians 2:6, both uses occur., since , as has been said, can be seen to be acting more as
a preposition than an adverb. The noun  as nomen rectum is generally, as in Philippians 2:6, not
preceded by an article in accordance with the Canon of Apollonius, but on eighteen occasions there is an
article: Whether Paul uses or does not use an article with any case of in the singular does not, on
nearly every occasion, really matter since the context ensures that no ambiguity exits: it is the God of
whom his Lord Jesus Christ spoke as his Father that is being named. There is, however, one verse
where an ambiguity does seem to exist, two ambiguities, in fact. This is in Paul’s use ofandin
Philippians 2:6 (though the latter has nothing to do with the Canon of Apollonius). Ambiguity is,
however, not Paul’s intention, and the purpose of the verse would have been easily understood by his
converts in the church of Philippi, the authentic Philippi whose citizens, the believers, worship him who
is the authentic Son of God, the true Saviour and the true Redeemer. In contrast, the citizens and the
other inhabitants of the inauthentic Philippi worship one in the line of an inauthentic saviour and
redeemer of the Roman Empire, the orbis terrarum, the circuit of Mediterranean lands. This was diuus
Augustus, the son of one himself decreed to be divine, Gaius Julius Caesar The inauthenticity of life for
unbelievers in Roman Philippi is made evident for us by the use of its local coinage as imperial
propaganda, and by Paul’s reaction to it and its iconography. Paul’s  a coded statement in
which, in my view, any ambiguity is resolved by the words that follow: first, to complete the
participial phrase with a part of a verb which signifies not a mere ‘be’, but which LSJ translates variously
as: ‘begin’, ‘take the initiative; ‘be already in existence’; ‘exist really’ (as opposed to ‘seem’);
and, only finally, simply ‘be’. So  is not a mere connective, the copula between the subject 
and its complement, but emphasises what the latter is in truth (and the inauthenticity of the assertion by
any other claimant to the title , one of whom was Nero
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…Steenburg,
however, has challenged ‘the commonly accepted notion that eikōn, ‘ image’, and morfē, ‘
form’, are wholly synonymous … and semantically interchangeable.’ He continues: ‘The
significance of the equation of the two words is probably most keenly felt in the ongoing
discussion of Phil[ippians] 2:6-11, Steenburg examines examples of the use of the Masoretic
µls, ‘ímage’ and twmd ‘likeness’, and of hnwmt ‘form’, ‘shape’, the supposed
interchangeability of  and in the Corpus Hermeticum and in the Sybilline
Oracles, and the use of  ‘conformed’,and, ‘to be transformed’,
derivatives of , used to describe the believer’s transformation into the Lord’s
evertheless, he comes to the conclusion that
… it is inappropriate to assume a strict equivalence of morphē and eikōn,
There is sufficient evidence that their usage is not determined by their
synonymity but rather by the fact that they distinct semantic ranges and
idiomatic contexts. It has not been my purpose to clarify fully their
respective semantic ranges, I have simply sought to show that morphē theou
expresses a more visual element, such that it is used to convey the
visible/physical appearance/representation of God, in response to the less
specific eikōn theou … I would suggest that what I have proposed, if true,
raises a significant question for those who interpret Phil[ippians] 2:6-11 as
comparing Christ to the mundane Adam of the Old Testament Genesis
account. If the mundane Christ were simply being compared to the
mundane Adam, why would the specific reference to Christ’s/Adam’s
visible/physical representation of God be sufficiently significant within the
theme of the hymn that the author would choose to speak of the morphē
theou rather than the more general and common eikōn theou?207

The more visual element, i.e., that which is seen, that Steenburg refers to as occurring
in the examples which he has collected is equally present in the uses of  found in the
LXX and in the NT. The examples of the use of  in the LXX, as recorded by H&R
are208:
 Judges 5:18 … … in appearance like an apparition of
princes…
 Job 4:16. …, I looked, and there was no
apparition before my eyes;

207

Steenburg 1988:85.

208

The text of the LXX on which H&R is based is the Sixtine Edition of 1587, as published by
Clarendon Press in 1879, together with material from three codices, Alexandrinus (A),
Vaticanus (B), and Sinaiticus (S). This gives readings which differ materially from that of
Rahlfs.
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 Tobias 1:13. …… …and
the Most High gave me favour and recognition in the eyes of Enemessar…
 Wisdom of Solomon 18:1.
…
But for your holy ones there was a very great light. Their enemies heard their voices but did
not see what they looked like.209
 Isaias 44:13.

He made it in the form of a male figure, to set it up as a representation of human beauty in the
shrine.
 Daniel 3:9.
Then
Nebuchadnezzar was filled with wrath, and the appearance of his face was altered.
 Daniel 5:9.
…
Then King Belshazzar became extremely agitated and the appearance of his person was
changed from what it had been…
 Daniel 5:28. …… …then my appeance was altered in
my person…
 4 Maccabees 15:4. 
…W
e impress upon the character of a small child a wonderful likeness both of mind and of form…

We may say that an  represents the person it portrays, the  is the
representation of another; to say that Christ is  is not to say that ‘He is the
image of his Father, but that in being with him, one is with God.’ This is most clearly set out
in the only use of in the NT, apart from the twoin Philippians 2:6-7, in the longer
ending

of

Mark’s

Gospel,

Mark

16:12:


After this he appeared in another form to two of them as they were walking
into the country.
Other Greek words formed on  are found in the Greek NT only in Paul’s epistles,
except for two examples of the use of , one in Matthew 17:2
, and he was transfigured before them, the other in
209

The previous verse (Wisdom of Solomon 17:31), speaking of the wicked, reads: ‘while over
these people heavy night was spread/ an image of the darkness that was destined to receive
them…’ The word  is the one translated by ‘ímage’, presumably because it has no form,
and cannot be seen. A translation of  as ‘representation’ would seem preferable here.
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Mark 9:2 with the same words and meaning, and both uses referring to Christ’s
transfiguration).

Paul’s uses of derivatives of are found in Romans 8:29

 , ‘For those
whom he foreknew he also predestined to be conformed to the image of his Son’ (i.e., they are
not to be exact representations of him, but they retain their own appearances; Christ has
many faces); Romans 12:2 , ‘…but be
transformed by the renewing of your minds’ (i.e., you are to be different, even though you
look

the

same);

2

Corinthians

3:18


. ‘…we, as reflections of the same image, are being
transformed from one degree of glory into another, just like that emanating from the Spirit
of

Lord.’);210

the

Galatians

4:19

. ‘My little children,
for whom I am again in the pain of childbirth until Christ is formed in you’; and Philippians
3:21  ‘…conformed to the body of his glory’. Steenburg says,
‘All support the view that the basic idea that while  refers to a representation, ,
and in particular in this case, ‘expresses a nore visual element, such that it is
used to convey the visible/physical appearance/representation of God, in contrast to the less
specific eikōn theou.’211

I do not believe that this is exactly the case.

In the phrase

 of Philippians 2:7 and the  of the preceding verse, as
well as Mark 16:12,  refers to a form which is identical, and is Christ’s; he may look
like a slave, but our faith in him is that it is of the divine Lord, just as he really is, and not in
any disguise; a point on which Nero and Paul might have agreed, while differing on who was
the divinity.

I have already referred above to the two possible interpretations of

 as ‘in the form of a god, or ‘in the form of God’. Steenburg quotes from
Philo: .212
210

This translation is my own.

211

Steenburg 1988:81.

212

Philo, The Legation to Gaius 110. The sentence begins:

. ‘Let the fellow who pretends that he is Apollo
give off imitating the real Apollo, for one does not become the form of a god, just as counterfeit
coin does not become the genuine article.’ The subject of the comment is Caligula, who like
Nero, thought of himself as a living god.
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: the participial phrase is completed with a part of a verb which signifies not
a mere ‘be’, but which LSJ translates variously as: ‘begin’; ‘take the initiative’; ‘be already in
existence’; ‘exist really’ (as opposed to ‘seem’); and, finally, simply ‘be’.
 is not a mere connective, the copula between the subject  and its complement,
but emphasises what the latter is in truth (and the inauthenticity of the assertion by anyone
other to be the one Paul’s  is a statement in which, in my
view, any ambiguity is resolved by the words that follow: , whichcompletes the
participial phrase, and is a word of which the meaning emphasises the authenticity of the
claim of the person to whom the phrase refers (and the inauthenticity of any other person’s
Then

claim).

comes


:

The risen Christ speaks through Paul to the

inauthentic son of a god, whose person and dynasty are soon to be swept away for ever, and
whose empire barbarian others will one day eventually make their own.
: I have already referred to Carmignac 1972 in which there was discussed the
importance of the place of the position of the negation before  in Philippians
2:6.213

As a result of his examining every example of the use of the negative in Paul’

epistles, he is firmly of the view that in this verse, because the negative precedes the
noun and not the verb ( and not ), it bears upon the former and not on the
latter. In support of this view he claims the support of Schumacher, whom he describes as
having «le grand mérite d’être le seul exégète moderne qui a bien compris le sens de la
négation en Philippiens II.6…»214
It will be noted here that in my translations of texts containing in the
previous chapter, except one, I have heeded Carmignac 1972 in placing the negative not
before ‘considered’, i.e., ‘did not consider’ but before ‘something appropriate.’215 This is
because in all the other quotations there is no contrast, …, and Carmignac’s

213

See page 236 above.

214

Carmignac 1972:1431. ‘…the great advantage of being the only modern exegete who has
understood the effect of the placement of the negative in Philippians 2:6…’

215

Hoover 1971:118 placed his negative with the verb ‘he did not regard’ and not with the
complement ‘something to take advantage of’ and in this he was followed by NRSV: ‘he did
not regard equality with God as something to be exploited.’ See page 166 above.
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stricture: ‘…si S. Paul avait mis la négation devant le verbe, elle aurait pu porter sur le
complément, mais en la mettant devant le complément il interdisait presque absolument de la
faire porter sur le verbe’.216 If a contrast is not perceived, Carmignac is correct, adducing in
defence of this standpoint Jean Humbert:
[L]a négation … peut affecter seulement un mot de la phrase—adjectif,
adverbe en particulier—sans influer sur le sens général de celle-ci; ainsi se
forment des litotes, que le grec affectionne… La négation peut également ne
porter que sur un nom, s’il équivaut à une proposition constatant la réalité:
le nom est alors limité à un cas particulier, n’ayant en aucune façon une
valeur générale, qui entraînertait l’emploi de . Il faut nécessairement,
quelle que soit la nature du mot consideré, que la négation qui le modifie le
précède immédiatement.217

Since the author of the words has used and not ,  lack,
according to Humbert, «une valeur générale», which he does not allow, and is in accordance
with the general rule which states that ‘ denies, but  forbids’. Nevertheless, Carmignac
seems to have overlooked what Humbert says in the next section:
[L]a négation joue une rôle importane dans les parataxes, parce qu’elle nie
la coexistence de ses deux termes; on a tout avantage à traduire: «Il est faux
de dire que… tandis que». Parfois, même ailleurs qu’en tête de phrase, la
négation commande l’articulation de la phrase dans des conditions qui
peuvent apparemment surprendre. 218

216

Carmignac 1972:141. ‘…if Paul had placed the negation before the verb, its effect could have
extended to the complement, but in placing it before the complement it is almost certain that he
prevented its effect extending to the verb.’

217

Humbert 1960:346-347. (I have included in my quotation a first sentence not quoted by
Carmignac.) ‘A negative can affect just a single word in a sentence—particularly if it is an
adjective or an adverb—without influencing its general sense; it is in this way that litotes, of
which Greek is very fond, are formed… As well, a negative can influence a noun alone, if the
noun corresponds to a statement of fact. It is consequently limited to a particular case, without
expressing in any way a general applicability, which would require the use of . Of necessity
this requires that, whatever the part of speech, the negative should be placed immediately
before it.’ (The emphases in this and the following quotation from the same author, not
reproduced in my translations, are all Humbert’s.)

218

Humbert 1960:347. ‘Negation plays an important part in parataxis, since it denies the coexistences of its two terms; one can quite well translate in the pattern: ‘It is incorrect to state
that… whereas’. At times, even other than at the beginning of sentence, the negative requires
its construction under conditions which apparently can be surprising.’
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Humbert then goes on to quote from, among other authors, Thucydides: 


Here

«l’articulation de la phrase», to use Humbert’s words, is the same as that of Philippians 2:6b7a. I believe that Paul (or the presumed author of the ‘Christ-hymn’) is making a contrast
between that which one is surprised that the ‘one in the form of God’ has considered not
appropriate in his rank and his eventual victory.

Carmignac’s purpose in attempting to

remove any influence of the  of Philippians 2:6b on the verb  is to allow him to
destroy the contrast first noted in English by Lightfoot in his commentary, which together
with taking the of Philippians 2:7a asallowsCarmignac to translate
Philippians 2:5-7a as:
Ayez en vous les sentiments qui étaient ceux du Christ-Jésus; lui qui
possédait la condition de Dieu, il a estimé que ce n’était pas une usurpation
d’être égal à Dieu, et cependant il s’est anéanti lui-même en prenant la
condition d’esclave…221

Then, Carmignace concludes: « …les exégètes pourront céder la place aux
dogmaticiens, qui se trouveront devant une affirmation manifeste de la divinité du Christ.222
Nevertheless, in my translations of  in the previous chapter (except one, as we
shall shortly see) I have attempted to keep the negative preceding the noun.
For Carmignac,  «de la même racine que , ‘voler, dérober, ravir’,
correspond ici à ‘usurpation’…»223 He is seeking, therefore, to defend a translation of

219

Thucydides History 2.40. ‘It is not shameful to confess that one is poor, whereas it is a greater
shame not to use one’s efforts to escape from it.’ It will be noted here that I have translated the
comparative adjective  by a noun phrase ‘a greater shame.’ This is not sleight of hand,
but a recognition of the fact that nouns and adjectives in classical grammatical theory were
regarded as parts of the single class of ‘substantives’, and that adjectives could be and were
often treated as nouns in Latin and Greek, as they can be in English, by the prefixing to them of
the definite article.

220

See page 62 above.

221

Carmignace 1972:165. ‘Have among yourselves the mind that was in Christ Jesus, who being
the one who possessed the form of God, considered that it was no usurpation to be equal to
God, and instead made himself of no reputation, taking upon himself the form of a slave.’

222

Carmignace 1972:166. ‘Exegetes will have to make way for the systematic theologians, who
who find themselves in the presence of a clear affirmation of Christ’s divinity.’ But the
affirmation is Chalcedonian, not Pauline.

223

Carmignac 1972:142. ‘…from the same root as , “steal, make away with, ravish” here
corresponds to “usurpation”.
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Philippians 2:6 which gives emphasis to the placing of : «Mais S. Paul a
voulu insister fortement sur  en plaçant cet attribut de la proposition
subordonnée avant le verbe principal, un peu comme nous pouvons dire en français: ‘Il a
estimé que ce n’était pas une une usurpation d’ête égal à Dieu’.»224
In pursuit of his goal of making acceptable his translation, Carmignac attempts to
refute the claim, first made in 1841 by Rilliet225 (this was 27 years before Lightfoot in the
first edition of his commentary asserted recognition of this contrast ‘did not require an
unnatural reading of the second of the two corresponding particles,  and , “not the
one, but the other”, as if the second was , “but nevertheless).226 Carmignac sets
out Rilliet’s claim in this way:
 se trouve au début d’une proposition et la proposition suivante
commence par . Il y a une antithèse manifeste, qui oblige à voir dans
les deux propositions la même idée fondamentale exprimée d’abord
négativement, puis affirmativement, puisque 
signifie ‘mais, il s’est anéanti lui-même.’227

Carmignac’s reason for denying that such an antithesis exists relies on his belief that
the two members of it must have the same grammatical form.
Bien que  se trouve au début de la proposition, il ne forme pas antithèse
avec . Cela ne serait possible que s’ils portainet l’un et l’autre sur des
éléments identiques: deux verbes ou deux compléments.228

Carmignac continues by calling Rilliet’s understanding of the structure of Philippians
2:6b-7a ‘absurde’. But to treat the two clauses as being in antithesis is not at all absurd, once
the meaning and the nature of that antithesis are correctly understood. It should be noted that
224

Carmignac 1972:142. ‘Paul, however, wished to lay strong emphasis on  in
positioning the complement of the sentence in front of the principal verb, somewhat like saying
in [English]: “He regarded it as no robbery to be equal to God.’

225

Albert Rilliet. Commentaire sur l’Épître de l’Apôtre Paul aux Philippiens (Paris, Delay. 1841),
pages 184-185.

226

Lightfoot 1888:134.

227

Carmignac 1972:154. ‘ is made the first word in a clause, and the following clause begins
with . There is an evident antithesis, which requires the observation that in the two
clauses the samic basic thought, first expressed negatively and then affirmatively, since
 has the meaning, “…but he made himself of no repute...”’

228

Carmignac 1972:155. ‘Although  stands at the head of its clause, it does not create with
 an antithesis. That would be possible only if they stood ad the head of identical elements,
either two verbs or two complements.’
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the tripartite pattern of the quotation from Thucydides quoted above is also that of Philippians
2:6-2:7a:


Thucydides: 
Philippians: 



Thucydides: ,
Philippians: ,



Thucydides: .
Philippians: 

In each of the two quotations the introductory words, an arthrous infinitive in the case
of Thucydides, an adjectival phrase in the case of Philippians, are followed by two
contrasting accusative and infinitive constructions (Thucydides), two contrasting clauses
(Philippians); the introductory word of the first of each pair being , and of the second
being .
Both sentence and clause are constructed in similar tripartite fashion in order to lead up
to an emphatic statement of its main point:

what in general constitutes the shameful

behaviour (Thucydides); what in Christ’s particular unique circumstances was his behaviour
as Lord of the universe.
 
.229
... who—being in truth he in the form of God—did not consider being as
one divine as appropriate,230 but made himself of no repute.

In the previous chapter I quoted from Origen Commentary on John 13

,231 and translated it as: ‘That would be done by him who had not considered as
something appropriate being as one divine, but instead, had divested himself of everything
that was his, having taken on the guise of a slave’, because the author is referring to
Philippians 2:6b and 2:7a and repeating Paul’s contrast, and, therefore, the negative is, just in

229

Epistle to the Philippians, 2:6-7a.

230

Exemplified for the Philippians by the image on the reverse of a large number of coins minted
over a long period in the colony (see page 209 above).

231

Origen Commentary on John 13. See page 181148.
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Thucydides’ and Paul’s statements, part of the contrastive statement: ‘It is incorrect to state
that… whereas…’
Again, in the previous chapter I compared Philippians 2:6 with a quotation from Isidore
of Pelusium, to which I then made no further reference. Isidore had written:
 

A slave, set free and adopted as a son, seeing that his status was being
looked on as something which he had misappropriated or “found”, would
not stoop to the performance of any household task.

This is getting very close to a translation of  as ‘“something to take advantage
of” or more idiomatically “something to use for his own advantage”’,233 as long as a
connotation of ‘injustice’ or ‘criminality’ is maintained. Isidore’s manumitted slave is aware
that those jealous of his privilege will suggest that there was something wrongful about his
obtaining it. This is borne out by Eusebius’s remark about the Antiochene believers who leapt
to their deaths from tall buildings to avoid their pursuers:  …
.234
Hoover also noted this quotation from Isidore in connection with the former’s
examination of the use by Heliodorus of  in his Aethiopica, a use which Hoover
believed ‘supports the alleged connection of these phrases in Heliodorus with the 
remark in Phil[ippians] 2:6’; his interest in Isidore had been aroused not least because Isidore
was at the time commenting on that very verse.235

Vollenweider has already criticised

Hoover’s. use of citations from Aethiopica containing  to support his case.236

All

the uses by Heliodorus, which I supplied in connection with Vollenweider’s criticisms have
also a basic meaning of ‘something inappropriate to use for one’s advantage’.
Who is the true Lord and who the usurper is resolved for Paul by discerning the only
one to whom Philippians 2:6b-7 can be applied. This will put us on the way to confirming
232

Isidore of Pelusium Letters 4.22 (MPG 78.1072).

233

Hoover 1971:118.

234

Hoover 1971:108 (adapted by replacing his harpagma with the words in square brackets. ‘…
since some regarded death as [an advantage to be seized ignobly without any reference to its
appropriateness for them as believers] in comparison with the depravity of ungodly men.’ (The
Greek phrase is from Eusebius Ecclesiastical History 8.12.2).

235

Hoover 1971:101.

236

Vollenweider’s criticisms are summarised on pages 50-52 above, and the references for the
seventeen uses of  in the LXX are given on page 140 above.
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from other evidence the translation which is here offered for . To
do so requires some assumptions, relating to the situation in which Paul found himself at the
time that he was composing his letter to the Philippians. The first, based on his own words, is
that, as I have already noted, he was in prison in the praetorian barracks attached to the
imperial palace on the Palatine in Rome. The second is that the angel’s message, recorded in
Acts 27:24, that Paul should stand before the emperor is based, if not the record of an actual
vision, yet was the apostle’s firm belief and did occur in the form of a trial at which he was
condemned to death for the crime of maiestas, treason.237 We have no charge sheet for Paul,
but what and whom he was preaching made his ‘crime’ against the Roman state and its ruler
only too likely. Belief in Jesus as Lord was not being preached as a scheme for individual
betterment and a better life after death. Christ had risen and his universal empire already
existed; to preach that was Paul’s treasonable act, to preach that another than the emperor of
the day, Jesus, a crucified peasant from Galilee, now raised by God from the dead, was Lord,
only made his offence to the Roman state and its ruler even more reprehensible.

By

implication, anyone else who used that title and demanded that his subjects made obeisance
to him was a usurping impostor. Emperors were addressed as Domine, ‘Lord’, because they
were (officially, at least) not deemed to be divine while alive (except by weak-minded and
superstitious Greeks and oriental’s) but because they were deemed to be rulers over all. But
for Paul it was to Christ alone that every knee should bow, and every tongue confess that he,
and none other was Lord, and the one given the name which is above all other names, which
can be only the Father’s gift.238
That the  of Philippians 2:6 could not and did not mean ‘to be equal
to God’ is made quite clear by the Vulgate translation, which, in my view. is an attempt to
give the words meaning which it did not have, and to have scriptural support against those
who denied Christ’s divinity. New Testament writers (and their churches)
understood the earthly life and death of Jesus under the identity of God. …
[M]uch of the creative theological thinking in earliest Christianity was done
by way of Old Testament exegesis … in the Jewish tradition. … They
brought the Old Testament text into relationship with the history of Jesus in

237

See pages 225-228 above.

238

Philippians 2:9-11.
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a process of mutual interpretation from which some of their profoundest
theological insights sprang.239

Hurtado adds:
The high place of Jesus in the beliefs and religious practice of Judean
Christianity that comes across … confirms how astonishingly early and
quickly an impressive devotion to Jesus appeared. This in turn helps
explain why and how it all seems to have been so conventionalized and
uncontroversial by the time of the Pauline mission to the Gentiles in the 50s.
As Bengt Holmberg notes, when Paul visited Jerusalem three years after his
conversion (or perhaps five years after Jesus’ execution) ‘he there
encountered a religious group which had reached a fairly high degree of
development in doctrinal tradition, teaching, cultic practice, common life
and internal organization.’240 … [A] veritable explosion of doctrine in
relation to Jesus took place so early, and was so widespread by the time of
his Gentile mission, that in the main christological beliefs and practices that
he advocated, Paul was not an innovator but a transmitter of tradition.241

Later scholars, wishing to give an intellectual basis for their belief, and to defend it
against heretics and unbelievers, sought in scriptures for proof-texts to bolster their
arguments. Philippians 2:6 could seem to some of them to provide evidence for their views
on the divinity of Christ. The phrase had a history which went back to Homer and a
history of being used as the object or complement of a verb. In any case, one who was in the
form of God, and shared in the identity of his Father, as Bauckham insists, and as believers
of the first century CE professed and worshipped would have been puzzled by any sentence
that said that Christ ‘did not consider that it to be robbery to be the equal of his Father’, but
not by Philippians 2:6b, since their usage of would not have differed from Paul’s.
The search for a satisfactory translation of  has in fact, tended to overshadow
that for a meaning of the rest of the Philippians 2:6.

The continued fascination aroused in

commentators by  led, at least until the publication of Hoover’s 1971 article, not
necessarily to a neglect of its context (the words cannot be said to have gone
unnoticed), but to a quick dash over the words , of which the meaning
seems to have been regarded as self-evident. The words which proceed  have been
quite thoroughly studied, even if no final conclusion has ever been reached. The meaning of
the last four words of the verse in which it stands, generally rendered in English as ‘to be

239

Bauckham 2008:39.

240

Bengt Holmberg, Paul and Power (Philadelphia, PA: Fortress Press. 1978), page 1980.

241

Hurtado 2003:179-180
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equal to God’ have, however, been viewed as requiring less attention. In Attic Greek, at
least, to have said ‘to be equal to a god’ using  would have required the infinitive to
be , not , as Jelf points out.242 The words have, nevertheless,
been quite widely accepted as a Pauline acknowledgement of Christ’s divinity.

In the

nineteenth century both Ellicott 1857—‘the being on an equality with God’—and Vincent
1897—‘existence in the way of equality with God’—objected to such a translation, which has
in mind rather the esse se aequalem Deo (‘that he himself is the equal of God’).of the
Vulgate, which translated back into Greek, would be expected to be or
following Epiphanius.243 Lightfoot translates the words ‘to be on an
equality with God’ but writes in his notes on Philippians 2:6: ‘Between the two expressions
 and  no other distinction can be drawn, except that the former refers
rather to the person, the latter to the attributes. of the human Christ.’244 Lightfoot’s words
can be seen as anticipating what Jelf would later write. Nevertheless, they also suggest that
he continued to think of  as being used adjectivally and not as an adverb, which might
have required ,245 especially if one was speaking of a permanent, rather than a
temporary state of being.

242

Jelf 1881:2.419. ‘[T]he adverb with  is frequently used instead of the adjective with ;
 is the same as , except that in the former the notion of state is rather
brought forward—in the latter, that of quality.

243

See page 186 above. ‘To be(come) equal to God.’

244

Lightfoot 1881:111b-112a. Lightfoot includes in his comments the statement; ‘In the letter of
the synod of Ancyra, directed against the Sabellianism of Marcellus, attention is called to
absence of the article with  here and above ();
 
[with the result that the noun ‘God’, being in form without
article becomes a reference not to ‘God the Father’ but to the ‘only God’, and ‘on terms of
equality’ not one to God the Father’ but ‘to the only God’, and not a reference with total
certainty to the Father.] Lightfoot is quoting Epiphanius (Panarion 73.9.5) and continues:
‘The object of this comment, whether right or wrong, is apparently to distinguish between
 God absolutely and  God the Father’; that the Synod was simply pointing out
that Paul did not in Philippians 2:6 precede his two uses of  with the definite article (or
that the giving of a capital letter to the noun was not available to Paul) does not seem to have
crossed the bishops’minds. Holl 1980 comments in a note on this passage: ‘ ist
nicht, wie seit Cornarius üblich, in  zu andern; der Nachruck liegt auf dem
fehlenden Artikel.’ [is not to be amended to, as is generally the case,
following Cornarius [Janus Cornarius–c. 1550-1558]; the emphasis is on the missing article]’
(3.280).

245

Lightfoot 1888:111b-112a. ‘to be on an equality with God.’ For this use of  as a predicate,
comp[are] Job xi.12 [‘Man born of a
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The wordsthe noun phrasethat constitutes the object of the verb
 and of which  is the complement, are treated by Lightfoot as suffering
the literal translation into English which I have just cited, and other later exegetes, with little
or no consideration, translate the words as ‘to be equal to God’. Paul never should be given
such scant treatment. This is the only verse in any of his epistles that I could find in which it
is not self-evident that the two forms of anarthrous  was a reference to the Father of the
Lord, but to ‘a god’. But the phrase deserves as much consideration as that expended on the
preceding words. It is my view that had equal consideration been received by the two
phrases, both individually and in conjunction, then a solution to the problem for finding a
correct translation for the noun  might have been forthcoming all the sooner. Both
Lightfoot and Ellicott had Cambridge as their alma mater in the days when it and Oxford
were ecclesiastical institutions in which the study of the classical languages were major
components of the preparation of candidates for Holy Orders in the Church of England. They
both left their university possibly with a better knowledge of Homer than of the Sacred
Scriptures, but neither seems to have recalled that might have a meanings
beyond ‘to be on terms of equality with God’. If the evidence of the previous chapter is
accepted as convincing, , the object of the verb , ‘he considered’
and its negativised complement  , something not appropriate’, would provide
the required contrast to the first words of the following verse, , ‘but
emptied himself’ with its allusion to Isaiah 53:12. In my view Philippians 26b-7a seems
properly (even necessarily) translated with the English words which have here been provided
for it: ‘…he considered as not appropriate being as one divine…’ The words or
areeach a tag from Homer, the former occurring only once, in the Odyssey:



the second once in the Iliad and twice in the Odyssey:
[]’247

woman is like a wild asses.’]Soin Thucydid[es]i.25
[] 
[]’ [the [[Corcyraeans]] at that time] being the
equal in power to the richest among the Greeks [and more than a match for the Corinthians in
their readiness for war.] Jelf 1881:2.41 §382 ‘When the predicative substantive does not
signify a person but a thing (abstract or concrete) it is frequently joined with a subject of
different gender. This occurs also in the apposition of substantives … So in the
NewTest[ament] and LXX .’ Jelf gives Philippians 2:6 as his one scriptural example, with 
as its subject, but to consider as the predicate of the verb of which the relative
pronoun is the subject () is problematical.
246 ` Homer Iliad, 15.519-520. ‘Eurymachus, noble son of warlike Polybus, / the men of Ithaca

now look up to as like one divine.’ The  of  has a circumflex accent since it was
pronounced long in the Homeric epics.
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… 
… /
249 

From these examples it would appear that it is not the recipients of these honours who
are looked on as a god or as gods, but that the honours bestowed upon them are comparable
to those given to divine beings.
We can be sure that the Homeric tags would have been common currency in the Greek
world since both the Iliad and the Odyssey were the staple texts of Greek education, which
involved memorisation of their texts. In The Republic ‘Socrates proposes to use the
traditional ingredients of Greek education, music and gymnastics, to foster these qualities.
Music includes literature, and literature for the Greeks meant above all the Homeric poems.
From these Greek children looked for a knowledge of the gods and lessons in morality.’250
Since Socrates’ ideal State never came into being, we can be sure that the system of
education of classical Athens was still that of Paul’s world (and he may even have been
subjected to it), and there was never a board of censors instituted to remove from the
Homeric epics those parts deemed unsuitable for children’s ears and minds:

 251
To translate  as ‘to be as one divine,’ does not follow the last four
words of the Vulgate’s qui cum in forma Dei esset non rapinam arbitratus est esse se
aequalem Deo, which we have already seen Ellicott, before Lightfoot, and Vincent, after him,
both objected to.252 Where some who came after Paul went astray was in their
comprehension of ; the Latins mistranslated it, but the Greeks,
although they understood that clause correctly, ignored it when they wished to use the
following phrase to speak of Christ’s divinity. Both the Greek and Latin words are noun
247

Homer Iliad 21.315. ‘…who now prevails, and is of a mind to be as if he were like the divine
ones.’

248

Homer Odyssey 11.304. ‘they have won honour as if they were like the divine ones.’

249

Odyssey 11.484-485. ‘… for in former times we Argives gave you honour in the manner of the
gods.’ The two phrases, and, were part of the Homeric bard’s memorised
stock from which he composed as he declaimed the hexameters of his narrative. It will be
noted that in Iliad 21.315 and Odyssey 11.484 each line ends with , not ,
although the phrase refers only to single person, to fill out the meter of the line.

250

Hare and Russell 1991:4.43.

251

Plato Republic ‘377bc. ‘The first thing to do then, it seems that we should establish for authors
of tales a board of censors, so that the composers of worthy tale would on one hand be
approved, but on the other hand, those that were composers of one that was not so would be
banned.’

252

See page 44 above.
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phrases, but they have different functions; the Greek emphasises the verbal noun of the
phrase ‘The being on terms of equality with a god’, or, in its original Homeric usage. ‘The
being as if he were as one divine.’253 The Latin is an accusative and infinitive construction
after the verb non arbitratus est, ‘that he is the equal to a god’ he did not consider robbery,
and a failed attempt at a translation of the idiomatic sense of the Greek of ,
which is best translated into Latin as esse tamquam deum, as Ellicott understood.254 For
Ellicott  is used adverbially as the equivalent of the of the Attic ,
æqualiter Deo esse’ ‘to be as one divine’ but in the classical phrase the verb is not Paul’s
. In the last century; Schumacher introduces his remarks on with
what is evidently already his conclusion: ‘Nach der eruierten Bedeutung sowohl der
 als des  ist der zeitliche Zusammenfall des  mit
 etwas Selbstverständliches.’255 Other works of the twentieth century Loofs
1927, Jaeger 1915, Foerster 1930, Hoover 1971, Martin 1997, Wright 1991, for example,
simply pass the phrase by in silence; their apparent assumption that Hellenistic
is the equivalent of Attic an equivalence which only
Ellicott noted, and found for both phrases, Attic and Hellenistic, the translation ‘to be equal
to God’ unacceptableBut even if we are not happy with the idea of Paul’s making use
of a Homeric tag Philippians 2:6, a literal interpretation of the phrase along the lines of
Ellicott’s and Lightfoot’s exegeses might be preferable.
John the Evangelist (who could well have read the Epistle to the Philippians by the time
he came to write his Gospel), in order to say what some have thought of as Paul’s meaning,
did

not

use

Paul’s

words,

but

instead

257

John'sword

order, separating  from , avoids, whether intentionally or not, the three words
being taken together as a variation of ; Paul's own word order and the use of 
instead of  allows him also to escape this danger, and also allows his words to imply, ‘to
be as if one divine’. In the context of Philippi, the phrase could well have another meaning,
253

For the use of  in the sense of a ‘statue of a god’ see sv.  in the Supplement to LSJ
and Dörner and Skritzky 1975:unpaginated.

254

Ellicott 1857:56. The Latin phrase translates as ‘… to be considered as God’. The capitalising of the ‘d’
of ‘deum’ is of course an editorial decision, since the original text of the letter would not have
distingished between upper and lower cases.

255

Schumacher 1921:307. ‘In accordance with the accepted meaning not only of  but
also of  the occurrence at the same time of []  and []
 has about it something of the self-evident.’

256

Ellicott 1857:55. ‘σα is used adverbially ([Georg Benedikt Winer, Grammatik des
neutestamentlichen Sprachidioms,], §27,3, p.160).

257

John 5:18. ‘… but [he] was also calling God his own Father, thereby making himself equal to
God.’
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which might appear equally apposite.

Those who made up the Philippian church may not

have known their Homer very well, but they must all have been acquainted with the coins
that were produced by the mint of Philippi, with their images of the two deceased emperors
set upon their pedestals, one in civilian dress, the other in military uniform, and sacrifices
burning on the altars, the whole scene depicting what would have met the eyes of all who
passed by the Templum Diui Augusti in the forum of Philippi.258 It would be untrue to say
that none of their pagan neighbours believed that Caesar amd Augustus, decreed to be divine
by the Roman Senate, were really gods, and that they attended the cycle of festivals only
under compulsion or the promise of entertainment and free food and drink. Many did so
believe, and that in some respect the deified ones were present in their images and in Philippi
maintained the special relationship which they had with the colony they had founded. In any
case, the free citizens of Philippi worshipped at the appropriate times because they were
Philippians, and Philippi was their town. As well-instructed converts of Paul, the members
of Christ’s church in Philippi would have had to give up all of this, and come to realise that
their past religious practices and beliefs had been deceits, and that the gods of the pagans
could offer them neither hope of redemption nor an eternal life lived in a renewed world that
would be familiar but remade as it should be so that what gave pain, sorrow, and distress was
gone forever and only perfect happiness remained.

The ancients could be very rude about

their gods, as this extract from Aristophanes shows:
;





. 259

An image known to every Philippian, either as a statuary group or its depiction of
‘being as one divine’ on the city’s own coins might, among those at the lowest end of its
social scale, invite resentful or ribald remarks to spring to their lips.

Paul’s use of

 in the context of letter to a church whose members could not avoid relating
258

See again page 200 above,

259

Aristophanes Women in Parliament 777-783. ‘Do you think there’s anyone among our lot
who’s going to give up what’s his? / That’s not our way, by god, but getting is. / That’s just the
ticket, Quite like our gods, we know indeed / from long study of the hands of their images. /
When we ask them for what we’d dearly like, there they stand, with their hands outstretched, /
not to give us anything but to take.’ Quoted in Young 1999:153.
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it to a daily reminder of the source of their subjection can only have been intentional, not only
to bring to mind how their Lord had differed from all others by what he did not do, but also
how life in the new society,   of the believers of
Philippi, had given them love, companionship, and support.
It is within the context of the church within the Roman colony, Colonia Augusta Iulia
Philippensis that the Epistle to the Philippians must be interpreted. It is within the context of
that epistle itself that Philippians 2:6 and each part of that verse must itself, therefore, be
interpreted in its challenge to imperial Rome, its Emperor, and his imperium, and the whole
apparatus of the worship decreed to his predecessors, by the senatus consulta of its supreme
authority.

For Paul, only Jesus Christ, and none other, was Lord, in order that God the

Father might be glorified.261

What Paul has uppermost in his mind as he dictated these

words is the possibility of the failure of the Philippian church under the immense pressures
put upon it, and the need for it to stand firm in the face of them, These pressures came from
the temptation to go back to their old ways, misunderstanding of Paul’s message which
would lead them to introduce into the new way on which they had set foot the beliefs and
practices they had supposedly left behind, the loss of their old associations and old festivities;
the hostility of neighbours, former friends, and acquaintances; the suspicion of the populace
at large, and the possibility of downright persecution by the civic and imperial authorities.
Membership

through

incorporation

262

in

Christ

in

God’s

commonwealth,

might not be enough to allay the fear of his

converts that they, too, like other apostles, but Paul in particular, even then languishing in
chains and in prison while they themselves were hearing his message, were being kept for
eventual exhibition as captives under sentence of death and as sacrifices to Rome and its
gods.263 Fear of arrest, torture, and execution by the authorities must always have been at the
back of the minds of the first believers in Christ as Lord of Philippi. They had seen the

260

Philippians 3:20. ‘Our commonwealth is in truth in the heavens.’ (My translation)

261

Philippians 2:11; cf. 1 Corinthians 15:24-29

262

See page 220113 above.

263

Cf. 1 Corinthians 4:9:
…‘For I
think that God has exhibited us apostles as last of all, as though sentenced to death…’
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treatment meted out to Paul and Silas on accusations of disturbing the city and for being
Jews, advocating customs that were not lawful for Romans to observe.264
That a human being could be worthy of worship previously reserved only for his Father
was freely accepted by the first believers, even though it later caused discomfort which
showed itself in the Church in the christological controversies of the fourth and fifth centuries
of our era. But for the pagans of the ancient world the gods differed from humans only in
their individual superhuman powers. Not even in their immortality were the gods unlike
humans. For the majority of men and women their fate would take them to gloomy realms
and a miserable life as a collective divinity, either di manes or lemures, either the buried or
the unburied dead (the terms are Roman but the concepts are also Greek). One of the points
that favoured the new faith preached among the gentiles by Paul the Apostle must have been
the real sharing it offered in the life of the living Messiah on his return among men and
women, and not a deprived eternity as gibbering wraiths. Nero had, at the commencement of
his reign, included among his titles on coins filius diui Claudii, i.e., ‘son of the divinised
Claudius’, to strengthen ‘his claim to legitimate succession via the Claudian, as well as the
Julian line’ which had ‘enabled him to outclass his rivals.’265

Paul did not offer divine

sonship to a select few, already privileged in their access to the good things of this world.
Every person who proclaimed that ‘Jesus Christ is Lord’ would share in his Sonship, and
would be sure that the cult in Philippi offered to the diuus imperator was totally misdirected.
Cicero, for one, would seem to be in agreement with them, even as he joined the rest of the
citizens in the worship of the deified Caesar. In his work on theology he makes one of the
disputants say:
nec uero uolgi atque imperitorum inscitiam despicere possum, cum ea
considero quae ducuntur a Stoicis. sunt enim illa imperitorum […]
Romulum nostri aliosque compluris, quos quasi nouos et adscriptos ciues in
caelum receptos putant. haec igitur indocti; quid uos philosophi? qui
meliora?266

264

Cf. Acts 16:19-24.

265

Griffin 1984:92.

266

Cicero, de Natura Deorum 3.15.39-16.40. ‘Nor am I able to despise the ignorance of the
common herd and those that know no better when I examine the expositions of the Stoics.
These are the beliefs of men unskilled … our lot are of the view that Romulus and very many
others were admitted to heaven, enrolled like new citizens. These are the views of the
unlearned—you philosophers, how are yours any better?’
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Weinstock, states: ‘Religious honours for an individual were very frequent in Greece,
and not a novelty in Rome either … They became a constitutional necessity from the moment
when the real power passed from the annual magistrates to the single and permanent ruler.
The ruler cult is a fact of history’,267 a fact which, as Paul was aware, was known as a
present reality to those among whom he was living, working, and proclaiming God’s good
news, and particularly in Philippi.
Implicit in Philippians 2:6, of course, is Paul’s contrast between the divine emperor and
the true Son of God, the last Adam, crucified as a slave and a criminal but now risen from the
dead and sitting in exaltation at the right hand of the Father. The identity of the emperor did
not matter to Paul, even when he was among members of the imperial household—possibly a
reference to Paul’s fellow-prisoners— being held in chains as he dictated the line, nor does it
matter to us. (it is generally accepted that it was Nero, Claudius’s stepson, and a descendant
of the first emperor on both sides of his family.)268 The use of the verb  in the
context of Philippians 2:6 (and the epistle as a whole), and of the city to some of whose
inhabitants it was first addressed is not merely to say that there is only one on whom human
beings have looked who could have been described as , but also implies that
there is an impostor about.269 No names, no pack drill: that would be to bring him and his
predecessors out of their total irrelevance, or insignificance, as John Barclay describes it.270
So the one in the form of the divine, the one , what Caesar, Augustus, and
Claudius were decreed by Rome’s senators to have possessed, was in none of them. Only the
Messiah is the one , the true and eternal ruler, not merely of the orbis
terrarum but of the whole universe, past and present and future, who shares the identity and

267

Weinstock 1971:3.

268

Nero’s father, Cn. Domitius Ahenobarbus was a grandson of Octavia, Augustus’s sister; his
mother, Agrippina, a great grand-daughter of Augustus (Griffin 1984:13f.). Claudius’s
relationship with Augustus came through his being the grandson of Mark Antony and Octavia,
who, again, was Augustus’s sister (Levick 1990:3).

269

Strimple 1979:260. ‘Therefore, I think, contrary to Murray, that meager though the biblical
evidence is, it is sufficient to make a prima facie case for the reference being to a visible
manifestation’. The consistent denotation of  in the Septuagint and the New Testament
is that which can be seen by the naked eye, a visible manifestation.

270

Barclay 2007:16. ‘When you see the world aright, Paul insists, you realise that Rome’s empire
never was, is not now, and never will be a significant actor in the drama of history.’
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worship of his divine Father,271 and who will one day be acknowledged as such and
worshipped by all, whether in heaven or on earth, or in the regions below.272 The one under
whose feet God has put all things in subjection, and who must reign until he has put all his
enemies under his feet, he is the one made in the image of God,273 not the one whose image is
to be seen on the obverse of the coins which pass from hand to hand, from buyer to seller in
the daily commerce in the macellum of Philippi, not the one who possessed his divinity by
senatorial decree, nor his successor and adopted son, Nero, diui Claudii filius;
Paul’sis a participle chosen, not as a stylistic variation on , but to emphasise
the distinction which existed between the true Lord and the impostor.
We have already in this chapter given attention to , and it
requires, in my view, no more. This brings us once again to , the tag which
goes back to Homer.274 The neuter singular article which begins the phrase makes it the
direct object of ,275 (and  the complement of the verb). The phrase
 is, as we have seen, one with a long literary history, a poetic phrase used in
appropriate places by bards in the oral composition of their epic tales, but possibly useful also
in a variety of popular language games: as a remark to someone no more important than
oneself who is giving him or herself airs, or who is not pulling his or her weight where team
effort is required; or on the lips of a slave or , a common labourer, when another’s
idleness is impeding the common task and likely to bring punishment down upon all; or
about a deceased emperor, up there with the uncaring gods, our supposed lord and saviour,
271

1 Corinthians 8:6.

272

Philippians 2:9-11.

273

Cf. 1 Corinthians 15:25-28, and Genesis 1:26.

274

Odyssey 15:519-520. /
‘Eurymachus, noble son of warlike Polybus, / the
men of Ithaca now look up to as if he was a god.’ (Eurymachus was with Antinoüs a leader of
the suitors for the hand of Penelope).

275

Burk 2006:74. ‘The article only appears with the infinitive as a function word or syntactical
marker.’ In Burk 2004:253-274. He takes issue with the view expressed in Wright 1993:83 that
the  of  is anaphoric, i.e., ‘it refers to something previously mentioned or
otherwise well known.’ At page 260 of the same article Burk, with reference to its anaphoric
function, writes: ‘…it is completely off the mark to say that the article is used with the
infinitive in exactly the same way that it is used with other nouns’ and at page 273: ‘Because
these uses of the article are grammatically induced, it is not advisable to posit the semantic
notion of anaphora to the articular infinitive.’
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and completely and utterly useless, except to remind us of our subjection to his living
successor, who might like to think of himself , even as he refrains from adding the phrase to
his titles, as diui imperatoris filius, ‘son of an emperor made divine’ and hence a god too.
Peter Oakes believes that the Philippian Church in the time of Paul represented a crosssection of the city’s population. His ‘model for the church at Philippi therefore consists of 43
per cent service community, 25 per cent poor, 16 per cent slaves, 15 per cent colonist
farmers, 1 per cent elite landowners.276 I disagree. Richard Ascough appears to me much
closer to the mark when he points out, ‘There are a number of indications in the text [of the
Epistle to the Philippians] that suggest that the Philippian Christians were not particularly
well-off despite their generous contributions to Paul and to the collection for Jerusalem.’ He
also draws our attention to the explicit reference the apostle makes to their poverty in 2
Corinthians 8:1-2.277

None of those who people Acts 16:12-30, neither Lydia, a seller of

purple cloth,278 nor, certainly, the girl possessed with a spirit of divination (nor even her
owners), nor the jailer and his entire household, need be any other than slaves—not even
Syntyche and Euodia, and Clemens,279 though his name is also the cognomen of a certain
Valerius Clemens of Philippi inscribed in a first century CE list of Cultores Siluani,280 but
whose property he might have been.

Paul and Timothy, who in 2 Corinthians 1:1 are

 (and
in Philemon 1 

are in

276

Oakes 2001:60.

277

Ascough 2003:118.

278

Bradley 1994:75. ‘In everyday commercial life—that is, in activities such as shopkeeping,
trading and banking—slaves were particularly noticeable, operating as their owners’ managers
and agents with a great deal of latitude and independence, a pattern clearly shown by a section
of the Digest (14.3) that deals with the contractual liability of those who appointed agents to
undertake business for them. The agent, who could be free or slave, a man or a woman, was
called an institor and was appointed to ‘buy or sell in a shop or in some other place or even
without any place being specified.’ (Dig. 14.3.18) Any number of enterprises could thus be in
the hands of slaves—managing a farm, buying houses, cattle or slaves, shopkeeping and
innkeeping, banking and moneylending, trading and contracting of every kind. Slaves were to
be found too as captains of the vessels that were sometime needed for commercial activities—
the ferries that crossed the Adriatic from Brundisium to Cassopea or Dyrrachium, for example,
and the freighters that carried cargoes of vegetables, hemp and marble.’

279

Philippians 4:2-3.

280

Pilhofer 2000:172.
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Philippians 1:1  and are addressing a
church  overseers and servants. A church whose members
‘chose their terms for leaders from a world they knew, of government, societies and the
’,281 with functions which in other circumstances might be carried out by slaves, would
appear not to be being addressed as a congregation containing members of a higher social
status than that which Paul and Timothy had chosen for themselves, and so likely to take
offence.

‘[T]here is a good chance that  first appeared as house church

supervisors … in Paul’s day [among them] women were likely to be included …  or
agents helped with various tasks.’282 ( and  are both nouns of common
gender, and can be applied either to both men and women.)

On the other hand, the

resentment at their subjection as descendants of those who had been despoiled of land and
self-government, or who were landless labourers or slaves, the Philippian majority, in fact,
must have predisposed a number among it to give a willing ear to Paul’s preaching, however
few his first converts were, and how little it attracted the more prosperous oligarchs who did
Rome’s bidding.
Wright is concerned that ‘[s]everal scholars have attempted to read [Philippians 2:6] as
a reference not to Christ’s pre-existence but to his (perfect) human life. This concern is with
his insistence, which Denny Burk has shown cannot be sustained,283 that the  of
 is epexegetic, pointing back to the  earlier in the same verse. Thus, for
instance, because Murphy-O’Connor seems to view  not as implicit in
Christ’s divine nature, but as the ‘right to be treated [the emphasis is Murphy-O’Connor’s] as
if he were God’, and says that the force of this clause is that Christ did not regard this right
‘as something to be used for his own advantage’.284 Wright, however, is concerned, as we
have

just

said,

that

the

epexegetic

nature

of

the

and

the

anaphora

of

to,which he believes is necessary to preserve the reference
to the Adam-Christology that he finds in the ‘Christ-hymn’ is thus put under threat.285 But
281

Reumann 1993:90.

282

Reumann 2003:90.

283

Burk 2006:138-139.

284

Murphy-O’Connor 1976:39 and Wright 1991:75.

285

Wright 1991:87. ‘…the underlying Adam-christology of the poem.’
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Burk has already demonstrated that that the article before the infinitive has only grammatical,
and not semantic, value; it shows the case of the neuter verbal noun which it precedes, and
is not the equivalent of a  referring back to the earlier , and indicative
of a noun phrase explanatory of it. Murphy-O’Connor has understood that 
is an idiomatic phrase (but, I believe, incorrectly), but deserves Wright’s implicit rebuke that
to translate it as ‘the right to be treated as if he were a god’ in the context of Hoover’s
proposal that the meaning of  is ‘something to take advantage of”, or more
idiomatically, ‘as something to be used for his own advantage’286 cannot itself be
maintained.287 As we have already noted, the phrase occurs only once in Homer,
while  occurs three times, always with the meaning ‘like one divine’,‘like the
divine ones’, or ‘in the manner of the gods’, and always figuratively.288 In Philippians 2:6 the
phrase has an infinitive which does not have the significance of the Homeric ; it
is ‘be’ rather than ‘look upon’, ’ look up to’, ‘regard as’. That does not, however, in my
view, invalidate my reading of the phrase. Christ was looked on during his life as a man, but
nevertheless he was God, and those who looked upon him while he was among us, looked
upon one who was showing them a different way of being as one divine.
8.11

Conclusion
To summarise, then: Paul had been left in custody in Caesarea by Marcus Antonius

Felix when his term of office as procurator came to an end in a spring between 58 and 60 CE.
The new procurator, Porcius Festus, would have arrived at the same time as his predecessor
departed. Finding Paul still being kept in the praetorium in Caesarea as part of Felix’s
unfinished business, Festus attempted to bring finality to the dispute between the Jews and
Paul (probably by dismissing the case), but was prevented by the latter’s prouocatio.289 Paul
arrived in Rome in the spring of the year following his eventful voyage from Caesarea which
was begun in the previous September or October,
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Hoover 1971:118.

287

Wright 1991:75.

288

See pages 249=250 above.

289

Acts 15:8-12.

290

Acts 27:1-28:14.

291

290

and for a period of two years was under

custodia militaris in his own house. After two years, and at some time between 61 and 63 CE,
he was released because his accusers had not arrived from Jerusalem.291
Subsequently Paul was again arrested and lodged in in the praetorian barracks attached
to Nero’s palace, in the custody of the Emperor’s praetorian cohort. It was at this time that
the Epistles to the Philippians and to Philemon were written, if the Epaphroditus of the
former292 is the same person named as Epaphras in the latter.293 In the custody of the
praetorian guard Paul was not merely awaiting the settling of a dispute between him and the
Jewish authorities, in which the Emperor would have had no interest, but on a much more
serious charge, one that went to the heart of the careful framework that had been built up over
a century for the governance of the Roman Empire. Paul was now in prison awaiting trial on
a charge of high treason, crimen maiestatis.
In the crimen laesae maiestatis towards the emperor, aspects of the
following were combined:
disobedience and resistance against the
sovereignty of the state, offence against sovereign symbols and official
traditions, endangering the state, high treason and simple treason. These
formed the elements of an offence the essence of which was incalculable to
the public. According to the individual case, this could lead to minor
punishments or a pardon, on the one hand, on the other it could result in the
death penalty. In strained domestic situations during the Imperial period
(often, e.g. in he beginning decades of the Principate or in the 3rd or 4th
centuries AD), if the Imperial exercise of power appeared to be, or was, in
question, mere public statements, critical of the emperor, gestures of
disrespect and disloyalty, or per se minor misdemeanours could be
understood as crimen laesae maiestatis and be punished severely. The
political character of the delator system, the corresponding trials and their
intimidating effect is emphasised by contemporary writers.294

What is missing from much comment on the Epistle to the Philippians is any feeling for
Paul in his situation. He was someone who had spent thirty years in missionary endeavour in
what we think of as the eastern empire, and had only comparatively lately come into a city
where his formidable reputation among believers had preceded him. That he had brothers
and sisters in a church (or rather a collection of churches) which was not his own foundation
291

Acts 24-27, Acts 28:31.
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Philippians 2:25; 4.18.
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Philemon 23.
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Gizewski in Brill’s New Pauly 2006:8.186-187. Though Gizewski speaks of crimen laesae
maiestatis, and laesa maiestas is the origin of French lèse-majesté, with the same meaning,
according to L&S the term is an anachronism, first recorded in the writing of the historian
Ammianus Marcellinus, who flourished about 400 CE.
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we know from Romans 16:6-16.

The churches loved Paul as one of the brothers, and he

loved them equally, but they were not the churches which he had founded, all of which he
missed, especially his Philippian church, with which he seems to have had a special bond.
He was in a perilous situation, and although he put a brave face on it, he must have known
that his chances of acquittal in Rome on a charge of maiestas were small indeed. He was
afraid, as we would have been afraid in such a situation, though he was not going to let that
deter him from proclaiming to the highest levels of Roman society the imminent return of the
world’s true Lord . That he sought to ignore his fears did not mean that they would no
continue to beset him. The most likely conclusion that can be drawn on the basis of the
evidence available in Acts is that Paul was released at the end of the two-year period
consequent on the Sanhedrin’s failure to continue the proceedings against him, not because
that was the law but because the case was demanding the use of resources which could be
better utilised elsewhere.
Throughout the Epistle to the Philippians there is a series of verses which seem to
represent an old man’s longing to be done with the trials of being an apostle: the constant
movement about the empire, the preaching to those of his own race and of the Gentiles who
will not be converted and will denounce him to the authorities, the difficulty of getting his all
too few converts to understand the message which they had accepted, and the dangers
associated with his peripatetic mission which he describes so vividly in 2 Corinthians 11:2333. He wishes to retire, to be at peace, to be with Christ, and yet he knows how much his
churches need him.295. But whether he is present or absent they must now 
.296


even
He

is

concerned for those who have been his companions in prison, Epaphroditus, Onesimus, and
Timothy. They are persons mentioned in the two authentic captivity epistles, of whom none
was a citizen, one at least, Onesimus, was a slave;298 they are all peregrini, and the distinction
between peregrinus or seruus and infamis was wafer-thin. So they must be got out of harm’s
295

Philippians 1:21-26.
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Philippians 2:12. ‘…work out your own salvation with fear and trembling…’
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Philippians 2:17. ‘…if I am being poured out as a libation over the sacrifice and the offering of
your faith…’
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Philemon 16.
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way and out of Italy:

Epaphroditus and Onesimus, as bearers of epistles to their

addressees,299 and Timothy as soon as Paul could convince him that he must go, which would
seem to be part of the subtext of Philippians 2:23.300
There is a final point. In Philippians 1:27-2:16, by presenting himself as their teacher,
reminding his disciples of his previous lessons, and more obliquely in Philippians 3:7-17, by
presenting himself as a model for those whom they are to imitate, Paul is giving advice to the
members of his church on what they must do to preserve both their  and their
faith. There is a brief aside, Philippians 3:2, concerning those who apparently presented only
a potential but not a present threat to their little commonwealth, namely, the Judaisers. It is
only in Philippians 3:18-19 that Paul turns to those institutions which pose an actual threat,
the various collegia tenuiorum, which, with their pretence of being something else, are only
places of drunkenness and debauchery, and which may be not unknown to at least some of
the believers from their pagan days. These are the words of an anxious parent who has done
all he can in the time available to him, but who now has to allow his children their
independence, and the necessity of going out into a world which will be inimical to them and
for which he can only hope and pray that they are as ready as he can make them to serve the
Lord to whom they owe allegiance, and who must now care and provide for them.
My investigation of the circumstances and place in which Paul composed the Epistle to
the Philippians seems to have taken far from its text. But these circumstances and this place
are what once again brought the ‘Christ-hymn’ to the mind of one facing death and disgrace,
a situation when what is important and what is not becomes only too evident. Paul knew
many texts, of which his epistles give evidence of. But among them are the few lines of
Philippians 2:6-11 and they are a distillation, composed, possibly by Paul, but equally or even
more possibly by another whose knowledge of the OT was the equal of the Apostle’s, of the
message it carried about empire from a people who know from harsh experience all about it,
and a reminder that for all its power, its widespread territories, and its wealth, that empire is,
after all, only a sham, an immense confidence trick. There is another empire which is
universal, whose eternal ruler was wise enough (and, therefore, the wisest of the wise) to see
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Philippians 2:25-29 and Philemon 12.
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Philippians 2:19-23.
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that for his reign to be established and endure, he must be as unlike any other emperor that
ever lived as he could possibly be.
I have put forward what seems to me to be a plausible case for stating that 
had in the first century CE a primary meaning of ‘appropriation’. Paul, however, is using it
idiomatically in Philippians 2:6 as ‘something appropriate’, and it is my contention that this
extension of the meaning of the noun is used in senses related to that of Plutarch in Moralia
12A. In the context of Philippi, of the worship of the divine Emperor, of the posturing of the
little men who made up the city’s ruling class, and of Paul’s little church, whose members,
redeemed by Christ, are enduring subjection and, possibly, persecution, what Paul intends by
Philippians 2:6 was a denial, based on the example of our Lord, of the right of any man or
woman to lord (or lady) it over another—whether that lording (or ladying) took the form of
ruling the world or deciding at whose house the next  (in the sense of assembly)
should meet; if you wish to possess all the kingdoms of the world and their glory, and the
adulation that goes with it, do not look to the Lord Jesus Christ to obtain them for you,
because he had none of them, except for a few brief moments on Palm Sunday. Christ, God
come among us, was seen as the truly human person, waited upon his Father’s vindication for
his exaltation, and did not appropriate it to himself.
Other commentators have noted that if you take  to mean appropriation in
some form, whether just or unjust, violent or peaceful, whether as ‘robbery’ or ‘as something
to use for one’s own advantage’ in the context of Philippians 2:6, the meaning of the verse
ends up being other than what is required by its rhetoric. The Arians were right: if a man is
to discover that to be God’s equal was no wrongful appropriation, he would be a fool not to
grasp it, and never let go. But if we discard the ‘appropriation’ and retain the ‘appropriate’,
as Hellenistic Greek idiom seems to allow us to do, a verse more in keeping with the tenor of
Paul’s thought appears, and so does the Christ whom Paul preached in Corinth, who was the
same

Christ

he

preached

everywhere:


 He then becomes the one of whom it can
be said:
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2 Corinthians 8:9. ‘For you know that generous act of our Lord Jesus Christ, that though he was
rich, yet for your sakes he became poor, so that by his poverty you might become rich.’
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who—being in truth he in the form of God—
considered being as one divine as something not appropriate,
but made himself of no repute,
having taken upon himself the form of one who serves,
having become one among the commonality of men.
He was found to be human by what was evident about himself;
he abased himself, having become as one who was obedient,
even to the extreme of death, death on a cross.
For this reason, God set him above all on high,
and bestowed upon him the Name:
the Name exceeding every name,
so that at the Name of Jesus there should in worship be
the bowing of every knee: of those who dwell in heaven,
of those who dwell on earth, and of those who dwell beneath;
and the making of the confession by their every tongue that
JESUS CHRIST IS LORD,
to the glory of God the Father.302
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Philippians 2:6-11
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Chapter 9

Afterword

9.1

Introduction
This thesis began with the title ‘Grammar as Theology’, and attempted to find a

solution to a problem that concerned not only, or even primarily, a biblical text, but
nevertheless impinged upon it. It concerns the use of a particular Greek word, , in
all the texts, Paul’s, of course, and then secular and patristic over several hundred years. We
had been given meanings for the word which did not seem quite to fit it, even though the
texts, Philippians 2:6 especially, in which they were used, when translated, gave responses
which seemed satisfactory enough to questions which were asked about them. Nevertheless
they left us with a feeling that they were, nevertheless, not quite correct. Here was a word
that in all the examples of its use, except one, could be made to speak of something good, but
in that one example spoke of something that the author of the sentence (and not only he)
thought was wrong, approval for the abduction of youths for sexual abuse. In the sole
biblical of the use of , it seemed to demand a translation which by long tradition
had been ‘robbery’, but which did not appear to provide much sense.

For how could

someone who was by nature God think it not robbery to be equal to God, with all the
connotations of bitheism or binitarianism that the thought connotes? And how could a
Byzantine author, writing in Greek, go so far as actually to define  as ‘robbery’,
, and then imply that such an understanding made no sense? It may seem to
some that I, like Browning’s grammarian poring over the minutiae of the Greek particles,
have spent far too long a time on a single noun. The grammarian, at least, had his mind and
eye on at least three words: he had
…settled Hoti’s business—let it be!—
Properly based Oun—
Gave us the doctrine of the enclitic De,
Dead from the waist down,1

1

Robert Browning (1812-1889), A Grammarian’s Funeral Shortly After the Revival of Learning
in Europe (lines 127-130)
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This work has been seeking to bring finality to the torrent of books and articles which
have offered a further opinion to those already existing as to the meaning of .
Hooker’s citation of a quotation from a nineteenth-century author to which I referred to in
Chapter 2, ‘The diversity of opinion prevailing among interpreters in regard to the meaning ...
is enough to fill the student with the despair and to afflict him with intellectual paralysis’,2
demonstrates that dissatisfaction with the traditional meaning given to was not
lacking in centuries previous to the last, in which serious efforts were made to stem the
torrent.

Heinrich Schumacher’s two volumes, although entitled »Christus in Seiner

Präexistenz und Kenose nach Philipper 2,5-8«3

required him to defend that traditional

meaning vigorously, but his work, its methods, and its conclusions were criticised by both
Friedrich Loofs in 1927 and Werner Foerster in 1930. The former’s critique was that
although its author had compiled a very good summary of the interpretation of  in
both the Eastern and Western traditions through the centuries he had then made little use of it
in his conclusions. Loofs also criticised Schumacher’s scholarship, and his tendency to
require that the Greek Fathers of the Church should be in full agreement with their Latin
counterparts (and the translators of their works and, indirectly, with the Latin Bible’s faulty
translation of Philippians 2:6). Foerster, although he agreed with Schumacher that the Greek
Fathers of the Church should have the best understanding of their own language, came to the
conclusion that not only did they differ among themselves in their interpretations of
 but also they were liable to interpret it differently in different parts of their own
works, or in ways incomprehensible to twentieth century exegetes. In these he would have
found agreement with Schumacher, who also noted these tendencies.

Because of their

differing theological assumptions, however, Foerster, the later writer, did not support
Schumacher’s defence of the traditional interpretation of . He, in fact. concluded
his article by abandoning all hope or receiving a definitive answer to the question he and
Schumacher in different ways had asked of the Greek Fathers of the Church: ‘Just what does
 mean?4

2

Hooker 1975:151.

3

‘Christ in his Pre-existence and Kenosis according to Philippians 2:5-8’.

4

Foerster 1930:128.
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The language the Church Fathers used in the doctrinal controversies of the fourth and
fifth centuries CE which produced the corpus of christological doctrines expressing the
Church’s understanding of the Word of God as being both God and man in one person.
Foerster’s and Schumacher’s premise, that they could find a meaning of  among
the Church Fathers’ writings, however, overlooked the fact that the latters’ concern was not
philology but theology, and that they were willing at times to bend the principles of the
former to achieve their particular goals in the latter.
Since Hoover 1971 and its general acceptance as having finally provided an suitable
resolution of the problem of the meaning of , the torrent mentioned above has
become almost a trickle. But in my view, Hoover in providing his solution, through his
finding of a synonymity between  and  when either is used as the
complement of verbs such as , , and each with the meaning of
‘consider’, did not provide an explanation why all those his translations

of phrases

containing  in the accusative singular, except, apparently, one, were associated
with what was acceptable, but those which contained were, on the other hand,
associated with mattersof sex and crime,to use Vollenweider’s phrase.5 The only exception,
where  was being used in close proximity to unacceptable behaviour, was in
Plutarch’s Moralia 12A, where the author seemed to be using  in an way that
defined

the

abduction

of

youths

for

sexual

use,

whereas

his

clause

…… seemed to condemn the practice.
This anomaly continued to worry me over some considerable time until it occurred to me that
Plutarch was referring not to  ‘forms of love’, an accusative plural used to refer to the
forms of love between adult and pubescent males practised in regions of the Greek world
other than Crete Plutarch was, instead, referring to the word which we know from Strabo
was actually used of the practice, i.e., 6and its appropriateness for that purpose. He,
in fact, is expressing his agreement with the geographer in implying that the Cretan practice
is reprehensible and the actions of the Cretan men are correctly described as a form of
kidnapping.

There

are

sufficient

indications,

in

fact,

to

suggest

that

only

(accusativesingular) as the complement of one of the three verbs previously
5

Vollenweider 1999:416. See page 49 above.

6

Strabo Geography 10.2.41. See also pages 163 above.
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mentioned which mean ‘consider’ or (as in Moralia 12A) of  can be translated as
‘(something) appropriate’; in other cases which can be dated no later 500 CE at least, it must
mean ‘appropriation’, but always in a good sense. The exception that Plutarch Moralia 12A
had seemed to be, turned out on further examination to be not so; the Cretan practice was
one to be avoided, and appropriately described by Strabo as , ‘abduction’, ‘rape’.
Thus  in all its uses in the first half of the first millennium seemed to have a good
sense which Hoover had not captured in his translation of the word as ‘“something to take
advantage of” or more colloquially “as something to use for his own advantage”’.7
So an exercise originally designed to provide a meaning for a verse from the Epistle to
the Philippians became instead one to correct a seeming anomaly in a phrase from Plutarch.
This change in attention, however, also provided a supportable meaning not only for
Philippians 2:6, but also for every other example of the use of  to which it is
applied.

This is demonstrated in Chapter 7 above. Placed in chronological order, the

examples also appeared to reveal a gradual shift in the noun’s meaning over a millennium, in
a direction suggested by both F.E Vokes in 1964, that words ending in – took over the
meanings of those ending in –derived from the same verb stem.8 This was the source of
Oecumenius’s (since, as he stated  had come to have a meaning directly
opposite to that of the first century CE, and, it seems, the reason for its eventual
disappearance from the Greek of the second millennium. This solution, however, raised
another question: how could Paul say that Jesus Christ had thought it not appropriate ‘to be
equal to God’, if indeed that was what the phrase meant, and asmany
scholars seemed to accept without question.

It seemed that the phrases  and

 (with that accentuation) are both found in Homer, always at the end of a line,
where they mean ‘like one divine’ or ‘like divine ones’, or ‘in the manner of the divine

7

Hoover 1971:118

8

See page 46 above, where Vokes suggests that there is a tendency for words derived from the
same verbal stem to become synonymous and adds: ‘If there is an approach in meaning
between the two forms, it is an approach of that in  to that in , and not vice versa.’
Palmer also comments ‘In MGr the suffix [] has become synonymous with – and only a
few words have the original “result” significance.’ (Palmer 1980:252).  appears to
have been one of them.

9

Oecumenius Commentary on Philippians (MPG 118:1281B) See page 179-180 above.
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ones’.10 If the author of the ‘Christ-hymn’ had had the Homeric meaning of ‘like one divine’
of  in mind when he composed Philippians 2:6, the second half of that verse,
, which is in fact quite close to a Homeric
hexameter in its metre, would be given a suitable meaning, translated as ‘he did not regard it
as appropriate to be as one divine,’ and also provide the contrast to Philippians 2:7a
, ‘but made himself of no repute’, which long ago Lightfoot11 had
pointed out it required. One of Hoover’s conclusions was that ‘when  and
 occur as predicative accusatives they carry senses different from those conveyed
when they are otherwise employed.’12 It was no part of my brief to determine whether this
statement was correct in regard to , but in regard to , it is; it means
‘something appropriate’ when it is used as the complement (Hoover’s ‘predicative
accusative’) of a verb such as , , or , with the meaning of
‘consider’ but in other situations it apparently means lawful ‘appropriation’, or something
similar, such as ‘acquisition’ as my translations of the examples of the use of , at
least in the first half of the first millennium demonstrate.13
Should my translation of Philippians 2:6 be accepted as correct, I hope that it will
enable scholars of the NT to view the whole Epistle to the Philippians with new interest. It
will, I believe, be seen to possess an importance which it has otherwise seemed to lack, being
addressed to a church which is soon to be without its founding apostle, who was in the hands
of an emperor who thought of himself as the ‘son of the divine Claudius’. (As was noted in
Chapter 7, Miriam Griffin tells us that Nero had at the commencement of his reign included
among his titles on coins filius diui Claudii, that is, ‘son of the divinised Claudius’ to
strengthen ‘his claim to legitimate succession via the Claudian, as well as the Julian line’.)14
If we translate Philippians 2:6, as I believe we must, as ‘Who being in truth the one in
the image of God did not consider as appropriate being as one divine’, we give to the word
 a meaning given it by other authors who are using it as a complement either to the
10

See pages 249-250.

11

Lightfoot 1888134. See also pages 62-63 above.

12

Hoover 1971:117.

13

See pages 162-181 above.

14

Griffin 1984:92.
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verb  or to a verb of ‘thinking’ or ‘considering’. The translation for the verse which is
offered here also begins to make clear that the remainder of what in the last century it became
the fashion to describe as ‘the Christ-hymn’, contains, even if not from not Paul’s own hand,
a statement in rhythmical prose of his faith, what he has lived for, and what he is shortly to
die for under the executioner’s sword.. More than a century ago the English Jesuit writer,
Joseph Rickaby, spoke of the noun  as having been described by Oecumenius in
the sixth (sic) century as an , and this statement has been noted and accepted by
other authors. Rickaby was not in fact in error in stating that  was a riddle to
Oecumenius (whom he should have placed at the end of the first millennium), since
Oecumenius’s Greek was Byzantine and not the  of the Apostle.15

Oecumenius spoke

and wrote Greek as his mother tongue, understood the meaning in his own day of
 as ‘misappropriation’, which placed him among the thousands who, in the Latin
church before him, and the Greek church after him, puzzled over and the
meaning ofPhilippians 2:6 as a whole. Paul was, of course, not writing for Oecumenius or
for us, but to his beloved authentic Philippians, who were sure to have understood what his
message was to them , and to other Greeks of his day and of several later centuries later.
9.2

Paul and Philippi
The Paul of the Epistle to the Philippians is not to be found among the tumbled stones

and fallen pillars of the ruins of ancient Philippi, hard by the modern village which retains the
name of Callimachus’s foundation, .

These ruins belong to the century after the

Apostle’s. Sustained archaeological interest (inspired in part at least by the fact that Philippi
was a city visited by St Paul) in a Roman colony, of which the official language was Latin,
yet situated in the Greek world, appears to have dissipated with the clearing of the sites of the
city’s two forums—the political and commercial. So the physical features of the city in
which the to which Paul had addressed his letter existed are not evident and those
that are tend in fact to take our attention away from the author and his circumstances.
Philippi was the first Roman colony which Paul had entered in which Latin was the
official language, spoken by its upper class. But it was to Greek and not Latin speakers that
15

Rickaby had confused our Oecumenius, Oecumenius of Tricca (now Trikala in Thessaly), with
the sixth or seventh century Oecumenius of Isauria (now Silifke in Turkey), a layperson who is
noted for his commentary on Revelation, the first in Greek.
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he wrote his Epistle, and it was among slaves that, in my view, his conversions in Philippi
occurred. Of course Paul had a real love for his Philippian church, and they for him. His
encomium of them and the Macedonian churches in general for their joy and generosity in
affliction shows his pride in and love for them.16 That they were poor and powerless,
however, allowed Paul to propose for his little a purpose greater than any which
the illegal societies, the collegia tenuiorum of Philippi and its surrounding

territorium

pretended to possess. They were to be the authentic Philippians in face of those descendants
of the earliest settlers from Italy who had reached the summit of Philippi’s cursus honorum
and had become its decuriones, and eventually its duouiri, a ruling class whose membership
was sanctioned by their wealth and citizenship. Hellerman’s remarks on Philippi, which I
have already quoted, are worthy of repetition and enlargement:
Though a numerical minority, the Romans remained an ideological majority, particularly
where issues of honor, status, and social values were concerned, since the dispossession
of local landlords by Roman veterans ultimately determined not only the social
hierarchy, but also the social values of the reconstituted settlement. After Actium, only
persons who possessed sufficient landed wealth would qualify to hold office in the newly
founded colony, and these persons were almost exclusively Roman. The result was an
influence upon the social orientation of Philippi which was remarkably disproportionate
to the raw percentage of the Roman population. … [T]he principle of social replication,
whereby cultural values and social codes tend to ‘trickle down’ from elites to lowerstatus groups who, in turn, mimic the practices of their social betters, guaranteed that the
Roman elite who occupied positions of power and prestige in Philippi would continue to
influence the social values and behavior of the colonists, Roman and Greek alike, well
into the second century CE.17

Paul’s thought followed a very different trajectory from that of the ruling class of
Philippi; he looked toward a new Israel, of which its Messiah was the sovereign and
everlasting Lord, and free of the sins of the old. His ‘cultural values and social codes’ are
expressed in Philippians 2:1-5 and particularly in verses 2-4:

3

4


16

2 Corinthians 8:1-2.

17

Hellerman 2005:71-72. See also pages 192-193 above.

18

Philippians 2:3-4. ‘…make my joy complete; be of the same mind, having the same love,
being in full accord and of one mind. Do nothing from selfish ambition or conceit, but in
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and are reinforced by the hymn which follows. Before meeting Christ, Paul had his own
cursus honorum which he enunciates in Philippians 3:5-6, and then rejects in the next verse:
.19

Hellerman sets

out in contrast the view among the dominant class in Philippi quoting in translation Dio
Cassius:
It is worth pausing to remind ourselves, once again, of the basic values that encouraged
the elite in local municipalities such as Roman Philippi to pursue public office. Those
who held prestigious imperial priesthoods and who sought to ascend the civic cursus
from quaestor to duouir did so
not for the sake of what [was] truly best and in the interest of
their country itself, but for the sake of reputation and honors
and the possession of greater power than their neighbours, in
the pursuit of crowns and precedence and purple robes, fixing
their gaze upon these things and staking all upon their
attainment.20
Dio’s cynicism where pomp and honor-seeking are concerned has, to be
sure, led him to overstate his case, but one can hardly question the
compelling force of ‘reputation and honors’ as a central motivation for
pursuing public office and engaging in municipal benefaction.21

The ethos of the church in Philippi, of which Paul was the founder, could hardly have
been more different. The programme of Philippians 2:1-4 can be seen as the enumeration of
a set of virtues which the members of the church could practice in regard to each other. But
this is to turn them into Christians, a title I have studiously tried to avoid throughout this
thesis. The believers are no more and no less than what Paul and Timothy are described as in
Philippians 1:1: and are thereby raised above the dignity possessed
by any other slave in the world of Macedonia in which they work out their days. None within
their Church has any honour greater than that which each possesses, not even their
, not even Paul, and certainly not even the duouiri or the decuriones.

The

believers do not have to compete in the cursus honorum because being at the bottom of

humility regard others as better than yourself. Let each of you look not to your own interests,
but to the interests of others.’
19

Philippians 3:7. ‘Yet whatever gains I had, these I have come to regard as loss because of
Christ.’

20

Dio Chrysostom, Orations 34.29.

21

Hellerman 2005:98.
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society, but with faith, they have already reached its top. And being Christ’s slaves they have
been manumitted by him and given Sonship; they have been incorporated into the Body of
Christ as Christ has been incorporated into them. They have no need to strive for superiority
because, although in the eyes of those outside their Church they are the lowest in society,
they are really on its topmost pinnacle. They were human and forgetful, and could need
reminding, of their dignity, but it could never be taken from them.
9.3

Paul and Rome
In my view, at the time of his dictating Philippians and Philemon, either directly to their

reputed co-author, Timothy, or through Epaphroditus as an intermediary, Paul’s
imprisonment in Rome was not the custodia militaris of Acts 28:16-31, and so was not the
result of some Jewish dispute awaiting resolution and the arrival of the plaintiffs.
If there was an interval between the custodia militaris during which, as Luke records,
Paul lived at the disposal of the Roman authorities for two years,22 and his second
incarceration, he must have already been in prison in the praetorian barracks at the time of
penning each of the two captivity letters for at least two or three months, long enough for
news of Paul’s arrest and detention to reach Philippi and for the church there to commission
Epaphroditus as their envoy to Paul with their offering to him. We do not know how the
news of Paul’s arrest reached Philippi. Such a lengthy imprisonment as Paul had already
experienced was unusual, as I have already noted.23

Philippians 1:12-26 in which Paul

speaks of his evangelisation while in detention,  (either literally or as a calque of
the Latin in uinculis, ‘in prison’, which might or might not require his being chained), with
members of the praetorian cohort as his gaolers, is a realistic scenario of Paul’s life and
actions in a situation of despair and uncertainty. Some among both those on remand and
among those guarding them would have accepted Paul’s preaching of Christ and him
crucified and its attendant hope in a situation of peril and complete inability to control one’s
future, but others would have rejected his message with scorn and mockery. Paul himself
does not know the outcome of his own situation; he hopes for deliverance for the sake of the
Philippians, but, were he to consider only himself, his preference would be to depart and be

22

Acts 218:30.

23

See page 222 above.
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with Christ. He must, however, keep the Philippians (and all his other converts, as well) in
mind.24 In the circumstances, however, in which the Philippian church finds itself it shares
an imprisonment among unbelievers not too unlike Paul’s.
9.4

The coming death of Paul
That Paul might be condemned for high treason was a possibility that had to be

considered. In that case those about him would be in danger. We have been given three
names (two possibly, since Epaphroditus, the bearer of the monetary gift and greetings from
the Philippians;25 has a name of which the abbreviated form was Epaphras, Paul’s fellow
prisoner of the Letter to Philemon.26 The identification of Epaphras, who is spoken of as
‘my fellow prisoner’27, with Epaphroditus, who, since he appears to have acted for some
time as Paul’s attendant in prison, in the same way as is described in the Epistle to Philemon,
is of course possible. That both the Epaphras (if he indeed is the Epaphroditus of Philippians)
and the Onesimus of Philemon had ended up in Rome suggests also some relationship
between them, even if only to provide safety in numbers for the bearer of the Philippians’
gift. The occasion of Paul’s Letter to the Philippians was the return of Epaphroditus from
Rome to Philippi some time after the latter’s appearance at the prison gate with news and a
gift of money from the Philippians and his own recovery from illness, however caused. If the
matters for which Paul had been imprisoned in the praetorian barracks were reaching their
climax, and Paul was to be condemned, there was reason to believe that his attendants might
share the same fate. The task of delivering Paul’s letters to his addressees, would have been a
means of ensuring that those with him in prison, however many they were, were out of Italy
and out of harm’s way.

24

Philippians 1:25

25

Philippians 2:25 and 4:18. See also page 231 above.

26

Philemon 23. … But the Epaphroditus of Philippians does
not seem to have been a prisoner, but only acting as Paul’s servant and able to leave the prison
at will. If Epaphras and Epaphroditus are the same person, since the tasks they perform for
Paul seem to be identical, the Apostle here may simply mean that Epaphras was in prison with
him. In any case a person in the custody of the Praetorian Guard would be unlikely to be the
peregrinus which the name suggests.

27

Philippians 1:21-26.
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9.5

Paul’s message to a sub-apostolic church
What was Paul to say to a Church which he had founded and which must now continue

without its own apostle to turn for advice or counsel. One might suggest, in answer to that
question, that there were other apostles, but, even if Paul was to direct them to another guide
and teacher, this was only going to delay finding the solution to the problem. There was
going to come a time when none of the foundational churches was going to have its apostle,
and each was going to have to depend upon itself for its continuance and growth until the
coming of the day of the Lord: Christ is always near at hand, his parousia must always be
looked for as if it were immediate and preparations for it never deferred, far from imminent
though his return might appear to be. And so Paul sets down in the body of his letter to the
Philippians his vision of what the church which is in Philippi (or any other place or time) is to
be if it is to survive. And survive it did, as long as did the city in which it was situated. The
Letter to Philemon to a friend and, apparently, the head of a house church, is more personal
and more poignant in its restraint, as Philemon would discover when he interrogated its
bearer about Paul’s circumstances.
Paul uses the word  twice in the Epistle ot the Philippians, but not directly of
the church to which it is addressed.28 Paul’s word for his church in Philippi was, as has
already been noted, ,a word occurring only here in the New Testament, and
equally a hapax legomenon for the Septuagint29. The author (or translator) of 2 Maccabees
was referring by use of  to the city of Joppa as a whole, lacking now its Jewish
minority, victims of a pogrom by its gentile majority. But previously the Jews had formed a
in Paul’s sense, a corporate body of Israelites living among the inhabitants of a
foreign city. The believers of Philippi were like those Jews, living in accordance with their
own laws and customs, but unlike the Jews, neither drawn from any one race, nor inhabiting
a quarter reserved for them alone but, in Philippi, simply Gentiles. For Paul, the catholicity
of the church resides in the local church, whose unity is formed through baptism and table
fellowship, both supported by an eschatological understanding which sees the church as the
body and person of the risen Christ. None of these teachings is specifically mentioned in

28

Philippians 3:6 and 4:15.

29

2 Maccabees 12:7. ‘ … ‘the whole community of
Joppa’
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Philippians but must have underpinned all of Paul’s churches,, in Philippi as everywhere else.
Philemon’s house church, its members living under the same roof, also understood the need
for mutual love and service—one example is that Paul neither commands Philemon to receive
back his slave, nor wishes to take advantage of him by retaining one whom he now thinks of
as his own son.30 In reading the both the Epistle to the Philippians and that to Philemon we
can discover that the themes running through them are those present in their author’s own life
in chains in Rome, present also in all his life since his conversion, and which he wishes to
continue commending to the believers of Philippi and in Philemon’s house and in every time
and

place;31

seeks

to

produce

 ;32
… ;

33

to exalt Christ

in their own persons.34 It might be objected that Paul is not speaking of the Philippians or
those in the household of Philemon, but of himself in Rome. Paul, however, responds:

35

The

Philippians

heed

the

Apostle’s

admonition:

 
36 (the choice of the plural number for the pronoun and
verb in the last four words emphasising the communal nature of a task which requires the
30

Philemon 9. …… ‘…yet I would rather appeal to you on
the s basis of love…’; Philemon 10.
‘ I
am appealing to you for my child, Onesimus, whose father I have become during my
imprisonment.’

31

Philippians 1:6. ‘…the one who began a good work among you will bring it to completion by
the day of Jesus Christ.’

32

Philippians 1:11. ‘…a harvest of righteousness that comes through Jesus Christ for the glory
and praise of God.’

33

Philippians 1:14. ‘and most of the brothers and sisters […] dare to speak the word with greater
boldness and without fear.’

34

cf. Philippians 1:20

35

Philippians 3:17. ‘Brothers and sisters, join in imitating me, and observe those who live
according to the example you have in us.’

36

Philippians 2:12. ‘Not only in my presence but even more in my absence, work out your
salvation in fear and trembling.’
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striving of each for all). It is by heeding these and other exhortations of a similar sort that the
Philippians and those in 37 will ensure the continued
existence and growth of their little commonwealths in a hostile and dangerous environment,
not because it has been decreed from on high but because it will be something worth
defending, even with one’s life. But neither of these will avail if an outward show of unity
conceals fissures within the church. This of course is why Paul is so concerned about the
division in the church which is Philippi engendered by the two women, who have been
members of it from its earliest days, and may now be its first bishops. This is a matter that so
worries Paul, even though he is silent about their office, and even though the mediator whom
he appoints between them also remains anonymous. Their hostility is brought about by
something not for our ears, but a problem for the church in Philippi, to solve for and by
themselves. What causes Epaphroditus (and doubtless other members of the church) so much
concern that he must have sought the advice of Paul in Rome is not for outsiders’ ears, but
the Philippians know now exactly what has been going on and what they must do to remedy
the situation.
Philippi was among the churches of Macedonia which Paul speaks of in 2 Corinthians
which

,38 and they had already of
course practised that behaviour which Paul urged on them. But central to Paul’s exhortation
to the church which is in Philippi is the section of his epistle to its memberx,1:27-2:18, which
includes what has come to be known as the ‘Christ hymn’, a statement of the faith by which
the members of his church should live. Only in this way will one live one’s life in a manner
worthy of the Gospel of Christ, with the privilege not only of believing in him but of
suffering for him as well.39 In fact we might summarise the next sixteen verses of his Epistle,
that is, the first verses of Chapter 2 by the following two, Philippians 2:17-18. In the first of
these two verses, the reference is to  and , terms translated by the NRSV as
‘sacrifice’ and ‘offering’. The translators’ ‘offering’ seems, however, to miss the point which
37

Cf. Philemon 2. ‘…the church in Philemon’s house…’

38

2 Corinthians 8:2. ‘…during a severe ordeal of affliction, their abundant joy and their extreme
poverty have overflowed in a wealth of generosity on their part.’

39

Philippians 1:27-30.
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Paul is seeking to make; the ‘service’ of the KJV seems to be a far better translation, since it
must be performed on behalf of others. The second of the two verses reminds the Philippians
of the joy with which they should perform that sacrifice and service spoken of in the previous
verse, and also speaks of the great love which is diffused throughout the whole of the little
to which the whole population of the Colonia Augusta Iulia Philippensis, Roman
and Greek, free and slave, civilised and barbarian, male and female, is invited to transfer its
allegiance, an invitation which it must eventually have accepted. But whatever the outcome
of the trial Paul is facing in Rome, whether he is acquitted or condemned, whatever news of
Paul’s fate the future brings, or whether the Philippians are to suffer persecution, gladness
and

rejoicing

in

the

face

of

their

opponents

are

to

be

their

response:


.40

40

Philippians 2:17-18 ‘But even if I am being poured out as a libation over the sacrifice and
offering of your faith, I am glad and rejoice with all of you—and in the same way you also
must be glad and rejoice with me.’
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9.6

Conclusion
The Epistle to the Philippians is addressed to believers of the twenty-first century, as

much as to those who lived in a small Romanised city of the first. It is written just as much to
those who live in the modern secularised western world which, despite the vast technological
advances between our century and Paul’s, share many similar features; a vast empire (the
West) which has reached the limits of its growth but yet must always be aware of the
strangers and (once again) Persia/Parthia/Iran at their gates, who possess the resources
coveted by the empire, but would prefer to use them for their own benefit; old beliefs are
being abandoned. A Paul returned to life would be under the same compulsion of which he
wrote to the Corinthians.41 Paul would not, I believe, journey to Rome, Istanbul, Canterbury,
Edinburgh, or even some of the vast congregations of North America to preach. In my view,
he would turn to some small local parish, and, on being earnestly entreated to preach, give it
the same advice which he gave to the Philippians of his own age, but even more urgently and
forcefully when it was pointed out to him that that parish contained other churches, and that
what he had thought to be a  was rent by the remnants of old divisions handed
down from half a millennium before. Fortunately for Paul, he will never be required to
return. The evident abandonment of the mainstream churches to the elderly, and of the
storefront churches to the young, and the fact that there exist not the Church which is in your
locality, but Churches which are from somewhere else or from some other time, would be
too much even for him.

It is up to others now alive to be his and his

and bring unity where once there was discord.42
For Paul the Roman Empire was irrelevant, and, even if his life was to be forfeit unless
he acknowledged the rule of its supreme Lord, that acknowledgement he would be unable to
give, and accept his penalty with resignation, and even joy, The church for Paul is always the
local church open to anyone to accepts Christ’s call, where he or she will find those who are
family members, friends, acquaintances, fellow students, fellow workers, joined together in a
completely in a renewed and holy society. For Paul, his church is the one he is in at any
moment, at Ephesus, Philippi, Amphipolis, Thessalonica, Corinth, or Rome, made up of
41

2 Corinthians 5:14 … ‘For the love of Christ urges us on…’

42

Cf. Philippians 4:2-3.
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households as well as individuals, or even just a single household, each church one holy,
catholic, and apostolic.
What would Paul do in the circumstances of such a return? Nothing, probably, since it
was

he

who

wrote

to

the

Romans


.43But, on the other hand, he might press into the hands of
those who called on him for his advice copies of his Epistle to the Philippians. It is my hope
that if there are footnotes, there will be one referring to verse 6 of Chapter 2, which will point
out that the ‘words rendered as ‘he did not consider being as one divine appropriate’, is a
clause which translates a Greek idiom whose origins go back to the days of the Epics, and so
had the meaning it has in this verse long even before Christ or Paul appeared among us. To
include such a footnote, however, cannot be my decision, but must be left to the wiser
judgement of others. I can only offer my translation of Philippians as one which appears to
me to be plausible to those who will regard it from a more detached viewpoint.

43

Romans 15:20. ‘Thus I make it my ambition to proclaim the good news, not where Christ has
already been named, so that I do not build on someone else’s foundations’.
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Appendix 1A—Greek nouns ending in -

Noun in

Verb

Meaning of Verb

Meaning of Noun Ending in s

preceded by -

First
Occurrence

Noun in

Meaning of
Noun in 

Noun in

1





breathe with the mouth
wide open

breathing out, expiration

Aristotle
4BCE



2





exult, rejoice greatly
(PGL)

exultation, rejoicing

Macarius of
Egypt 4CE



cause of joy;
for




3





greet with affection,
prize desire, be well
pleased

affection

Menander
4/3BCE



darling;
delight



4








irritatio

Glossary





5





keep in a flock

gloss on , belonging to
a herd, gregariou; that which is
of the common herd

Scholiast





6





hallow, sanctify

consecration, sanctification;
ascription or acclamation of
holiness, consecration (PGL)

Old
Testament
3BCE



7





hallow, sanctify

offering to the dead

Diodorus
Siculus
1BCE



8





embrace

making into bundles

Papyrus



9





recline at table, pursue
a sinuous course (mid.)

bend or reach, of an estuary

Eustathius
12CE
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Meaning of
Noun in 



holy place;
for

, sanctuary;
sacred object,
sacrament,
consecration
(PGL)

great joy,
exultation

choice




that which is
embraced,
taken into the
arms, darling,
embrace





armful,
bundle; in
plural =
,
arms

10
11








cubital

Glossary

adorning, ornament

Plato
5/4BCE


 





make splendid, glorify

purification, expiation

Dionysius
of
Halicarnass
us 1BCE


ornament,
honour
purification,
expiation;
purity,
sanctity
(PGL)
that which is
bought or
sold; in
plural, wares,
merchandise
anything
collected
contest,
conflict; feat,
achievement;
point at issue



12





wash off, purify,
cleanse, consecrate

13





buy

purchasing

Vettius
Valens 2CE



14





gather, collect

collection

Scholiast



15





contend for a prize

rivalry

Thucydides
5BCE



16





keep the Adonia

mourning for Adonis

Aristophane
s 5/4BCE





17



that which is subject to perpetual
change

Inscription





18





disgust

disgust





19





make immortal

gift of immortality





Sextus
Empiricus
2CE
Diodorus
Siculus
1BCE

a
gathering,wha
t is gathered,
a process of
aggregation







mixture,
collection



contending
for a prize

20





gather

for ; assembly (PGL)

Theophrastu
s 4/3BCE

21





be sly and crafty (like
an Egyptian)

imitation of Egyptians

Dionysus
Periegeta
1/2CE



22





maltreat, mar, spoil

outrage, torture; discomfort,
wrench, shock

Demosthene
s 4BCE



outrage,
torture



23





have the teeth set on
edge

for , sensation of
having the teeth set on edge

Hesychius
5CE



for ,
sensation of
having the
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gathering,
collecting,
condensation

teeth set on
edge

24





choose

adherence to unorthodox
practices; heresy

Lucian the
Expositor
3/4CE



25





inquire into causes,
reason, account for

explanation, justification

Eusebius of
Caesarea
3/4CE



26





take captive

for  captivity

Scholiast



27





heal

relief; for  healing, cure

Callimachus
3BCE



28





be careless

[in B&P only]

29





affect ignorance,
dissemble; be prudish,
affect to be shocked

prudery, prudishness

30





throw the javelin

throwing the javelin; emission

31





drink neat wine

breakfasting

Philemo the
Writer of
Comedy
4/3BCE
Xenophon
5/4BCE
Athenaeus
2/3CE

thing which
can be
accounted for
(PGL)




remedy

















32





make exact, accurate

commandment; fixed
allowances

Old
Testament
3BCE



33





fight with missiles

skirmishing

Thucydides
5BCE



34





take hold of

for , wrestling
with the hands

Lucian
Sophista
2CE



35





mutilate, cut off hands
and feet, amputate

amputation

Dioscorides
1CE
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taking,
receiving;
choice;
purpose,
course of
action or
thought;
heretical sect
or party

breakfast
exact
knowledge,
consummate
execution
for


for



healing, cure





skirmishing



wrestling
with the
hands



mutilation



for , grinding; crushing
(PGL)

36



37



[in B&P only]

38





salt

salt incrustation, sprinkling with
salt

39





adopt foreign customs
of religion

adoption of foreign customs

40





tread, thresh

threshing

41





be deeply stirred,
excited

42



43





to be short-sighted

dull, dim sight

44





abort, miscarry, make
miscarry

for , abortion,
miscarriage

45





fasten, bind to

tying, knotting

46





47





clothe

for , garment;
clothing

48





clothe

for , garment;
clothing

49





50



51





grind



anything
ground; fine
meal


Soranus
2CE
Old
Testament
3BCE
Papyrus
6CE



anguish, disquiet, tossing about
restlessly
mixing with barley-groats

a Sicilian plant used for tying up
vines, esparto grass

sink; rebaptise (PGL)

Flavius
Josephus
1CE

rebaptism (PGL)
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grinding


water plantain












threshing

Hippocrates
5BCE





distress,
amguish

Inscription





Archigenes
2CE
Aretaeus
2CE
Heliodorus
1/2CE





Pliny the
Younger
1CE
Dionysus of
Halicarnass
us 1BCE
Dionysus of
Halicarnass
us 1BCE
[in B&P
only]
deed of
transfer of
landed
property
Basil of
Caesarea in
Cappadocia
4CE



for 











abortion,
miscarriage



garment





garment



Michael Psellus
11CE





Inscription 2BCE







rebaptism
(PGL)



garment

52





go up

flight of steps; progress in
learning

Aristophane
s 5/4BCE





53





make to go up

throwing back the accent, sum,
overbidding

Hero the
Engineer
2/1BCE





54





boil, foam up

earthquake





55





extract eyelashes by a
loop

extraction of eyelashes by a loop





56





gargle

gargling

57





need

compulsion, pressure of a crowd
(PGL)

Olympiodor
us 1/2CE
Paul of
Aegina 7CE
Hippocrates
5BCE
Stephen the
Deacon9CE



gargle





compulsion





for

; in plural,
tokens of
recognition



58





recognise

for , recognition

Aristotle
4BCE

59





write the letters of a
name in direct and then
in reverse order;
transpose

transposition of the letters of a
word to form another; anagram

Artemidoru
s Daldianus
2CE





60





divide anew

redistribution, partition of land

Herodotus
5BCE





61






tie up, suspend

band for a woman's breast



62





reduplicate

reduplication

63





withdraw

drawing back, retreat

Heliodorus
1/2CE
Alexander
of Tralles
6CE
Scholiast

64





boil up, break out

irritation

65





devote to evil

a cursing

66





reap again; cut again to
reopen a wound (PGL)

Aëtius 6CE

cutting open, piercing (PGL)
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Maximus
the
Confessor
7CE

snood











boiling,
bubbling up











going up,
mounting, an
expedition up
from the
coast, etc.

boiling up,
bubbling up

recognition

67





renew, make new

renewal, restoration (PGL)

Clement of
Alexandria
2/3CE





68





bend back, reflect

for , a bending back,
flexure; refection of light,
reverberation of sound;
overlapping in metre

Heliodorus
1/2CE





a bending
back,
flexure;
refection of
light,
reverberation
of sound

69





weep aloud, weep for

for, lamentation

Dionysus of
Halicarnass
us 1BCE





lamentation
lying or
leaning back;
back to lean
against; back
of chair or
couch

70





lean one thing on
another

back of seat or couch

Hippocrates
5BCE



slope, ascent



71






break the capsule
covering the seal of a
will

gargle

Aretaeus
2CE



gargle



72



73



74



Caelius
Aurelianus
5CE
Anecdota
Graeca

purgative


hang up



turn round again, come
round in a circle

hanging up









circuit, revolution

Diodorus
Siculus
1BCE




whirling round (PGL)

[Dionysus
the
Areopagite]
5CE



75





roll up, away, back;
revolve (PGL)

76





be analogous

reconsideration, reckoning,
calculation; line of reasoning

Thucydides
5BCE



77





distribute, distinguish

redistribution; distribution of
burdens

Scholiast
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revolution of
seasons, of
course of
argument
(PGL);
cycle,
revolution



a coming
around again;
circuit,
revolution;;
interchange
(PGL)



result of
reasoning





distribution

78





Photius 9CE
Archigenes
2CE
Soranus
2CE
Hero the
Engineer
2/1BCE
Hero the
Engineer
2/1BCE





79





tear open

laceration





80





dry up

drying up





81





press back

forcing up

82





cause to spurt out

spurting out

83





form anew, form,
(re)model

shape, form, model,
remodelling; reformation (PGL)

Metrodorus
5BCE



84





make to step back,
cross-examine

going back, recall

Vettius
Valens 2CE





85





watering

Papyrus
Gregory of
Nyssa 4CE
Hero the
Engineer
2/1BCE
Caesarius of
Nazianzus
4CE





86





groaning





87





spit up, spout up

spurting out





88





rekindle, scatter to the
winds

upward draught





89





draw back with a rope,
trace, etc.; hold in
check, draw away

[in B&P only]

Nicetas
Chonista
12/13CE





90





swing to and fro,
brandish

threatening gestures

Dionysus of
Halicarnass
us 1BCE



upsetting, reversal

Vettius
Valens 2CE





impalement









[in B&P only]

91





pack up, carry away,
remove; waste,
ravage; reverse a
decision

92





impale

93





Joannes
Laurentius
Lydus 6CE
Ecclesiastic
al

[in B&P only]
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a type of
stage trapdoor



drying up




shape, form,
model

for






remodelling,
new
formation

shaking up
and down

impaling

94





hold, stand, raise up,
etc

[in B&P only]

Ecclesiastic
al



95





recover what is lost,
rescue; preserve from

for, preservation

Aquila 2CE



96





rebuild

rebuilding of walls





97









98





run back, etc.

running back





99





masturbate

masturbation





100





rear up, throw off;
retire

[in B&P only]

101





relax

relaxation

Xenophon
5/4BCE
Marcus
Tullius
Cicero
1BCE
Antyllus
2CE
Eupolis
5BCE
Joannes
Laurentius
Lydus 6CE
Placita
Philosophor
um





102





be an anachronism

anachronism; exchange of
quantity of two syllables

Scholiast





103





throw up a mound

the throwing up [of] a mound

Scholiast





104





wipe up, clean out

for , cleaning out

Papyrus
2CE





105





sell all the men of a
conquered polis into
slavery

selling into slavery, enslaving;
kidnapping

Thucydides
5BCE





106





make a man of, make
manly

for , manliness, manly
spirit

Pollian 2CE



107







108





dilate

Inscription
Antyllus
2CE



aneurism



109





strew, deck with
flowers; colour, dye ,
stain

Papyrus



bright dress
(PGL)



compound interest

footpath
dilatation
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preservation

for


genuine,
straightforwar
d dealing








restraint

cleaning out

110





111





make a counter
definition

counter-definition, another
definition

112





act like a man, play the
man

humanity

113





charge against, deduct

114





115





Theophanes
the
Confessor
8/9CE
Hermogene
s 2CE









Aristippus
5/4BCE





compensation

Glossary





equalise

equalisation

Eustathius
12CE





remove up the country

for , shifting people
upwards and inland; rebuilding,
restoration

Strabo
1BCE/1CE





shifting
people
upwards and
inland





reflection of
light,
bending
back; use of
word in an
altered sense
















[in B&P only]

Apollonius
Dyscolus
2CE

116





reflect

reflexive sense of words

117





welcome, return a
greeting

[in B&P only]

118
119







deduct

120





121





deliver a blow in
return, strike, clash
against

a striking against

Glossary



122





deny, speak in
opposition

counter charge

Philostratus
2/3CE



123





draw off, divert

diversion

Diodorus
Siculus
1BCE





124



way of life according to the
teaching of Antisthenes

Julian
Emperor
4CE





compensation
substitute for blue dye
replacement
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Theodorus
Studita
8/9CE
Glossary
Papyrus
Antyllus
2CE

act of
gainsaying
(PGL)



125





draw the contrary way

convulsion, ebb and flow of the
sea













for , use of one tense
for another

Aristophane
s 5/4BCE
Dionysus of
Halicarnass
us 1BCE
Plutarch
1/2CE
Herodian
2CE

126





meet one figure by
another

the use of figures in turn

127





reflection of light

128









129





bail out bilge water

drawing up or emptying water

Papyrus



130





push in a contrary
direction

[in B&P only]

131





moisten

moistening

132



treatment with tallow, grease

133



decanting

134





hang by a noose,
strangle; release from
a noose

[in B&P only]

135





aim at immortality;
deify

immortalisation, deification

136





make plump

making plump

137





put off clothes

138





139



140
141

Nicetas
Chonista
12/13CE
Archigenes
2CE
Hippocrates
5BCE
Papyrus
4CE

bucket for
bailing out
bilge water



















Ecclesiastic
al













for , putting off
clothes

Cornutus
1CE
Hippocrates
5BCE
Cornutus
1CE





pluck off flowers

plucking of flowers

Galen 2CE



inflorescence,
flower
plucked or
culled





broil on coals

gloss on ,
sleeping off a debauch

Glossary



broil







appraise at cash value

selling for ready money

Glossary







round off, make even,
complete

completion, rounding off

New
Testament
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counterthrust

putting off
clothes


for




arrangement

1/2CE
radiance,
effulgence of
light

142





flash forth

efflux of light, radiance,
effulgence

Plutarch
1/2CE



143





sleep, live away from

moon-stroke, fit caused by
sleeping in the moonlight

Poeta de
Herbis



144





form from a model,
copy, express;express
from a comparison

copy, representation

Porphyrius
of Tyre 3CE



copy,
representation



145





represent in a statue

copy, representation



for




146





Epiphanius
4/5CE
Leontius of
Jerusalem
6CE





147





emancipate, manumit

manumission

Inscription





148





despair, despair of,
hope … not

hopelessness, despair

Polybius
2BCE





149





go into exile for a
period of years

banishment for a term of years

Anecdota
Graeca





150









151





deprecate

politeness





152





make to get off, put on
shore

disembarkation

153





throw out froth; shake,
sift

boiling over, ebullition

Porphyrius
of Tyre 3CE
Philodemus
1BCE
Iamblichus
4CE
Sextus
Empiricus
2CE





154





make a ligature; bind
tightly, strangle

making a ligature

Antyllus
2CE





155





wean

for , weaning
from a mother's milk

Hippocrates
5BCE





secession from the Church

making calm
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for



weaning
from a
mother's
milk

156





apportion

division, part of a whole;
separation

Thucydides
5BCE



157





flay

flaying

Glossary



158






bind tight

band, girdle; bag, case,
receptacle; bundle

Aristophane
s 5/4BCE





159





mental perturbation





160





mark off by dividing,
defining

division, separation





161





strain clear, filter
(PGL)

filtering (PGL)

Galen 2CE
Hermias of
Alexandria
5CE
Ignatius of
Antioch1/2
CE





162





sell

sale

163





suck out

sucking out

164





store, hoard up

laying by, storing up

165





send away, settle a
colony

settlement of a colony

166





shun as an ill omen

warding off by prayer

167





fumigate

fumigation


hide



Arcadius
4CE



Eratosthene
s 3BCE
Diodorus
Siculus
1BCE
Xenophanes
6/5 BCE
Charisius
4CE
Dioscorides
1CE





















gift, offering



168





burn off

burning

Inscription



firebrand,
blister caused
by burn



169





behead

beheading

Plutarch
1/2CE



dirt that
comes off a
head



170





shut out, off from

exclusion

Arrian 2CE



guard-house
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tying up

giving back,
restitution,
return;
payment,
definition

leading out a
colony

burning,
scorching;
loss involved
in melting
down gold
votive
offerings;
burnt
offering

shutting up,
against, out

171





restore order by
clearing away, clear
away; deform; kill

one who has served in the office
of, or who is not 

Inscription
6BCE





172





dash out the last drops
of wine

dashing out the last drops of
wine

Herodian
2CE





173





sleep off a debauch

sleeping off a debauch

Hesychius
5CE





174





kick off , away, shake
off; spurn; kick out,
kick up

a kicking off, away; a form of
haemorrhage

Aeschylus
6/5BCE



175





fine down, become
quite fine, thin

attenuation

Antyllus
2CE





render an account;
record; narration; for
, speech in
defence

giving an account, record;
defence, plea (PGL)

Aeschines
4BCE



plea alleged
in defence



Theodotion
2CE



for
,
that which is
cleansed,
excretion



Damascius
5/6CE
Comarius
the
Alchemist
1/2CE









176



kick





177





wash off, wash clean

ablution (PGL)

178





make to taper off to a
point

tapering, off

179





turn black

for , blackening

180





divide off, separate;
etc

for ,
distribution,assignment;
fragmenation, division,
banishment; etc

Inscription
2CE





181





turn up the nose at

turning up the nose at (PGL)

Clement of
Alexandria
2/3CE





182





bring to a point; make
sharp and piercing;
make sour

becoming acid

Aëtius 6CE
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shavings,
filings



ablution

blackening

sharp point ;
making
smooth

expiring

Hesychius
5CE





chipping off with an adze

Galen 2CE





cast a shadow

the casting of a shadow

Plutarch
1/2CE





wish one far enough,
curse, damn

execration

Old
Testament
3BCE







to drag, tear away from

tearing away, being torn away

Plutarch
1/2CE



188





shed semen

for , emission
of semen

189





emit sparks

emission of sparks

190





wipe off as with a
sponge

sponging off

191





repeat by heart

repetition by heart

192





make good a
deficiency

making good a deficiency

193



194





separate by a cord

exclusion (PGL)

195





seal off by blockade,
fortifications

blockade of a town; razing of a
fortification

[in B&P only]

limitation

183





184





185





186



187

breathe out, expire

[in B&P only]

196





bring to an end, bring
to perfection; pay
what is due;
accomplish, etc

197





bound, limit, define
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John
Tzetzes
12CE
Hesychius
5CE

shadow;
shadowy
outline, faint
trace (PGL)




that which is
torn off, a
piece, rag,
shred











what is wiped
off with a
sponge

emission of
semen

Antyllus
2CE



Epiphanius
4/5CE
Papyrus
3CE
Anna
Comnena
11/12CE
Theodorus
Studita
8/9CE

















Plutarch
1/2CE



lines of
fortifications



walling off a
town,
blockading

Inscription



full
completion;
accomplishm
ent, fulfilment
(PGL)



production

Geminus
1CE






for






198





utter a deprecatory
prayer for

averting by expiatory sacrifice

199





put to death, execute

destruction

200





purge away, cleanse
from phlegm

purging, clearing of phlegm

201





discharge one's cargo;
jettison, get rid of

unloading, vomiting

202





refodio, dig up, dig out
again

layering of a vine

203





thrust away, push back

for , thrusting away,
expulsion

204





smite, dash in pieces

clashing, shattering, rattling

205





get, extort money

getting money

206





plough



Diogenens
Laertius
3CE
Catalogus
Codicum
Astrologoru
m
Dioscorides
1CE













Archigenes
2CE





Papyrus
2CE
Old
Testament
3BCE
Zosimus the
Alchemist
3/4CE
Strabo
1BCE/1CE









for , arable land,
cornland, ploughing

Papyrus



arable land,
corn-land



arable land,
cornland;
ploughing

ploughing (PGL)

Testaments
of the XII
Patriarchs
1CE



gloss
on,
variant
reading for




for



measuring in , units of
100 cubits square

Papyrus
1CE











208



209





take, seize, grasp;
appropriate

taking, seizing

Plutarch
1/2CE



210





hang

hanging, suspension

Anecdota
Graeca
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drumming,
breakage



207

plough

sacrifice to
avert evil

thrusting
away,
expulsion




hanging
ornament,
ear-ring



211





play at odd and even

game of odd and even

Aristotle
4BCE





212





be old-fashioned, copy
the ancients

old-world charm, archaism,
ancient custom

Menander
4/3BCE





213



bleeding from the haemorrhoids

Severus
4CE





214





to leap on greased
wineskins at the
Askolia

leaping on greased wineskins at
the Askolia

Pollian 2CE





215





take, receive gladly

gratification





216





sing

for , song, esp. lyric ode,
hymn

217





embrace

greeting, embrace, affection

218



219




 

talk, write wittily

wit, mock modesty

Philo
1BCE/1CE
Plato the
Writer of
Comedy 5/4
BCE
Theognis
6BCE
Ecclesiastic
al
Dionysus of
Halicarnass
us 1BCE

220





arrange in
constellations

marking with stars; arrangement
of constellations

Ptolemy
2CE



221





look intently

intent observation; fixed stare





222





dishonour, disgrace

dishonour, disgrace

Theophrastu
s 4/3BCE
Old
Testament
3BCE





223





side with the
Athenians; speak Attic

loyalty to Athens, siding with
her

Thucydides
5BCE





224





dry, wither; be dry

drying, dryness

Hippocrates
5BCE





225





view in the clearest
light, illumine

radiance, flashing; splendour,
brilliance (PGL)

Cyril of
Jerusalem
4CE



[in B&P only]
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song, esp.
lyric ode,
hymn





embrace, one
embraced





 


witticism

brightness,
whiteness





straining of
the eyesight

John
Chrysostom
4/5CE
Papyrus
2CE



act of selfwill,
wilfulness

226





be self-willed

self-assertion, arrogance (PGL)

227





trace furrows on,
plough

ploughing

228





take up one's abode

lodging

Symmachus
2/3CE



229





absolute holiness (PGL)

Origen
2/3CE





230





act of oneself; act
offhand, unadvisably

that which happens of itself,
chance; self-movement, selfactualisation (PGL)

Hippocrates
5BCE





extemporaneous speaking

Alcidamas
4BCE








lodging;
royal court,
etc. (PGL)

work done
offhand,
impromptu;
improvisation



for


231





act, speak
extemporaneously,
thoughtlessly,
unadvisedly

232





consecrate, purify

consecration, purification

Scholiast





233





spring off, away from

springing off, away,up

Antyllus
2CE





234





make unseen, do away
with

extermination, destruction

Polybius
2BCE





getting rid
of;
destruction





dragging
away



235





drag, draw away

distraction (PGL)

Basil of
Caesarea in
Cappadocia
4CE

236





send forth, discharge

swarm of bees

Aristotle
4BCE





letting go,
release;
dismissal;
etc

237





refuse to obey the reins

refusal to obey the reins





for


238





canonise as a hero

canonisation as a hero





239





Philo
1BCE/1CE
Inscription
2BCE
Homer
8BCE





240





Code of
Justinian 4-





foaming from the mouth
disarm

disarming

346

6CE

241





mark off by boundaries

delimitation, assignment of
boundaries; casting out,
excommunication (PGL)

242





exorcise

exorcism (PGL)

243





foam

foaming

244





have sexual intercourse

sexual intercourse; lustfulness

245





cure, heal

healing

246





strain off

removal of solid matter

247





awaken from sleep

keeping awake

248





draw off of liquids

drawing off of liquids

249





go, go about, proceed

for , walking, going

250



251





252



253

that which is
set apart; the
wave offering

Inscription
4CE



Euchologio
n
Archigenes
2CE
Hippocrates
5BCE
Iamblichus
4CE
Papyrus
2CE
Eustathius
12CE
The Suda
10CE
Plato
5/4BCE





























false reading for ,
for , comic dance of an
indecent nature

Pollian 2CE





shake acorns from an
oak

administration of a suppository

Aëtius 6CE







dance, jump about

dancing, jumping about

Alexander
2CE









gloss on ,
grow angry, be wroth

, plashing of water

Glossary of
Cyril 5CE





254





dip, plunge; baptise

dipping in water, immersion

New
Testament
1/2CE



255





behave, speak like a
barbarian

use of a foreign tongue,
barbarism; siding with nonGreeks

Aristotle
4BCE
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walk, gair

baptism









for


walking,
going

dipping,
baptism

256

257







put to the test;
examine closely, cross
question, examine by
torture

[in B&P only]

Anonymous
Grammaria
n





torture

Alexander
2CE





Old
Testament
3BCE

258





go

step, threshold; degree, stage

259





play the prude

a kind of dance

260





measure by paces

[in B&P only]

261





constrain

violence

262





toss about

tossing, restlessness

263





264





be like mud

for , intestinal
rumbling

265





root up weeds

[in B&P only]

angling



, 

Pollian 2CE
Constantinu
s Manassas
12CE
Aeneas
Tacticus
4BCE
Hippocrates
5BCE
Oracle
Caelius
Aurelianus
5CE
Geoponica









































266





blow the trumpet

for , deep note,
bourdon

267





sing, write pastorals

singing of pastorals

268





make slow; loiter

making slow

Ptolemy
2CE
Trypho
1BCE
Scholiast

269





boil up, froth, ferment

boiling up, fermentation

Aëtius 6CE



boiling



270




 

hang, strangle

gulp, mouthful

Epiphanius
4/5CE



noose



271





swell, teem; bubble
up; revel, be wanton

voluptuousness

Plutarch
1/2CE





272





swell, teem

bubbling up

Arcadius
4CE
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step,
threshold,
base,
pedestal,
socket; step,
foot, pedestal

boiling of
water

bubbling up

273





sink, bury, plunge;
overwhelm, submerge

sinking, submersion

Heliodorus
3CE



274





blow the trumpet

deep note, bourdon

Nicomachus
of Gerasa
2CE



275





be milky in
appearance; form in a
milky way

suckling

Mnesitheus
of Cyzicum
3BCE





276





calm, become calm

calming; calming of the
conscience





277





tickle, titillate

tickling





278





stuff, gorge

gluttonous eating





279





jest

jesting

Epicurus
4/3BCE
Aristotle
4BCE
Sophilus
4BCE
Old
Testament
3BCE

280



arrangement according to ;
classification of rents

Papyrus
2BCE





281





abuse from the bridge

gross abuse

Strabo
1BCE/1CE





282








tickling; mode of kissing





283







284





The Suda
10CE
Hesychius
5CE
Hesychius
5CE





285





Papyrus
Old
Testament
3BCE



the tone of the 
for, nape of neck,
withers, crest
be bluish-grey

dyeing bluish-grey



sound of the
trumpet

gloss on ,
play, sport






sweetness;
sweet wine

286





sweeten

sweetness,:sweet wine

287





treat with sweetmeats;
have a sweet flavour

distribution of sweetmeats or
sweet wine

Callixenus
2BCE





288





kiss lavisciously

lascivious kiss

Anthologia
Graeca
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sweetness

289





make known, point
out, discover; become
acquainted with,
discover

290





murmur, mutter,
grumble

murmuring, muttering,
grumbling

Anaxandrid
es 4BCE





291





grind the back teeth;
suffer toothache

for , toothache,
grnashing the teeth

Old
Testament
3BCE





292





kneeband, bowyang

Glossary





293





grasp another's knees,
supplicate

for , supplication

Eustathius
12CE



294





teach the spelling of a
word

limpidus, perhaps plinthium

Glossary





295





feed at grass

feeding at grass





296





grunt

grunting





297







298



Hippiatrica
Aristotle
4BCE
Phrynichus
2CE
Agathocles

making known, identification;
recognition

Aristotle
4BCE





an Egyptian dance


grunt

grunting

supplication






an exercise,
physical
exercises

299





train, exercise

[in B&P only]

Macarius
15CE



300





be womanish, play the
woman

womanish weakness

Polybius
2BCE





301





for , supervisor of
women

Timocles
4BCE





302





plaster with gypsum

plastering with gypsum





303





place at an angle

squaring off corners





304





be possessed by a
demon or evil spirit

demoniac possession

Papyrus
2/3CE
Lysias
5/4BCE
Origen
2/3CE





305





be possessed by a god,
by a demon or evil
spirit, be deified

demoniac possession

Vettius
Valens 2CE
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toothache;
gnashing the
teeth

306





put out money at
usury, lend

money-lending; borrowing

307





divide among
themselves

division of spoil, tribute

308





make rough, hairy;
make thick, cloudy

making rough

309



310



311



312





multiply by ten

multiplying by ten (PGL)

313





bribe

bribery

314



315





entice or catch by bait

catching by bait

316

Mycenaean,
de-mo)



fetter, put in chains;
tie together; bind fast
to; bind, tie, fetter

bond, band, anything for tying
and fastening; sword-belt

317



318





319





320







make a show, example
of; furnish a sample

Plato
5/4BCE
Homeric
Hymns
8BCE
Dioscorides
1CE



loan





share, portion







speaking like Datis, i.e., broken
Greek

Herodotus
5BCE





public inspection, verification

Inscription
3BCE





merenda, a light late-afternoon
meal

Glossary




formation of decuriae

valuation in terms of denarii
carry, cross over,
transport

transitive force
catching in a noose

lean on one's elbow

jostling with elbow

351

for




Gregory of
Nyssa 4CE
Dionysius
of
Halicarnass
us 1BCE
Themisius
4CE
Aristotle
4BCE















bait



Mycenaean



bond, fetter;
headband



Epiphanius
4/5CE
Apollonius
Dyscolus
2CE
Antyllus
2CE
Plutarch
1/2CE

















321





make known, speak
publicly

for , distinguishing,
means of distinguishing,
discerning, power of discerning

Galen 2CE





322





divide by lines, play at
chequers

game of chequers

Pollian 2CE





323





contend, struggle
against

a great straining

Aëtius 6CE





324





bind

connecting band, ligature



325





fight with spears,
contend in battle

fighting with the spear

Hippocrates
5BCE
Marcus
Antoninus
2CE

326





for  purge
thoroughly: prune

Inscription



exhort, give orders,
direct; encourage, one
another; admonish,
inform

exhortation, cheering on

Thucydides
5BCE

competition in ,
playing on the 

tree-mallow








thorough
cleansing,
purging;
pruning





exhortation

Inscription





thorough
cleansing or
purging

327





328





329





contend with others in
throwing the javelin

competition in javelin-throwing

Inscription





330





divide and marshal,
muster, array; order,
regulate; adorn
variously

battle-order, catalogue of ships,
for, order,
regulation

Parmenides
6/5BCE





331





skirmishing

skirmish; mock-fight





332





comb well

elaborate combing of the hair
(PGL)

Strabo
1BCE/1CE
Clement of
Alexandria
2/3CE
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333





balance accounts;
calculate exactly,
debate, argue

balancing of accounts;
calculation, consideration;
debate; thought, disputation,
argument

Demosthene
s 4BCE



334





dismember

dismemberment

Diodorus
Siculus
1BCE





335





divide

division

Plato
5/4BCE





336





part the thighs of

sexual intercourse

Zeno the
Stoic
4/3BCE





337





drill, train; reduce
dislocations

for , subduction of
dislocations; machine for this
purpose

Hippocrates
5BCE



338





remain fasting

breakfast



339





fight to the death

fighting with swords

340





pass the whole night

complete vigil

Athenaeus
Plutarch
1/2CE
Dionysius
of
Halicarnass
us 1BCE

341





bring to a conclusion;
describe thoroughly;
traverse, pass through

delimiting

form, mould

for , putting into
shape, setting of dislocated limb;
modelling; deformation by
mirrors; massage of infants

Placita
Philosophor
um



cross-dyke

Papyrus
3BCE



342



343





Epiphanius
4/5CE

353

claculation,
consideration















moulding,
shaping





for



reduction of
dislocations

putting into
shape, setting
of dislocated
limb;
modelling;
deformation
by mirrors

344





fight with the hands;
skirmish, wrangle

sparring, disputing, wrangling

Plutarch
1/2CE





345





measure with the foot

for , a Lacedaemonian
dance

Pollian 2CE





346





beat up

scourging





347





mould, form

for , moulding
shaping

Papyrus
5CE
Symmachus
2/3CE





moulding,
shaping

348





shake violently; throw
into confusion;
intimidate; extort; etc

abuse of power, extortion

Papyrus
2BCE





succussion of
the spine;
for


349






scatter abroad, scatter
to the winds; disband,
disperse

for , scattering

Hesychius
5CE





scattering

350





scatter abroad,
disperse, squander,
confound, winnow

scattering, dispersal, confusion

Old
Testament
3BCE





scattering
abroad

tearing in pieces; interruption,
interval

Old
Testament
3BCE



for




tearing
asunder,
forcible
separation
division,
cleft

extortion

351





tear asunder, break
down, break down;
squander, dissipate

352





cleave asunder, sever;
set at variance

for , division, cleft;
dissension

Inscription
1/2CE



interval



353





cut off and fortify by a
wall; divide as by a
wall; keep apart

walling off

Inscription



place walled
off and
fortified



354





glance, shine through;
be transparent

splendour bursting forth

Placita
Philosophor
um



for




354

355





pass through a narrow
channel: admit a
thorough (sic) draught

passage of wind through a
narrow opening

Eustathius
12CE



356





smear all over

for , anointing



unguent,
salve



anointing

357





separate

for , separation;
divorce

Paul of
Aegina 7CE
Flavius
Josephus
1CE



cleft, division



separation

358





put to the vote

for , voting by
ballot; reckoning, assessment

Aristotle
4BCE





voting by
ballot

pushing about, delay, brawl

Dionysus of
Halicarnass
us 1BCE





359





tear asunder,open
wide; diverge, vary;
pull through, haul
across;

360





provoke greatly;
stimulate

provocation

361





prop up, hold apart

thrusting apart, separation

362





judge, sit in
judgement; give
judgement on,
determine; etc.

363



364





365



366



Philodemus
1BCE
Dionysius
of
Halicarnass
us 1BCE



provocation





supporting
beam



giving judgement

Philo
1BCE/1CE
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Papyrus





cause to live apart,
separation

for, removal, change
of abode

Philo
1BCE/1CE







maintain a standard;
be consistent

consistency, steadiness

Sextus
Empiricus
2CE









use the speculum

use of the speculum

Soranus
2CE





367





draw a boundary
through, delimit,
separate; etc

division, distinction; enunciation
of a problem

Plato
5/4BCE



368





adjure

assurance on oath

Polybius
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ordinance




excitation

exercise the
function of a


removal,
change of
abode

distinction,
separation

double; duplicate; be
doubled

369





370





for , doubling

371





for , a Lacedaemonina
dance

372





doubt, hesitate

doubt, uncertainty

373





strain, filter thoroughly

374





divide in two

375



2BCE
Antipho the
Sophist
5BCE
Plotinus
3CE









Cratinus
5BCE
Theophrastu
s 4/3BCE





purification (PGL)

Irenaeus of
Lyons 2CE



division into two parts

Aquila 2CE









doubling



doubt,
incertainty
filtered,
clarified
liquor






scuffle, jostle

pushing about, scuffle,

Plutarch
1/2CE

for, pushing asunder,
forcing open; putting off sine
die; pushing through in surgery
of embedded weapons

Aretaeus
2CE







376





push asunder, tear
away, drive apart;
thrust through

377





lay down as an
opinion, decree by
ordinance

a dogmatic principle (PGL)

Methodius
Olympius
3/4CE



378





think, imagine; hold,
form an opinion

formation of opinions

Chrysippus
3BCE



379





fight with spears,
contend in battle

fighting with spears

Plutarch
1/2CE



380

(Mycenaean,
do-so-mo)



give, grant, assign,
offer, etc

contribution

381





run away

running away, flight

382





bedew, sprinkle

exposure to dew

Mycenaean

356

Herodotus
5BCE
Olympiodor
us the
Alchemist



opinion,
notion,
conjecture

for





filtering,
refining,
purifying
division,
dividing

pushing
asunder,
forcing open;
putting off
sine die

formation of
opinion





licence,
permission;
gift,
contribution,
etc

4CE

383





apply a depilatory

application of pitch plaster

384





make into a dyad

making into a dyad

385





express in the dual
number

[in B&P only]

386





augur ill of a thing

ill omen

irritation, anger;

Dioscorides
1CE
Damascius
5/6CE
Eustathius
12CE
Hesychius
5CE












387





be unable to endure,
put up with; be
disgusted, annoyed at

388





multiply by twelve

multiplying by twelve

389





imitate the Dorians in
life, speech

speaking the Doric dialect

390





for , take, seize

for , irritation,
exasperation, severe fit of a
disease

Hesychius
5CE

dwelling upon a syllable in
pronunciation

Dionysius
of
Halicarnass
us 1BCE



Philodemus
1BCE
Catalogus
Codicum
Astrologoru
m
Demetrius
of Phaleron
1BCE

duplication






harsh
judgements,
inconvenienc
es














sitz-bath;
dwelling
upon a
syllable in
pronunciation

disgust

391





seat in, upon;
administer a sitz-bath;
cause to subside upon

392





restore, make afresh;
consecrate, inaugurate

for , consecration

Old
Testament
3BCE





393





shut in, close; shut,
confine within

shutting up; being under lock
and key

Eustathius
12CE





394





urge on, cheer on

for , encouragement

Arrian 2CE



for




encourageme
nt

395





goad, spur on;
puncture; graft

for , inoculation,
grafting of trees

Geoponica
10CE



for




inoculation,
grafting of
trees

357



consecration

396





form a bay; enter,
follow a bay; inject
into the vagina

vaginal douche, clyster

Aëtius 6CE

Vettius
Valens 2CE






for
,
place for
horses to roll
round in

397





roll, wrap in

for, rolling
among

398





be long about a thing

prolonged use

Soranus
2CE





399





make an infusion of

injection, instillation

Antyllus
2CE





placing in position

Geoponica
10CE





for ,
sitting-place:
seat,
residence, etc



Aristotle
4BCE
Dionysius
of
Halicarnass
us 1BCE
Plutarch
1/2CE
Charisius
4CE



custom, habit





likeness;
probability





image








400





cause to seat, settle,
establish

401





accustom, become
accustomed

accustoming, habituation

402





represent by a likeness,
portray; compare

conjecturing, guessing

403





copy, describe; mould
into form

delineation, description; official
description

404





collect

gathering of revenue

405





bring in as a dweller,
settler

bringing in as settler

Heliodorus
3CE



406





reflect as a glass

reflection

Plutarch
1/2CE



407



a hundredfold increase

Origen
2/3CE





408





make to go, come out;
bring to a close; levy
execution on, etc.

execution of a sentence,
judgement

Code of
Justinian 46CE





409






throw out, cast on
shore

cutaneous eruption

410





lend at interest

lending at interest

358

Old
Testament
3BCE
Papyrus




for



thing cast up;
cutaneous
eruption
lending at






rolling
among

place for
dwelling in,
house

3CE

interest

411





make a god of, deify

inspiration

Scholiast





412





hold, summon an
assembly; debate

holding of an assembly

Polybius
2BCE





413





gloss on 

for , night watch,
bivouac

Glossary





414





knock out, drive back,
repulse, discharge, etc

waning of the moon

Cassius
3CE





pullulation

Hesychius
5CE





beating out,
driving away

a dance in
which the
legs were
thrown up
behind, fling

415





kick out, fling out
behind

for , a dance in
which the legs were thrown out
behind

416





smooth out, rub away

attrition

Oribasius
4CE





417





compute, reckon;
consider, reflect upon;
etc.

keeping of accounts;
consideration, reckoning;
conclusion of an argument

Inscription
2BCE





computation,
reckoning

418





suck out

sucking out





sucking out

419





hold in derision

derision

Aëtius 6CE
Hesychius
5CE





420





grow up afresh; renew
from a fresh crop

renewal

Simplicius
6CE





421





offer, be offered freely

free-will offering

Old
Testament
3BCE





422





execute an


a manoeuvre consisting of an
about turn followed by a wheel
to left or right

Polybius
2BCE





423





squeeze out

squeezing out





424





eject water under
pressure

jet of water

Hippocrates
5BCE
Hero the
Engineer
2/1BCE





359

Plutarch
1/2CE
Stephen the
Physician
7CE
Epicurus
4/3BCE
Plutarch
1/2CE
Arrian 2CE





















migration; being away, distance

Aristotle
4BCE





beheading

Glossary





for, miscarriage;,
attempted abortion

Glossary





bring up from birth,
rear, nourish; bring to
birth

miscarriage; attempted abortion

Hippocrates
5BCE





for , bring to
light, reveal; exhibit

[in B&P only]

Origen
2/3CE









disparage, pour
contempt on; reject
with scorn

contemning

Flavius
Josephus
1CE





436









437









425





blow up, inflate , burn

burning, inflammation

426





squeeze out, in
particular the stone

squeezing out

427





light up, fan the flame

blowing forth

428





429





fortify completely

fortification

430





remove from a place;
go abroad; avoid, shun

431





throw a rider over a
horse's head; break
one's neck; perish; etc

432



433





434



435

438





scattering abroad

Aristotle
4BCE
Papyrus
2/3CE

[in B&P only]
unload a cargo

unloading

drive, drive away drive
to extremities,

for . metal beaten out,
metal plate, surgical probes, etc;
for  driving away,
banishing

360

Dio
Chrysostom
1/2CE



untimely birth

metal beaten
out, metal
plate;
surgical
probes, etc





squeezing
out

miscarriage

driving
away,
banishing;
march,
expedition;
riding



for , pity, mercy,
compassion

439



440



441





drag, draw away

attraction

442





dose with hellebore,
bring one to his senses

treatment with hellebore

443





leave in, behind, out;
fall short, be in want
of; etc

for , want

444





hope, hope for, hope
against, etc

expectation

Philodemus
1BCE



445





set in or on; lead,
guide; etc.

introduction

Glossary



446





sprinkle in, on

strewing



447





put in bonds; hinder,
thwart

impeding, hindering

Inscription
2CE
Aristotle
4BCE

448





blow up, inflate; burn

for  burning,
inflammation

Inscription
2BCE

449





set on fire

for , burning,
inflammation

Hyperides
4BCE

manifestation; information,
disclosure; indication

Plato
5/4BCE





Inscription
4BCE
Geoponica
10CE









Ecclesiastic
al





Plutarch
1/2CE
Cyril of
Alexandria
4/5CE



feel, have mercy

for,
elephantiasis

450





show forth, manifest,
exhibit

451





muzzle (or impose a
pasture tax)

muzzling (or imposing a pasture
tax)

452





engraft

grafting

453





inspire, infuse life into;
implant, instil

[in B&P only]

454





offer sacrifice to the
dead

offering to the dead; sacrifice

455





dwell, abide in a place

abiding of Christ in the Virgin
(PGL)

361

Aquila 2CE





Etymologic
um Magnum
Chrysippus
3BCE





elephantiasis



attraction

Hippocrates
5BCE











spun wool

hope,
confidence





sprinkling,
dusting



for






burning,
inflammation









dusting
powder
impediment,
hindrance

an offering to
the dead




exposure;
indication,
exhibition;
proof

456





persevere

persistence

457






bind to, in

bundle, bag; bonding

458





be in doubt, at a loss:
be uncertain

for , doubt,
uncertainty

459





be glorified

glorifying

460





be in doubt, at a loss:
be uncertain

uncertainty (PGL)

461





take a pledge from,
take in pledge

for , taking in
pledge, security taken, pledge

462





be inspired

[in B&P only]

463





engraft, plant (PGL)

planting

464





be inspired or
possessed by a god;
inspire

inspiration, enthusiasm, frenzy

Philumenus
3CE
Graffito
5BCE









fillet, band

Philo
1BCE/1CE
Symmachus
2/3CE
Palladius
4/5CE





doubt,
uncertainty









Papyrus
3BCE



Michael
Psellus
11CE
Clement of
Alexandria
2/3CE

465





place on a throne

enthroning; enthroning of a
bishop, consecration of a church
(PGL)

466





settle in a place, plant,
fix in

right of occupation

467





adapt to …; arm
oneself (middle)

being in battle array

468





make one swear

adjuration (PGL)

469





have curly hair

curling

470





inoculate, bud

budding

362

Plato
5/4BCE

pledge, thing
pawned















for

dedication,
consecration
of a church;
enthronemen
t of a bishop
(PGL)



consecrated
seat



Papyrus
1CE



dwelling



Aquila 2CE

















Synesius of
Cyrene
4/5CE
Clement of
Alexandria
2/3CE
Geoponica
10CE

471





brandish, hurl at;
plunge into, drive at;
shake; attack, etc

attack, of engines of war

Theodotion
2CE





472





split, rend asunder

incision

Glossary





473





stretch, strain tight,
draw long arrows

gloss on , stretching,
stringing

Scholiast





474





prepare for burial

preparation for burial





475





often turn around

turning round

New
Testament
1/2CE
Scholiast









476





dream

for , incontinence
during sleep

Cyril of
Jerusalem
4CE

477





dart, hurl forth, launch

for  shooting(of a
shooting star)

Aristotle
4BCE



478





sell into slavery

for, selling
into slavery

Polybius
2BCE



479





deck with flowers

for , efflorescence,
eruption, pustule

Dioscorides
1CE



480





turn into money

conversion of payment in kind
into a monetary payment,
adaeratio

Code of
Justinian 46CE



481





complete, finish; equp
and dispatch

equipment for a ship

482





turn into, draw up as
vapour

evaporation

483





cut the throat

rebellion

484





remove the froth

frothing up

485





be habituated,
accustomed

change of habit

Periplus
Maris Rubri
1CE
Epicurus
4/3BCE
Aquila 2CE
Clement of
Alexandria
2/3CE
Athenaeus
2/3CE
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jet; shooting
(of a shooting
star)




preparations
for firing a
war-engine

incontinence
during sleep





for 

for





















selling into
slavery

486





shape, form fully;
represent; form in the
image of; portray;
typify; imagine (PGL)

487





draw, drag out

pulling out, removal

Rufus 2CE







work out, bring to
competion;
accomplish, achieve

for , working out,
completion; labour at a thing

Simplicius
6CE





488



examine well, closely;
scrutinise; review;
inspect; etc

complete formation; image,
likeness; type; imagining
(PGL)

Apollonius
of Laodicea
4CE



image



Demosthene
s 4BCE





Origen
2/3CE
Nicomachus
of Gerasa
2CE









disparagement

Philodemus
1BCE





appropriate for oneself;
win over

winning over, appropriating for
oneself

Polybius
2BCE







make equal; be equal,
coextensive

equalisation

Simplicius
6CE









scatter; pay in full,
defray; discharge

expenditure

Lycurgus
4BCE





496





remove from one's
home, eject, banish;
dispeople, empty

expulsion of inhabitants

Symmachus
2/3CE





497





cast in one's teeth;
bring forward;
reproach

reproach

Flavius
Josephus
1CE





498





dream; have an
effusion during sleep

effusion during sleep

Diocles
4/3BCE





489





for , visitation

490





491





propitiate

friendship's offering;
propitiation (PGL)

492





disparage; reduce
one's standard of living

493





494



495

degeneration (?)

364

exact
portrayal;
pictorial
representatio
n

close
examination,
scrutiny, test;
review;
inspection;
visitation

propitiation

499





arm completely,
disarm

[in B&P only]

Basiliscus
Emperor
5CE





sending beyond the frontier

Dionysius
of
Halicarnass
us 1BCE























500





send beyond the
frontier, banish, expel;
expose a child

501





administer an oath;
conjure; exorcise

administration of an oath;
exorcism (PGL)

502





banish by ostracism

banishmanr by ostracism

503
504







set at naught
set at naught

scorn, contempt
scorn, contempt

505



506





for, chane
into water, make
watery

for, changing into
water

Zosimus the
Alchemist
3/4CE





507





represent as placed out
in the ocean

a placing out in the ocean

Strabo
1BCE/1CE





508





keep festival or holiday

for , holiday- keeping

Plutarch
1/2CE



509





pursue a sinuous
course

a kind of dance

Athenaeus
2/3CE





510





dart something as
somebody

casting of dice

Hesychius
5CE





511





hear; overhear; hear
about, tell of; listen;
etc

hearkening (PGL)

Origen
2/3CE





512





be a double; play a
double game; be
ambiguous, doubtful;
etc

inclination both ways, wavering

Philo
1BCE/1CE





513





get up on, mount;
cover, come upon; go
up, inland; etc

step of a stair (variant reading of


Plato
5/4BCE





514





make to mount upon

Hermias of
Alexandria
5CE





drawing forth of urine

365

Polybius
2BCE
Plutarch
1/2CE
Aquila 2CE
Glossary
Dioscorides
1CE

festival,
holiday



getting under
arms, arming

exorcism

changing into
water

holidaykeeping

hearing

Elias the
Philosopher
6CE
Hippolytus
of Rome
2/3CE

515





reiterate a question

doubling; repetition





516





retrace one's steps in
an argument

retracing





517





deck as with flowers;
decorate, adorn

efflorescence, scum; name of a
vein

Dioscorides
1CE



efflorescence



518





pump over, on; pour
on; irrigate

artificial irrigation

Papyrus
2CE



fomentation



519





encamp in the field;
pass the night; roost

passing the night

Scholiast



dwelling,
home; cattlefold



520





surmise, guess

conjecture







stimulate, urge on

irritation, stimulation





522





drive against; etc

impact

523





assent with a shout,
applause; etc

shout of approval

Galen 2CE
Plutarch
1/2CE
Epicurus
4/3BCE
Eustathius
12CE



521

524





overshadow, cover

shading, covering



support,
foundation











vexatious, obstructive conduct

Hesychius
5CE





Aristotle
4BCE





PseudoAtha
nasius 4CE
Papyrus
1CE










525





threaten abusively;
speak disparagingly

526





lower the price of,
cheapen

cheapening

527





make known,
announce, signify

recognition (PGL)

528





distribute

assessment

529

(Mycenaean
, o-pi-de-so-mo)




bind up, on

upper, outer bandage

Mycenaean



530





eat in the second
course, for dessert

for , second
course, dessert

Aristotle
4BCE



531





call upon the name of
the gods, appeal,
conjure; inspire

appeal to the gods; inspiration

Thucydides
5BCE



366

second
course,
dessert





pour over;
pumping

pressure,
impact

recognition,
knowledge

for


for augmentum, increase,
growth; kind of sacrifical cake

Glossary





sanction of an oracle

Arrian 2CE





[in B&P only]

Ecclesiastic
al





exhort, encourage,
urge on; give
authorisation

for , cheering on,
exhortation

Scholiast



for






bend; move to pity;
shake the resolution of

for , weakening

Glossary



weakening







lighten a ship; relieve
of a burden; lift up,
support; etc

relief

Inscription





538





roll on, on upon

turning round





539





[in B&P only]

Soranus
2CE
Scholiast





540





reckon ove, conclude,
consider; take into
account

reckoning, calculation;
reflection, consideration; etc

Aristotle
4BCE



541





impart, give a
contribution;
distribute; etc

distribution; assignment

Vettius
Valens 2CE

542





formation of a ratio on the ratio
of n+1:n

543





turn up the nose at,
mock at

turning up the nose, mocking at

544





sing a song of victory
over

song of victory

545





press upon

pressing upon



come to, be on, float
on surface; prevail, be
over; wander over

for , being on,
coming to the surface

532





533





534





535





536



537

546



prophesy or divine
upon; give sanction

367

cheering on,
exhortation



for







distribution

Iamblichus
4CE





Hesychius
5CE





Strabo
1BCE/1CE
Archigenes
2CE









Aristotle
4BCE



reflection



being on the
surface,
coming to
the surface

547





cover as with a lid,
close up

covering with a lid

Papyrus
2CE
Eustathius
12CE
Polybius
2BCE





548





water

watering





549





smite; rebuke

for , reproof





550





have a further flow of
morbid humours, of
rheumatism

flow of humours to a wound

Hippiatrica





551





furnish oneself with
food or provender

furnishing oneself with
provisions, foraging; stock,
store of provender

Xenophon
5/4BCE



stock, store of
provender



552





throw a shade upon,
oveshadow; conceal
obscure

shading, covering

Vettius
Valens 2CE



shadow
thrown in
eclipses



553



operation performed on the scalp
for eye infections

Aëtius 6CE





rapid respiration; trailing;
inducement, hint; etc

Hippocrates
5BCE







554





draw or drag after one;
bring on, cause;
attract, gain, win;
absorb; etc

555





urge on; make haste
over; study over

transport, dispatch

Papyrus
2BCE



556





confirm, put a seal
upon; confirm, ratify

confirmation

Scholiast



confirmation,
postscript



557





cleave at top

[in B&P only]

Papyrus



torn piece,
rag



for, building a fort
or stronghold on an enemy's
frontier

Thucydides
5BCE



fort or
stronhold
built on an
enemy's
frontier

relapse

Glossary



558





build a fort or
stronghold on an
enemy's frontier

559





relapse

368





reproof

stock, store
of provender

drawing,
sucking in

for



building a
fort or
stronghold
on an
enemy's
frontier

560





run lightly over; trot
gently

rapid succession of statements,
as a figure of speech

Philodemus
1BCE





561





mock, jest; mock at,
jeer

mockery, raillery

Polybius
2BCE





562





utter words ominous of
the event; etc

dedication

Strabo
1BCE/1CE



563





load heavily, overload

lading

Glossary





564





illuminate

illuminating light





565





quote as a good joke

ornamental epithet

Plutarch
1/2CE
Scholiast







enact a subsequent
measure

[word of uncertain meaning]

Inscription





confirmatory vote

Inscription





calculation,
accurate
measurem,en
t

Glossary





settlement

Plutarch
1/2CE
Cyril of
Jerusalem
4CE









Pollian 2CE





The Suda
10CE
Hero the
Engineer
2/1BCE









Aristotle
4BCE





566



567





put to the vote; put the
question

568





settle in a colony;
build a fort or
stonghold; settle

settlement

569





rise early

rising very early

570





exorcise (PGL)

exorcism (PGL)

571





play ducks and drakes

playing ducks and drakes

572



573





multiply by seven

multiplying by seven

574





sit, brood on eggs;
hatch, incubate young
birds

for , sitting on eggs,
incubation

[undefined word]

369

words of
ominous
import



sitting on
eggs,
incubation

575





lay under contribution;
collect by way of
contributions; assist
by contributions

576





provoke; rouse to
anger, fight

577





cause to lean, prop,
press hard, attack

for, collection of
contributions

Dionysius
of
Halicarnass
us 1BCE



irritation, stimulating treatment;

Hippocrates
5BCE





provocation

prop, stay,
support;
contusion

collection of
contributions
;
contributing;
feeding
maintenance



for , prop, stay support;
contusion

Aquila 2CE



strife, confusion

Catalogus
Codicum
Astrologoru
m









propping up,
shoring up;
resting,
supporting;
pushing
against,
thrusting;
leverage

578





strive, wrangle quarrel;
rival, vie with,
challenge

579





have fruiting branches
of the wild fig near the
sweet fig

caprification

Theophrastu
s 4/3BCE



580





strive, wrangle quarrel;
rival, vie with,
challenge

for, strife, quarrel,
contention

Timon of
Phlius
3BCE



cause of
guarrel



strife,
quarrel,
contention

581





steady, support

supporting



prop, support



supporting

582





creep, crawl

for, creeping





creeping

583





cover; keep off, ward
off; thwart check, curb

safeguard against witchcraft

Homeric
Hymns
8BCE





584





cover; keep off, ward
off; thwart check, curb

a kind of vegetable, the seed of
which was eaten by women in
childbirth

Pausanias
2CE





585





seat oneself; crouch;
collapse; set, place

that which settles; a swarm, a
flock

Herodotus
5BCE
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Hippocrates
5BCE
The Suda
10CE

for , feasting,
banqeting, entertainment

586





receive at one's hearth,
entertain, feast

587





be a comrade to
anyone

harlotry

588





examine, test; visit try,
afflict

for , trial, affliction

589





make a (good)
beginning

good discipline

590





cry  in honour of
Bacchus

591





592



593

Inscription





Clearchus
4/3BCE
Old
Testament
3BCE
Joannes
Laurentius
Lydus 6CE



the cry of 

Hermesiana
x 4/3BCE



call or account happy

thinking or calling happy,
predication of happiness

Aristotle
4BCE





set, arrange in order

convenience, propriety

Apollonius
Dyscolus
2CE









guide straight, direct;
put straight; examine
conduct

straightness

Philo
1BCE/1CE





594





propitiate (PGL)

favour, benevolence (PGL)

Origen
2/3CE





595





castrate

castration

Galen 2CE









political club










a
Bacchanalian
shout
that which is
thought to be
a happiness;
congratulatio
n





596





insert the right way

insertion in the right way

Paul of
Aegina 7CE

597





treat properly, maintain
adequately

proper maintenance

Inscription
2BCE





598





disparage

disparagement





599





iocor

iocandum





600





make ready, restore

preparation

Longinus
3CE
Etymologic
um
Gudianum
Simplicius
6CE
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feasting,
banqueting,
entertainmen
t

trial,
affliction

601





use words of good
omen

use of an auspicious for an
inauspicious word

602





play pickaback

the game of pickaback

Demetrius
of Phaleron
1BCE
Pollian 2CE



draw to oneself, attract

for , attraction;
suction

Soranus
2CE

furnish with supplies
for a journey; supply
or furnish with a thing

for , furnishing
oneself with provisions,
foraging; stock, store of
provender

Hesychius
5CE

603























604





605





606





keep until the next day

keeping until the next day

Rufus 2CE





607





fetter, put in chains;
tie together, bind fast
to

band for fastening the yoke to
the pole

Artemidoru
s Daldianus
2CE





608







609





flatter, wheedle

flattering





610





season, make pleasant

sweet savour, sweetness

611





[in B&P only]

612





multiplying by one and a half

613





write heroic verse, epic
poem

worship of heroes

614





wonder, wonder at,
marvel

marvelling

615





perform in the theatre

theatrical exhibition

616





be inspired, frenzied;
prophesy

divine possession, frenzy

617





deposit, place in order;
lay down, posit,
assume

laying down; conventional,
arbitrary determination

[in B&P only]

[in B&P only]

372

Sybilline
Oracles
2/3CE
Photius 9CE
9CE
Old
Testament
3BCE
Photius 9CE



relish,
seasoning,
sauce











Inscription





Philodemus
1BCE
Vettius
Valens 2CE
Thucydides
5BCE













Vitruvius





attraction

618





do summer-work,
mow, reap

mowing reaping; reaping time,
harvest; harvest, crop

Xenophon
5/4BCE




setting,
placing;layin
g down,
paying;
situation,
position;
thesis, etc

619





set, place, put; etc

that which is laid down, law;
jurisdiction, etc

Homer
8BCE



tomb,
prooemium



620





store, treasure up;
hoard, lay up treasure

laying up in store; preservation,
keeping

Aristotle
4BCE



store, treasury



621





crush, bruise; oppress

crushing (PGL)

Nectarius of
Constantino
ple 4CE



bruise, dent



crushing,
bruising

622





break in pieces,
shatter; break down,
enfeeble

breaking

Old
Testament
3BCE



fragment;
breakage;
destruction



comminution
; destruction

623





be enthroned

enthronement in mystery rites

624





625





make a false note

unmusical sound, false note

626





leap, spring; assault,
dart

springing, of rising ground

627





arm

arming with a breastplate

628




 

bark, bay; buzz; call
aloud; lament

[in B&P only]

629





be alone, peculiar

peculiarity, particularity

630





pronounce in a local
manner

way or fashion of a common
person

631





consecrate, purify

sacred service

632





approach as a suppliant

[in B&P only]



373

Dio
Chrysostom
1/2CE
Hesychius
5CE
Dionysus of
Halicarnass
us 1BCE
Homer
8BCE
Old
Testament
3BCE
Nicetas
Chonista
12/13CE
Iamblichus
4CE
Epictetus
1/2CE
Inscription
3CE
Nicetas
Chonista
12/13CE









































633





reverence sacred
things, conciliate,
expiate

a means of appeasing;
atonement

Old
Testament
3BCE



634





furnish with straps

insertion of bonding courses

Papyrus





635









636





Hesychius
5CE
Papyrus





Theophrastu
s 4/3BCE










leathern band
be a clothier

[in B&P only]

propitiation



637





furnish with clothing

clothing, apparel

638





for , terrify,
intimidate

for , [undefined]

639




 

side with or imitate the
Jews

Judaism

Old
Testament
3BCE



640





drive horses, a chariot;
ride

riding

Scholiast



641





make equal, balance

equalisation





642





make dry, wither

reducing treatment





643









644





rejoice, exult

loud laughter

Epicurus
4/3BCE
Hippocrates
5BCE
Quintilian
1CE
Pollian 2CE





645





devote, dedicate;
make offerings to the
dead

funeral rites

Lucian 2CE







doubling, repetition of i

a ride

646





cleanse, purify; purge,
evacuate

cleansing, purification

Old
Testament
3BCE

647





launch, depress the
scale, carry down; drag
down

launching; collapse

Moschio
3BCE





648





treat with a catheter

inserrtion of a catheter

Rufus 2CE





649





[in B&P only]

Inscription





374

that which is
thrown away
in cleansing





cleansing
from guilt or
defilement;
clarification,
catharsis

650





equip carefully

for , arming, making
of arms; mode of arming,
armour

651





moisten well

moistening

652





make new, strange

renewal; innovation

653






make new, begin
something new

for , making new;
innovation in the state; renewal
recreation

654





655





656





657





beautify the face, give
a fair appearance to a
thing

658





659



660

Polybius
2BCE





Soranus
2CE
Papyrus
2BCE









The Suda
10CE





Papyrus
1BCE
Philodemus
1BCE
Athenaeus
2/3CE













adorning oneself, making a
display

Plato
5/4BCE



trot

trotting

Philumenus
3CE







to make a sound

for , sharp sound,
especially, ring or sound of
metal

Chaldean
Oracles2CE









measure, judge by rule;
prescribe; assess; etc

the frieze of a building;
ordering, regulation

Manetho
4CE





661





enjoy the fruits of;
make fruitful, fertilise

exhaustion





662









663





dry up, wither

gleaning

Aristotle
4BCE
Soranus
2CE
Inscription







dip, drown (of wine);
sink, overwhelm,
baptise irregularly
(PGL)

[in B&P only]

Eustathius
12CE





664



renewed execution
abuse, reproach

for , blame
probably a kind of dance

bandage for wrist

375

ornament;
fair show,
pretence



arming,
making of
arms; mode
of arming,
armour

blame

665





go, come down from;
dismount, descend

descent

Aeschylus
6/5BCE





666





make to go down,
bring down; make to
come down

decrease; throwing the accent
forward

Proclus 5CE





667





gulp down

gulping down





668





cause to sink

sinking

Clement of
Alexandria
2/3CE
Glossary









669





put into a vessel, bottle

packing

Papyrus
4CE

670





become old

old age

Hippiatrica





lascivious kiss

Comica
Adespota





671





kiss wantonly by
joining mouths and
tongues

672





murmur against

murmuring against

Apostolic
Constitution
s 4CE





673





buy up, purchase

for, buying up,
purchase

Inscription





buying up,
purchase

674






bind on; inhibit with a
spell; bind fast, retain

tie, band; binding by spells

Theopompu
s 5/4BCE





binding
fast;binding
by spells

675





reduce to slavery

enslavement

Inscription





676





rush down like a storm

for , squall
descending from above,
hurricane

Epicurus
4/3BCE





677





accuse, arraign; lay
something to someon's
charge

for , accusation

Vettius
Valens 2CE





678





command silence;
command; give the
time in rowing

calling to one, encouraging

Strabo
1BCE/1CE





679





chop up, cut into
pieces

dividing into small parts





680





seize and parcel out

[in B&P only]

Porphyrius
of Tyre 3CE
John
Chrysostom
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binding by
spells

accusation

4/5CE
681





scratch, irritate,
stimulate

for , scratching,
tickling; irritation

682





lull to sleep

putting to sleep

683





hang up

hanging down

684





throw down a precipice

throwing headlong

685





pour down over

douche, shower-bath

686





comb, dress carefully

careful combing

687





form, distribute into
, etc

enrolment, register of land
grants

688





cut in pieces, distribute

for , division into
parts

689





treat in a friendly
manner

hospitality

690





scratch; scratch; polish,
smooth, plane down

691



692





make an attempt on

attack of disease

693





plaster over

for, plaster,
poultice

694





throw into the sea,
plunge or drown
therein

695





Scholiast





Philodemus
1BCE
Apollonius
1CE
Athenaeus
the
Engineer
Soranus
2CE
Herodotus
the
Physician
1CE
Old
Testament
3BCE
Old
Testament
3BCE
Papyrus
1CE

































scarification

Soranus
2CE





probably for ,
drawing down; demolition of
buildings

Caelius
Aurelianus
5CE





Dioscurides
1CE
Anonymous
of London
1CE







plaster,
poultice



submersion under the sea

Isocrates
5/4CE



for




treatment with a blast of air

Soranus
2CE



377



division into
parts

plastering or
poulticing

696





adjust, put in order,
restore; train,
dicipline, equip

restoration, reconciliation;
seting of a limb; furnishing ,
preparation; completion,
training, discipline

Symmachus
2/3CE



finished
product



training,
discipline;
setting of a
limb

697





furnish; build;
fabricate; make,
represent; etc

contrivance

Demosthene
s 4BCE



work of art,
structure,
equipment,
engine of war



state,
condition,
constitution
of a thing



overshadow, cover
over

overshadowing

Germanus I
of
Constantino
ple 7/8CE



shadow,
obscurity



outwitting, trickery

Alexander
of
Aphrodias
3CE



698



699





outwit by sophism or
fallacies; evade by
quibbling; falsify

700





pull, draw down;
gather fruit from; pull
down; lower; etc

for , drawing
down; demolition of buildings

Plutarch
1/2CE



701





be earnest, serious;
take a serious interst in

trouble, amazement

Aquila 2CE





702









703





place among the stars

placing among the stars





704





aim at; hit guess, infer

conjecture

Dioscorides
1CE
Hipparchus
2BCE
Diodorus
Siculus
1BCE





705





scarify

for , scarification

Galen 2CE





706





shine upon, illuminate;
outshine, occult

shining brightly

Plutarch
1/2CE



707





illuminate, light up

illumination

Hero the
Engineer
2/1BCE





708





gape ar, jeer at; split
open

[in B&P only]

Rufus 2CE





weighing out

378



vibrations of
reed tongue
of a pipe;
fragment

radiance





drawing
down

accurate
weighing

scarification

709





devote to the infernal
gods; bring to the
earth, ground (PGL)

[in B&P only]

Ecclesiastic
al





710





deal with, dispose of

deed, instrument dealing with
property

Papyrus
2CE





711





place in position; enter
in a registry, record;
etc

registration, deposit in a registry

Papyrus
2BCE





712





tell lies against, speak,
allege falsely of,
against

slander, calumny

Old
Testament
3BCE



for, voting
against, condemnation

Pollian 2CE

false
accusation



false account





voting
against,
condemnatio
n

713





vote against or in
condemnation of; etc

714





hope, expect
confidently

confident hope

Polybius
2BCE





715





pledge, pawn

for , pledging

Pollian 2CE





716





make, keep, straight;
guide, direct; etc

right directing (PGL)





717





put to bed, lull to sleep

lulling to sleep





718





settle, establish;
colonise

for , settlement

Plato
5/4BCE





719





sett a dislocated limb

setting a dislocated limb

Galen 2CE





720





kindle, set on fire,
make hot; etc

cautery

Glossary



721





brand

[in B&P only]





722





laugh aloud

loud laughter





723





plash, bubble

for , plashing of water

Ecclesiastic
al
Aristophane
s 5/4BCE
Zosimus the
Alchemist
3/4CE
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Clement of
Alexandria
2/3CE
Homer
8BCE

burning heat,
fever heat



settlement

burning;
cautery;
burning heat;
smelting

724





sound as flowing
water; shout aloud;
make a noise; sing of,
celebrate loudly

725





babble, murmur of
running water

singing, note of a bird (PGL)

gurgling (PGL)

Acts of
Xanthippe
and
Polyxena
3CE
Clement of
Alexandria
2/3CE







for




rushing
sound, as of
water

order,
command;
call,
summons



command

726





order; urge; etc

order, command

Euripides



727





sting, prick

stimulatio

Glossary





Papyrus
6CE
Olympiodor
us the
Philosopher
6CE









728





butt with horns

loss on exhange of solidi for


729





cut into pieces; chop
up

breaking up small

730





toss the horns; give
oneself airs

hauteur

Photius 9CE





731





make rough, hoarse

roughness, hoarseness

Galen 2CE





732





behead

multiplication table of single
numbers from one to ten

Aristotle
4BCE





733





headband





734





abuse, revile

abuse, insult

Scholiast
Lycophron
3BCE





735





wag the tail, change
constantly

for , quick, jerking
movements

Hippocrates
5BCE





736





play the 

for , playing on
the



737





play the Cilician

drunken butchery

738





chirp like a thrush;
titter, giggle

tittering, giggling

Callimachus
3BCE
Theopompu
s 5/4BCE
Aristophane
s 5/4BCE

739





make to weep

crying like a child

740





shut, close, bar; shut
up, confine

storing under lock and key

380

piece played
on the cithara











Isaeus
4BCE





Papyrus
3CE





quick,
jerking
movements
playing on
the cithara

for



use the wrestler's trick
called the 





742





743





fluctuate

surging of the waves

744





be buffeted by heavy
seas

surging of the waves, confusion

745





wash over, dash over,
wash away, purge

for , liquid used for
washing out, especially clyster,
drench

Diodorus
Siculus
1BCE



746





make the sound made
by jackdaws

sound made by jackdaws;
making a similar sound in token
of disapproval; clucking of hens

Philo
1BCE/1CE





747





desire to scratch, itch

for , itching





748





scratch, gash

itching, tickling

749





carry as a porter

porterage, transport

750





Hippocrates
5BCE
Sophocles
5BCE
Papyrus
3CE
Glossary



for , ladder; etc

Hesychius
5CE

741

official who arranged the 
for ceremonies

bellyband
harbour for the night;
still, calm; soften the
accent

Strabo
1BCE/1CE
Herodian
2CE

















little wave,
ripple
liquid used
for washing
out,
especially
clyster,
drench

scratch; chip,
splinter





itching











for , putting to sleep;
softening the accent

Scholiast





mixture of dialects

Quintilian
1CE





751



752



753





put to bed, fold (of
animals); encamp

folding of sheep, cattle

Papyrus





754





cry cuckoo

crying cuckoo; the sound of a
very high voice

Nicomachus
of Gerasa
2CE
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drenching by
clyster

putting to
sleep;
softening the
accent

755





check, chastise;
punish; etc

for , checking the
growth of trees; chastisement,
punishment; that which brings
about punishment

756





slap, strike, buffet

beating (PGL)

757





sheathe a sword

sheathing of a sword

758





boast, brag; boast of

for , boast

759





strike with the fist;
maltreat; oppress

striking with the fist;
maltreatment

760



761





bray, pound

braying

762





grow weary, abate

[in B&P only]

763





dung, manure

for , dunging,
manuring

764





dance the 

lascivious dancing

765





purify by Corybantic
rites

purifying by Corybantic rites

766





order, arrange; adorn,
equip; etc

767





768



769
770

disorder of the eyelids

Callimachus
3BCE

John
Chrysostom
4/5CE
Hesychius
5CE
Plutarch
1/2CE
Old
Testament
3BCE
Cyranides
1/2CE
Hesychius
5CE



chastisement





slap, blow
(PGL)







boast

















abatement of
a flood



Theophrastu
s 4/3BCE
Demosthene
s 4BCE
Hesychius
5CE







order, form, fashion; good
order; ornament; ruler; world;
universe

Homer
8BCE





play at the cottabos;
vomit, throw up

for , the cottabos

Philumenus
3CE







for , play at
dice; risk

for, dice playing

Inscription









sell by the ; sell
by retail

selling oil by retail









serve as 

armed dancing

Papyrus
2CE
Dionysius
of
Halicarnass
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checking the
growth of
trees;
chastisement,
punishment;
that which
brings about
punishment


dancing of the


dunging,
manuring



the cottabos

us 1BCE

771





be light, make light

for , lightening
alleviation

772





swing, brandish,
agitate

vibration; tremor, agitation

773





drink from the ;
mix a bowl of wine

serving a drink from a  in
a religious ceremony

774





strengthen; confirm;
harden; rule, govern

strength, firmness

775





bay; croak; cry aloud

screaming

776





hang up, suspend

suspension

777





hurl down headlong

for hurling down
headlong

778





play the Cretan

Cretan behaviour

779





make yellow; weave

Diodorus
Siculus
1BCE
Simplicius
6CE



lightening,
alleviation





quaking of
the earth

Inscription
4BCE













weaving

Hippocrates
5BCE
Diphilus the
Writer of
Comedy
4/3BCE
Hippocrates
5BCE
Ptolemy
2CE
Plutarch
1/2CE
Scholiast

picking of flocks, flocks





for 

for
















Galen 2CE





780





pick loose flocks off a
garment

781





use rattles, castanets;
clap, applaud

applause

Glossary





782





make rattle; knock,
strike

for , rattling noise, beat,
clap, click of fingers

Aeschylus
6/5BCE





783





disharge liquid in a
slender stream

gushing out of water; douche

Aëtius 6CE



784





strike; tap; strike the
strings of an
instrument

playing on a stringed instrument

Proclus 5CE





785





procure, get, acquire;
possess

getting wealth





786





comb, dress carefully

combing

Manetho
4CE
Euripides
5BCE
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gush, stream



hurling down
headlong

787





found, settle; procure,
plant; produce, create

foundation

Inscription



788





steer, drive, guide: act
aa pilot

for , steering,
pilotage

Aquila 2CE





789





make into, raise to a
cube

cubing, making into a solid





790





stir, stir up

for , stirring up, mixing





791





cause to revolve

circular motion, circularity

Ptolemy
2CE





792





roll along, roll over

rolling

Theodotion
2CE



793





play the cymbals

playing on cymbals

Alciphro
4CE





794





roll; revolve in mind;
roll away

game of knocking out one peg
with another

Pollian 2CE





795





play the dog, live like a
Cynic

Cynic philosophy or conduct





796









797





bloom

bloom of the olive or vine





798





for ,bend
forward

punishment in the , pillory

Scholiast





799





make drunk

tippling

Aristotle
4BCE





800





revel make merry;
celebrate a religious
festival; burst in

revelling

Flavius
Josephus
1CE





801





labdacism

Quintilian
1CE





802





for  forgetting,
forgetfulness

Hesychius
5CE





dog-leash

escape notice; cause to
forget; forget

384

Theologume
na
Arithmetica
e
Sophocles
5BCE

Apollodorus
of Seleucia
2BCE
Longus 3CE
Old
Testament
3BCE

colony,
foundation

roll





founding,
settling;
achievement;
creation,
creature
steering,
pilotage

stirring up,
mixing

rolling;
revolution;
roll

Hesychius
5CE
Marcus
Tullius
Cicero
1BCE
Plutarch
1/2CE













cutting vegetables

Thucydides
5BCE





obtain by lot, beome
possessed of, aw lots,
etc

casting of lots

Glossary







peel of the husk, skin,
bark

[in B&P only]

Ecclesiastic
al







make thin or meagre;
thin out; liquefy;
thresh, winnow

thinning out

Hippocrates
5BCE





810





make white; cause to
appear white

[gloss on Laban in Philo 1.306]





811





stone

stoning

Philo
1BCE/1CE
Aeschylus
6/5BCE





812





place on credit;
assume, posit

entry, crediting

Papyrus





813





fling stones, stone:
throw like stones

stoning

Scholiast





814





pelt with stones

for, throwing of
stones

Scholiast





815





form, become lake,
pool, marsh

irrigation, flooding

Papyrus
3CE





816





slip away

for , bound, leap

Scholiast





817





for, beg,
pray, entreat

[in B&P only]

Nicetas
Chonista
12/13CE





818



libratio, making level, levelling

Glossary





819



delivery by weight

Edict of
Diocletian





803





kick, struggle

kicking

804





act in the
Lacedaemonian way,
interest

acting in the Lacedaemonian
way, interest

805





shout lustily, croak,
bawl out

croaking

806





be at grass; med. cut
vegetables

807





808



809



weigh, deliver by
weight

385

peel



4CE
820





calculate

calculation

Scholiast





reckoning; calculating;
calculation, reasoning; reason,
argument; reasoning power

Thucydides
5BCE



Aristophane
s 5/4BCE
PseudoLuci
an 2CE
Plutarch
1/2CE













821





count, reckon; take
into account, calculate,
consider; count upon,
conclude

822





abuse, revile, rebuke

for , railing, abuse,
reproach

823





leave

want

824





lie in wait for; place in
ambush

placing in ambush

825





bend or twist; throw,
master

bending, twisting

Lucian 2CE





826





play the lyre

playing the lyre





827





make foul, dirty (MGr)

pollution (PGL)

Scholiast
John of
Damascus
7/8CE





deem, pronoounce
happy, congratulate;
pronounce blessed
(PGL)

pronouncing happy, blessing;
giving praise, thanks; promise
of blessing (PGL)

Plato
5/4BCE





[in B&P only]

Michael
Psellus
11CE





long interval

Aquila 2CE





for , comic dance of an
indecent nature

Athenaeus





Cyril of
Alexandria
4/5CE













828





829





830





831





832





be softened, made
effeminate; show
weakness or cowardice

softness, moral weakness (PGL)

833





suffer for glanders

glanders

834



prolong; remove to a
distance

The Suda
10CE
Gregorius
of Nyssa

Manichaeism

386

reckoning,
account



for


for


4CE
quench; waste, wither,
disappear

withering; for ,
causing to die away

835





836





837





mutilate a corpse

mutilation (of a corpse)

838





bring to naught

miscarriage

839





smile

smile, smiling

840



841





grow black

blackening of the flesh from
mortification; dyeing black;
black spot

Hippocrates
5BCE



black, livid
spot; black
hair-dye



842





be an object of care or
thought; care for, take
an interest in

care, diligence

Etymologic
um Magnum



object of care,
beloved
object



843





dismember; cut up in
pieces

dismembering

844





sing

song

845



breast band

Galen 2CE





Galen 2CE
Sophocles
5BCE
Plato the
Writer of
Comedy 5/4
BCE
Flavius
Josephus
1CE













see , for ,
quality in hexameter of
being

treatment with honey



smile, smiling



Dionysius
of
Halicarnass
us 1BCE
Strabo
1BCE/1CE
Mnesithus
3BCE



smile,
smiling















dyeing,
becoming
black

846





be destined, likely to;
be about to

procrastination; indecision of
character

Epicurus
4/3BCE



for




being about
to do,
threatening
to do;
unfulfilled
thought;
delay

847





divide, distribute;
assign, allot a part;
sever; etc

dividing, division

Plato
5/4BCE



part



for


387

848





be inserted, be in the
middle

central place (PGL)

849





pour from one vessel
to another

transmigration

850





transpose the letters of
a word

transcription in a different
orthography

851





form differently,
remodel

metaplasm

852





divert a flux

change in flux

853





movement of a ball

John
Chrysostom
4/5CE
Hierocles
the Platonist
5CE
Galen 2CE
Apollonius
Dyscolus
2CE
Oribius 4CE
Antyllus
2CE

























for



854





change the form,
posture, configuration
of; transfer as in a
figure,

855





undergo a change of
illumination

[in B&P only]

Galen 2CE





856





change the
orthography

change of form or type

Ammonius
5CE





857





have in hand,
administer; manage,
conduct; practise,
pursue; deal with

for , handling,
treatment; mode of preparing

Cornutus
1CE





handling,
treatment;
mode of
preparing

858





raise to a height,
caused to be raised up

for , lifting up;
being raised up; etc

Hippocrates
5BCE





lifting up;
being raised
up; etc

859





lead settlers to another
abode

emigration

Plutarch
1/2CE





removal

860





to be moderate, keep
measure; jest; etc

jesting

The Suda
10CE





861





bleat

bleating

Plutarch
1/2CE





for, change
of form

Soranus
2CE
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change of
form (PGL)

mental
trouble,
disturbance




change of
form

862





delay; speak at length;
lengthen a syllable

lengthening of a syllable

Eustathius
12CE

863





chew the cud;
ruminate

chewing the cud

864





celebrate the feast of
Cybele

celebrating the feast of Cybele
for, stain, defilement;
that which defiles; pollution,
, pollution; scandal,
crime

Old
Testament
3BCE



Old
Testament
3BCE
Phintys
5/4BCE












stain,
defilement;
that which
defiles;
pollution

865





stain, dye; sully; taint
defile

866





make small, lessen;
write with a short
vowel

depreciating (PGL)

Cyril of
Alexandria
4/5CE





867





measure by miles and
mark by milestones

measuring by miles and marking
by milestones

Strabo
1BCE/1CE





868





whimper, whine;
warble, hum

warbling

Scholiast





869









870







871





share, divide, distribute

[in B&P only]





872





stain, sully, define

defilement, pollution

873



874





875





876



877



headband

measuring by modii

Papyrus

formation of monads



be alone

solitary life, solitude
[in B&P only]

gesticulate

Stephen the
Philosopher
7CE
Hero the
Engineer
2/1BCE

Old
Testament
3BCE
Damascius
5/6CE
Eustathius
12CE
Inscription



spot, taint

















dividing into fractional parts

Ptolemy
2CE





gesticulation

Athenaeus
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pollution

defilement,
pollution

878






turn up the nose, sneer

turning up the nose, sneering;
sarcasm

879





taper, die away
gradually

for, quality in
hexameter of being 

880





rub with ointment,
unguent; anoint

anointing

881





be afflicted with warts

[in B&P only]

882





initio

initiation

883





884





moan noisily; make
mouths, sneer

snorting; mocking, jeering

885





beat and bruise
severely

886





887



888

2/3CE
Old
Testament
3BCE
Eustathius
12CE
Antigonus
of Carystus
3BCE
Ecclesiastic
al
Eustathius
12CE
Diomedes
the
Grammaria
n 4CE



turning up the
nose, sneering









ointment















Hippocrates
5BCE





[in B&P only]

Constantinu
s Manassas
12CE





splint a broken limb;
splint planks with laths

counterirritation with rods;
splinting planks with rods

Dioscorides
1CE





flow

flowing stream, spring









suffer shipwreck

for , shipwreck

Euripides
5BCE
Herodian
2CE





889





suffer from seasickness
or nausea; be
disgusted

for , seasickness, nausea

Aristotle
4BCE





890





plough up fallow land

for , breaking up of
fallow land

Geoponica





fondness for the letter 

390

splint

irritation of
the skin



breaking up
of fallow
land

for , a magical rite by
which ghosts were conjured up
and questioned about the future

Manetho
4CE



make innovations; use
forcible measures;
make revolutionary
movements

attempt to change; especially in
a bad sense: innovation,
revolutionary movement

Plato
5/4BCE



purify by a libation
without wine

soberness

The Suda
10CE
Athenaeus
2/3CE









illecebra, enticement, allurement

Glossary





turn away, shrink back;
forsake, abandon

absence; appropriation, stealing

Flavius
Josephus
1CE







moisten, water; for
, urinate;
perspire

wetting; moisture

Damascius
5/6CE










put in mind; chastise

for , admonition,
warning

Menander
4/3BCE



899





make yellow or brown

for, dyeing yellow or
brown

Archigena
2CE



900





receive, entertain as a
guest

for , gloss on ;
strangeness, novelty

Plato
5/4BCE

891



892





893





894



a Phrygian dance

895



896





897



898

901



902





plane, carve, whittle;
scrape smooth, polish

change



revolution

admonition,
warning
that which is
dyed yellow
or brown





gloss on




entertainmen
t of a guest
or stranger

that which is
smoothed or
carved;
abrasion;
shavings,
filings



planing

abrasion

Hesychius
5CE



quota of sextarii

Papyrus
4CE
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admonition,
warning
dyeing
yellow or
brown

gloss on , drying,
dryness

903





parch, dry up; drain
dry

904





dance the sword-dance

sword-dance

905





gather wood

for, felling and carrying
of wood; timber; woodwork

Erotianus
the
Grammaria
n 1CE
Dio
Chrysostom
1/2CE
Polybius
2BCE







for 









filings,
shavings;
lint, shreds of
flesh; motes
in a sunbeam;
that which is
scratched
upon a thing
lore

906





scratch, scrape

irritation, scratching

Hippocrates
5BCE

907





converse, chat with

for , lore

Hesiod
8BCE



908





mark with a critical
obelus

marking with an obelus

Scholiast





909









910





feel, cause pain,
irritation

for , irritation,
scratching

Papyrus
3CE
Hippocrates
5BCE





911





polish with a tooth;
furnish with teeth

a particular mode of playing the
flute

Pollian 2CE



for




912





found a new colony,
settlement; people
such a colony; etc

for , colonisation

Solon 6BCE



dwellingplace



913





pity, have pity on

lamentation

Aeschylus
6/5BCE



lamentation



914



, future
of

bear, carry

for , pronunciation;
acclamation; meaning,
significance

Zosimus the
Alchemist
3/4CE





take omens from the
flight and cries of
birds; divine from
omens

for, omen from the
flight or cries of birds

Old
Testament
3BCE



915



charge for freightage
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drying up;
dessication





ulceration,
erosion;
excoriation;
scraping,
filing

colonisation



omen from
the flight or
cries of birds



appeal to
augury

916





for , bring a
burnt offering, burn an
offering entire

holocaust

Photius 9CE





917





level, equalise; be,
remain, level;
maintain one's level

levelling

Old
Testament
3BCE





918





be unripe; bear sour
grapes

[undefined word]





919





cast in one's teeth;
reproach

reproach

920





speak of by name, call,
name; nominate; utter
names or words; etc

for , nomenclature,
naming; nomination for office;
listing of names; expression,
language

921





dispute about names

list of names

922





pare the nails, trim the
hooves

paring the nails, trimming the
hooves

923





extract juice from;
curdle milk

924





925



926



927



Zonaras
12CE
New
Testament
1/2CE

insult,
reproach



for






naming





Strabo
1BCE/1CE





extraction of juice

Theophrastu
s 4/3BCE



make ready, equip;
prepare, arm; etc

for , preparing for war,
arming, equipment,
accoutrement

Aeschylus
6/5BCE







gather fruit

vintage







look

vision









Alexander
of
Aphrodias
3CE

Old
Testament
3BCE
Old
Testament
3BCE
Zosimus the
Alchemist
3/4CE

apparatus
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juice of plants


preparing for
war, arming,
equipment,
accoutrement

928





wax wanton, be
rampant; be eager, or
excited; grow ripe; etc

orgasm

Scholiast





929





celebrate secret rites;
initiate into secret rites;
etc

celebration of secret rites

Strabo
1BCE/1CE





930





rise early, make an
early start

rising early

Aquila 2CE





931





divide, separate from
as a board or
boundary; etc

marking out by boundaries,
limitattion; definition; wager,
decree, vow

Dionysus
Halicarnass
us 1BCE



boundary,
limit



932





make one swear,
administer an oath

administration of an oath

Old
Testament
3BCE



conjuration



933





dance; represent by
dance or pantomime

dance, dancing

Aeschylus
6/5BCE



dancing, the
dance



934









935









936




measurement by unciae





937



for , a little heaven
or sky





938





do, go, come late

a being too late





939






furnish with provisions

furnishing with provisions

Dioscorides
1CE
Aristotle
4BCE
Justinian
Emperor
6CE
Zonaras
12CE
Dionysus of
Halicarnass
us 1BCE
Menander
4/3BCE





940





chant, honour with the
paean

chanting of the paeans





941





chant, honour with the
paean

chanting of the paeans





942







a leguminous plant
banish, ostracise

ostracism

panic terror
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Inscription
5BCE
PseudoPluta
rch 1/2CE

for



general,
national
assembly;
any
assembly;
market day



nightfestival, vigil

943





celebrate, attend a
public festival;
frequent fairs, markets;
deliver a panegyric;
etc

944





celebrate a nightfestival; do anything
all night

945



946





act in defiance of some
constraint; constrain,
compel

forcing of nature, law

Plutarch
1/2CE





947





transfer, transgress

[in B&P only]

Nicetas
Chonista
12/13CE





948





make a pun on a name;
emend by change of
letters

for , putting
one letter for another

Stephen of
Byzantium
5CE






949





make and example,
show, spectacle of:
show by example

making an example of by
pointing out to public shame

Old
Testament
3BCE





950





make wonderful or
extraordinary; pur a
mark of distinction
between

object of wonder

Symmachus
2/3CE





951





edge with a cornice;
make a row along

edging with a cornice; make a
row along

Theophrastu
s 4/3BCE





952





place side by side

equating of payments; placing
side by side; repetition

Papyrus
6CE





false reasoning, fallacy;
weakness of reasoning power;
fraud, deception

Lycurgus
4BCE





for , pressing aside

Heliodorus
the
Physician
1/2CE





953





cheat, defraud; reason
falsely; mislead by
fallacious reasoning;
disguise

954





press from one side,
down

celebration of a ,
general, national assembly; any
assembly; market day

Old
Testament
3BCE



keeping vigil

Glossary



calling out 'papa'

The Suda
10CE
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for


use of
violence

putting one
letter for
another

pressing
aside

955





embitter, provoke;
rebel against

Old
Testament
3BCE

provocation



956





cause to wander from
the right way; lead
astray, perplex; err

change of grammatical form;
wax to stop the holes of flutes

Sextus
Empiricus
2CE



957





entangle the feet,
fetter, tether; hinder,
impede

hindering

Artemidoru
s Daldianus
2CE



958





apply art overmuch;
refine overmuch

trickery (PGL)

Origen
2/3CE




piece of
coloured wax
stuck on
margins of
books to mark
doubtful or
obscure
passages




additional
invention



959





draw forcibly aside,
wrest aside

drawing sideways

Placita
Philosophor
um





960





set a seal upon,
counterfeit a seal

sealing

Papyrus
3BCE





formation by a slight change;
change in a form of expression

Apollonius
Dyscolus
2CE





961





change from the true
form, transfom; form
another word by a
slight change; speak
incorrectly

962





watch closely

gloss on , that which
is unmentionable, unlucky

Hesychius
5CE





963





bank up, revet a canal
with brushwood

the banking up of a canal with
brushwood

Papyrus
3BCE





964





rouging the face as a form of
ajgavph (PGL)

Clement of
Alexandria
2/3CE
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for
,
drawing
away of
victim by
beasts

watch beside, guard
closely; observe
narrowly; etc

Hippocrates
5BCE





Posidonius
2/1BCE
Anecdota
Graeca
Epiphanius
of
Constantia
4/5CE
Macarius of
Egypt 4CE

















protraction of disease;
prolongation of sound

Aëtius 6CE





be a hindrance

obstruction

Erotianus
the
Grammaria
n 1CE







urge on, spur on,
stimulate; provoke,
irritate

irritation, exasperation; severe
fit of diesase, paroxysm

Demosthene
s 4BCE









disarm

disarming









provoke to anger

provocation, anger

encroachment on land

Inscription
1BCE





making dykes with brushwood

Inscription
3CE





unseasonableness

Aquila 2CE





unnatural lust

Lucian 2CE





965





966





967





968





969





compare

comparison

970





draw aside; spin out in
time; be prolonged,
continue; etc

971





972



973

974

observation, surveillance
false light, as of the sun after
setting

deceive, cheat

deception, cheating

deceitful whispering (PGL)

975





overstep the
boundaries; encroach
on a neighbour's
property;

976





make dykes with
brushwood

977






978





feel lust
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Diodorus
Siculus
1BCE
Old
Testament
3BCE



provocation,
cause of
anger



protraction,
delay

see , vaulting,
tumbling

979







980





tread, walk; tread on

treading on,trampling; threshing
of corn

Aeschylus
6/5BCE
Alcaeus
7/6BCE





981





boil, bluster

boiling, blustering





982





fatten; thicken,
strengthen; increase

growing fat; thickening

Hippocrates
5BCE



983





attempt to; try; tempt;
seek to seduce; etc

trial, temptation

Old
Testament
3BCE





984





form sea, lake; lie out
at sea; flood; cross
the open sea

being at sea

Alciphro
4CE





985





cut off with the axe;
behead

death by the axe





986





pentagon





Hippocrates
5BCE





Symmachus
2/3CE
Old
Testament
3BCE
Soranus
2CE
Damascius
5/6CE
Inscription
2/3CE

















Diodorus
Siculus
1BCE
Nicomachus
of Gerasa
2CE

thickening



987





bring to maturity,

for , ripening,
maturation of tunmours, etc;
concoction of sputum, urine;
suppuration

988





bring to an end, finish,
accomplish

finishing

989





make a sin-offering

sin-offering

990





991





beam round about,
illuminate

halo, splendour

992





go around

altar-precinct

993






tie round

band, belt, girdle

Galen 2CE





994





drag round, about;
divert, distract

distraction

Plotinus
3CE





steaming
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encircling
gleam

treading on
grapes



attempt (at
seduction)



covering oneself with chaff

Plutarch
1/2CE





996





for , reckoning,
calculation; reflection,
consideration; etc

Dionysius
of
Halicarnass
us 1BCE





997





mark out by
boundaries; set a limit;
prepare a description
of the boundaries

marking out by boundaries,
description of the boundaries of
a property

Dionysius
of
Halicarnass
us 1BCE



998





have more than
enough; abound in;
expend one's means;
enrich; etc

for, great number,
multitude

Hesychius
5CE





999





besprinkle

sprinkling with water





1000





cut round, over

[in B&P only]





1001





sound trumpets around

sounding trumpets around





1002





make an incision all
around

incision all around





1003





be overshadowed

obscuration

Symmachus
2/3CE
Julian
Emperor
4CE
Julian
Emperor
4CE
Philumenus
3CE
Plutarch
1/2CE





1004





scalp in Scythian
fashion

scalping as a surgical operation

Galen 2CE





1005





a purifying rite in which a puppy
was sacrificed

Plutarch
1/2CE





1006





make an incision
around the scalp

making an incision around the
scalp

Aëtius 6CE





1007





draw off from around;
wheel about; draw off,
away; divert

about turn; distracting
circumstances; distraction;
preoccupation

Plutarch
1/2CE





1008





sponge all round

sponging all over

Soranus
2CE





995

399

anything
enclosed by
boundaries



birthmark

Hephaestio
the
Astrologer
4CE







1009





1010





slit and tear off; slit
open; part and go
different ways; strip of
all one's clothes

division, fission

Placita
Philosophor
um



1011





part of by a rope

roping off

Inscription



Thucydides
5BCE



area marked
of by a rope
wall of
circumvallati
on,
blockading
wall



1012





wall all around

for, walling
round, circumvallation

1013





for 

for , running
around

Antyllus
2CE





1014





run around, run around
and return

running around

Antyllus
2CE





1015





scorch, singe, char all
around

scorching

Aquila 2CE





1016





blaze around

scorching





1017





shine round about,
illuminate

shining round about

Symmachus
2/3CE
Heliodorus
3CE





1018





wrap oneself in a cloak

wrapping oneself in a cloak





1019





surround with a dyke

surrounding with a dyke

Herodian
2CE
Papyrus
3CE





1020





put forth, strip off
leaves

method of banishing citizens
practised at Syracuse

Diodorus
Siculus
1BCE





spreading out

Old
Testament
3BCE

1021





spread out

400



anything
spread out;
veil of the
temple (PGL)

for







walling
around,
circumvallati
on

1022





later form of
, jump from
a springboard, vault,
perform acrobatic
feats,

1023





jump from a
springboard, vault,
perform acrobatic feats

vaulting, tumbling

1024





pelt with stones

pelting with stones

1025





spring, gush forth

[in B&P only]

1026





[base form of
]

[base form of ,
contumacious treatment]

1027





measure by the cubit

measuring by the cubit

1028



later form of ,
vaulting, tumbling

Photius 9CE





Plutarch
1/2CE





Scholiast
Ecclesiastic
al









Papyrus
3BCE





Papyrus
2BCE
Aelianus
2/3CE



cubit measure





that which
makes fat
pulpy mass
left after
squeezing;
juice pressed
out





fatten

fatness
for . squeezing, pressing,
pinching; pressure, close
contact

1029





press tight, squeeze,
weigh down; press
hard; repress; etc

1030





play the ape (of
flatterers)

playing the ape, playing
monkey-tricks

1031





make sharp, keen,
bitter; embitter

bitterness, bitter feeling

1032





cause to drink

for , draught,
irrigation

1033





turn, throw sideways,
turn aslant, lead astray;
etc

obliquity, oblique presentation
of the foetus; deceit

1034





be flaccid,

[in B&P only]

1035





pronounce broadly,
like the Dorians

broad Doric accent
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Hippocrates
5BCE



Aristophane
s 5/4BCE
Old
Testament
3BCE
Hesychius
5CE













Scholiast





Eustathius
12CE
Quintilian
1CE











squeezing,
pressing;
pinching;
pressure,
close contact

1036





Doric for 

Doric for
,approach, sexual
intercourse

1037





widen, pronounce
broadly, amplify

widening, enlarging, dilatation,
distension; boasting, bragging

Old
Testament
3BCE



1038





raise the price of a
thing, make dear

[undefined word]

Hesychius
5CE





be more (than enough);
exceed; go beyond
bounds; make to
increase; etc

superabundance, excess; surplus;
etc

Aristotle
4BCE



[word of uncertain meaning]; for
 as side of mathematical
figure

Inscription
2BCE








flat object,
slab, metal
plate, flat
cake, etc




superfluity;
surplus of
production

1039



1040



1041





increase (in number),
multiply, abound,
spread

making multiple, pluralisation;
increase, multiplication (PGL)

Origen
2/3CE





1042





bandy blows with one;
toy amorously

amorous toying

Strato the
Epigrammat
ist 2CE





1043





bring, be, draw near;
consort, associate with;
have sexual intercourse

approach; sexual intercourse

Aristotle
4BCE



1044





make wealthy, enrich

enriching

Eustathius
12CE





1045





wash, clean; etc

for , washing tank, tub

Hesychius
5CE





1046





fan by blowing; write,
pronounce with a
breathing

use of the breathing

Eustathius
12CE





1047





weed, produce grass

weeding

Theophrastu
s 4/3BCE
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impregnation





for


1048





bind or tie the feet;
hobble; scan

measuring by feet; metre in
scansion

1049





shear wool

sheep-shearing

1050





build; build acity

building of a city

1051



1052





multiply

1053





1054





Rufus 2CE





Papyrus
3CE
Dionysius
of
Halicarnass
us 1BCE
Diogenes
Laertius
3CE









multiplication

Plutarch
1/2CE






multiply

multiplication

Plutarch
1/2CE



product of
multiplication



smack the lips, cluck;
applaud; tootle

smacking the lips; applause

Xenophon
5/4BCE



smacking of
lips, clucking



Polybius
2BCE



deduction
from a
previous
demonstration
; corollary;
rider



Plato
5/4BCE
Callimachus
3BCE



administration of a city

carry, bring; bring
about, provide; find
money; etc

providing, procuring; earning a
living; money-getting



buildings of a
city



1055





1056





1057





give to drink; water;
moisten

draught; irrigation

1058





cry aloud, cry in horror

for , loud lamentation

Strabo
1BCE/1CE





1059





make sift, mild, gentle;
soothe, calm

gentle treatment

Soranus
2CE





1060





cast to the ground

casting to the ground





1061





be lewd, ithyphallic

priapism

1062





foot-shackler; fetterer

saw, trephine

sawing; gripping with the teeth

403

Sybilline
Oracles
2/3CE
Galen 2CE
Hesychius
5CE




draught




for




loud
lamentation


anything
sawn,
sawdust;
prism



sawing,
trephining

1063





purify beforehand

[in B&P only]

Joannes
Philoponus
6CE





1064





cause to step forward,
lead on; push forward,
advance

advancing

Artemidoru
s Daldianus
2CE





1065





advance to someone

advance of funds on behalf of
another

Inscription
3BCE





1066





discuss beforehand

previous casting up of accounts

Papyrus
2BCE





1067





limit or define
beforehand

previous definition, distinction

Galen 2CE





1068





make an infusion for

making an infusion for





1069





band, ligature put on first

Soranus
2CE
Galen 2CE





1070





irritate before

previous irritation

Galen 2CE







adjust, make ready
before

previous preparation

Simplicius
6CE





1071

1072







hand over for burial;
expose a child; set up,
institute, propose; lay
out a corpse; etc

royal privilege, prerogative

1073





complete beforehand

preliminary performance (PGL)

1074





roll before the feet of
another; prostrate
oneself

for , prostration
before the feet of another

1075





1076





consider before

Plutarch
1/2CE

Maximus
the
Confessor
7CE
Dionysius
of
Halicarnass
us 1BCE













president of the 

Inscription





previous consideration

Hierocles
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leading
forward,
advancing

placing a
corpse in
public,
laying out a
corpse;
public notice;
purpose,
proposal;
supposition,
calculation;
etc

prostration
before the
feet of
another

1077





lay an ambuscade
beforehand

ambuscade

1078





make level, even first

levelling of ground in advance,
preparation

the Platonist
5CE
Conon
1BCE/1CE
Maximus
Confessor
7CE








canal or
trench for
launching,
hauling up
ships

1079





determine beforehand

early determination

Hippocrates
5BCE

1080





bespattter with,
trample in the mud

for ,
contumacious treatment

Herodotus
5BCE





1081





compress first

previous compression

Paul of
Aegina 7CE





1082





present as, in a
draught; make to drink

for , draught

Dioscorides
1CE



1083





compel, constrain

forcing, straining





1084





cause to approach

[in B&P only]

Antyllus
2CE
Antyllus
2CE





1085





define, specify besides;
maintain besides

further definition, determination,
specification; further condition

Galen 2CE





drawing near, approach





habituation

1086





bring, draw near;
approach

1087





accustom, inure

Basil of
Caesarea in
Cappadocia
4CE
Glossary





1088





knock against, strike
against, collide; etc

dashing against

Placita
Philosophor
um



1089





roll, roll up

[in B&P only]

Dionysius
of
Halicarnass
us 1BCE
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draught



contumaciou
s treatment




obstacle;
knock;
stumbling
block,
offence;
charge
imputation





dashing
against;
offence

1090





reckon, count in
addition

encroachment

Papyrus
2BCE





inclusion within boundaries;
addition to a territory

Inscription
2BCE







1091





include within
boundaries; add to a
dominion; deteremine,
fix

1092





bring ship to anchor at,
near

for  coming to
anchor, coming to land

Scholiast



1093





be wroth with

offence

Hesychius
5CE



1094





press besides, against

variant reading for ,
previous compression

Paul of
Aegina 7CE





1095





conclude with a
prosyllogism

prosyllogism

Aristotle
4BCE





1096





gratify, satisfy, stretch
a point in one's favour,
concede the truth of

arrogatio

Glossary

1097





make a pretext

outward show

Trypho
1BCE





1098





deliver up; determine;
discuss or examine

for , utterance,
taking in hand, execution

Damascius
5/6CE





utterance;
taking in
hand;
execution

1099





push forward, propel

for, propulsion





propulsion

1100





push forward, propel

pushing forward





1101





to be

a Cretan public official





1102





scare, alarm, crouch,
cower

shyness, timidity





1103



[word of uncertain meaning]

406

Hero the
Engineer
2/1BCE
Simplicius
6CE
Papyrus
2/3CE
Comica
Adespota
Papyrus
3BCE

object of
wrath,
offence

coming to
anchor,
coming to
land







for
,
flapping of
the wings



1104





strike with the heel;
trip with the heel

overturning; craft, subtlety

Old
Testament
3BCE



1105





winnow

winnowing

Nicopho
5/4BCE



1106







salivate

salivation

Hippocrates
5BCE



1107





spit up, spit out;
disgorge

for , spitting



1108





fall, make to fall

epilepsy

1109





be a disciple of
Pythagoras

Pythagorean doctrines

Hippocrates
5BCE
Ptolemy
2CE
Alexander
of
Aphrodias
3CE

1110





dance the fling

for , annoyance,
disgust; odium, unpopularity:
troublesome question;
harshness, offensiveness,
loathing, nausea;,

1111





cover closely, thickly;
throw a shadow over

thick covering of booths at the
feast of Tabernacles (PGL)

1112





singe

[in B&P only]

1113





dance the 
 

war dance; strange contortions

1114





beat with a rod, stick,
cudgel

winnowing, threshing

1115






give one a slap on the
buttocks

slap on the buttocks

1116



1117



[in B&P only]


sprinkle; purify

sprinkling with water
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peeled,
winnowed
grain




sputum











Zonaras
12CE





Gregorius
of Nyssa
4CE



Ecclesiastic
al
Flavius
Josephus
1CE
Papyrus
2BCE
Thomas the
Master
13/14CE
Ecclesiastic
al
Old
Testament
3BCE 3CE

that which is
close,
covered, or
thick

























winnowing
of grain

a skin
infection



spitting

stroke, slap
on the face;
weal

1118





strike with a stick,
cudgel

striking, beating

Cornutus
1CE



1119





flow as a current;
suffer from a flux

humour or discharge from the
body

Hippocrates
5BCE





1120



[in B&P only]





1121





blow up, fan the flame;
fan

fanning; movement of the air
through fanning

1122





throw to and frop, toss
about

throwing, tossing about

1123



Photius 9CE
Herodotus
the
Physician
1CE
Hippocrates
5BCE
Hesychius
5CE

1124





or , snore

for ,  snoring

1125





be like a rose; scent
with roses; decorate
the grave of a person
with roses

1126




 

1127



1128


 

air of a fan













Galen 2CE





Rosalia, festival at which graves
were decorated with roses

Inscription
2CE





water a horse

 

Hesychius
5CE








 (Hesychius)

priapism

Aristophane
s 5/4BCE









defile, disfigure

dirt, filth, pollution



1129





shape

any regularly recurring motion

Eustathius
12CE
Plato
5/4BCE





1130





make wrong,
overmuch use of 

rhotacism





1131





shake violently, scatter

feast of Sabazius or Dionysius





1132





keep Sabbath

keeping of days of rest





1133





hold the views of,
follow Sabellius

Sabellian heresy, Sabellianism

Manuel
Philes 14CE
Nymphis
the
Historian
3BCE[
New
Testament
1/2CE
Theodoretus
of Cyrrhus
4/5CE





watering (see )
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dirt, filth,
pollution



blowing with
a bellows or
fan

1134





cry out in distress

for , shrieking, wailing

1135





sound the trumpet

trumpet call

1136





1137





mixture of dialects
tear flesh like dogs;
bite lips in rage; sneer;
etc

for , a disease in
which the bones of the temple
become prominent







Herodian
2CE








tumpet call



Hippocrates
5BCE





Aristotle
4BCE
Dionysius
of
Halicarnass
us 1BCE









shaking, shock, agitation,
commotion

Thucydides
5BCE



shaking,
extortion



shine

shining

Manetho
4CE



shining





be moonstruck, lunatic,
epileptic, possessed
(PGL)

epilepsy, demoniacal possession
(PGL)

Origen
2/3CE









act like Aeschines;
affect to be wealthy

false pretension, imposture;
boastfulness





1145





slaver

flow of saliva

Galen 2CE





1146
1147







cup
loathe, dislike

cupping
loathing

Aëtius 6CE
Glossary







1148





title of an official in Dionysian


Inscription
2CE





1149







1150









to suffer from
satyriasis

mockery, sarcasm

Hesychius
5CE
Theodotion
2CE
Quintilian
1CE

1138



1139



1140





make clear, plain

explanation, distinction

1141





shake, agitate, shock;
disturb

1142





1143



1144

paralysis of the tongue

eating, serving 


apply a mustard-blister

application of a mustard- blister
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Diphilus the
Writer of

satyriasis; a
disease in
which the
bones of the
temple
become
prominent

shaking;
concussion
of the spine

cupping

Comedy
4/3BCE
1151



Scholiast
The Suda
10CE





1152





hiss

hissing





1153





feed on, eat; eat of

feeding

Scholiast





1154





hoe

hoeing

Papyrys
2CE





1155





cause to stumble, give
offence, scandal

stumbling, lapse, fall (PGL)

Origen
2/3CE





1156





jump, throb, palpitate

jumping, palpitation





1157





scratch an outline,
sketch lightly

a scratching up, petty quibble

Eustathius
12CE
Aristophane
s 5/4BCE





1158





limp, halt

limping, halting

Aquila 2CE



hissing

1159





for , trip
up one's heels, upset

snare; trap (PGL)

1160





hew with an axe

[in B&P only]

1161





cover, shelter, protect;
protect by patronage

for, covering

shadow cast; a disease;
visitation by a ghost

1162





overshadow, shade,
darken; etc

1163





halt, limp



1164





harden

hardening, induration

1165





protect by palisades

impaling; protection by
palisades

1166





plant boundary stones

planting boundary stones

1167





bid one go, dismiss
contemptuously

contumely

1168






stretch one's limbs,
yawn, gape

stretching

410

Aquila 2CE



Hippocrates
5BCE
Etymologic
um
Magnum



eating,
feeding



, Hesychius;
snare (PGL)






covering



protection

Vettius
Valens 2CE



shadow cast;
reflected
image,
shadow in
water



shadowing,
shade

Hesychius
5CE
Hippocrates
5BCE
Vettius
Valens 2CE
Ulpianus
3CE
Old
Testament
3BCE





















Galen 2CE





1169





scatter, disperse;
reduce to powder;
disperse

scattering

1170





grow dark

being, becoming dark

1171





make dark

darkening

1172





look on as dung, reject
contemptuously

1173





1174





1175



1176





1177





Philo
1BCE/1CE





Aquila 2CE
Cleomedes
the
Asronomer
2CE





contemptuous rejection

Polybius
2BCE





look angry, sullen; be
of sad countenance

sadness of countenance

Plutarch
1/2CE





growl at, be angry,
wroth

anger

















the reign of club law at Argos

John
Tzetzes
12CE
Diodorus
Siculus
1BCE

a form of operation on the scalp
speak, write
incorrectly; be guilty
of an absurdity; etc

1178





make wise, instruct;
become wise, clever,
skilled

1179





strip off

solecism; incorrectness in the
use of language, construction of
sentences, reasoning

Philodemus
1BCE





for , acquired skill,
method; clever trick, ingenious
contrivance; sly trick, artifice;
captious argument, quibble,
sophism

Simplicius
6CE



acquired skill,
method;
clever trick,
ingenious
contrivance;
sly trick,
artifice;
captious
argument,
quibble,
sophism

weakening; impediments to,
arrested sounds

Dionysius
of
Halicarnass
us 1BCE



flaccidity
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reduction to
powder

1180





draw (sword, lot),
pluck, draw in

convulsion, spasm; priapism,
violent agitation, drawing out

1181





sow; be in seed

production of seed; copulation

1182





eat, prophesy from the
inwards of a sacrifice

feeding on the inwards of a
sacrifice

1183





employ

rise in pitch by three quartertones

1184



measuring by stades
be at variance; form a
party, faction; quarrel;
be distracted by
factions, party strife;
etc

sprain,
rupture of
muscular
fibre; spasm,
convulsion;
fragment,
shred

Herodotus
5BCE



Theophrastu
s 4/3BCE
Old
Testament
3BCE
Aristides
Quintilianus
3CE
Strabo
1BCE/1CE

















Thucydides
5BCE





Pollian 2CE
Ephraem
the Syrian
4CE
John
Tzetzes
12CE















1185





1186





1187





spread upon, spread as
bedding

application of eye-shadow

1188





arrange in a row

numbering of the lines of a book

1189





pile, heap up, pack
together

stipulatio

Glossary





1190





set in a row (of poles
with nets to drive game
into)

surrounding with hunting nets

Pollian 2CE





1191





put in trim; equip,
dress

equipping, dressing

Inscription
3BCE



1192





mouth, rant, vaunt;
speak a broad dialect

creation of a mouth-filling word

Eustathius
12CE



1193





aim, shoot at; aim at;
endeavour to make out,
guess

guessing

Plato
5/4BCE



raising of sedition

bandage

412

equipment,
garment



drawinr up,
traction;
drawing in,
suction

for


a clothing,
dressing



missile



for


1194
1195







squint
strangle

squinting
strangulatus

1196





squeeze out

stricture

1197





petigo, scab



1198



cleanse with soap-wort

Galen 2CE
Glossary
The
Testament
of Solomon
3CE
Glossary















cleaning with . soapwort

Papyrus





leathern, linen sack for tying up
bedclothes

Amipsius
the Writer
of Comedy
5/4BCE













1199





1200





see 

see , uproar in
feasting



for  give
oneself airs; and
, live like a
voluptuary, give
oneself airs

, uproar in
feasting

Phrynichus
the Writer
of Comedy
5BCE

[in B&P only]

Porphyrius
of Tyre 3CE

1201



1202



1203





mix, blend with; mix
together, commingle;
attemper, compose

mixing, tempering

Glossary





1204





break, break off

breaking

Old
Testament
3BCE







1205





shut, coop up; hem in,
close; pit against one
another; etc

being shut up, confinement;
fastness, refuge; conclusion

Old
Testament
3BCE



1206





carry, bring together,
collect

[in B&P only]

Eustathius
12CE



1207





arrange together, join
in honouring

fellow-

Inscription

413

border





shutting up,
closing
together;
locking up,
safe storage;
defile,
narrow
passage; etc

1208





combine against a
common enemy

union, federation of Cretan
communities

Plutarch
1/2CE





1209





strike together; bring
into collision; clash

for , collision,
conflict, etc.

Plutarch
1/2CE





1210





be associated with; act
together with

agreement

Papyrus





1211





be contemporary with;
spend time with

agreement of time

Aulus
Gellius 2CE





1212





sameness of colour

Hesychius
5CE





1213





pour together,
commingle, confound;
confuse; trouble; stir
up

pouring oil into lamps

Papyrus







heap with earth, cover
with a mound;
demolish, confound

[in B&P only]

Germanus I
of
Constantino
ple 7/8CE







1214



heap (PGL)



1215





fatten with figs

[in B&P only]

Catalogus
Codicum
Astrologoru
m

1216





compute, reckon up;
conclude from
premisses, infer, infer
syllogistically

computation, calculation;
reasoning; plan scheme;
syllogism; etc

Hippocrates
5BCE





1217





embody or incorporate
soldiers; arrange


parallel arrangement of 

Diodorus
Siculus
1BCE





1218





bring together; put
together, compare,
examine; infer; etc.

conciliation; reconciliation
(PGL)

Asclepiodot
us Tacticus
1BCE





1219





distribute in shares;
parcel out

distribution in shares

Homiliae
Clementina
e 3/4CE







accomplish jointly;
decide, conclude
absolutely; etc

for , finishing, end;
conclusion of syllogism,
proposition

Inscription
2BCE

1220



414



finishing,
end;
conclusion of
syllogism,



collision,
conflict; etc

filling up (of
trenches)

a bringing
together,
reconciliatio
n; agreement

proposition

Artemidoru
s Daldianus
2CE
Dorotheus
the Abbot
5/6CE
Sextus
Empiricus
2CE



winding
together,
connexion



compression





conspiratio,
Glossary

























1221





wind together, connect

concatenation, interweaving of
thoughts and emotions

1222





press, squeeze together

for , compression

1223





breathe together; go
along with, yield to

breathing together, agreement,
union

1224





tie the feet together,
bind hand and foot;
entangle, enchain

entanglement

1225





assist in procuring

assistance in procuring

1226





stammer together, with

[in B&P only]

1227





reckon together, count
up; vote together



1228





herd together

herding together

1229





buy up

buying up

1230





contend along with,
share in a contest; aid,
succour

help, support (PGL)

John of
Damascus
7/8CE



succour in a
contest;
succour,
support



1231





gather together,
collect; assemble

collection, union; assembly

Plutarch
1/2CE



assemblage





press together,
compress; join in
compelling; achieve by
force

constraining proof

Iamblichus
4CE



1232



Flavius
Josephus
1CE

415

Hesychius
5CE
Procopius
of Gaza
5/6CE
Alexander
of
Aphrodias
3CE
Inscription
1CE
Papyrus
3BCE




gathering,bin
ding



mass or
things;
gathering of
people (PGL)

1233





bring, come to an end
together; to be of the
same length

consummatio

Glossary





1234





rejoice, be glad with;
take pleasure in the
same things

taking pleasure in the same
things; enjoying oneself in
company (PGL)

Philo
1BCE/1CE





1235





be a shield-fellow,
comrade; second,
support

holding of the shields together;
fighting in close order

Diodorus
Siculus
1BCE





1236





illuminate

meeting of rays

Placita
Philosophor
um





1237





have dealings with,
congregate; live side
by side (PGL)

camping together, encampment

Cyril of
Alexandria
4/5CE





bond of union, fastening;
conjunction; bundle;
conspiracy; etc

Thucydides
5BCE





see , a being taken
two together; mating,
copulation; collusion

Glossary





s

a being taken two together; a
mating, copulation; collusion

Hippocrates
5BCE





draw near

approach, nearness of
constellations

Strabo
1BCE/1CE







accustom, make
customary

habituation

Plotinus
3CE








1238



1239



1240





1241



1242



bind together

416

combination
of two
elements



binding
together;
continuation
of a text;
connecting
link;
constriction;
etc

1243





join in contributing,
contribute jointly;
collect, gather

gathering in, collecting

Plutarch
1/2CE





1244





persist, make
continuous

continuity, succession

Philodemus
1BCE





1245





arrange

setting of bones

Galen 2CE





1246





crush together

gloss on , toothache,
gnashing the teeth

Hesychius
5CE

living together, wedlock

Diodorus
Siculus
1BCE





1247





make to live with; join
in one city; unite into
a ; unite in one
building; unite,
associate

1248





keep company with,
have sexual intercourse

sexual intercourse

Plutarch
1/2CE



1249





bring into a general
view, sum up; estimate

[in B&P only]

Ecclesiastic
al





1250





bring into general
view, sum up;
estimate

for, sight of, meeting
with

Theodorus
Studita
8/9CE







force together,
compress forcibly;
help to propel; force
one's way, rush in;
force, compel

compulsio

Glossary





sound of a pipe, whistling,
hissing

Old
Testament
3BCE



1251



1252





play the pipe; whistle,
hiss

1253




 

take an emetic

use of an emetic

Hippocrates
5BCE



1254





shade quite over;
throw into obscurity;
overshadow

for , obumbratio

Aquila 2CE



1255





make dark; grow quite
dark

darkness

Origen
2/3CE
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for



sound of a
pipe,
whistling,
hissing

combination
or union in
one city-state



sight of,
meeting with




shadow





obumbratio

1256





shake together; make
tremble; become
intoxicated

hurricane, earthquake

Old
Testament
3BCE





1257





correct, remodel

similar situation;
correspondence of formation

Sextus
Empiricus
2CE





1258





toss the body about,
struggle; be strongly
moved, excited

spasm, conviulsion

Plato
5/4BCE





1259





play at ball

playing at ball

Artemidoru
s Daldianus
2CE



1260





be gangrened, mortify;
be frost-bitten; be
blighted

gangrene, frost-bite, blight

Hippocrates
5BCE





1261





appropriate, usurp

appropriation





1262





Aristotle
4BCE
Hesychius
5CE





1263





close, enclose with a
seal; etc

sealing

Papyrus
2BCE



impression of
a signet ring



1264





do off-hand; do
offhand; act with
insufficient care

doing, speaking, writing offhand

Plato
5/4BCE



freak, whim,
caprice



1265





have, hold; hold
oneself fast, cling

effeminate kind of dance

Scholiast





1266





assume, give a certain
posture or position;
etc

configuration; bearing, attitude;
assumption of a manner; shape,
form, formation, etc

Plato
5/4BCE





1267





kind of bandage





1268





[in B&P only]





1269





1270





Papyrus
Anna
Comnena
11/12CE
Aeschylus
6/5BCE
Nicetas
Chonista
12/13CE

imitation of the buzzing of a
wasp on the flute

slit, cleave; part,
separate, divide

cleaving
[in B&P only]
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playing at ball

cleft, division






similar
situation

playing at
ball

configuration

piece of land
measured by
the 

measurement of land

Papyrus
2BCE



hollow out like a pipe

hollowing out like a pipe

Rufus 2CE





be sound of mind;
temperate, moderate;
come to one's senses;
learn moderation

teaching of morality, moderation

Papyrus







embody; put in
documentary form,
execute; register

embodiment in a legal
instrument; registration for
taxation

Strabo
1BCE/1CE





1275





do hard work; endure
suffering, distress;
distress, trouble

hard labour, conditions; regular
exercise; hardship, distress;
suffering, pain

Philodemus
1BCE





1276





call, deem one
unhappy

woe pronounced on one; woe,
misery (PGL)

John of
Sicily
8/9CE





1277





for ,
balance, sway to and
feo, wigh out measure
out

a form of taxation

Papyrus
1BCE





1278





wave about

[in B&P only]

Peter of
Alexandria
3/4CE





1279





stretch, strain; make
more intense; stretch
out in length

stretching, wracking

Theodorus
Prodromus
12CE





1280





use as synonymous;
identify, make
identical (PGL)

identity (PGL)

Theodorus
Studita
8/9CE





a vain endeavour to evacuate

Hippocrates
5BCE





for , walling, wallbuilding

Thucydides
5BCE



1271



1272





1273



1274

1281





stretch by force, pull
tight; stretch, strain;
aim at, direct to a
point; exert oneself,
struggle; etc

1282





build, form walls;
fortify

419




chastisement,
lesson

wall, fort





walling,
wall-building

1283





fulfil, accomplish,
execute; grant in full;
pay a debt; initiate in
the mysteries; etc

1284





cut up fish for salting

1285





payment,
outlay;
certified
copy,
certificate

consecration ceremony;
transactio

Inscription



cutting up, slicing

Herodian
2CE



for, sign, wonder, marvel,
portent; monster, monstrosity,
prodigy

Joannes
Laurentius
Lydus 6CE



marvel,
prodigy



for, humming,
twanging; mere sound of
twittering

Aristotle
4BCE



humming,
twanging;
mere sound of
twittering



delimitation

Inscription



1286





warble, trill; twitter;
accompany; prattle

1287





fix boundaries, delimit

cunning contrivance; artifice

Aristotle
4BCE









anything
made, done
by art,
handiwork



Scholiast



rectangle



Manetho
4CE
Menander
4/3BCE
Julius
Polyaenus
1BCE













1288





employ art; contrive;
use cunning, artifice;
deal subtly

1289





make square, square;
be in quartile aspect

squaring, quadrature

1290





go on all fours

a going on all fours

1291





fry in a 

frying

1292





1293





suckle

pressure of the mother's breast
by the sucking of infants (PGL)

John
Chrysostom
4/5CE





1294





lend out at interest,
practise usury

practice of usury

Xenophon
5/4BCE





1295





speak inarticulately,
mumble; murmur
(PGL)

mumbling; murmuring (PGL)

Phrynichus
2CE





band for fastening the 
behind

420

event,
fulfilment









gloss on , evening meal at
Sparta

Phrynichus
2CE
Nicetas
Chonista
12/13CE
Theognostu
s 9CE





eating  dried fruit,
sweetmeats

Aristotle
4BCE





[in B&P only]

Ecclesiastic
al



1296





squeal, of pigs

squealing

1297





shoot with a bow;
shoot at

[in B&P only]

1298





gnaw, nibble, munch

1299





eat  dried
fruit, sweetmeats

1300




imperfect
speech in
children

1301





mispronounce a letter,
lisp

lisping

Plutarch
1/2CE



1302





wound

wounding

Rufus 2CE





1303





seize by the neck,
scrag

seizing by the neck; stiff neck





1304





triad





1305





flight of three steps

Plutarch
1/2CE
Ion of Chios
5BCE
Inscription



















multiply by three,
represent as a
triangular number; be
triangular; be in trine
aspect

dispositions of numbers
triangular-wise

Nicomachus
of Gerasa
2CE



1306



1307



1308





triple, take three times

tripling

1309





utter a shrill cry

shrill cry, scream of the
partridge; grating, grinding
rasping

Aristotle
4BCE



1310





hair-band

Hesychius
5CE





1311








Hesychius
5CE





page of three columns (?)

turn or direct towards a
thing; alter, change;
rout, defeat; etc
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John
Tzetzes
12CE
Aristotle
4BCE

creaking of
oiive plants
rubbing
together



1312





run quickly

Eustathius
12CE

trochaic metre




course,
running

1313





run quickly

course, running

Hippiatrica



1314





gurgle, of the bowels

gurgling

Hippocrates
5BCE





1315





bore through

boring





1316





mutter, murmur

gurgling

Aquila 2CE
Hippocrates
5BCE





1317





wound, kill, damage,
injure; miscarry

miscarriage

Hippocrates
5BCE





1318





beat a drum; drum

beating of drums, drumming





1319





mock, jeer flount

scoffing, jeering

1320



1321





1322





supply of water for irrigation

Strabo
1BCE/1CE
Aristotle
4BCE
Caelius
Aurelianus
5CE
Collection
des anciens
alchimistes
grecs
Papyrus
4CE

1323





qui cantio(sic) componit organi

1324





have dropsy

1325


 


 

1326



1327



jeer, taunt

















Glossary





for , dropsy, etc

Asclepiades
of Prusa
2/1BCE





squeal like a pig

squealing, grunting of swine

Pollian 2CE







filter, strain

fusio









vaporise, inhale

vaporisation





1328





play on the aulos in
accompaniment

music for the aulos

Glossary
Dioscorides
1CE
Inscription
1BCE





1329



Scholiast





a succussion splash in the lungs

be like quicksilver

[in B&P only]

hyperbatic use of the article

422

1330





cover with a shield

covering with a shield,
protection

Old
Testament
3BCE





1331





carry over, transport;
transpose

transposition

Apollonius
Dyscolus
2CE





1332





overbid; outbid (PGL)

overbidding

Charisius
4CE





1333





drive beyond the
frontier, banish

banishment

Pollian 2CE





1334





be superior

[in B&P only]





1335





stand under; go under

anything put under; base; keel;
step, etc

Eustathius
12CE
Hesychius
5CE





1336





draw, bring down;
carry off downwards;
etc

carrying off downwards, purging

Xenocrates
1CE





1337





bind, tie, fetter

foot-gear; under-bandage

Polybius
2BCE





1338





burn for purposes of
fumigation

fumigation

Dioscorides
1CE





blandishments, use of endearing
names; of dimnutives

Plutarch
1/2CE



consideration, reason

Chrysippus
the Stoic
3BCE





subdivision

Nicomachus
of Gerasa
2CE





1339





call by endearing
names; call something
bad by a good name,
something good by a
bad name; use
diminutives

1340





take into account;
deduct the price from

1341





423

coaxing or
endearing
name; a fair
name for
something
base;
diminutive



use of the
diminutive

1342





make a memorandum
of; write memoirs,
annals, treatise;
explain, interpret

memorandum, minute, royal
decree; note taking; memoirs,
annals; commentary

Polybius
2BCE





1343





for , strike
one under the eye;
bruise, mortify: annoy,
wear out

bruising, mortification of the
body (PGL)

Gregorius
Nazianzenu
s 4CE





1344





invent, feign; pretend
(PGL)

[in B&P only]

Photius 9CE





1345





retrace path (of
planets)

retrograde motion

Proclus 5CE





1346





scraping lightly to get away
from stones

Plutarch
1/2CE





1347







1348



Plutarch
1/2CE
Old
Testament
3BCE

1349



1350



1351

cleaning of corn with a shovel
trip up one's heels,
upset

tripping up, supplanting

make an incision
around the scalp

for , making an
incision around the scalp

Paul of
Aegina 7CE







undergo an operation
on the skull for an eye
infection

operation on the skull for an eye
infection

Galen 2CE









draw away from under,
draw off, withdraw
secretly

withdrawing of claims

Aquila 2CE





1352





be underpinned

propping up of vines

Papyrus
2CE





1353





collect gradually
(PGL)

[in B&P only]

Galen 2CE





1354





split underneath; break
up ground

breaking up of ground

Papyrus
1CE





1355





suspect, surmise

suspicion, surmise

Flavius
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fall given by
tripping up



Josephus
1CE
Hippocrates
5BCE
Theodorus
Prodromus
12CE

1356





return, of illness

relapse





1357





lisp, stammer a little
(PGL)

[in B&P only]





1358





lay oneself back, fall
back; bend back;
make subservient; etc

laying oneself backwards

Hippocrates
5BCE

1359





give one a black eye;
bruise, mortify

sugillatio, bruise; an affronting,
insulting

Glossary

arrears

Papyrus
6CE



withdrawing

Glossary















that which is
laid back





1360





be behind, later, come
late; come later than;
lag behind, be inferior;
etc

1361





draw away under,
underhand, gently, by
undermining

1362



1363





love attention, swagger
(PGL)

love of show and ostentation
(PGL)

1364





make visible, present
to the eye,
imagination; fancy,
imagine, etc

mental image; vision

Epicurus
4/3BCE



apparition,
phantom



1365





hold cheap

for , disparagement

Old
Testament
3BCE



disparagemen
t



1366





spare: not destroy; use
sparingly; be thrifty;
have consideration for

[in B&P only]

Libanius the
Sophist 4CE



tyranny, like that of Phalaris
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Marcus
Tullius
Cicero
1BCE
John
Climacus
6/7CE

shortcoming,
deficiency,
need





for


1367





play the cheat, quack;
cheat, lie

cheating, quackery, imposition

Demosthene
s 4BCE





1368





say, affirm, assert

utterance prompted by gods,
significant, propetic saying;
oracle; report, rumour; etc

The Suda
10CE





1369





pick the lice from
oneself

picking lice

Glossary





1370





for , autumn

Ananius the
Lyric Poet
6BCE





1371





[in B&P only]

Scholiast





1372





love spell

Papyrus





flegma spissa, pinguis et
glutinosa

Glossary





Hesychius
5CE



Theophrastu
s 4/3BCE
Old
Testament
3BCE
Eustathius
12CE
Inscription
2BCE
Plutarch
1/2CE
Old
Testament
3BCE
Polybius
2BCE





























be on Philip's side,
siding with his party

1373



1374





set on fire, burn;
singe; blaze

flame, blaze, inflammation, heat
of passion

1375




 

have the bark stripped
off

stripping off the bark, peeling

1376





terrify, scare

terrifying, scare

1377





belong to the same
phratry; conspire

league, combination; conspiracy

1378



1379





be delirious

frenzy

1380





shudder, shiver

shuddering, shivering

1381





become presumptuous

presumptuousness, arrogance

falling into a well
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blister



1382





consider, reflect, be
thoughtful, anxious;
take thought for, be in
charge of

[in B&P only]

1383





gather firewood

a gathering of firewood

1384





blow, puff; blow up,
distend; etc

blowing

1385





blow, puff; snort,
breather hard; hiss

1386





1387



Hesychius
5CE





Thucydides
5BCE
Aristotle
4BCE









the sound made by expiration

Aristotle
4BCE



breathing
hard, blowing



shine, give light; bring
to light, make known;
enlighten, instruct; etc

illumination, light

Plutarch
1/2CE



phase of the
moon





greet, welcome; salute
a god

greeting, visit of a person of
rank; salutation addressed to a
god

Polybius
2BCE



for , slackening,
loosening; free play of parts of
whole; lowering by means of
pulleys

Dioscorides
1CE





1388





slacken, loose, release,
let down, let fall;
become slack, loose;
give way, yield; grow
slack, weak

1389





shine like brass

game played by spinning a
copper coin

Pollian 2CE





1390





fence with stakes
driven in cross-wise

palisading, fencing

Pherecrates
5BCE





1391





engrave, inscribe;
characterise,
emphasise

characterisation

Trypho
1BCE



impress,
image



1392





be witty, jest; make a
charming use of

wit

Plato
5/4BCE



witty saying,
jest
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illumination

slackened
condition,
relaxation;
gap, slit; etc



slackening,
loosening;
free play of
parts of
whole;
lowering by
means of
pulleys

1393

1394







say or do something
agreeable;show him a
favour, oblige, gratify;
give graciously,
cheerfully

bestowing of favours

Sopater the
Orator 5CE



grace, favour









yawn, gape

yawning, gaping (PGL)

JohnClimac
us 6/7CE



chasm, gulf;
gaping mouth
of an animal;
any wide
opening

handle, manipulate;
manage, administer;
etc

handling, manipulation,
treatment; mangement,
handling; finacial
administration; inventory,
register; guild, corporation

Hippocrates
5BCE



part handled,
operated
upon;
treatment

Glossary
Athenaeus
the
Epigrammat
ist 3/2BCE









Antyllus
2CE



Ecclesiastic
al
Apollonius
the Sophist
1/2CE
Demosthene
s 4BCE











mockery



Anaxandrid
es 4BCE



fodder,
forage, for
cattle



1395





1396





1397





twitter like a swallow,
sing the swallow song

singing of the swallow song

placing crosswise, diagonal
arrangement; cruciform
incision; decussation;
cancellation of document

handcuff, manacle

1398





make two lines
crossing like a ;
arrange four clauses
crosswise; make a
cruciform incision;
cross out, cancel a
document

1399





be a thousand years old

[in B&P only]

1400





snow upon, cover with
snow

snowing

1401





jest, scoff, scoff at;
treat scornfully

mockery, scoffing

1402





feed, fatten cattle;
feed, feed full of

being fed
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cross-piece of
wood; cross
bandage



1403





1404





for , neighing,
whinnying, any loud noise

Hesychius
5CE



neigh, whinny

neighing, whinnying; any loud
noise

Aristophane
s 5/4BCE



negotiation, decree, audience;
administration of justice; deed,
legal instrument; divine
injunction, message; charter
(PGL)

Polybius
2BCE





for


oracular
response;
lending, loan


neighing,
whinnying



1405





negotiate, have
dealings; deliberate;
give audience to;
transact business; give
response to; issue
ordinances; have
dealings with;

1406





proclaim; warn, direct;
furnish with; be in
want of, lack, need

oracular response

Pindar
5BCE





1407




 

touch the surface of the
body, touch; colour,
stain

coloratura

Hesychius
5CE


 



1408





spend time; last,
continue; take tiime,
linger; become
chronic; age

tarrying in a place; delaying,
coming late; a becoming
chronic

Polybius
2BCE





1409





colour, tinge

colouring, dyeing

Dioscorides
1CE





1410





extract the juice from a
planr by infusion or
decoction

extraction of the juice of plants

Theophraste
s 4/3BCE



1411





expose a child in a pot

exposure of a child in a pot

Hesychius
5CE





1412





fortify with mounds;
embank with dykes

construction of dykes

Papyrus
2BCE
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the extracted
juice of plants



expenditure
of time

1413





separate, divide;
separate in thought,
distinguish; etc

separation, menstrual discharge

1414





clip with scissors

clipping

1415





burying in sand

1416





, seasickness,
nausea

Plato
5/4BCE



a separated
space

Archigena
2CE
Paul of
Aegina 7CE
Hesychius
5CE












proposal
passsed by a
majority of
votes;
decree, law

1417





falter in speech, speak
inarticulately, speak
indistinctly

1418





count, reckon; vote,
carry by vote; decide
by vote

use of pebbles

Scholiast

1419





whisper, whisper
slanders; rustle (of
leaves)

whispering, slandering, whistle
of a snake-charmer; crepitation

Old
Testament
3BCE

1420





paint with whilte lead

painting the face with white lead

1421





refresh oneself in the
shade

refreshment, cooling oneself in
the shade

1422





feed with morsels;
give food by hand;
bait

feeding with morsels

Soranus
2CE



1423





thrust, push; drive
back; thrust out,
banish; crowd, throng,
jostle; etc

[in B&P only]

Proclus 5CE







for , thrust, push;
drive back; thrust out,
banish; crowd, throng,
jostle; etc

thrusting, pushing; jostling,
struggling

Thucydides
5BCE





1424



stammering

Plutarch
1/2CE
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Clement of
Alexandria
2/3CE
Herodian
2CE

separation









whispering,
any low
whispering,
rustling noise











morsel



for 

1425





1426





beautify, adorn: give
oneself airs

adornment
straw rope for binding sheaves

1427





thrust, push; drive
back; thrust out,
banish; crowd, throng,
jostle; etc

1428





push, be pushed about

Old
Testament
3BCE
Eustathius
12CE









for  and ,
thrusting, pushing, justling,
struggling

Diodorus
Siculus
1BCE



for , thrusting, pushing,
jostling, struggling

Moeris 2CE
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Appendix 1B—Greek nouns ending in  preceded by  relevant to this thesis

Noun in

Verb

Meaning of Verb

Meaning of Noun in


First
Occurrence

Noun in

Meaning of
Noun in 

Meaning of
Noun in 

1





breathe with the mouth wide
open

breathing out, expiration

Aristotle 4BCE



2





exult, rejoice greatly (PGL)

exultation, rejoicing

Macarius of
Egypt 4CE



cause of joy;
for




3





greet with affection, prize
desire, be well pleased

affection

Menander
4/3BCE



darling;
delight



4







irritatio

Glossary





5





keep in a flock

gloss on ,
belonging to a herd,
gregarious; that which is
of the common herd

Scholiast





6





hallow, sanctify

consecration,
sanctification; ascription or
acclamation of holiness,
consecration (PGL)

7





hallow, sanctify

offering to the dead

Old Testament
3BCE



Diodorus
Siculus 1BCE



8





embrace

making into bundles

Papyrus



9





recline at table, pursue a
sinuous course (mid.)

bend or reach, of an estuary

Eustathius
12CE
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Meaning
of Noun
in 



holy place;
for

, sanctuary;
sacred object,
sacrament,
consecration
(PGL)

great joy,
exultatio
n

choice




that which is
embraced,
taken into the
arms, darling,
embrace





armful,
bundle;
in plural
=
,
arms

ornament,
honour
purification,
expiation;
purity,
sanctity
(PGL)
that which is
bought or
sold; in
plural, wares,
merchandise
anything
collected
contest,
conflict; feat,
achievement;
point at issue

10





make splendid, glorify

adorning, ornament

Plato 5/4BCE


 

11





wash off, purify, cleanse,
consecrate

purification, expiation

Dionysius of
Halicarnassus
1BCE



12





buy

purchasing

Vettius Valens
2CE



13





gather, collect

collection

Scholiast



14





contend for a prize

rivalry

Thucydides
5BCE



15





keep the Adonia

mourning for Adonis





16





disgust

disgust





17





make immortal

gift of immortality

Aristophanes
5/4BCE
Sextus
Empiricus 2CE
Diodorus
Siculus 1BCE




a
gathering,wh
at is
gathered, a
process of
aggregation









mixture,
collection



contendin
g for a
prize

18





gather

for ; assembly
(PGL)

Theophrastus
4/3BCE



19





be sly and crafty (like an
Egyptian)

imitation of Egyptians

Dionysus
Periegeta 1/2CE



20





maltreat, mar, spoil

outrage, torture;
discomfort, wrench, shock

Demosthenes
4BCE



outrage,
torture



have the teeth set on edge

for , sensation of
having the teeth set on edge



for ,
sensation of
having the
teeth set on
edge



21
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Hesychius 5CE





gathering
,
collecting
,
condensa
tion

22





choose

adherence to unorthodox
practices; heresy

Lucian the
Expositor
3/4CE



23





inquire into causes, reason,
account for

explanation, justification

Eusebius of
Caesarea 3/4CE



24





take captive

for  captivity

Scholiast



25





heal

relief; for  healing,
cure



26





affect ignorance, dissemble;
be prudish, affect to be
shocked

prudery, prudishness

27





throw the javelin

throwing the javelin;
emission

28





drink neat wine

breakfasting

Callimachus
3BCE
Philemo the
Writer of
Comedy
4/3BCE
Xenophon
5/4BCE
Athenaeus
2/3CE

29





make exact, accurate

commandment; fixed
allowances

Old Testament
3BCE



30





fight with missiles

skirmishing

Thucydides
5BCE



31





take hold of

for ,
wrestling with the hands

Lucian
Sophista 2CE



32





mutilate, cut off hands and
feet, amputate

amputation

Dioscorides
1CE



33





grind

for , grinding;
crushing (PGL)

Flavius
Josephus 1CE



34





salt

salt incrustation, sprinkling
with salt

Soranus 2CE
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taking,
receiving;
choice;
purpose,
course of
action or
thought;
heretical sect
or party
thing which
can be
accounted for
(PGL)






remedy













breakfast
exact
knowledge,
consummate
execution
for


for


anything
ground; fine
meal
water
plantain

healing,
cure





skirmishi
ng



wrestling
with the
hands



mutilatio
n



grinding



35





adopt foreign customs of
religion

adoption of foreign
customs

Old Testament
3BCE





36





tread, thresh

threshing

Papyrus 6CE






threshing

37





be deeply stirred, excited

anguish, disquiet, tossing
about restlessly

Hippocrates
5BCE





distress,
amguish

38





to be short-sighted

dull, dim sight

Archigenes
2CE





39





abort, miscarry, make
miscarry

for , abortion,
miscarriage

Aretaeus 2CE



40





fasten, bind to

tying, knotting



41





clothe

for , garment;
clothing

42





clothe

for , garment;
clothing

43





sink; rebaptise (PGL)

rebaptism (PGL)

Heliodorus
1/2CE
Dionysus of
Halicarnassus
1BCE
Dionysus of
Halicarnassus
1BCE
Basil of
Caesarea in
Cappadocia
4CE

for







garment





garment





rebaptism
(PGL)



44





go up

flight of steps; progress in
learning

Aristophanes
5/4BCE





45





make to go up

throwing back the accent,
sum, overbidding

Hero the
Engineer
2/1BCE





46





boil, foam up

earthquake

Olympiodorus
1/2CE





47





extract eyelashes by a loop

extraction of eyelashes by a
loop





48





gargle

gargling

Paul of Aegina
7CE
Hippocrates
5BCE
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abortion,
miscarria
ge

gargle



garment

going
up,
mounting
, an
expeditio
n up from
the coast,
etc.

boiling
up,
bubbling
up

49





need

compulsion, pressure of a
crowd (PGL)

Stephen the
Deacon9CE



compulsion



for

; in plural,
tokens of
recognition



50





recognise

for ,
recognition

Aristotle 4BCE



51





write the letters of a name in
direct and then in reverse
order; transpose

transposition of the letters
of a word to form another;
anagram

Artemidorus
Daldianus 2CE





52





divide anew

redistribution, partition of
land

Herodotus
5BCE





53





reduplicate

reduplication

Alexander of
Tralles 6CE





54





withdraw

drawing back, retreat

Scholiast




boiling,
bubbling up

55





boil up, break out

irritation

56





devote to evil

a cursing

57





reap again; cut again to
reopen a wound (PGL)

cutting open, piercing
(PGL)

58





renew, make new

renewal, restoration (PGL)

Heliodorus
1/2CE





a bending
back,
flexure;
refection
of light,
reverbera
tion of
sound

Dionysus of
Halicarnassus
1BCE





lamentati
on



lying or
leaning
back;
back to
lean
against;

Aëtius 6CE

59





bend back, reflect

for , a bending
back, flexure; refection of
light, reverberation of
sound; overlapping in
metre

60





weep aloud, weep for

for,
lamentation

61





lean one thing on another

back of seat or couch
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recogniti
on







Maximus the
Confessor 7CE





Clement of
Alexandria
2/3CE





Hippocrates
5BCE



slope, ascent

back of
chair or
couch

62






break the capsule covering
the seal of a will

gargle

Aretaeus 2CE



63





hang up

hanging up

Anecdota
Graeca



gargle




revolution of
seasons, of
course of
argument
(PGL);
cycle,
revolution

64





turn round again, come
round in a circle

circuit, revolution

Diodorus
Siculus 1BCE




65





roll up, away, back; revolve
(PGL)

whirling round (PGL)

[Dionysus the
Areopagite]
5CE



66





be analogous

reconsideration, reckoning,
calculation; line of
reasoning

Thucydides
5BCE



67





distribute, distinguish

redistribution; distribution
of burdens

Scholiast





68





tear open

laceration





69





dry up

drying up

Archigenes
2CE
Soranus 2CE
Hero the
Engineer
2/1BCE
Hero the
Engineer
2/1BCE



result of
reasoning






a type of
stage
trapdoor

70





press back

forcing up

71





cause to spurt out

spurting out

72





form anew, form, (re)model

shape, form, model,
remodelling; reformation
(PGL)

Metrodorus
5BCE



73





make to step back, crossexamine

going back, recall

Vettius Valens
2CE





74





spit up, spout up

spurting out

Hero the
Engineer
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a coming
around
again;
circuit,
revolutio
n;;
interchan
ge (PGL)



distributi
on

drying up




shape, form,
model



remodelli
ng, new
formation

2/1BCE
Caesarius of
Nazianzus 4CE
Dionysus of
Halicarnassus
1BCE



upsetting, reversal

Vettius Valens
2CE





impale

impalement

Joannes
Laurentius
Lydus 6CE







recover what is lost, rescue;
preserve from

for,
preservation

Aquila 2CE







rebuild

rebuilding of walls





81
82







run back, etc.
masturbate

running back
masturbation

Xenophon
5/4BCE
Antyllus 2CE
Eupolis 5BCE







83





relax

relaxation

Placita
Philosophorum





84





be an anachronism

anachronism; exchange of
quantity of two syllables

Scholiast





85





throw up a mound

the throwing up [of] a
mound

Scholiast





86





wipe up, clean out

for , cleaning out

Papyrus 2CE





87





sell all the men of a
conquered polis into slavery

selling into slavery,
enslaving; kidnapping

Thucydides
5BCE





88





make a man of, make manly

for , manliness,
manly spirit

Pollian 2CE



genuine,
straightforwa
rd dealing



89





dilate

dilatation

Antyllus 2CE



aneurism



make another definition

counter-definition, another
definition

Hermogenes
2CE



75




 

rekindle, scatter to the winds

upward draught

76





brandish

threatening gestures

77





pack up, carry away,
remove; waste, ravage;
reverse a decision

78





79



80

90
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for


preservation



shaking
up and
down

impaling





cleaning
out

Aristippus
5/4BCE





Glossary
Eustathius
12CE









91





act like a man, play the man

humanity

92





charge against, deduct

compensation

93





equalise

equalisation

Strabo
1BCE/1CE





94





remove up the country

for , shifting
people upwards and
inland; rebuilding,
restoration

95





reflect

reflexive sense of words

Apollonius
Dyscolus 2CE





96





deduct

compensation

Glossary





97





deliver a blow in return,
strike, clash against

a striking against

Glossary





98





deny, speak in opposition

counter charge

Philostratus
2/3CE



99





draw off, divert

diversion

Diodorus
Siculus 1BCE





100





draw the contrary way

convulsion, ebb and flow
of the sea





101





meet one figure by another

the use of figures in turn

Aristophanes
5/4BCE
Dionysus of
Halicarnassus
1BCE





102





bail out bilge water

drawing up or emptying
water

Papyrus



103





moisten

moistening





104



treatment with tallow,
grease

Archigenes
2CE
Hippocrates
5BCE





105



decanting

Papyrus 4CE





106



immortalisation, deification

Cornutus 1CE







aim at immortality; deify
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act of
gainsaying
(PGL)

bucket for
bailing out
bilge water





shifting
people
upwards
and
inland
reflection
of light,
bending
back;
use of
word in
an altered
sense

107





make plump

making plump

Hippocrates
5BCE





108





put off clothes

for , putting
off clothes

Cornutus 1CE





109





pluck off flowers

plucking of flowers

Galen 2CE



inflorescence
, flower
plucked or
culled

110





broil on coals

gloss on
,
sleeping off a debauch

Glossary



broil

111





appraise at cash value

selling for ready money

Glossary



112





round off, make even,
complete

completion, rounding off

New Testament
1/2CE



113





flash forth

efflux of light, radiance,
effulgence

Plutarch 1/2CE



114





sleep, live away from

moon-stroke, fit caused by
sleeping in the moonlight

Poeta de Herbis



115





form from a model, copy,
express;express from a
comparison

copy, representation

Porphyrius of
Tyre 3CE



copy,
representatio
n



116





represent in a statue

copy, representation

Epiphanius
4/5CE



for




117





emancipate, manumit

manumission

Inscription





118





despair, despair of, hope …
not

hopelessness, despair

Polybius 2BCE





119





go into exile for a period of
years

banishment for a term of
years





120





deprecate

politeness

Anecdota
Graeca
Philodemus
1BCE





121





make to get off, put on shore

disembarkation
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Iamblichus 4CE





putting
off
clothes


for

radiance,
effulgence of
light



arrangem
ent





for



122





throw out froth; shake, sift

boiling over, ebullition

Sextus
Empiricus 2CE





123





make a ligature; bind
tightly, strangle

making a ligature

Antyllus 2CE





124





wean

for ,
weaning from a mother's
milk

Hippocrates
5BCE





125





apportion

division, part of a whole;
separation

Thucydides
5BCE





126





flay

flaying

Glossary



division, separation

Hermias of
Alexandria 5CE





filtering (PGL)

Ignatius of
Antioch1/2CE





127





mark off by dividing,
defining

128





strain clear, filter (PGL)

129





sell

sale

130





suck out

sucking out

131





store, hoard up

laying by, storing up

132





send away, settle a colony

settlement of a colony

133





shun as an ill omen

warding off by prayer

134





fumigate

fumigation

135





burn off

burning



Arcadius 4CE



Eratosthenes
3BCE
Diodorus
Siculus 1BCE









Xenophanes 6/5
BCE





Charisius 4CE
Dioscorides
1CE









Inscription
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hide



gift, offering

firebrand,
blister caused
by burn

weaning
from a
mother's
milk





giving
back,
restitutio
n, return;
payment,
definition

leading
out a
colony

burning,
scorching
; loss
involved
in
melting
down
gold
votive
offerings;
burnt

offering

136





behead

beheading

Plutarch 1/2CE



dirt that
comes off a
head



137





shut out, off from

exclusion

Arrian 2CE



guard-house




138





dash out the last drops of
wine

dashing out the last drops
of wine

Herodian 2CE





139





sleep off a debauch

sleeping off a debauch

Hesychius 5CE





140





kick off , away, shake off;
spurn; kick out, kick up

a kicking off, away; a form
of haemorrhage

Aeschylus
6/5BCE



141





fine down, become quite
fine, thin

attenuation

Antyllus 2CE



142





render an account; record;
narration; for ajpologiva,
speech in defence

giving an account, record;
defence, plea (PGL)

Aeschines
4BCE



plea alleged
in defence



Theodotion
2CE



for
, that
which is
cleansed,
excretion



Damascius
5/6CE
Comarius the
Alchemist
1/2CE









Inscription 2CE





143





wash off, wash clean

ablution (PGL)

144





make to taper off to a point

tapering, off

145





turn black

for ,
blackening

146





divide off, separate; etc

for ,
distribution,assignment;
fragmenation, division,
banishment; etc
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kick

shutting
up,
against,
out





ablution

blackenin
g

147



turning up the nose at
(PGL)

Clement of
Alexandria
2/3CE



turn up the nose at

becoming acid

Aëtius 6CE



expiring

Hesychius 5CE



148





bring to a point; make sharp
and piercing; make sour

149





breathe out, expire



150





cast a shadow

the casting of a shadow

Plutarch 1/2CE



151





wish one far enough, curse,
damn

execration

Old Testament
3BCE



152





to drag, tear away from

tearing away, being torn
away

Plutarch 1/2CE



153





shed semen

for ,
emission of semen

John Tzetzes
12CE



154





emit sparks

emission of sparks

Hesychius 5CE





shavings,
filings




shadow;
shadowy
outline, faint
trace (PGL)




that which is
torn off, a
piece, rag,
shred









wipe off as with a sponge

sponging off

Antyllus 2CE



156





repeat by heart

repetition by heart

Epiphanius
4/5CE





157





make good a deficiency

making good a deficiency

Papyrus 3CE





158





separate by a cord

exclusion (PGL)

Theodorus
Studita 8/9CE









seal off by blockade,
fortifications

blockade of a town; razing
of a fortification

Plutarch 1/2CE



160





bound, limit, define

limitation

Geminus 1CE



161





utter a deprecatory prayer for

averting by expiatory
sacrifice

Diogenens
Laertius 3CE
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emission
of semen


what is
wiped off
with a
sponge

155

159

sharp
point ;
making
smooth

lines of
fortifications







sacrifice to
avert evil



walling
off a
town,
blockadin
g
for



162





put to death, execute

destruction

163





purge away, cleanse from
phlegm

purging, clearing of phlegm

164





discharge one's cargo;
jettison, get rid of

unloading, vomiting

165





refodio, dig up, dig out
again

166





167



168



169



Catalogus
Codicum
Astrologorum
Dioscorides
1CE









Archigenes
2CE





layering of a vine

Papyrus 2CE





thrust away, push back

for , thrusting
away, expulsion

Old Testament
3BCE







smite, dash in pieces

clashing, shattering, rattling



get, extort money

getting money



plough

Zosimus the
Alchemist
3/4CE
Strabo
1BCE/1CE

for , arable land,
cornland, ploughing

Papyrus



drumming,
breakage








arable land,
corn-land



arable
land,
cornland;
ploughin
g



gloss
on,
variant
reading for




for



170





plough

ploughing (PGL)

Testaments of
the XII
Patriarchs 1CE

171





take, seize, grasp;
appropriate

taking, seizing

Plutarch 1/2CE



172





hang

hanging, suspension

Anecdota
Graeca



173





play at odd and even

game of odd and even

Aristotle 4BCE





174





be old-fashioned, copy the
ancients

old-world charm, archaism,
ancient custom

Menander
4/3BCE





175





to leap on greased wineskins
at the Askolia

leaping on greased
wineskins at the Askolia

Pollian 2CE





176





take, receive gladly

gratification

Philo
1BCE/1CE
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thrusting
away,
expulsion


hanging
ornament,
ear-ring



Plato the Writer
of Comedy 5/4
BCE



song,
especually
lyric ode,
hymn
embrace, one
embraced

177





sing

for , song, esp. lyric
ode, hymn

178





embrace

greeting, embrace,
affection

Theognis 6BCE



179




 

talk, write wittily

wit, mock modesty

Dionysus of
Halicarnassus
1BCE


 

180





arrange in constellations

marking with stars;
arrangement of
constellations

Ptolemy 2CE



181





look intently

intent observation; fixed
stare

Theophrastus
4/3BCE





182





dishonour, disgrace

dishonour, disgrace

Old Testament
3BCE





183





side with the Athenians;
speak Attic

loyalty to Athens, siding
with her

Thucydides
5BCE





184





dry, wither; be dry

drying, dryness

Hippocrates
5BCE





185





view in the clearest light,
illumine

radiance, flashing;
splendour, brilliance (PGL)

Cyril of
Jerusalem 4CE



brightness,
whiteness



186





be self-willed

self-assertion, arrogance
(PGL)

John
Chrysostom
4/5CE



act of selfwill,
wilfulness



187





trace furrows on, plough

ploughing

Papyrus 2CE



188





take up one's abode

lodging

Symmachus
2/3CE



189





act of oneself; act offhand,
unadvisably

that which happens of
itself, chance; selfmovement, selfactualisation (PGL)

Hippocrates
5BCE
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witticism






straining
of the
eyesight


lodging;
royal court,
etc. (PGL)





for



work done
offhand,
impromptu;
improvisatio
n

190





act, speak
extemporaneously,
thoughtlessly, unadvisedly

191





consecrate, purify

consecration, purification

Scholiast





192





spring off, away from

springing off, away,up

Antyllus 2CE





193





make unseen, do away with

extermination, destruction

Polybius 2BCE





getting
rid of;
destructio
n

194





distraction (PGL)

Basil of
Caesarea in
Cappadocia
4CE





dragging
away

drag, draw away

extemporaneous speaking

Alcidamas
4BCE





195





send forth, discharge

swarm of bees

Aristotle 4BCE





196





refuse to obey the reins

refusal to obey the reins

Philo
1BCE/1CE





197





canonise as a hero

canonisation as a hero

Inscription
2BCE





198





foaming from the mouth

Homer 8BCE





199





disarm

disarming

Code of
Justinian 4-6CE





200





mark off by boundaries

delimitation, assignment of
boundaries; casting out,
excommunication (PGL)

201





exorcise

exorcism (PGL)

202





foam

foaming

203





have sexual intercourse

204





cure, heal

that which is
set apart; the
wave
offering

Inscription 4CE











sexual intercourse;
lustfulness

Euchologion
Archigenes
2CE
Hippocrates
5BCE





healing

Iamblichus 4CE
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letting
go,
release;
dismissal
; etc
for



for



205





strain off

removal of solid matter

206





awaken from sleep

keeping awake

207





draw off of liquids

drawing off of liquids

Papyrus 2CE





Eustathius
12CE
The Suda 10CE









Plato 5/4BCE



208





go, go about, proceed

for , walking,
going

209





shake acorns from an oak

administration of a
suppository

Aëtius 6CE





210





dance, jump about

dancing, jumping about

Alexander 2CE





211





gloss on orgivzomai, grow
angry, be wroth

, plashing of
water

Glossary of
Cyril 5CE





212





dip, plunge; baptise

dipping in water,
immersion

New Testament
1/2CE



213





behave, speak like a
barbarian

use of a foreign tongue,
barbarism; siding with nonGreeks

Aristotle 4BCE





214





put to the test; examine
closely, cross question,
examine by torture

torture

Alexander 2CE





walk, gair

baptism





215





go

step, threshold; degree,
stage

Old Testament
3BCE



, 

216





play the prude

a kind of dance

Pollian 2CE





Aeneas
Tacticus 4BCE
Hippocrates
5BCE
Caelius
Aurelianus 5CE













217





constrain

violence

218





toss about

tossing, restlessness

219





be like mud

for ,
intestinal rumbling
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walking,
going

dipping,
baptism

step,
threshold
, base,
pedestal,
socket;
step,
foot,
pedestal

220





blow the trumpet

for , deep note,
bourdon

Ptolemy 2CE





221
222







sing, write pastorals
make slow; loiter

singing of pastorals
making slow

Trypho 1BCE
Scholiast







223





boil up, froth, ferment

boiling up, fermentation

Aëtius 6CE



boiling



224




 

hang, strangle

gulp, mouthful

Epiphanius
4/5CE



noose



225





swell, teem; bubble up;
revel, be wanton

voluptuousness

Plutarch 1/2CE





226





swell, teem

bubbling up

Arcadius 4CE





227





sink, bury, plunge;
overwhelm, submerge

sinking, submersion

Heliodorus 3CE





228





blow the trumpet

deep note, bourdon

Nicomachus of
Gerasa 2CE



229





be milky in appearance;
form in a milky way

suckling

Mnesitheus of
Cyzicum 3BCE





230





calm, become calm

calming; calming of the
conscience

Epicurus
4/3BCE





231
232







tickle, titillate
stuff, gorge

tickling
gluttonous eating

Aristotle 4BCE
Sophilus 4BCE







233





jest

jesting

Old Testament
3BCE



234





abuse from the bridge

gross abuse

Strabo
1BCE/1CE





235








tickling; mode of kissing

The Suda 10CE





236





be bluish-grey

dyeing bluish-grey





sweeten

sweetness,:sweet wine

Papyrus
Old Testament
3BCE



237
238





treat with sweetmeats; have
a sweet flavour

distribution of sweetmeats
or sweet wine

Callixenus
2BCE





239





kiss lavisciously

lascivious kiss

Anthologia
Graeca
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sound of the
trumpet

gloss on
, play,
sport

boiling of
water

bubbling
up






sweetness;
sweet wine



sweetnes
s

240





make known, point out,
discover; become
acquainted with, discover

making known,
identification; recognition

Aristotle 4BCE





241





murmur, mutter, grumble

murmuring, muttering,
grumbling

Anaxandrides
4BCE





242





grind the back teeth; suffer
toothache

for , toothache,
grnashing the teeth

Old Testament
3BCE





243





grasp another's knees,
supplicate

for ,
supplication

Eustathius
12CE



244





teach the spelling of a word

limpidus, perhaps
plinthium

Glossary





245
246
247









feed at grass
grunt
grunt

feeding at grass
grunting
grunting

Hippiatrica
Aristotle 4BCE
Agathocles









248





be womanish, play the
woman

womanish weakness

Polybius 2BCE





249





plaster with gypsum

plastering with gypsum

Papyrus 2/3CE





250





place at an angle

squaring off corners

Lysias 5/4BCE





demoniac possession

Origen 2/3CE







supplication



251





be possessed by a demon or
evil spirit

252





be possessed by a god, by a
demon or evil spirit, be
deified

demoniac possession

Vettius Valens
2CE



253





put out money at usury, lend

money-lending; borrowing

Plato 5/4BCE



loan



254





divide among themselves

division of spoil, tribute

Homeric Hymns
8BCE



share, portion



255





make rough, hairy; make
thick, cloudy

making rough

Dioscorides
1CE





256





make a show, example of;
furnish a sample

public inspection,
verification

Inscription
3BCE
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toothache
;
gnashing
the teeth

Gregory of
Nyssa 4CE
Dionysius of
Halicarnassus
1BCE
Aristotle 4BCE











bait



bond, band, anything for
tying and fastening;
sword-belt

Mycenaean



bond, fetter;
headband



carry, cross over, transport

transitive force

Apollonius
Dyscolus 2CE







lean on one's elbow

jostling with elbow

Plutarch 1/2CE









make known, speak publicly

for ,
distinguishing, means of
distinguishing, discerning,
power of discerning

Galen 2CE





264





divided by lines, play at
chequers

game of chequers

Pollian 2CE





265





contend, struggle against

a great straining

Aëtius 6CE





266





bind

connecting band, ligature

Hippocrates
5BCE



267





fight with spears, contend in
battle

fighting with the spear

Marcus
Antoninus 2CE





268





exhort, give orders, direct;
encourage, one another;
admonish, inform

exhortation, cheering on

Thucydides
5BCE





269





contend with others in
throwing the javelin

competition in javelinthrowing

Inscription





270





skirmishing

skirmish; mock-fight





271





comb well

elaborate combing of the
hair (PGL)

Strabo
1BCE/1CE
Clement of
Alexandria
2/3CE





257





multiply by ten

multiplying by ten (PGL)

258





bribe

bribery

259





entice or catch by bait

catching by bait

260

Mycenaean, demo)



fetter, put in chains; tie
together; bind fast to; bind,
tie, fetter

261





262



263
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tree-mallow



exhortati
on

272





balance accounts; calculate
exactly, debate, argue

balancing of accounts;
calculation, consideration;
debate; thought,
disputation, argument

Demosthenes
4BCE



273





dismember

dismemberment

Diodorus
Siculus 1BCE





274





divide

division

Plato 5/4BCE





275





part the thighs of

sexual intercourse

Zeno the Stoic
4/3BCE





276





drill, train; reduce
dislocations

for ,
subduction of dislocations;
machine for this purpose

Hippocrates
5BCE

277
278







remain fasting
fight to the death

breakfast
fighting with swords

279





pass the whole night

complete vigil

280





bring to a conclusion;
describe thoroughly;
traverse, pass through

delimiting

Athenaeus
Plutarch 1/2CE
Dionysius of
Halicarnassus
1BCE
Epiphanius
4/5CE

claculation,
consideration


















281





form, mould

for , putting into
shape, setting of dislocated
limb; modelling;
deformation by mirrors;
massage of infants

282





fight with the hands;
skirmish, wrangle

sparring, disputing,
wrangling

Plutarch 1/2CE





283





measure with the foot

jumping about; a kind of
dance

Pollian 2CE





284





beat up

scourging

Papyrus 5CE
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Placita
Philosophorum



moulding,
shaping



for



reduction
of
dislocatio
ns

putting
into
shape,
setting of
dislocate
d limb;
modellin
g;
deformati
on by
mirrors

285





mould, form

for , moulding
shaping

Symmachus
2/3CE



286





shake violently; throw into
confusion; intimidate;
extort; etc

abuse of power, extortion

Papyrus 2BCE



287






scatter abroad, scatter to the
winds; disband, disperse

for ,
scattering

Hesychius 5CE





scattering

288





scatter abroad, disperse,
squander, confound, winnow

scattering, dispersal,
confusion

Old Testament
3BCE





scattering
abroad

tearing in pieces;
interruption, interval

Old Testament
3BCE



for




tearing
asunder,
forcible
separatio
n
division,
cleft



extortion



moulding
, shaping
succussio
n of the
spine;
for



289





tear asunder, break down,
break down; squander,
dissipate

290





cleave asunder, sever; set at
variance

for , division,
cleft; dissension

Inscription
1/2CE



interval



291





cut off and fortify by a wall;
divide as by a wall; keep
apart

walling off

Inscription



place walled
off and
fortified



292





glance, shine through; be
transparent

splendour bursting forth

Placita
Philosophorum



for




293





pass through a narrow
channel: admit a thorough
draught

passage of wind through a
narrow opening

Eustathius
12CE



294





smear all over

for , anointing

Paul of Aegina
7CE



unguent,
salve



anointing

295





separate

for ,
separation; divorce

Flavius
Josephus 1CE



cleft, division



separatio
n

296





put to the vote

for , voting by
ballot; reckoning,
assessment

Aristotle 4BCE





voting by
ballot
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297





tear asunder,open wide;
diverge, vary; pull through,
haul across;

pushing about, delay, brawl

Dionysus of
Halicarnassus
1BCE

298





provoke greatly; stimulate

provocation

299





prop up, hold apart

thrusting apart, separation

giving judgement

Philo
1BCE/1CE





exercise
the
function
of a


removal,
change of
abode

Philodemus
1BCE
Dionysius of
Halicarnassus
1BCE







provocation





supporting
beam



300





judge, sit in judgement; give
judgement on, determine;
etc.

301





cause to live apart,
separation

for, removal,
change of abode

Philo
1BCE/1CE





302





maintain a standard; be
consistent

consistency, steadiness

Sextus
Empiricus 2CE





303





use the speculum

use of the speculum

Soranus 2CE





division, distinction;
enunciation of a problem

Plato 5/4BCE



304





draw a boundary through,
delimit, separate; etc

305





adjure

assurance on oath

Polybius 2BCE





306





double; duplicate; be
doubled

doubling

Antipho the
Sophist 5BCE





307





for , a
Lacedaemonian dance

Cratinus 5BCE





308





doubt, hesitate

doubt, uncertainty

Theophrastus
4/3BCE



309





strain, filter thoroughly

purification (PGL)

Irenaeus of
Lyons 2CE



310





divide in two

division into two parts

Aquila 2CE





311





scuffle, jostle

pushing about, scuffle,

Plutarch 1/2CE
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ordinance

doubt,
incertainty
filtered,
clarified
liquor



excitation

distinctio
n,
separatio
n
for






filtering,
refining,
purifying
division,
dividing

312





push asunder, tear away,
drive apart; thrust through

for, pushing
asunder, forcing open;
putting off sine die;
pushing through in surgery
of embedded weapons

313





lay down as an opinion,
decree by ordinance

a dogmatic principle (PGL)

Methodius
Olympius
3/4CE



314





think, imagine; hold, form an
opinion

formation of opinions

Chrysippus
3BCE



315





fight with spears, contend in
battle

fighting with spears

Plutarch 1/2CE



316

(Mycenaean, doso-mo)



give, grant, assign, offer, etc

contribution

317





run away

running away, flight

318





bedew, sprinkle

exposure to dew

319





apply a depilatory

application of pitch plaster

320





make into a dyad

making into a dyad

321





augur ill of a thing

ill omen

322





be unable to endure, put up
with; be disgusted, annoyed
at

irritation, anger;

323





multiply by twelve

multiplying by twelve

324





imitate the Dorians in life,
speech

speaking the Doric dialect
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Aretaeus 2CE







Mycenaean

Herodotus
5BCE
Olympiodorus
the Alchemist
4CE
Dioscorides
1CE
Damascius
5/6CE
Hesychius 5CE
Philodemus
1BCE
Catalogus
Codicum
Astrologorum
Demetrius of
Phaleron 1BCE



opinion,
notion,
conjecture



formation
of
opinion


licenece,
permission;
gift,
contribution,
etc














pushing
asunder,
forcing
open;
putting
off sine
die


harsh
judgements,
inconvenienc
es











disgust

325





for ajgrevw, take, seize

for , irritation,
exasperation, severe fit of a
disease

Hesychius 5CE

dwelling upon a syllable in
pronunciation

Dionysius of
Halicarnassus
1BCE







sitz-bath;
dwelling
upon a
syllable in
pronunciatio
n

326





seat in, upon; administer a
sitz-bath; cause to subside
upon

327





restore, make afresh;
consecrate, inaugurate

for ,
consecration

Old Testament
3BCE





328





shut in, close; shut, confine
within

shutting up; being under
lock and key

Eustathius
12CE





329





urge on, cheer on

for ,
encouragement

Arrian 2CE



for




330





goad, spur on; puncture;
graft

for ,
inoculation, grafting of
trees

Geoponica
10CE



for




331





form a bay; enter, follow a
bay; inject into the vagina

vaginal douche, clyster

Aëtius 6CE



Vettius Valens
2CE






332





roll, wrap in

for , rolling
among

333
334







be long about a thing
make an infusion of

prolonged use
injection, instillation

Soranus 2CE
Antyllus 2CE

placing in position

Geoponica
10CE



encourag
ement
inoculati
on,
grafting
of trees


for
,
place for
horses to roll
round in








for ,
sitting-place:
seat,
residence, etc



335





cause to seat, settle,
establish

336





accustom, become
accustomed

accustoming, habituation

Aristotle 4BCE



custom, habit



337





represent by a likeness,
portray; compare

conjecturing, guessing

Dionysius of
Halicarnassus
1BCE



likeness;
probability
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consecrat
ion

rolling
among

338





copy, describe; mould into
form

delineation, description;
official description

Plutarch 1/2CE



339





collect

gathering of revenue

Charisius 4CE





340





bring in as a dweller, settler

bringing in as settler

Heliodorus 3CE





341





reflect as a glass

reflection

Plutarch 1/2CE



342





make to go, come out; bring
to a close; levy execution
on, etc.

execution of a sentence,
judgement

Code of
Justinian 4-6CE



343






throw out, cast on shore

cutaneous eruption

Old Testament
3BCE



344





lend at interest

lending at interest

Papyrus 3CE





345





make a god of, deify

inspiration

Scholiast





holding of an assembly

Polybius 2BCE





image

for




place for
dwelling
in, house





thing cast up;
cutaneous
eruption


lending
at interest

346





hold, summon an assembly;
debate

347





gloss on ejkkocuvzw

for , night watch,
bivouac

Glossary





348





knock out, drive back,
repulse, discharge, etc

waning of the moon

Cassius 3CE





pullulatio
n

Hesychius 5CE





beating
out,
driving
away



a dance in
which the
legs were
thrown up
behind, fling

349





kick out, fling out behind

for , a dance
in which the legs were
thrown out behind

350





smooth out, rub away

attrition

Oribasius 4CE

keeping of accounts;
consideration, reckoning;
conclusion of an argument

Inscription
2BCE





computat
ion,
reckonin
g
sucking
out



351





compute, reckon; consider,
reflect upon; etc.

352





suck out

sucking out

Aëtius 6CE





353





hold in derision

derision

Hesychius 5CE







grow up afresh; renew from
a fresh crop

renewal

Simplicius 6CE





354
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355





offer, be offered freely

free-will offering

Old Testament
3BCE





356





execute an ejkperispasmov"

a manoeuvre consisting of
an about turn followed by a
wheel to left or right

Polybius 2BCE





357





squeeze out

squeezing out





358





eject water under pressure

jet of water





359





blow up, inflate , burn

burning, inflammation

Hippocrates
5BCE
Hero the
Engineer
2/1BCE
Plutarch 1/2CE





squeezing out

Stephen the
Physician 7CE
Epicurus
4/3BCE
Arrian 2CE













360





squeeze out, in particular the
stone

361





light up, fan the flame

blowing forth

362





fortify completely

fortification

363





remove from a place; go
abroad; avoid, shun

migration; being away,
distance

Aristotle 4BCE





364





throw a rider over a horse's
head; break one's neck;
perish; etc

beheading

Glossary





365





bring up from birth, rear,
nourish; bring to birth

miscarriage; attempted
abortion

Hippocrates
5BCE



366





disparage, pour contempt on;
reject with scorn

contemning

Flavius
Josephus 1CE





367





unload a cargo

unloading

Papyrus 2/3CE





drive, drive away drive to
extremities,

for . metal beaten
out, metal plate, surgical
probes, etc; for 
driving away, banishing

368





457

Dio
Chrysostom
1/2CE



untimely
birth

metal beaten
out, metal
plate;
surgical
probes, etc





squeezin
g out

miscarria
ge

driving
away,
banishing
; march,
expeditio
n; riding



for , pity, mercy,
compassion

369



370



371





drag, draw away

attraction

372





dose with hellebore, bring
one to his senses

treatment with hellebore

373





leave in, behind, out; fall
short, be in want of; etc

for , want

374





hope, hope for, hope against,
etc

expectation

Philodemus
1BCE



375





set in or on; lead, guide;
etc.

introduction

Glossary



376





sprinkle in, on

strewing

Inscription 2CE



dusting
powder



377





put in bonds; hinder, thwart

impeding, hindering

Aristotle 4BCE



impediment,
hindrance



378





blow up, inflate; burn

for  burning,
inflammation

Inscription
2BCE





379





set on fire

for , burning,
inflammation

Hyperides
4BCE





Plato 5/4BCE





feel, have mercy

for,
elephantiasis

Aquila 2CE





Etymologicum
Magnum
Chrysippus
3BCE
Hippocrates
5BCE





elephanti
asis



attraction



spun wool








hope,
confidence




380





show forth, manifest, exhibit

manifestation;
information, disclosure;
indication

381





muzzle (or impose a pasture
tax)

muzzling (or imposing a
pasture tax)

Inscription
4BCE





382





engraft

grafting

Geoponica
10CE





383





offer sacrifice to the dead

offering to the dead;
sacrifice

Plutarch 1/2CE



384





dwell, abide in a place

abiding of Christ in the
Virgin (PGL)

Cyril of
Alexandria



458

an offering to
the dead




sprinklin
g, dusting
for


burning,
inflamma
tion

exposure;
indicatio
n,
exhibitio
n; proof

4/5CE

385





persevere

persistence

Philumenus
3CE





386






bind to, in

bundle, bag; bonding

Graffito 5BCE





387





be in doubt, at a loss: be
uncertain

for , doubt,
uncertainty

Philo
1BCE/1CE





388





be glorified

glorifying

Symmachus
2/3CE





389





be in doubt, at a loss: be
uncertain

uncertainty (PGL)

Palladius 4/5CE





390





take a pledge from, take in
pledge

for , taking in
pledge, security taken,
pledge

Papyrus 3BCE



391





engraft, plant (PGL)

planting

Clement of
Alexandria
2/3CE





392





be inspired or possessed by a
god; inspire

inspiration, enthusiasm,
frenzy

Plato 5/4BCE





for

dedicatio
n,
consecrat
ion of a
church;
enthrone
ment of a
bishop
(PGL)

393





place on a throne

enthroning; enthroning of
a bishop, consecration of a
church (PGL)

394





settle in a place, plant, fix in

right of occupation

395





adapt to …; arm oneself
(middle)

being in battle array

396





make one swear

adjuration (PGL)

397





have curly hair

curling

398





inoculate, bud

budding

459

pledge, thing
pawned

fillet,
band
doubt,
uncertain
ty





consecrated
seat



Papyrus 1CE



dwelling



Aquila 2CE





Synesius of
Cyrene 4/5CE
Clement of
Alexandria
2/3CE
Geoponica













10CE
399





brandish, hurl at; plunge
into, drive at; shake; attack,
etc

attack, of engines of war

Theodotion
2CE





400





split, rend asunder

incision

Glossary





gloss on ,
stretching, stringing

Scholiast





401





stretch, strain tight, draw
long arrows

402





prepare for burial

preparation for burial

New Testament
1/2CE





403





often turn around

turning round

Scholiast





Cyril of
Jerusalem 4CE



404





dream

for ,
incontinence during sleep

405





dart, hurl forth, launch

for 
shooting(of a shooting star)

Aristotle 4BCE



406





sell into slavery

for,
selling into slavery

Polybius 2BCE



407





deck with flowers

for ,
efflorescence, eruption,
pustule

Dioscorides
1CE



408





turn into money

conversion of payment in
kind into a monetary
payment, adaeratio

Code of
Justinian 4-6CE



409





complete, finish; equp and
dispatch

equipment for a ship

Periplus Maris
Rubri 1CE



410





turn into, draw up as vapour

evaporation





411





remove the froth

frothing up





412





be habituated, accustomed

change of habit

Epicurus
4/3BCE
Clement of
Alexandria
2/3CE
Athenaeus
2/3CE





460


jet; shooting
(of a
shooting
star)





preparations
for firing a
war-engine

incontine
nce
during
sleep





for


for





selling
into
slavery

413





shape, form fully; represent;
form in the image of;
portray; typify; imagine
(PGL)

414





draw, drag out

pulling out, removal

Rufus 2CE







work out, bring to
competion; accomplish,
achieve

for , working out,
completion; labour at a
thing

Simplicius 6CE





415



complete formation;
image, likeness; type;
imagining (PGL)

Apollonius of
Laodicea 4CE



image



416





examine well, closely;
scrutinise; review; inspect;
etc

for , visitation

Demosthenes
4BCE





417





propitiate

friendship's offering;
propitiation (PGL)

Nicomachus of
Gerasa 2CE





418





disparage; reduce one's
standard of living

disparagement

Philodemus
1BCE





419





appropriate for oneself; win
over

winning over,
appropriating for oneself

Polybius 2BCE





420





make equal; be equal,
coextensive

equalisation

Simplicius 6CE





421





scatter; pay in full, defray;
discharge

expenditure

Lycurgus 4BCE





422





remove from one's home,
eject, banish; dispeople,
empty

expulsion of inhabitants

Symmachus
2/3CE





423





cast in one's teeth; bring
forward; reproach

reproach

Flavius
Josephus 1CE





424





dream; have an effusion
during sleep

effusion during sleep

Diocles 4/3BCE





461

exact
portrayal;
pictorial
represent
ation

close
examinati
on,
scrutiny,
test;
review;
inspectio
n;
visitation
propitiati
on

425





send behond the frontier,
banish, expel; expose a
child

sending beyond the frontier

Dionysius of
Halicarnassus
1BCE





426





administer an oath; conjure;
exorcise

administration of an oath;
exorcism (PGL)

Polybius 2BCE





427





banish by ostracism

banishmanr by ostracism

Plutarch 1/2CE





428
429







set at naught
set at naught

scorn, contempt
scorn, contempt

Aquila 2CE
Glossary







430





for , chane into
water, make watery

for, changing
into water

Zosimus the
Alchemist
3/4CE





431





represent as placed out in the
ocean

a placing out in the ocean

Strabo
1BCE/1CE





432





keep festival or holiday

for , holidaykeeping

Plutarch 1/2CE



433





pursue a sinuous course

a kind of dance

Athenaeus
2/3CE





434





dart something as somebody

casting of dice

Hesychius 5CE





435





hear; overhear; hear about,
tell of; listen; etc

hearkening (PGL)

Origen 2/3CE





436





be a double; play a double
game; be ambiguous,
doubtful; etc

inclination both ways,
wavering

Philo
1BCE/1CE





437





get up on, mount; cover,
come upon; go up, inland;
etc

step of a stair (variant
reading of 

Plato 5/4BCE





438





make to mount upon

ascending steps in
argument





439





reiterate a question

doubling; repetition





440





retrace one's steps in an
argument

retracing

Hermias of
Alexandria 5CE
Elias the
Philosopher
6CE
Hippolytus of
Rome 2/3CE





462

festival,
holiday



exorcism

changing
into
water

holidaykeeping

hearing

441





deck as with flowers;
decorate, adorn

efflorescence, scum; name
of a vein

Dioscorides
1CE



efflorescence



442





pump over, on; pour on;
irrigate

artificial irrigation

Papyrus 2CE



formentation



443





encamp in the field; pass the
night; roost

passing the night

Scholiast



dwelling,
home; cattlefold



444
445







surmise, guess
stimulate, urge on

conjecture
irritation, stimulation




446





drive against; etc

impact

447





assent with a shout,
applause; etc

shout of approval

Galen 2CE
Plutarch 1/2CE
Epicurus
4/3BCE
Eustathius
12CE

448





overshadow, cover

shading, covering
vexatious, obstructive
conduct





support,
foundation











Hesychius 5CE





449





threaten abusively; speak
disparagingly

450





lower the price of, cheapen

cheapening

Aristotle 4BCE





451





make known, announce,
signify

recognition (PGL)

PseudoAthanasi
us 4CE





452





distribute

assessment

Papyrus 1CE





453

(Mycenaean,
o-pi-de-so-mo)




bind up, on

upper, outer bandage

Mycenaean





454





eat in the second course, for
dessert

for , second
course, dessert

Aristotle 4BCE



455





call upon the name of the
gods, appeal, conjure;
inspire

appeal to the gods;
inspiration

Thucydides
5BCE





456





prophesy or divine upon;
give sanction

sanction of an oracle

Arrian 2CE





457





exhort, encourage, urge on;
give authorisation

for , cheering
on, exhortation

Scholiast



463

pour
over;
pumping

second
course,
dessert

for


pressure,
impact

recogniti
on,
knowledg
e
for







cheering
on,
exhortati
on

458





bend; move to pity; shake
the resolution of

for , weakening

Glossary



459





lighten a ship; relieve of a
burden; lift up, support; etc

relief

Inscription





460





roll on, on upon

turning round

Soranus 2CE





461





reckon ove, conclude,
consider; take into account

reckoning, calculation;
reflection, consideration;
etc

Aristotle 4BCE



462





impart, give a contribution;
distribute; etc

distribution; assignment

Vettius Valens
2CE

463





turn up the nose at, mock at

turning up the nose,
mocking at

464





sing a song of victory over

song of victory

465





press upon

pressing upon

for , being on,
coming to the surface

Aristotle 4BCE





weakening





for







distributi
on

Hesychius 5CE





Strabo
1BCE/1CE
Archigenes
2CE









reflection

466





come to, be on, float on
surface; prevail, be over;
wander over

467





cover as with a lid, close up

covering with a lid

Papyrus 2CE





468





water

watering

Eustathius
12CE





469





smite; rebuke

for , reproof

Polybius 2BCE





470





have a further flow of
morbid humours, of
rheumatism

flow of humours to a
wound

Hippiatrica







furnish oneself with food or
provender

furnishing oneself with
provisions, foraging;
stock, store of provender

Xenophon
5/4BCE

471



464



stock, store
of provender



being on
the
surface,
coming
to the
surface

reproof

stock,
store of
provende
r

shadow
thrown in
eclipses

472





throw a shade upon,
oveshadow; conceal obscure

shading, covering

Vettius Valens
2CE



473





draw or drag after one;
bring on, cause; attract,
gain, win; absorb; etc

rapid respiration; trailing;
inducement, hint; etc

Hippocrates
5BCE





474





urge on; make haste over;
study over

transport, dispatch

Papyrus 2BCE





475





confirm, put a seal upon;
confirm, ratify

confirmation

Scholiast



confirmation,
postscript



for, building
a fort or stronghold on an
enemy's frontier

Thucydides
5BCE



fort or
stronhold
built on an
enemy's
frontier





476





build a fort or stronghold on
an enemy's frontier

477





relapse

relapse

Glossary





Philodemus
1BCE







478





run lightly over; trot gently

rapid succession of
statements, as a figure of
speech

479





mock, jest; mock at, jeer

mockery, raillery

Polybius 2BCE



480





utter words ominous of the
event; etc

dedication

Strabo
1BCE/1CE



481
482







load heavily, overload
illuminate

lading
illuminating light

Glossary
Plutarch 1/2CE







483





quote as a good joke

ornamental epithet

Scholiast





words of
ominous
import

drawing,
sucking
in

for


building
a fort or
stronghol
d on an
enemy's
frontier



484





put to the vote; put the
question

confirmatory vote

Inscription





calculatio
n,
accurate
measure
m,ent

485





settle in a colony; build a
fort or stonghold; settle

settlement

Glossary





settlemen
t

486





rise early

rising very early

Plutarch 1/2CE





465

487





exorcise (PGL)

exorcism (PGL)

Cyril of
Jerusalem 4CE





488





play ducks and drakes

playing ducks and drakes

Pollian 2CE





489





multiply by seven

multiplying by seven

Hero the
Engineer
2/1BCE





490





sit, brood on eggs; hatch,
incubate young birds

for , sitting on
eggs, incubation

Aristotle 4BCE





491





lay under contribution;
collect by way of
contributions; assist by
contributions

for, collection of
contributions

Dionysius of
Halicarnassus
1BCE





492





provoke; rouse to anger,
fight

irritation, stimulating
treatment;

Hippocrates
5BCE



provocation

prop, stay,
support;
contusion



493





cause to lean, prop, press
hard, attack

for , prop, stay
support; contusion

Aquila 2CE



494





strive, wrangle quarrel;
rival, vie with, challenge

strife, confusion

Catalogus
Codicum
Astrologorum





495





have fruiting branches of the
wild fig near the sweet fig

caprification

Theophrastus
4/3BCE







strive, wrangle quarrel;
rival, vie with, challenge

for, strife, quarrel,
contention

Timon of Phlius
3BCE

496



466



cause of
guarrel

sitting on
eggs,
incubatio
n
collection
of
contributi
ons;
contributi
ng;
feeding
maintena
nce





propping
up,
shoring
up;
resting,
supportin
g;
pushing
against,
thrusting;
leverage

strife,
quarrel,
contentio
n



for, creeping

Hippocrates
5BCE
The Suda 10CE





cover; keep off, ward off;
thwart check, curb

safeguard against
witchcraft

Homeric Hymns
8BCE





seat oneself; crouch;
collapse; set, place

that which settles; a
swarm, a flock

Herodotus
5BCE





497





steady, support

supporting

498





creep, crawl

499





500





prop, support



501





receive at one's hearth,
entertain, feast

for , feasting,
banqeting, entertainment

Inscription



502





be a comrade to anyone

harlotry

Clearchus
4/3BCE



503





examine, test; visit try,
afflict

for , trial, affliction





504





make a (good) beginning

good discipline

Old Testament
3BCE
Joannes
Laurentius
Lydus 6CE





505





cry in honour of
Bacchus

the cry of 

Hermesianax
4/3BCE



506





call or account happy

thinking or calling happy,
predication of happiness

Aristotle 4BCE



507





set, arrange in order

convenience, propriety

Apollonius
Dyscolus 2CE





508





guide straight, direct; put
straight; examine conduct

straightness

Philo
1BCE/1CE





509





propitiate (PGL)

favour, benevolence (PGL)

Origen 2/3CE





510





castrate

castration

Galen 2CE













511





insert the right way

insertion in the right way

Paul of Aegina
7CE

512





treat properly, maintain
adequately

proper maintenance

Inscription
2BCE

467



political club

a
Bacchanalian
shout
that which is
thought to be
a happiness;
congratulatio
n

supportin
g
creeping

feasting,
banquetin
g,
entertain
ment







trial,
affliction

513





disparage

disparagement

Longinus 3CE









514





iocor

iocandum

Etymologicum
Gudianum

515





make ready, restore

preparation

Simplicius 6CE





516





use words of good omen

use of an auspicious for an
inauspicious word

Demetrius of
Phaleron 1BCE





517





play pickaback

the game of pickaback

Pollian 2CE





Soranus 2CE





518





draw to oneself, attract

for , attraction;
suction

519





furnish with supplies for a
journey; supply or furnish
with a thing

for ,
furnishing oneself with
provisions, foraging;
stock, store of provender

Hesychius 5CE





520





keep until the next day

keeping until the next day

Rufus 2CE





521





flatter, wheedle

flattering

Photius 9CE
9CE





522





season, make pleasant

sweet savour, sweetness

Old Testament
3BCE



523





524





write heroic verse, epic
poem

worship of heroes

525





wonder, wonder at, marvel

526





527



528



multiplying by one and a
half

relish,
seasoning,
sauce







Inscription





marvelling

Philodemus
1BCE





perform in the theatre

theatrical exhibition

Vettius Valens
2CE







be inspired, frenzied;
prophesy

divine possession, frenzy

Thucydides
5BCE







deposit, place in order; lay
down, posit, assume

laying down; conventional,
arbitrary determination

Vitruvius





468

attraction

529





do summer-work, mow, reap

mowing reaping; reaping
time, harvest; harvest, crop

Xenophon
5/4BCE




setting,
placing;la
ying
down,
paying;
situation,
position;
thesis, etc

530





set, place, put; etc

that which is laid down,
law; jurisdiction, etc

Homer 8BCE



tomb,
prooemium



531





store, treasure up; hoard, lay
up treasure

laying up in store;
preservation, keeping

Aristotle 4BCE



store,
treasury



532





crush, bruise; oppress

crushing (PGL)

Nectarius of
Constantinople
4CE



bruise, dent



crushing,
bruising

breaking

Old Testament
3BCE



fragment;
breakage;
destruction



comminu
tion;
destructio
n

533





break in pieces, shatter;
break down, enfeeble

534





be enthroned

enthronement in mystery
rites

535





make a false note

unmusical sound, false note

536





leap, spring; assault, dart

springing, of rising ground

537





arm

538





539



540

Dio
Chrysostom
1/2CE
Dionysus of
Halicarnassus
1BCE









Homer 8BCE





arming with a breastplate

Old Testament
3BCE





be alone, peculiar

peculiarity, particularity

Iamblichus 4CE







pronounce in a local manner

way or fashion of a
common person

Epictetus 1/2CE









consecrate, purify

sacred service

Inscription 3CE





541





reverence sacred things,
conciliate, expiate

a means of appeasing;
atonement

Old Testament
3BCE



542





furnish with straps

insertion of bonding
courses

Papyrus





543





leathern band

Hesychius 5CE





469

propitiation



Theophrastus
4/3BCE
Old Testament
3BCE









Scholiast



Epicurus
4/3BCE
Hippocrates
5BCE









doubling, repetition of i

Quintilian 1CE





rejoice, exult

loud laughter

Pollian 2CE





devote, dedicate; make
offerings to the dead

funeral rites

Lucian 2CE





544





furnish with clothing

clothing, apparel

545




 

side with or imitate the Jews

Judaism

546





drive horses, a chariot; ride

riding

547





make equal, balance

equalisation

548





make dry, wither

reducing treatment

549





550





551





a ride

that which is
thrown away
in cleansing



552





cleanse, purify; purge,
evacuate

cleansing, purification

Old Testament
3BCE



553





launch, depress the scale,
carry down; drag down

launching; collapse

Moschio 3BCE





554





treat with a catheter

inserrtion of a catheter

Rufus 2CE







555





equip carefully

for , arming,
making of arms; mode of
arming, armour

Polybius 2BCE





556
557







moisten well
make new, strange

moistening
renewal; innovation

Soranus 2CE
Papyrus 2BCE







470

cleansing
from
guilt or
defileme
nt;
clarificati
on,
catharsis

arming,
making
of arms;
mode of
arming,
armour

558






make new, begin something
new

for , making
new; innovation in the
state; renewal recreation

559





abuse, reproach

for , blame

560





561





beautify the face, give a fair
appearance to a thing

562





563



564

The Suda 10CE





Philodemus
1BCE
Athenaeus
2/3CE









adorning oneself, making a
display

Plato 5/4BCE



trot

trotting

Philumenus
3CE







to make a sound

for , sharp sound,
especially, ring or sound of
metal

Chaldean
Oracles2CE









measure, judge by rule;
prescribe; assess; etc

the frieze of a building;
ordering, regulation

Manetho 4CE





565





enjoy the fruits of; make
fruitful, fertilise

exhaustion

Aristotle 4BCE





566





dry up, wither

gleaning

Inscription





567





go, come down from;
dismount, descend

descent

Aeschylus
6/5BCE





568





make to go down, bring
down; make to come down

decrease; throwing the
accent forward

Proclus 5CE





569





gulp down

gulping down





570





cause to sink

sinking

Clement of
Alexandria
2/3CE
Glossary





571





put into a vessel, bottle

packing

Papyrus 4CE





572





become old

old age

Hippiatrica





probably a kind of dance

471

ornament;
fair show,
pretence



blame

573





kiss wantonly by joining
mouths and tongues

lascivious kiss

Comica
Adespota





574





murmur against

murmuring against

Apostolic
Constitutions
4CE





575





buy up, purchase

for, buying
up, purchase

Inscription





576





reduce to slavery

enslavement

Inscription





577





rush down like a storm

for , squall
descending from above,
hurricane

Epicurus
4/3BCE





578





accuse, arraign; lay
something to someon's
charge

for ,
accusation

Vettius Valens
2CE





579





command silence;
command; give the time in
rowing

calling to one, encouraging

Strabo
1BCE/1CE





580





chop up, cut into pieces

dividing into small parts

Porphyrius of
Tyre 3CE





581





scratch, irritate, stimulate

for , scratching,
tickling; irritation

Scholiast





582





lull to sleep

putting to sleep





583





hang up

hanging down

Philodemus
1BCE
Apollonius 1CE









584





throw down a precipice

throwing headlong

Athenaeus the
Engineer

585





pour down over

douche, shower-bath

Soranus 2CE









586





comb, dress carefully

careful combing

Herodotus the
Physician 1CE

587





form, distribute into lovcoi,
etc

enrolment, register of land
grants

Old Testament
3BCE





588





cut in pieces, distribute

for ,
division into parts

Old Testament
3BCE





589





treat in a friendly manner

hospitality

Papyrus 1CE





472

buying
up,
purchase

accusatio
n

division
into parts

590





scratch; scratch; polish,
smooth, plane down

scarification

Soranus 2CE





591





make an attempt on

attack of disease

Dioscurides
1CE





592





plaster over

for, plaster,
poultice

Anonymous of
London 1CE



plaster,
poultice



593





throw into the sea, plunge or
drown therein

submersion under the sea

Isocrates 5/4CE



for






adjust, put in order, restore;
train, dicipline, equip

restoration, reconciliation;
seting of a limb; furnishing
, preparation; completion,
training, discipline

Symmachus
2/3CE



finished
product

594



595





furnish; build; fabricate;
make, represent; etc

contrivance

Demosthenes
4BCE



work of art,
structure,
equipment,
engine of war

596





overshadow, cover over

overshadowing

Germanus I of
Constantinople
7/8CE



shadow,
obscurity

597





outwit by sophism or
fallacies; evade by
quibbling; falsify

outwitting, trickery

Alexander of
Aphrodias 3CE



for , drawing
down; demolition of
buildings

Plutarch 1/2CE





training,
discipline
; setting
of a limb



state,
condition
,
constituti
on of a
thing




vibrations of
reed tongue
of a pipe;
fragment

598





pull, draw down; gather
fruit from; pull down;
lower; etc

599





be earnest, serious; take a
serious interst in

trouble, amazement

Aquila 2CE





600





place among the stars

placing among the stars

Hipparchus
2BCE
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plastering
or
poulticin
g



drawing
down

601





aim at; hit guess, infer

conjecture

Diodorus
Siculus 1BCE





602





scarify

for ,
scarification

Galen 2CE





603





shine upon, illuminate;
outshine, occult

shining brightly

Plutarch 1/2CE



604





illuminate, light up

illumination

Hero the
Engineer
2/1BCE





605





deal with, dispose of

deed, instrument dealing
with property

Papyrus 2CE





606





place in position; enter in a
registry, record; etc

registration, deposit in a
registry

Papyrus 2BCE





607





tell lies against, speak, allege
falsely of, against

slander, calumny

Old Testament
3BCE



for, voting
against, condemnation

Pollian 2CE

radiance

false
accusation





false
account





voting
against,
condemn
ation

608





vote against or in
condemnation of; etc

609





hope, expect confidently

confident hope

Polybius 2BCE





610





pledge, pawn

for ,
pledging

Pollian 2CE





611





make, keep, straight; guide,
direct; etc

right directing (PGL)

Clement of
Alexandria
2/3CE





612





put to bed, lull to sleep

lulling to sleep

Homer 8BCE





613





settle, establish; colonise

for , settlement

Plato 5/4BCE





614





sett a dislocated limb

setting a dislocated limb

Galen 2CE







kindle, set on fire, make hot;
etc

615



cautery

Glossary
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scarificati
on



burning heat,
fever heat



settlemen
t

burning;
cautery;
burning
heat;
smelting

616





laugh aloud

loud laughter

617





plash, bubble

for , plashing of
water

618





sound as flowing water;
shout aloud; make a noise;
sing of, celbrate loudly

singing, note of a bird
(PGL)

619





babble, murmur of running
water

620





621





Aristophanes
5/4BCE
Zosimus the
Alchemist
3/4CE









Acts of
Xanthippe and
Polyxena 3CE





gurgling (PGL)

Clement of
Alexandria
2/3CE



for




rushing
sound, as
of water

order; urge; etc

order, command

Euripides



order,
command;
call,
summons



command

sting, prick

stimulatio

Glossary





Papyrus 6CE





622





butt with horns

loss on exhange of solidi
for 

623





cut into pieces; chop up

breaking up small

Olympiodorus
the Philosopher
6CE





624





toss the horns; give oneself
airs

hauteur

Photius 9CE





625





make rough, hoarse

roughness, hoarseness

Galen 2CE





Aristotle 4BCE





626





behead

multiplication table of
single numbers from one to
ten

627





abuse, revile

abuse, insult

Lycophron
3BCE





628





wag the tail, change
constantly

for , quick,
jerking movements

Hippocrates
5BCE





629





play the kiqavra

for , playing on
the

Callimachus
3BCE



630





play the Cilician

drunken butchery





631





chirp like a thrush; titter,
giggle

tittering, giggling

Theopompus
5/4BCE
Aristophanes
5/4BCE





632





make to weep

crying like a child

Isaeus 4BCE
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piece played
on the
cithara



quick,
jerking
movemen
ts
playing
on the
cithara

for



633





shut, close, bar; shut up,
confine

storing under lock and key

Papyrus 3CE





634





use the wrestler's trick called
the kli`max

for , ladder; etc

Hesychius 5CE





635





fluctuate

surging of the waves

Strabo
1BCE/1CE





636





be buffeted by heavy seas

surging of the waves,
confusion

Herodian 2CE



637





wash over, dash over, wash
away, purge

for  liquid used for
washing out, especially
clyster, drench

Diodorus
Siculus 1BCE



sound made by jackdaws;
making a similar sound in
token of disapproval;
clucking of hens

Philo
1BCE/1CE





Hippocrates
5BCE
Sophocles
5BCE
Papyrus 3CE





638





make the sound made by
jackdaws

639





desire to scratch, itch

for , itching

640





scratch, gash

itching, tickling

641





carry as a porter

porterage, transport




little wave,
ripple
liquid used
for washing
out,
especially
clyster,
drench

scratch;
chip, splinter





itching




642





harbour for the night; still,
calm; soften the accent

for , putting to
sleep; softening the accent

Scholiast





643





put to bed, fold (of animals);
encamp

folding of sheep, cattle

Papyrus





644





cry cuckoo

crying cuckoo; the sound
of a very high voice

Nicomachus of
Gerasa 2CE
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drenchin
g by
clyster

putting to
sleep;
softening
the
accent

645





check, chastise; punish; etc

for , checking the
growth of trees;
chastisement, punishment;
that which brings about
punishment

646





slap, strike, buffet

beating (PGL)

647
648







sheathe a sword
boast, brag; boast of

sheathing of a sword
for , boast

John
Chrysostom
4/5CE
Hesychius 5CE
Plutarch 1/2CE

649





strike with the fist; maltreat;
oppress

striking with the fist;
maltreatment

Old Testament
3BCE





650





bray, pound

braying

Hesychius 5CE





651





dung, manure

for , dunging,
manuring





652





dance the kovrdax

lascivious dancing

Theophrastus
4/3BCE
Demosthenes
4BCE

653





purify by Corybantic rites

purifying by Corybantic
rites

Hesychius 5CE





654





play at the cottabos; vomit,
throw up

for , the
cottabos

Philumenus
3CE





655





for kubeuvw, play at dice;
risk

for, dice playing

Inscription





656





sell by the kotuvlh; sell by
retail

selling oil by retail

Papyrus 2CE





657





serve as kourh`te~

armed dancing

Dionysius of
Halicarnassus
1BCE





658





be light, make light

for , lightening
alleviation

Diodorus
Siculus 1BCE
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Callimachus
3BCE



chastisement





slap, blow
(PGL)








boast

dancing of
the 

for 

checking
the
growth of
trees;
chastisem
ent,
punishme
nt; that
which
brings
about
punishme
nt




dunging,
manuring





the
cottabos

lightenin
g,
alleviatio
n

659





swing, brandish, agitate

vibration; tremor, agitation

Simplicius 6CE





660





drink from the krathvr; mix
a bowl of wine

serving a drink from a
 in a religious
ceremony

Inscription
4BCE





661





strengthen; confirm; harden;
rule, govern

strength, firmness





662





bay; croak; cry aloud

screaming





663





hang up, suspend

suspension

Hippocrates
5BCE
Diphilus the
Writer of
Comedy
4/3BCE
Hippocrates
5BCE

664





hurl down headlong

for hurling
down headlong

Ptolemy 2CE





665
666







play the Cretan
make yellow; weave

Cretan behaviour
weaving

Plutarch 1/2CE
Scholiast







667





pick loose flocks off a
garment

picking of flocks, flocks

Galen 2CE





668





use rattles, castanets; clap,
applaud

applause

Glossary





669





make rattle; knock, strike

for , rattling noise,
beat, clap, click of fingers

Aeschylus
6/5BCE





670





disharge liquid in a slender
stream

gushing out of water;
douche

Aëtius 6CE



671





strike; tap; strike the strings
of an instrument

playing on a stringed
instrument

Proclus 5CE





672





procure, get, acquire;
possess

getting wealth

Manetho 4CE





673





comb, dress carefully

combing

Euripides 5BCE





674





found, settle; procure, plant;
produce, create

foundation
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Inscription





for


gush, stream

colony,
foundation

quaking
of the
earth


hurling
down
headlong





founding,
settling;
achievem
ent;
creation,
creature

675





steer, drive, guide: act aa
pilot

for , steering,
pilotage

Aquila 2CE





676





make into, raise to a cube

cubing, making into a solid

Theologumena
Arithmeticae





677





stir, stir up

for , stirring up,
mixing

Sophocles
5BCE





678





cause to revolve

circular motion, circularity

Ptolemy 2CE





679





roll along, roll over

rolling

Theodotion
2CE



680





play the cymbals

playing on cymbals

Alciphro 4CE





game of knocking out one
peg with another

Pollian 2CE





roll

roll



681





roll; revolve in mind;
away

682





play the dog, live like a
Cynic

Cynic philosophy or
conduct

Apollodorus of
Seleucia 2BCE





683





bloom

bloom of the olive or vine

Old Testament
3BCE





684





for , bend forward

punishment in the ,
pillory

Scholiast





685





make drunk

tippling

Aristotle 4BCE





686





revel make merry; celebrate
a religious festival; burst in

revelling

Flavius
Josephus 1CE





687





escape notice; cause to
forget; forget

for  forgetting,
forgetfulness

Hesychius 5CE





688





kick, struggle

kicking

Hesychius 5CE





689





act in the Lacedaemonian
way, interest

acting in the
Lacedaemonian way,
interest

Marcus Tullius
Cicero 1BCE





690





shout lustily, croak, bawl out

croaking

Plutarch 1/2CE





691





be at grass; med. cut
vegetables

cutting vegetables

Thucydides
5BCE





692





obtain by lot, beome
possessed of, aw lots, etc

casting of lots

Glossary
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steering,
pilotage

stirring
up,
mixing

rolling;
revolutio
n; roll

693





make thin or meagre; thin
out; liquefy; thresh, winnow

thinning out

Hippocrates
5BCE





694





stone

stoning

Aeschylus
6/5BCE





695





place on credit; assume,
posit

entry, crediting

Papyrus





696





fling stones, stone: throw
like stones

stoning

Scholiast





697





pelt with stones

for, throwing of
stones

Scholiast





698





form, become lake, pool,
marsh

irrigation, flooding

Papyrus 3CE





699





slip away

for , bound, leap

Scholiast





700





weigh, deliver by weight

delivery by weight

Edict of
Diocletian 4CE





701





calculate

calculation

Scholiast





reckoning; calculating;
calculation, reasoning;
reason, argument;
reasoning power

Thucydides
5BCE



Aristophanes
5/4BCE
PseudoLucian
2CE









702





count, reckon; take into
account, calculate, consider;
count upon, conclude

703





abuse, revile, rebuke

for , railing,
abuse, reproach

704





leave

want

705





lie in wait for; place in
ambush

placing in ambush

Plutarch 1/2CE





706





bend or twist; throw, master

bending, twisting

Lucian 2CE





707





play the lyre

playing the lyre





708





make foul, dirty (MGr)

pollution (PGL)

Scholiast
John of
Damascus
7/8CE
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reckoning,
account



for



709





deem, pronoounce happy,
congratulate; pronounce
blessed (PGL)

pronouncing happy,
blessing; giving praise,
thanks; promise of
blessing (PGL)

Plato 5/4BCE





710





prolong; remove to a
distance

long interval

Aquila 2CE





711





be softened, made
effeminate; show weakness
or cowardice

softness, moral weakness
(PGL)

Cyril of
Alexandria
4/5CE





712





suffer from glanders

glanders

The Suda 10CE





713





quench; waste, wither,
disappear

withering; for ,
causing to die away

Galen 2CE





714





mutilate a corpse

mutilation (of a corpse)





715





bring to naught

miscarriage





716





smile

smile, smiling

Sophocles
5BCE
Plato the Writer
of Comedy 5/4
BCE
Flavius
Josephus 1CE



smile,
smiling



smile,
smiling

717





grow black

blackening of the flesh
from mortification; dyeing
black; black spot

Hippocrates
5BCE



black, livid
spot; black
hair-dye



dyeing,
becoming
black

718





be an object of care or
thought; care for, take an
interest in

care, diligence

Etymologicum
Magnum



object of
care, beloved
object



719





dismember; cut up in pieces

dismembering

720





sing

song

721





be destined, likely to; be
about to

procrastination; indecision
of character

481

Dionysius of
Halicarnassus
1BCE
Strabo
1BCE/1CE

Epicurus
4/3BCE











for




for



being
about to
do,
threateni
ng to do;
unfulfille

d
thought;
delay

722





divide, distribute; assign,
allot a part; sever; etc

dividing, division

723





be inserted, be in the middle

central place (PGL)

724





pour from one vessel to
another

transmigration

725





transpose the letters of a
word

transcription in a different
orthography

726





form differently, remodel

727





728



729



Plato 5/4BCE
John
Chrysostom
4/5CE
Hierocles the
Platonist 5CE



part











Galen 2CE





metaplasm

Apollonius
Dyscolus 2CE





divert a flux

change in flux

Oribius 4CE







change the form, posture,
configuration of; transfer as
in a figure,

for,
change of form

Soranus 2CE






change the orthography

change of form or type

Ammonius 5CE



for ,
handling, treatment; mode
of preparing

Cornutus 1CE



change of
form (PGL)




for



change of
form



730





have in hand, administer;
manage, conduct; practise,
pursue; deal with

731





raise to a height, caused to
be raised up

for , lifting up;
being raised up; etc

Hippocrates
5BCE



732





lead settlers to another abode

emigration

Plutarch 1/2CE





733





to be moderate, keep
measure; jest; etc

jesting

The Suda 10CE





734





bleat

bleating

Plutarch 1/2CE
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for





mental
trouble,
disturbance



handling,
treatment
; mode
of
preparing
lifting
up;
being
raised up;
etc
removal

735





delay; speak at length;
lengthen a syllable

lengthening of a syllable

Eustathius
12CE





736





chew the cud; ruminate

chewing the cud

Old Testament
3BCE





737





celebrate the feast of Cybele

celebrating the feast of
Cybele

Phintys 5/4BCE





Old Testament
3BCE



738





stain, dye; sully; taint defile

for, stain,
defilement; that which
defiles; pollution,
, pollution;
scandal, crime

739





make small, lessen; write
with a short vowel

depreciating (PGL)

Cyril of
Alexandria
4/5CE





740





measure by miles and mark
by milestones

measuring by miles and
marking by milestones

Strabo
1BCE/1CE





741





whimper, whine; warble,
hum

warbling

Scholiast





742





stain, sully, define

defilement, pollution

Old Testament
3BCE



743





gesticulate

gesticulation

Athenaeus
2/3CE



744






turn up the nose, sneer

turning up the nose,
sneering; sarcasm

Old Testament
3BCE



745





taper, die away gradually

for, quality in
hexameter of being


Eustathius
12CE



746





rub with ointment, unguent;
anoint

anointing



747





initio

initiation

748





moan noisily; make mouths,
sneer

snorting; mocking, jeering

Antigonus of
Carystus 3BCE
Eustathius
12CE
Hippocrates
5BCE

483

stain,
defilement;
that which
defiles;
pollution

spot, taint






turning up
the nose,
sneering





ointment











pollution

defileme
nt,
pollution

749





splint a broken limb; splint
planks with laths

counterirritation with rods;
splinting planks with rods

Dioscorides
1CE



750





flow

flowing stream, spring

Euripides 5BCE





751





suffer shipwreck

for , shipwreck

Herodian 2CE





752





suffer from seasickness or
nausea; be disgusted

for , seasickness,
nausea

Aristotle 4BCE





Geoponica



splint





breaking
up of
fallow
land



revolutio
n

753





plough up fallow lalnd

for , breaking up of
fallow land

754





make innovations; use
forcible measures; make
revolutionary movements

attempt to change;
especially in a bad sense:
innovation, revolutionary
movement

Plato 5/4BCE



755





purify by a libation without
wine

soberness

The Suda 10CE





756





turn away, shrink back;
forsake, abandon

absence; appropriation,
stealing

Flavius
Josephus 1CE





757





moisten, water; for oujrevw,
urinate; perspire

wetting; moisture

Damascius
5/6CE





758






put in mind; chastise

for ,
admonition, warning

Menander
4/3BCE



admonition,
warning



759





make yellow or brown

for, dyeing
yellow or brown

Archigena 2CE



that which is
dyed yellow
or brown



760





receive, entertain as a guest

for , gloss on
; strangeness,
novelty

Plato 5/4BCE



gloss on




761





plane, carve, whittle; scrape
smooth, polish

abrasion

Hesychius 5CE



that which is
smoothed or
carved;
abrasion;



484

change

admoniti
on,
warning
dyeing
yellow or
brown
entertain
ment of a
guest or
stranger

planing

shavings,
filings

762





parch, dry up; drain dry

gloss on , drying,
dryness

Erotianus the
Grammarian
1CE



763





dance the sword-dance

sword-dance

Dio
Chrysostom
1/2CE



764





gather wood

for, felling and
carrying of wood; timber;
woodwork

Polybius 2BCE





for 





filings,
shavings;
lint, shreds of
flesh; motes
in a
sunbeam;
that which is
scratched
upon a thing
lore

765





scratch, scrape

irritation, scratching

Hippocrates
5BCE



766





converse, chat with

for , lore

Hesiod 8BCE



767





mark with a critical obelus

marking with an obelus

Scholiast





768





feel, cause pain, irritation

for , irritation,
scratching

Hippocrates
5BCE





769





polish with a tooth; furnish
with teeth

a particular mode of
playing the flute

Pollian 2CE



for




770





found a new colony,
settlement; people such a
colony; etc

for , colonisation

Solon 6BCE



dwellingplace



771





pity, have pity on

lamentation

Aeschylus
6/5BCE



lamentation



772



, future
of

bear, carry

for ,
pronunciation;
acclamation; meaning,
significance

Zosimus the
Alchemist
3/4CE
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drying
up;
dessicatio
n



ulceratio
n,
erosion;
excoriati
on;
scraping,
filing





colonisati
on

773





take omens from the flight
and cries of birds; divine
from omens

for, omen from
the flight or cries of birds

Old Testament
3BCE



omen from
the flight or
cries of birds

774





for oJlokautovw, bring a
burnt offering, burn an
offering entire

holocaust

Photius 9CE





775





level, equalise; be, remain,
level; maintain one's level

levelling

Old Testament
3BCE





776





cast in one's teeth; reproach

reproach

New Testament
1/2CE



for ,
nomenclature, naming;
nomination for office;
listing of names;
expression, language

Alexander of
Aphrodias 3CE





for







naming

insult,
reproach

777





speak of by name, call,
name; nominate; utter
names or words; etc

778





dispute about names

list of names





paring the nails, trimming
the hooves

Strabo
1BCE/1CE





extraction of juice

Theophrastus
4/3BCE



779





pare the nails, trim the
hooves

780





extract juice from; curdle
milk

781





make ready, equip; prepare,
arm; etc

for , preparing for
war, arming, equipment,
accoutrement

782





gather fruit

vintage

783





look

vision

784





wax wanton, be rampant; be
eager, or excited; grow ripe;
etc

orgasm

486

appeal to
augury

juice of
plants



Aeschylus
6/5BCE





Old Testament
3BCE
Old Testament
3BCE









Scholiast





preparing
for war,
arming,
equipmen
t,
accoutre
ment

785





celebrate secret rites; initiate
into secret rites; etc

celebration of secret rites

Strabo
1BCE/1CE





786





rise early, make an early
start

rising early

Aquila 2CE





787





divide, separate from as a
board or boundary; etc

marking out by boundaries,
limitattion; definition;
wager, decree, vow

Dionysus
Halicarnassus
1BCE



boundary,
limit



788





make one swear, administer
an oath

administration of an oath

Old Testament
3BCE



conjuration



789





dance; represent by dance or
pantomime

dance, dancing

Aeschylus
6/5BCE



dancing, the
dance



790





banish, ostracise

ostracism





791





do, go, come late

a being too late





792






furnish with provisions

furnishing with provisions

Aristotle 4BCE
Dionysus of
Halicarnassus
1BCE
Menander
4/3BCE





793





chant, honour with the paean

chanting of the paeans





794





chant, honour with the paean

chanting of the paeans





celebration of a
, general,
national assembly; any
assembly; market day

Old Testament
3BCE



Inscription
5BCE

795





celebrate, attend a public
festival; frequent fairs,
markets; deliver a
panegyric; etc

796





celebrate a night-festival; do
anything all night

keeping vigil

Glossary



797





act in defiance of some
constraint; constrain,
compel

forcing of nature, law

Plutarch 1/2CE
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for


for




general,
national
assembly
; any
assembly
; market
day



nightfestival,
vigil



use of
violence

for ,
putting one letter for
another

Stephen of
Byzantium 5CE






798





make a pun on a name;
emend by change of letters

799





make and example, show,
spectacle of: show by
example

making an example of by
pointing out to public
shame

Old Testament
3BCE





800





make wonderful or
extraordinary; pur a mark of
distinction between

object of wonder

Symmachus
2/3CE





801





edge with a cornice; make a
row along

edging with a cornice;
make a row along

Theophrastus
4/3BCE





802





place side by side

equating of payments;
placing side by side;
repetition

Papyrus 6CE





false reasoning, fallacy;
weakness of reasoning
power; fraud, deception

Lycurgus 4BCE













803





cheat, defraud; reason
falsely; mislead by
fallacious reasoning;
disguise

804





press from one side, down

for , pressing
aside

805





embitter, provoke; rebel
against

provocation

Heliodorus the
Physician
1/2CE
Old Testament
3BCE

806





cause to wander from the
right way; lead astray,
perplex; err

change of grammatical
form; wax to stop the holes
of flutes

Sextus
Empiricus 2CE



807





entangle the feet, fetter,
tether; hinder, impede

hindering

Artemidorus
Daldianus 2CE



808





apply art overmuch; refine
overmuch

trickery (PGL)

Origen 2/3CE
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piece of
coloured wax
stuck on
margins of
books to
mark
doubtful or
obscure
passages




additional
invention



putting
one letter
for
another

pressing
aside

809





draw forcibly aside, wrest
aside

drawing sideways

Placita
Philosophorum





810





set a seal upon, counterfeit a
seal

sealing

Papyrus 3BCE





811





change from the true form,
transfom; form another
word by a slight change;
speak incorrectly

formation by a slight
change; change in a form
of expression

Apollonius
Dyscolus 2CE





812





watch closely

gloss on , that
which is unmentionable,
unlucky

Hesychius 5CE





813





bank up, revet a canal with
brushwood

the banking up of a canal
with brushwood

Papyrus 3BCE





814





watch beside, guard closely;
observe narrowly; etc

observation, surveillance

Hippocrates
5BCE





815





deceive, cheat

deception, cheating





816





compare

comparison

Anecdota
Graeca
Macarius of
Egypt 4CE





817





draw aside; spin out in time;
be prolonged, continue; etc

protraction of disease;
prolongation of sound

Aëtius 6CE





818





be a hindrance

obstruction

Erotianus the
Grammarian
1CE





819





urge on, spur on, stimulate;
provoke, irritate

irritation, exasperation;
severe fit of disease,
paroxysm

Demosthenes
4BCE





820





disarm

disarming

Diodorus
Siculus 1BCE
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for

,
drawing
away of
victim by
beasts

protractio
n, delay

provocation,
cause of
anger

821





provoke to anger

provocation, anger

Old Testament
3BCE



822





overstep the boundaries;
encroach on a neighbour's
property;

encroachment on land

Inscription
1BCE





823





make dykes with brushwood

making dykes with
brushwood

Inscription 3CE





824





feel lust

unnatural lust

Lucian 2CE





Aeschylus
6/5BCE
Alcaeus
7/6BCE
Hippocrates
5BCE











825





tread, walk; tread on

treading on,trampling;
threshing of corn

826





boil, bluster

boiling, blustering

827





fatten; thicken, strengthen;
increase

growing fat; thickening

828





attempt to; try; tempt; seek
to seduce; etc

trial, temptation

Old Testament
3BCE





829





form sea, lake; lie out at sea;
flood; cross the open sea

being at sea

Alciphro 4CE





830





cut off with the axe; behead

death by the axe

Diodorus
Siculus 1BCE





831





bring to maturity,

for , ripening,
maturation of tunmours,
etc; concoction of sputum,
urine; suppuration

Hippocrates
5BCE





832





make a sin-offering

sin-offering





833





bring to an end, finish,
accomplish

finishing

Old Testament
3BCE
Symmachus
2/3CE





834





beam round about,
illuminate

halo, splendour



835





go around

altar-precinct

Damascius
5/6CE
Inscription
2/3CE
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thickening

encircling
gleam

treading
on grapes






attempt
(at
seduction
)

836






tie round

band, belt, girdle

Galen 2CE





837





drag round, about; divert,
distract

distraction

Plotinus 3CE





838





mark out by boundaries; set
a limit; prepare a description
of the boundaries

marking out by boundaries,
description of the
boundaries of a property

Dionysius of
Halicarnassus
1BCE



839





have more than enough;
abound in; expend one's
means; enrich; etc

for, great number,
multitude

Hesychius 5CE





840





besprinkle

sprinkling with water





841





sound trumpets around

sounding trumpets around

Symmachus
2/3CE
Julian Emperor
4CE





842





make an incision all around

incision all around

Philumenus
3CE





843





be overshadowed

obscuration

Plutarch 1/2CE





scalp in Scythian fashion

scalping as a surgical
operation

Galen 2CE





a purifying rite in which a
puppy was sacrificed

Plutarch 1/2CE





anything
enclosed by
boundaries



844





845





846





make an incision around the
scalp

making an incision around
the scalp

Aëtius 6CE





847





draw off from around; wheel
about; draw off, away;
divert

about turn; distracting
circumstances; distraction;
preoccupation

Plutarch 1/2CE





848





sponge all round

sponging all over

Soranus 2CE





849





slit and tear off; slit open;
part and go different ways;
strip of all one's clothes

division, fission

Placita
Philosophorum
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for



850







part of by a rope

roping off

Inscription

Thucydides
5BCE



area marked
of by a rope
wall of
circumvallati
on,
blockading
wall



851





wall all around

for, walling
round, circumvallation

852





for peritrevvcw

for ,
running around

Antyllus 2CE





853





run around, run around and
return

running around

Antyllus 2CE





854





scorch, singe, char all around

scorching

Aquila 2CE





855





blaze around

scorching

Symmachus
2/3CE





856





shine round about, illuminate

shining round about

Heliodorus 3CE





857





wrap oneself in a cloak

wrapping oneself in a cloak

Herodian 2CE





858





surround with a dyke

surrounding with a dyke

Papyrus 3CE





859





put forth, strip off leaves

method of banishing
citizens practised at
Syracuse

Diodorus
Siculus 1BCE





860





spread out

spreading out

Old Testament
3BCE



later form of
, vaulting,
tumbling

Photius 9CE







861





later form of peteurivzw,
jump from a springboard,
vault, perform acrobatic
feats,

862





jump from a springboard,
vault, perform acrobatic
feats

vaulting, tumbling

Plutarch 1/2CE



863
864







pelt with stones
measure by the cubit

pelting with stones
measuring by the cubit

Scholiast
Papyrus 2BCE
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anything
spread out;
veil of the
temple (PGL)

cubit








walling
around,
circumva
llation

865





fatten

fatness

Aelianus 2/3CE



measure
that which
makes fat
pulpy mass
left after
squeezing;
juice pressed
out



866





press tight, squeeze, weigh
down; press hard; repress;
etc

for . squeezing,
preesing, pinching;
pressure, close contact

Hippocrates
5BCE



867





play the ape (of flatterers)

playing the ape, playing
monkey-tricks

Aristophanes
5/4BCE





868





make sharp, keen, bitter;
embitter

bitterness, bitter feeling

Old Testament
3BCE





869





cause to drink

for , draught,
irrigation

Hesychius 5CE





870





turn, throw sideways, turn
aslant, lead astray; etc

obliquity, oblique
presentation of the foetus;
deceit

Scholiast





871





pronounce broadly, like the
Dorians

broad Doric accent

Quintilian 1CE





872





Doric for plhsiavzw

Doric for
,approach,
sexual intercourse





widening, enlarging,
dilatation, distension;
boasting, bragging

Old Testament
3BCE



flat object,
slab, metal
plate, flat
cake, etc



superfluity;
surplus of
production



873





widen, pronounce broadly,
amplify

874





be more (than enough);
exceed; go beyond bounds;
make to increase; etc

superabundance, excess;
surplus; etc

Aristotle 4BCE



875





increase (in number),
multiply, abound, spread

making multiple,
pluralisation; increase,
multiplication (PGL)

Origen 2/3CE
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squeezin
g,
pressing;
pinching;
pressure,
close
contact

876





bandy blows with one; toy
amorously

amorous toying

Strato the
Epigrammatist
2CE



877





bring, be, draw near;
consort, associate with;
have sexual intercourse

approach; sexual
intercourse

Aristotle 4BCE



878





make wealthy, enrich

enriching

Eustathius
12CE





879





wash, clean; etc

for washing tank,
tub

Hesychius 5CE





880





fan by blowing; write,
pronounce with a breathing

use of the breathing

Eustathius
12CE





881





weed, produce grass

weeding

Theophrastus
4/3BCE





882





bind or tie the feet; hobble;
scan

measuring by feet; metre
in scansion

Rufus 2CE





883





shear wool

sheep-shearing





884





build; build acity

building of a city

Papyrus 3CE
Dionysius of
Halicarnassus
1BCE

885





multiply

multiplication

Plutarch 1/2CE



886





multiply

multiplication

Plutarch 1/2CE



887





smack the lips, cluck;
applaud; tootle

smacking the lips;
applause

Xenophon
5/4BCE



888





carry, bring; bring about,
provide; find money; etc

providing, procuring;
earning a living; moneygetting

Polybius 2BCE



889





give to drink; water;
moisten

draught; irrigation

Callimachus
3BCE



890





cry aloud, cry in horror

for , loud
lamentation

Strabo
1BCE/1CE
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impregnation

buildings of a
city



for







product of
multiplicatio
n



smacking of
lips, clucking
deduction
from a
previous
demonstratio
n; corollary;
rider



draught







for




891





make sift, mild, gentle;
soothe, calm

gentle treatment

Soranus 2CE





892





cast to the ground

casting to the ground

Sybilline
Oracles 2/3CE





893





be lewd, ithyphallic

priapism

Galen 2CE



loud
lamentati
on


anything
sawn,
sawdust;
prism

894





saw, trephine

sawing; gripping with the
teeth

Hesychius 5CE



895





cause to step forward, lead
on; push forward, advance

advancing

Artemidorus
Daldianus 2CE





sawing,
trephinin
g

896





advance to someone

advance of funds on behalf
of another

Inscription
3BCE





leading
forward,
advancin
g

897





discuss beforehand

previous casting up of
accounts

Papyrus 2BCE





898





limit or define beforehand

previous definition,
distinction

Galen 2CE





899





make an infusion for

making an infusion for

Soranus 2CE





900





irritate before

previous irritation

Galen 2CE





901





adjust, make ready before

previous preparation

Simplicius 6CE





royal privilege, prerogative

Plutarch 1/2CE





preliminary performance
(PGL)

Maximus the
Confessor 7CE





902





hand over for burial; expose
a child; set up, institute,
propose; lay out a corpse;
etc

903





complete beforehand

904





roll before the feet of
another; prostrate oneself

for ,
prostration before the feet
of another

495

Dionysius of
Halicarnassus
1BCE







placing a
corpse in
public,
laying
out a
corpse;
public
notice;
purpose,

proposal;
suppositi
on,
calculatio
n; etc

905





consider before

previous consideration

Hierocles the
Platonist 5CE





906





lay an ambuscade
beforehand

ambuscade

Conon
1BCE/1CE





907





make level, even first

levelling of ground in
advance, preparation

Maximus
Confessor 7CE







canal or
trench for
launching,
hauling up
ships

908





determine beforehand

early determination

Hippocrates
5BCE

909





bespattter with, trample in
the mud

for ,
contumacious treatment

Herodotus
5BCE





910





compress first

previous compression

Paul of Aegina
7CE





911





present as, in a draught;
make to drink

for , draught

Dioscorides
1CE



912





compel, constrain

forcing, straining

Antyllus 2CE





913





define, specify besides;
maintain besides

further definition,
determination,
specification; further
condition

Galen 2CE













914





bring, draw near; approach

drawing near, approach

915





accustom, inure

habituation
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Basil of
Caesarea in
Cappadocia
4CE
Glossary

draught

prostratio
n before
the feet
of
another





contumac
ious
treatment

obstacle;
knock;
stumbling
block,
offence;
charge
imputation

916





knock against, strike against,
collide; etc

dashing against

Placita
Philosophorum



917





reckon, count in addition

encroachment

Papyrus 2BCE





918





include within boundaries;
add to a dominion;
deteremine, fix

inclusion within
boundaries; addition to a
territory

Inscription
2BCE





919





bring ship to anchor at, near

for  coming
to anchor, coming to land

Scholiast





920





be wroth with

offence

Hesychius 5CE



Paul of Aegina
7CE









object of
wrath,
offence





921





press besides, against

variant reading for
, previous
compression

922





conclude with a
prosyllogism

prosyllogism

Aristotle 4BCE

923





gratify, satisfy, stretch a
point in one's favour,
concede the truth of

arrogatio

Glossary

924





make a pretext

outward show

Trypho 1BCE





925





deliver up; determine;
discuss or examine

for ,
utterance, taking in hand,
execution

Damascius
5/6CE





926





push forward, propel

for, propulsion

Hero the
Engineer
2/1BCE





927





push forward, propel

pushing forward

Simplicius 6CE
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dashing
against;
offence

coming
to
anchor,
coming
to land



utterance;
taking in
hand;
execution

928





scare, alarm, crouch, cower

shyness, timidity

Comica
Adespota





929





strike with the heel; trip
with the heel

overturning; craft, subtlety

Old Testament
3BCE





930





winnow

winnowing

Nicopho
5/4BCE



931







salivate

salivation

Hippocrates
5BCE



932





spit up, spit out; disgorge

for , spitting

Hippocrates
5BCE



933





fall, make to fall

epilepsy

Ptolemy 2CE





be a disciple of Pythagoras

Pythagorean doctrines

Alexander of
Aphrodias 3CE





Zonaras 12CE





934





peeled,
winnowed
grain




sputum



935





dance the fling

for , annoyance,
disgust; odium,
unpopularity: troublesome
question; harshness,
offensiveness, loathing,
nausea;,

936





cover closely, thickly; throw
a shadow over

thick covering of booths at
the feast of Tabernacles
(PGL)

Gregorius of
Nyssa 4CE



937





dance the purjrJivch

war dance; strange
contortions

Flavius
Josephus 1CE





938





beat with a rod, stick, cudgel

winnowing, threshing

Papyrus 2BCE





939






give one a slap on the
buttocks

slap on the buttocks





940





sprinkle; purify

sprinkling with water

941





strike with a stick, cudgel

striking, beating

Cornutus 1CE



942





flow as a current; suffer
from a flux

humour or discharge from
the body

Hippocrates
5BCE
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Thomas the
Master
13/14CE
Old Testament
3BCE 3CE



propulsio
n

that which is
close,
covered, or
thick

a skin
infection
stroke, slap
on the face;
weal







winnowi
ng of
grain

spitting

943





blow up, fan the flame; fan

fanning; movement of the
air through fanning

Herodotus the
Physician 1CE



944





throw to and frop, toss about

throwing, tossing about

Hippocrates
5BCE





945





or rJevgcw, snore

for , 
snoring

Galen 2CE





946





be like a rose; scent with
roses; decorate the grave of
a person with roses

Rosalia, festival at which
graves were decorated with
roses

Inscription 2CE





947




 

water a horse

 





priapism

Hesychius 5CE
Aristophanes
5/4BCE
Eustathius
12CE





Plato 5/4BCE





Manuel Philes
14CE
Nymphis the
Historian
3BCE[
New Testament
1/2CE













air of a fan



948








949





defile, disfigure

dirt, filth, pollution

950





shape

any regularly recurring
motion

951





make wrong, overmuch use
of 

rhotacism

952





shake violently, scatter

feast of Sabazius or
Dionysius

953





keep Sabbath

keeping of days of rest

954





hold the views of, follow
Sabellius

Sabellian heresy,
Sabellianism

Theodoretus of
Cyrrhus 4/5CE





955





cry out in distress

for , shrieking,
wailing

Hesychius 5CE





956





sound the trumpet

trumpet call

Theodotion
2CE



957





tear flesh like dogs; bite lips
in rage; sneer; etc

mockery, sarcasm

Herodian 2CE



to suffer from satyriasis

for , a disease
in which the bones of the
temple become prominent

Hippocrates
5BCE

958
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dirt, filth,
pollution

tumpet call

blowing
with a
bellows
or fan








a disease
in which
the bones
of the
temple

become
prominen
t

959





make clear, plain

explanation, distinction

Dionysius of
Halicarnassus
1BCE



960





shake, agitate, shock; disturb

shaking, shock, agitation,
commotion

Thucydides
5BCE



shaking,
extortion



961





shine

shining

Manetho 4CE



shining



962





be moonstruck, lunatic,
epileptic, possessed (PGL)

epilepsy, demoniacal
possession (PGL)

Origen 2/3CE





963





act like Aeschines; affect to
be wealthy

false pretension, imposture;
boastfulness





964





slaver

flow of saliva

Galen 2CE





965
966







cup
loathe, dislike

cupping
loathing







967





apply a mustard-blister

application of a mustardblister





968





hiss

hissing

Aëtius 6CE
Glossary
Diphilus the
Writer of
Comedy
4/3BCE
The Suda 10CE





969





feed on, eat; eat of

feeding

Scholiast





970





hoe

hoeing

Papyrys 2CE





stumbling, lapse, fall
(PGL)

Origen 2/3CE















971





cause to stumble, give
offence, scandal

972





jump, throb, palpitate

jumping, palpitation

973





scratch on outline, sketch
lightly

a scratching up, petty
quibble

Eustathius
12CE
Aristophanes
5/4BCE

974





limp, halt

limping, halting

Aquila 2CE

975





for , trip up
one's heels, upset

snare; trap (PGL)
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Aquila 2CE






to;
,
Hesychius;



shaking;
concussio
n of the
spine

cupping

eating,
feeding

snare (PGL)

976





cover, shelter, protect;
protect by patronage

for, covering

Etymologicum
Magnum



covering



protectio
n

shadow cast; a disease;
visitation by a ghost

Vettius Valens
2CE



shadow cast;
reflected
image,
shadow in
water



shadowin
g, shade













977





overshadow, shade, darken;
etc

978





halt, limp



979





harden

hardening, induration

980





protect by palisades

impaling; protection by
palisades

Hesychius 5CE
Hippocrates
5BCE
Vettius Valens
2CE

981





plant boundary stones

planting boundary stones

Ulpianus 3CE





982





bid one go, dismiss
contemptuously

contumely

Old Testament
3BCE





983






stretch one's limbs, yawn,
gape

stretching

Galen 2CE





984





scatter, disperse; reduce to
powder; disperse

scattering

Philo
1BCE/1CE





985





grow dark

being, becoming dark

Aquila 2CE





986





make dark

darkening

Cleomedes the
Asronomer 2CE

987





look on as dung, reject
contemptuously

contemptuous rejection

Polybius 2BCE





988





look angry, sullen; be of sad
countenance

sadness of countenance

Plutarch 1/2CE





989





growl at, be angry, wroth

anger

John Tzetzes
12CE





speak, write incorrectly; be
guilty of an absurdity; etc

solecism; incorrectness in
the use of language,
construction of sentences,
reasoning

Philodemus
1BCE





990
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reduction
to
powder

991





make wise, instruct; become
wise, clever, skilled

for , acquired
skill, method; clever trick,
ingenious contrivance; sly
trick, artifice; captious
argument, quibble, sophism

992





strip off

weakening; impediments
to, arrested sounds

Simplicius 6CE



acquired
skill, method;
clever trick,
ingenious
contrivance;
sly trick,
artifice;
captious
argument,
quibble,
sophism

Dionysius of
Halicarnassus
1BCE



flaccidity
sprain,
rupture of
muscular
fibre; spasm,
convulsion;
fragment,
shred





993





draw (sword, lot), pluck,
draw in

convulsion, spasm;
priapism, violent agitation,
drawing out

994





sow; be in seed

production of seed;
copulation

Theophrastus
4/3BCE





995





eat, prophesy from the
inwards of a sacrifice

feeding on the inwards of a
sacrifice

Old Testament
3BCE





996





employ

rise in pitch by three
quarter-tones

Aristides
Quintilianus
3CE





997





be at variance; form a party,
faction; quarrel; be
distracted by factions, party
strife; etc

raising of sedition

Thucydides
5BCE





998





spread upon, spread as
bedding

application of eye-shadow

Ephraem the
Syrian 4CE





999





arrange in a row

numbering of the lines of a
book

John Tzetzes
12CE









pile, heap up, pack together

stipulatio

Glossary





1000

502

Herodotus
5BCE





drawinr
up,
traction;
drawing
in,
suction

for



1001





set in a row (of poles with
nets to drive game into)

surrounding with hunting
nets

Pollian 2CE



1002





put in trim; equip, dress

equipping, dressing

Inscription
3BCE



1003





mouth, rant, vaunt; speak a
broad dialect

creation of a mouth-filling
word

Eustathius
12CE



1004





aim, shoot at; aim at;
endeavour to make out,
guess

guessing

Plato 5/4BCE



1005
1006







squint
strangle

squinting
strangulatus

Galen 2CE
Glossary







1007





squeeze out

stricture

The Testament
of Solomon 3CE





1008





cleanse with soap-wort

cleaning with .
soap-wort

Papyrus





1009







see , uproar in
feasting





,
uproar in feasting

Phrynichus the
Writer of
Comedy 5BCE






equipment,
garment




missile



1010





for , give
oneself airs; and ,
live like a voluptuary, give
oneself airs

1011





mix, blend with; mix
together, commingle;
attemper, compose

mixing, tempering

Glossary





1012





break, break off

breaking

Old Testament
3BCE





1013





shut, coop up; hem in, close;
pit against one another; etc

being shut up,
confinement; fastness,
refuge; conclusion

503

Old Testament
3BCE



a
clothing,
dressing

border



for


shutting
up,
closing
together;
locking
up, safe
storage;
defile,
narrow
passage;
etc

1014





combine against a common
enemy

union, federation of Cretan
communities

Plutarch 1/2CE





1015





strike together; bring into
collision; clash

for , collision,
conflict, etc.

Plutarch 1/2CE





1016





be associated with; act
together with

agreement

Papyrus





1017





be contemporary with;
spend time with

agreement of time

Aulus Gellius
2CE





1018





pour together, commingle,
confound; confuse; trouble;
stir up

pouring oil into lamps

Papyrus





1019





heap with earth, cover with a
mound; demolish, confound

[in B&P only]

Germanus I of
Constantinople
7/8CE



1020





compute, reckon up;
conclude from premisses,
infer, infer syllogistically

computation, calculation;
reasoning; plan scheme;
syllogism; etc

Hippocrates
5BCE





1021





embody or incorporate
soldiers; arrange

parallel arrangement of


Diodorus
Siculus 1BCE





heap (PGL)



1022





bring together; put together,
compare, examine; infer;
etc.

conciliation; reconciliation
(PGL)

Asclepiodotus
Tacticus 1BCE





1023





distribute in shares; parcel
out

distribution in shares

Homiliae
Clementinae
3/4CE





accomplish jointly; decide,
conclude absolutely; etc

for ,
finishing, end; conclusion
of syllogism, proposition

1024





504

Inscription
2BCE



finishing,
end;
conclusion of
syllogism,
proposition



collision,
conflict;
etc

filling up
(of
trenches)

a
bringing
together,
reconcilia
tion;
agreemen
t

1025





wind together, connect

concatenation,
interweaving of thoughts
and emotions

1026





press, squeeze together

for ,
compression

Dorotheus the
Abbot 5/6CE



1027





breathe together; go along
with, yield to

breathing together,
agreement, union

Sextus
Empiricus 2CE





1028





tie the feet together, bind
hand and foot; entangle,
enchain

entanglement

Flavius
Josephus 1CE





1029





assist in procuring

assistance in procuring

Hesychius 5CE





1030





reckon together, count up;
vote together



Alexander of
Aphrodias 3CE





1031
1032







herd together
buy up

herding together
buying up

Inscription 1CE
Papyrus 3BCE







1033





contend along with, share in
a contest; aid, succour

help, support (PGL)

John of
Damascus
7/8CE



collection, union;
assembly

Plutarch 1/2CE



Artemidorus
Daldianus 2CE





gathering,bin
ding

succour in a
contest;
succour,
support



1034





1035





press together, compress;
join in compelling; achieve
by force

constraining proof

Iamblichus 4CE





1036





bring, come to an end
together; to be of the same
length

consummatio

Glossary





1037





rejoice, be glad with; take
pleasure in the same things

taking pleasure in the same
things; enjoying oneself in
company (PGL)

Philo
1BCE/1CE
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compress
ion
conspirat
io,
Glossary



gather together, collect;
assemble

assemblage

winding
together,
connexio
n



mass or
things;
gathering
of people
(PGL)

1038





be a shield-fellow, comrade;
second, support

holding of the shields
together; fighting in close
order

Diodorus
Siculus 1BCE





1039





illuminate

meeting of rays

Placita
Philosophorum





1040





have dealings with,
congregate; live side by side
(PGL)

camping together,
encampment

Cyril of
Alexandria
4/5CE





1041





join one and one, couple;
pair, copulate; join oneself
with, combine with

Hippocrates
5BCE



1042





draw near

Strabo
1BCE/1CE





1043





accustom, make customary

habituation

Plotinus 3CE





1044





join in contributing,
contribute jointly; collect,
gather

gathering in, collecting

Plutarch 1/2CE





1045





persist, make continuous

continuity, succession

Philodemus
1BCE





1046





arrange

setting of bones

Galen 2CE





1047





crush together

gloss on ,
toothache, gnashing the
teeth

Hesychius 5CE

living together, wedlock

Diodorus
Siculus 1BCE



a being taken two together;
a mating, copulation;
collusion
approach, nearness of
constellations

combination
of two
elements





1048





make to live with; join in
one city; unite into a ;
unite in one building; unite,
associate

1049





keep company with, have
sexual intercourse

sexual intercourse

Plutarch 1/2CE



1050





bring into general view, sum
up; estimate

for, sight of,
meeting with

Theodorus
Studita 8/9CE





1051





force together, compress
forcibly; help to propel;
force one's way, rush in;
force, compel

compulsio

Glossary
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for



combinat
ion or
union in
one citystate


sight of,
meeting
with

Old Testament
3BCE



sound of a
pipe,
whistling,
hissing

1052





play the pipe; whistle, hiss

sound of a pipe, whistling,
hissing

1053




 

take an emetic

use of an emetic

Hippocrates
5BCE



1054





shade quite over; throw into
obscurity; overshadow

for , obumbratio

Aquila 2CE



1055





make dark; grow quite dark

darkness

Origen 2/3CE





1056





shake together; make
tremble; become intoxicated

hurricane, earthquake

Old Testament
3BCE





1057





correct, remodel

similar situation;
correspondence of
formation

Sextus
Empiricus 2CE





1058





toss the body about,
struggle; be strongly moved,
excited

spasm, conviulsion

Plato 5/4BCE





1059





play at ball

playing at ball

Artemidorus
Daldianus 2CE



1060





be gangrened, mortify; be
frost-bitten; be blighted

gangrene, frost-bite, blight

Hippocrates
5BCE



1061





appropriate, usurp

appropriation

Aristotle 4BCE



sealing

Papyrus 2BCE




shadow

playing a ball









1063





do off-hand; do offhand;
act with insufficient care

doing, speaking, writing
off-hand

Plato 5/4BCE



1064





have, hold; hold oneself
fast, cling

effeminate kind of dance

Scholiast







assume, give a certain
posture or position; etc

configuration; bearing,
attitude; assumption of a
manner; shape. form,
formation, etc

Plato 5/4BCE
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playing
at ball



1062



similar
situation



close, enclose with a seal;
etc

1065

obumbrat
io



impression of
a signet ring



freak, whim,
caprice



configura
tion

1066





slit, cleave; part, separate,
divide

cleaving

Aeschylus
6/5BCE



1067





hollow out like a pipe

hollowing out like a pipe

Rufus 2CE



1068





be sound of mind;
temperate, moderate; come
to one's senses; learn
moderation

teaching of morality,
moderation

Papyrus



1069





embody; put in
documentary form, execute;
register

embodiment in a legal
instrument; registration for
taxation

Strabo
1BCE/1CE





1070





do hard work; endure
suffering, distress; distress,
trouble

hard labour, conditions;
regular exercise; hardship,
distress; suffering, pain

Philodemus
1BCE





1071





call, deem one unhappy

woe pronounced on one;
woe, misery (PGL)

John of Sicily
8/9CE





1072





for, balance,
sway to and feo, wigh out
measure out

a form of taxation

Papyrus 1BCE





1073





stretch, strain; make more
intense; stretch out in length

stretching, wracking

Theodorus
Prodromus
12CE





1074





use as synonymous;
identify, make identical
(PGL)

identity (PGL)

Theodorus
Studita 8/9CE





1075





stretch by force, pull tight;
stretch, strain; aim at, direct
to a point; exert oneself,
struggle; etc

a vain endeavour to
evacuate

Hippocrates
5BCE





1076





build, form walls; fortify

for , walling,
wall-building

Thucydides
5BCE
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cleft, division




chastisement,
lesson

wall, fort





walling,
wallbuilding

1077





fulfil, accomplish, execute;
grant in full; pay a debt;
initiate in the mysteries; etc

1078





cut up fish for salting

cutting up, slicing

Herodian 2CE



1079





warble, trill; twitter;
accompany; prattle

for, humming,
twanging; mere sound of
twittering

Aristotle 4BCE
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fix boundaries, delimit

delimitation

Inscription



consecration ceremony;
transactio

Inscription



payment,
outlay;
certified
copy,
certificate




humming,
twanging;
mere sound
of twittering





1081





employ art; contrive; use
cunning, artifice; deal subtly

cunning contrivance;
artifice

Aristotle 4BCE



anything
made, done
by art,
handiwork

1082





make square, square; be in
quartile aspect

squaring, quadrature

Scholiast



rectangle

1083





go on all fours

a going on all fours







fry in a thvganon

frying

Manetho 4CE
Menander
4/3BCE



1084





1085





suckle

pressure of the mother's
breast by the sucking of
infants (PGL)

John
Chrysostom
4/5CE





1086





lend out at interest, practise
usury

practice of usury

Xenophon
5/4BCE





1087





speak inarticulately,
mumble; murmur (PGL)

mumbling; murmuring
(PGL)

Phrynichus 2CE





1088





squeal, of pigs

squealing

Phrynichus 2CE





Theognostus
9CE











1089





gnaw, nibble, munch

gloss on , evening
meal at Sparta

1090





eat  dried fruit,
sweetmeats

eating  dried
fruit, sweetmeats

Aristotle 4BCE



1091





mispronounce a letter, lisp

lisping

Plutarch 1/2CE



1092





wound

wounding

Rufus 2CE





1093





seize by the neck, scrag

seizing by the neck; stiff
neck

Plutarch 1/2CE
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imperfect
speech in
children



event,
fulfilmen
t

1094





conquer, vanquish; multiply
by three

triad

Ion of Chios
5BCE





1095





multiply by three, represent
as a triangular number; be
triangular; be in trine aspect

dispositions of numbers
triangular-wise

Nicomachus of
Gerasa 2CE





1096





triple, take three times

tripling

Aristotle 4BCE



1097





utter a shrill cry

shrill cry, scream of the
partridge; grating, grinding
rasping

Aristotle 4BCE



1098





turn or direct towards a
thing; alter, change; rout,
defeat; etc




Hesychius 5CE



1099





run quickly

trochaic metre

Eustathius
12CE



1100





run quickly

course, running

1101





gurgle, of the bowels

gurgling

1102





bore through

boring

1103





mutter, murmur

gurgling

1104





wound, kill, damage, injure;
miscarry

miscarriage

1105





beat a drum; drum

1106





mock, jeer flount


creaking of
olive plants
rubbing
together





course,
running

Hippiatrica



Hippocrates
5BCE
Aquila 2CE
Hippocrates
5BCE
Hippocrates
5BCE

















beating of drums,
drumming

Strabo
1BCE/1CE





scoffing, jeering

Aristotle 4BCE






jeer, taunt





1107





have dropsy

for , dropsy, etc

Asclepiades of
Prusa 2/1BCE

1108


 


 

squeal like a pig

squealing, grunting of
swine

Pollian 2CE





1109





filter, strain

fusio







vaporise, inhale

vaporisation





1111





play on the aulos in
accompaniment

music for the aulos

Glossary
Dioscorides
1CE
Inscription
1BCE



1110





1112





cover with a shield

covering with a shield,
protection

Old Testament
3BCE
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1113





carry over, transport;
transpose

transposition

Apollonius
Dyscolus 2CE





1114





overbid; outbid (PGL)

overbidding

Charisius 4CE





1115





drive beyond the frontier,
banish

banishment

Pollian 2CE





1116





stand under; go under

anything put under; base;
keel; step, etc

Hesychius 5CE





1117





draw, bring down; carry off
downwards; etc

carrying off downwards,
purging

Xenocrates 1CE





1118





bind, tie, fetter

foot-gear; under-bandage

Polybius 2BCE





1119





burn for purposes of
fumigation

fumigation

Dioscorides
1CE





blandishments, use of
endearing names; of
dimnutives

Plutarch 1/2CE



coaxing or
endearing
name; a fair
name for
something
base;
diminutive

1120





call by endearing names;
call something bad by a
good name, something good
by a bad name; use
diminutives

1121





take into account; deduct
the price from

consideration, reason

Chrysippus the
Stoic 3BCE





1122





make a memorandum of;
write memoirs, annals,
treatise; explain, interpret

memorandum, minute,
royal decree; note taking;
memoirs, annals;
commentary

Polybius 2BCE





1123





for, strike one
under the eye; bruise,
mortify: annoy, wear out

bruising, mortification of
the body (PGL)

Gregorius
Nazianzenus
4CE





1124





retrace path (of planets)

retrograde motion

Proclus 5CE





1125





trip up one's heels, upset

tripping up, supplanting

Old Testament
3BCE



1126





undergo an operation on the
skull for an eye infection

operation on the skull for
an eye infection

Galen 2CE
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fall given by
tripping up







use of the
diminutiv
e

1127





draw away from under, draw
off, withdraw secretly

withdrawing of claims

Aquila 2CE





1128





be underpinned

propping up of vines

Papyrus 2CE





breaking up of ground

Papyrus 1CE





Flavius
Josephus 1CE
Hippocrates
5BCE











1129





split underneath; break up
ground

1130





suspect, surmise

suspicion, surmise

1131





return, of illness

relapse

1132





lay oneself back, fall back;
bend back; make
subservient; etc

laying oneself backwards

Hippocrates
5BCE

1133





give one a black eye; bruise,
mortify

sugillatio, bruise; an
affronting, insulting

Glossary

1134





be behind, later, come late;
come later than; lag behind,
be inferior; etc

arrears

Papyrus 6CE



1135





draw away under,
underhand, gently, by
undermining

withdrawing

Glossary





1136





love attention, swagger
(PGL)

love of show and
ostentation (PGL)

John Climacus
6/7CE





1137





make visible, present to the
eye, imagination; fancy,
imagine, etc

mental image; vision

Epicurus
4/3BCE



apparition,
phantom



1138





hold cheap

for ,
disparagement

Old Testament
3BCE



disparageme
nt



1139





play the cheat, quack; cheat,
lie

cheating, quackery,
imposition

Demosthenes
4BCE





1140





say, affirm, assert

utterance prompted by
gods, significant, propetic
saying; oracle; report,
rumour; etc

The Suda 10CE





1141





pick the lice from oneself

picking lice

Glossary
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that which is
laid back




shortcoming,
deficiency,
need



for



1142





set on fire, burn; singe;
blaze

flame, blaze, inflammation,
heat of passion

1143




 

have the bark stripped off

stripping off the bark,
peeling

1144





terrify, scare

terrifying, scare

1145





belong to the same phratry;
conspire

league, combination;
conspiracy

1146





be delirious

frenzy

1147





shudder, shiver

shuddering, shivering

1148





become presumptuous

1149





1150



1151

1152

1153

Hesychius 5CE



Theophrastus
4/3BCE
Old Testament
3BCE
Eustathius
12CE













Plutarch 1/2CE
Old Testament
3BCE









presumptuousness,
arrogance

Polybius 2BCE





blow, puff; blow up,
distend; etc

blowing

Aristotle 4BCE







blow, puff; snort, breather
hard; hiss

the sound made by
expiration

Aristotle 4BCE



breathing
hard,
blowing







shine, give light; bring to
light, make known;
enlighten, instruct; etc

illumination, light

Plutarch 1/2CE



phase of the
moon







greet, welcome; salute a god

greeting, visit of a person
of rank; salutation
addressed to a god

Polybius 2BCE







slacken, loose, release, let
down, let fall; become
slack, loose; give way,
yield; grow slack, weak

for , slackening,
loosening; free play of
parts of whole; lowering
by means of pulleys
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Dioscorides
1CE



blister



illuminati
on



slackened
condition,
relaxation;
gap, slit; etc



slackenin
g,
loosening
; free
play of
parts of
whole;
lowering
by means
of
pulleys

1154





shine like brass

game played by spinning a
copper coin

Pollian 2CE





1155





fence with stakes driven in
cross-wise

palisading, fencing

Pherecrates
5BCE





1156





engrave, inscribe;
characterise, emphasise

characterisation

Trypho 1BCE



impress,
image



1157





be witty, jest; make a
charming use of

wit

Plato 5/4BCE



witty saying,
jest





say or do something
agreeable;show him a
favour, oblige, gratify; give
graciously, cheerfully

bestowing of favours

Sopater the
Orator 5CE



grace, favour







1158

1159







yawn, gape

yawning, gaping (PGL)

JohnClimacus
6/7CE



chasm, gulf;
gaping mouth
of an animal;
any wide
opening

handling, manipulation,
treatment; mangement,
handling; finacial
administration; inventory,
register; guild, corporation

Hippocrates
5BCE



part handled,
operated
upon;
treatment

Athenaeus the
Epigrammatist
3/2BCE



1160





handle, manipulate;
manage, administer; etc

1161





twitter like a swallow, sing
the swallow song

singing of the swallow
song

placing crosswise, diagonal
arrangement; cruciform
incision; decussation;
cancellation of document

Antyllus 2CE



snowing

Apollonius the
Sophist 1/2CE



1162





make two lines crossing like
a ; arrange four clauses
crosswise; make a cruciform
incision; cross out, cancel a
document

1163





snow upon, cover with snow
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cross-piece
of wood;
cross
bandage





1164





jest, scoff, scoff at; treat
scornfully

mockery, scoffing

Demosthenes
4BCE



1165





feed, fatten cattle; feed, feed
full of

being fed

Anaxandrides
4BCE



1166





neigh, whinny

neighing, whinnying; any
loud noise

Aristophanes
5/4BCE



negotiation, decree,
audience; administration
of justice; deed, legal
instrument; divine
injunction, message;
charter (PGL)

Polybius 2BCE





for


mockery
fodder,
forage, for
cattle
neighing,
whinnying





1167





negotiate, have dealings;
deliberate; give audience to;
transact business; give
response to; issue
ordinances; have dealings
with;

1168





proclaim; warn, direct;
furnish with; be in want of,
lack, need

oracular response

Pindar 5BCE





oracular
response;
lending,
loan

1169




 

touch the surface of the
body, touch; colour, stain

coloratura

Hesychius 5CE




 

coloratur
a

1170





spend time; last, continue;
take tiime, linger; become
chronic; age

tarrying in a place;
delaying, coming late; a
becoming chronic

Polybius 2BCE





expenditu
re of time

1171





colour, tinge

colouring, dyeing

Dioscorides
1CE





1172





extract the juice from a planr
by infusion or decoction

extraction of the juice of
plants

Theophrastes
4/3BCE



1173





expose a child in a pot

exposure of a child in a pot

Hesychius 5CE





1174





fortify with mounds; embank
wityh dykes

construction of dykes

Papyrus 2BCE





1175





separate, divide; separate in
thought, distinguish; etc

separation, menstrual
discharge

Plato 5/4BCE



1176





clip with scissors

clipping

Archigena 2CE
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the extracted
juice of
plants

a separated
space






separatio
n

proposal
passsed by a
majority of
votes;
decree, law

1177





falter in speech, speak
inarticulately, speak
indistinctly

1178





count, reckon; vote, carry
by vote; decide by vote

use of pebbles

Scholiast

1179





whisper, whisper slanders;
rustle (of leaves)

whispering, slandering,
whistle of a snake-charmer;
crepitation

Old Testament
3BCE



1180





paint with whilte lead

painting the face with white
lead

Clement of
Alexandria
2/3CE



1181





refresh

refreshment, cooling
oneself in the shade

Herodian 2CE

1182





feed with morsels; give food
by hand; bait

feeding with morsels

Soranus 2CE



1183





thrust, push; drive back;
thrust out, banish; crowd,
throng, jostle; etc

[in B&P only]

Proclus 5CE





1184





for , thrust, push; drive
back; thrust out, banish;
crowd, throng, jostle; etc

thrusting, pushing;
jostling, struggling

Thucydides
5BCE





1185





beautify, adorn: give oneself
airs

adornment

Old Testament
3BCE



1186





thrust, push; drive back;
thrust out, banish; crowd,
throng, jostle; etc

for  and
, thrusting,
pushing, justling,
struggling

Diodorus
Siculus 1BCE





1187





push, be pushed about

for , thrusting,
pushing, jostling,
struggling

Moeris 2CE





stammering

Plutarch 1/2CE
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whispering,
any low
whispering,
rustling noise






morsel



for


Appendix 1C—Subgroups of Greek nouns ending in  and preceded by 

Noun in

#

Verb from which derived

Meaning of Noun in

-

First Occurrence

1. State or Condition (37)
3





affection

Menander 4/3BCE

4





irritatio

Glossary

18





disgust

Sextus Empiricus 2CE

22





outrage, torture; discomfort, wrench, shock

Demosthenes 4BCE

41





anguish, disquiet, tossing about restlessly

Hippocrates 5BCE

43





dull, dim sight

Archigenes 2CE

57





compulsion, pressure of a crowd (PGL)

Stephen the Deacon 9CE

148





hopelessness, despair

Polybius 2BCE

213





old-world charm, archaism, ancient custom

Menander 4/3BCE

223





dishonour, disgrace

Old Testament 3BCE

226





radiance, flashing; splendour, brilliance (PGL)

Cyril of Jerusalem 4CE

230





absolute holiness (PGL)

Origen 2/3CE

272





voluptuousness

Plutarch 1/2CE

292





for , toothache, grnashing the teeth

Old Testament 3BCE

301





womanish weakness

Polybius 2BCE

366





consistency, steadiness

Sextus Empiricus 2CE

412





inspiration

Scholiast

441



for, elephantiasis

Etymologicum Magnum
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444





for , want

457





persistence

Philumenus 3CE

465





inspiration, enthusiasm, frenzy

Plato 5/4BCE

592





convenience, propriety

Apollonius Dyscolus 2CE

593





straightness

Philo 1BCE/1CE

616





divine possession, frenzy

Thucydides 5BCE

629





peculiarity, particularity

Iamblichus 4CE

639




 

Judaism

Old Testament 3BCE

661





exhaustion

Aristotle 4BCE

670





old age

Hippiatrica

730





hauteur

Photius 9CE

731





roughness, hoarseness

Galen 2CE

872





defilement, pollution

Old Testament 3BCE

874





solitary life, solitude

Eustathius 12CE

893





soberness

The Suda 10CE

906





irritation, scratching

Hippocrates 5BCE

977





unseasonableness

Aquila 2CE

1211





agreement of time

Aulus Gellius 2CE

1212





sameness of colour

Hesychius 5CE

1





breathing out, expiration

Aristotle 4BCE

8





making into bundles

Papyrus

11





adorning, ornament

Plato 5/4BCE

13





purchasing

Vettius Valens 2CE

21





imitation of Egyptians

Dionysus Periegeta 1/2CE

23





for , sensation of having the teeth set on edge

Hesychius 5CE

24





adherence to unorthodox practices; heresy

Lucian the Expositor 3/4CE

25





explanation, justification

Eusebius of Caesarea 3/4CE

2. Performance (572)
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26





for  captivity

Scholiast

30





throwing the javelin; emission

Xenophon 5/4BCE

31





breakfasting

Athenaeus 2/3CE

32





commandment; fixed allowances

Old Testament 3BCE

34





for , wrestling with the hands

Lucian Sophista 2CE

35





amputation

Dioscorides 1CE

40





threshing

Papyrus 6CE

42



mixing with barley-groats

Inscription

45





tying, knotting

Heliodorus 1/2CE

56





gargling

Hippocrates 5BCE

63





drawing back, retreat

Scholiast

65





a cursing

66





cutting open, piercing (PGL)

Maximus the Confessor 7CE

68





for , a bending back, flexure; refection of light, reverberation of sound;
overlapping in metre

Heliodorus 1/2CE

71





gargle

Aretaeus 2CE

76





reconsideration, reckoning, calculation; line of reasoning

Thucydides 5BCE

77





redistribution; distribution of burdens

Scholiast

79





laceration

Archigenes 2CE

91





upsetting, reversal

Vettius Valens 2CE

96





rebuilding of walls

Xenophon 5/4BCE

98





running back

Antyllus 2CE

103





the throwing up [of] a mound

Scholiast

104





for , cleaning out

Papyrus 2CE
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105





selling into slavery, enslaving; kidnapping

Thucydides 5BCE

121





a striking against

Glossary

123





diversion

Diodorus Siculus 1BCE

125





convulsion, ebb and flow of the sea

Aristophanes 5/4BCE

126





the use of figures in turn

Dionysus of Halicarnassus
1BCE

127





reflection of light

Plutarch 1/2CE

128





for , use of one tense for another

Herodian 2CE

129





drawing up or emptying water

Papyrus

131





moistening

Archigenes 2CE

133



decanting

Papyrus 4CE

136





making plump

Hippocrates 5BCE

137





for , putting off clothes

Cornutus 1CE

138





plucking of flowers

Galen 2CE

139





gloss on , sleeping off a debauch

Glossary

140





selling for ready money

Glossary

150





making calm

Porphyrius of Tyre 3CE

153





boiling over, ebullition

Sextus Empiricus 2CE

154





making a ligature

Antyllus 2CE

155





for , weaning from a mother's milk

Hippocrates 5BCE

157





flaying

Glossary

161





filtering (PGL)

Ignatius of Antioch1/2CE

163





sucking out

Eratosthenes 3BCE

164





laying by, storing up

Diodorus Siculus 1BCE

166





warding off by prayer

Charisius 4CE

168





burning

Inscription

169





beheading

Plutarch 1/2CE
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172





dashing out the last drops of wine

Herodian 2CE

173





sleeping off a debauch

Hesychius 5CE

174





a kicking off, away; a form of haemorrhage

Aeschylus 6/5BCE

176





giving an account, record; defence, plea (PGL)

Aeschines 4BCE

178





tapering, off

Damascius 5/6CE

179





for , blackening

Comarius the Alchemist 1/2CE

181





turning up the nose at (PGL)

Clement of Alexandria 2/3CE

182





becoming acid

Aëtius 6CE

183





expiring

Hesychius 5CE

184





chipping off with an adze

Galen 2CE

185





the casting of a shadow

Plutarch 1/2CE

187





tearing away, being torn away

Plutarch 1/2CE

190





sponging off

Antyllus 2CE

191





repetition by heart

Epiphanius 4/5CE

198





averting by expiatory sacrifice

Diogenens Laertius 3CE

200





purging, clearing of phlegm

Dioscorides 1CE

201





unloading, vomiting

Archigenes 2CE

203





layering of a vine

Papyrus 2CE

204





for , thrusting away, expulsion

Old Testament 3BCE

205





clashing, shattering, rattling

Zosimus the Alchemist 3/4CE

206





getting money

Strabo 1BCE/1CE

208





ploughing (PGL)

Testaments of the XII
Patriarchs 1CE

209



measuring in , units of 100 cubits square

Papyrus 1CE

210





taking, seizing

Plutarch 1/2CE

211





hanging, suspension

Anecdota Graeca

214



bleeding from the haemorrhoids

Severus 4CE
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215





leaping on greased wineskins at the Askolia

Pollian 2CE

218





greeting, embrace, affection

Theognis 6BCE

221





marking with stars; arrangement of constellations

Ptolemy 2CE

225





drying, dryness

Hippocrates 5BCE

228





ploughing

Papyrus 2CE

229





lodging

Symmachus 2/3CE

232





extemporaneous speaking

Alcidamas 4BCE

234





springing off, away,up

Antyllus 2CE

240





foaming from the mouth

Homer 8BCE

241





disarming

Code of Justinian 4-6CE

244





foaming

Archigenes 2CE

246





healing

Iamblichus 4CE

248





keeping awake

Eustathius 12CE

249





drawing off of liquids

The Suda 10CE

250





for , walking, going

Plato 5/4BCE

253





dancing, jumping about

Alexander 2CE

254





, plashing of water

Glossary of Cyril 5CE

255





dipping in water, immersion

New Testament 1/2CE

263





tossing, restlessness

Hippocrates 5BCE

264





angling

Oracle

268





singing of pastorals

Trypho 1BCE

269





making slow

Scholiast

270





boiling up, fermentation

Aëtius 6CE

273





bubbling up

Arcadius 4CE

274





sinking, submersion

Heliodorus 3CE

276





suckling

Mnesitheus of Cyzicum 3BCE
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277





calming; calming of the conscience

Epicurus 4/3BCE

278





tickling

Aristotle 4BCE

279





gluttonous eating

Sophilus 4BCE

280





jesting

Old Testament 3BCE

283





tickling; mode of kissing

The Suda 10CE

286





dyeing bluish-grey

Papyrus

290





making known, identification; recognition

Aristotle 4BCE

291





murmuring, muttering, grumbling

Anaxandrides 4BCE

296





feeding at grass

Hippiatrica

297





grunting

Aristotle 4BCE

299





grunting

Agathocles

303





plastering with gypsum

Papyrus 2/3CE

304





squaring off corners

Lysias 5/4BCE

307





money-lending; borrowing

Plato 5/4BCE

309





making rough

Dioscorides 1CE

310



speaking like Datis, i.e., broken Greek

Herodotus 5BCE

313





multiplying by ten (PGL)

Gregory of Nyssa 4CE

316





catching by bait

Aristotle 4BCE

320





catching in a noose

Antyllus 2CE

321





jostling with elbow

Plutarch 1/2CE

322





for , distinguishing, means of distinguishing, discerning, power of discerning

Galen 2CE

324





a great straining

Aëtius 6CE

325





connecting band, ligature

Hippocrates 5BCE

326





fighting with the spear

Marcus Antoninus 2CE
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327





purging thoroughly, pruning

Inscription

333





elaborate combing of the hair (PGL)

Clement of Alexandria 2/3CE

334





balancing of accounts; calculation, consideration; debate; thought, disputation, argument

Demosthenes 4BCE

340





fighting with swords

Plutarch 1/2CE

342





delimiting

Epiphanius 4/5CE

343





for , putting into shape, setting of dislocated limb; modelling; deformation by
mirrors; massage of infants

Placita Philosophorum

345





sparring, disputing, wrangling

Plutarch 1/2CE

347





scourging

Papyrus 5CE

348





for , moulding shaping

Symmachus 2/3CE

350





for , scattering

Hesychius 5CE

351





scattering, dispersal, confusion

Old Testament 3BCE

352





tearing in pieces; interruption, interval

Old Testament 3BCE

354





walling off

Inscription

357





for , anointing

Paul of Aegina 7CE

359





for , voting by ballot; reckoning, assessment

Aristotle 4BCE

360





pushing about, delay, brawl

Dionysus of Halicarnassus
1BCE

362





thrusting apart, separation

Dionysius of Halicarnassus
1BCE
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363





giving judgement

Philo 1BCE/1CE

370





doubling

Antipho the Sophist 5BCE

371





for , doubling

Plotinus 3CE

376





pushing about, scuffle,

Plutarch 1/2CE

377





for, pushing asunder, forcing open; putting off sine die; pushing through in surgery of
embedded weapons

Aretaeus 2CE

380





fighting with spears

Plutarch 1/2CE

382





running away, flight

Herodotus 5BCE

385





making into a dyad

Damascius 5/6CE

389





multiplying by twelve

Catalogus Codicum
Astrologorum

390





speaking the Doric dialect

Demetrius of Phaleron 1BCE

392





dwelling upon a syllable in pronunciation

Dionysius of Halicarnassus
1BCE

394





shutting up; being under lock and key

Eustathius 12CE

395





for , encouragement

Arrian 2CE

398





for, rolling among

Vettius Valens 2CE

401





placing in position

Geoponica 10CE

402





accustoming, habituation

Aristotle 4BCE

403





conjecturing, guessing

Dionysius of Halicarnassus
1BCE

405





gathering of revenue

Charisius 4CE

406





bringing in as settler

Heliodorus 3CE

411





lending at interest

Papyrus 3CE

413





holding of an assembly

Polybius 2BCE

415





waning of the moon

Cassius 3CE
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418





keeping of accounts; consideration, reckoning; conclusion of an argument

Inscription 2BCE

419





sucking out

Aëtius 6CE

424





squeezing out

Hippocrates 5BCE

426





burning, inflammation

Plutarch 1/2CE

427





squeezing out

Stephen the Physician 7CE

428





blowing forth

Epicurus 4/3BCE

429





scattering abroad

Plutarch 1/2CE

432





beheading

Glossary

436





contemning

Flavius Josephus 1CE

440





for , pity, mercy, compassion

Aquila 2CE

447





strewing

Inscription 2CE

448





impeding, hindering

Aristotle 4BCE

449





for  burning, inflammation

Inscription 2BCE

450





for , burning, inflammation

Hyperides 4BCE

452





muzzling (or imposing a pasture tax)

Inscription 4BCE

453





grafting

Geoponica 10CE

460





glorifying

Symmachus 2/3CE

462





for , taking in pledge, security taken, pledge

Papyrus 3BCE

464





planting

Clement of Alexandria 2/3CE

466





enthroning; enthroning of a bishop, consecration of a church (PGL)

468





being in battle array

Aquila 2CE

470





curling

Clement of Alexandria 2/3CE

471





budding

Geoponica 10CE
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474





gloss on , stretching, stringing

Scholiast

476





turning round

Scholiast

479





for, selling into slavery

Polybius 2BCE

485





frothing up

Clement of Alexandria 2/3CE

488





pulling out, removal

Rufus 2CE

489





for , working out, completion; labour at a thing

Simplicius 6CE

493





winning over, appropriating for oneself

Polybius 2BCE

500





sending beyond the frontier

Dionysius of Halicarnassus
1BCE

505



drawing forth of urine

Dioscorides 1CE

506





for, changing into water

Zosimus the Alchemist 3/4CE

507





a placing out in the ocean

Strabo 1BCE/1CE

508





for , holiday- keeping

Plutarch 1/2CE

510





casting of dice

Hesychius 5CE

511





hearkening (PGL)

Origen 2/3CE

515





doubling; repetition

Elias the Philosopher 6CE

516





retracing

Hippolytus of Rome 2/3CE

519





passing the night

Scholiast

524





shading, covering

526





cheapening

Aristotle 4BCE

535





for , cheering on, exhortation

Scholiast

536





for , weakening

Glossary

538





turning round

Soranus 2CE

540





reckoning, calculation; reflection, consideration; etc

Aristotle 4BCE

527

543





turning up the nose, mocking at

Hesychius 5CE

545





pressing upon

Archigenes 2CE

546





for , being on, coming to the surface

Aristotle 4BCE

547





covering with a lid

Papyrus 2CE

548





watering

Eustathius 12CE

552





shading, covering

Vettius Valens 2CE

558





for, building a fort or stronghold on an enemy's frontier

Thucydides 5BCE

569





rising very early

Plutarch 1/2CE

571





playing ducks and drakes

Pollian 2CE

573





multiplying by seven

Hero the Engineer 2/1BCE

581





supporting

Hippocrates 5BCE

582





for, creeping

The Suda 10CE

586





for , feasting, banqeting, entertainment

Inscription

591





thinking or calling happy, predication of happiness

Aristotle 4BCE

604





for , furnishing oneself with provisions, foraging; stock, store of provender

Hesychius 5CE

606





keeping until the next day

Rufus 2CE

609





flattering

Photius 9CE 9CE

612





multiplying by one and a half

614





marvelling

Philodemus 1BCE

617





laying down; conventional, arbitrary determination

Vitruvius

618





mowing, reaping; reaping time, harvest; harvest, crop

Xenophon 5/4BCE
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620





laying up in store; preservation, keeping

Aristotle 4BCE

621





crushing (PGL)

Nectarius of Constantinople
4CE

622





breaking

Old Testament 3BCE

626





springing, of rising ground

Homer 8BCE

627





arming with a bleastplate

Old Testament 3BCE

631





sacred service

Inscription 3CE

640





riding

Scholiast

642





reducing treatment

Hippocrates 5BCE

643





doubling, repetition of 

Quintilian 1CE

646





cleansing, purification

Old Testament 3BCE

647





launching; collapse

Moschio 3BCE

650





for , arming, making of arms; mode of arming, armour

Polybius 2BCE

651





moistening

Soranus 2CE

653





for , making new; innovation in the state; renewal recreation

The Suda 10CE

657





adorning oneself, making a display

Plato 5/4BCE

658





trotting

Philumenus 3CE

663





gleaning

Inscription

667





gulping down

Clement of Alexandria 2/3CE

668





sinking

Glossary

669





packing

Papyrus 4CE

672





murmuring against

Apostolic Constitutions 4CE

673





for, buying up, purchase

Inscription

678





calling to one, encouraging

Strabo 1BCE/1CE
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679





dividing into small parts

Porphyrius of Tyre 3CE

681





for , scratching, tickling; irritation

Scholiast

682





putting to sleep

Philodemus 1BCE

683





hanging down

Apollonius 1CE

684





throwing headlong

Athenaeus the Engineer

686





careful combing

Herodotus the Physician 1CE

691



probably for , drawing down; demolition of buildings

Caelius Aurelianus 5CE

698





overshadowing

Germanus I of Constantinople
7/8CE

699





outwitting, trickery

Alexander of Aphrodias 3CE

702





weighing out

Dioscorides 1CE

703





placing among the stars

Hipparchus 2BCE

706





shining brightly

Plutarch 1/2CE

713





for, voting against, condemnation

Pollian 2CE

715





for , pledging

Pollian 2CE

716





right directing (PGL)

Clement of Alexandria 2/3CE

717





lulling to sleep

Homer 8BCE

719





setting a dislocated limb

Galen 2CE

723





for , plashing of water

Zosimus the Alchemist 3/4CE

724





singing, note of a bird (PGL)

Acts of Xanthippe and
Polyxena 3CE

725





gurgling (PGL)

Clement of Alexandria 2/3CE

729





breaking up small

Olympiodorus the Philosopher
6CE
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736





for , playing on the

Callimachus 3BCE

738





tittering, giggling

Aristophanes 5/4BCE

739





crying like a child

Isaeus 4BCE

740





storing under lock and key

Papyrus 3CE

743





surging of the waves

Strabo 1BCE/1CE

744





surging of the waves, confusion

Herodian 2CE

747





for , itching

Hippocrates 5BCE

748





itching, tickling

Sophocles 5BCE

751





for , putting to sleep; softening the accent

Scholiast

754





crying cuckoo; the sound of a very high voice

Nicomachus of Gerasa 2CE

755





for , checking the growth of trees; chastisement, punishment; that which brings about
punishment

Callimachus 3BCE

756





beating (PGL)

John Chrysostom 4/5CE

757





sheathing of a sword

Hesychius 5CE

759





striking with the fist; maltreatment

Old Testament 3BCE

761





braying

Hesychius 5CE

763





for , dunging, manuring

Theophrastus 4/3BCE

764





lascivious dancing

Demosthenes 4BCE

765





purifying by Corybantic rites

Hesychius 5CE

767





for , playing at the cottabos

Philumenus 3CE

768





for, dice playing

Inscription

769





selling oil by retail

Papyrus 2CE
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770





armed dancing

Dionysius of Halicarnassus
1BCE

771





for , lightening alleviation

Diodorus Siculus 1BCE

773





serving a drink from a  in a religious ceremony

Inscription 4BCE

775





screaming

Diphilus the Writer of Comedy
4/3BCE

777





for hurling down headlong

Ptolemy 2CE

779





weaving

Scholiast

780





picking of flocks, flocks

Galen 2CE

782





for , rattling noise, beat, clap, click of fingers

Aeschylus 6/5BCE

783





gushing out of water; douche

Aëtius 6CE

784





playing on a stringed instrument

Proclus 5CE

785





getting wealth

Manetho 4CE

786





combing

Euripides 5BCE

788





for , steering, pilotage

Aquila 2CE

789





cubing, making into a solid

Theologumena Arithmeticae

790





for , stirring up, mixing

Sophocles 5BCE

792





rolling

Theodotion 2CE

793





playing on cymbals

Alciphro 4CE

799





tippling

Aristotle 4BCE

800





revelling

Flavius Josephus 1CE

802





for  forgetting, forgetfulness

Hesychius 5CE

803





kicking

Hesychius 5CE
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804





acting in the Lacedaemonian way, interest

Marcus Tullius Cicero 1BCE

805





croaking

Plutarch 1/2CE

806





cutting vegetables

Thucydides 5BCE

807





casting of lots

Glossary

809





thinning out

Hippocrates 5BCE

811





stoning

Aeschylus 6/5BCE

813





stoning

Scholiast

814





for, throwing of stones

Scholiast

821





reckoning; calculating; calculation, reasoning; reason, argument; reasoning power

Thucydides 5BCE

824





placing in ambush

Plutarch 1/2CE

825





bending, twisting

Lucian 2CE

826





playing the lyre

Scholiast

828





pronouncing happy, blessing; giving praise, thanks; promise of blessing (PGL)

Plato 5/4BCE

835





withering; for , causing to die away

Galen 2CE

841





blackening of the flesh from mortification; dyeing black; black spot

Hippocrates 5BCE

843





dismembering

Dionysius of Halicarnassus
1BCE

847





dividing, division

Plato 5/4BCE

850





transcription in a different orthography

Galen 2CE

857





for , handling, treatment; mode of preparing

Cornutus 1CE
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858





for , lifting up; being raised up; etc

Hippocrates 5BCE

860





jesting

The Suda 10CE

861





bleating

Plutarch 1/2CE

862





lengthening of a syllable

Eustathius 12CE

863





chewing the cud

Old Testament 3BCE

864





celebrating the feast of Cybele

Phintys 5/4BCE

866





depreciating (PGL)

Cyril of Alexandria 4/5CE

867





measuring by miles and marking by milestones

Strabo 1BCE/1CE

868





warbling

Scholiast

870



measuring by modii

Hero the Engineer 2/1BCE

876



dividing into fractional parts

Ptolemy 2CE

878





turning up the nose, sneering; sarcasm

Old Testament 3BCE

880





anointing

Antigonus of Carystus 3BCE

884





snorting; mocking, jeering

Hippocrates 5BCE

897





wetting; moisture

Damascius 5/6CE

899





for, dyeing yellow or brown

Archigena 2CE

903





gloss on , drying, dryness

Erotianus the Grammarian
1CE

905





for, felling and carrying of wood; timber; woodwork

Polybius 2BCE

917





levelling

Old Testament 3BCE

922





paring the nails, trimming the hooves

Strabo 1BCE/1CE

924





for , preparing for war, arming, equipment, accoutrement

Aeschylus 6/5BCE
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930





rising early

Aquila 2CE

931





marking out by boundaries, limitattion; definition; wager, decree, vow

Dionysus Halicarnassus 1BCE

938





a being too late

Dionysus of Halicarnassus
1BCE

939





furnishing with provisions

Menander 4/3BCE

940





chanting of the paeans

941





chanting of the paeans

Inscription 5BCE

944





keeping vigil

Glossary

945



calling out 'papa'

The Suda 10CE

946





forcing of nature, law

Plutarch 1/2CE

948





for , putting one letter for another

Stephen of Byzantium 5CE

949





making an example of by pointing out to public shame

Old Testament 3BCE

951





edging with a cornice; make a row along

Theophrastus 4/3BCE

952





equating of payments; placing side by side; repetition

Papyrus 6CE

954





for , pressing aside

Heliodorus the Physician
1/2CE

957





hindering

Artemidorus Daldianus 2CE

959





drawing sideways

Placita Philosophorum

960





sealing

Papyrus 3BCE

963





the banking up of a canal with brushwood

Papyrus 3BCE

964





rouging the face as a form of  (PGL)

Clement of Alexandria 2/3CE

973





disarming

Diodorus Siculus 1BCE
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976





979



980





treading on,trampling; threshing of corn

Aeschylus 6/5BCE

981





boiling, blustering

Alcaeus 7/6BCE

982





growing fat; thickening

Hippocrates 5BCE

984





being at sea

Alciphro 4CE

987





for , ripening, maturation of tunmours, etc; concoction of sputum, urine;
suppuration

Hippocrates 5BCE

989





finishing

Symmachus 2/3CE

990





steaming

Soranus 2CE

995



covering oneself with chaff

Plutarch 1/2CE

996





for , reckoning, calculation; reflection, consideration; etc

Dionysius of Halicarnassus
1BCE

997





marking out by boundaries, description of the boundaries of a property

Dionysius of Halicarnassus
1BCE

999





sprinkling with water

Symmachus 2/3CE

1001





sounding trumpets around

Julian Emperor 4CE

1004





scalping as a surgical operation

Galen 2CE

1006





making an incision around the scalp

Aëtius 6CE

1008





sponging all over

Soranus 2CE

1011





roping off

Inscription

making dykes with brushwood

Inscription 3CE

see , vaulting, tumbling
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1012





for, walling round, circumvallation

Thucydides 5BCE

1013





for , running around

Antyllus 2CE

1014





running around

Antyllus 2CE

1015





scorching

Aquila 2CE

1016





scorching

Symmachus 2/3CE

1017





shining round about

Heliodorus 3CE

1018





wrapping oneself in a cloak

Herodian 2CE

1019





surrounding with a dyke

Papyrus 3CE

1021





spreading out

Old Testament 3BCE

1022





later form of , vaulting, tumbling

Photius 9CE

1023





vaulting, tumbling

Plutarch 1/2CE

1024





pelting with stones

Scholiast

1027





measuring by the cubit

Papyrus 2BCE

1029





for . squeezing, pressing, pinching; pressure, close contact

Hippocrates 5BCE

1030





playing the ape, playing monkey-tricks

Aristophanes 5/4BCE

1037





widening, enlarging, dilatation, distension; boasting, bragging

Old Testament 3BCE

1041





making multiple, pluralisation; increase, multiplication (PGL)

Origen 2/3CE

1042





amorous toying

Strato the Epigrammatist 2CE

1044





enriching

Eustathius 12CE

1047





weeding

Theophrastus 4/3BCE

1048





measuring by feet; metre in scansion

Rufus 2CE
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1049





sheep-shearing

Papyrus 3CE

1050





building of a city

Dionysius of Halicarnassus
1BCE

1054





smacking the lips; applause

Xenophon 5/4BCE

1055





providing, procuring; earning a living; money-getting

Polybius 2BCE

1060





casting to the ground

Sybilline Oracles 2/3CE

1062





sawing; gripping with the teeth

Hesychius 5CE

1064





advancing

Artemidorus Daldianus 2CE

1066





previous casting up of accounts

Papyrus 2BCE

1068





making an infusion for

Soranus 2CE

1078





levelling of ground in advance, preparation

Maximus Confessor 7CE

1083





forcing, straining

Antyllus 2CE

1086





drawing near, approach

Basil of Caesarea in
Cappadocia 4CE

1088





dashing against

Placita Philosophorum

1092





for  coming to anchor, coming to land

Scholiast

1100





pushing forward

Simplicius 6CE

1104





overturning; craft, subtlety

Old Testament 3BCE

1105





winnowing

Nicopho 5/4BCE

1107





for , spitting

Hippocrates 5BCE

1114





winnowing, threshing

Papyrus 2BCE

1117





sprinkling with water

Old Testament 3BCE 3CE

1118





striking, beating

Cornutus 1CE

1121





fanning; movement of the air through fanning

Herodotus the Physician 1CE
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1122



1123



1124



1126



throwing, tossing about

Hippocrates 5BCE

watering (see )

Hesychius 5CE



for ,  snoring

Galen 2CE




 

 

Hesychius 5CE

1132





keeping of days of rest

New Testament 1/2CE

1134





for , shrieking, wailing

Hesychius 5CE

1141





shaking, shock, agitation, commotion

Thucydides 5BCE

1142





shining

Manetho 4CE

1146





cupping

Aëtius 6CE

1147





loathing

Glossary

1149



1151



hissing

Scholiast

1152





hissing

The Suda 10CE

1153





feeding

Scholiast

1154





hoeing

Papyrys 2CE

1155





stumbling, lapse, fall (PGL)

Origen 2/3CE

1156





jumping, palpitation

Eustathius 12CE

1157





a scratching up, petty quibble

Aristophanes 5/4BCE

1158





limping, halting

Aquila 2CE

1161





for, covering

Etymologicum Magnum

1165





impaling; protection by palisades

Vettius Valens 2CE

1166





planting boundary stones

Ulpianus 3CE

1168





stretching

Galen 2CE

1169





scattering

Philo 1BCE/1CE

1170





being, becoming dark

Aquila 2CE

1171





darkening

Cleomedes the Astronomer
2CE

eating, serving 
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1179





weakening; impediments to, arrested sounds

Dionysius of Halicarnassus
1BCE

1182





feeding on the inwards of a sacrifice

Old Testament 3BCE

1184



measuring by stades

Strabo 1BCE/1CE

1185





raising of sedition

Thucydides 5BCE

1188





numbering of the lines of a book

John Tzetzes 12CE

1190





surrounding with hunting nets

Pollian 2CE

1191





equipping, dressing

Inscription 3BCE

1193





guessing

Plato 5/4BCE

1194





squinting

Galen 2CE

1198





cleaning with . soap-wort

Papyrus

1203





mixing, tempering

Glossary

1204





breaking

Old Testament 3BCE

1205





being shut up, confinement; fastness, refuge; conclusion

Old Testament 3BCE

1213





pouring of oil into lamps

Papyrus

1220





for , finishing, end; conclusion of syllogism, proposition

Inscription 2BCE

1223





breathing together, agreement, union

Sextus Empiricus 2CE

1228





herding together

Inscription 1CE

1229





buying up

Papyrus 3BCE

1232





constraining proof

Iamblichus 4CE

1234





taking pleasure in the same things; enjoying oneself in company (PGL)

Philo 1BCE/1CE

1235





holding of the shields together; fighting in close order

Diodorus Siculus 1BCE
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1236





meeting of rays

Placita Philosophorum

1237





camping together, encampment

Cyril of Alexandria 4/5CE

1239



see , a being taken two together; mating, copulation; collusion

Glossary

1240





a being taken two together; a mating, copulation; collusion

Hippocrates 5BCE

1243





gathering in, collecting

Plutarch 1/2CE

1245





setting of bones

Galen 2CE

1247





living together, wedlock

Diodorus Siculus 1BCE

1253




 

use of an emetic

Hippocrates 5BCE

1259





playing at ball

Artemidorus Daldianus 2CE

1263





sealing

Papyrus 2BCE

1264





doing, speaking, writing off-hand

Plato 5/4BCE

1269





cleaving

Aeschylus 6/5BCE

1272





hollowing out like a pipe

Rufus 2CE

1273





teaching of morality, moderation

Papyrus

1279





stretching, wracking

Theodorus Prodromus 12CE

1282





for , walling, wall-building

Thucydides 5BCE

1284





cutting up, slicing

Herodian 2CE

1286





for, humming, twanging; mere sound of twittering

Aristotle 4BCE

1288





cunning contrivance; artifice

Aristotle 4BCE

1289





squaring, quadrature

Scholiast

1290





a going on all fours

Manetho 4CE

541

1291





frying

Menander 4/3BCE

1295





mumbling; murmuring (PGL)

Phrynichus 2CE

1296





squealing

Phrynichus 2CE

1299





eating  dried fruit, sweetmeats

Aristotle 4BCE

1301





lisping

Plutarch 1/2CE

1302





wounding

Rufus 2CE

1303





seizing by the neck; stiff neck

Plutarch 1/2CE

1308





tripling

Aristotle 4BCE

1314





gurgling

Hippocrates 5BCE

1315





boring

Aquila 2CE

1316





gurgling

Hippocrates 5BCE

1318





beating of drums, drumming

Strabo 1BCE/1CE

1319





scoffing, jeering

Aristotle 4BCE

1325


 


 

squealing, grunting of swine

Pollian 2CE

1330





covering with a shield, protection

Old Testament 3BCE

1332





overbidding

Charisius 4CE

1336





carrying off downwards, purging

Xenocrates 1CE

1343





bruising, mortification of the body (PGL)

Gregorius Nazianzenus 4CE

1346





scraping lightly to get away from stones

Plutarch 1/2CE

1347



cleaning of corn with a shovel

Plutarch 1/2CE

1348



tripping up, supplanting

Old Testament 3BCE

1349



for , making an incision around the scalp

Paul of Aegina 7CE

1351



withdrawing of claims

Aquila 2CE
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1352





propping up of vines

Papyrus 2CE

1354





breaking up of ground

Papyrus 1CE

1358





laying oneself backwards

Hippocrates 5BCE

1361





withdrawing

Glossary

1367





cheating, quackery, imposition

Demosthenes 4BCE

1369





picking lice

Glossary

1375




 

stripping off the bark, peeling

Theophrastus 4/3BCE

1376





terrifying, scare

Old Testament 3BCE

1378



falling into a well

Inscription 2BCE

1380





shuddering, shivering

Old Testament 3BCE

1383





a gathering of firewood

Thucydides 5BCE

1384





blowing

Aristotle 4BCE

1387





greeting, visit of a person of rank; salutation addressed to a god

Polybius 2BCE

1388





for , slackening, loosening; free play of parts of whole; lowering by means of pulleys

Dioscorides 1CE

1390





palisading, fencing

Pherecrates 5BCE

1393





bestowing of favours

Sopater the Orator 5CE

1394





yawning, gaping (PGL)

JohnClimacus 6/7CE

1395





handling, manipulation, treatment; mangement, handling; finacial administration; inventory,
register; guild, corporation

Hippocrates 5BCE

1397





singing of the swallow song

Athenaeus the Epigrammatist
3/2BCE
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1398





placing crosswise, diagonal arrangement; cruciform incision; decussation; cancellation of
document

Antyllus 2CE

1400





snowing

Apollonius the Sophist 1/2CE

1402





being fed

Anaxandrides 4BCE

1403





for , neighing, whinnying, any loud noise

Hesychius 5CE

1404





neighing, whinnying; any loud noise

Aristophanes 5/4BCE

1408





tarrying in a place; delaying, coming late; a becoming chronic

Polybius 2BCE

1409





colouring, dyeing

Dioscorides 1CE

1414





clipping

Archigena 2CE

1415





burying in sand

Paul of Aegina 7CE

1417





stammering

Plutarch 1/2CE

1419





whispering, slandering, whistle of a snake-charmer; crepitation

Old Testament 3BCE

1420





painting the face with white lead

Clement of Alexandria 2/3CE

1422





feeding with morsels

Soranus 2CE

1424





thrusting, pushing; jostling, struggling

Thucydides 5BCE

1427





for  and , thrusting, pushing, justling, struggling

Diodorus Siculus 1BCE

1428





for , thrusting, pushing, jostling, struggling

Moeris 2CE





exultation, rejoicing

3. Activity (395)
2
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Macarius of Egypt 4CE

6





consecration, sanctification; ascription, acclamation of holiness, consecration (PGL)

Old Testament 3BCE

12





purification, expiation

Dionysius of Halicarnassus
1BCE

14





collection

Scholiast

15





rivalry

Thucydides 5BCE

16





mourning for Adonis

Aristophanes 5/4BCE

27





relief; for  healing, cure

Callimachus 3BCE

29





prudery, prudishness

Philemo the Writer of Comedy
4/3BCE

33





skirmishing

Thucydides 5BCE

36





for , grinding; crushing (PGL)

Flavius Josephus 1CE

39





adoption of foreign customs

Old Testament 3BCE

44





for , abortion, miscarriage

Aretaeus 2CE

51





rebaptism (PGL)

Basil of Caesarea in
Cappadocia 4CE

53





throwing back the accent, sum, overbidding

Hero the Engineer 2/1BCE





55





extraction of eyelashes by a loop

Paul of Aegina 7CE

58





for , recognition

Aristotle 4BCE

59





transposition of the letters of a word to form another; anagram

Artemidorus Daldianus 2CE

60





redistribution, partition of land

Herodotus 5BCE

62





reduplication

Alexander of Tralles 6CE

64





irritation

Aëtius 6CE
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67





renewal, restoration (PGL)

Clement of Alexandria 2/3CE

69





for, lamentation

Dionysus of Halicarnassus
1BCE

73





hanging up

Anecdota Graeca

74





circuit, revolution

Diodorus Siculus 1BCE

75





whirling round (PGL)

[Dionysus the Areopagite]
5CE

80





drying up

Soranus 2CE

81





forcing up

Hero the Engineer 2/1BCE

82





spurting out

Hero the Engineer 2/1BCE

83





shape, form, model, remodelling; reformation (PGL)

Metrodorus 5BCE

84





going back, recall

Vettius Valens 2CE

85





watering

Papyrus

86





groaning

Gregory of Nyssa 4CE

87





spurting out

Hero the Engineer 2/1BCE

90





threatening gestures

Dionysus of Halicarnassus
1BCE

92





impalement

Joannes Laurentius Lydus 6CE

95





for, preservation

Aquila 2CE

99





masturbation

Eupolis 5BCE

101





relaxation

Placita Philosophorum

108





dilatation

Antyllus 2CE

113





compensation

Glossary

114





equalisation

Eustathius 12CE

115





for , shifting people upwards and inland; rebuilding, restoration

Strabo 1BCE/1CE

118





compensation

Glossary
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120





replacement

Antyllus 2CE

122





counter charge

Philostratus 2/3CE

132



treatment with tallow, grease

Hippocrates 5BCE

135





immortalisation, deification

Cornutus 1CE

141





completion, rounding off

New Testament 1/2CE

146





secession from the Church

Leontius of Jerusalem 6CE

147





manumission

Inscription

152





disembarkation

Iamblichus 4CE

159





mental perturbation

Galen 2CE

160





division, separation

Hermias of Alexandria 5CE

162





sale

Arcadius 4CE

165





settlement of a colony

Xenophanes 6/5 BCE

167





fumigation

Dioscorides 1CE

170





exclusion

Arrian 2CE

175





attenuation

Antyllus 2CE

177





ablution (PGL)

Theodotion 2CE

180





for , distribution,assignment; fragmenation, division, banishment; etc

Inscription 2CE

186





execration

Old Testament 3BCE

188





for , emission of semen

John Tzetzes 12CE

189





emission of sparks

Hesychius 5CE

192





making good a deficiency

Papyrus 3CE

194





exclusion (PGL)

Theodorus Studita 8/9CE

195





blockade of a town; razing of a fortification

Plutarch 1/2CE

197





limitation

Geminus 1CE

199





destruction

Catalogus Codicum
Astrologorum
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202





dialectical form of 

Inscription

216





gratification

Philo 1BCE/1CE

222





intent observation; fixed stare

Theophrastus 4/3BCE

224





loyalty to Athens, siding with her

Thucydides 5BCE

227





self-assertion, arrogance (PGL)

John Chrysostom 4/5CE

233





consecration, purification

Scholiast

235





extermination, destruction

Polybius 2BCE

236





distraction (PGL)

Basil of Caesarea in
Cappadocia 4CE

238





refusal to obey the reins

Philo 1BCE/1CE

239





canonisation as a hero

Inscription 2BCE

242





delimitation, assignment of boundaries; casting out, excommunication (PGL)

Inscription 4CE

243





exorcism (PGL)

Euchologion

245





sexual intercourse; lustfulness

Hippocrates 5BCE

247





removal of solid matter

Papyrus 2CE

251



false reading for , for , comic dance of an indecent nature

Pollian 2CE

252





administration of a suppository

Aëtius 6CE

256





use of a foreign tongue, barbarism; siding with non-Greeks

Aristotle 4BCE

258





torture

Alexander 2CE

260





a kind of dance

Pollian 2CE

262





violence

Aeneas Tacticus 4BCE
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281



arrangement according to ; classification of rents

Papyrus 2BCE

282





gross abuse

Strabo 1BCE/1CE

288





distribution of sweetmeats or sweet wine

Callixenus 2BCE

289





lascivious kiss

Anthologia Graeca

294





for , supplication

Eustathius 12CE

298



an Egyptian dance

Phrynichus 2CE

308





division of spoil, tribute

Homeric Hymns 8BCE

311





public inspection, verification

Inscription 3BCE

314





bribery

Dionysius of Halicarnassus
1BCE

315



formation of decuriae

Themisius 4CE

323





game of chequers

Pollian 2CE

328





exhortation, cheering on

Thucydides 5BCE

329





competition in , playing on the 

Inscription

330





competition in javelin-throwing

Inscription

332





skirmish; mock-fight

Strabo 1BCE/1CE

335





dismemberment

Diodorus Siculus 1BCE

336





division

Plato 5/4BCE

337





sexual intercourse

Zeno the Stoic 4/3BCE

338





for , subduction of dislocations; machine for this purpose

Hippocrates 5BCE

341





complete vigil

Dionysius of Halicarnassus
1BCE

346





for , a Lacedaemonian dance

Pollian 2CE
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349





abuse of power, extortion

Papyrus 2BCE

353





for , division, cleft; dissension

Inscription 1/2CE

355





splendour bursting forth

Placita Philosophorum

358





for , separation; divorce

Flavius Josephus 1CE

365





for, removal, change of abode

Philo 1BCE/1CE

367





use of the speculum

Soranus 2CE

368





division, distinction; enunciation of a problem

Plato 5/4BCE

369





assurance on oath

Polybius 2BCE

372





for , a Lacedaemonina dance

Cratinus 5BCE

373





doubt, uncertainty

Theophrastus 4/3BCE

374





purification (PGL)

Irenaeus of Lyons 2CE

375





division into two parts

Aquila 2CE

379





formation of opinions

Chrysippus 3BCE

383





exposure to dew

Olympiodorus the Alchemist
4CE

384





application of pitch plaster

Dioscorides 1CE

391





for , irritation, exasperation, severe fit of a disease

Hesychius 5CE

393





for , consecration

Old Testament 3BCE

396





for , inoculation, grafting of trees

Geoponica 10CE

399





prolonged use

Soranus 2CE

400





injection, instillation

Antyllus 2CE

407





reflection

Plutarch 1/2CE

409





execution of a sentence, judgement

Code of Justinian 4-6CE
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416





for , a dance in which the legs were thrown out behind

Hesychius 5CE

417





attrition

Oribasius 4CE

420





derision

Hesychius 5CE

421





renewal

Simplicius 6CE

423





a manoeuvre consisting of an about turn followed by a wheel to left or right

Polybius 2BCE

430





fortification

Arrian 2CE

431





migration; being away, distance

Aristotle 4BCE

433



for, miscarriage;, attempted abortion

Glossary

434





miscarriage; attempted abortion

Hippocrates 5BCE

438





unloading

Papyrus 2/3CE

442





attraction

Chrysippus 3BCE

443





treatment with hellebore

Hippocrates 5BCE

445





expectation

Philodemus 1BCE

446





introduction

Glossary

451





manifestation; information, disclosure; indication

Plato 5/4BCE

456





abiding of Christ in the Virgin (PGL)

Cyril of Alexandria 4/5CE

459





for , doubt, uncertainty

Philo 1BCE/1CE

461





uncertainty (PGL)

Palladius 4/5CE

469





adjuration (PGL)

Synesius of Cyrene 4/5CE

472





attack, of engines of war

Theodotion 2CE

473





incision

Glossary

475





preparation for burial

New Testament 1/2CE
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477





for , incontinence during sleep

Cyril of Jerusalem 4CE

478





for  shooting(of a shooting star)

Aristotle 4BCE

480





for , efflorescence, eruption, pustule

Dioscorides 1CE

483





evaporation

Epicurus 4/3BCE

484





rebellion

Aquila 2CE

486





change of habit

Athenaeus 2/3CE

490





for , visitation

Demosthenes 4BCE

492





disparagement

Philodemus 1BCE

494





equalisation

Simplicius 6CE

496





expulsion of inhabitants

Symmachus 2/3CE

501





administration of an oath; exorcism (PGL)

Polybius 2BCE

502





banishmanr by ostracism

Plutarch 1/2CE

503





scorn, contempt

Aquila 2CE

504





scorn, contempt

Glossary

509





a kind of dance

Athenaeus 2/3CE

512





inclination both ways, wavering

Philo 1BCE/1CE

520





conjecture

Galen 2CE

521





irritation, stimulation

Plutarch 1/2CE

525





vexatious, obstructive conduct

Hesychius 5CE

527





recognition (PGL)

PseudoAthanasius 4CE

528





assessment

Papyrus 1CE

532





for augmentum, increase, growth; kind of sacrifical cake

Glossary

537





relief

Inscription

541





distribution; assignment

Vettius Valens 2CE

552

542





formation of a ratio on the ratio of n+1:n

Iamblichus 4CE

549





for , reproof

Polybius 2BCE

553



operation performed on the scalp for eye infections

Aëtius 6CE

554





rapid respiration; trailing; inducement, hint; etc

Hippocrates 5BCE

555





transport, dispatch

Papyrus 2BCE

556





confirmation

Scholiast

561





mockery, raillery

Polybius 2BCE

562





dedication

Strabo 1BCE/1CE

570





exorcism (PGL)

Cyril of Jerusalem 4CE

574





for , sitting on eggs, incubation

Aristotle 4BCE

575





for, collection of contributions

Dionysius of Halicarnassus
1BCE

579





caprification

Theophrastus 4/3BCE

580





for, strife, quarrel, contention

Timon of Phlius 3BCE

587





harlotry

Clearchus 4/3BCE

595





castration

Galen 2CE

596





insertion in the right way

Paul of Aegina 7CE

597





proper maintenance

Inscription 2BCE

598





disparagement

Longinus 3CE

600





preparation

Simplicius 6CE

601





use of an auspicious for an inauspicious word

Demetrius of Phaleron 1BCE

602





the game of pickaback

Pollian 2CE

603





for , attraction; suction

Soranus 2CE

613





worship of heroes

Inscription

623





enthronement in mystery rites

Dio Chrysostom 1/2CE
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634





insertion of bonding courses

Papyrus

641





equalisation

Epicurus 4/3BCE

648





inserrtion of a catheter

Rufus 2CE

652





renewal; innovation

Papyrus 2BCE

654





renewed execution

Papyrus 1BCE

655





for , blame

Philodemus 1BCE

656





probably a kind of dance

Athenaeus 2/3CE

665





descent

Aeschylus 6/5BCE

666





decrease; throwing the accent forward

Proclus 5CE

671





lascivious kiss

Comica Adespota

675





enslavement

Inscription

677





for , accusation

Vettius Valens 2CE

687





enrolment, register of land grants

Old Testament 3BCE

688





for , division into parts

Old Testament 3BCE

689





hospitality

Papyrus 1CE

690





scarification

Soranus 2CE

694





submersion under the sea

Isocrates 5/4CE

695





treatment with a blast of air

Soranus 2CE

696





restoration, reconciliation; seting of a limb; furnishing , preparation; completion, training,
discipline

Symmachus 2/3CE

700





for , drawing down; demolition of buildings

Plutarch 1/2CE

701





trouble, amazement

Aquila 2CE

704





conjecture

Diodorus Siculus 1BCE
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705





for , scarification

Galen 2CE

707





illumination

Hero the Engineer 2/1BCE

711





registration, deposit in a registry

Papyrus 2BCE

712





slander, calumny

Old Testament 3BCE

714





confident hope

Polybius 2BCE

718





for , settlement

Plato 5/4BCE

720





cautery

Glossary

722





loud laughter

Aristophanes 5/4BCE

726





order, command

Euripides

727





stimulatio

Glossary

734





abuse, insult

Lycophron 3BCE

735





for , quick, jerking movements

Hippocrates 5BCE

737





drunken butchery

Theopompus 5/4BCE

758





for , boast

Plutarch 1/2CE

776





suspension

Hippocrates 5BCE

778





Cretan behaviour

Plutarch 1/2CE

781





applause

Glossary

794





game of knocking out one peg with another

Pollian 2CE

812





entry, crediting

Papyrus

815





irrigation, flooding

Papyrus 3CE

816





for , bound, leap

Scholiast

818



libratio, making level, levelling

Glossary

819





delivery by weight

Edict of Diocletian 4CE

820





calculation

Scholiast

822





for , railing, abuse, reproach

Aristophanes 5/4BCE

827





pollution (PGL)

John of Damascus 7/8CE
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831





for , comic dance of an indecent nature

Athenaeus

837





mutilation (of a corpse)

Sophocles 5BCE

838





miscarriage

Plato the Writer of Comedy
5/4 BCE

839





smile, smiling

Flavius Josephus 1CE

842





care, diligence

Etymologicum Magnum

845



treatment with honey

Mnesithus 3BCE

854





for, change of form

Soranus 2CE

856





change of form or type

Ammonius 5CE

859





emigration

Plutarch 1/2CE

865





for, stain, defilement; that which defiles; pollution, , pollution; scandal,
crime

Old Testament 3BCE

873



formation of monads

Damascius 5/6CE

877





gesticulation

Athenaeus 2/3CE

882





initiation

Eustathius 12CE

886





counterirritation with rods; splinting planks with rods

Dioscorides 1CE

889





for , seasickness, nausea

Aristotle 4BCE

890





for , breaking up of fallow land

Geoponica

891



for , a magical rite by which ghosts were conjured up and questioned about the future

Manetho 4CE
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892



894



attempt to change; especially in a bad sense: innovation, revolutionary movement

Plato 5/4BCE



a Phrygian dance

Athenaeus 2/3CE

895



illecebra, enticement, allurement

Glossary

896





absence; appropriation, stealing

Flavius Josephus 1CE

898





for , admonition, warning

Menander 4/3BCE

904





sword-dance

Dio Chrysostom 1/2CE

908





marking with an obelus

Scholiast

911





a particular mode of playing the flute

Pollian 2CE

912





for , colonisation

Solon 6BCE

913





lamentation

Aeschylus 6/5BCE

914



, future of

for , pronunciation; acclamation; meaning, significance

Zosimus the Alchemist 3/4CE

919





reproach

New Testament 1/2CE

923





extraction of juice

Theophrastus 4/3BCE

928





orgasm

Scholiast

929





celebration of secret rites

Strabo 1BCE/1CE

932





administration of an oath

Old Testament 3BCE

933





dance, dancing

Aeschylus 6/5BCE

935





ostracism

Aristotle 4BCE

936



measurement by unciae

Justinian Emperor 6CE

943





celebration of a , general, national assembly; any assembly; market day

Old Testament 3BCE

955





provocation

Old Testament 3BCE

557

961





formation by a slight change; change in a form of expression

Apollonius Dyscolus 2CE

965





observation, surveillance

Hippocrates 5BCE

967





deception, cheating

Anecdota Graeca

968





deceitful whispering (PGL)

Epiphanius of Constantia
4/5CE

969





comparison

Macarius of Egypt 4CE

970





protraction of disease; prolongation of sound

Aëtius 6CE

971





obstruction

Erotianus the Grammarian
1CE

974





provocation, anger

Old Testament 3BCE

975





encroachment on land

Inscription 1BCE

1002





incision all around

Philumenus 3CE

1010





division, fission

Placita Philosophorum

1020





method of banishing citizens practised at Syracuse

Diodorus Siculus 1BCE

1036





Doric for ,approach, sexual intercourse

1043





approach; sexual intercourse

Aristotle 4BCE

1046





use of the breathing

Eustathius 12CE

1051



administration of a city

Diogenes Laertius 3CE

1052





multiplication

Plutarch 1/2CE

1053





multiplication

Plutarch 1/2CE

1058





for , loud lamentation

Strabo 1BCE/1CE

1059





gentle treatment

Soranus 2CE

1065





advance of funds on behalf of another

Inscription 3BCE

1073





preliminary performance (PGL)

Maximus the Confessor 7CE

558

1074





for , prostration before the feet of another

Dionysius of Halicarnassus
1BCE

1076





previous consideration

Hierocles the Platonist 5CE

1079





early determination

Hippocrates 5BCE

1080





for , contumacious treatment

Herodotus 5BCE

1081





previous compression

Paul of Aegina 7CE

1082





for , draught

Dioscorides 1CE

1087





habituation

Glossary

1090





encroachment

Papyrus 2BCE

1091





inclusion within boundaries; addition to a territory

Inscription 2BCE

1094





variant reading for , previous compression

Paul of Aegina 7CE

1098





for , utterance, taking in hand, execution

Damascius 5/6CE

1099





for, propulsion

Hero the Engineer 2/1BCE

1106





salivation

Hippocrates 5BCE

1110





for , annoyance, disgust; odium, unpopularity: troublesome question; harshness,
offensiveness, loathing, nausea;,

Zonaras 12CE

1113





war dance; strange contortions

Flavius Josephus 1CE

1115





slap on the buttocks

Thomas the Master 13/14CE

1137





mockery, sarcasm

Herodian 2CE

559

1140





explanation, distinction

Dionysius of Halicarnassus
1BCE

1150





application of a mustard- blister

Diphilus the Writer of Comedy
4/3BCE

1167





contumely

Old Testament 3BCE

1172





contemptuous rejection

Polybius 2BCE

1176





a form of operation on the scalp

1177





solecism; incorrectness in the use of language, construction of sentences, reasoning

Philodemus 1BCE

1181





production of seed; copulation

Theophrastus 4/3BCE

1187





application of eye-shadow

Ephraem the Syrian 4CE

1189





stipulatio

Glossary

1192





creation of a mouth-filling word

Eustathius 12CE

1209





for , collision, conflict, etc.

Plutarch 1/2CE

1210





agreement

Papyrus

1216





computation, calculation; reasoning; plan scheme; syllogism; etc

Hippocrates 5BCE

1218





conciliation; reconciliation (PGL)

Asclepiodotus Tacticus 1BCE

1219





distribution in shares

Homiliae Clementinae 3/4CE

1221





concatenation, interweaving of thoughts and emotions

Artemidorus Daldianus 2CE

1222





for , compression

Dorotheus the Abbot 5/6CE

1224





entanglement

Flavius Josephus 1CE

1225





assistance in procuring

Hesychius 5CE

1230





help, support (PGL)

John of Damascus 7/8CE

560

1233





consummatio

Glossary

1241





approach, nearness of constellations

Strabo 1BCE/1CE

1242





habituation

Plotinus 3CE

1244





continuity, succession

Philodemus 1BCE

1248





sexual intercourse

Plutarch 1/2CE

1250





for, sight of, meeting with

Theodorus Studita 8/9CE

1251





compulsio

Glossary

1254





for , obumbratio

Aquila 2CE

1255





darkness

Origen 2/3CE

1258





spasm, conviulsion

Plato 5/4BCE

1261





appropriation

Aristotle 4BCE

1262





imitation of the buzzing of a wasp on the flute

Hesychius 5CE

1265





effeminate kind of dance

Scholiast

1266





configuration; bearing, attitude; assumption of a manner; shape, form, formation, etc

Plato 5/4BCE

1271



measurement of land

Papyrus 2BCE

1274





embodiment in a legal instrument; registration for taxation

Strabo 1BCE/1CE

1276





woe pronounced on one; woe, misery (PGL)

John of Sicily 8/9CE

1281





a vain endeavour to evacuate

Hippocrates 5BCE

1283





consecration ceremony; transactio

Inscription

1287





delimitation

Inscription

1294





practice of usury

Xenophon 5/4BCE

1313





course, running

Hippiatrica

561

1322





supply of water for irrigation

Papyrus 4CE

1326





fusio

Glossary

1327





vaporisation

Dioscorides 1CE

1329



hyperbatic use of the article

Scholiast

1331





transposition

Apollonius Dyscolus 2CE

1333





banishment

Pollian 2CE

1338





fumigation

Dioscorides 1CE

1339





blandishments, use of endearing names; of dimnutives

Plutarch 1/2CE

1340





consideration, reason

Chrysippus the Stoic 3BCE

1341





subdivision

Nicomachus of Gerasa 2CE

1345





retrograde motion

Proclus 5CE

1350





operation on the skull for an eye infection

Galen 2CE

1355





suspicion, surmise

Flavius Josephus 1CE

1356





relapse

Hippocrates 5BCE

1359





sugillatio, bruise; an affronting, insulting

Glossary

1363





love of show and ostentation (PGL)

John Climacus 6/7CE

1365





for , disparagement

Old Testament 3BCE

1379





frenzy

Plutarch 1/2CE

1401





mockery, scoffing

Demosthenes 4BCE

1410





extraction of the juice of plants

Theophrastes 4/3BCE

1411





exposure of a child in a pot

Hesychius 5CE

1412





construction of dykes

Papyrus 2BCE

1413





separation, menstrual discharge

Plato 5/4BCE

1418





use of pebbles

Scholiast

562

1421





refreshment, cooling oneself in the shade

Herodian 2CE

4. Objects (118)
5





gloss on , belonging to a herd, gregariou; that which is of the common herd

Scholiast

7





offering to the dead

Diodorus Siculus 1BCE

9





bend or reach, of an estuary

Eustathius 12CE

10





cubital

Glossary

17



that which is subject to perpetual change

Inscription

19





gift of immortality

Diodorus Siculus 1BCE

20





for ; assembly (PGL)

Theophrastus 4/3BCE

46





a Sicilian plant used for tying up vines, esparto grass

Pliny the Younger 1CE

47





for , garment; clothing

Dionysus of Halicarnassus
1BCE

48





for , garment; clothing

Dionysus of Halicarnassus
1BCE

50



deed of transfer of landed property

Inscription 2BCE

52





flight of steps; progress in learning

Aristophanes 5/4BCE

54





earthquake

Olympiodorus 1/2CE

61





band for a woman's breast

Heliodorus 1/2CE

70





back of seat or couch

Hippocrates 5BCE

72



purgative

Caelius Aurelianus 5CE

88





rekindle, scatter to the winds

upward draught

107





footpath

Inscription

119





substitute for blue dye

Papyrus

563

144





copy, representation

Porphyrius of Tyre 3CE

145





copy, representation

Epiphanius 4/5CE

156





division, part of a whole; separation

Thucydides 5BCE

158





band, girdle; bag, case, receptacle; bundle

Aristophanes 5/4BCE

207





for , arable land, cornland, ploughing

Papyrus

212





game of odd and even

Aristotle 4BCE

217





for , song, esp. lyric ode, hymn

Plato the Writer of Comedy
5/4 BCE

259





step, threshold; degree, stage

Old Testament 3BCE

285





for, nape of neck, withers, crest

Hesychius 5CE

293





kneeband, bowyang

Glossary

295





limpidus, perhaps plinthium

Glossary

312



merenda, a light late-afternoon meal

Glossary

317

Mycenaean, de-mo)

bond, band, anything for tying and fastening; sword-belt

Mycenaean

344



cross-dyke

Papyrus 3BCE

361





provocation

3

381

(Mycenaean, do-so-mo)



contribution

Mycenaean

397





vaginal douche, clyster

Aëtius 6CE

404





delineation, description; official description

Plutarch 1/2CE

414





for , night watch, bivouac

Glossary

422





free-will offering

Old Testament 3BCE

425





jet of water

Hero the Engineer 2/1BCE



564

439





for . metal beaten out, metal plate, surgical probes, etc; for  driving away,
banishing

Dio Chrysostom 1/2CE

455





offering to the dead; sacrifice

Plutarch 1/2CE

458





bundle, bag; bonding

Graffito 5BCE

482





equipment for a ship

Periplus Maris Rubri 1CE

491





friendship's offering; propitiation (PGL)

Nicomachus of Gerasa 2CE

498





effusion during sleep

Diocles 4/3BCE

513





step of a stair (variant reading of 

Plato 5/4BCE

529

(Mycenaean, o-pi-de-somo)



upper, outer bandage

Mycenaean

530





for , second course, dessert

Aristotle 4BCE

551





furnishing oneself with provisions, foraging; stock, store of provender

Xenophon 5/4BCE

564





illuminating light

Plutarch 1/2CE

568





settlement

Glossary

577





for , prop, stay support; contusion

Aquila 2CE

584





a kind of vegetable, the seed of which was eaten by women in childbirth

Pausanias 2CE

585





that which settles; a swarm, a flock

Herodotus 5BCE

607





band for fastening the yoke to the pole

Artemidorus Daldianus 2CE

635





leathern band

Hesychius 5CE

637





clothing, apparel

Theophrastus 4/3BCE

565

660





the frieze of a building; ordering, regulation

Manetho 4CE

662





bandage for wrist

Soranus 2CE

674





tie, band; binding by spells

Theopompus 5/4BCE

676





for , squall descending from above, hurricane

Epicurus 4/3BCE

685





douche, shower-bath

Soranus 2CE

693





for, plaster, poultice

Anonymous of London 1CE

710





deed, instrument dealing with property

Papyrus 2CE

732





multiplication table of single numbers from one to ten

Aristotle 4BCE

733





headband

Scholiast

741





for , ladder; etc

Hesychius 5CE

745





for , liquid used for washing out, especially clyster, drench

Diodorus Siculus 1BCE

750





bellyband

Glossary

753





folding of sheep, cattle

Papyrus

796





dog-leash

Longus 3CE

797





bloom of the olive or vine

Old Testament 3BCE

833





glanders

The Suda 10CE

836





breast band

Galen 2CE

844





song

Strabo 1BCE/1CE

848





central place (PGL)

John Chrysostom 4/5CE

869





headband

Stephen the Philosopher 7CE

887





flowing stream, spring

Euripides 5BCE

902



quota of sextarii

Papyrus 4CE

916



holocaust

Photius 9CE



566

921



927



934



937



950



966



list of names
apparatus

Zosimus the Alchemist 3/4CE

a leguminous plant

Dioscorides 1CE

for , a little heaven or sky

Zonaras 12CE



object of wonder

Symmachus 2/3CE





false light, as of the sun after setting

Posidonius 2/1BCE

988





sin-offering

Old Testament 3BCE

992





altar-precinct

Inscription 2/3CE

993





band, belt, girdle

Galen 2CE

1009





birthmark

Hephaestio the Astrologer 4CE

1045





for , washing tank, tub

Hesychius 5CE

1056





foot-shackler; fetterer

Plato 5/4BCE

1057





draught; irrigation

Callimachus 3BCE

1069





band, ligature put on first

Galen 2CE

1111





thick covering of booths at the feast of Tabernacles (PGL)

Gregorius of Nyssa 4CE

1119





humour or discharge from the body

Hippocrates 5BCE

1125





Rosalia, festival at which graves were decorated with roses

Inscription 2CE

1128





dirt, filth, pollution

Eustathius 12CE

1159





snare; trap (PGL)

Aquila 2CE

1163







Hesychius 5CE

1186





bandage

Pollian 2CE

1199





leathern, linen sack for tying up bedclothes

Amipsius the Writer of
Comedy 5/4BCE



567

1267





kind of bandage

Papyrus

1292





band for fastening the  behind

Julius Polyaenus 1BCE

1298





gloss on , evening meal at Sparta

Theognostus 9CE

1305





flight of three steps

Inscription

1307



page of three columns (?)

John Tzetzes 12CE

1310





hair-band

Hesychius 5CE

1335





anything put under; base; keel; step, etc

Hesychius 5CE

1337





foot-gear; under-bandage

Polybius 2BCE

1342





memorandum, minute, royal decree; note taking; memoirs, annals; commentary

Polybius 2BCE

1360





arrears

Papyrus 6CE

1373



flegma spissa, pinguis et glutinosa

Glossary

1374





flame, blaze, inflammation, heat of passion

Hesychius 5CE

1396





handcuff, manacle

Glossary

1405





negotiation, decree, audience; administration of justice; deed, legal instrument; divine
injunction, message; charter (PGL)

Polybius 2BCE

1426





straw rope for binding sheaves

Eustathius 12CE

5. Persons (8)
171





one who has served in the office of, or who is not 

Inscription 6BCE

302





for , supervisor of women

Timocles 4BCE

568





official who arranged the  for ceremonies

1075





president of the 

Inscription

1101





a Cretan public official

Papyrus 2/3CE

1148





title of an official in Dionysian 

Inscription 2CE

1207





fellow-

Inscription

1323





qui cantio(sic) componit organi

Glossary

742

6. Other (211)
38





salt incrustation, sprinkling with salt

Soranus 2CE

88




 

upward draught

Caesarius of Nazianzus 4CE

97





compound interest

Marcus Tullius Cicero 1BCE

102





anachronism; exchange of quantity of two syllables

Scholiast

106





for , manliness, manly spirit

Pollian 2CE

111





counter-definition, another definition

Hermogenes 2CE

112





humanity

Aristippus 5/4BCE

116





reflexive sense of words

Apollonius Dyscolus 2CE

124



way of life according to the teaching of Antisthenes

Julian Emperor 4CE

142





efflux of light, radiance, effulgence

Plutarch 1/2CE

143





moon-stroke, fit caused by sleeping in the moonlight

Poeta de Herbis

149





banishment for a term of years

Anecdota Graeca

151





politeness

Philodemus 1BCE

220




 

wit, mock modesty

Dionysus of Halicarnassus
1BCE

569

231





that which happens of itself, chance; self-movement, self-actualisation (PGL)

Hippocrates 5BCE

237





swarm of bees

Aristotle 4BCE

265





for , intestinal rumbling

Caelius Aurelianus 5CE

267





for , deep note, bourdon

Ptolemy 2CE

271




 

gulp, mouthful

Epiphanius 4/5CE

275





deep note, bourdon

Nicomachus of Gerasa 2CE

284



the tone of the 

Hesychius 5CE

287





sweetness,:sweet wine

Old Testament 3BCE

305





demoniac possession

Origen 2/3CE

306





demoniac possession

Vettius Valens 2CE

318



valuation in terms of denarii

Epiphanius 4/5CE

319





transitive force

Apollonius Dyscolus 2CE

331





battle-order, catalogue of ships, for, order, regulation

Parmenides 6/5BCE

339





breakfast

Athenaeus

356





passage of wind through a narrow opening

Eustathius 12CE

378





a dogmatic principle (PGL)

Methodius Olympius 3/4CE

387





ill omen

Hesychius 5CE

388





irritation, anger;

Philodemus 1BCE

408



a hundredfold increase

Origen 2/3CE

410





cutaneous eruption

Old Testament 3BCE

467





right of occupation

Papyrus 1CE

570

481





conversion of payment in kind into a monetary payment, adaeratio

Code of Justinian 4-6CE

487





complete formation; image, likeness; type; imagining (PGL)

Apollonius of Laodicea 4CE

495





expenditure

Lycurgus 4BCE

497





reproach

Flavius Josephus 1CE

514





ascending step in an arument

Hermias of Alexandria 5CE

517





efflorescence, scum; name of a vein

Dioscorides 1CE

518





artificial irrigation

Papyrus 2CE

522





impact

Epicurus 4/3BCE

523





shout of approval

Eustathius 12CE

531





appeal to the gods; inspiration

Thucydides 5BCE

533





sanction of an oracle

Arrian 2CE

544





song of victory

Strabo 1BCE/1CE

550





flow of humours to a wound

Hippiatrica

559





relapse

Glossary

560





rapid succession of statements, as a figure of speech

Philodemus 1BCE

563





lading

Glossary

565





ornamental epithet

Scholiast

567





confirmatory vote

Inscription

576





irritation, stimulating treatment;

Hippocrates 5BCE

578





strife, confusion

Catalogus Codicum
Astrologorum

583





safeguard against witchcraft

Homeric Hymns 8BCE

571

588





for , trial, affliction

Old Testament 3BCE

589





good discipline

Joannes Laurentius Lydus 6CE

590





the cry of 

Hermesianax 4/3BCE

594





favour, benevolence (PGL)

Origen 2/3CE

599





iocandum

Etymologicum Gudianum

610





sweet savour, sweetness

Old Testament 3BCE

615





theatrical exhibition

Vettius Valens 2CE

619





that which is laid down, law; jurisdiction, etc

Homer 8BCE

624







Hesychius 5CE

625





unmusical sound, false note

Dionysus of Halicarnassus
1BCE

630





way or fashion of a common person

Epictetus 1/2CE

633





a means of appeasing; atonement

Old Testament 3BCE

644





loud laughter

Pollian 2CE

645





funeral rites

Lucian 2CE

659





for , sharp sound, especially, ring or sound of metal

Chaldean Oracles2CE

692





attack of disease

Dioscurides 1CE

697





contrivance

Demosthenes 4BCE

728





loss on exhange of solidi for 

Papyrus 6CE

746





sound made by jackdaws; making a similar sound in token of disapproval; clucking of hens

Philo 1BCE/1CE

749





porterage, transport

Papyrus 3CE

752



mixture of dialects

Quintilian 1CE

760



disorder of the eyelids

Cyranides 1/2CE

572

766





order, form, fashion; good order; ornament; ruler; world; universe

Homer 8BCE

772





vibration; tremor, agitation

Simplicius 6CE

774





strength, firmness

Hippocrates 5BCE

787





foundation

Inscription

791





circular motion, circularity

Ptolemy 2CE

795





Cynic philosophy or conduct

Apollodorus of Seleucia 2BCE

798





punishment in the , pillory

Scholiast

801





labdacism

Quintilian 1CE

810





whiteness

Philo 1BCE/1CE

823





want

PseudoLucian 2CE

830





long interval

Aquila 2CE

832





softness, moral weakness (PGL)

Cyril of Alexandria 4/5CE

834



Manichaeism

Gregorius of Nyssa 4CE

840



see , for , quality in hexameter of being

846





procrastination; indecision of character

Epicurus 4/3BCE

849





transmigration

Hierocles the Platonist 5CE

851





metaplasm

Apollonius Dyscolus 2CE

852





change in flux

Oribius 4CE

853





movement of a ball

Antyllus 2CE

879





for, quality in hexameter of being 

Eustathius 12CE

573

883





fondness for the letter 

Diomedes the Grammarian
4CE

888





for , shipwreck

Herodian 2CE

900





for , gloss on ; strangeness, novelty

Plato 5/4BCE

901





abrasion

Hesychius 5CE

907





for , lore

Hesiod 8BCE

909





charge for freightage

Papyrus 3CE

910





for , irritation, scratching

Hippocrates 5BCE

915





for, omen from the flight or cries of birds

Old Testament 3BCE

920





for , nomenclature, naming; nomination for office; listing of names; expression,
language

Alexander of Aphrodias 3CE

925





vintage

Old Testament 3BCE

926





vision

Old Testament 3BCE

942



panic terror

PseudoPlutarch 1/2CE

953





false reasoning, fallacy; weakness of reasoning power; fraud, deception

Lycurgus 4BCE

956





change of grammatical form; wax to stop the holes of flutes

Sextus Empiricus 2CE

958





trickery (PGL)

Origen 2/3CE

962





gloss on , that which is unmentionable, unlucky

Hesychius 5CE

972





irritation, exasperation; severe fit of diesase, paroxysm

Demosthenes 4BCE

978





unnatural lust

Lucian 2CE

574

983





trial, temptation

Old Testament 3BCE

985





death by the axe

Diodorus Siculus 1BCE

986





the form of a pentagon

Nicomachus of Gerasa 2CE

991





halo, splendour

Damascius 5/6CE

994





distraction

Plotinus 3CE

998





for, great number, multitude

Hesychius 5CE

1003





obscuration

Plutarch 1/2CE

1005





a purifying rite in which a puppy was sacrificed

Plutarch 1/2CE

1007





about turn; distracting circumstances; distraction; preoccupation

Plutarch 1/2CE

1026





[base form of , contumacious treatment]

Papyrus 3BCE

1028





fatness

Aelianus 2/3CE

1031





bitterness, bitter feeling

Old Testament 3BCE

1032





for , draught, irrigation

Hesychius 5CE

1033





obliquity, oblique presentation of the foetus; deceit

Scholiast

1035





broad Doric accent

Quintilian 1CE

1039





superabundance, excess; surplus; etc

Aristotle 4BCE

1061





priapism

Galen 2CE

1067





previous definition, distinction

Galen 2CE

1070





previous irritation

Galen 2CE

1071





previous preparation

Simplicius 6CE

1072





royal privilege, prerogative

Plutarch 1/2CE

1077





ambuscade

Conon 1BCE/1CE

575

1085





further definition, determination, specification; further condition

Galen 2CE

1093





offence

Hesychius 5CE

1095





prosyllogism

Aristotle 4BCE

1096





arrogatio

Glossary

1097





outward show

Trypho 1BCE

1102





shyness, timidity

Comica Adespota

1108





epilepsy

Ptolemy 2CE

1109





Pythagorean doctrines

Alexander of Aphrodias 3CE

1127





priapism

Aristophanes 5/4BCE

1129





any regularly recurring motion

Plato 5/4BCE

1130





rhotacism

Manuel Philes 14CE

1131





feast of Sabazius or Dionysius

Nymphis the Historian 3BCE[

1133





Sabellian heresy, Sabellianism

Theodoretus of Cyrrhus 4/5CE

1135





trumpet call

Theodotion 2CE

1136





mixture of dialects

Quintilian 1CE

1138





for , a disease in which the bones of the temple become prominent

Hippocrates 5BCE

1139



paralysis of the tongue

Aristotle 4BCE

1143





epilepsy, demoniacal possession (PGL)

Origen 2/3CE

1144





false pretension, imposture; boastfulness

1145





flow of saliva

Galen 2CE

1162





shadow cast; a disease; visitation by a ghost

Vettius Valens 2CE

1164





hardening, induration

Hippocrates 5BCE
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1173





sadness of countenance

Plutarch 1/2CE

1174





anger

John Tzetzes 12CE

1175



the reign of club law at Argos

Diodorus Siculus 1BCE

1178





for , acquired skill, method; clever trick, ingenious contrivance; sly trick, artifice;
captious argument, quibble, sophism

Simplicius 6CE

1180





convulsion, spasm; priapism, violent agitation, drawing out

Herodotus 5BCE

1183





rise in pitch by three quarter-tones

Aristides Quintilianus 3CE

1195





strangulatus

Glossary

1196





stricture

The Testament of Solomon
3CE

1197





petigo, scab

Glossary

1200





see , uproar in feasting

1201





, uproar in feasting

Phrynichus the Writer of
Comedy 5BCE

1208





union, federation of Cretan communities

Plutarch 1/2CE

1217





parallel arrangement of 

Diodorus Siculus 1BCE

1227







Alexander of Aphrodias 3CE

1231





collection, union; assembly

Plutarch 1/2CE

1238





bond of union, fastening; conjunction; bundle; conspiracy; etc

Thucydides 5BCE

577

1246





gloss on , toothache, gnashing the teeth

Hesychius 5CE

1252





sound of a pipe, whistling, hissing

Old Testament 3BCE

1256





hurricane, earthquake

Old Testament 3BCE

1257





similar situation; correspondence of formation

Sextus Empiricus 2CE

1260





gangrene, frost-bite, blight

Hippocrates 5BCE

1275





hard labour, conditions; regular exercise; hardship, distress; suffering, pain

Philodemus 1BCE

1277





a form of taxation

Papyrus 1BCE

1280





identity (PGL)

Theodorus Studita 8/9CE

1285





for, sign, wonder, marvel, portent; monster, monstrosity, prodigy

Joannes Laurentius Lydus 6CE

1293





pressure of the mother's breast by the sucking of infants (PGL)

John Chrysostom 4/5CE

1304





triad

Ion of Chios 5BCE

1306





dispositions of numbers triangular-wise

Nicomachus of Gerasa 2CE

1309





shrill cry, scream of the partridge; grating, grinding rasping

Aristotle 4BCE

1311







Hesychius 5CE

1312





trochaic metre

Eustathius 12CE

1317





miscarriage

Hippocrates 5BCE

1320



a succussion splash in the lungs

Caelius Aurelianus 5CE

1324





for , dropsy, etc

Asclepiades of Prusa 2/1BCE

1328





music for the aulos

Inscription 1BCE

578

1362



1364



1368

tyranny, like that of Phalaris

Marcus Tullius Cicero 1BCE



mental image; vision

Epicurus 4/3BCE





utterance prompted by gods, significant, propetic saying; oracle; report, rumour; etc

The Suda 10CE

1370





for , autumn

Ananius the Lyric Poet 6BCE

1372





love spell

Papyrus

1377





league, combination; conspiracy

Eustathius 12CE

1381





presumptuousness, arrogance

Polybius 2BCE

1385





the sound made by expiration

Aristotle 4BCE

1386





illumination, light

Plutarch 1/2CE

1389





game played by spinning a copper coin

Pollian 2CE

1391





characterisation

Trypho 1BCE

1392





wit

Plato 5/4BCE

1406





oracular response

Pindar 5BCE

1407





coloratura

Hesychius 5CE

1416





, seasickness, nausea

Hesychius 5CE

1425





adornment

Old Testament 3BCE

7, Words of Uncertain or Unknown Meaning (90)
[in B&P only]

Basil of Caesarea in
Cappadocia 4CE

[in B&P only]

Eusebius of Caesarea 3/4CE

[in B&P only]

Michael Psellus 11CE



[in B&P only]

Photius 9CE



[in B&P only]

Nicetas Chonista 12/13CE



[in B&P only]

Ecclesiastical

28





37



49





78



89



93
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94





[in B&P only]

Ecclesiastical

100





[in B&P only]

Joannes Laurentius Lydus 6CE

109





[in B&P only]

Papyrus

110





[in B&P only]

Theophanes the Confessor
8/9CE

117





[in B&P only]

Theodorus Studita 8/9CE

130





[in B&P only]

Nicetas Chonista 12/13CE

134





[in B&P only]

Ecclesiastical

193



[in B&P only]

Anna Comnena 11/12CE

196



[in B&P only]

Inscription

219



[in B&P only]

Ecclesiastical

257



[in B&P only]

Anonymous Grammarian

261





[in B&P only]

Constantinus Manassas 12CE

266





[in B&P only]

Geoponica

300





[in B&P only]

Macarius 15CE

364



[in B&P only]

Papyrus

386





[in B&P only]

Eustathius 12CE

435





[in B&P only]

Origen 2/3CE

437





[in B&P only]

Aristotle 4BCE

454





[in B&P only]

Ecclesiastical

463





[in B&P only]

Michael Psellus 11CE

499





[in B&P only]

Basiliscus Emperor 5CE

534





[in B&P only]

Ecclesiastical

539





[in B&P only]

Scholiast

557





[in B&P only]

Papyrus

566





[word of uncertain meaning]

Inscription

572



[undefined word]

The Suda 10CE

605



608



611








[in B&P only]
[in B&P only]

Sybilline Oracles 2/3CE

[in B&P only]

Photius 9CE

580

628




 

[in B&P only]

Nicetas Chonista 12/13CE

632





[in B&P only]

Nicetas Chonista 12/13CE

636





[in B&P only]

Papyrus

638





for , [undefined]

649





[in B&P only]

Inscription

664





[in B&P only]

Eustathius 12CE

680





[in B&P only]

John Chrysostom 4/5CE

708





[in B&P only]

Rufus 2CE

709





[in B&P only]

Ecclesiastical

721





[in B&P only]

Ecclesiastical

762





[in B&P only]

808





[in B&P only]

Ecclesiastical

817





[in B&P only]

Nicetas Chonista 12/13CE

829





[in B&P only]

Michael Psellus 11CE

855





[in B&P only]

Galen 2CE

871





[in B&P only]

Papyrus

875





[in B&P only]

Inscription

881





[in B&P only]

Ecclesiastical

885





[in B&P only]

Constantinus Manassas 12CE

918





[undefined word]

Zonaras 12CE

947





[in B&P only]

Nicetas Chonista 12/13CE

1000





[in B&P only]

Julian Emperor 4CE

1025





[in B&P only]

Ecclesiastical

1034





[in B&P only]

Eustathius 12CE

1038





[undefined word]

Hesychius 5CE

1040



[word of uncertain meaning]; for  as side of mathematical figure

Inscription 2BCE

1063





[in B&P only]

Joannes Philoponus 6CE

1084





[in B&P only]

Antyllus 2CE

581

[in B&P only]

Dionysius of Halicarnassus
1BCE

[word of uncertain meaning]

Papyrus 3BCE

[in B&P only]

Ecclesiastical



[in B&P only]

Ecclesiastical



[in B&P only]

Photius 9CE

[in B&P only]

Hippocrates 5BCE

[in B&P only]

Porphyrius of Tyre 3CE

[in B&P only]

Eustathius 12CE



[in B&P only]

Germanus I of Constantinople
7/8CE





[in B&P only]

Catalogus Codicum
Astrologorum

1226





[in B&P only]

Procopius of Gaza 5/6CE

1249





[in B&P only]

Ecclesiastical

1268





[in B&P only]

Anna Comnena 11/12CE

1270





[in B&P only]

Nicetas Chonista 12/13CE

1278





[in B&P only]

Peter of Alexandria 3/4CE

1297





[in B&P only]

Nicetas Chonista 12/13CE

1300



[in B&P only]

Ecclesiastical

1321





[in B&P only]

Collection des anciens
alchimistes grecs

1334





[in B&P only]

Eustathius 12CE

1344





[in B&P only]

Photius 9CE

1353





[in B&P only]

Galen 2CE

1357





[in B&P only]

Theodorus Prodromus 12CE

1366





[in B&P only]

Libanius the Sophist 4CE

1371





[in B&P only]

Scholiast

1382





[in B&P only]

Hesychius 5CE

1399





[in B&P only]

Ecclesiastical

1423





[in B&P only]

Proclus 5CE

1089





1103



1112



1116
1120
1160



1202



1206





1214



1215
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Appendix 1D–Singletons Doublets and Triplets

Verb Stem
1



Noun in


Meaning of Noun in -s

Noun in

Meaning of
Noun in -



breathing out, expiration

Noun in


cause of joy; for

darling; delight

2





exultation, rejoicing



3





affection



4





irritatio





5





gloss on , belonging to a herd,
gregarious; that which is of the
common herd





6





consecration, sanctification; ascription
or acclamation of holiness, consecration
(PGL)



7





offering to the dead



8





making into bundles



9





bend or reach, of an estuary



10





adorning, ornament


 

11





purification, expiation



12





purchasing



13





collection
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Meaning of Noun in
-

holy place; for
,
sanctuary;
sacred object,
sacrament,
consecration
(PGL)



great joy, exultation


choice




that which is
embraced, taken
into the arms,
darling, embrace



armful, bundle; in
plural = ,
arms


ornament,
honour
purification,
expiation;
purity, sanctity
(PGL)
that which is
bought or sold;
in plural, wares,
merchandise
anything







mixture, collection

collected
contest, conflict;
feat,
achievement;
point at issue

14





rivalry





15





mourning for Adonis





16





disgust





17





gift of immortality




a gathering,what
is gathered, a
process of
aggregation

18





for ; assembly (PGL)



19





imitation of Egyptians



20





outrage, torture; discomfort, wrench,
shock



outrage, torture





for , sensation of having the
teeth set on edge



for ,
sensation of
having the teeth
set on edge



21





gathering, collecting,
condensation



22





adherence to unorthodox practices;
heresy

23





explanation, justification



24





for  captivity



25





relief; for  healing, cure



26





[in B&P only]





27





prudery, prudishness





28





throwing the javelin; emission





29





breakfasting



30





commandment; fixed allowances
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contending for a prize



thing which can
be accounted for
(PGL)

taking, receiving;
choice; purpose,
course of action or
thought; heretical sect
or party




remedy

breakfast
exact knowledge,
consummate
execution






healing, cure

31





skirmishing






skirmishing



wrestling with the
hands

for

anything ground;
fine meal



mutilation



grinding

water plantain



for 

32





for , wrestling with the
hands

33





amputation



34





for , grinding; crushing (PGL)



35





salt incrustation, sprinkling with salt



36





adoption of foreign customs





37





threshing





threshing

38





anguish, disquiet, tossing about
restlessly





distress, amguish

39





dull, dim sight





40





for , abortion, miscarriage



41





tying, knotting



42





for , garment; clothing



garment



43





for , garment; clothing



garment



44





rebaptism (PGL)



rebaptism (PGL)



45





flight of steps; progress in learning





46





throwing back the accent, sum,
overbidding





47





earthquake





48





extraction of eyelashes by a loop





49





gargling



gargle



50





compulsion, pressure of a crowd (PGL)



compulsion



585

for 



abortion, miscarriage


garment

going up, mounting,
an expedition up from
the coast, etc.

boiling up, bubbling
up

for
;
in plural, tokens
of recognition

51





for , recognition



52





transposition of the letters of a word to
form another; anagram





53





redistribution, partition of land





54





band for a woman's breast



55





reduplication



56





drawing back, retreat



snood



recognition





boiling, bubbling
up

57





irritation





58





a cursing





59





cutting open, piercing (PGL)





60





renewal, restoration (PGL)









a bending back,
flexure; refection of
light, reverberation of
sound



lamentation
lying or leaning back;
back to lean against;
back of chair or couch

61





for , a bending back, flexure;
refection of light, reverberation of
sound; overlapping in metre

62





for, lamentation



63





back of seat or couch



slope, ascent



64






gargle



gargle



65





hanging up



66








circuit, revolution

586


revolution of
seasons, of
course of
argument (PGL);
cycle, revolution



a coming around
again; circuit,
revolution;;
interchange (PGL)

67





whirling round (PGL)





68





reconsideration, reckoning, calculation;
line of reasoning



69





redistribution; distribution of burdens





70





laceration





71





drying up



result of
reasoning




a type of stage
trapdoor

72





forcing up



73





spurting out



74





shape, form, model, remodelling;
reformation (PGL)



75





going back, recall





76





spurting out





77


 



upward draught





78





threatening gestures



79





upsetting, reversal





80





impalement





81





for, preservation



82





rebuilding of walls





83





running back





84





masturbation



85





[in B&P only]



86





relaxation





87





anachronism; exchange of quantity of
two syllables





88





the throwing up [of] a mound





89





for , cleaning out





587

distribution

drying up




shape, form,
model

for 

preservation





remodelling, new
formation

shaking up and down
impaling




for 



restraint

cleaning out

90





selling into slavery, enslaving;
kidnapping



91





for , manliness, manly spirit



92





dilatation



93





[in B&P only]



94





counter-definition, another definition





95





humanity





96





compensation





97





equalisation





98





for , shifting people upwards
and inland; rebuilding, restoration





shifting people
upwards and inland
reflection of light,
bending back; use of
word in an altered
sense


genuine,
straightforward
dealing
aneurism
bright dress
(PGL)









reflexive sense of words





100





[in B&P only]





101





compensation





102





a striking against



99


act of gainsaying
(PGL)

103





counter charge





104





diversion





105





convulsion, ebb and flow of the sea





106





the use of figures in turn




bucket for
bailing out bilge
water

107





drawing up or emptying water



108





[in B&P only]





109





moistening





110





[in B&P only]





111





immortalisation, deification
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counter-thrust

112





making plump





113





for , putting off clothes





114





plucking of flowers



inflorescence,
flower plucked
or culled



115





gloss on , sleeping
off a debauch



broil



116





selling for ready money



117





completion, rounding off



118





efflux of light, radiance, effulgence



119





moon-stroke, fit caused by sleeping in
the moonlight



120





copy, representation



121





copy, representation



122





manumission





123





hopelessness, despair





124





banishment for a term of years





125





politeness





126





disembarkation

127





boiling over, ebullition





128





making a ligature





129





for , weaning from a
mother's milk





130





division, part of a whole; separation





131





flaying



132





filtering (PGL)





133





division, separation
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putting off clothes


for 
radiance,
effulgence of
light



arrangement




copy,
representation
copy,
representation

hide






for 

weaning from a
mother's milk

134





sucking out





135





sale



136





bewailing, lamentation





137





band, breastband, girdle





138





laying by, storing up





139





oppression



140





settlement of a colony

141





142





gift, offering



giving back,
restitution, return;
payment, definition

tying up



pressing: squeezing
out of one's place





leading out a colony

warding off by prayer





fumigation





pressed juice

143





burning



firebrand, blister
caused by burn

144





beheading



dirt that comes
off a head



145





exclusion



guard-house




146





one who has served in the office of, or
who is not 





147





dashing out the last drops of wine





148





sleeping off a debauch





149





a kicking off, away; a form of
haemorrhage



150





attenuation



151





giving an account, record; defence, plea
(PGL)



plea alleged in
defence



152





ablution (PGL)



for 
that which is
cleansed,
excretion



590

kick



burning, scorching;
loss involved in
melting down gold
votive offerings; burnt
offering

shutting up, against,
out




ablution

153





tapering, off





154





for , blackening





155





for , distribution,assignment;
fragmenation, division, banishment; etc





156





turning up the nose at (PGL)





157





becoming acid



158





expiring



159





the casting of a shadow



160





execration



shavings, filings



blackening

sharp point ; making
smooth


shadow;
shadowy outline,
faint trace (PGL)




that which is torn
off, a piece, rag,
shred

161





tearing away, being torn away




162





for , emission of
semen





163





emission of sparks





164





sponging off



165





repetition by heart





166





making good a deficiency





167





exclusion (PGL)





168





blockade of a town; razing of a
fortification



lines of
fortifications



walling off a town,
blockading

169





[in B&P only]



full completion;
accomplishment,
fulfilment (PGL)



production

170





limitation





for 

171





averting by expiatory sacrifice



591

what is wiped off
with a sponge

sacrifice to avert
evil


emission of semen





172





destruction





173





purging, clearing of phlegm





174





unloading, vomiting





175





dialectical form of 





176





layering of a vine





177





for , thrusting away, expulsion





178





clashing, shattering, rattling



179





getting money




180





for , arable land, cornland,
ploughing

181





ploughing (PGL)



182





taking, seizing



drumming,
breakage




arable land, cornland
gloss on,
variant reading
for 



arable land, cornland;
ploughing



for 


hanging
ornament, earring

183





hanging, suspension



184





game of odd and even





185





old-world charm, archaism, ancient
custom





186





leaping on greased wineskins at the
Askolia





187





gratification







188





for , song, esp. lyric ode, hymn



song, esp. lyric
ode, hymn

189





greeting, embrace, affection



embrace, one
embraced



190


 



wit, mock modesty


 

witticism



191





marking with stars; arrangement of
constellations



592

thrusting away,
expulsion



192





intent observation; fixed stare





193





dishonour, disgrace



194





loyalty to Athens, siding with her





195





drying, dryness





196





radiance, flashing; splendour, brilliance
(PGL)



brightness,
whiteness



197





self-assertion, arrogance (PGL)



act of self-will,
wilfulness



198





ploughing



199





lodging



200





that which happens of itself, chance;
self-movement, self-actualisation (PGL)



straining of the
eyesight


lodging; royal
court, etc. (PGL)



for 



work done
offhand,
impromptu;
improvisation

201





extemporaneous speaking



202





consecration, purification





203





springing off, away,up





204





extermination, destruction





getting rid of;
destruction

205





distraction (PGL)





dragging away

206





swarm of bees





letting go, release;
dismissal; etc

207





refusal to obey the reins





for 

208





canonisation as a hero





209





disarming
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that which is set
apart; the wave
offering

210





delimitation, assignment of boundaries;
casting out, excommunication (PGL)



211





exorcism (PGL)





212





foaming





213





sexual intercourse; lustfulness





214





healing





215





removal of solid matter





216





keeping awake





217





drawing off of liquids





218





for , walking, going



219





administration of a suppository





220





dancing, jumping about





221





, plashing of water





222





dipping in water, immersion



223





use of a foreign tongue, barbarism;
siding with non-Greeks





224





torture





225





step, threshold; degree, stage



, 

226





a kind of dance





227





[in B&P only]





228





violence





229





tossing, restlessness





230





for , intestinal rumbling





231





[in B&P only]
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walk, gait

baptism







for 

walking, going

dipping, baptism

step, threshold, base,
pedestal, socket; step,
foot, pedestal

232





for , deep note, bourdon





233





singing of pastorals





234





making slow



235





boiling up, fermentation



boiling



236


 



gulp, mouthful



noose



237





voluptuousness





238





bubbling up





239





sinking, submersion





240





deep note, bourdon



241





suckling





242





calming; calming oof the conscience





243





tickling





244





gluttonous eating





sound of the
trumpet

bubbling up




gloss on ,
play, sport

245





jesting



246





gross abuse





247





tickling; mode of kissing





248





dyeing bluish-grey






sweetness; sweet
wine

249





sweetness,:sweet wine



250





distribution of sweetmeats or sweet wine





251





lascivious kiss





252





making known, identification;
recognition





253





murmuring, muttering, grumbling





254





for , toothache, grnashing
the teeth





595

boiling of water



sweetness

toothache; gnashing
the teeth

255





for , supplication



256





limpidus, perhaps plinthium





257





feeding at grass





258





grunting





259





grunting



supplication




an exercise,
physical
esercises

260





[in B&P only]



261





womanish weakness



262





plastering with gypsum



263





squaring off corners



264





demoniac possession



265





demoniac possession



266





money-lending; borrowing



loan

267





division of spoil, tribute



share, portion

268





making rough



269





public inspection, verification



270





multiplying by ten (PGL)



271





bribery



272





catching by bait



bait

273

/

Mycenaean, de-mo)

bond, band, anything for tying and
fastening; sword-belt



bond, fetter;
headband

274





transitive force





275





jostling with elbow





276





for , distinguishing, means of
distinguishing, discerning, power of
discerning
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277





game of chequers





278





a great straining





279





connecting band, ligature



280





fighting with the spear





281









thorough cleansing,
purging; pruning

282





exhortation, cheering on





exhortation

283





competition in javelin-throwing





284





battle-order, catalogue of ships, for
diakovsmhsi", order, regulation





285





skirmish; mock-fight





286





elaborate combing of the hair (PGL)





287





balancing of accounts; calculation,
consideration; debate; thought,
disputation, argument



288





dismemberment





289





division





290





sexual intercourse





291





for , subduction of
dislocations; machine for this purpose

292





breakfast

293





fighting with swords





294





complete vigil





295





delimiting





tree-mallow

caculation,
consideration
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for 

reduction of
dislocations

296





for , putting into shape,
setting of dislocated limb; modelling;
deformation by mirrors; massage of
infants

297





sparring, disputing, wrangling





298





jumping about; a kind of dance





299





scourging





300





for , moulding shaping





moulding, shaping

301





abuse of power, extortion





succussion of the
spine; for


302






for , scattering





scattering

303





scattering, dispersal, confusion





scattering abroad

304





tearing in pieces; interruption, interval



for 



tearing asunder,
forcible separation

305





for , division, cleft; dissension



interval



division, cleft

306





walling off



place walled off
and fortified



307





splendour bursting forth



for 







moulding,
shaping

extortion



putting into shape,
setting of dislocated
limb; modelling;
deformation by mirrors

308





passage of wind through a narrow
opening

309





for , anointing



unguent, salve



anointing

310





for , separation; divorce



cleft, division



separation

311





for , voting by ballot;
reckoning, assessment





voting by ballot

312





pushing about, delay, brawl
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313





provocation



provocation



314





thrusting apart, separation



supporting beam



315





giving judgement





exercise the function
of a 

316





for, removal, change of abode





removal, change of
abode

317





consistency, steadiness





318





use of the speculum







excitation

319





division, distinction; enunciation of a
problem

320





assurance on oath



321





doubling



322





doubt, uncertainty



doubt, incertainty



323





purification (PGL)



filtered, clarified
liquor



filtering, refining,
purifying

324





division into two parts





division, dividing

325





pushing about, scuffle,











326





for, pushing asunder, forcing
open; putting off sine die; pushing
through in surgery of embedded
weapons

327





a dogmatic principle (PGL)



328





formation of opinions



329





fighting with spears



330



Mycenaean, 

contribution



331





running away, flight

332





exposure to dew
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ordinance



distinction, separation




opinion, notion,
conjecture




licence,
permission; gift,
contribution, etc



for 

pushing asunder,
forcing open; putting
off sine die

formation of opinion

333





application of pitch plaster



334





making into a dyad



335
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336





ill omen





duplication




harsh
judgements,
inconveniences

337





irritation, anger;



338





multiplying by twelve





339





speaking the Doric dialect





340





for , irritation,
exasperation, severe fit of a disease





341





dwelling upon a syllable in
pronunciation



342





for , consecration





343





shutting up; being under lock and key





344





for , encouragement



for 



encouragement

345





for , inoculation, grafting of
trees



for 



inoculation, grafting of
trees

346





vaginal douche, clyster



347





for, rolling among



348





prolonged use



349





injection, instillation



sitz-bath;
dwelling upon a
syllable in
pronunciation

disgust



consecration


for ,
place for horses
to roll round in





350





placing in position



351





accustoming, habituation



for , sittingplace: seat,
residence, etc
custom, habit

352





conjecturing, guessing



likeness;
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rolling among

probability
353





delineation, description; official
description



354





gathering of revenue





355





bringing in as settler





356





reflection



357





execution of a sentence, judgement



358





cutaneous eruption



359





lending at interest

360





inspiration





361





holding of an assembly





362





for, night watch, bivouac





363





waning of the moon



image

for
,
reflection



place for dwelling in,
house




thing cast up;
cutaneous
eruption




a dance in which
the legs were
thrown up
behind, fling

lending at interest



pullulation



beating out, driving
away

364





for , a dance in which the
legs were thrown out behind



365





attrition





366





keeping of accounts; consideration,
reckoning; conclusion of an argument





computation,
reckoning

367





sucking out





sucking out

368





derision





369





renewal





370





free-will offering





371





a manoeuvre consisting of an about turn
followed by a wheel to left or right
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372





squeezing out





373





jet of water





374





burning, inflammation





375





squeezing out





376





blowing forth





377





fortification





378





migration; being away, distance





379





beheading





380





miscarriage; attempted abortion



381
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382





contemning





383





unloading





384





for . metal beaten out, metal
plate, surgical probes, etc; for 
driving away, banishing



385





for , pity, mercy, compassion



386





attraction



387





treatment with hellebore



388





for , want



389





expectation



390





introduction



391





strewing



392





impeding, hindering



393





for  burning, inflammation

394





for , burning, inflammation
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untimely birth

metal beaten out,
metal plate;
surgical probes,
etc





squeezing out

miscarriage

driving away,
banishing; march,
expedition; riding


spun wool



attraction



hope, confidence





sprinkling, dusting



for 





burning, inflammation





dusting powder
impediment,
hindrance

exposure, exhibition;
proof, demonstration,
proof

395





manifestation; information, disclosure;
indication





396





muzzling (or imposing a pasture tas)





397





grafting





398
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399





offering to the dead; sacrifice



400





abiding of Christ in BVM (PGL)





401





persistence





402





bundle, bag; bonding





fillet, band

403





for , doubt, uncertainty





doubt, uncertainty

404





glorifying





405





uncertainty (PGL)





406





for , taking in pledge,
security taken, pledge



407
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408





planting





409





inspiration, enthusiasm, frenzy





for

410





enthroning; enthroning of a bishop,
consecration of a church (PGL)



consecrated seat



dedication,
consecration of a
church; enthronement
of a bishop (PGL)

411





right of occupation



dwelling



412





being in battle array





413





adjuration (PGL)





414





curling





415





budding





416





attack, of engines of war





417





incision
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an offering to the
dead

pledge, thing
pawned





418





gloss on , stretching, stringing





419





preparation for burial





420





turning round





421





for , incontinence during
sleep





422





for  shooting(of a shooting
star)



423





for, selling into
slavery



424





for , efflorescence, eruption,
pustule



425





conversion of payment in kind into a
monetary payment, adaeratio



426





equipment for a ship

427





evaporation





428





frothing up





429





change of habit





430





complete formation; image, likeness;
type; imagining (PGL)



431





pulling out, removal





432





for , working out, completion;
labour at a thing





433





for , visitation





close examination,
scrutiny, test; review;
inspection; visitation

434





friendship's offering; propitiation (PGL)





propitiation

435





disparagement





jet; shooting (of
a shooting star)

selling into slavery
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incontinence during
sleep




for ,
efflorescence,
eruption, pustule

for 

image



preparations for firing
a war-engine

exact portrayal;
pictorial representation

436





winning over, appropriating for oneself





437





equalisation





438





expenditure





439





expulsion of inhabitants





440





reproach





441





effusion during sleep





442
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443





sending beyond the frontier





444





administration of an oath; exorcism
(PGL)





445





banishmanr by ostracism





446





scorn, contempt





447





scorn, contempt





448





for, changing into water





449





a placing out in the ocean





450





for , holiday- keeping



451





a kind of dance





452





casting of dice





453





hearkening (PGL)





454





inclination both ways, wavering





455





step of a stair (variant reading of






456





ascending steps in argument





457





doubling; repetition





458





retracing
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festival, holiday



getting under arms,
arming

exorcism

changing into water

holiday-keeping

hearing

459





efflorescence, scum; name of a vein



efflorescence



460





artificial irrigation



fomentation



dwelling, home;
cattle-fold



461





passing the night



462





conjecture



463





irritation, stimulation





support,
foundation

464





impact



465





shout of approval





466





shading, covering





467





vexatious, obstructive conduct





468





cheapening





469





recognition (PGL)





470





assessment





471



(Mycenaean, o-pide-so-mo)

upper, outer bandage





472





for , second course,
dessert



473





appeal to the gods; inspiration





474





sanction of an oracle







for 



weakening



second course,
dessert



475





476





for , weakening



477





relief





478





turning round





479





reckoning, calculation; reflection,
consideration; etc



480





distribution; assignment



reflection

pressure, impact

recognition,
knowledge

for , upper,
outer bandage



for , cheering on,
exhortation
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pour over; pumping

cheering on,
exhortation



for ,
reckoning, calculation;
reflection,
consideration; etc



distribution

481





turning up the nose, mocking at





482





song of victory





483





pressing upon





484





for , being on, coming to the
surface





485





covering with a lid





486





watering





487





for , reproof





488





flow of humours to a wound





489





furnishing oneself with provisions,
foraging; stock, store of provender



stock, store of
provender



490





shading, covering



shadow thrown
in eclipses



491





rapid respiration; trailing; inducement,
hint; etc





492





transport, dispatch





493





confirmation



confirmation,
postscript



494
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torn piece, rag



495





for, building a fort or
stronghold on an enemy's frontier



fort or stronhold
built on an
enemy's frontier



496





relapse





497





rapid succession of statements, as a
figure of speech





498





mockery, raillery
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being on the surface,
coming to the surface

reproof

stock, store of
provender

drawing, sucking in

for ,
confirmation,
postscript

building a fort or
stronghold on an
enemy's frontier

words of
ominous import

499





dedication





500





lading





501





illuminating light





502





ornamental epithet





503





[word of uncertain meaning]





504





confirmatory vote





calculation, accurate
measurem,ent

505





settlement





settlement

506





rising very early





507





exorcism (PGL)





508





playing ducks and drakes





509





multiplying by seven





510





for , sitting on eggs, incubation





sitting on eggs,
incubation

511





for, collection of contributions





collection of
contributions;
contributing; feeding
maintenance

512





irritation, stimulating treatment;



provocation
prop, stay,
support;
contusion


propping up, shoring
up; resting,
supporting; pushing
against, thrusting;
leverage

513





for , prop, stay support;
contusion



514





strife, confusion





515





caprification





516





for, strife, quarrel, contention



cause of guarrel



strife, quarrel,
contention

517





supporting



prop, support



supporting

518





for, creeping





creeping

519





safeguard against witchcraft
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520





that which settles; a swarm, a flock





521





for , feasting, banqeting,
entertainment





522





harlotry



523





for , trial, affliction



524





good discipline



political club




trial, affliction


a Bacchanalian
shout
that which is
thought to be a
happiness;
congratulation

525





the cry of



526





thinking or calling happy, predication of
happiness



527





convenience, propriety





528





straightness





529





favour, benevolence (PGL)





530





castration





531





insertion in the right way





532





proper maintenance





533





disparagement





534





iocandum





535





preparation













536





use of an auspicious for an inauspicious
word

537





the game of pickaback





538





for , attraction; suction





539





for , furnishing oneself
with provisions, foraging; stock, store
of provender
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feasting, banqueting,
entertainment

attraction

540





keeping until the next day



541





flattering





relish, seasoning,
sauce

542





sweet savour, sweetness



543





worship of heroes





544





marvelling





545





theatrical exhibition





546





divine possession, frenzy





547





laying down; conventional, arbitrary
determination





548





mowing reaping; reaping time, harvest;
harvest, crop





549





that which is laid down, law;
jurisdiction, etc



tomb,
prooemium



550





laying up in store; preservation, keeping



store, treasury



551





crushing (PGL)





crushing, bruising

552





breaking



bruise, dent
fragment;
breakage;
destruction



comminution;
destruction

553





enthronement in mystery rites





554





unmusical sound, false note





555





springing, of rising ground





556





arming with a bleastplate





557
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558





peculiarity, particularity





559





way or fashion of a common person





560





sacred service
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setting, placing;laying
down, paying;
situation, position;
thesis, etc

561
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562





a means of appeasing; atonement



563





clothing, apparel





564





for , [undefined]





565


 



Judaism



566





riding



567





equalisation



propitiation




a ride




that which is
thrown away in
cleansing

568





cleansing, purification



569





launching; collapse





570





inserrtion of a catheter





571





for , arming, making of
arms; mode of arming, armour





572





moistening

573





renewal; innovation

574






for , making new;
innovation in the state; renewal
recreation





575





renewed execution





576





for , blame





577





probably a kind of dance





578





adorning oneself, making a display



579





trotting



580





for , sharp sound, especially,
ring or sound of metal

581





the frieze of a building; ordering,
regulation





582





exhaustion
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ornament; fair
show, pretence







cleansing from guilt or
defilement;
clarification, catharsis

arming, making of
arms; mode of
arming, armour

blame

583





gleaning





584
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585





descent





586





decrease; throwing the accent forward





587





gulping down





588





sinking





589





packing





590





old age





591





lascivious kiss





592





murmuring against





593





for, buying up, purchase





594





tie, band; binding by spells



595





enslavement



596





for , squall descending from
above, hurricane

597





for , accusation

598





599



600

binding by spells

buying up, purchase





binding fast; binding
by spells





accusation

calling to one, encouraging







dividing into small parts
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601





for , scratching, tickling;
irritation





602





putting to sleep





603





hanging down





604





throwing headlong





605





douche, shower-bath





606





careful combing





612

607





enrolment, register of land grants





608





for , division into parts





609





hospitality





610





scarification



611





attack of disease



612





for, plaster, poultice



plaster, poultice



613





submersion under the sea



for




614





restoration, reconciliation; seting of a
limb; furnishing , preparation;
completion, training, discipline



finished product



training, discipline;
setting of a limb



state, condition,
constitution of a thing

615





contrivance



616





overshadowing



617





outwitting, trickery



work of art,
structure,
equipment,
engine of war
shadow,
obscurity

plastering or
poulticing




vibrations of reed
tongue of a pipe;
fragment

618





for , drawing down;
demolition of buildings



619





trouble, amazement





620





placing among the stars

621





conjecture

622





for , scarification





623





shining brightly



624





illumination





625
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626
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613

division into parts

radiance





drawing down

scarification

627





deed, instrument dealing with property





628





registration, deposit in a registry





629





slander, calumny



630





for, voting against,
condemnation

631





632



633



false account





voting against,
condemnation

confident hope







for , pledging









right directing (PGL)





634





lulling to sleep





635





for , settlement





636





setting a dislocated limb



false accusation

settlement


burning heat,
fever heat





cautery



638
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639





loud laughter





640





for , plashing of water





641





singing, note of a bird (PGL)





642





gurgling (PGL)



for 



rushing sound, as of
water

643





order, command



order, command;
call, summons



command

644





stimulatio





645





loss on exhange of solidi for 





646





breaking up small





647





hauteur





648





roughness, hoarseness





614



burning; cautery;
burning heat; smelting
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649





multiplication table of single numbers
from one to ten





650





abuse, insult





651





for , quick, jerking movements





quick, jerking
movements

652





for , playing on the





playing on the cithara

653





drunken butchery





654





tittering, giggling





655





crying like a child





656





storing under lock and key





657





for , ladder; etc





658





surging of the waves





659





surging of the waves, confusion



little wave, ripple





liquid used for
washing out,
especially
clyster, drench



660





for , liquid used for washing out,
especially clyster, drench

661





sound made by jackdaws; making a
similar sound in token of disapproval;
clucking of hens



662





for , itching



piece played on
the cithara

drenching by clyster




scratch; chip,
splinter

663





itching, tickling



664





porterage, transport





665





for , putting to sleep; softening
the accent





666





folding of sheep, cattle
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for ,
crying like a child

itching



putting to sleep;
softening the accent

667





crying cuckoo; the sound of a very high
voice



chastisement



slap, blow (PGL)





668





for , checking the growth of
trees; chastisement, punishment; that
which brings about punishment

669





beating (PGL)



670





sheathing of a sword



671





for , boast



672





striking with the fist; maltreatment



673





braying






boast





abatement of a
flood

674
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675





for , dunging, manuring



676





lascivious dancing



677





purifying by Corybantic rites





678





order, form, fashion; good order;
ornament; ruler; world; universe





679





for , the cottabos





680





for  dice playing





681





selling oil by retail





682





armed dancing



683





for , lightening alleviation



684





vibration; tremor, agitation
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checking the growth of
trees; chastisement,
punishment; that
which brings about
punishment




dancing of the


dunging, manuring



the cottabos


for ,
lightening,
alleviation



lightening, alleviation



quaking of the earth

685





serving a drink from a  in a
religious ceremony





686





strength, firmness





687





screaming




for,
suspension

688





suspension



689





for hurling down headlong





690





Cretan behaviour





691





weaving





692





picking of flocks, flocks





693





applause





694





for , rattling noise, beat, clap,
click of fingers





695





gushing out of water; douche



696





playing on a stringed instrument





697





getting wealth





698





combing





699





foundation



700





for , steering, pilotage

701





702



703

gush, stream


hurling down headlong





founding, settling;
achievement; creation,
creature





steering, pilotage

cubing, making into a solid







for , stirring up, mixing









circular motion, circularity





704





rolling



705





playing on cymbals
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colony,
foundation

roll




stirring up, mixing

rolling; revolution;
roll

706





game of knocking out one peg with
another





707





Cynic philosophy or conduct





708





bloom of the olive or vine





709





punishment in the , pillory





710





tippling





711





revelling





712





for  forgetting, forgetfulness





713





kicking





714





acting in the Lacedaemonian way,
interest





715





croaking





716





cutting vegetables





717





casting of lots



718
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719





thinning out





720





[gloss on Laban in Philo 1.306]





721





stoning





722





entry, crediting





723





stoning





724





for, throwing of stones





725





irrigation, flooding





726





for , bound, leap





727
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728





delivery by weight





729





calculation
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peel



for ,
reckoning;
calculating;
calculation,
reasoning; reason,
argument; reasoning
power

730





reckoning; calculating; calculation,
reasoning; reason, argument; reasoning
power



731





for , railing, abuse, reproach





732





want





733





placing in ambush





734





bending, twisting





735





playing the lyre





736





pollution (PGL)





737





pronouncing happy, blessing; giving
praise, thanks; promise of blessing
(PGL)





738





long interval





739





softness, moral weakness (PGL)





740





glanders





741





withering; for , causing to die
away





742





mutilation (of a corpse)





743





miscarriage





744





smile, smiling



smile, smiling



smile, smiling

745





blackening of the flesh from
mortification; dyeing black; black spot



black, livid spot;
black hair-dye



dyeing, becoming
black

746





care, diligence



object of care,
beloved object



747





dismembering





748





song
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reckoning,
account



for
glanders

749





procrastination; indecision of character



for 



750





dividing, division



part



751





central place (PGL)





752





transmigration





753





transcription in a different orthography





754





metaplasm





755





change in flux



being about to do,
threatening to do;
unfulfilled thought;
delay
for 

for
metap
lasm


change of form
(PGL)

756





for, change of form



757
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758





change of form or type





759





for , handling, treatment;
mode of preparing





handling, treatment;
mode of preparing

760





for , lifting up; being raised
up; etc





lifting up; being
raised up; etc

761





emigration





removal

762





jesting





763





bleating





764





lengthening of a syllable





765





chewing the cud





766





celebrating the feast of Cybele





767





for, stain, defilement; that
which defiles; pollution, ,
pollution; scandal, crime



768





depreciating (PGL)
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mental trouble,
disturbance

stain, defilement;
that which
defiles; pollution







change of form

pollution

769





measuring by miles and marking by
milestones





770





warbling





771
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772





defilement, pollution



773





solitary life, solitude



774





gesticulation




spot, taint



defilement, pollution



turning up the
nose, sneering

775





turning up the nose, sneering; sarcasm



776





for, quality in hexameter of
being 



777





anointing



778
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779





initiation





780





snorting; mocking, jeering





781
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782





counterirritation with rods; splinting
planks with rods



783





flowing stream, spring





784





for , shipwreck





785





for , seasickness, nausea





786





for , breaking up of fallow land





breaking up of fallow
land

787





attempt to change; especially in a bad
sense: innovation, revolutionary
movement





revolution

788





soberness





789





absence; appropriation, stealing





790





wetting; moisture
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ointment

splint

change


irritation of the skin



admonition,
warning
that which is
dyed yellow or
brown



admonition, warning



dyeing yellow or
brown



gloss on 



entertainment of a
guest or stranger

that which is
smoothed or
carved;
abrasion;
shavings, filings



planing



drying up; dessication

791





for , admonition, warning



792





for, dyeing yellow or brown



793





for , gloss on ;
strangeness, novelty

794





abrasion



795





gloss on , drying, dryness



796





sword-dance



797





for, felling and carrying of
wood; timber; woodwork



for ,
sword-dance




filings, shavings;
lint, shreds of
flesh; motes in a
sunbeam; that
which is
scratched upon a
thing
lore

798





irritation, scratching



799





for , lore



800





marking with an obelus





801





for , irritation, scratching





802





a particular mode of playing the flute



for,
a particular
mode of plauing
the flute



803





for , colonisation



dwelling-place



804





lamentation



lamentation



622



ulceration, erosion;
excoriation; scraping,
filing



colonisation

805





for, omen from the flight or
cries of birds



806





levelling



807





[undefined word]



808





reproach



809





for , nomenclature, naming;
nomination for office; listing of names;
expression, language

810





811



812

omen from the
flight or cries of
birds



appeal to augury



insult, reproach,
blame



for 





naming

list of names







paring the nails, trimming the hooves









extraction of juice



813





for , preparing for war, arming,
equipment, accoutrement





814





vintage





815





vision





816





orgasm





817





celebration of secret rites





818





rising early







boundary, limit





conjuration



juice of plants



819





marking out by boundaries, limitattion;
definition; wager, decree, vow

820





administration of an oath

821





dance, dancing

822





ostracism





823





a being too late







623

preparing for war,
arming, equipment,
accoutrement

for, marking
out by boundaries,
limitattion; definition;
wager, decree, vow

dancing, the dance

824





furnishing with provisions





825





chanting of the paeans





826





chanting of the paeans





827





celebration of a , general,
national assembly; any assembly;
market day





general, national
assembly; any
assembly; market day

828





keeping vigil





night-festival, vigil

829





forcing of nature, law





use of violence

830





[in B&P only]





831





for , putting one
letter for another





832





making an example of by pointing out to
public shame





833





object of wonder





834





edging with a cornice; make a row
along





835





equating of payments; placing side by
side; repetition





836





false reasoning, fallacy; weakness of
reasoning power; fraud, deception





837





for , pressing aside





838





provocation



839





change of grammatical form; wax to
stop the holes of flutes



840





hindering



624

for
, keepiing vigil


piece of coloured
wax stuck on
margins of books
to mark doubtful
or obscure
passages





putting one letter for
another

pressing aside

additional
invention

841





trickery (PGL)





842





drawing sideways





843





sealing





844





formation by a slight change; change in
a form of expression





845





gloss on , that which is
unmentionable, unlucky





846





the banking up of a canal with
brushwood





847





rouging the face as a form of 
(PGL)





848





observation, surveillance





849





comparison









850





protraction of disease; prolongation of
sound

851





obstruction





852





irritation, exasperation; severe fit of
diesase, paroxysm





853





disarming



protraction, delay


provocation,
cause of anger

854





provocation, anger



855





encroachment on land





856





making dykes with brushwood





857





unnatural lust





858





treading on,trampling; threshing of corn





859





boiling, blustering



860





growing fat; thickening



861





trial, temptation



625

for,
drawing away of
victim by beasts



treading on grapes


thickening




attempt (at seduction)

862





being at sea





863





death by the axe





864





for , ripening, maturation of
tunmours, etc; concoction of sputum,
urine; suppuration





865





sin-offering



866





finishing



867





halo, splendour



868





altar-precinct



869





distraction



870





marking out by boundaries, description
of the boundaries of a property



871





for, great number, multitude



872





sprinkling with water



873
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874





sounding trumpets around



875





incision all around



876





obscuration



877





scalping as a surgical operation





878





a purifying rite in which a puppy was
sacrificed





879





making an incision around the scalp





880





sponging all over



birthmark



division, fission



881
882





883







626

encircling gleam

anything
enclosed by
boundaries

area marked off

for,
birthmark

by a rope
wall of
circumvallation,
blockading wall

884





for, walling round,
circumvallation



885





for , running around



886





running around



887





scorching





888





scorching





889





shining round about





890





wrapping oneself in a cloak





891





surrounding with a dyke





892





method of banishing citizens practised at
Syracuse





893





spreading out



894





later form of , vaulting,
tumbling





895





vaulting, tumbling





896





pelting with stones





897





[in B&P only]





898





[base form of ,
contumacious treatment]





899





measuring by the cubit



900





fatness



901





for . squeezing, preesing,
pinching; pressure, close contact



627

anything spread
out; veil of the
temple (PGL)

cubit measure
that which makes
fat
pulpy mass left
after squeezing;
juice pressed out



walling around,
circumvallation







squeezing, pressing;
pinching; pressure,
close contact

902





playing the ape, playing monkey-tricks





903





bitterness, bitter feeling





904





for , draught, irrigation





905





obliquity, oblique presentation of the
foetus; deceit





906
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907





broad Doric accent





908





Doric for ,approach,
sexual intercourse





909





widening, enlarging, dilatation,
distension; boasting, bragging



910





[undefined word]



flat object, slab,
metal plate, flat
cake, etc




superfluity;
surplus of
production

911





superabundance, excess; surplus; etc



912

[]



[of uncertain meaning]; for  as
side of mathematical figure





913





making multiple, pluralisation; increase,
multiplication (PGL)





914





amorous toying





915





approach; sexual intercourse



916





enriching





917





for 





918





use of the breathing





919





weeding





920





measuring by feet; metre in scansion





921





sheep-shearing





628

impregnation





for 

buildings of a
city

922





building of a city





923

[]



administration of a city





924





multiplication





925





multiplication



product of
multiplication



926





smacking the lips; applause





927





providing, procuring; earning a living;
money-getting



smacking of lips,
clucking
deduction from a
previous
demonstration;
corollary; rider

928





foot-shackler; fetterer



929





draught; irrigation



930





for , loud lamentation





931





gentle treatment





932





casting to the ground





933





priapism






draught


loud lamentation


anything sawn,
sawdust; prism

934





sawing; gripping with the teeth



935
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936





advancing





937





advance of funds on behalf of another





938





previous casting up of accounts





939





previous definition, distinction





940





making an infusion for





941





band, ligature put on first





942





previous irritation





943





previous preparation





629

for




sawing, trephining

leading forward,
advancing

944





royal privilege, prerogative





945





preliminary performance (PGL)





946





for , prostration before the
feet of another





947





president of the 





948





previous consideration





949





ambuscade





950





levelling of ground in advance,
preparation





951





early determination



952





for , contumacius
treatment





953





previous compression





954





for , draught



955





forcing, straining





956
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957





further definition, determination,
specification; further condition





958





drawing near, approach





959





habituation



960





dashing against



961





[in B&P only]



630

canal or trench
for launching,
hauling up ships

draught

placing a corpse in
public, laying out a
corpse; public notice;
purpose, proposal;
supposition,
calculation; etc

prostration before the
feet of another


contumacious
treatment




obstacle; knock;
stumbling block,
offence; charge
imputation




dashing against;
offence

962





encroachment





963





inclusion within boundaries; addition to
a territory





964





for  coming to anchor,
coming to land





965





offence



966





variant reading for , previous
compression





967





prosyllogism





968





arrogatio

969





outward show





970





for , utterance, taking in
hand, execution





utterance; taking in
hand; execution

971





for, propulsion





propulsion

972





pushing forward





973





a Cretan public official





974





shyness, timidity



object of wrath,
offence

coming to anchor,
coming to land






for ,
flapping of the
wings

975

[]



[word of uncertain meaning]



976





overturning; craft, subtlety



977





winnowing



978





salivation



979





salivation



980





for , spitting



981





epilepsy





982





Pythagorean doctrines





631




peeled,
winnowed grain



winnowing of grain



sputum



spitting

983





for , annoyance, disgust;
odium, unpopularity: troublesome
question; harshness, offensiveness,
loathing, nausea;,

984





thick covering of booths at the feast of
Tabernacles (PGL)



985





[in B&P only]





986





war dance; strange contortions





987





winnowing, threshing





988





slap on the buttocks





989

[]



[in B&P only]





990





sprinkling with water



a skin infection



991





striking, beating



stroke, slap on
the face; weal



992





humour or discharge from the body





993

[]
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994





fanning; movement of the air through
fanning


 

995





throwing, tossing about





996

[
 ]



watering (see )





997





for ,  snoring





998





Rosalia, festival at which graves were
decorated with roses





999


 



 









priapism



1000
1001









dirt, filth, pollution

632



that which is
close, covered, or
thick

air of a fan






dirt, filth,
pollution



blowing with a
bellows or fan

1002





any regularly recurring motion





1003





rhotacism





1004





feast of Sabazius or Dionysius





1005





keeping of days of rest





1006





Sabellian heresy, Sabellianism





1007





for , shrieking, wailing





1008





trumpet call



1009





mixture of dialects





1010





mockery, sarcasm





1011





for , a disease in which the
bones of the temple become prominent





1012

[]



paralysis of the tongue





1013





explantion, distinction





1014





for title of an official in
a Dionysian thiasos





1015





shaking, shock, agitation, commotion



shaking,
extortion



1016





shining



shining



1017





epilepsy, demoniacal possession (PGL)





1018





false pretension, imposture;
boastfulness





1019





flow of saliva





1020





cupping





1021





loathing





1022





title of an official in Dionysian 





633

tumpet call



satyriasis; a disease in
which the bones of the
temple become
prominent

shaking; concussion
of the spine

cupping

1023

[]



eating, serving 





1024





application of a mustard- blister





1025

[]



hissing





1026





hissing





1027





feeding





1028





hoeing





1029





stumbling, lapse, fall (PGL)





1030





jumping, palpitation





1031





a scratching up, petty quibble





1032





limping, halting



1033





snare; trap (PGL)



1034
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1035





for, covering



1036





shadow cast; a disease; visitation by a
ghost



1037











1038





hardening, induration





1039





impaling; protection by palisades





1040





planting boundary stones





1041





contumely





1042





stretching





1043





scattering





1044





being, becoming dark





1045





darkening

1046





contemptuous rejection





1047





sadness of countenance





1048





anger






snare (PGL)




covering
shadow cast;
reflected image,
shadow in water



protection



shadowing, shade
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eating, feeding



reduction to powder

1049

[]



the reign of club law at Argos





1050





a form of operation on the scalp





1051





solecism; incorrectness in the use of
language, construction of sentences,
reasoning





1052





for , acquired skill, method;
clever trick, ingenious contrivance; sly
trick, artifice; captious argument,
quibble, sophism



acquired skill,
method; clever
trick, ingenious
contrivance; sly
trick, artifice;
captious
argument,
quibble, sophism

1053





weakening; impediments to, arrested
sounds



flaccidity





sprain, rupture of
muscular fibre;
spasm,
convulsion;
fragment, shred





1054





convulsion, spasm; priapism, violent
agitation, drawing out

1055





production of seed; copulation





1056





feeding on the inwards of a sacrifice





1057





rise in pitch by three quarter-tones





1058

[]



measuring by stades





1059





raising of sedition





1060





bandage





1061





application of eye-shadow





1062





numbering of the lines of a book





1063





stipulatio





635

drawinr up, traction;
drawing in, suction

for 

1064





surrounding with hunting nets





1065





equipping, dressing



1066





creation of a mouth-filling word



1067





guessing



1068





squinting





1069





strangulatus





1070





stricture





1071





petigo, scab





1072





cleaning with . soap-wort





1073





leathern, linen sack for tying up
bedclothes





1074





see , uproar in feasting





1075





, uproar in
feasting





1076

[]
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1077





mixing, tempering





1078





breaking











equipment,
garment



a clothing, dressing


missile



for 



1079





being shut up, confinement; fastness,
refuge; conclusion

1080





[in B&P only]

1081





fellow-

1082





union, federation of Cretan communities





1083





for , collision, conflict, etc.





1084





agreement





1085





agreement of time





1086





sameness of colour





636

border



shutting up, closing
together; locking up,
safe storage; defile,
narrow passage; etc

collision, conflict; etc

1087





pouring of oil into lamps



1088
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1089





[in B&P only]





1090





computation, calculation; reasoning;
plan scheme; syllogism; etc





1091





parallel arrangement of 





1092





conciliation; reconciliation (PGL)





1093





distribution in shares





1094





for , finishing, end;
conclusion of syllogism, proposition



1095





concatenation, interweaving of thoughts
and emotions



1096





for , compression



1097





breathing together, agreement, union

1098





1099





1100



1101

heap (PGL)

finishing, end;
conclusion of
syllogism,
proposition



filling up (of trenches)

a bringing together,
reconciliation;
agreement





winding together,
connexion



compression





conspiratio, Glossary

entanglement





assistance in procuring







[in B&P only]















1102





herding together





1103





buying up



gathering,binding



1104





help, support (PGL)



succour in a
contest; succour,
support

1105





collection, union; assembly



assemblage

1106





constraining proof



637





mass or things;
gathering of people
(PGL)

1107





consummatio





1108





taking pleasure in the same things;
enjoying oneself in company (PGL)





1109





holding of the shields together; fighting
in close order





1110





meeting of rays





1111





camping together, encampment





1112





bond of union, fastening; conjunction;
bundle; conspiracy; etc





1113

[]



see , a being taken two
together; mating, copulation; collusion





1114





a being taken two together; a mating,
copulation; collusion



1115





approach, nearness of constellations





1116





habituation





1117





gathering in, collecting





1118





continuity, succession





1119





setting of bones





1120





gloss on , toothache,
gnashing the teeth

1121





living together, wedlock



1122





sexual intercourse



1123
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638

combination of
two elements

binding together;
continuation of a text;
connecting link;
constriction; etc






for





combination or union
in one city-state

1124





for, sight of, meeting with



1125





compulsio





sound of a pipe,
whistling, hissing

1126





sound of a pipe, whistling, hissing



1127


 



use of an emetic



1128





for , obumbratio



1129





darkness





1130





hurricane, earthquake





1131





similar situation; correspondence of
formation





1132





spasm, conviulsion



1133





playing at ball



1134





gangrene, frost-bite, blight





1135





appropriation





1136





imitation of the buzzing of a wasp on the
flute





1137





sealing



1138





doing, speaking, writing off-hand



1139





effeminate kind of dance





1140





configuration; bearing attitude;
assumption of a manner; shape form,
formation, etc





1141





kind of bandage





1142

[]



[in B&P only]



1143





cleaving



1144





[in B&P only]



1145

[]





measurement of land

639

sight of, meeting with




shadow



obumbratio

similar situation


playing Ta ball

impression of a
signet ring
freak, whim,
caprice







cleft, division




piece of land
measured put by
the 

playing at ball



configuration

1146







hollowing out like a pipe


chastisement,
lesson

1147





teaching of morality, moderation



1148





embodiment in a legal instrument;
registration for taxation





1149





hard labour, conditions; regular
exercise; hardship, distress; suffering,
pain





1150





woe pronounced on one; woe, misery
(PGL)





1151





a form of taxation





1152
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1153





stretching, wracking





1154





identity (PGL)





1155





a vain endeavour to evacuate





1156





for , walling, wall-building



wall, fort



walling, wall-building

1157





consecration ceremony; transactio



payment, outlay;
certified copy,
certificate



event, fulfilment

1158





cutting up, slicing





1159





monster, monstrosity, prodigy





1160





for, humming, twanging;
mere sound of twittering



1161





delimitation



1162





cunning contrivance; artifice



1163





squaring, quadrature



1164





a going on all fours



1165





frying



640

humming,
twanging; mere
sound of
twittering






anything made,
done by art,
handiwork
rectangle




1166





band for fastening the  behind



1167





pressure of the mother's breast by the
sucking of infants (PGL)



1168





practice of usury



1169





mumbling; murmuring (PGL)



1170





squealing



1171
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1172





gloss on , evening meal at Sparta



1173





eating  dried fruit,
sweetmeats



1174

[
 ]
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1175





lisping



1176





wounding



1177





seizing by the neck; stiff neck



1178





triad



1179





flight of three steps



1180





dispositions of numbers triangular-wise



1181

[]



page of three columns (?)



1182





tripling



1183





shrill cry, scream of the partridge;
grating, grinding rasping



1184





hair-band



1185










1186





trochaic metre



1187





course, running



641

imperfect speech
in children

creaking of oilive
plants rubbing
together

course, running

1188





gurgling



1189





boring



1190





gurgling

1191





miscarriage



1192





beating of drums, drumming



1193





scoffing, jeering



1194

[]



a succussion splash in the lungs



1195
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1196





supply of water for irrigation





1197





qui cantio(sic) componit organi





1198





for , dropsy, etc





1199


 


 

squealing, grunting of swine





1200





fusio





1201





vaporisation





1202





music for the aulos





1203

[]



hyperbatic use of the article





1204





covering with a shield, protection





1205





transposition





1206





overbidding





1207





banishment





1208
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1209





anything put under; base; keel; step, etc





1210





carrying off downwards, purging

1211





foot-gear; under-bandage




642

jeer, taunt



1212







fumigation


coaxing or
endearing name;
a fair name for
something base;
diminutive

1213





blandishments, use of endearing names;
of dimnutives



1214





consideration, reason





1215





subdivision





1216





memorandum, minute, royal decree;
note taking; memoirs, annals;
commentary





1217





bruising, mortification of the body
(PGL)





1218
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1219





retrograde motion

1220





scraping lightly to get away from stones





1221

[]



cleaning of corn with a shovel





1222





tripping up, supplanting



1223

[]



for , making an incision
around the scalp





1224





operation on the skull for an eye
infection





1225





withdrawing of claims





1226





propping up of vines





1227
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1228





breaking up of ground





1229





suspicion, surmise



1230





relapse



1231
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1232









fall given by
tripping up






laying oneself backwards

643

that which is laid
back



use of the diminutive

1233





sugillatio, bruise; an affronting,
insulting

1234





arrears



1235





withdrawing





1236

[]



tyranny, like that of Phalaris





1237





love of show and ostentation (PGL)





1238





mental image; vision



apparition,
phantom



1239





for , disparagement



disparagement



1240
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1241





cheating, quackery, imposition





1242





utterance prompted by gods, significant,
propetic saying; oracle; report, rumour;
etc





1243





picking lice





1244

[]



for , autumn





1245





[in B&P only]

1246





love spell





1247

[]



flegma spissa, pinguis et glutinosa





1248





flame, blaze, inflammation, heat of
passion



1249


 



stripping off the bark, peeling





1250





terrifying, scare





1251





league, combination; conspiracy







falling into a well







frenzy





1252
1253




shortcoming,
deficiency, need
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blister



for

1254





shuddering, shivering





1255





presumptuousness, arrogance





1256
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1257





a gathering of firewood



1258





blowing




breathing hard,
blowing
phase of the
moon

1259





the sound made by expiration



1260





illumination, light



1261





greeting, visit of a person of rank;
salutation addressed to a god

1262





for , slackening, loosening;
free play of parts of whole; lowering by
means of pulleys



1263





game played by spinning a copper coin



1264





palisading, fencing



1265





characterisation



impress, image



1266





wit



witty saying, jest



1267





bestowing of favours





1268





yawning, gaping (PGL)



grace, favour
chasm, gulf;
gaping mouth of
an animal; any
wide opening

1269





handling, manipulation, treatment;
mangement, handling; finacial
administration; inventory, register;
guild, corporation



1270





handcuff, manacle
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illumination



slackened
condition,
relaxation; gap,
slit; etc






part handled,
operated upon;
treatment







slackening, loosening;
free play of parts of
whole; lowering by
means of pulleys

1271





singing of the swallow song



1272





placing crosswise, diagonal
arrangement; cruciform incision;
decussation; cancellation of document



1273
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1274





snowing



1275





mockery, scoffing



1276





being fed



1277





for , neighing, whinnying,
any loud noise

1278





neighing, whinnying; any loud noise

1279





negotiation, decree, audience;
administration of justice; deed, legal
instrument; divine injunction, message;
charter (PGL)

1280





oracular response

1281


 



coloratura

1282





1283



1284



cross-piece of
wood; cross
bandage





mockery
fodder, forage,
for cattle







neighing,
whinnying





for





oracular response;
lending, loan




 

coloratus

tarrying in a place; delaying, coming
late; a becoming chronic



expenditure of time



colouring, dyeing







extraction of the juice of plants



1285





exposure of a child in a pot



1286





construction of dykes
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the extracted
juice of plants





1287





separation, menstrual discharge



1288





clipping



1289





burying in sand



1290

[]



, seasickness, nausea

1291





stammering

a separated space







1292





use of pebbles



proposal passsed
by a majority of
votes; decree,
law

1293





whispering, slandering, whistle of a
snake-charmer; crepitation



whispering, any
low whispering,
rustling noise

1294





painting the face with white lead



1295





refreshment,



1296





feeding with morsels



1297





[in B&P only]





1298





thrusting, pushing; jostling, struggling





1299





adornment



1300





straw rope for binding sheaves

1301





for  and , thrusting,
pushing, justling, struggling



1302





for , thrusting, pushing,
jostling, struggling









morsel





Appendix 2A–Greek nouns ending in  not preceded by sigma
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separation



for 

Noun in

Verb

1





2





Meaning
of Verb
pay honour
to a god;
honour an
occasion;
glory, exult
in a thing

gather
together;
collect,
gather; get
things
together
break,
shiver

Meaning of Noun in -

Hesychius
5CE



keeper of the fields, pastor

Palladius
4/5CE



collection (of money for service to gods)

Aristotle
4BCE





4





5





clerk of the market

6





land-steward

fracture of bone; broken cliff, crag

7





for , , gathering crowd,
mixture , collection

8





see 

9





10





goatherd

11







12



,(second
perfect of )

see

Noun in

used for , raillery, abuse
reproaches

3

cry, wail;
groan

First
Occurrence

Hippocrates
5BCE
Hippocrates
5BCE
Flavius
Josephus
1CE

Meaning of
Noun in -

pleasing gift to
a god; statue:
image

a precious stone, goat's eye
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fragment







Dionysius of
Halicarnassus
1BCE





Pliny 1CE

rejoicing


wail, wailing

gathering,
mustering;
for






Eustathius
12CE
Leonidas of
Tarentum
3CE
Hesychius
5CE

Meaning
of Noun
in -





for , wail, crying

Noun in















gathering,
mustering;
for


make
bloody,
stain with
blood;
draw blood;
be bloody

bloodshed

Vettius
Valens 2CE





for , thicket, copse

Aeschylus
5BCE





dark saying, riddle, taunt

Aristophanes
5/4BCE



dark saying,
riddle, taunt



Hesychius
5CE
Hesychius
5CE
Polybius
2BCE
Aristophanes
5/4BCE



for ,
shaking, quake



Herodotus
5BCE



for 





that which is
given in
exchange;
reward, prize,
change;
vicissitude



13





14





15





16





for , shaking

17





forest warden

18





a sharp stone

19





race over the sea

20





speak
darkly, in
riddles

raise the
war cry;
shout aloud
make other
than it is,
change,
alter; give,
take in
exchange,
barter;
have
dealings
with;
alternate;
etc

for , shouting; loud voice

21





22






[In B&P only]

23







24





polishing, plastering (of wall decoration)

25





keeper of a grove, precinct

change, transition

Manetho 4CE

Catalogus
Codicum
Astrologorum
Hesychius
5CE
Sophocles
5BCE
Pollux 2CE
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letting of
blood

26





reaper
be shortsighted

Oppian
2/3CE
Hippocrates
5BCE
Anecdota
Graeca













Plato 5/4BCE





Lycophron
3BCE
Lycophron
3BCE
Constantinus
Manassas
12CE













Aeschylus
5BCE



27





28





29





30





grandson, granddaughter

31





descendant

32





[In B&P only]

33





scratch,
tear,
lacerate

for , tearing, rending, mangling

Theocritus
3BCE



flight of steps, stair

Herodotus
5BCE



a path which turns back on itself, as in a
labyrinth

Anonymous
Alchemist





[In B&P only]

Eustathius
12CE





shaking violently

Old
Testament
3BCE





stake, pale; paling; boundary fence, road,
boundary strip

Inscription





disturbance

Cyril of
Alexandria
4/5CE





dull, dim sight
sandy place for racing



34





scratch,
tear,
lacerate

35





go up,
mount,
ascend; etc

36





37





38





39





40





strip a slain
enemy of
his gear
shake up
and down,
brandish

mix up,
confound;
defile

sand, sandy ground, racecourse

for , scratching, itching
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scratching,
itching





stair



tearing,
rending,
mangling;
scarificatio
n;
irritation
going up,
mounting;
going
inland; etc

be
distributed

Inscription
6/5BCE
Catalogus
Codicum
Astrologorum
Hesychius
5CE













wind, cardinal point, wind in body

Homer 8BCE







one that is concerned with the care,
government of men

Rhetores
Graeci







festival at Miletus

Inscription









41





42





for , catamite

43





for , men's apartments

44





45



46



47



redivision, redistribution of land



draw, pull
against

counter-winding

Placita
Philosophoru
m

throw
against, in
turn; put
against one
another,
compare,
collate;
converse,
communica
te (PGL)

for . correlative, co-ordinate,
counterpart

Hesychius
5CE





deputy 

Inscription





blocking the way

Dionysius of
Halicarnassus
1BCE





refutation, exposure

New
Testament
1/2CE





bewailing, lamentation

Glossary

48





49





50





51





52





press
against,
offer
resistance
convict,
expose,
refute
lament
bitterly,
take one's
fill of
lamentation
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53





54





55





56





57





58





smite, dash
in pieces

59





60





deal out,
dispense
water,
irrigate

61





62





63

64





squeeze
out,
oppress
hurl, cast
back
pluck, pull
out, pull the
hair out

water,
irrigate
fit together;
be fitting;
be pleasing;
etc





fit together;
be fitting;
be pleasing;
etc

for , cake of fine meal, ,
honey-cake; kind of drink, a condiment

Hippocrates
5BCE



oppression

Aquila 2CE



for , rebounding

Epicurus
4/3BCE



tearing away

Soranus 2CE



that which has no lid

Zosimus the
Alchemist
3/4CE



clashing, shattering, rattling

Aeschylus
5BCE



money changer



pressed juice




piece plucked
off




for ,
breakage,
fracture







means of watering, watering place, draught

Lycophron
3BCE





means of watering, watering place, draught

Homer 8BCE





bond, league, fellowship

Homeric
Hymns 8BCE





number, item, amount, item, term in a series

Homer 8BCE



reckoning,
number

joint in masonry; bolt, peg; shoulder joint

Euripides
5BCE



jointed work
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pressing:
squeezing
out of
one's place
reboundin
g



reckoning
up,
counting
out,
payment



tuning of
an
instrument

take, seize,
grasp;
appropriat
e,
misapprop
riate

taking, seizing, grasping; appropriation;
that which is appropriate; the term
appropriate to what is referred to

65





66





butcher; used of a murderer

67





old-fashioned person

68





officer of native Egyptian troops

69


 



chief comedian

70





71



72

New
Testament
1/2CE



booty, prey;
windfall



act of
grasping,
seizure

slaughterin
g

Xenophon
5/4 BCE
The Suda
10CE
Papyrus
2BCE
Plutarch
1/2CE

















master builder

Inscription







plate, silver, electrum

Papyrus









astronomer, astrologer

Plato 5/4BCE





73





officer in charge of streets, public buildings
at Athens

Aeschylus
5BCE





74





human individual (PGL)

Sophocles
5BCE





75





abstract number

Alexander of
Aphrodisias
3CE





76





be
independen
t

one that lives under one's own rules, that is
independent

Herodotus
5BCE





77





be squalid,
unwashed,
parched

drought, effects of drought; squalor,
unkempt state; thirst

Empedocles
5BCE





spring off,
down;
jump,
bound,
rebound,
glance off

springing off

Antyllus 2CE





[In B&P only]

Eustathius
12CE





78





79





be uncut,
undivided,
individible
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80





for , not eating, fasting

Hesychius
5CE





81





for  , chaff heap

Aristophanes
5/4BCE





chaff heap

step, theshold, etc.; step, degree, in rank,
tax paid on stairs

Old
Testament
3BCE





stepping,
steps,
movement;
foot;
pedestal,
base; etc

Quintus of
Smyrna 4CE
Ecphantus
4CE
Hesychius
5CE
Palladius
4/5CE

















walk, step,
go; etc

82





83





that which has deep clefts

84





cutpurse, footpad

85





for , breast

86





balsam-tree

87





for , many-stringed musical
instrument

Alcaeus
7/6CE





88





for , many-stringed musical
instrument

Euphorio
3BCE





89





lifting, carrying

Symmachus
2/3CE



that which is
borne, burden



90





abomination

Old
Testament
3BCE



abomination



91





a dance

Aristophanes
5/4BCE



92





growth

Aeschylus
5BCE



93





for , bleating of lambs;wailing of
infants

Aelianus
2/3CE



lift, raise;
bear, carry;
etc
feel a
loathing at,
make
loathsome
orabomina
ble
walk, step,
go; etc
shoot forth;
grow,
produce,
propagate
bleat, wail
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shoot, bud,
offspring





94





morsel of bread

Callimachus
3BCE





95





for , form of , lead;
, deferred, adjourned suits

Inscription
4BCE





96





herdsman





97









98





for , oats





99





for, drying up of a lake

Hesychius
5CE





100





for , ravenous hunger





101





a species of fish





102






103





[In B&P only]

Plutarch
1/2CE
Marcellus
Sidetes 2CE
Hippocrates 5
BCE
Aristotle
4BCE





104





noise

Homer 8BCE





oats

Hippocrates
5BCE





voluptuousness

Hesychius
5CE





noise

Hesychius
5CE





biting, gobbling, chattering,shivering

Hippocrates
5BCE



bite



roaring of sea, river, of wild animals,
lamentation of men

Aristotle
4BCE



roar, roaring



105

be like mud

wet, make
wet, rain



106





107





swell,
teem;
bubble up;
revel, be
wanton

108





eat
greedily,
gobble;
bite; gnaw,
gnash

109





roar,
bellow

Cyril of
Jerusalem
4/5CE
Dioscorides
2CE

intestinal rumbling, belching

front part of the head; infusion; drenching
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front part of
head



110





eat, eat up

for , that which is eaten, food, meal;
cavity in a tooth; filth, ordure

111





smell rank

stink, noisome smell

112





for , cave, , lair

113





for, standing place

114





clod-breaking

115





116





walk, step,
go; etc

Old
Testament
3BCE
Hesychius
5CE









Hesychius
5CE
Philippus
1CE









raised platform, stand; altar with a base;
tomb, cairn; etc

Homer 8BCE





a Mariandynian dirge

Pollux 2CE





Hesychius
5CE
Hesychius
5CE









wedding, marriage

Homer 8BCE

















, shepherd

118







119





120







Hesychius
5CE

121





warden of a hospital for old people

Justinian 6CE

give a taste
of; taste;
take food;
make trial
of





117

wed, marry

Aratus
4/3BCE

that which is
eaten, food,
meat; cavity in
a tooth; filth,
ordure

122





123





hinge; pivot, gudgeon; clasp, buckle

124





mode of kissing

125





for , sebesten

for , taste, smack of food, etc.
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Nicander
2BCE



taste, smack of;
food; etc

Hippocrates
5BCE
Hesychius
5CE
Hesychius
5CE















meat;
pasture;
eating

sense of
taste,
tasting,
food,
flavour,
back of the
tongue

126





127




make
known,
point out;
become
acquainted
with; gain
knowledge
of

sarcophagus; surgical instrument

Heliodorus
1/2CE





jaw

Homer 8BCE





acquaintance

Homer 8BCE





Hesychius
5CE
Hesychius
5CE
Aeschylus
5BCE
Hesychius
5CE
Timocles
4BCE





















128





129





for , the chase, persecution,
harrowing

130





for , sails

131





132





, one that whirls

133





supervisor of women

134





bite, sting

bite, sting; gnawing pain; mental suffering

Hippocrates
5BCE




135





divide

division, partition

Etymologicu
m Magnum





136





divide

division

Etymologicu
m Magnum





137





divide

allocation of land, rule of distribution

Inscription





138








Hesychius
5CE





139









140





for , wild carrot





141











be full;
laden

skin, flay

ship's freight, cargo

Apostolic
Constitutions
3CE
Dioscorides
2CE
Hesychius
5CE

flogging, flaying
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bite, sting



bite,
biting;
pangs

fear; object of
fear, terror

142





be afraid

fear, terror

Homer 8BCE



143





be afraid

Terror personified

Homer 8BCE





144





adult, i.e., one who has taken part in ten
contests

Hesychius
5CE





145





see clearly,
look with
favour on

for , look, glance, thing seen, sight

Hesychius
5CE



146

(Mycenaean damo)



divide

district, people; the sovereign people

Mycenaean





147





fat

Homer 8BCE





cunctatio

Glossary





for , place for running

Lucian 2CE





148





149





150





151





152





153





carry over;
weigh in
the hand,
estimate;
contain

part,
separate;
take to
pieces,
dissolve;
disjoin,
distinguish
jest; laugh,
jest at;
imitate
playfully
open and
spread out
put
asunder,
expand,
separate;
divide;
define
precisely;
command,
expressly;

look, glance,
thing seen,
sight

[word of
uncertain
meaning]





for, disjoining, disjunction,
parting, separation, divorce

Polybius
2BCE



jesting

Glossary





stretching out of the hands

Nilus 4/5CE





assessment for taxation

Papyrus 6CE
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ordinance,
regulation





disjoining,
disjunction
, parting;
separation,
divorce;
segregatio
n

arrangeme
nt,
compact

pay, render;
etc

154





whistle;
while away

disparagement, ridicule

Philodemus
1BCE





155





whistle;
while away

disparagement, ridicule

Philodemus
1BCE





testamentary disposition

Glossary



156





appoint,
ordain
severally;
dispose;
draw up,
set in array

157





divide

intermediate layer of rubble

Inscription





pluck, pull,
twitch;
play a
stringed
instrument

competition in  

Inscription
2BCE





ordinance,
edict;
testamentary
disposition



158





159





for , F

Terentianus
Maurus 2CE



160





twin

Homer 8BCE





161





iuridicus, one who administers justice

Dio Cassius
2/3CE





162





see , henbane

PseudoDiosc
orides 2CE





163
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Inscription





164



for , doubt, uncertainty

Agatharchide
s 2BCE





doubt,
hesitate
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digamma

doubt,
uncertainty





for


for


disposition
,
arrangeme
nt;
command;
testamenta
ry
disposition

165





166





167





In passive:
stand
apart, be
divided;
stand at
certain
positions or
intervals
cause to
run, set in
motion;
pursue,
chase;
drive away;
etc
build,
construct
grasp with
the hand;
lay hold of;
take by
handfuls
make
pungent

double camp

Midrash





the chase, persecution, harrowing

Aeschylus
5BCE



house; room, chamber; temple; abode of
animals

Homer 8BCE



grasping

Euripides
5BCE



pungency

John Tzetzes
12CE





course, race; contest; rapid delivery; race
couse, public walk

Homer 8BCE





the hunt, chase;
that which is
hunted





handful; uncut
corn, sheaf

168





169





170





171





copse, thicket

Sophocles
5BCE





172


(Mycenaean, du-ru-tumo)



woodcutter

Mycenaean





173





one who is is unlucky, ill-starred

Aeschylus
5BCE





174





that which it is hard to land upon





175





that which has twelve altars

Scymnus
2BCE
Joannes
Laurentius
Lydus 6CE





176





for , seven

Aeschylus





run, run
over, run a
race

despair of
oneself
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5BCE
Inscription
2CE
Aristophanes
5/4BCE
Hesychius
5CE
Hesychius
5CE
Hesychius
5CE



winding, convolution, contrary motion

177





178





179







180







181





182





183





184





185





186






187





that which is laden
veil, wrap
up, etc

enfold,
enwrap
turn round,
turn about;
roll,
revolve

fasten
together in
rows,
string;
string
together
throw out,
cast on
shore;
throw out
humours

covering, wrapping up




cover, veil















Herodotus
5BCE







Hesychius
5CE





train, series, sequence

Aristotle
4BCE





working in wool

Homer 8BCE





for ; thing cast, excretion, skin
eruption

Old
Testament
3BCE



one that runs out, skirmisher

Thucydides
5BCE





banishment (by proclamation)

Old
Testament
3BCE





coiling up

thing cast up,
excretion, skin
eruption



rolled
bandage

pullulation

188





proclaim by
voice of
herald,
banish by
proclamatio
n

189






suck out

for , sucking out

Alexander of
Tralles 6CE





sucking
out



shake out;
expel;
shake off;
search

shaking out, violent shaking; winnowing,
threshing

Old
Testament
3BCE





for



190
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throroughly

191





192





193





194





195





196





197





cut out, cut
down; cut
off

stone forming interior angle
ivory cutter

refure,
confute, put
to shame
draw, drag;
drag away,
drag after;
pull; etc
roll around,
wrap up,
cover

mock;
sport in, on
bar the
passage;
stop up,
block up;
stuff in
be in
action,
actively
operate
sleep in,
among

for , refuting, reproving

Gregory of
Nazianzus
4CE
Oppian
2/3CE
Old
Testament
3BCE















being carried off; violence suffered

Homer 8BCE



case, quiver; pipe

Sophocles
5BCE



instrument for cutting up the foetus

Soranus 2CE



mockery, mocking

Old
Testament
3BCE



jest, mocking;
delusion



for , stoppage

Old
Testament
3BCE



barrier,
obstacle;
wooden
framework; etc



a way of playing the lyre; a tuning peg on
the 

Phrynichus
5BCE





Callimachus
3BCE
Hesychius
5CE
Old
Testament
3BCE













Papyrus





198





199





200





201





202





hurl agains,
collide with

shaking

203





break and
tear away

selected portion

abode
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stock of the
plough




stoppage

204





205





206





207





208





209



leap out,
forth from;
swell,
become
distended;
etc
be
displaced,
wrenched
out
pluck, pull,
twitch;
play a
stringed
instrument
unroll,
unfold;
evolve,
manoeuvre,
countermar
ch
dream;
have an
effusion
during
sleep



210





211





212





gather
together,
assemble;
collect
get up on,
mount;
cover,
come upon;
go up,
inland; etc
pursue
after,
prosecute

leaping
with the
legs held
together

for , leaping with legs held
together

Antyllus 2CE





one whose limbs are dislocated

Joannes
Laurentius
Lydus 6CE





a group of six psalms sung at Matins

Ecclesiastical





countermarching, doubling back;
revolution of the heavenly bodies

Asclepiodotu
s 1BCE





Aristotle
4BCE





for


a chiton
with one
sleeve,
which left
the other
shoulder
bare

for , sleeveless tunic

Hesychius
5CE
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Clement of
Alexandria
2/3CE





step of a stair

Plato 5/4BCE





continued pursuit

Polybius
2BCE
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for



again

213





214





215





216





217



218



give
besides,
give
afterwards;
give freely,
bestow, etc
allot,
distribute;
turn one's
cattle to
graze on
another's
land; etc
drop asleep
over

section of a document;

Papyrus 2CE





possessor of right of pasturage

Inscription
4BCE





greater drowsiness (PGL)

Origen 2/3CE





let fall in
drops on,
into; instill

for , mucous discharge from the
nosrils, rheum

Dioscorides
2CE





groan over

groaning

Glossary








hiss,
whistle,
signal by a
scream

wheezing

Herodotus
the Physician
1CE





laziness, negligence; mockery

Polybius
2BCE



anything
dropped on, in

anything
dragged, trailed
after one; trail
made by snake,
by dragging



219





drag, trail
after one

220





rub on the
surface,
crush; etc

crushing

Aquila 2CE





221





sputter out

flooding

Aquila 2CE





222



 



for , crushed corn, pulse

Galen 2CE



223







cage, prison, imprisonment

Plato 5/4BCE



shut in;
shut out;
etc
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crushed corn,
pulse






row, speed
by rowing,
put in quick
motion

Herodian
2CE





Hippocrates
5BCE
Herodian
2CE









cake in the shape of a 

Inscription









Theognostus
9CE







a species of plant

Nicias 3BCE





224





225





eructation

226





for , wool-worker

227





228



229



rowing

230





one that lies at anchor to watch the enemy

Thucydides
5BCE





231





Thracian word for 'a skin'

Porphyry
3CE





232





she that yokes in marriage, an epithet of
Artemis

Catalogus
Codicum
Astrologorum





233





balance

Plutarch
1/2CE



234





soup, sauce to eat with meat, etc

Aristophanes
5/4BCE





235





name of a kind of flute-playing, dance

Trypho
1BCE





236





strainer, colander, eyelashes





237





sun's messenger

Inscription
6BCE
Cyranides
1/2CE





238





a kind of cup

Pamphilus





239





inner room, chamber, surrounded by other
buildings

Homer 8BCE





weigh by
the balance,
balance
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balance



lyung at
anchor so
as to watch
the enemy,
blockading

Diphilus
4/3BCE
Alexander
2CE
Procopius of
Caesarea
6CE

240





a kind of leguminous plant





241





lupin





242





keeper of wild beasts





Old
Testament
3BCE





243





for, pressure, crushing; castration;
affliction; oppression

244





ground flour (?)

Sextus
Empiricus
2CE





245





for , murmuring, muttering,
grumblimg

Hesychius
5CE





246





unmusical sound, false note

Dionysius of
Halicarnassus
1BCE





247





make a
false note





Theognostus
9CE
Theognostus
9CE
Dioscorides
2CE













for qruvon, reed, rush

248





249





, 

250





thyme; a marine plant; a dish made from it

251





warty excrescence, the thymus

Hippocrates
5BCE





252





soul, spirit; breath, life; mind, temper, will

Homer 8BCE





253





leap, spring

rage,
seethe,
storm







Lycophron
3BCE
Aeschylus
5BCE









Inscription





heap
sleep, pass
the night

254





255


 



lament, dirge

256





one who takes charge of a temple

sleeping-place; den, lair
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pressure,
crushing;
castration;
affliction;
oppression

official in charge of sacred rites

Inscription
3BCE







pricking the tape, 'fast and loose', a trick
played at fairs, etc.

Pollux 2CE









strap-cutter

Pollux 2CE





260





appear,
seem,
resemble

for , form, appearance; mental
image; hallucination

Hippocrates
5BCE



261





carry off by
evacuation

emptying, purging

Hippocrates
5BCE





262





chariot road; race course for chariots

Homer 8BCE





263





light horseman

Herodotus
5BCE





264





groom, esquire who attended the 
in war

Herodotus
5BCE





265





hippotamus

Dioscorides
2CE





266





belladonna

Pliny 1CE





267





probably ,
commander of cavalry

Hesychius
5CE





268





neck, narrow passage, isthmus; narrow
ridge; narrow sea passage

Sophocles
5BCE





269





warden of temple of Isis

Inscription
3BCE





270

 



shout of joy; cry of pain

Homer 8BCE





271





for, rout, pursuit

Homer 8BCE





257





258



259

deal out,
dispense

shout, yell;
cry out
cause to
run, set in
motion;
pursue,
chase;
drive away;
etc
(Corinthian

667

form


for


form of
)

272





corn measure, bq^

273





, ivyin dialect of Croton

274





 (Salaminian word) 

275





(Croton), 

Old
Testament
3BCE
Hesychius
5CE









Hesychius
5CE





Hesychius
5CE





offscourings,
refuse, the
purified ground
where an
assembly was
held;
purification

276





cleanse,
purify;
purge,
evacuate

cleansing, purification; purification
offering; atonement, expiation

Sophocles
5BCE



277





shut up,
confine

confinement (PGL)

Constantine I
Emperor
3/4CE






278





bad manager

Philo 1CE





Herodotus
5CE









279





reed (in its many uses)

280





[a proper name]



281





go, come
down;
dismount,
descend;
etc

282





be full of

that which is deep laden, heavy laden

Polybius
2BCE





283





dishonour,
put to

ignominy, dishonour (PGL)

Symmachus
2/3CE





Descent: name given to the steep slope
which causes the cataracts of the Nile

Aeschylus
5BCE
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cleansing
from
defilement
,
purificatio
n;
clarificatio
n;
clearing;
etc
shutting
up,
confineme
nt

way down,
descent,
declivity

shame

284





stab, gouge

compunction (PGL)

Origen 2/3CE





285





jest, mock
at; deceive

mockery

Apollonius
1/2CE





286





insert

piercing, boring

Soranus 2CE





strike
down;
strike with
amazement,
astound,
terrify

for , amazement,
consternation; fixation; exreme shyness

Old
Testament
3BCE





drowning, choking (PGL)

Caesarius
5/6CE





running at the nose

Celsus 1CE





burning, scorching; firewood

Papyrus
3BCE



fever

Callimachus
3BCE



for , scream, cry

Euripides
5BCE



potter's earth, clay, anything made of either

Papyrus
3BCE



for , hiding place, hole, vault of
Tartarus

Homer 8BCE



bird which migrates with the quail

Aristotle
4BCE



rapture, enchantment

Homer 8BCE



287





288





289





290





291





292





293





294





295






296





choke,
smother
shed, drip;
run, trickle
down; etc
kindle; set
on fire,
burn; etc
kindle; set
on fire,
burn; etc
croak;
scream
shriek, cry

cover, hide

charm,
bewitch

669

burning heat;
fever heat;
brand on cattle

stupefactio
n,
bewilderm
ent,
contrition

for


amazemen
t,
consternati
on;
fixation;
exreme
shyness
choking,
smothering
droppng
drown,
dripping




scream, cry




hiding place,
hole, vault of
Tartarus




charm, spell



bewitching
, charming

297





herniotomist

Galen 2CE





a species of plant

Dioscorides
2CE





muzzle, halter; wicker, basket; female
ornament

Xenophon
5/4 BCE





298





299





300





keeper of a garden, gardener

Hesychius
5CE





301





for , bee bread

Aristotle
4BCE





302





303





304





305





306





307





308





309





310





muzzle; fit
with the


be a herald,
auctioneer;
proclaim as
a herald

set in
motion;
disturb; set
going,
cause, call
forth

cry, lament,
wail; weep
for
steal, cheat,
conceal
to cry like a
jackdaw;
to make a
sound of
disapprobat
ion
desire to
scratch,
itch

for , proclaiming as a subject for
competition

Dio Cassius
2/3CE





Hesychius
5CE



that which is
cried by a
herald,
proclamation;
preaching; etc



proclaimin
g, as a
subject for
competitio
n



motion; political movement; etc

Pindar 5BCE



[in B&P only]

Hesychius
5CE



weeping, wailing

Homer 8BCE



thief

Homeric
Hymns 8BCE





clucking sound made by hens, to urge on a
horse; hooting

Plutarch
1/2CE





itching

Nicias 3BCE



projecting limb, shoulder of mountain

Homer 8BCE



670

muzzling

movement, etc



motion,
dance,
movement;
removal;
etc


for

a scraping;
sting, bite






weeping

scratching;
itching,
irritation

311





312



313



314



whine,
whimper

whining, whimpering of dogs

Homer 8BCE







stupid fellow, booby

Aristophanes
5/4BCE







[a proper name]











molar teeth

Hesychius
5CE

striking, especially forehead, breast in
lamentation; dirge, lament

Aeschylus
5BCE



stamp,
impression of a
coin; coinage;
short piece of a
sentence; etc

315





smite,
strike, beat;
etc

316





take care
of, tend

care bestowed on dress, adornment

The Suda
10CE





317





skin, flay

one who lacerates himself as a sign of
slavery

Glossary





318





rumble, of
the bowels

rumbling of the bowels

PseudoLucia
n 2CE





319





cut up into
logs

trunk, stock of tree; trunk, log

Homer 8BCE





320





cucuma, cooking vessel, kettle

Glossary
2/3CE





321





one who distributes the flesh of victims

Euripides
5BCE





sound of stringed instrument

Epicharmus
5BCE





samphire, a marine plant

Pliny 1CE





Zonaras
12CE
Hesychius
5CE









Herodotus
5BCE





322





323





324





325





326





weave;
strike a
stringed
instrument
with a
plectrum;
etc

creak;
screech
gather, pick
up

gnashing of teeth
picking of flocks from a garment
icy cold, frost; chill, cold fit
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327





328





make a
sound like
a crow
make ans
uproar,
spread
confusion
stir; stir
up;

croaking, crowing of a crow, chough

Julian
Emperor 4CE





bean

Homer 8BCE





din of battle

Homer 8BCE





Maximus of
Tyre 2CE
The Suda
10CE
Cyranides
1/2CE
Stesichorus
7/6BCE
Dioscorides
2CE
Timaeus
4/3BCE

























329





330





331





cutwater of a bridge

332





beaver

333





howling of dogs

334





335





checking of the wind

336





revel, carousal, merrymaking; rout, band

PseudoHerod
otus 5CE





337





throat, gullet; neck of bottle

Homer 8BCE





338






, 

Hesychius
5CE





339





ingluvies, the crop of a bird, the first
stomach of a ruminating animal;
voraciousness, gluttony

Scholiast





340





one that has a shining head

Synesius 4CE





341





for , evacuation

Hesychius
5CE



342





for, a kind of sea-fish

Oppian
2/3CE





343





stone-cutter, stonemason, quarryman

Papyrus
3BCE





suffer from
colic

empty,
discharge

confusion, disturbance

suffering in the colon, colic

672

evacuation



swallow
greedily,
gulp down
obtain by
lot

gluttony

Aristophanes
5/4BCE



for , allotted portion; destiny

Scholiast







for , kicking

Antimachus
Colophonius
5/4BCE









for, wool

Homer 8BCE





348



,(second
perfect of )

a gem, white-eye

Pliny 1CE





349





, the sand of the seashore





350









351





quarryman, surgeon who cuts (for) the
stone

Hesychius
5CE
Xenophon
5/4 BCE
Agathocles
3BCE





352





hunger, famine

Homer 8BCE





Hesychius
5CE
Hegesander
3BCE









344





345





346



347

see

build,
construct

mason

greedy attack



353





conjurer

354





writer, actor of spoken mimes

355





[In B&P only]

Inscription





356





plague

Homer 8BCE





for , hiccough

Hippocrates
5BCE









hiccough,
sob
violently

357





358





for, lynx

359





for , loud cry, mostly of joy;
, lamentation

Hesychius
5CE





360





for , a name of Dionysus

Pindar 5BCE





361





a wolf's howl





362





a kind of anchovy, wolf-mouth

The Suda
10CE
Aelianus
2/3CE
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363



, (second
perfect of )

364





365





366



367

a precious stone, wolf-eye

Pliny 1CE





ender of wars; the name of a war-engine

Papyrus
2BCE





wiping, cleaning,

Hesychius
5CE





, household slave

Hesychius
5CE









a monk who wears the great habit

Ecclesiastical





368





practice, exercise

Oracle



369





one who keeps bees





370





Pan, guardian of bees

Apollonius of
Rhodes3BCE
Zonaras
12CE





371





for , ladder (?), roof-beam (?),
upper story (?)

Scholiast





372





inspector of weights and measures

Dinarchus
4/3BCE





373









374





sheepfold





375





shepherd, goatherd

Oppian
2/3CE
Lycophron
3BCE
Euripides
5BCE





wrath

Homer 8BCE





see



care for, be
cumbered
about;
attend upon

bleat

cherish
wrath, be
wroth
against

for , , bleating

mouldable
sediment
deposited in
unguents

care, anxiety





376





377





 (writing tablet)  (cord,
line, string)

Hesychius
5CE





378





[In B&P only]

Michael
Psellus 11CE
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379





one guilty of incest with one's mother

Manetho
4CE





380





one who marries one's stepmother

Manetho
4CE





for , mixture, compound

Diogenes
Laertius 3CE



mix; join,
bring
together;
become
acquainted

mixture,
compound

381







382





neighing of horses

Hesychius
5CE





383





imitator, mimic; mime, actor; mime,
character sketch

Aeschyluss





384





one who marries but once

Ptolemy 2CE





385







Hesychius
5CE





uttering of sound ; moaning,
whimpering

Aeschylus
5BCE





lowing, bellowing of oxen; bleating of
sheep; mumbling

Homer 8BCE





386





make the
sound ,
, mutter,
moan

387





low,
bellow;
rumble

388





for , ant; hidden rock in the sea;


Hesychius
5CE





389





blame, reproach, disgrace, blemish

Homer 8BCE





390





reef; upright threads in loom

Hesychius
5CE





391





ship-builder

Mycenaean





392





harbour, anchorage, roadstead; ships
assembled in roadstead

Polybius
2BCE





393





, smoke





394





courier of the dead

Hesychius
5CE
Hesychius
5CE





make stand,
stand, set
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395







Hesychius
5CE





396





one that is without breath

Hesiod 8CE





397








Zonaras
12CE





398





, louse

Hesychius
5CE





399





that which is habitual practice, use, usage,
custom; current coin; silver equivalent of
bronze pound

Hesiod 8CE



400





place of pasturage, habitation

Homer 8BCE





401





sick-nurse; hospital superintendent

Pollux 2CE





402





current coin, silver coin; nummus

Aristotle
4BCE





wash,
purge,
cleanse

deal our,
dispense

touch with
a sharp
point;
prick, stab,
pierce;
sting

403





404





405





406





407





bray

408





409





move in a
straight line
feel pain;
feel, cause
irritation

be half
asleep,
doze; hang
the head

pricking sense, irritation; pricking of
conscience

Rufus 2CE



bridesmaid

Hesychius
5CE



drowsiness

Hippocrates
5BCE



torrens

Glossary



braying of ass, lowing of ox

Lucian 2CE



furrow; swathe; strip of land

Homer 8BCE



itching, irritation

Sophocles
5BCE



676

bounty

prick





retribution;
distributio
n

pricking,
stabbing;
stinging;
impact


(period of)
sleep or
drowsiness



drowsiness


for




,
Hesychius



for


410





financial officer in Troezen

Inscription



411





lamentation

Aeschylus
5BCE



412





helmsman

Aeschylus
5BCE
Herodotus
5BCE





413





architect, builder





414





one who manages a household; steward of
an estate; manager, administrator

Xenophon
5/4 BCE





415





mercy, pity, compassion

Pindar 5BCE





416





way, path, road, stripe, strip of land

Hesiod 8CE





417





for v, wailing, lamentation

Sophocles
5BCE



418





mortar, object with a deep circular
depression

Hesiod 8CE





419





stake made of a single reed

Inscription
3BCE





420





loud cry, mostly of joy; song of triumph

Aeschylus
5BCE



421





lamentation

Aristophanes
5/4BCE





422





brother, sister

Aeschylus
5BCE





423





midwife

Hipponax
6BCE





424





namesake

Homer 8BCE





425





nocturnal emission

Dioscorides
2CE





lament,
bewail,
mourn for

pity, have
pity upon;
be sorry

wail aloud,
lament;
pity, bewail

cry with a
loud voice
lament,
wail, moan;
beg with
tears and
lamentation
s; etc

cut the
umbilical
cord
dream;
have an
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complaint,
wailing

cry of
lamentation,
wail

loud cry,
mostly of joy







for


emission in
sleep
Inscription
5/4BCE
Aristophanes
5BCE









armilustrum, place, festival of consecration
of arms

Glossary





muleteer

Aristophanes





upright stalk

Dioscorides
2CE





cord, chain; kind of dance; roadstead,
anchorage, haven

Homer 8BCE

















426





one who tends asses

427





back chamber, inner cell

428





429






430





tend mules

fasten
together in
rows,
string;
string
together

431





432





one who keeps poultry

433





one who keeps quails

434





for , one that bellows

435





436





dig; dig
up; dig
through;
bury
dance;
represent
by dancing;
leap, bound

Procopius of
Caesarea
6CE
Aristophanes
5BCE
Hesychius
5CE

excavation,
trench, ditch,
moat, tunnel,
mine

for , excavation, trench, ditch,
moat, tunnel, mine

Inscription
4BCE



leader, chief

Homer 8BCE





dance

Homer 8BCE







437





438





uncultivated, shrub-covered, hilly land

Lexicon





439





throng of warriors, troop of cavalry

Homer 8BCE





440





increase,
enlarge,
strengthen

for , increase, advantage
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increase,
advantage



441





eye; dearest, best; bud

Homer 8BCE





442





once who watches the price of fish

Sophilus
4BCE





443





for , play, sport, child's play

Scholiast



444





supervisor of education





445





sprinkling

Xenophon
5/4 BCE
Aeschylus
5BCE





446





Hippocrates
5BCE



447





pantomime actor





448





[the name of a baker]

Julian
Emperor 4CE
The Suda
10CE





449





[In B&P only]

Ecclesiastical





plucking out hair

Scholiast





[In B&P only]

John Cassian
4/5CE



striking, smack

Rhetores
Graeci





play like a
child; jest;
sport

poise,
sway,
brandish

pluck the
hairs from
any part of
the body
but the
head
re-stamp,
revalue
smite,
strike, beat,
knock

quivering motion; pulsation, throbbing;
vibration

play, sport;
child's play

name of a game





450





451





452





453





member of council instituted by Cleomenes
III at Sparta

Plutarch
1/2CE





454





a magistrate at Sparta

Inscription





edge, rim; string which runs round top of
net; gallery; bit; circuit judge at Mytilene

Euripides
5BCE





winding of a river

Agathocles
3BCE





455





456





run round
and round;
run about;
be current;
emcompass
roll, wind
around;
wind about;
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false coin



rolling,
winding
around of

etc

457





458





purge
entirely

drag about;
tear off,
pick off;
satirise,
ridicule
fence,
forify all
round;
enclose
chill all
around;
refresh,
revive,
cherish

459





460





461





462





463





stick firm;
fasten;
make solid,
stiff
leap,
spring;
stamp with
the feet

a bandage
expiation;
means of
purification,
expiation
(PGL)

[In B&P only]

Plato 5/4BCE





puer praetextatus

Palatine
Anyhology



drawing, whirling around

Theophrastus
4/3BCE



enclosing fence (PGL)

Sibylline
Oracles 2CE





cold, chill; excessive cold

Plato 5/4BCE





, Aeolian for 

Hesychius
5CE





[In B&P only]

Methodius
3/4CE



pulsation

Hippocrates
5BCE





mockery

anything
fasteed, joined
together; stage,
scaffold, etc







465





object acting as boundary marker

Inscription





466





disease of the lungs

Galen 2CE





467





strike,
smite; etc

apoplectic stroke

Alexander of
Tralles 6CE



blow, stroke



468





plait, make
by art; etc

lock, braid of hair; for, tentacle,
antenna

Aeschylus
5BCE



taV periovstea
neu'ra,
Hesychius



leap, bound

shivering;
chilling,
cooling



464

680

cleaning
rounde



leaping;
beating,
throbbing
of the
heart

469





see

470





plait, make
by art; etc

lock, braid of hair; tentacle of the polypus

471


 



sail, go by
sea; swim,
float

472





473





474





choke,
throttle,
stifle;
bake, stew
work in
various
colours,
work in
embroidery
;
embellish,
adorn;
vary,
change





Homer 8BCE





that which is fit for sailing; that which is
navigable

Thucydides
5BCE





choking, suffocation; stifling heat, stewing

Hippocrates
5BCE



choking



elaboration, refinement

Epicurus
4/3BCE



broidered stuff,
brocade,
variety,
diversity



war, battle, conflict

Homer 8BCE





Dio Cassius
2/3CE
Plutarch
1/2CE









ferry, strait, narrow sea; the sea generally;
any narrow passage

Homer 8BCE





river, stream

Homer 8BCE





that which befalls one, lot, destiny

Homer 8BCE





the one who is foremost

Homer 8BCE





one who tends sheep

Rhetores
Graeci





475





a civic magistrate, aedilis

476





ravenous hunger

477





478





479





480





481





pierce; run
through

fall down,
cast oneself
down; fall;
fall out,
turn out;
etc

681

choking,
smothering
;
drowning

482





483





484





485





486





chamber entered immediately from the
forecourt

Aristophanes
5BCE





propagatio

Glossary





chief of the house, its former lord

Aeschylus
5BCE





come to
anchor at

for , anchorage

Strabo
1BCE/1CE





sneeze

sneezing

Hippocrates
5BCE





instrument for excising the membrane
which grows over the corner of the eye

Paul of
Aegina 7CE





consternation

Hesychius
5CE





bury, sink
in the earth;
ruin utterly,
suppress

cut, cut up,
to pieces;
divide,
sever; cut
down; etc
be scared,
frightened

487





488





489





motherwort

Pliny 1CE





490





for , cake of roasted wheat and
honey; mead of victory, prize

Artemidorus
Daldianus
2CE





491





for, bough, branch

Hesychius
5CE





492

493







break, rend;
etc

fissure

Papyrus
3BCE





cut, prune
roots of a
tree, cut
out ot the
roots,
extirpate

one who cuts or gathers roots; herbalist

Hippocrates
5BCE



682

breakage,
fracture;
laceration,
rupture; rent,
tear; cleft,
chasm





coming to
anchor,
land

494




 

throw, cast,
hurl; throw
away, out;
cast, hurl
down, etc

495






break, rend;
etc

496







497







498





woodworm

499





flow, run,
stream,
gush; etc

any regularly recurring motion, measure
proportion, symmetry

Aristotle
4BCE





500





shape

state, temper, disposition; proportion,
symmetry; shape, form, fashion

Symmachus
2/3CE





501





wheeze

wheezing





502





height





503








Hesychius
5CE





504











505





probably a fishing line made of hair





506





hiss

hissing

Hesychius
5CE
Hesychius
5CE
Aristotle
4BCE

507

(Mycenaean, simo)



bend up the
nose, turn
upwards

[a proper name, 'Snub-nose']

Mycenaean





508



hissing

Scholiast





[In B&P only]

Nicetas
Chonista
12/13CE


 

cleft, runnel, gutter

Homer 8BCE





Hesychius
5CE
Hesychius
5CE
Arcadius
4CE













Aretaeus the
Physician
2CE
Strabo
1BCE/1CE

683



throw, cast

sigma


 



throwing,
hurling;
throwing,
hurling
down;
being
thrown,
hurled
down

509





stir up, hoe

pin, thole to which the Greek oar was
fastened

510





skip, dance,
frisk

leaping, leap

look about
carefully,
spy; view,
examine,
consider

Homeric
Hymns 8BCE
Apollonius of
Rhodes
3BCE









for , viewing, perception;
examination, consideration, speculation;
hesitation; doubt

The Suda
10CE







that which dwells in a body (PGL)

Anastasius of
Sinai 7/8CE







splinter, quibble

Hippocrates
5BCE





511





512



513




spring,
leap, bound

for , bounding, leaping; rioting,
uproar

Orphica



Inscription
1BCE



514





515





cutter of palms

516





golden thistle

bound, leap





517





strip a slain
enemy of
his gear

for , despoiling, plundering

Eustathius
12CE



518





maltreat,
molest;
annoy,
trouble

rending, mangling; irritation; annoyance,
vexation

Scholiast



hair plucked
out

519





leather-cutter, worker in leather

Homer 8BCE



tearing, rending, mangling

Euripides
5BCE



520





684

bounding,
leaping;
rioting,
uproar



weapon
stripped from a
slain enemy,
spoil

rend
asunder;
rend
asunder;
pull to
pieces



viewing,
perception;
examinatio
n,
considerati
on,
speculatio
n;
hesitation;
doubt





despoiling,
plundering



piece torn off



retching

521





one who cuts sponges from rocks

Oppian
2/3CE



[word of doubtful meaning]

Papyrus 6CE



522





drop, let
fall, shed
drop by
drop; fall
in drops,
drip,
trickle,

523





stand;
make stand,
set up; etc

farmstead, steading; dwelling place, station
for ships, upright standing post, balance

Sophocles
5BCE



524





let drop,
drip

dropping, dripping from mouths of horses
and other animals, profuse sweat

Aeschylus
5BCE



525





526





527



528



sighing, groaning

Pindar 5BCE





narrow lancelet

Galen 2CE





tunica angustaclavia

Arrianus 2CE



529





make fast,
prop, fix

530





531





532





533





tattoo;
mark
put in trim;
equip,dress;
strike hard;
treat
roughly,
maltreat
run round
together

being fixed, standing still
pricking
for , equipment raiment; ,
sails

that which
drips; perfume,
aromatic oil

Diodorus
Siculus
1BCE
Aeschylus
5BCE
Aeschylus
5BCE





that which
drops, a drop



[a conjectured noun of unknown meaning]
sigh, groan;
bemoan,
bewail






sigh, groan,
moan







support,
foundation;
prop, stay; etc





tattoo mark







ill usage, abuse

Aristophanes
5BCE





[In B&P only]

John Tzetzes
12CE





685

fixed
position

534





535





536





537





538





539





540





541





knead
together;
mess up,
disfigure;
confound,
confuse;
mix,
associate,
converse
(PGL);
gather
together,
assemble;
collect

for

, strike,
hammer,
weld
together;
clap, weld
bring into
intercourse
with;
reconcile;
have
dealings
with one
another;
etc
go abroad,
travel with
run
together;
run
alongside;
etc
string
together,
connect;

mingling, involvement

Hermas 2CE





gathering together, assembling

Pollux 2CE





colleague as an 

Plutarch
1/2CE





bringing together, collecting

Plato 5/4BCE





[In B&P only]

Theodorus
Studita
8/9CE



one who accompanies the Emperor; plural,
those who travel together

Aristotle
4BCE





a place where several roads meet

Nearchus
4BCE





connexion

Demetrius of
Phaleron
4BCE





686

covenant,
contract;commi
tment; in
plural
dealings,
transactions



confusion;
admixture
with evil;
mixture,
confusion
(PGL)

exchange;
contract

discourse

542





543





hold, keep
together,
confine,
secure

joining, joint
Aeschylus
5BCE

partner, consort, mate

544





rub
together;
grind,
shatter,
crush

545





play the


shrill piping sound, hissing, etc.

546





draw, drag,
trail along



trip up,
cause to
fall;
overthrow
bind tight,
bind fast,
etc; heal,
etc (PGL)

547



548





549





550





551



552



553



for , affliction, ruin









affliction, ruin



Aristotle
4BCE



sound of a pipe,
whistling,
hissing of a
serpent



any sweeping motion; trail of a serpent

Plato 5/4BCE



error, failure

Aquila 2CE



[In B&P only]

Eustathius
12CE



see 

drawing,
dragging
(PGL)

trip, stumble,
false step



for


jamming in a
machine;
nexus (PGL)




binding
tight;
bracing,
strengtheni
ng (PGL)





Hippocrates
5BCE







for , , splinter,
quibble

Hippocrates
5BCE







[In B&P only]

Inscription



pluck, pull
out; vex,
annoy

plucking, pulling out, pulling up

687

Aeschylus
5BCE



ruin,
destruction
; crushing



throbbing of inflamed parts, beating of the
heart; unhealthy excitement



throb, beat
violently




anything
plucked,
pulled,,
shredded; lint



shaking (fruit from trees)

Plutarch
1/2CE



builder, mason

Mycenaean





slice, piece, parcel of land; frustum of cone

Aristophanes
5BCE







hole, socket; mortice; nave of wheel

Herodotus
5BCE







one who sets, waits at a table

Plutarch
1/2CE





559





triad

Ion 5BCE





560





shrill cry, scream of the partridge; grating,
grinding rasping

Aristotle
4BCE





561







Hesychius
5CE





beaten track

Xenophon
5/4 BCE





[In B&P only]

Ecclesiastical



trembling, quaking, quivering

Homer 8BCE





slave's young master

Menander
4/3BCE







Hesychius
5CE





wrapping

Scholiast



554





555





556





557



558

562





563





564





565





566





567





shake,
quake
build a
wall
cut, cut up,
to pieces;
divide,
sever; cut
down; etc

utter a
shrill cry

rib, thresh;
bruise,
pound,
knead;
wear out,
use
constantly
shiver;
tremble
with fear;
cause to
grow or
increase,
nourish,
rear

twist, roll
up; bend

688

shake, quake

wheel-rut,
socket, joint

gloss on 







568





for dative singular of , sepulchral
mound

Inscription
3BCE





569





, (Cyprus)

Hesychius
5CE





570





probably well-bucket

Papyrus





571





barking, baying of a dog

Homer 8BCE



572






henbane

Hippocrates
5BCE





573



,second
perfect of)

see







574





be overfull

that which is overladen

PseudoDiosc
orides 2CE
Strabo
1BCE/1CE





575





stand under

for , base

Photius 9CE





a venomous spider, a place for ships to run
into

Philo 1CE





incitement (PGL)









bark, bay,
howl

576





run under;
stretch
away
under;
intercept;
etc

577





prick, sting
underneath;
prod, goad

578





579





580





581






take away;
steal, rob;
subtract
lie at
anchorage
in wait for
others

muzzle

Germanus I
of
Constantinop
le 7/8CE
Hesychius
5CE

bay, bark of
dog



subtraction (PGL)

Gregentius of
Zafar 6 CE





anchorage

Aristotle
4BCE





instrument for keeping mouth, muzzle
closed, kind of cup, constriction; also
for, muzzling

Old
Testament
3BCE





689

muzzling

582





583





584





585





586





587





588





589





590





591





592





593





throb, beat
violently;
beat
burn, burn
up; light
up; burn,
blaze;
shine forth
burn, burn
up; light
up; burn,
blaze;
shine forth

pulsus venae

Glossary



blood, inflammation, phlegm

Hesychius
5CE



flame, blaze, fire, inflammation

Euripides
5BCE





mullein

Cratinus
5BCE









see
redden,
make red;
cause a hot
flush
bear, carry
a load;
endure,
bear;
bring, care
fence in,
hedge
around;
put up as a
fence; stop
up, block
snort and
leap
neigh,
whinny,
and prance
roast, parch



flame, fire, heat



irritation of the skin by rubifacients

Soranus 2CE





basket for carrying corn, mat, seaman's
coat, measure of corn, sieve

Hesiod 8CE





fence, breastwork; means of
defence;
intestinal
obstruction, etc

intestinal obstruction, fence, paling,
fortification, etc

Sophocles
5BCE



snorting

Lycophron
3BCE



for, neighing; wanton behaviour,
insolence

Diodorus
Siculus
1BCE



drying, roasting

Hesychius
5CE





racemetic gleaning of a vineyard

Glossary





690




violent snorting


burning,
parched
state,
adustion

594





595





596





mix so as to
spoil or
defile;
jumble
together,
confound,
confuse

make
pointed,
sharpen,
whet;
furnish
with
notches;
cut into
furrows;
scratch,
notch

mixture, confused mess, disorder

Diodorus
Siculus
1BCE



gardener, vinedresser

Libanius 4CE





chest, trunk, coffer

Homer 8BCE





mixture, dung

any mark
engraved,
imprinted, or
branded; brand;
stamped
money; mark,
stamp,
character



incision, notch; stamped document

Theophrastus
4/3BCE







Hesychius
5CE









one who moves the hands in pantomimic
gesture, posture master

Hesychius
5CE





600





sandy waste

Papyrus 3CE





601






hole, cleft, hollow





602





epithet of Silenus





603





crushing sound, neighing of horses





604





golden sand

Eustathius
12CE
Hesychius
5CE
Hesychius
5CE
Olympiodoru
s the
Alchemist
4CE





605





helichrysum siculum

Glossary





Inscription
3/2BCE
Hippocrates
5BCE









597





598



599

606
607







one who distributes gold
pour; shed,
scatter

juice; 'humour'; flavour

691



incision,
mark;
erasure;
coining,
minting

608




pluck, pull,
twitch;
play a
stringed
instrument

possibly for , 

Hesychius
5CE



twitching of twanging with the fingers;
sound of stringed instrument; song sung to
stringed instrument

Euripides
5BCE





tune played on
a string
instrument

609





610





sandy waste

Homer 8BCE





611





false number

Scholiast





612





[In B&P only]

Glossary







Hesychius
5CE





613





means of
cooling,
andything that
cools; cooling
lotion; fan;
inhalation;
cool behaviour



chilliness, dampness, drying place,
refreshment

Porphyrius of
Tyre 3CE



rub, grind

morsel, bit

Homer 8BCE





cry oh!

a crying oh!

Aeschylus
5CE







shoulder

Homer 8BCE









dial, clock, ascendant in astrology, name of
certain divinities

Manetho
4CE









howling of dogs, roaring of a lion

Nicias 3BCE



614





615





616





617



618

619

howl, roar

692

crashing,
roaring of
waves





for


Appendix 2A–Greek nouns ending in  not preceded by sigma and relevant to this thesis

Noun in

Verb

1







2







3







4







5







6







7







Meaning of
Verb
pay honour
to a god;
honour an
occasion;
glory, exult
in a thing
gather
together;
collect,
gather; get
things
together
cry, wail;
groan
make
bloody, stain
with blood;
draw blood;
be bloody
speak
darkly, in
riddles
raise the war
cry; shout
aloud
make other
than it is,
change,
alter; give,
take in
exchange,
barter; have
dealings
with;
alternate;

Meaning of
Noun in -

First
Occurrenc
e

Noun in

used for
,
raillery, abuse
reproaches

Hesychius
5CE

collection (of
money for
service to gods)

Aristotle
4BCE

for ,
wail, crying

Eustathius
12CE



bloodshed

Vettius
Valens 2CE



dark saying,
riddle, taunt

Aristophane
s 5/4BCE



for ,
shouting; loud
voice

Herodotus
5BCE



change,
transition

693

Manetho
4CE





Meaning
of Noun in
-ma
pleasing
gift to a
god,
statue:
image

wail,
wailing

Noun in



rejoicing



gathering,
mustering;
for






dark
saying,
riddle,
taunt
for


that which
is given in
exchange;
reward,
prize,
change;
vicissitude

Meaning of
Noun in 







letting of
blood

etc

8
9

10













tearing,
rending,
mangling;
scarification;
irritation



11





stair



going up,
mounting;
going inland;
etc

12







mix up,
confound;
defile

disturbance

Cyril of
Alexandria
4/5CE

13







be
distributed

redivision,
redistribution
of land

Inscription
6/5BCE

14







draw, pull
against

counterwinding

15







press
against, offer
resistance

blocking the
way

16







17







18







19







20







21







convict,
expose,
refute
lament
bitterly, take
one's fill of
lamentation
squeeze out,
oppress
hurl, cast
back
pluck, pull
out, pull the
hair out
smite, dash

refutation,
exposure

Placita
Philosophor
um
Dionysius
of
Halicarnass
us 1BCE
New
Testament
1/2CE





















bewailing,
lamentation

Glossary

oppression

Aquila 2CE

for
,
rebounding

Epicurus
4/3BCE



tearing away

Soranus
2CE



clashing,

Aeschylus



694


pressed
juice

piece



pressing:
squeezing
out of one's
place



rebounding



in pieces

22







water,
irrigate

23







water,
irrigate

24







fit together;
be fitting; be
pleasing; etc



count, pay,
reckon



fit together;
be fitting; be
pleasing; etc



take, seize,
grasp;
appropriate
,
misappropr
iate



spring off,
down; jump,
bound,
rebound,
glance off

25

26

27

28

















shattering,
rattling
means of
watering,
watering place,
draught
means of
watering,
watering place,
draught

5BCE

plucked
off
for
,
breakage,
fracture

Lycophron
3BCE



Homer
8BCE





bond, league,
fellowship

Homeric
Hymns
8BCE





number, item,
amount, item,
term in a series

Homer
8BCE



Euripides
5BCE



New
Testament
1/2CE



jointed
work



tuning of an
instrument

springing off

Antyllus
2CE



booty,
prey;
windfall



act of
grasping,
seizure

Old
Testament
3BCE





Symmachus
2/3CE





joint in
masonry; bolt,
peg; shoulder
joint
taking, seizing,
grasping;
appropriation;
that which is
appropriate;
the term
appropriate to
what is
referred to

29







walk, step,
go; etc

step, theshold,
etc.; step,
degree, in rank,
tax paid on
stairs

30







lift, raise;
bear, carry;
etc

lifting, carrying

695

reckoning,
number





reckoning
up,
counting
out,
payment



stepping,
steps,
movement;
foot;

pedestal,
base; etc
feel a
loathing at,
make
loathsome
orabominabl
e
walk, step,
go; etc
shoot forth;
grow,
produce,
propagate

31







32







33







34







bleat, wail

35







be like mud

36









wet, make
wet, rain

37







swell, teem;
bubble up;
revel, be
wanton

38







eat greedily,
gobble; bite;
gnaw, gnash

39







roar, bellow

40







walk, step,
go; etc

abomination

Old
Testament
3BCE



that which
is borne,
burden



a dance

Aristophane
s 5/4BCE



abominatio
n



growth

Aeschylus
5BCE



Aelianus
2/3CE



Dioscorides
2CE





Hippocrates
5 BCE





Hesychius
5CE



Hippocrates
5BCE



Aristotle
4BCE



bite



Homer
8BCE



roar,
roaring



for ,
bleating of
lambs;wailing
of infants
intestinal
rumbling,
belching
front part of the
head; infusion;
drenching
voluptuousness
biting,
gobbling,
chattering,shive
ring
roaring of sea,
river, of wild
animals,
lamentation of
men
raised platform,
stand; altar
with a base;
tomb, cairn;
etc

696



shoot, bud,
offspring

front part
of head







41







give a taste
of; taste;
take food;
make trial of

for ,
taste, smack of
food, etc.



taste,
smack of;
food; etc



Etymologic
um
Magnum
Etymologic
um
Magnum




bite, sting



bite, biting;
pangs





allocation of
land, rule of
distribution

Inscription





skin, flay

flogging,
flaying

Apostolic
Constitution
s 3CE





see clearly,
look with
favour on

for ,
look, glance,
thing seen,
sight

Hesychius
5CE





cunctatio

Glossary



for,
disjoining,
disjunction,
parting,
separation,
divorce

Polybius
2BCE









bite, sting

43







divide

division,
partition

44







divide

division

45







divide

46









48

49

50























Hippocrates
5BCE

42





sense of
taste,
tasting,
food,
flavour,
back of the
tongue

bite, sting;
gnawing pain;
mental
suffering

47

Nicander
2BCE

carry over;
weigh in the
hand,
estimate;
contain
part,
separate;
take to
pieces,
dissolve;
disjoin,
distinguish
jest; laugh,
jest at;
imitate
playfully

jesting

697

Glossary



look,
glance,
thing seen,
sight





[word of
uncertain
meaning]



disjoining,
disjunction,
parting;
separation,
divorce;
segregation

51







52







53







54







55







56







57







58







59







open and
spread out
put asunder,
expand,
separate;
divide;
define
precisely;
command,
expressly;
pay, render;
etc
whistle;
while away
whistle;
while away
appoint,
ordain
severally;
dispose;
draw up, set
in array

doubt,
hesitate

In passive:
stand apart,
be divided;
stand at
certain
positions or
intervals
cause to run,
set in
motion;
pursue,
chase; drive
away; etc
grasp with
the hand;
lay hold of;
take by

stretching out
of the hands

Nilus
4/5CE





assessment for
taxation

Papyrus
6CE





disparagement,
ridicule
disparagement,
ridicule

Philodemus
1BCE
Philodemus
1BCE






testamentary
disposition

Glossary





for




disposition,
arrangemen
t;
command;
testamentar
y
disposition



ordinance,
regulation

for ,
doubt,
uncertainty

Agatharchid
es 2BCE



ordinance,
edict;
testamenta
ry
disposition

double camp

Midrash



doubt,
uncertainty

the chase,
persecution,
harrowing

Aeschylus
5BCE



grasping

Euripides
5BCE



698





the hunt,
chase; that
which is
hunted



arrangemen
t, compact
for


handfuls

60







make
pungent

61







62







63







64












veil, wrap
up, etc
enfold,
enwrap
turn round,
turn about;
roll, revolve
fasten
together in
rows, string;
string
together
throw out,
cast on
shore; throw
out humours
proclaim by
voice of
herald,
banish by
proclamation

65



66







67







suck out

pungency
covering,
wrapping up
coiling up

John
Tzetzes
12CE
Aristophane
s 5/4BCE
Hesychius
5CE



handful;
uncut corn,
sheaf







cover, veil



winding,
convolution,
contrary motion

Herodotus
5BCE





train, series,
sequence

Aristotle
4BCE





for ;
thing cast,
excretion, skin
eruption

Old
Testament
3BCE





banishment (by
proclamation)

Old
Testament
3BCE



for ,
sucking out

Alexander
of Tralles
6CE





Old
Testament
3BCE





sucking out

Old
Testament
3BCE





for



Homer
8BCE









shake out;
expel; shake
off; search
throroughly
refure,
confute, put
to shame
draw, drag;
drag away,
drag after;
pull; etc

shaking out,
violent shaking;
winnowing,
threshing
for ,
refuting,
reproving

68







69







70







71







mock; sport
in, on

mockery,
mocking

72







bar the
passage;

for ,
stoppage

being carried
off; violence
suffered

699

Old
Testament
3BCE
Old
Testament



thing cast
up,
excretion,
skin
eruption

jest,
mocking;





rolled
bandage

pullulation

stop up,
block up;
stuff in

3BCE

delusion

Phrynichus
5BCE



barrier,
obstacle;
wooden
framework
; etc

Callimachu
s 3BCE
Old
Testament
3BCE









selected portion

Papyrus





for ,
leaping with
legs held
together

Antyllus
2CE





countermarchin
g, doubling
back;
revolution of
the heavenly
bodies

Asclepiodot
us 1BCE





Aristotle
4BCE





step of a stair

Plato
5/4BCE





continued
pursuit

Polybius
2BCE





Origen
2/3CE





Dioscorides
2CE





a way of
playing the
lyre; a tuning
peg on the


73







be in action,
actively
operate

74







sleep in,
among

abode

75







hurl agains,
collide with

shaking

76







77







break and
tear away
leap out,
forth from;
swell,
become
distended;
etc
unroll,
unfold;
evolve,
manoeuvre,
countermarc
h
dream; have
an effusion
during sleep
get up on,
mount;
cover, come
upon; go up,
inland; etc
pursue after,
prosecute
again

78







79







80







81







82







drop asleep
over

83







let fall in
drops on,
into; instill

greater
drowsiness
(PGL)
for ,
mucous
discharge from
the nosrils,

700



stoppage

leaping
with the
legs held
together

for



for



rheum

anything
dropped
on, in

84







groan over

groaning

Glossary



85








hiss, whistle,
signal by a
scream

wheezing

Herodotus
the
Physician
1CE





86







drag, trail
after one

laziness,
negligence;
mockery

Polybius
2BCE





87







88







89










90







91







rub on the
surface,
crush; etc

sputter out
shut in; shut
out; etc
row, speed
by rowing,
put in quick
motion
squeeze,
chafe;
compress,
straiten,
reduce;
oppres,
afflict,
distress

92







make a false
note

93







leap, spring

anything
dragged,
trailed
after one;
trail made
by snake,
by
dragging



crushing

Aquila 2CE



flooding
cage, prison,
imprisonment

Aquila 2CE
Plato
5/4BCE









rowing

Herodian
2CE





for,
pressure,
crushing;
castration;
affliction;
oppression

Old
Testament
3BCE





unmusical
sound, false
note

Dionysius
of
Halicarnass
us 1BCE







Theognostu
s 9CE





701



pressure,
crushing;
castration;
affliction;
oppression

94







rage, seethe,
storm

95







sleep, pass
the night

96







appear,
seem,
resemble

97







98

 

 



99







100

101

102















carry off by
evacuation
shout, yell;
cry out
cause to run,
set in
motion;
pursue,
chase; drive
away; etc
(Corinthian
form of
)
cleanse,
purify;
purge,
evacuate

soul, spirit;
breath, life;
mind, temper,
will
sleeping-place;
den, lair
for ,
form,
appearance;
mental image;
hallucination
emptying,
purging
shout of joy;
cry of pain

Homer
8BCE





Lycophron
3BCE





Hippocrates
5BCE





Hippocrates
5BCE
Homer
8BCE






for, rout,
pursuit

Homer
8BCE





cleansing,
purification;
purification
offering;
atonement,
expiation

Sophocles
5BCE







shut up,
confine

confinement
(PGL)

Constantine
I Emperor
3/4CE





go, come
down;
dismount,
descend; etc

Descent: name
given to the
steep slope
which causes
the cataracts of
the Nile

Aeschylus
5BCE



702

form

offscourin
gs, refuse,
the
purified
ground
where an
assembly
was held;
purificatio
n


for




cleansing
from
defilement,
purification;
clarification
; clearing;
etc




shutting up,
confinemen
t

103







dishonour,
put to shame

104







stab, gouge

ignominy,
dishonour
(PGL)
compunction
(PGL)

Symmachus
2/3CE





Origen
2/3CE





way down,
descent,
declivity

stupefaction
,
bewilderme
nt,
contrition

105







jest, mock
at; deceive

mockery

Apollonius
1/2CE





106







insert

piercing, boring

Soranus
2CE







strike down;
strike with
amazement,
astound,
terrify

for
,
amazement,
consternation;
fixation;
exreme shyness

Old
Testament
3BCE





for



107





108







109







110







choke,
smother
shed, drip;
run, trickle
down; etc
kindle; set
on fire, burn;
etc

drowning,
choking (PGL)

Caesarius
5/6CE





amazement,
consternatio
n; fixation;
exreme
shyness

running at the
nose

Celsus 1CE





choking,
smothering

burning,
scorching;
firewood

Papyrus
3BCE





droppng
drown,
dripping

burning
heat; fever
heat;
brand on
cattle

111







kindle; set
on fire, burn;
etc

112







croak;
scream
shriek, cry

for ,
scream, cry

Euripides
5BCE



113







cover, hide

for ,
hiding place,
hole, vault of
Tartarus

Homer
8BCE



scream,
cry





charm,
bewitch

rapture,
enchantment

Homer
8BCE



hiding
place,
hole, vault
of Tartarus



114





fever

Callimachu
s 3BCE
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115

116

117













for ,
proclaiming as
a subject for
competition



be a herald,
auctioneer;
proclaim as
a herald



set in
motion;
disturb; set
going, cause,
call forth

motion;
political
movement; etc

Pindar
5BCE



cry, lament,
wail; weep
for

weeping,
wailing

118







119







to cry like a
jackdaw; to
make a
sound of
disapprobati
on
desire to
scratch, itch

120







whine,
whimper

121







smite, strike,
beat; etc



charm,
spell



that which
is cried by
a herald,
proclamati
on;
preaching;
etc

Homer
8BCE

clucking sound
made by hens,
to urge on a
horse; hooting
itching
whining,
whimpering of
dogs
striking,
especially
forehead, breast
in lamentation;
dirge, lament

122







take care of,
tend

care bestowed
on dress,
adornment

123







124







rumble, of
the bowels
weave;
strike a
stringed

rumbling of the
bowels
sound of
stringed
instrument
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Dio Cassius
2/3CE



bewitching,
charming



proclaiming
, as a
subject for
competition



movement,
etc



motion,
dance,
movement;
removal;
etc

Plutarch
1/2CE



for




weeping

Nicias
3BCE



Homer
8BCE



Aeschylus
5BCE




a scraping;
sting, bite





stamp,
impression
of a coin;
coinage;
short piece
of a
sentence;
etc

The Suda
10CE



PseudoLuci
an 2CE





Epicharmus
5BCE







scratching;
itching,
irritation

instrument
with a
plectrum;
etc
creak;
screech
make a
sound like a
crow

125







126







127







stir; stir up;
suffer from
colic
empty,
discharge
swallow
greedily,
gulp down

128







129







130







131







obtain by lot

132







hiccough,
sob violently

133







knead, wipe

134



134





135



135





136







137







138







cherish
wrath, be
wroth
against
mix; join,
bring
together;
become
acquainted
make the
sound ,
, mutter,

gnashing of
teeth
croaking,
crowing of a
crow, chough
confusion,
disturbance
suffering in the
colon, colic
for ,
evacuation

Zonaras
12CE
Julian
Emperor
4CE
Maximus of
Tyre 2CE
Dioscorides
2CE
Hesychius
5CE





















gluttony

Aristophane
s 5/4BCE



evacuation



Scholiast



greedy
attack



Hippocrates
5BCE





Hesychius
5CE





practice,
exercise

Oracle



thick unguent



bleat

for ,
,
bleating

Oppian 2/3CE




care, anxiety



wrath

Homer
8BCE





for ,
mixture,
compound

Diogenes
Laertius
3CE





uttering of
sound ;
moaning,

Aeschylus
5BCE



for ,
allotted
portion; destiny
for ,
hiccough
kneading;
wiping
cleansing
care for, be
cumbered
about; attend
upon
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mixture,
compound



moan

whimpering
lowing,
bellowing of
oxen; bleating
of sheep;
mumbling

Homer
8BCE







Zonaras
12CE





pricking sense,
irritation;
pricking of
conscience

Rufus 2CE





drowsiness

Hippocrates
5BCE



prick



pricking,
stabbing;
stinging;
impact

braying of ass,
lowing of ox

Lucian 2CE



(period of)
sleep or
drowsiness



drowsiness

itching,
irritation

Sophocles
5BCE



for




for


lamentation

Aeschylus
5BCE




,
Hesychius



mercy, pity,
compassion

Pindar
5BCE



complaint,
wailing



Sophocles
5BCE



Aeschylus
5BCE



cry of
lamentatio
n, wail



lamentation

Aristophane
s 5/4BCE



loud cry,
mostly of
joy



nocturnal
emission

Dioscorides
2CE



139







low, bellow;
rumble

140







141







142







wash, purge,
cleanse
touch with a
sharp point;
prick, stab,
pierce; sting
be half
asleep, doze;
hang the
head

143







144







145







146







147







148







149







150







bray
feel pain;
feel, cause
irritation
lament,
bewail,
mourn for
pity, have
pity upon;
be sorry
wail aloud,
lament; pity,
bewail
cry with a
loud voice
lament, wail,
moan; beg
with tears
and
lamentations
; etc
dream; have
an emission
in sleep

for ,
wailing,
lamentation
loud cry,
mostly of joy;
song of triumph
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for


151







dig; dig up;
dig through;
bury

dance;
represent by
dancing;
leap, bound

152







153







154







155







156







157







158







159







160







161







increase,
enlarge,
strengthen
play like a
child; jest;
sport
poise, sway,
brandish
pluck the
hairs from
any part of
the body but
the head
smite, strike,
beat, knock
roll, wind
around; wind
about; etc
drag about;
tear off, pick
off; satirise,
ridicule
fence, forify
all round;
enclose
chill all
around;
refresh,
revive,
cherish

for ,
excavation,
trench, ditch,
moat, tunnel,
mine

dance

for ,
increase,
advantage
for ,
play, sport,
child's play
quivering
motion;
pulsation,
throbbing;
vibration

Inscription
4BCE

Homer
8BCE







excavation
, trench,
ditch,
moat,
tunnel,
mine







Scholiast



increase,
advantage



Hippocrates
5BCE



play, sport;
child's play



plucking out
hair

Scholiast



name of a
game



striking, smack

Rhetores
Graeci





winding of a
river

Agathocles
3BCE





drawing,
whirling around

Theophrast
us 4/3BCE





enclosing fence
(PGL)

Sibylline
Oracles
2CE



cold, chill;
excessive cold

Plato
5/4BCE
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mockery





rolling,
winding
around of a
bandage

162







leap, spring;
stamp with
the feet

pulsation

Hippocrates
5BCE



163







strike, smite;
etc

apoplectic
stroke

Alexander
of Tralles
6CE



leap,
bound



164







plait, make
by art; etc

Homer
8BCE



blow,
stroke



165







Hippocrates
5BCE



166







elaboration,
refinement

Epicurus
4/3BCE



choking



ferry, strait,
narrow sea; the
sea generally;
any narrow
passage

Homer
8BCE



broidered
stuff,
brocade,
variety,
diversity



sneezing

Hippocrates
5BCE
Hesychius
5CE
Papyrus
3BCE









choke,
throttle,
stifle; bake,
stew
work in
various
colours,
work in
embroidery;
embellish,
adorn; vary,
change

167







pierce; run
through

168







sneeze

169







170







be scared,
frightened
break, rend;
etc

171

172











lock, braid of
hair; tentacle
of the polypus
choking,
suffocation;
stifling heat,
stewing

consternation
fissure

break, rend;
etc

cleft, runnel,
gutter

Homer
8BCE





flow, run,
stream,
gush; etc

any regularly
recurring
motion,
measure
proportion,

Aristotle
4BCE



shivering;
chilling,
cooling
leaping;
beating,
throbbing
of the heart
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breakage,
fracture;
laceration,
rupture;
rent, tear;
cleft,
chasm





choking,
smothering;
drowning

symmetry

Aretaeus
the
Physician
2CE
Aristotle
4BCE

173







wheeze

wheezing

174







hiss

hissing

175







stir up, hoe

pin, thole to
which the
Greek oar was
fastened

Homeric
Hymns
8BCE



176







skip, dance,
frisk

leaping, leap

Apollonius
of Rhodes
3BCE





look about
carefully,
spy; view,
examine,
consider

for ,
viewing,
perception;
examination,
consideration,
speculation;
hesitation;
doubt

The Suda
10CE





177















178







spring, leap,
bound

for ,
bounding,
leaping;
rioting, uproar

Orphica



179







strip a slain
enemy of his
gear

for ,
despoiling,
plundering

Eustathius
12CE



rending,
mangling;
irritation;
annoyance,
vexation

Scholiast



tearing,
rending,

Euripides
5BCE



180







maltreat,
molest;
annoy,
trouble

181







rend
asunder;
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sigma





bound,
leap
weapon
stripped
from a
slain
enemy,
spoil
hair
plucked







viewing,
perception;
examination
,
consideratio
n,
speculation;
hesitation;
doubt
bounding,
leaping;
rioting,
uproar

despoiling,
plundering

rend
asunder;
pull to
pieces

182







stand; make
stand, set up;
etc

183







let drop, drip

184







sigh, groan;
bemoan,
bewail

185







186





mangling

farmstead,
steading;
dwelling place,
station for
ships, upright
standing post,
balance
dropping,
dripping from
mouths of
horses and
other animals,
profuse sweat

out

Sophocles
5BCE



Aeschylus
5BCE



sighing,
groaning

Pindar
5BCE



make fast,
prop, fix

being fixed,
standing still

Diodorus
Siculus
1BCE





tattoo; mark

pricking

Aeschylus
5BCE



put in trim;
equip,dress;

for ,
equipment
raiment;
, sails

Aeschylus
5BCE



ill usage, abuse

Aristophane
s 5BCE





mingling,
involvement

Hermas
2CE





187







188







189







strike hard;
treat
roughly,
maltreat
knead
together;
mess up,
disfigure;
confound,
confuse;
mix,
associate,
converse
(PGL);
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piece torn
off



retching



that which
drops, a
drop
sigh,
groan,
moan
support,
foundation
; prop,
stay; etc
tattoo
mark








fixed
position

190







gather
together,
assemble;
collect
for
,
strike,
hammer,
weld
together;
clap, weld
string
together,
connect;
discourse
hold, keep
together,
confine,
secure
rub together;
grind,
shatter,
crush

gathering
together,
assembling

Pollux 2CE





bringing
together,
collecting

Plato
5/4BCE





connexion

Demetrius
of Phaleron
4BCE





joining, joint





for ,
affliction, ruin





191







192







193








194







195







play the


shrill piping
sound, hissing,
etc.

Aristotle
4BCE

any sweeping
motion; trail of
a serpent

error, failure

196







draw, drag,
trail along

197







trip up,
cause to fall;
overthrow

198







throb, beat
violently

199







pluck, pull
out; vex,
annoy

throbbing of
inflamed parts,
beating of the
heart;
unhealthy
excitement
plucking,
pulling out,
pulling up
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affliction,
ruin



Plato
5/4BCE



sound of a
pipe,
whistling,
hissing of
a serpent



Aquila 2CE



Hippocrates
5BCE



Aeschylus
5BCE



trip,
stumble,
false step

confusion;
admixture
with evil;
mixture,
confusion
(PGL)

ruin,
destruction;
crushing



drawing,
dragging
(PGL)



for 



shaking (fruit
from trees)

Plutarch
1/2CE





triad

Ion 5BCE





shrill cry,
scream of the
partridge;
grating,
grinding
rasping

Aristotle
4BCE





beaten track

Xenophon
5/4 BCE





wrapping

Scholiast



barking, baying
of a dog
for ,
base

Homer
8BCE
Photius
9CE
Germanus I
of
Constantino
ple 7/8CE
Gregentius
of Zafar 6
CE



blood,
inflammation,
phlegm

200







201





202





anything
plucked,
pulled,,
shredded;
lint
shake,
quake

203







204







shake, quake

utter a shrill
cry

rib, thresh;
bruise,
pound,
knead; wear
out, use
constantly
twist, roll
up; bend
bark, bay,
howl

205







206







stand under

207







prick, sting
underneath;
prod, goad

208







209







210







211







take away;
steal, rob;
subtract
burn, burn
up; light up;
burn, blaze;
shine forth
burn, burn
up; light up;
burn, blaze;
shine forth
redden,
make red;
cause a hot
flush

incitement
(PGL)








gloss on
e{lix
bay, bark
of dog












Hesychius
5CE





flame, blaze,
fire,
inflammation

Euripides
5BCE



irritation of the
skin by
rubifacients

Soranus
2CE



subtraction
(PGL)
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flame, fire,
heat





212

213

214















bear, carry a
load;
endure, bear;
bring, care

basket for
carrying corn,
mat, seaman's
coat, measure
of corn, sieve

Hesiod 8CE







fence in,
hedge
around; put
up as a
fence; stop
up, block

intestinal
obstruction,
fence, paling,
fortification,
etc

Sophocles
5BCE







snort and
leap

snorting

Lycophron
3BCE



for,
neighing;
wanton
behaviour,
insolence

Diodorus
Siculus
1BCE



drying, roasting

Hesychius
5CE



mixture,
confused mess,
disorder

Diodorus
Siculus
1BCE



incision, notch;
stamped
document

Theophrast
us 4/3BCE



215







neigh,
whinny, and
prance

216







roast, parch

217







218







mix so as to
spoil or
defile;
jumble
together,
confound,
confuse
make
pointed,
sharpen,
whet;
furnish with
notches; cut
into furrows;
scratch,
notch
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fence,
breastwork;
means of
defence;
intestinal
obstruction
, etc





violent
snorting





mixture,
dung



burning,
parched
state,
adustion

219







pour; shed,
scatter

juice;
'humour';
flavour

Hippocrates
5BCE



Euripides
5BCE



any mark
engraved,
imprinted,
or
branded;
brand;
stamped
money;
mark,
stamp,
character



220







pluck, pull,
twitch; play
a stringed
instrument

twitching of
twanging with
the fingers;
sound of
stringed
instrument;
song sung to
stringed
instrument

221







rub, grind

morsel, bit

Homer
8BCE



222







cry oh!

a crying oh!

Aeschylus
5CE













howl, roar

howling of
dogs, roaring
of a lion

Nicias
3BCE
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c



tune
played on
a string
instrument

crashing,
roaring of
waves





for 

Appendix 2C—Subgroups of Greek Nouns Ending in  Not Preceded by 
#

Noun in -

Meaning of Noun in -

First Occurrence

1. State or Condition
23





Hesychius 5CE

27



dull, dim sight

Hippocrates 5BCE



 (Salaminian word) 

Hesychius 5CE

274

2. Performance


for , , gathering crowd, mixture , collection

Dionysius of Halicarnassus 1BCE

16



for , shaking

Hesychius 5CE

20



for , shouting; loud voice

Herodotus 5BCE

24



polishing, plastering (of wall decoration)

Sophocles 5BCE

33



for , scratching, itching

Aeschylus 5BCE

34



for , tearing, rending, mangling

Theocritus 3BCE

38



shaking violently

Old Testament 3BCE

47



counter-winding

Placita Philosophorum

50



blocking the way

Dionysius of Halicarnassus 1BCE

52



bewailing, lamentation

Glossary

55



for , rebounding

Epicurus 4/3BCE

56



tearing away

Soranus 2CE

58



clashing, shattering, rattling

Aeschylus 5BCE

65



taking, seizing, grasping; appropriation; that which is appropriate; the term appropriate to what is referred to

New Testament 1/2CE

7

715

78



springing off

Antyllus 2CE

80



for , not eating, fasting

Hesychius 5CE

89



lifting, carrying

Symmachus 2/3CE

93



for , bleating of lambs;wailing of infants

Aelianus 2/3CE

97



intestinal rumbling, belching

Dioscorides 2CE

99



for, drying up of a lake

Hesychius 5CE

108



biting, gobbling, chattering,shivering

Hippocrates 5BCE

109



roaring of sea, river, of wild animals, lamentation of men

Aristotle 4BCE

114



clod-breaking

Philippus 1CE

119



wedding, marriage

Homer 8BCE

129



for , the chase, persecution, harrowing

Hesychius 5CE

139



flogging, flaying

Apostolic Constitutions 3CE

151



jesting

Glossary

152



stretching out of the hands

Nilus 4/5CE

168



grasping

Euripides 5BCE

178



covering, wrapping up

Aristophanes 5/4BCE

181



coiling up

Hesychius 5CE

182



winding, convolution, contrary motion

Herodotus 5BCE

185



working in wool

Homer 8BCE

189



for , sucking out

Alexander of Tralles 6CE

190



shaking out, violent shaking; winnowing, threshing

Old Testament 3BCE

193



for , refuting, reproving

Old Testament 3BCE

194



being carried off; violence suffered

Homer 8BCE

202



shaking

Old Testament 3BCE
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204



for , leaping with legs held together

Antyllus 2CE

207



countermarching, doubling back; revolution of the heavenly bodies

Asclepiodotus 1BCE

217



groaning

Glossary

218



wheezing

Herodotus the Physician 1CE

220



crushing

Aquila 2CE

221



flooding

Aquila 2CE

224



rowing

Herodian 2CE

243



for, pressure, crushing; castration; affliction; oppression

Old Testament 3BCE

245



for , murmuring, muttering, grumblimg

Hesychius 5CE

258



pricking the tape, 'fast and loose', a trick played at fairs, etc.

Pollux 2CE

261



emptying, purging

Hippocrates 5BCE

276



cleansing, purification; purification offering; atonement, expiation

Sophocles 5BCE

286



piercing, boring

Soranus 2CE

288



drowning, choking (PGL)

Caesarius 5/6CE

290



burning, scorching; firewood

Papyrus 3BCE

306



weeping, wailing

Homer 8BCE

309



itching

Nicias 3BCE

311



whining, whimpering of dogs

Homer 8BCE

315



striking, especially forehead, breast in lamentation; dirge, lament

Aeschylus 5BCE

318



rumbling of the bowels

PseudoLucian 2CE

324



gnashing of teeth

Zonaras 12CE

325



picking of flocks from a garment

Hesychius 5CE

327



croaking, crowing of a crow, chough

Julian Emperor 4CE

333



howling of dogs

Stesichorus 7/6BCE
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334



suffering in the colon, colic

Dioscorides 2CE

335



checking of the wind

Timaeus 4/3BCE

346



for , kicking

Antimachus Colophonius 5/4BCE

365



wiping, cleaning,

Hesychius 5CE

373



for , , bleating

Oppian 2/3CE

382



neighing of horses

Hesychius 5CE

387



lowing, bellowing of oxen; bleating of sheep; mumbling

Homer 8BCE

403



pricking sense, irritation; pricking of conscience

Rufus 2CE

409



itching, irritation

Sophocles 5BCE

417



for v, wailing, lamentation

Sophocles 5BCE

445



sprinkling

Aeschylus 5BCE

446



quivering motion; pulsation, throbbing; vibration

Hippocrates 5BCE

450



plucking out hair

Scholiast

452



striking, smack

Rhetores Graeci

459



drawing, whirling around

Theophrastus 4/3BCE

486



sneezing

Hippocrates 5BCE

501



wheezing

Aretaeus the Physician 2CE

506



hissing

Aristotle 4BCE

508



hissing

Scholiast

510



leaping, leap

Apollonius of Rhodes 3BCE

514



for , bounding, leaping; rioting, uproar

Orphica

517



for , despoiling, plundering

Eustathius 12CE

518



rending, mangling; irritation; annoyance, vexation

Scholiast

520



tearing, rending, mangling

Euripides 5BCE
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524



dropping, dripping from mouths of horses and other animals, profuse sweat

Aeschylus 5BCE

526



sighing, groaning

Pindar 5BCE

529



being fixed, standing still

Diodorus Siculus 1BCE

530



pricking

Aeschylus 5BCE

534



mingling, involvement

Hermas 2CE

535



gathering together, assembling

Pollux 2CE

537



bringing together, collecting

Plato 5/4BCE

545



shrill piping sound, hissing, etc.

Aristotle 4BCE

546



any sweeping motion; trail of a serpent

Plato 5/4BCE

553



plucking, pulling out, pulling up

Aeschylus 5BCE

554



shaking (fruit from trees)

Plutarch 1/2CE

564



trembling, quaking, quivering

Homer 8BCE

567



wrapping

Scholiast

571



barking, baying of a dog

Homer 8BCE

590



snorting

Lycophron 3BCE

592



drying, roasting

Hesychius 5CE

603



crushing sound, neighing of horses

Hesychius 5CE

609



twitching or twanging with the fingers; sound of stringed instrument; song sung to stringed instrument

Euripides 5BCE

616



a crying oh!

Aeschylus 5CE

619



howling of dogs, roaring of a lion

Nicias 3BCE

3. Activity
1



used for , raillery, abuse reproaches

Hesychius 5CE

3



collection (of money for service to gods)

Aristotle 4BCE

719

9



for , wail, crying

Eustathius 12CE

13



bloodshed

Vettius Valens 2CE

19



race over the sea

Aristophanes 5/4BCE

21



change, transition

Manetho 4CE

40



disturbance

Cyril of Alexandria 4/5CE

41



redivision, redistribution of land

Inscription 6/5BCE

51



refutation, exposure

New Testament 1/2CE

54



oppression

Aquila 2CE

91



a dance

Aristophanes 5/4BCE

92



growth

Aeschylus 5BCE

116



a Mariandynian dirge

Pollux 2CE

124



mode of kissing

Hesychius 5CE

135



division, partition

Etymologicum Magnum

136



division

Etymologicum Magnum

137



allocation of land, rule of distribution

Inscription

142



fear, terror

Homer 8BCE

145



for , look, glance, thing seen, sight

Hesychius 5CE

150



for, disjoining, disjunction, parting, separation, divorce

Polybius 2BCE

153



assessment for taxation

Papyrus 6CE

154



disparagement, ridicule

Philodemus 1BCE

155



disparagement, ridicule

Philodemus 1BCE

164



for , doubt, uncertainty

Agatharchides 2BCE

166



the chase, persecution, harrowing

Aeschylus 5BCE

183





Hesychius 5CE

188



banishment (by proclamation)

Old Testament 3BCE
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197



mockery, mocking

Old Testament 3BCE

198



for , stoppage

Old Testament 3BCE

199



a way of playing the lyre; a tuning peg on the 

Phrynichus 5BCE

212



continued pursuit

Polybius 2BCE

215



greater drowsiness (PGL)

Origen 2/3CE

219



laziness, negligence; mockery

Polybius 2BCE

225



eructation

Hippocrates 5BCE

235



name of a kind of flute-playing, dance

Trypho 1BCE

255


 

lament, dirge

Aeschylus 5BCE

270

 

shout of joy; cry of pain

Homer 8BCE

271



for, rout, pursuit

Homer 8BCE

277



confinement (PGL)

Constantine I Emperor 3/4CE

283



ignominy, dishonour (PGL)

Symmachus 2/3CE

284



compunction (PGL)

Origen 2/3CE

285



mockery

Apollonius 1/2CE

287



for , amazement, consternation; fixation; exreme shyness

Old Testament 3BCE

291



fever

Callimachus 3BCE

304



motion; political movement; etc

Pindar 5BCE

330



confusion, disturbance

Maximus of Tyre 2CE

341



for , evacuation

Hesychius 5CE

359



for , loud cry, mostly of joy; , lamentation

Hesychius 5CE

368



practice, exercise

Oracle

389



blame, reproach, disgrace, blemish

Homer 8BCE

397





Zonaras 12CE
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405



drowsiness

Hippocrates 5BCE

411



lamentation

Aeschylus 5BCE

415



mercy, pity, compassion

Pindar 5BCE

421



lamentation

Aristophanes 5/4BCE

425



nocturnal emission

Dioscorides 2CE

437



dance

Homer 8BCE

443



for , play, sport, child's play

Scholiast

464



pulsation

Hippocrates 5BCE

472



choking, suffocation; stifling heat, stewing

Hippocrates 5BCE

483



propagatio

Glossary

488



consternation

Hesychius 5CE

511



for , viewing, perception; examination, consideration, speculation; hesitation; doubt

The Suda 10CE

532



ill usage, abuse

Aristophanes 5BCE

577



incitement (PGL)

Germanus I of Constantinople 7/8CE

579



subtraction (PGL)

Gregentius of Zafar 6 CE

591



for, neighing; wanton behaviour, insolence

Diodorus Siculus 1BCE



fracture of bone; broken cliff, crag

Hippocrates 5BCE

11





Hesychius 5CE

12



a precious stone, goat's eye

Pliny 1CE

14



for , thicket, copse

Aeschylus 5BCE

18



a sharp stone

Polybius 2BCE

28



sandy place for racing

Anecdota Graeca

29



sand, sandy ground, racecourse

Plato 5/4BCE

4. Objects
4
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35



flight of steps, stair

Herodotus 5BCE

36



a path which turns back on itself, as in a labyrinth

Anonymous Alchemist

39



stake, pale; paling; boundary fence, road, boundary strip

Inscription

43



for , men's apartments

Hesychius 5CE

44



wind, cardinal point, wind in body

Homer 8BCE

53



for , cake of fine meal, , honey-cake; kind of drink, a condiment

Hippocrates 5BCE

57



that which has no lid

Zosimus the Alchemist 3/4CE

64



joint in masonry; bolt, peg; shoulder joint

Euripides 5BCE

71



plate, silver, electrum

Papyrus

81



for  , chaff heap

Aristophanes 5/4BCE

82



step, theshold, etc.; step, degree, in rank, tax paid on stairs

Old Testament 3BCE

83



that which has deep clefts

Quintus of Smyrna 4CE

85



for , breast

Hesychius 5CE

86



balsam-tree

Palladius 4/5CE

87



for , many-stringed musical instrument

Alcaeus 7/6CE

88



for , many-stringed musical instrument

Euphorio 3BCE

94



morsel of bread

Callimachus 3BCE

95



for , form of , lead; , deferred, adjourned suits

Inscription 4BCE

98



for , oats

101



a species of fish

Marcellus Sidetes 2CE

102



front part of the head; infusion; drenching

Hippocrates 5 BCE
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105



oats

Hippocrates 5BCE

110



for , that which is eaten, food, meal; cavity in a tooth; filth, ordure

Aratus 4/3BCE

111



stink, noisome smell

Old Testament 3BCE

112



for , cave, , lair

Hesychius 5CE

113



for, standing place

Hesychius 5CE

115



raised platform, stand; altar with a base; tomb, cairn; etc

Homer 8BCE

118





Hesychius 5CE

123



hinge; pivot, gudgeon; clasp, buckle

Hippocrates 5BCE

125



for , sebesten

Hesychius 5CE

126



sarcophagus; surgical instrument

Heliodorus 1/2CE

127



jaw

Homer 8BCE

130



for , sails

Hesychius 5CE

131



ship's freight, cargo

Aeschylus 5BCE

132



, one that whirls

Hesychius 5CE

140



for , wild carrot

Dioscorides 2CE

143



Terror personified

Homer 8BCE

144



adult, i.e., one who has taken part in ten contests

Hesychius 5CE

147



fat

Homer 8BCE

149



for , place for running

Lucian 2CE

157



intermediate layer of rubble

Inscription

159



for , F

Terentianus Maurus 2CE

162



see , henbane

PseudoDioscorides 2CE

165



double camp

Midrash

167



house; room, chamber; temple; abode of animals

Homer 8BCE

724

170



course, race; contest; rapid delivery; race couse, public walk

Homer 8BCE

171



copse, thicket

Sophocles 5BCE

174



that which it is hard to land upon

Scymnus 2BCE

175



that which has twelve altars

Joannes Laurentius Lydus 6CE

177



that which is laden

Inscription 2CE

179





Hesychius 5CE

186



for ; thing cast, excretion, skin eruption

Old Testament 3BCE

191



stone forming interior angle

Gregory of Nazianzus 4CE

195



case, quiver; pipe

Sophocles 5BCE

196



instrument for cutting up the foetus

Soranus 2CE

200



abode

Callimachus 3BCE

203



selected portion

Papyrus

209



for , sleeveless tunic

Hesychius 5CE

211



step of a stair

Plato 5/4BCE

213



section of a document;

Papyrus 2CE

216



for , mucous discharge from the nosrils, rheum

Dioscorides 2CE

222



for , crushed corn, pulse

Galen 2CE

223



cage, prison, imprisonment

Plato 5/4BCE

227



cake in the shape of a 

Inscription

229



a species of plant

Nicias 3BCE

230



one that lies at anchor to watch the enemy

Thucydides 5BCE

231



Thracian word for 'a skin'

Porphyry 3CE

232



she that yokes in marriage, an epithet of Artemis

Catalogus Codicum Astrologorum

233



balance

Plutarch 1/2CE

234



soup, sauce to eat with meat, etc

Aristophanes 5/4BCE
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236



strainer, colander, eyelashes

Inscription 6BCE

238



a kind of cup

Pamphilus

239



inner room, chamber, surrounded by other buildings

Homer 8BCE

240



a kind of leguminous plant

Diphilus 4/3BCE

241



lupin

Alexander 2CE

244



ground flour (?)

Sextus Empiricus 2CE

247



for qruvon, reed, rush

250



thyme; a marine plant; a dish made from it

Dioscorides 2CE

251



warty excrescence, the thymus

Hippocrates 5BCE

253



heap

254



sleeping-place; den, lair

Lycophron 3BCE

262



chariot road; race course for chariots

Homer 8BCE

265



hippotamus

Dioscorides 2CE

266



belladonna

Pliny 1CE

268



neck, narrow passage, isthmus; narrow ridge; narrow sea passage

Sophocles 5BCE

272



corn measure, bq^

Old Testament 3BCE

279



reed (in its many uses)

Herodotus 5CE

280



[a proper name]

281



Descent: name given to the steep slope which causes the cataracts of the Nile

Aeschylus 5BCE

282



that which is deep laden, heavy laden

Polybius 2BCE

289



running at the nose

Celsus 1CE

293



potter's earth, clay, anything made of either

Papyrus 3BCE

294



for , hiding place, hole, vault of Tartarus

Homer 8BCE
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295



bird which migrates with the quail

Aristotle 4BCE

298



a species of plant

Dioscorides 2CE

299



muzzle, halter; wicker, basket; female ornament

Xenophon 5/4 BCE

301



for , bee bread

Aristotle 4BCE

303





Hesychius 5CE

310



projecting limb, shoulder of mountain

Homer 8BCE

314



molar teeth

Hesychius 5CE

319



trunk, stock of tree; trunk, log

Homer 8BCE

320



cucuma, cooking vessel, kettle

Glossary 2/3CE

323



samphire, a marine plant

Pliny 1CE

328



bean

Homer 8BCE

331



cutwater of a bridge

The Suda 10CE

332



beaver

Cyranides 1/2CE

337



throat, gullet; neck of bottle

Homer 8BCE

338



, 

Hesychius 5CE

339



ingluvies, the crop of a bird, the first stomach of a ruminating animal; voraciousness, gluttony

Scholiast

342



for, a kind of sea-fish

Oppian 2/3CE

347



for, wool

Homer 8BCE

348



a gem, white-eye

Pliny 1CE

349



, the sand of the seashore

Hesychius 5CE

358



for, lynx

360



for , a name of Dionysus

Pindar 5BCE

362



a kind of anchovy, wolf-mouth

Aelianus 2/3CE

363



a precious stone, wolf-eye

Pliny 1CE
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364



ender of wars; the name of a war-engine

Papyrus 2BCE

371



for , ladder (?), roof-beam (?), upper story (?)

Scholiast

374



sheepfold

Lycophron 3BCE

381



for , mixture, compound

Diogenes Laertius 3CE

388



for , ant; hidden rock in the sea; 

Hesychius 5CE

390



reef; upright threads in loom

Hesychius 5CE

392



harbour, anchorage, roadstead; ships assembled in roadstead

Polybius 2BCE

393



, smoke

Hesychius 5CE

398



, louse

Hesychius 5CE

399



that which is habitual practice, use, usage, custom; current coin; silver equivalent of bronze pound

Hesiod 8CE

400



place of pasturage, habitation

Homer 8BCE

402



current coin, silver coin; nummus

Aristotle 4BCE

404



bridesmaid

Hesychius 5CE

406



torrens

Glossary

408



furrow; swathe; strip of land

Homer 8BCE

416



way, path, road, stripe, strip of land

Hesiod 8CE

418



mortar, object with a deep circular depression

Hesiod 8CE

419



stake made of a single reed

Inscription 3BCE

427



back chamber, inner cell

Aristophanes 5BCE

430



upright stalk

Dioscorides 2CE

431



cord, chain; kind of dance; roadstead, anchorage, haven

Homer 8BCE

435



for , excavation, trench, ditch, moat, tunnel, mine

Inscription 4BCE
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438



uncultivated, shrub-covered, hilly land

Lexicon

441



eye; dearest, best; bud

Homer 8BCE

455



edge, rim; string which runs round top of net; gallery; bit; circuit judge at Mytilene

Euripides 5BCE

460



enclosing fence (PGL)

Sibylline Oracles 2CE

465



object acting as boundary marker

Inscription

468



lock, braid of hair; for, tentacle, antenna

Aeschylus 5BCE

469



see

470



lock, braid of hair; tentacle of the polypus

Homer 8BCE

471


 

that which is fit for sailing; that which is navigable

Thucydides 5BCE

477



ferry, strait, narrow sea; the sea generally; any narrow passage

Homer 8BCE

478



river, stream

Homer 8BCE

482



chamber entered immediately from the forecourt

Aristophanes 5BCE

485



for , anchorage

Strabo 1BCE/1CE

487



instrument for excising the membrane which grows over the corner of the eye

Paul of Aegina 7CE

489



motherwort

Pliny 1CE

490



for , cake of roasted wheat and honey; mead of victory, prize

Artemidorus Daldianus 2CE

491



for, bough, branch

Hesychius 5CE

492



fissure

Papyrus 3BCE

495



cleft, runnel, gutter

Homer 8BCE

498



woodworm

Arcadius 4CE

509



pin, thole to which the Greek oar was fastened

Homeric Hymns 8BCE
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512



that which dwells in a body (PGL)

Anastasius of Sinai 7/8CE

513



splinter, quibble

Hippocrates 5BCE

516



golden thistle

523



farmstead, steading; dwelling place, station for ships, upright standing post, balance

Sophocles 5BCE

527



narrow lancelet

Galen 2CE

528



tunica angustaclavia

Arrianus 2CE

531



for , equipment raiment; , sails

Aeschylus 5BCE

540



a place where several roads meet

Nearchus 4BCE

542



joining, joint

549



see 

551



for , , splinter, quibble

Hippocrates 5BCE

556



slice, piece, parcel of land; frustum of cone

Aristophanes 5BCE

557



hole, socket; mortice; nave of wheel

Herodotus 5BCE

562



beaten track

Xenophon 5/4 BCE

568



for dative singular of , sepulchral mound

Inscription 3BCE

570



probably well-bucket

Papyrus

572



henbane

Hippocrates 5BCE

573





PseudoDioscorides 2CE

574



that which is overladen

Strabo 1BCE/1CE

575



for , base

Photius 9CE

576



a venomous spider, a place for ships to run into

Philo 1CE

580



anchorage

Aristotle 4BCE
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581



instrument for keeping mouth, muzzle closed, kind of cup, constriction; also for, muzzling

Old Testament 3BCE

583



blood, inflammation, phlegm

Hesychius 5CE

584



flame, blaze, fire, inflammation

Euripides 5BCE

585



mullein

Cratinus 5BCE

586



see

588



basket for carrying corn, mat, seaman's coat, measure of corn, sieve

Hesiod 8CE

589



intestinal obstruction, fence, paling, fortification, etc

Sophocles 5BCE

593



racemetic gleaning of a vineyard

Glossary

594



mixture, confused mess, disorder

Diodorus Siculus 1BCE

596



chest, trunk, coffer

Homer 8BCE

597



incision, notch; stamped document

Theophrastus 4/3BCE

600



sandy waste

Papyrus 3CE

601



hole, cleft, hollow

Eustathius 12CE

604



golden sand

Olympiodorus the Alchemist 4CE

605



helichrysum siculum

Glossary

610



sandy waste

Homer 8BCE

615



morsel, bit

Homer 8BCE

617



shoulder

Homer 8BCE

618



dial, clock, ascendant in astrology, name of certain divinities

Manetho 4CE

5. Persons
2



keeper of the fields, pastor

Palladius 4/5CE

5



clerk of the market

Hippocrates 5BCE

6



land-steward

Flavius Josephus 1CE

10



goatherd

Leonidas of Tarentum 3CE
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17



forest warden

Hesychius 5CE

25



keeper of a grove, precinct

Pollux 2CE

26



reaper

Oppian 2/3CE

30



grandson, granddaughter

Lycophron 3BCE

31



descendant

Lycophron 3BCE

42



for , catamite

Catalogus Codicum Astrologorum

45



one that is concerned with the care, government of men

Rhetores Graeci

49



deputy 

Inscription

59



money changer

66



butcher; used of a murderer

Xenophon 5/4 BCE

67



old-fashioned person

The Suda 10CE

68



officer of native Egyptian troops

Papyrus 2BCE

69


 

chief comedian

Plutarch 1/2CE

70



master builder

Inscription

72



astronomer, astrologer

Plato 5/4BCE

73



officer in charge of streets, public buildings at Athens

Aeschylus 5BCE

74



human individual (PGL)

Sophocles 5BCE

76



one that lives under one's own rules, that is independent

Herodotus 5BCE

84



cutpurse, footpad

Ecphantus 4CE

96



herdsman

Cyril of Jerusalem 4/5CE

117



, shepherd

Hesychius 5CE

121



warden of a hospital for old people

Justinian 6CE

128



acquaintance

Homer 8BCE

133



supervisor of women

Timocles 4BCE

146

(Mycenaean da-mo)

district, people; the sovereign people

Mycenaean

160



twin

Homer 8BCE
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161



iuridicus, one who administers justice

Dio Cassius 2/3CE

172

(Mycenaean, du-ru-tu-mo)

woodcutter

Mycenaean

173



one who is is unlucky, ill-starred

Aeschylus 5BCE

187



one that runs out, skirmisher

Thucydides 5BCE

192



ivory cutter

Oppian 2/3CE

205



one whose limbs are dislocated

Joannes Laurentius Lydus 6CE

226



for , wool-worker

Herodian 2CE

237



sun's messenger

Cyranides 1/2CE

242



keeper of wild beasts

Procopius of Caesarea 6CE

256



one who takes charge of a temple

Inscription

257



official in charge of sacred rites

Inscription 3BCE

259



strap-cutter

Pollux 2CE

263



light horseman

Herodotus 5BCE

264



groom, esquire who attended the  in war

Herodotus 5BCE

267



probably , commander of cavalry

Hesychius 5CE

269



warden of temple of Isis

Inscription 3BCE

278



bad manager

Philo 1CE

297



herniotomist

Galen 2CE

300



keeper of a garden, gardener

Hesychius 5CE

307



thief

Homeric Hymns 8BCE

312



stupid fellow, booby

Aristophanes 5/4BCE

313



[a proper name]

317



one who lacerates himself as a sign of slavery

Glossary

321



one who distributes the flesh of victims

Euripides 5BCE

340



one that has a shining head

Synesius 4CE
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343



stone-cutter, stonemason, quarryman

Papyrus 3BCE

350



mason

Xenophon 5/4 BCE

351



quarryman, surgeon who cuts (for) the stone

Agathocles 3BCE

353



conjurer

Hesychius 5CE

354



writer, actor of spoken mimes

Hegesander 3BCE

366



, household slave

Hesychius 5CE

367



a monk who wears the great habit

Ecclesiastical

369



one who keeps bees

Apollonius of Rhodes3BCE

370



Pan, guardian of bees

Zonaras 12CE

372



inspector of weights and measures

Dinarchus 4/3BCE

375



shepherd, goatherd

Euripides 5BCE

379



one guilty of incest with one's mother

Manetho 4CE

380



one who marries one's stepmother

Manetho 4CE

383



imitator, mimic; mime, actor; mime, character sketch

Aeschyluss

384



one who marries but once

Ptolemy 2CE

391



ship-builder

Mycenaean

394



courier of the dead

Hesychius 5CE

396



one that is without breath

Hesiod 8CE

401



sick-nurse; hospital superintendent

Pollux 2CE

410



financial officer in Troezen

Inscription

412



helmsman

Aeschylus 5BCE

413



architect, builder

Herodotus 5BCE

414



one who manages a household; steward of an estate; manager, administrator

Xenophon 5/4 BCE

422



brother, sister

Aeschylus 5BCE
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423



midwife

Hipponax 6BCE

424



namesake

Homer 8BCE

426



one who tends asses

Inscription 5/4BCE

429



muleteer

Aristophanes

432



one who keeps poultry

Procopius of Caesarea 6CE

433



one who keeps quails

Aristophanes 5BCE

434



for , one that bellows

Hesychius 5CE

436



leader, chief

Homer 8BCE

439



throng of warriors, troop of cavalry

Homer 8BCE

442



once who watches the price of fish

Sophilus 4BCE

444



supervisor of education

Xenophon 5/4 BCE

447



pantomime actor

Julian Emperor 4CE

448



[the name of a baker]

The Suda 10CE

453



member of council instituted by Cleomenes III at Sparta

Plutarch 1/2CE

454



a magistrate at Sparta

Inscription

458



puer praetextatus

Palatine Anyhology

462



, Aeolian for 

Hesychius 5CE

475



a civic magistrate, aedilis

Dio Cassius 2/3CE

480



the one who is foremost

Homer 8BCE

481



one who tends sheep

Rhetores Graeci

484



chief of the house, its former lord

Aeschylus 5BCE

493



one who cuts or gathers roots; herbalist

Hippocrates 5BCE

505



probably a fishing line made of hair

Hesychius 5CE

507

(Mycenaean, si-mo)

[a proper name, 'Snub-nose']

Mycenaean

515



cutter of palms

Inscription 1BCE

519



leather-cutter, worker in leather

Homer 8BCE
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521



one who cuts sponges from rocks

Oppian 2/3CE

536



colleague as an 

Plutarch 1/2CE

539



one who accompanies the Emperor; plural, those who travel together

Aristotle 4BCE

543



partner, consort, mate

Aeschylus 5BCE

555



builder, mason

Mycenaean

558



one who sets, waits at a table

Plutarch 1/2CE

561





Hesychius 5CE

565



slave's young master

Menander 4/3BCE

595



gardener, vinedresser

Libanius 4CE

599



one who moves the hands in pantomimic gesture, posture master

Hesychius 5CE

602



epithet of Silenus

Hesychius 5CE

606



one who distributes gold

Inscription 3/2BCE

8



see 

15



dark saying, riddle, taunt

Aristophanes 5/4BCE

46



festival at Miletus

Inscription

48



for . correlative, co-ordinate, counterpart

Hesychius 5CE

60



means of watering, watering place, draught

Lycophron 3BCE

61



means of watering, watering place, draught

Homer 8BCE

62



bond, league, fellowship

Homeric Hymns 8BCE

63



number, item, amount, item, term in a series

Homer 8BCE

75



abstract number

Alexander of Aphrodisias 3CE

77



drought, effects of drought; squalor, unkempt state; thirst

Empedocles 5BCE

90



abomination

Old Testament 3BCE

6. Other
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100



for , ravenous hunger

Plutarch 1/2CE

104



noise

Homer 8BCE

106



voluptuousness

Hesychius 5CE

107



noise

Hesychius 5CE

122



for , taste, smack of food, etc.

Nicander 2BCE

134



bite, sting; gnawing pain; mental suffering

Hippocrates 5BCE

141





Hesychius 5CE

148



cunctatio

Glossary

156



testamentary disposition

Glossary

158



competition in  

Inscription 2BCE

169



pungency

John Tzetzes 12CE

176



for , seven

Aeschylus 5BCE

184



train, series, sequence

Aristotle 4BCE

206



a group of six psalms sung at Matins

Ecclesiastical

214



possessor of right of pasturage

Inscription 4BCE

246



unmusical sound, false note

Dionysius of Halicarnassus 1BCE

252



soul, spirit; breath, life; mind, temper, will

Homer 8BCE

260



for , form, appearance; mental image; hallucination

Hippocrates 5BCE

273



, ivyin dialect of Croton

Hesychius 5CE

292



for , scream, cry

Euripides 5BCE

296



rapture, enchantment

Homer 8BCE

302



for , proclaiming as a subject for competition

Dio Cassius 2/3CE

308



clucking sound made by hens, to urge on a horse; hooting

Plutarch 1/2CE

316



care bestowed on dress, adornment

The Suda 10CE

322



sound of stringed instrument

Epicharmus 5BCE

737

326



icy cold, frost; chill, cold fit

Herodotus 5BCE

329



din of battle

Homer 8BCE

336



revel, carousal, merrymaking; rout, band

PseudoHerodotus 5CE

344



gluttony

Aristophanes 5/4BCE

345



for , allotted portion; destiny

Scholiast

352



hunger, famine

Homer 8BCE

356



plague

Homer 8BCE

357



for , hiccough

Hippocrates 5BCE

361



a wolf's howl

The Suda 10CE

376



wrath

Homer 8BCE

386



uttering of sound ; moaning, whimpering

Aeschylus 5BCE

407



braying of ass, lowing of ox

Lucian 2CE

420



loud cry, mostly of joy; song of triumph

Aeschylus 5BCE

428



armilustrum, place, festival of consecration of arms

Glossary

440



for , increase, advantage

456



winding of a river

Agathocles 3BCE

461



cold, chill; excessive cold

Plato 5/4BCE

466



disease of the lungs

Galen 2CE

467



apoplectic stroke

Alexander of Tralles 6CE

473



elaboration, refinement

Epicurus 4/3BCE

474



war, battle, conflict

Homer 8BCE

476



ravenous hunger

Plutarch 1/2CE

479



that which befalls one, lot, destiny

Homer 8BCE

499



any regularly recurring motion, measure proportion, symmetry

Aristotle 4BCE

738

500



state, temper, disposition; proportion, symmetry; shape, form, fashion

Symmachus 2/3CE

502



height

Strabo 1BCE/1CE

541



connexion

Demetrius of Phaleron 4BCE

544



for , affliction, ruin

547



error, failure

Aquila 2CE

550



throbbing of inflamed parts, beating of the heart; unhealthy excitement

Hippocrates 5BCE

559



triad

Ion 5BCE

560



shrill cry, scream of the partridge; grating, grinding rasping

Aristotle 4BCE

569



, (Cyprus)

Hesychius 5CE

582



pulsus venae

Glossary

587



irritation of the skin by rubifacients

Soranus 2CE

607



juice; 'humour'; flavour

Hippocrates 5BCE

611



false number

Scholiast

614



chilliness, dampness, drying place, refreshment

Porphyrius of Tyre 3CE

7. Words not Defined or of Uncertain Meaning
22



[In B&P only]

Catalogus Codicum Astrologorum

32



[In B&P only]

Constantinus Manassas 12CE

37



[In B&P only]

Eustathius 12CE

79



[In B&P only]

Eustathius 12CE

103



[In B&P only]

Aristotle 4BCE

120





Hesychius 5CE

138





Hesychius 5CE

163



[In B&P only]

Inscription

180





Hesychius 5CE

739

201





208



210



[In B&P only]

Clement of Alexandria 2/3CE

228





Theognostus 9CE

248





Theognostus 9CE

249



, 

Theognostus 9CE

275



(Croton), 

Hesychius 5CE

305



[in B&P only]

Hesychius 5CE

355



[In B&P only]

Inscription

377



 (writing tablet)  (cord, line, string)

Hesychius 5CE

378



[In B&P only]

Michael Psellus 11CE

385





Hesychius 5CE

395





Hesychius 5CE

449



[In B&P only]

Ecclesiastical

451



[In B&P only]

John Cassian 4/5CE

457



[In B&P only]

Plato 5/4BCE

463



[In B&P only]

Methodius 3/4CE

494



[In B&P only]

Nicetas Chonista 12/13CE

496





Hesychius 5CE

497





Hesychius 5CE

503





Hesychius 5CE

504





Hesychius 5CE

522



[word of doubtful meaning]

Papyrus 6CE

525



[a conjectured noun of unknown meaning]

533



[In B&P only]

John Tzetzes 12CE

538



[In B&P only]

Theodorus Studita 8/9CE

Hesychius 5CE
Aristotle 4BCE

740

548



[In B&P only]

Eustathius 12CE

552



[In B&P only]

Inscription

563



[In B&P only]

Ecclesiastical

566





Hesychius 5CE

578





Hesychius 5CE

598





Hesychius 5CE

608



possibly for , 

Hesychius 5CE

612



[In B&P only]

Glossary

613





Hesychius 5CE

543



see 

545



for , a noun not found in LSJ, PGL, or B&P

550



[In B&P only]

555



[In B&P only]

569



[In B&P only]

575



 (Cyprus)

615



possibly for , 

619



[In B&P only]

741

Nouns ending in  and  occurring in the New Testament





RootVerb



Nouns in brackets are
pseudo-

Verbs in brackets are not
found in NT

Meaning of Root Verb

Meaning of Noun

NT



Pauline uses

Occurrences

*

LXX
 

*







make holy, consecrate,
sanctify

holiness, consecration,
sanctification







purify

purification







not to know; be
ignorant

sin committed through
ignorance

1

6







do wrong, be in the
wrong

wrong, crime, misdeed

3

19







shed blood

blood

99

379







ask, ask for, demand

request

3

6







accuse, cernsure

charge, accusation;
reproach

1

742

10

10

1

6

Ro 6:19, 22; 1C
1:30; 1T 4:03, 04,
07

6

Ro 3:15, 25, 5:09;
1C 10:16, 11:25,
27, 15:50; Ga 1:16

8

Phl 4:6

1





make ceremonially
oimpure

pollution

1





sin, transgress

sin, transgression

5







go up, ascend, embark

flight of stars







bind with an oath, or
under a curse

curse, a thing accursed

7

votive offering, but
gradually took on the
meaning of the
preceding

1

1

2







ascribe, attribute;
declare, communicate
refer







draw water; endure

bucket for drawing
water







finish, complete, perfect

completion



flash forth

radiance, effulgence;
reflection



convict, expose, refute

refutation, exposure,
discredit





answer,declare

sentence (of death)

1





cast a shadow

shadow

1



count

number











743

39

Ro 3:25; 1C 6:18

2

Ro 9:03, 1C 12:3,
16:22; Ga 1:08, 09

5

26

17

1

1

1

1
2C 1:9

18

155

Ro 9:27

1







fit, fit in, together; join,
give in marriage

carriage, travellingchariot; war chariot







fit, fit in, together; join,
give in marriage

joint







steal, carry off, drag
away; snatch, take,
away







spice, have a spicy
flavour or scent

spices, aromatic oils or
salves; perfumery

4



be weak, powerless, sick

weakness

1



165

1

2

1







greet, welcome

greeting







render invisible,
unrecognisable; destroy,
diappear











4

Ph 2:6

17

Ro 15:01
10

57

disappearance,
destruction

1

57

walk, step, mount, make
go

step, grade, degree

1

6

walk, step, mount, make
go

step, stride; tribunal,
judicial bench;
speaker's platform

744

12

1

6

1

1C 16:21

Ro 14:10; 2C 5:10

1

2















walk, step, mount, make
go

altar



dip, wash, immerse;
baptise

baptism



dip, wash, immerse;
baptise

dipping, washing,
immersing; (in plural)
kinds of baptisms



abhor, detest

abomination, detestable
thing

1

20

6





eat, consume

food







see, look

glance, look

1



wish, want, desire; will

intention, purpose

3







gnash, chatter (of teeth)

gnashing, chattering of
teeth







beget, bear

that which is produced
or born, child,offspring

745

Ro 6:4

1

Ro 14:15 (x2),
14:20; 1C 3:02,
6:13 (x2), 8:08,
8:13, 10:03

9

Ro 9:19

1

4





45

121

17

71

3
7

4

2

2







come to be, become,
originate; be

product, fruit, yield







grumble, murmur; talk
secretly, whisper

complaint, dispeasure;
secret talk, whixpering







write, write down,
compose

letter, document

14







point out, show, make
known; explain, prove

proof, example

1







build, construct

roof, housetop

7







flay

skin

1







bind, tie, fetter

bond; fetter,
imprisonment







bind on either side

diadem, crown







balance accounts,
debate, impute

thought, opinion, motive







divide, separate

division, disunity







give, give out, hand over

gift

746

4

4

19
3

4

68

2C 9:10

1

11

Ph 2:14

26

Ro 2:27, 29, 7:06;
2C 3:06 (x2), 07;
Ga 6:11

48

Phl 1:07, 13, 14,
17; Phm 10, 13

6

Ro 1:21, 14:1; 1C
3:20, Phl 2:14

4

1

7

18

14

28

1

3
53

Phl 4:17

1





go away, be gone away

interval, distance

1

5





appoint, dispose, make
arrangements for

order, decree

1

3



show, do jusice; justify,
vindicate; treat as just,
free, pure

regulation, requirement,
commandment;
righteous deed;
justification, vindication
acquittal

10

140





hasten, run , press on;
drive away, out;
persecute, pursue;
aspire to

persecution







think, believe, suppose,
consider; seem

decree, ordinance,
decision, command;
doctrine, dogma

5

22







give, present,bestow

gift, present

2

1





747

10

3

Ro 1:32, 2:26, 5:16,
18, 8:04

5

Ro 8:35; 2C 12:10

Ro 5:16

2

1







call in a debt,invoke;
bring a charge against

charge, accusation;
reproach

2







make stable, support

foundation, mainstay

1







bring to birth

untimely birth,
miscarriage

1







refute, condemn, rebuke,
reprove

refutationof error







roll, wind round

package, roll

1







mark, point out; inform
against

evidence, plain
indication

1







clothe, dress

clothing, garment

8



be in action, operate;
effect

activity, experience

2



1







enjoin, command

commandment

3







vomit; disgorge, pour
out

vomit

1



cover over, up; shroud

cover, veil

1



furnish oneself with
food; provide oneself
with

provisions





748

3

1C 15:08

1

1C 12:06, 10

2

20

13

4

4

1

13







have, possess, own

bearing, manner,
deportment; outward
appearance

2

1







seek, look for;
investigate, examine,
consider, deliberate

question, issue

5

1







be defeated, succumb;
be inferior to

loss

2







wonder, contemplate

object of wonder,
portent, miracle;
wonder, amazement

2









wish, will, take pleasure
in

wish, purpose,
aspiration





reap, harvest

harvest, harvest-time





burn so as to produce
smoke

incense, incense burning

749

50

2

1

Ro 11:12, 1C 6:07

2

4

2C 11:14

1

47

13
6

1C 7:31, Ph 2:07

34
83

Ro 1:10, 2:18, 12:2,
15:32; 1C 1:01,
7:37, 16:12; 2C
1:01, 8:05; Ga 1;4;
1T4:03, 5:18

12









rage, seethe, storm

soul, spirit; breath, life;
temper, will





cure, heal, treat

healing





appease, conciliate

expiation, propitiation;
sin-offering

2

9





cleanse; sift; clear

purification

7

19



bring down to a place,
set down; set in order

behaviour, demeanour

1

1



18
3

298
10

Ro 2:08, 2C 12:20,
Ga 5:20

3

1C 12:9, 28, 30

3







kindle; urn

burning, heat

2

21







cover, hide

veil

8

19

2C 3:13, 14, 15, 16

4





condemn

punishment, doom,
condemnation

3

1

Ro 5:16, 18; 8:01

3





lodging, guest-room,
dining room

3

13





spread over, cover with

curtain

6

38





put in order, put in
proper condition,
prepare, make, create

equipment, equipping;
training, discipline



750

1











lay, lay down, place;
grant, do a favour

an accursed thing



speak loudly, boast of
doing, being

something to boast
about, boasting



command, order

1

11

23

signal, command

1

1

1T 4:04

1

4

Ro 16:25; 1C 1:21,
2:4, 15:14

4

Ro 15:23; 2C
11:10; Ga 1:21

3







cut short, shear; cut
down; destroy, consume

piece of money, copper
coin

1







be, act as herald;
proclaim

proclamation,
announcement

9





cry, wail; weep for,
lament

weeping, crying



break

fragment, piece, crumb

9

8

steal

stealing, theft

1

3

branch of a vine

4

12

district, region

3

1




















cause to lean, make
slope or slant

Ro 4:02; 1C 5:06,
9:15, 16; 2C 1:14,
5:12, 9:03; Ga
6:04; Ph 1:26,
2:16;

751

9

10

38

dispute, lawsuit,
decision, decree,
judgement, verdict ,
sentence of
condemnation

28

230







separate, distingish,
select, prefer; judge,
think, consider, look
upon







procure for oneself,
acquire, get

property, possession

4

12







create

creation, creature

4

6







roll, roll up

rolling, wallowing







rise in waves, swell

wave

5







leave, lack

remnant

1

calculation, reasoning,
reasoning, reflection;
reasoning power,
wisdom







reckon, calculate;
evaluate, estimate, look
upon as; consider







be famished, starve

famine, hunger





(be pestilent





call, consider blessed,
happy, fortunate



Ro 2:02, 03, 3:08
5:16, 11:33, 13:02;
1C 6:7, 11:29, 34;
Ga 5:10

1

1

Ro 11:05

2

130

Ro 2:15; 2C 10:04

12

116

Ro 8:35; 2C 11:27

pestilence

3

3

blessing

3

752

10

Ro 4:6, 9; Ga 4:15

1

2

2

3







mix, mingle, blend

mixture





divide, share, deal out,
apportion

division, separation;
distribution,
apportionment





be in mid-heaven,
culminate

zenith

3







stain, sully, defile

defilement, corruption;
shameful deed, misdeed,
crime

1







stain, sully, defile

pollution, corruption







be mindful of; woo or
court for one's bride

grave, tomb

8

2

thought, mind; design,
plot

6

3

coin, common currency

1

4







perceive, apprehend,
understand, gain an
insight into; consider,
take note, think over;
think, imagine







have in common use;
think, believe, hold,
consider

753

1

1

2

2

6

1

2

2C 2:11, 3:14, 4:04,
10:05, 11:03; Ph
4:07

6





mourn, lament

lamentation, mourning







live, dwell, inhabit

apartment; prison







pity, have pity on, have
pity for

pity, compassion



bring a whole burnt
offering

whole burnt offering

2

193



make like, compare

likeness; image, copy;
form, appearance

6

44











give, use a name

name

2
1

2

2C 7:07

1

Ro 12; 2C 1:3; Ph
2:1

3

3
5

37

230

1014

2

10

12

44

Ro 1:23, 5:14, 6:05,
8:03; Ph 2:07

5

Ro 1:5, 2:24, 9:17,
10:13, 15:9; 1C
1:2, 10, 13, 15;
5:4, 6:11; Phl 2:9
(x2). 10, 4:3

15







see, look

eye







see, look

vision







set out, rush headlong

violent rush, onset

1

10



owe, be obligated to

debt

2

3

Ro 4:04

1



fortify; confirm;
constrain

stronghold, fortress

1

72

2C 10:04

1






754



embitter, provoke

embitterment; revolt,
rebellion





fall beside, go astray,
miss; fall away, commit
apostasy

false step, ransgression,
sin

19

14





at once, immediately

18

17





1

Ro 4:25, 5:15 (x2),
16, 17,18, 20,
11:11,12; 2C 5:19;
Ga 6:1

11

22

Ro 7:15, 8:18; 2C
1:5, 6, 7; Ga 5:24;
Ph 3:10

7

2

1C 10:13 (x2); Ga
4:14

1

1C 4:13

stirring up, provoking;
irritation, sharp
disagreement; high
point of fever

2

2

1

5







urge on, stimulate;
provoke to wrath, irritate







provoke to anger

angry mood, anger







experience; suffer,
endure

suffering, misfortune







try, attempt; put to the
test

test, trial; temptation,
enticement to sin



purify completely

dirt, refuse, offscouring



2

755

16

21

1

3

1





abound; be extremely
rich, abundant; grow;
enrich; be outstanding

abundanc, fulness; what
remains

5

1





wipe all round, clean

dirt, offscouring

1

1

1C 4:13

1

1C 10:4

1

Ro 9:20

1

Ro 11:12, 25,
13:10, 15:29; 1C
10:26; Ga 4:04

6







drink

drink

2

3







fall, fall to pieces; be
destroyed, perish

that which has fallen,
dead body

7

22







form, mould

that which is formed or
moulded, image, figure

1

5







weave plait

anything entwined,
woven, braided

1



make full, fill; bring
something to
completion; fulfil

that which fills, makes
full, complete; that
which is full, brought to
completion; fulfilment,
fullness





756

17

14

120 citations
including Ph
1:19,27, 2:01, 3:03,
4:23







blow, breathe

blowing, breathing,
breath, spirit







do, make; cause, bring
about,

what is made, work,
creation

2

30

Ro 1:20



live, conduct one's life

corporate body of
citizens living in a
foreign city

1

1

Phl 3:20



procure, provide

means of gain



do, accomplish; collect;
be situated

deed, thing, event,
occurrence;
undertaking, event,
occurrence; thing





prefer

prejudgement,
discrimination

1





strike against, beat
against, stumble; take,
give offence

stumbling, offence

6



spit, spit out

saliva, spittle

1




 









757

382

344

2

11

120

1

2

126

Ro 16:02; 1C 6:1;
2C 7:11; 1T 4:6

4

11

Ro 9:32, 33, 14:13,
20; 1C 8:09

5





do things with ease; do
wrong; live at ease

wrongdoing, crime

1







sprinkle, cleans, purify

sprinkling







strike with a club, rod,
or whips; slap

blow with a club, rod, or
whip; slap

3

1







tear, break, burst; tear
loose, break loose; let
loose

wreck, ruin, collapse

1

7







say

word, saying,
expression; thing,
object, matter, event

53

556





keep the Sabbath

Sabbath rest,
observance





show reverence to

object of reverence,
sanctuary





shake, quiver, tremble

shaking, earthquake



cover, protect, shelter

covering, shelter

1



live, dwell

lodging, dwelling

3








758

2

5

1
2

2
14

15

3

Ro 10:08 (x2), 17,
18; 2C 12:4, 13:1

6







sow

seed, offspring,
posterity







put round; encircle,
crown, wreathe
















44

260

wreath, garland of
flowers

1

80

make strong, firm

firmament, firmness,
steadfastness

1

29

tattoo, mark

mark, brand

1

1

78

460

mouth





do military service,
serve in the army

army, troops

8

7





shatter, smash, crush

destruction, ruin

1

35



part, separate, divide

split, division,
dissension, schism

8





759

Ro 1:3, 4:13, 16,
18, 9:7 (x2), 8, 29.
11:1; 1C 15:38;
2C 9:10,11:22; Ga
3:16 (x3), 19, 29

17

Ga 6:17

1

Ro 3:14, 19, 10:08,
09, 10, 15:06; 2C
6:11, 13:01

8

Ro 13:16

1

1C 1:10, 11:18,
12:25

3













bring someone to his
senses; encourage,
advise, urge

advice, improvement;
moderation, selfdiscipline, improvement

division, group; order,
turn arrangement

1

body

142













bore through, pierce,
perforate

opening, hole, eye of the
needle

1







wound

wound

1







(thicken; provide with
food;) bring up, rear

domesticated animal

1







make a hole in; bore
through

that which is bored; eye
of a needle

1







write under, trace,
outline

model, pattern, copy



show, indicate

example, model,
pattern; copy, imitation

760

72 including Ph
1:20, 3:21 (x2)

73

1

appoint to, etablish in an
office; put in charge;
order, fix, determine,
appoint



131

17

20

1

6

1

5

1 Co 15:23

1



tie or bind beneath; put
on footwear

sandal, shoe





leave remaining

remnant





be behind, be inferior to,
fail to obtain, lack

shortcoming deficiency,
need



lift up, raise high













10

27

1

9

Ro 9:27

1

10

6

1C 16:17, 2C 8:14
(x2), 9:12, 11:9,
Phl 2:30

6

height, exaltation

2

4

Ro 8:39; 2C 10:05

2

became visible, appear

apparition

2

3

7

2

Ro 16:16; 1 C
16;20; 2C 13:12;
1T 5:26

4







love, have affection for;
kiss

kiss







shut, close, block; stop,
block, bar

fence, wall, hedge

way of thinking,
mindset, aim, aspiration,
strivings

4

2

Ro 8:06(x2), 07, 27

4

that which is mixed,
kneaded

5

3

Ro 9:21, 11:16; 1C
5:06, 07; Ga 5:09

5







think; hold, form an
opinion; set one's mind
to have thoughts,
attitudes







spoil, defile; jumble
together

761

4

18

illumination,
enlightenment, light;
bringing to light,
revealing
mark or stamp
engraved; thing formed,
image







shine upon, illuminate;
bring to light, reveal







sharpen; scratch;
engrave

a gift, a favour disposed

2

6

2C 4:04, 06

16

2

Ro 1:11, 5:15, 16,
6:23, 11:29, 12:06;
1C 1:7, 7:7, 12:04,
09, 28, 30, 31; 2C
1:11

8







give freely, graciously
as a favour; remit,
forgive, pardon







yawn, gape

chasm

1

1





feed, fatten, feast

fodder, forage, food

1

8





make use of, employ;
act, proceed; treat a
person in a certain way

property, wealth, means;
money

7

43

3

10







anoint

unguent, anointing







sing, sing praise

song of praise, psalm

762

2

7

75

1C 4:26

14

1





lie, tell a falsehood;
deceive by lies, impose
upon

lie, falsehood





whisper, slander

whisper, slander















1

1

1651

763

251

6822

Ro 3:07

1

2C 12:20

1

440

40

